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Foreword

EVEN THOUGH THE EMERGING CONSENSUS on development policy is far
from unanimous or infallible, policymakers and advisers know much
more about how to design a technically sound adjustment program than
they do about how to get adequate political support to sustain such a
program. The link of policy reform to politics is especially critical where
the political system is undergoing fundamental transformation at the
same time. The most dramatic evidence for this comes from Eastern and
Central Europe and the successor states to the Soviet Union, where
democracy and policy reform are both new. The connection between the
two is also crucial in the countries of Africa, Asia, Latin America, and
the Middle East, where structural adjustment and political liberalization
are new or incomplete.

To examine the political context and implications of reform in devel-
oping countries, the World Bank initiated a research project on the politi-
cal economy of structural adjustment in the context of democratization
and political liberalization. This volume presents some of the studies
from the project. They contribute to an ongoing inquiry by the develop-
ment policy community-economists, political scientists, and policy-
makers-on how the democratic process and economic reform can be
brought together.

The book highlights four key political challenges to economic reform.

ix



X FOREWORD

These challenges are in many cases common to countries at various
stages of economic development. Countries can and should learn from
each others' experience. The point is reinforced by illustrating the four
challenges with examples from the United States.

The first challenge arises from the fact that democratic governments,
rather than concentrating on areas where resources are most needed,
generally tend to homogenize the benefits of spending, thereby spreading
the benefits very thinly. The United States exhibits multiple symptoms of
this problem; a particularly good illustration is found in our regional
development efforts. The U.S. government now classifies as "depressed"
and eligible for special assistance geographical areas home to 93 percent
of our population. At least a small component of the B-i bomber is
produced in each of the fifty states and in 410 out of 435 congressional
districts. Our social welfare programs are notoriously untargeted, with
far more benefits from social security and medicare going to the upper
third of the population in terms of income than to the lower third.

The second challenge is exemplified by the problem of dairy farmers or
New York City teachers. Relatively small but highly concentrated interest
groups exert disproportionate influence on policy outcomes because of
their willingness to stake all their chips on the resolution of a single issue.
The vast majority of voters would prefer that milk prices and New York
teachers' salaries come down to market-clearing levels. Few in that vast
majority, however, are prepared to vote only on that issue, while a much
larger fraction of the small minority are prepared to vote and are pre-
pared to work for candidates only on that basis. Thus, the perverse
outcome can arise that the will of the minority prevails, even under
democratic conditions. The systematic difficulty is the overresponsive-
ness of democratic politicians to the demands of narrow but well-
organized interest groups.

The third challenge, bias toward the status quo, is exemplified by the
sugar growers' problem. When a group like sugar growers in the United
States gets a special favor, that special favor then becomes capitalized
into the price of their land and other asset inputs. After it is capitalized in
the price of a sugar farm, and particularly when the current owner actu-
ally paid that price, it appears unfair to take the benefit away. Demo-
cratic governments, and to some extent nondemocratic governments as
well, are reluctant to take steps that will tangibly and measurably make
somebody worse off in relation to the current status, whether or not that
status is justified.

Another striking example came in the course of the U.S. tax reform
debate in 1986. One of the liveliest issues was whether business lunches,
including those with three martini drinks, would continue to enjoy tax-
deductible status. The proposition was highly controversial, but nobody
who ate, or drank, a three-martini lunch had any role in the debate. The
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constituency for preserving deductibility was made up of all the restau-
rants that had come into being on the basis of the assumption that those
rules would continue. It is not that the constituency had earned excess
profits or had gotten rich especially; they had only been earning a fair
return on their investment. But removing the provision would cause a
capital loss. As a consequence, the rule was only barely altered. The
obvious lesson is to avoid creating rents that will then be difficult to take
away when they no longer make sense several years later. The tougher
question is how to implement desirable change after the distortion is part
of the status quo. Relevant to this point, Dani Rodrik's essay in this
volume offers the thesis that the ratio of the net social efficiency gain to
the magnitude of the reallocations is crucial in determining which re-
forms happen and which do not.

The fourth challenge is the propensity for democracies to be short-
sighted, leading to the deficit problem in the American context and many
others. The political science literature has shown that governments di-
vided between parties are more prone to shortsightedness than those that
are not divided. And it is not difficult to see why. The essential economics
of worker ownership consists of the observation that if an enterprise
(including a whole economy) is run for the benefit of today's workers,
who no longer will be owners and cannot sell their shares when they
leave, the enterprise will not have an adequate incentive to pay attention
to the future. The same is true of a government. Voters rarely judge the
government on the basis of the economy's outcome several years down
the road. With a divided government, as has often been the case in the
United States, the problem is compounded because the credit or blame
for any outcome, current or future, is shared in voters' minds by Republi-
cans and Democrats. This further weakens the incentive to accept paying
a political price in the short run to generate society's economic gain in the
long run.

These four challenges, which obviously play out in different ways in
different parts of the world, capture a large part of the difficulty in
achieving economic reform in new democracies as well. It is no accident
that democracies do well when they have to fight external wars, which
have the marvelous function of aligning everybody's primary objectives.
Without a common and clear threat, however, these mechanisms explain
the frequent failures of policy reform. Churchill probably got it right:
"No one pretends that democracy is perfect or all-wise. Indeed, it has
been said that democracy is the worst form of government except all
those other forms that have been tried from time to time."

The research on political economy does not need to describe in more
detail how the mechanisms of these challenges operate, though that is
interesting. Rather, the task is to find politically acceptable ways of
designing institutions to minimize these problems. If communism is the
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surest way to destroy an economy and bombing is the second surest way,
rampant populism is probably a very close third. What we need are ways
to preserve the benefits of democracy without letting popular forces
destroy the economy that supports them. The essays here make an im-
portant start in answering these questions.

Lawrence H. Summers
U.S. Undersecretary of the Treasury

for International Affairs



Preface

THE WORLD BANK BEGAN IN THE 1980s to evaluate in a systematic way
its experiences with structural adjustment. Three reports on adjustment
lending and their predecessors all identified the government's ownership
of the program as a critical prerequisite for successful adjustment lend-
ing, but the origins of such ownership remained largely a mystery.

Policymakers and advisers in the World Bank and elsewhere thus saw a
need to understand how the political aspects of the design and implemen-
tation of adjustment programs affect their success. Although the Bank
abstains from interference in the internal politics of its members, decid-
ing on economic adjustment is a political process, and the outcome of
adjustment has political consequences. Thus from the need to under-
stand the political context and effects of Bank lending arose an array of
questions: In which political and economic situations are adjustment
programs most likely to get the political support essential for their suc-
cess? Given the political and economic context, what kinds of modifica-
tions in program design help improve the quality of programs actually
implemented? How can international financial institutions contribute to
the political sustainability of reforms?

Theory alone could not answer such questions. Broader cross-
sectional, time-series samples could be used to test some narrowly fo-
cused questions, as we have done elsewhere with patterns of inflation

xiii
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and fiscal deficits that accompany political transitions. But only case
studies could provide adequate institutional detail.

Several projects had already compiled impressive collections of case
studies, and to get beyond them we decided first to focus on the conjunc-
ture of democracy and adjustment, and second to emphasize the testing
of a common set of hypotheses. We also decided to concentrate on re-
forms in the areas of fiscal, monetary, exchange rate, and trade policy.
Other policy reforms were equally important in many cases, but only
these seemed to have enough universal importance to support cross-
country comparisons. While the small sample size of a case study ap-
proach would preclude standard statistical tests of the hypotheses, the
case studies would permit us to investigate in more detail how and why a
particular case fit with our hypotheses.

In choosing the countries, we wanted examples that combined at least
some success in structural adjustment and in political liberalization, if
not democratization. The number of such countries was limited in 1990
when we designed the project, particularly since we also wanted exam-
ples that covered diverse economic adjustment challenges. Within two
years, there were many more countries we could have chosen from,
because of the political changes in Central Europe and the former Soviet
Union and in Africa and Latin America. We have taken heart that the
topic of our study has become more and more relevant and that the new
examples tended to fit the patterns and predictions of our study. The
eight countries studied here demonstrate the diversity of challenges to
economic reform and of political situations even within the set that com-
bined political liberalization with economic reform. Nevertheless, the
project does not claim to cover all important issues. For instance, events
of recent years highlight two issues that clearly warrant further study.
One is the challenge of political liberalization contemporaneously with
the total reconstruction of an economy, as in Eastern Europe and Central
Asia now. Second is the challenge of dealing with ethnic and racial
divisions. But these must wait for another day.

To address the range of questions that we had in mind, the research
team for each country needed to combine expertise in economics and
political science, as well as knowledge of the institutions of the country.
We were very fortunate in finding such persons who were willing join the
project (see the brief biographies of the contributors toward the end of
the book). We also included experts in the theoretical aspects of political
economy to strengthen the framework of the project. The lively and
constructive interaction among members of the whole team made a criti-
cal contribution to the success of the project.

In developing the project, we received helpful suggestions from many
people, including Thomas Callaghy, Alex Cukierman, Jessica Einhorn,
Barbara Geddes, John Holsen, Nora Lustig, Sylvia Maxfield, Joan
Nelson, Barbara Nunnberg, and Michael Stevens. We owe a particular
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debt to Robert Kaufman; through his close collaboration, his ideas
worked their way into this project at numerous points. We also express
especial gratitude to Vittorio Corbo and Johannes Linn for their enthusi-
astic support of the project, through many constructive conversations in
developing its design and steadfast help in guiding it through the bureau-
cracy of the World Bank. This was not an easy project for an institution
like the Bank to undertake, and we wish to thank the country operations
departments for agreeing to let us work on their countries.

Outlines and issues papers for each of the studies were discussed at an
extended team meeting in Washington in May 1991, before we went out
to do the field research. Economists from the relevant country operations
departments joined in that meeting and gave us much helpful guidance
for refining our research plans. In May 1992 at a public conference in
Washington, the papers of the project were presented and discussed.
Formal discussants there included Vittorio Corbo, Donald Emerson,
Miguel Fernandez-Ord6fiez, Bulent Gultekin, James Hansen, Ishrat
Husain, Johannes Linn, Katherine Marshall, William McCleary, Lyn
Squire, Arturo Valenzuela, Stan Wellisz, Jennifer Widner, and Prosper
Youm. Lawrence H. Summers made the opening presentation, and
Richard Feinberg, Moises Niam, and Mancur Olson led a panel discus-
sion at the end of the conference. They and the many other participants
of the conference pushed forward our ideas and helped with the final
preparation of the chapters of this volume. Four anonymous referees
provided many helpful comments on this volume. Elizabeth Forsyth pro-
vided excellent help in copyediting the volume.

Financial support for the project came from the Policy Research De-
partment of the World Bank and the International Center for Economic
Growth. They also supported the project with their intellectual guidance
and institutional endorsement. Alfred Imhoff, Carol Rosen, and Michael
Treadway in the Office of the Publisher guided the preparation and pro-
duction of the volume. This has been a team effort in many dimensions,
in which we have been lucky to have the chance to participate.

Stephan Haggard Steven B. Webb
San Diego, California Washington, D.C.
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Introduction

STEPHAN HAGGARD AND STEVEN B. WEBB

THE WIDESPREAD MOVEMENT TOWARD POLITICAL LIBERALIZATION and
democratization is one of the most dramatic historical developments of
the last two decades (Diamond, Linz, and Lipset 1990; Huntington
1991; O'Donnell, Schmitter, and Whitehead 1986). This wave of politi-
cal change began in Southern Europe in the mid-1970s when dictator-
ships in Greece, Portugal, and Spain relinquished power. In 1983 in
Turkey, a three-year military intervention came to a close. By the
mid-1980s, all of the South American militaries except those in Chile and
Paraguay had retreated to the barracks, and by 1990 they too had fol-
lowed suit. In the 1980s, transitions began in a number of Asian coun-
tries, including the Republic of Korea, Pakistan, the Philippines, Taiwan
(China), and Thailand. At the end of the decade, communist govern-
ments in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union collapsed. In the early
1990s, economic crisis, the end of the cold war, and increasing pressure
from external aid and lending agencies began to weaken authoritarian
governments in Africa as well.

This period of political change has coincided with the most severe
economic crisis affecting the developing world since the Great Depres-

For comments on drafts of this introduction, the authors wish to thank Rick Doner,
Barbara Geddes, Carol Graham, Simon Johnson, Robert Kaufman, Dani Rodrik, Nicholas
van de Walle, and three anonymous reviewers.
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sion. Governments there, particularly in Latin America and Africa, have
come under strong internal and external pressure to undertake politically
risky stabilization and structural adjustment measures. The challenge of
reform is even more daunting in the former socialist economies, which
must construct virtually the entire institutional apparatus of a market
economy and a democratic government.

In the postwar period, the developing countries have had difficulty
combining stable democracy with well-functioning market economies;
some analysts have wondered whether the two are compatible in poor
countries (O'Donnell 1973; Dornbusch and Edwards 1991). We would
expect new democratic governments to face particular challenges in man-
aging economic policy, including strong distributional claims from previ-
ously excluded groups and highly uncertain institutional settings. We
know from the historical experience of the advanced industrial states that
democracy and market-oriented policies can be made compatible over
the long run. What are the chances that the developing countries can
emulate this experience?

To address this question, this volume analyzes how political liberaliza-
tion and democratization influence the efforts of governments to initiate
and sustain economic reforms. This chapter draws heavily on eight coun-
try studies that form the core of the volume. It also takes into account
recent theoretical developments in the political economy of adjustment
(see chapters 2 and 3), cross-national quantitative studies conducted in
conjunction with this project (Cukierman, Webb, and Neyapti 1992;
Haggard, Kaufman, and Webb 1992), and a growing, but still small,
literature on the political economy of democratic transitions and poli-
cymaking in new democracies (Bates and Krueger 1993; Bresser Pereira,
Maraval, and Przeworski 1993; Haggard and Kaufman 1992; William-
son 1993).

The case studies in this volume capture a wide range of differences
with respect to region, level of development, and extent of political and
economic reform. All eight countries have undergone some degree of
political liberalization, although not all can be considered democratic.
The countries analyzed in the second part-Spain, Turkey, Poland, and
Chile-have had relatively well-defined democratic transitions, although
outgoing military elites have continued to exercise some influence over
post-transition politics in Turkey and Chile. In none of these four cases,
however, have there been signs of political reversal; democracy appears
to be consolidated. The case studies in part 3, by contrast, have experi-
enced ambiguous political transitions. Political liberalization has oc-
curred gradually within a dominant party context in Senegal and Mexico
and been reversed or delayed in Thailand and Nigeria. The prospects for
democratization in these four cases remain uncertain. All eight countries
have attempted, albeit with varying degrees of success, to implement
adjustment programs. All except Spain have done so with support from
the international financial institutions.
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The studies use political economy to explain policy choice, including
both the timing and content of policies when they are initiated and the
success of the government in implementing and sustaining reforms over
time. Most economists are primarily concerned with the effects of policy
on economic outcomes; the choice of policy itself is treated either as
exogenous or as a response to economic parameters and concerns with
efficiency. By contrast, we view policy not so much as a function of its
intended economic effects but as the outcome of interactions among
politicians, bureaucrats, and interest groups operating within a set of
institutional constraints.

The country studies focus on two clusters of policies: adjustments of
monetary and fiscal policy and reforms of the trade and exchange rate
regime. There are legitimate disagreements on what constitutes appropri-
ate policy in both areas, including in the countries under study, and it is
not our purpose to argue for a particular macroeconomic or trade policy
stance. Nonetheless, our premise is that fiscal and monetary policies are
central to short-term stabilization efforts, regardless of whether incomes
policies and other heterodox measures are also employed. Similarly, re-
forms of the trade and exchange rate regime play a role in expanding
exports and equilibrating the balance of payments, even when they are
accompanied by other industrial policy measures. These two areas do
not exhaust the range of reform issues facing developing, and particu-
larly former socialist, countries. Nonetheless, they do represent the
broader array of stabilization and structural adjustment measures facing
new democracies over the past two decades and thus provide a useful
entry for comparative analysis.

The studies each analyze one or more reform episodes, which are
outlined in table 1-1. The reforms were usually spurred by the economic
programs of new governments. Several studies compare reform efforts by
successive administrations; thus the number of cases studied actually
exceeds the number of countries. As table 1-1 shows, the reforms were
usually supported by various forms of structural adjustment lending
from the World Bank and International Monetary Fund. 1

The findings of these studies are summarized in four sections. The first
examines the effects of political liberalization and the transition to de-
mocracy itself, with an emphasis on different sequences of economic and
political reform. In countries where military governments have under-
taken economic reform prior to initiating the transition to democracy,
and those reforms have yielded tangible benefits, policy gains will, in all
likelihood, not be reversed by the transition. Many new democratic gov-
ernments do not enjoy the luxury of a strong economic inheritance,
however, and in a number of new democracies, incoming governments
have made matters worse. Nonetheless, the "democracy first" sequence
has produced successful reform efforts when new governments have
acted swiftly at the outset of their term to exploit political advantages
associated with the transition.
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Table 1-1. Reform Episodes Analyzed in the Country Studies, 1980s
Country; type of adjustment
lending during the standby
period Comments

Chile, 1988-92 Focus on the period from the 1988 plebiscite through
EFF (1985-89) the transition to the democratic Aylwin government
SAL 11 (1986-87) (1990-present)
SAL iII (1987-89)

Standby (1989-90)

Mexico, 1987-88 Focus on the Economic Solidarity Pact from its
Standby (1986-88) inception in December 1987 through the end of the de
Trade policy SECAL (1986-90) la Madrid administration (December 1988)
Second trade policy SECAL

(1988)
Agricultural SECAL (1988-90)

Nigeria, 1979-92 Compares policies of the Shagari (1979-83) and Buhari
Fertilizer SECAL (1983-86) (1983-85) governments with the adjustment efforts of
Trade SECAL (1986-89) the Babangida government (1985-92), with emphasis
Standby (1987-88) on the structural adjustment program of 1986
Second trade SECAL (1988-90)
Standby (1989-90)
Educational SECAL (1990-94)
Standby (1991-92)

Poland, 1989-91 Focus on the transition period and governments of
Financial SECAL (1992-95) Mazowiecki (1989-90) and Bielecki (1991), with
Restructuring and emphasis on the Balcerowicz program of 1990

privatization SECAL

(1991-98)
Standby (1990-91)
SAL I(1991-94)

Senegal, 1980-91 Examines the adjustment programs of the Diouf
EFF(1980-83) governments (l981-83, 1983-88, 1988-91) and
SAL I(1981-83) particularly the economic adjustment plan of 1984
Standby (1981-82)
Standby (1982-83)
Standby (1985-86)
SAL 11 (1986-87)
SAF (1986-88)
Standby (1986-87)
Standby (1987-88)
Enhanced SAF (1988-91)

Spain, 1975-86 Compares the transition period (1975-77) and
programs of the Center Democratic Union (1977-82)
and the Spanish Socialist Workers Party (1982-86)
governments

Thailand, 1980-88 Focuses on reforms of the fourth (1983-86) and fifth
SAL I(1982-83) (1986-88) Prem governments
Standby (1982-83)
SAL 11 (1983-84)
Standby (1985-87)
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Counttry, type of adjustment
len1ding dutring the stan(dby
period Comments

Turkey, 1980-91 Examines the first program under the democratic
Standby (1979-80) Demirel government (1 980), the period of military rule
SAL1(1980-81) (1980-83), and two Ozal governments (1983-87;
Standby (1980-83) 1987-91)
SAL 11 (I1981-82)
SAI. IHI (1982-83)
Standby (1983-84)
SAL IV (1983-85)

Standby (1984-85)
SAL V (1984-86)

Agricultural SECAL (1985-89)
Financial SECAL (1986-90)
Energy SECAL (1987-90)
Second financial SECAL

(1988-90)

Note: Standby refers to an IMF Standby Arrangement; SAL, a World Bank structural
adjustment loan; EFF, an IMF Extended Fund Facility agreement; SAF, an IMF structural
adjustment facility; SECAL, a World Bank sector adjustment loan.

Source: World Bank 1992.

The second section focuses on the institutions of new democracies by
examining how differences in the party and electoral system and in bu-
reaucratic organization affect the choice of policy. These institutions are
not easily changed, but other features of government structure are to a
greater extent. We suggest how the decisionmaking apparatus within the
government can increase or decrease the efficiency of economic policy, a
finding with direct implications for institutional reform.

The third section examines interest groups and the coalition-building
process on the premise that no reform program can be fully consolidated
unless it has an adequate basis of political support. If interest groups
determine policy, and interests in the period before reform tend to favor
the status quo, how is reform ever possible? The answer to this paradox
is that interests are not fixed but rather change in response to features of
the program itself. This section examines the political role of labor and
business in the adjustment process, paying particular attention to how
the speed and sequence of reform and the strategic use of compensation
affect the level of political support.

The fourth section examines the international influences on the policy
process. There is no evidence from the countries studied that external
actors tipped the political scales in favor of reform when the domestic
institutional and coalitional environment was unfavorable; there is evi-
dence that lending in such settings postponed adjustment. Providing sup-
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port to committed governments did, however, increase the domestic
political credibility of the reformers, both by improving overall perfor-
mance and by increasing their freedom of maneuver.

Democratization and Economic Reform

New democracies differ in the sequence of economic and political
reform (Haggard and Kaufman 1992, 1993). In some cases, including
Chile, Thailand, and Turkey, military elites undertook major stabiliza-
tion and structural adjustment initiatives prior to political liberalization;
Korea and Taiwan (China) also fit this pattern. By the time of the transi-
tion, these efforts had yielded positive results and the military could thus
liberalize or withdraw from power under relatively auspicious economic
circumstances.

Not only were the economic problems facing these countries less severe
by the time democracy was introduced or restored, but the success of
past policy had created a base of political support for the underlying
economic model. In Turkey, Turgut Ozal won the transitional presiden-
tial election of 1983 partly because he was the only civilian candidate
allowed to stand. However, he was also identified with the economic
reforms he had initiated under democratic auspices and sustained for the
most part during the three years of military rule preceding the election. In
Chile, a coalition of opposition parties led by the Christian Democratic
Party won the presidency. Recognizing the importance of establishing its
credibility with the military, the middle classes, and the right, the Chris-
tian Democratic Party took a position on economic issues that was even
more cautious and less populist than the pro-Pinochet candidate, Hernan
Buchi. Yet this stance was not simply strategic; it also reflected a broader
consensus among the political elite of the prodemocracy coalition on the
merits of a broadly market-oriented economic strategy. Both countries
faced the problem of how to balance the incorporation of new groups
with the implementation of economic reforms, but they did so in the
context of relatively strong growth that eased otherwise difficult
tradeoffs.

In other cases, by contrast, the sequence of political and economic
liberalization was reversed. Outgoing authoritarian governments had
failed to adjust, and new democratic governments inherited severe eco-
nomic crises. Among the cases presented here, Poland fits this pattern
most clearly. It is arguably characteristic of Senegal as well and also
typifies the transitions of several Latin American countries not studied in
this volume, such as Argentina and Bolivia. Crises had advantages as
well as disadvantages for new democratic governments. Past policy had
generally been discredited, and support, including support from the pri-
vate sector, for the outgoing authoritarian regime had collapsed. The
incoming government thus enjoyed a widespread, if diffuse, mandate to
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change policy. Yet the adjustment problems themselves were extremely
severe, and the public would at some point hold the new government
accountable for poor performance, even if its source could justifiably be
attributed to the outgoing government.

Comparative analysis suggests that new democratic leaders facing
crises achieved stabilization and structural adjustment objectives most
successfully when they moved swiftly to capitalize on the political gains
associated with the transition to democracy. Of the countries in this
study, Poland provides the most dramatic example of this process. John-
son and Kowalska (chapter 6) show how opposition to stabilization and
market-oriented reform was swept away in the broad support granted to
Poland's new Solidarity government. Even the communists, who still
held a significant share of legislative seats following the transition, were
unwilling to oppose the Balcerowicz program.

Initial support for difficult programs was also secured by explicitly
trading political gains for economic sacrifices. Spain provides the arche-
type of this strategy, although the economic setting was more auspicious.
Bermeo and Garcia-Duran (chapter 4) detail how labor and the left
abandoned a confrontational posture and accepted wage restraint in
order to smooth and secure the transition. Arriagada Herrera and
Graham (chapter 7) show how the Chilean opposition's moderate stance
on economic issues formed part of a larger political settlement. The
opposition leadership showed restraint on economic questions in order
to assure the military and the right, thus advancing the cause of demo-
cratic consolidation. In Senegal, Abdou Diouf sought to secure support
for economic reform and deflect attention from the economic crisis
through further political liberalization.

In other countries, however, the government did not or could not
exploit this positive tradeoff effectively. In Argentina, Bolivia, and Brazil,
as well as a number of the republics that emerged from the collapse of the
Soviet Union, new democratic leaders failed to initiate decisive action at
the beginning of their terms. Policy and performance deteriorated, and
the honeymoon effect associated with the transition dissipated. Leaders
in all three Latin American countries-Raul Alfonsin, Hernan Siles, and
Jose Sarney-spent the remainder of their terms attempting unsuc-
cessfully to recoup lost credibility, cycling through a series of failed or
partial stabilization efforts.

Herbst and Olukoshi (chapter 11) show a third pattern in Nigeria. The
government of Ibrahim Babangida attempted to implement concurrently
economic reforms and a gradual process of political liberalization from
above. This combined effort at political and economic reform, also visi-
ble in some of the former Soviet republics, appears to create particular
difficulties: rather than reinforcing the government's reform effort, the
controlled nature of the political liberalization provided a focal point for
opposition challenges. In Nigeria, opposition forces took advantage of
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the political opening to mobilize against Babangida's structural adjust-
ment program and, by proxy, against the government itself. Increased
political pressures forced the government to choose between the objec-
tives of political and economic liberalization. Babangida opted for politi-
cal control, overriding opponents of the structural adjustment program
on a number of issues. Yet the effort to stage-manage the political transi-
tion ultimately led to sacrifices in the program as elections approached.

In sum, new democratic governments typically enjoy a period in which
the costs of adjustment can be traded against political gains. This politi-
cal space for initiating reforms is particularly critical for governments
that come to power during crises. When the transition occurs under good
economic conditions, new democratic governments have the luxury of
making adjustments in an incremental fashion. In periods of crisis, how-
ever, delay leads to further economic deterioration, which dissipates the
support for reform and may even erode support for democracy itself
(Haggard and Kaufman 1993, chap. 9).

The success of this strategy for initiating reform is by no means as-
sured. New reform initiatives must be followed by sustained follow-up
and implementation. This process of consolidating reform depends on
the program's economic success, yet it also depends on the routine legis-
lative, electoral, and interest group constraints that characterize any
democracy.

Institutions and Economic Policy

The most common approach to policymaking in democracies-both
among academics and nonspecialists-is to focus on the role of interest
groups. The model is a simple one. Policy reform has distributive conse-
quences for different groups, which organize to protect their incomes and
rents. Politicians respond to constituent pressures because they seek to
remain in office, and they exchange policy distortions for political sup-
port. The fate of any reform effort thus hinges on the political balance of
power between the winners and losers in the reform effort.

Distributive conflicts over adjustment policy are explored in more de-
tail in the next section of this introduction and in the discussion of trade
policy in the essay by Rodrik (chapter 3 of this volume). This section
focuses on two features of the institutional setting: the party and elec-
toral system and the decisionmaking structures within the executive it-
self. As Geddes (1992, p. 1) argues, "Institutional characteristics either
mute or magnify the effects of interest group pressures on government
decisionmakers."

The Party System

The nature of the party system strongly influences how support and
opposition are organized, and thus the prospects for reform. Although
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the executive enjoys some leeway in initiating reform efforts, particularly
at the outset of a new government, sustaining reform in a democracy
requires an adequate base of legislative support. Even in the presence of
such support, opposition politicians have an incentive to campaign
against the costs associated with reform; without such support, execu-
tives are isolated, vulnerable to attack, and more likely either to reverse
course or to lose office to antireform candidates. Although numerous
characteristics of the party and electoral system might plausibly influence
reform efforts, this book focuses on the extent of polarization and frag-
mentation. 2 The formal models outlined by Alesina in chapter 2 suggest
that polarized party systems, in which wide ideological differences sepa-
rate the main political contenders, encourage bidding wars between com-
peting political forces and produce destabilizing swings in policy. The
populist policy cycles in Latin America illustrate this pattern among
developing countries (Dornbusch and Edwards 1991). There is some
debate over the effects of fragmentation, or the tendency toward the
proliferation of political parties.3 Nonetheless, fragmentation makes co-
alition rule more likely, increases the difficulty of reaching compromises,
and contributes to the instability of governments-all factors that can
effect government policy (Roubini and Sachs 1989).

Mexico constitutes an important limiting case in this analysis of the
role of the party system. Although Mexico has undergone some political
liberalization since the mid-1970s, the system is still dominated by a
powerful single party, the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), which
can control, co-opt, and reconcile contending social interests. This struc-
ture did not, however, prevent Mexico from getting into serious eco-
nomic trouble in the early 1980s; indeed, internal divisions within the
party over the course of economic policy contributed to the government's
delay in undertaking corrective measures. Kaufman, Bazdresch, and Her-
redia (chapter 9) show, however, that once the leadership of the party
changed, the PRI'S long-standing corporatist links with labor and the
private sector did allow the president to secure agreement to, and compli-
ance with, the heterodox stabilization program contained in the Eco-
nomic Solidarity Pact of 1989.

The very dominance of the PRI in the Mexican political system raises
questions about Mexico's relevance-or desirability-as a model for
other countries. In two countries examined here, outgoing authoritarian
leaders altered constitutions in order to limit previous tendencies to po-
larization and fragmentation. These cases-Turkey and Chile-permit
comparisons between the performance of different party systems within
the same country.

In Turkey, the political and economic difficulties of the late-1970s can
be attributed in no small measure to an increasingly polarized political
system. The 1983 election was limited to three parties hand-picked by
the military, and the new constitution drafted by the military contained
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rules, including electoral thresholds for gaining parliamentary represen-
tation, that served to eliminate smaller parties from participation alto-
gether. These prohibitions and rules initially helped the conservative
Motherland Party gain large legislative majorities that facilitated its ad-
justment initiatives but ultimately gave rise to a political backlash that
eased the barriers to political entry. As Onis and Webb (chapter 5) show,
this new political opening corresponded to increased difficulties in man-
aging both fiscal and trade policy.

In Chile, Augusto Pinochet went further, setting up a number of what
Arriagada Herrera and Graham (chapter 7) call "authoritarian enclaves"
in the new democratic order. Not only were electoral rules written to
strengthen the legislative representation of the right, but Pinochet di-
rectly appointed a number of senators in order to guarantee a conserva-
tive majority.

Poland also provides an example of the outgoing regime bequeathing
itself nondemocratic enclaves of authority in the new constitution, with
the key difference being that the outgoing party by and large opposed
reform. By reserving a number of seats in the Parliament (Seim) for the
communists, Solidarity and its coalition partners that formed the first
democratic government were barred from having a legislative majority.
Yet the Solidarity leadership exploited its popularity by launching a re-
form program at a time when it constituted a broad umbrella movement.
Johnson and Kowalska (chapter 6) argue that, while the program was
sustained, its political difficulties can be traced to the emergence of a
highly fragmented party system beginning in the summer of 1990. New
groupings in the legislature voiced legitimate concerns about the pro-
gram, but the proliferation of small, weak parties made governance sub-
stantially more complicated.

The Spanish case also demonstrates the advantages of a strong major-
ity government. The first post-transition government of the Center Dem-
ocratic Union faced legislative difficulties with its program due to its
minority status in the legislature. Complex intracoalitional politics
within the party also contributed to ministerial turnover. The party's
socialist successor, the Spanish Socialist Workers Party, by contrast, did
not have to rely on coalition partners at all, enjoyed an absolute majority
in the legislature, and faced little coherent opposition. This dominance
allowed it to push through a more comprehensive program than that of
its predecessor, even though its ideological orientation was center-left,
while that of the Center Democratic Union was center-right.

Gauging the actual extent of polarization and fragmentation within
the party system can be difficult if one looks simply at the number of
parties or their ideological stance. The party system in Thailand is highly
fragmented, but the country has had relatively consistent economic pol-
icy and undertook important reforms during a period of political liberal-
ization. As Doner and Laothamatas argue in chapter 10, the extent of
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polarization is low and the apparently fragmented system "can be under-
stood as a single dominant coalition composed of three major parties."
Moreover, the parties are weak relative to the prime minister and techno-
crats, who continue to wield extensive power over the country's eco-
nomic agenda. As in Mexico, these arrangements call into question the
extent to which Thailand could be considered genuinely democratic,
even before the military coup of 1991.

By contrast, Senegal appears to be a less fragmented political system.
Diouf enjoyed an overwhelming legislative majority after the 1983 elec-
tions, placing him in a strong position to initiate a new reform thrust. But
Ka and van de Walle show in chapter 8 that the ruling party was little
more than a collection of diverse political factions and networks of cli-
ents, many of which had interests directly opposed to adjustment. Rather
than reconciling these diverse interests, the ruling party provided a vehi-
cle through which they could block reform.

Nigeria represents the most interesting experiment in shaping the party
system. The Babangida government sought to avoid ethnic polarization
and to circumvent traditional party politicians by dictating that only two
parties would contest the transitional elections initially scheduled for
1992, one "a little to the left," the other "a little to the right." The
government mandated, however, that the platforms of both parties ex-
plicitly had to support the structural adjustment program. Despite this
effort at electoral engineering, as of this writing, Babangida had not
honored the election results by letting the winner take power.

Electoral Cycles

Closely related to the question of party structure is the effect that the
timing of elections has on the timing of reform. Early models of the
political-business cycle argued that parties in power manipulated macro-
economic policy to maximize their electoral chances, stimulating the
economy as elections approached and stabilizing it immediately after-
ward (for reviews see Alesina 1988; Nordhaus 1990; and chapter 2 of
this volume). Empirical evidence supporting the model is weak for the
advanced industrial states (Alesina 1988; Alt 1985; Alt and Chrystal
1983, chap. 5), and the theory is questionable: in Brian Barry's well-
known criticism, models of the political-business cycle assume "a collec-
tion of rogues competing for the favors of a larger collection of dupes"
(Barry 1985, p. 300). Under assumptions of rational expectations, the
electorate would discount anticipated government actions, reducing their
effects and thus the incentive to manipulate policy for political ends.

In response to these problems, the theoretical literature on political-
business cycles has taken two alternative tacks. Alesina (1988) has devel-
oped a rational partisan model in which differences in government be-
havior are attributable to differences in the underlying coalitional base of
parties. In these models, party behavior depends on ideological orienta-
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tion. Partisan models also generally support the arguments presented in
the previous section concerning party polarization and emphasize that
sharply polarized party systems will be characterized by particularly viru-
lent electoral cycles. This is the case not only because of differences in
party platforms but also because of the high degree of uncertainty sur-
rounding the electoral contest itself.

Rogoff and Sibert (1988) and Rogoff (1990). by contrast, have devel-
oped a rational opportunistic model in which informational asymmetries
between the government and citizens generate a political-business cycle.
Many institutional factors that offset such asymmetries in the industrial
countries are absent in the developing world, including an informed
public, independent media coverage of economic policy, and forms of
consultation that expand the information available to groups about gov-
ernment policies and their likely effects. Lower levels of income, exten-
sive poverty, and the absence of welfare systems to cushion the costs of
economic crisis might also shorten the time horizons of voters. Under
such conditions, electoral support might plausibly be linked to govern-
ment delivery of short-term material benefits.

The one published cross-national study of the electoral cycle in devel-
oping countries-Ames's analysis of Latin American expenditure data for
1947-82-found significant effects of the electoral cycle (Ames 1987,
pp. 23-33). Comparative case study research by Joan Nelson (1990) and
her colleagues also found some evidence of policy cycles tied to elections.
One pooled time-series analysis (Haggard, Kaufman, and Webb 1992)
with a broad sample of countries that controlled for political variables
such as type of regime and transition found no significant difference in
the level of fiscal deficits or inflation in the years before, during, or after
the election. The study did find, however, that when a country already
had high inflation, the government was less likely to initiate a stabiliza-
tion program in the year before or during an election.

This finding is generally confirmed by the case studies, particularly
when the transition is followed by a series of nonconcurrent elections
(usually for different levels of government). Economic policy in Poland
was temporarily disrupted by the complex political battles surrounding
the presidential election in the summer of 1990 and by the parliamentary
elections of late 1991. Turkey (1987 and 1991) and Nigeria (1990-91)
show evidence of election-related expansions, and the momentum of the
Senegalese program began to slow prior to the 1988 election, although
numerous other factors ultimately contributed to its demise.

Conversely, new programs were typically initiated following elections,
often associated with the transition itself: Turkey (1980 and 1983), Sene-
gal (1984), Poland (1990), and Spain (1976, 1982) provide examples.
Dramatic adjustment programs in Brazil under Fernando Collor de
Mello (1990), Argentina under Carlos Menem (1991), and Bolivia under
Victor Paz Estenssoro (1 985) confirm the independent effects of electoral
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cycles as opposed to changes in regime. In each case, reforms were
launched by the second post-transition government, which came to office
by exploiting the failures of the first.

There is one clear exception to this rule among the cases presented in
this volume. In Mexico, the government launched the Economic Soli-
darity Pact just prior to a presidential election. Yet this exception proves
the rule: the PRI's dominance of the political system meant precisely that
elections did not pose any fundamental uncertainties. The top figure in
the outgoing de la Madrid government associated with the economic
program-Carlos Salinas de Gortari-was the incoming president.

Several other well-known election-eve stabilizations have occurred
outside our sample. Particularly in countries where inflation was ex-
tremely high and becoming a political liability, stabilizing promptly
seemed to promise political as well as economic gains. In Argentina, the
Austral Plan came just a few months before key congressional elections
and the Primavera Plan in 1988 was a gambit to win the presidential
election in 1989. Brazil's 1986 Cruzado Plan was also initiated just be-
fore congressional elections. These programs succeeded in bringing
down inflation temporarily with minimal economic dislocation, yet they
foundered on the inability of the government to undertake more difficult
supporting measures, particularly with reference to fiscal policy. As a
result, the programs unraveled, and the ruling party in both countries
was punished electorally for that failure.

Refiorm of Bureaucracies

Frequently, the most vociferous opposition to a change in policy comes
not from interest groups, legislators, or voters, but from ministers and
bureaucrats within the government or even from the executive himself.
One of the most consistent findings of the research presented in this
volume is the crucial role played by bureaucratic organizations in both
initiating and consolidating reform efforts. In every successful reform
effort, politicians delegated decisionmaking authority to units within the
government that were insulated from routine bureaucratic processes,
from legislative and interest group pressures, and even from executive
pressure (Geddes 1992). In some cases, bureaucratic agencies associated
with old policies were eliminated outright.

Of course, insulating key parts of the bureaucracy from political pres-
sure only assists the cause of reform if the bureaucrats are technically
capable of designing and carrying out the measures. In general, middle-
income countries in the sample had relatively strong bureaucratic tradi-
tions to begin with, and strengthening the quality of governance further
was an element of new adjustment efforts. In Nigeria, Poland, and Sene-
gal, however, shortcomings of the bureaucracy arguably contributed to
difficulties in the program's implementation. For low-income countries
in particular, increasing the decisionmaking and administrative capacity
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of the government constitutes a crucial precondition for initiating coher-
ent programs, although it does not provide a panacea where the broader
political milieu is unfavorable.

That political setting varied across our cases. In Chile, the military
undertook bureaucratic reform with the explicit intention of tying the
hands of its democratic successor. Yet in other cases, new democratic
governments initiated institutional reforms in order to advance their pro-
grammatic objectives in the face of bureaucratic opposition, usually by
establishing bureaus with close or exclusive ties to the chief executive,
which held decisionmaking powers previously spread among several
ministries.

Thailand and Mexico, countries in which the process of democratiza-
tion was the least advanced, again constitute limiting cases, with a par-
ticularly high level of bureaucratic insulation. In Thailand, control over
macroeconomic policy had long been dominated by a highly insulated
technocratic team, including a particularly strong central bank and a
budgetary process that limits legislative involvement. Trade policy was
also relatively insulated in the Ministry of Finance, although the revenue
motive did not always guarantee that bureaucratic interests favored liber-
alization, and interest groups gained greater access to trade policymaking
as politics were liberalized. The reforms of the early 1980s were overseen
by a Council of Economic Ministers, headed by the prime minister.
Doner and Laothamatas (chapter 10) argue that the council "was in
effect a supercabinet, authorized to make decisions that were binding on
the entire cabinet." The prime minister's personal advisers, career bu-
reaucrats, and nonparty politicians dominated party politicians, who
were in any case relatively weak. When the balance of power between
bureaucrats and politicians tilted toward the latter after 1988, poli-
cymaking became less coherent.

The Mexican case is more complex, because the bureaucracy in the
past was divided between orthodox groups that emphasized market-
oriented approaches to macroeconomic management and developmen-
talist factions that urged a more activist role for the state. The crisis of
the mid-1980s propelled market-oriented officials in the budget and fi-
nancial ministries to prominence; not coincidentally, this group was led
by Carlos Salinas de Gortari, who later became president.

Chile and Turkey display important contrasts in the origins and pur-
poses of the insulating institutions for economic policy, although both
countries reintroduced democracy in a controlled way. In Chile, outgoing
military officials built institutional arrangements to favor more insulated
decisionmaking by ideological allies. Although most of the arrangements
were in the area of political-military affairs, at least two were in the
economic arena: a new law governing the central bank and a requirement
that any change of tariffs be approved by both houses of the legislature,
including the Senate, where special rules guaranteed control by the
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military-right parties. Although the opposition initially protested the cen-
tral bank law as another authoritarian imposition, its own political inter-
est in a moderate policy stance allowed a negotiated compromise to be
reached on the composition of the board of the new bank. The result
substantially strengthened the institution's autonomy and enhanced the
prospects for macroeconomic stability.

In Turkey, the new democratic regime was more committed to organi-
zational reform than its military predecessor. Rather than try to reform
the old bureaucrats, Ozal created a new agency and transferred key
powers to it. He created an undersecretariat for treasury and foreign
trade under a new minister of state for economic affairs, who reported
directly to him. This institutional reform streamlined policymaking but
also gave the prime minister greater control over patronage. As political
pressures on the government mounted, the insulation of this office from
the political fray necessarily waned. The changes were initially motivated
by an effort to improve coordination and to reduce the power of etatist
segments of the bureaucracy, and this objective was achieved in the early
period, when a variety of reforms were initiated.

Senegal and Spain show similar patterns. On winning an electoral
mandate, Diouf strengthened his direct hold on the Senegalese adminis-
tration by eliminating the post of prime minister, promoting technocrats
throughout the bureaucracy, and creating special coordinating commit-
tees to promote interministerial communication and more effective deci-
sionmaking. These bodies were dominated by technocrats and were de-
signed precisely to divert power from the established agencies, which
tended to act like private interest groups engaged in lobbying. In Spain,
economic policymaking under the Spanish Socialist Workers Party was
concentrated in the hands of the well-known economist Miguel Boyer,
who drew three previously separate economics ministries together under
his own command and became known as the superministro.

Nigeria presents a contrasting case. Initially, Babangida established a
presidential advisory committee to oversee the structural adjustment pro-
gram. The committee was independent of ministerial control; headed by
a prominent economist, it became central to the formulation of stabiliz-
ing budgets as well as the larger reform effort. In 1987, in response to
growing opposition to the effects of the program, the president revised
the composition of the committee to include noneconomists, who played
an important role in pushing the government to adopt a reflationary
budget in 1988.

Insulating reformers within the bureaucracy is important for initiating
adjustment, but success in sustaining and consolidating reform requires
building bases of support. In the absence of such bases of support, insu-
lated technocratic agencies become politically isolated and programs be-
come vulnerable to reversal. It is to the strategy of building support
among the beneficiaries of the reform process that we now turn.
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Building Coalitions for Reform

Outside the legislative arena and the government itself, political oppo-
sition to and support for reform come from interest group leaders and
other political entrepreneurs who react to the program's anticipated ef-
fects on their constituents. Interest groups are important not only be-
cause of their lobbying activity and role in mobilizing electoral support
but also because of their capability for spearheading collective action
outside routine political channels: labor and investment strikes, capital
flight, demonstrations, riots, and even insurrection.

In formulating and launching a program, politicians can counter oppo-
sition with the technical expertise of their staff, their power over the
agenda, broad political mandates, and exploitation of political and insti-
tutional circumstances. Over the longer run, however, the implementa-
tion of adjustment measures must be seen as a process of coalition-
building (Waterbury 1989).

The configuration of interest group support is likely to change as an
economy undergoes stabilization and structural adjustment. Indeed, if
the interest group configuration does not change, it is unclear how the
status quo could ever be transcended. The resolution to this paradox is
that the political success of a program depends not only on its distribu-
tive consequences but also on the organization of groups and their rela-
tionship to the political system. Even if the aggregate benefits are wide-
spread, politicians may not be able to capture these gains politically if
institutional arrangements weaken or dissipate support from benefici-
aries and strengthen antireform forces (Geddes 1992). A critical aspect of
the political management of policy reform therefore involves encourag-
ing the reorganization of interests: expanding the representation and
weight of interest groups that benefit from the reforms and either mar-
ginalizing or compensating the losers.

Interest Groups and the Government

The interest groups relevant to a particular adjustment effort vary
depending on the policy area. In some cases, such as trade policy, nar-
rowly focused organizations, such as sectoral lobbies, can play a crucial
role. In general, business associations and urban labor in both the public
and private sectors have proven to be the most important organized
interests in middle-income countries. Agricultural interests also come
into play in several of our case studies, particularly Poland and Senegal.

LABOR. Organized labor almost always loses in the initial phase of a
traditional adjustment program. Tight fiscal and monetary policies re-
duce aggregate demand and employment and hit directly at public sector
employment and wages. The political models of inflation and stabiliza-
tion reviewed by Alesina in chapter 2 often explicitly or implicitly have a
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labor-business conflict at their core. Trade policy also affects the interests
of workers, although theoretically, the relevant cleavages should not
divide labor from capital but should depend on the sectoral location of
labor. As Rodrik argues in chapter 3, trade liberalization pressures the
import-substituting sector, and real devaluation hits the producers of
nontraded goods. In both cases, organized labor is expected to resist
reform efforts.

Thus, getting labor to agree to temporary setbacks is crucial. Labor is
typically subject to a variety of controls under authoritarian regimes, and
this has been one reason for their relative success in implementing stabi-
lization efforts. In some cases, such as Korea and Turkey, controls on
labor extended into the democratic period. Genuine democratization is,
however, likely to allow more extensive and active labor union organiza-
tion and militancy. This happened in Spain under the Center Democratic
Union, in Turkey after 1987, in Senegal, and of course in Poland, where
labor led the fight against the communist government.

Whether labor resisted and blocked reform depended in part on its
degree of organization and sectoral location. Devaluation and trade lib-
eralization were more contentious and subject to reversal where labor
found other allies opposed to adjustment, like the rural religious and
business leaders in Senegal, or where labor was concentrated in strategic
sectors, such as coal mining in Poland. A high concentration of workers
in state-owned enterprises complicates stabilization plans because efforts
to control wages or lay off workers are immediately politicized; this was
a problem in Nigeria, Poland, and Turkey.

In some cases with strategically placed unions (Mexico) or resurgent
unions following democratization (Spain), stabilization and adjustment
succeeded anyway. This suggests that the most critical factors are how
unions relate to the government and political parties and how they are
represented in the political system as a whole. Previous studies, particu-
larly of Europe, have found that corporatist arrangements (Katzenstein
1985), close ties with governing social-democratic parties (Cameron
1984; Hicks 1988; Lange and Garrett 1985), or ties with broad cross-
class parties (Haggard and Kaufman 1992) can integrate labor into the
political system in ways that provide the basis for compromise, social
pacts, and enhanced policy credibility.

The cases of successful adjustment generally fit one of these patterns.
Mexico again constitutes a limiting case, because corporatist organiza-
tion was used for the purposes of control: the government was able to
secure labor concessions in support of the Economic Solidarity Pact. Yet
this outcome is not limited to more restrictive governments; democracies
can achieve similar results. Center-left governments in Spain and in Po-
land secured the acquiescence of labor, at least in the short run; so, too,
did the Concertaci6n in Chile, a coalition led by the Christian Democrats
but with socialist participation. By contrast, where labor had weak links
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with the government, but strong ties with class-based leftist or populist
parties or movements, as in Nigeria, Spain under the Center Democratic
Union, and Turkey before September 1980 and after 1987, reform
proved more difficult.

One reason for this apparently anomalous result-social-democratic
governments extracting concessions from labor-may be that such gov-
ernments are particularly concerned with establishing their credibility
with the private sector. Leadership of the Spanish Socialist Workers Party
in Spain and of the Concertaci6n in Chile had this concern. A second
reason is that center-left governments more often enjoy credibility with
labor and are thus in a better position to protect labor's long-term inter-
ests in return for short-term restraint. Right-of-center governments, in
contrast, are less likely to offer long-term improvements for labor and
more likely to resort to short-run concessions in the face of labor pres-
sure, such as wage increases that outstrip productivity or expanded pub-
lic employment, even if these undermine the program. This pattern was
particularly clear in Turkey and in Spain under the Center Democratic
Union.

BuSINESS. Although organized labor almost always fares poorly in the
initial phases of stabilization and adjustment programs, the interests of
business are usually more mixed. Some measures, such as wage restraint,
regulatory reform, and privatization, can garner support among all seg-
ments of business while others, such as trade liberalization, face resis-
tance from adversely affected sectors. In Thailand and Turkey, this am-
bivalence extended to the level of the individual firm or group, since
diversified financial-industrial groups were involved in importing,
import-substituting, and export activities simultaneously.

This policy ambivalence presents the government with a wider array of
options for dealing with the business sector. Policy reforms can be pack-
aged or linked to compensate firms for unpopular measures. Contrary to
conventional political economy expectations, relatively low levels of
business resistance to trade reform were found in the countries studied
here, in part because policies were packaged effectively. In both Turkey
and Thailand, import-dependent businesses were compensated for a
costly devaluation by means of the gradual pace of import liberalization
and an expansion of export subsidies. In addition, the devaluation itself
protected the import-competing sector, as explained in Rodrik's essay
(chapter 3). In Nigeria, where the system of import-licensing benefited
relatively few firms, the government packaged a large devaluation with
the elimination of the system of licenses, which expanded legal entry into
the import business.

Trade policy reform in Senegal also included accompanying measures,
including wage restraint, intended to lower costs since devaluing the
nominal exchange rate was precluded by membership in the Franc Zone.
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But the size of the cut in nominal wages required to achieve a real
devaluation and the strength of unions representing public sector em-
ployees made it impossible to achieve the program's objectives for wage
policy. Other industrial policy measures designed to assist business
proved to be either inadequate to the task or poorly implemented, and
the battered private manufacturing sector succeeded in partially reversing
the liberalization measures.

In Mexico, Spain, Poland, Thailand, and Turkey, the packaging ex-
tended beyond the bounds of trade policy. Rodrik explains how periods
of depreciation and macroeconomic crisis may be good times to launch
trade reforms, contrary to usual thinking, precisely because the politi-
cally disruptive redistributive effects of trade policy are either small com-
pared with macroeconomic developments or partly offset by movements
in the exchange rate. In Mexico, a protected business sector put up
surprisingly little resistance to a program that linked much-wanted stabi-
lization with sweeping trade liberalization. In Spain, the manifest bene-
fits of entering the European Community and a concerted effort to in-
crease the flexibility of labor markets offset the dislocation associated
with trade liberalization.

The strategy of providing offsetting gains does not necessarily guaran-
tee that trade policy reform will be institutionalized; political leaders
must also change patterns of organization to maximize support and mini-
mize the access of rent-seeking antireform groups. Mexico and Senegal
provide a sharp contrast in this regard. In Mexico, the government not
only did away with the licensing system but also substantially reduced
the discretionary power of the agency (Secofi) that had been an impor-
tant source of access for firms seeking special exemptions from trade
policy decisions. At the same time, new consultative mechanisms favored
representation by large financial-industrial groups that were in a rea-
sonably good position to survive-and even benefit from-liberaliza-
tion; the Prem government devised similar consultative mechanisms in
Thailand.

In Senegal, by contrast, the government failed to reach out to those
elements in the private sector that benefited from reform, mostly a
weakly organized group of small-scale traders. The government was
unwilling and unable to break long-standing networks of patronage, and
technocrats retained a disdain for the private sector, considering it parasi-
tic and corrupt. Thus, the antireform element within the state was much
more familiar to the private sector, through rent-seeking and clientelist
networks, than were the free-marketeer reformers.

Governments seeking to liberalize trade clearly gain by building ties to
private sector organizations with export interests and by weakening insti-
tutions that provide access for firms in the import-substituting sector.
Building consultative ties to broad-based industry groups should there-
fore have advantages over consultative mechanisms that empower nar-
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row sectoral organizations. Encompassing peak organizations played
a role in blunting business opposition to reform in both Thailand
and Mexico. In Mexico, the complex heterodox adjustment program
would have failed without extensive private sector participation and
consultation.

In Turkey, by contrast, failure to institutionalize procedures for main-
taining a dialogue with relevant peak associations allowed representation
to remain in personalistic and particularistic channels, which whittled
away some elements of the trade reform. In Poland and Senegal, little
effort was made to build bases of support in the private sector, which
contributed to the fragility of the reform in those two countries.

Program Design

Political institutions linking the government with key interest groups
clearly affect the likely success of a program, but the design of the pro-
gram itself also affects the response of interest groups. Although policy-
makers and economists have devoted substantial attention to the prob-
lem of designing programs to elicit the desired economic response,
programs will only be sustained if they elicit a favorable political re-
sponse as well. This depends, in turn, on how different groups experi-
ence gains and losses as a result of stabilization and structural adjustment
measures. Three dimensions of program design are relevant here: the
speed of implementation, the sequencing and packaging of different
types of policy reforms, and the use of compensation mechanisms.

SPEED OF IMPLEMENTATION. To some extent, economic conditions
dictate the speed with which policymakers can act. Hyperinflation or the
depletion of foreign exchange reserves demands swift action. When re-
form is organization-intensive, and requires the creation of new pro-
cedures and agencies or fundamental reorganization of existing institu-
tions, moving fast may be technically impossible. Typically, however, the
government does have some control over the pace of reform. If so, the
crucial policy question is which economically feasible reform path is
politically optimal.

For exchange rate corrections, stabilization, and most domestic price
reforms, the economically optimum pace of reform is generally consid-
ered to be rapid. Delay in these areas not only has high economic costs
but, as a growing literature has emphasized, casts doubt on the cred-
ibility of the reform effort itself. There is somewhat more debate on the
optimal pace of trade reform, with some arguing for rapid liberalization
and others presenting the case for gradualism (see chapter 3). Privatiza-
tion and financial sector reform, by contrast, typically have slower eco-
nomically optimal speeds because complementary institutional changes
are needed to make these policy adjustments effective.

In the debate about politics and the speed of adjustment, the dominant
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line of argument is that rapid reform makes political as well as economic
sense. The closer the program is to the economically optimal pace, the
sooner and stronger will be the growth response. Delay and partial re-
form, by contrast, can have perverse economic consequences and, as a
result, even increase opposition to reform. Political economy models by
Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny (1992) and van Wijnbergen (1992) pro-
duce such results.

Advocates of rapid reform argue that the problem of short-term politi-
cal reactions to the program is often overstated. First, rapid reforms do
not necessarily have high political costs; rapid stabilization of hyperinfla-
tion, for example, usually garners broad support for the government.
Second, most governments have some leeway to ride out the opposition.
Political honeymoons gave the government leeway for rapid reform in
Turkey in 1983-84, Senegal in 1984, Nigeria in 1985-86, Poland in
1990, and Spain in both 1977 and 1983, although it is clear in retrospect
that the Turkish, Senegalese, Nigerian, and Polish governments did not
use their honeymoons fully. Finally, pushing reform rapidly might actu-
ally weaken interest groups tied to the status quo or at least exploit the
delay in the mobilization of antireform forces (Douglas 1990). Turkey's
reforms in 1983 and Poland's in 1990 took effect before interest groups
could mobilize their opposition. The slow pace of reform in Senegal, by
contrast, gave opposing interests ample time to organize.

Moreover, governments are not necessarily punished for pushing re-
forms through the system. Among our case studies, political leaders
gained from undertaking adjustment programs in Mexico, Spain, and
Turkey. Conversely, governments in Nigeria, Poland, and Senegal lost
political support not simply because the costs of the program were too
high, but because delays and inconsistency in its implementation added
to and prolonged the costs of adjustment.

A final argument for moving rapidly, and one that has gained particu-
lar attention among economists, centers on the government's credibility
(Alesina and Tabellini 1988; Calvo 1989; Froot 1988; Przeworski 1991,
pp. 168-71; van Wijnbergen 1985). Rodrik (1989), for example, de-
velops a model in which economic agents are uncertain whether the
government is serious about reform or not. It shows that a truly reform-
minded government can signal its commitment by undertaking reforms
of a magnitude or at a pace that uncommitted governments would be
unwilling to attempt.

Such a radical strategy carries risks, however. If the government re-
treats by slowing or reversing policy reforms, it can lose credibility, and
the program may fail as a result. In the next period, the government must
take even bolder action in order to signal its commitment. Yet such
actions are less credible due to the legacy of past failures, whereas a more
gradual approach might have built up a legacy of success.

There are costs of moving too rapidly, costs that may lead the electo-
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rate to reverse the program before it has had time to bear fruit; Dewatri-
pont and Roland (1992a, 1992b) developed a formal model that yields
this result. Under these conditions, it is preferable to demonstrate the
positive results of initial reforms, thereby expanding the coalition of
support and whittling away at the opposition, before proceeding further.

What evidence do the cases shed on the debate about the pace of
stabilization? The initial macroeconomic imbalances in Chile and Thai-
land, and therefore the costs associated with adjustment, were compara-
tively slight. Both governments enjoyed the benefits of relatively robust
growth, and the new Chilean government also had the advantage of a
honeymoon period for reversing Pinochet's election-year expansion.

Mexico, Turkey, and Poland provide more meaningful comparisons
for developing countries experiencing severe crises. Rapid adjustment
was feasible and credible in Mexico because of unusually strong institu-
tional structures. Turkey's large devaluation in 1980 and trade liberaliza-
tion in 1983-84 brought rapid trade and output growth and contributed
to political support for reform. Although costs associated with the ad-
justment program perhaps contributed to the increasing polarization of
the political system before the coup in 1980, these political developments
probably would have occurred even if the government had not acted
swiftly. Poland's shock program had political benefits as well as costs.
Debate continues on the extent of the output lost in 1990-91, but the
rapid adjustment of prices followed by stabilization reduced scarcities
and enhanced the availabilitv of consumer goods, a major gain offsetting
the other dislocations of the program.

Although rapid paths of reform sometimes encounter problems, none
failed in the countries studied here. By contrast, gradual approaches to
tackling macroeconomic imbalances usually failed. Gradualism (if it can
even be considered a strategy) faltered in Turkey in the late 1980s and in
Nigeria and Senegal. It succeeded in Spain only because large inflows of
foreign investment and a strong initial fiscal position provided the gov-
ernment leeway; these conditions do not exist in most countries needing
to stabilize.

With respect to trade liberalization, however, a more clear-cut case can
perhaps be made for gradualism. Mexico was able to initiate and sustain
a rapid trade reform, partly because it could control or influence interests
that were negatively affected but also because it packaged the trade
reform with a successful program of macroeconomic stabilization. Such
attempts did not prove sustainable in Nigeria, Poland, and Senegal, how-
ever, where macroeconomic failures also led to reversals in trade policy.
Gradualism helped with the Turkish trade reforms in the mid-1980s, the
Spanish trade reforms, and the reforms of trade and industrial strategy
undertaken by the Thai government in the 1980s. Gradualism provided
the opportunity for firms to adjust to the new environment and in effect
constituted a form of compensation.
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SEQUENCING AND PACKAGING. Many of the observations on the speed
of implementation also apply to the question of sequencing and of
whether reforms should be undertaken in stages or all at once. A large
literature has addressed the question of the optimal sequencing of trade,
financial, and macroeconomic policy reforms from an economic perspec-
tive. The lesson drawn from the Southern Cone experiences of the 1 970s
is that it was important to stabilize the economy before liberalizing trade
and the capital account. Recently, however, there has been greater recog-
nition that combining trade and macroeconomic reforms can increase the
credibility of the overall reform effort. Where excessive or inefficient
government involvement in production is a problem, privatization at an
early stage in the adjustment process expands the weight of groups inter-
ested in sustaining or pressing on with the program.

In chapter 3, Rodrik develops the idea that the political attractiveness
of reforms depends on the ratio of the gain in income to the amount of
redistribution. Trade reforms generally have a low ratio of efficiency gain
to redistribution; Harberger triangles are small relative to the rectangles.
Macroeconomic policy reforms, by contrast, have a high ratio of gains to
redistribution. This is an argument for packaging reforms and helps
explain the large number of successful trade liberalizations undertaken
by developing countries in the 1980s, including Mexico, Spain, and
Turkey and the initial success in Poland. The experiences of Nigeria,
Poland, and Senegal show that if the macroeconomic reform falters,
trade reforms are also likely to suffer. In Turkey, protectionist interests
also experienced some partial reversals, but these deviations were rela-
tively modest. The cases generally support the proposition that bundling
reforms has a political economy rationale.

COMPENSATION. The theme of compensation already arose in the dis-
cussion of the government's relationship with labor and business, but the
topic deserves more extended analysis. Various arguments have been
forwarded for including compensation schemes in policy reform pro-
grams (see Graham 1993). If a reform will raise aggregate output, an
appropriate scheme for compensating losers can make the reform Pareto-
improving: every individual will be either better off or no worse off than
before. Not only is this morally appealing, but it makes political sense. If
individuals are certain that the risk of reform is reduced in this way, they
will probably support the reform effort. Indeed, to make the reform
politically feasible under a democratic setting, it should only be necessary
to devise a compensation scheme under which at least a majority would
be better or no worse off.

Policy analysts and applied economists have treated compensation
with greater skepticism. First, the ability of governments to use compen-
satory schemes is severely limited by financial and managerial resources
(see Dewatripont and Roland 1992a, 1992b). Second, the groups most
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able to secure compensation are not necessarily the most severely affected
by either the crisis or the efforts to adjust to it (Nelson 1992); "compen-
sation" may mean simply paying off the politically powerful. Contrary to
the sentiments expressed in the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)

study on Adjustment with a Human Face (Cornia, Jolly, and Stewart
1987), it is not evident that cushioning the effects of adjustment on the
poor is politically important, although economic and moral grounds may
exist for doing so.

4 Finally, a major objective of adjustment programs is
to reduce and reorient the government's use of subsidies and other inter-
ventions that contribute to inefficiency, rent seeking, and corruption.
Compensation schemes, unless very well designed and implemented, can
run counter to these objectives.

The case studies suggest that compensation is crucial to securing sup-
port for stabilization and adjustment programs. In the more successful
cases-Chile, Mexico, Spain, and Thailand-compensation came in the
form of complementary measures that provided effective compensation
while enhancing welfare and economic opportunity over the longer term
and minimizing rent-seeking opportunities. The successful schemes typ-
ically did not include direct compensation for losing groups.

The Concertaci6n in Chile and the Spanish Socialist Workers Party in
Spain came to power with the expectation that they would protect the
interests of labor and the poor, but they realized that doing this through
wage increases and direct subsidies would derail needed fiscal adjust-
ments. Instead, they took measures to improve the distribution of health
and education services, expand the social safety net for the poor, and
liberalize social legislation. Direct compensation schemes succeeded eco-
nomically in Chile in the early 1980s because they were well targeted, but
they certainly did not win support for the Pinochet government or for the
adjustment program, according to opinion polls cited in chapter 7. These
measures worked for the Concertaci6n because of political agreements
that surrounded the transition. Labor and the rural poor were core con-
stituencies for the Concertaci6n parties, and they knew that their inter-
ests would be addressed in the long term. The government of the Spanish
Socialist Workers Party in Spain was similarly able to use limited welfare
measures to win political support. International agreements to enhance
opportunities for Mexicans and Chileans to export to the United States
and for Spaniards, Poles, and Turks to export to Europe acted as com-
pensation to firms accustomed to selling in a protected domestic market.
So did export incentives in Thailand and Turkey, which sped not only the
growth of exports but also the expansion of the proadjustment export
interests.

More direct compensation has occurred in the countries studied here,
but their influence on the political economy of adjustment is unclear. In
Turkey, workers in the formal sector and in agriculture were the group
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most hurt by the adjustment in the earl)y and mid-]980s. As the expan-
sion of democracy in the late 1980s brought them back into the political
process, the government tried to compensate for previous losses and win
support by giving generous wage increases and raising farm price sup-
ports. Wage increases in the private sector were justified by growth in
productivity and came about through market forces, especially after the
rights of unions to organize and strike were reinstated. The increase in
public sector wages and support prices, however, contributed substan-
tially to the deterioration of fiscal policy. In any case, labor and agricul-
ture voted mostly for the opposition parties in 1991, bringing them to
power, although not with a mandate for reversing the adjustment
program.

In Senegal, various compensation schemes helped moderate opposition
to the government, but as in Turkey, they did not garner political support
for the program; moreover, the implementation of some programs resem-
bled the traditional patronage that the Socialist Party had always pursued
and contributed to fiscal slippage (see also Graham 1991). In Poland, the
government partially compensated agriculture through tax breaks and
special export subsidies, but this support did not stem the increasingly
vocal criticism of the government and the program, even from the Soli-
darity farm organizations.

The case studies presented in this volume point to the conclusion that
compensation measures are useful components of adjustment programs.
It is important, however, to distinguish between compensation in the
form of complementary policies that offset the costs associated with
reform, and have other benefits, and compensation in the form of direct
subsidies and transfers. The latter did have some positive effect in the
area of trade policy by expanding export-oriented groups but later con-
stituted a problem when efforts were made to reduce the subsidies.

International Influences on the Adjustment Process

Although politics and policy vary widely across countries, even when
they face similar international constraints, international influences can-
not be ignored. Not only do world markets for goods and capital influ-
ence economic performance, but international agencies and foreign gov-
ernments can influence policy outcomes as well. A full examination of
these issues is beyond the scope of this project (see Kahler 1992), but
three influences deserve some discussion: the conditionality bargain, the
existence of export opportunities, and external ideas and advice about
policy. The cases suggest that conditional external support is unlikely to
tip the domestic political balance in favor of reform when opposition is
strong, but that its presence (or absence) can bolster (or weaken) the
standing of reformers within the government. Over the longer run, mate-
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rial assistance may be less important than training and socialization,
which can change the political actors and alter the domestic debate sur-
rounding the adjustment process.

Conditionality

All the countries in the sample, with the exception of Spain, received
loans from the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank for at
least part of the time they were undergoing structural adjustment. Do the
international organizations have policy leverage as a result? Or should
one conclude, as Kahler (1992) does, that governments committed to
policy reform will probably undertake them in any case and that those
opposed will resist?

The attempt by external actors to exercise policy influence has been
the subject of a growing literature (Berg and Batchelder 1985; Dell 1981;
Fishlow 1990; Haggard 1986; Kahler 1990, 1992; Killick 1984; Mosley
1987; Mosley, Harrigan, and Toye 1991; Polak 1991; Remmer 1986;
Williamson 1983). Mosley, Harrigan, and Toye (1991, chap. 3), for
example, argue that conditionality can be modeled as a bargaining game
consisting of three steps: a negotiating process that sets the conditions,
an implementation process in which the government decides how far to
honor the promises made in the first step, and a response by the external
aid and lending agencies to the government's actions. As Putnam (1988)
argues, such bargaining games always consist of two levels: the imple-
mentation of the agreement struck internationally is contingent on a
variety of political factors that the government does not necessarily con-
trol. Governments may therefore defect from an agreement involuntarily
because of opposition from important constituents.

How does the provision of conditional resources affect the political
economy of reform? On the one hand, providing extra resources can help
increase its political sustainability by allowing the country greater con-
sumption than otherwise would have been possible. External assistance
also allows the country to sustain a higher level of investment, which in
turn should lead to greater economic benefits in later years. At a more
political level, external assistance can be linked to the compensatory
measures outlined above, either directly or indirectly. On the other hand,
the lack of external support, or even external demands for resource
transfers such as debt repayment or reparations, can weaken the political
position of reform advocates. This applies not only during the current
crisis, but in important historical cases such as German reparations in the
interwar period (Berg and Sachs 1989; Maxfield 1990; Webb 1988,
1989).

In none of the case studies did a low level of external support for a
program totally undermine the position of reformers, although this may
reflect the particular sample. It is clear that external support had positive
political effects in Poland and in Turkey in the early 1980s. The political
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ascent of the reformers within these two governments was partly tied to
their ability to secure external financing, and external support made it
easier for them to deal with the subsequent opposition. In both cases,
domestic political and economic crises already inclined the leadership in
the direction of reform, and therefore the influence of external resources
is difficult to judge.

Turkey and Thailand show how external aid influenced the stance of
the military. In both cases, the military did not traditionally favor deval-
uation and did not see any benefits in stimulating a more outward-
oriented economy. They were, however, receptive to arguments that
promised to restore external financing and went along with devaluations
in order to secure loans. Whether external assistance can have such an
influence on larger, more diffuse interest groups is uncertain.

For policy purposes, the opposite finding seems more significant.
When resources are made available to governments disposed against
reform, such as Mexico in the late 1970s, Turkey in the late 1980s (on
fiscal reform), and Senegal during parts of the 1980s, the financing al-
lowed governments to postpone, rather than pursue, adjustment. This
pattern is consistent with the findings of the World Bank's third report on
adjustment lending. While countries that received intensive adjustment
lending had significantly higher growth rates than those that did not,
total official capital flows contributed to higher growth only in low-
income countries, not in middle-income ones (World Bank 1992).

International Trade Agreements

Although the discussion of external influences on economic policy in
developing countries typically focuses on international financial institu-
tions, the studies presented here show that the prospect of trade conces-
sions from important partners can greatly increase the attractiveness of a
reform program. Spain's membership in the European Community was
widely desired and recognized as one of the benefits not only of trade
reform, but also of democratization. For Turkey and Poland, the pros-
pect of joining the European Community is far less certain, but even the
distant hope of membership has probably contributed to the reform
momentum for trade policy. Mexico's free trade agreement with the
United States and Canada was reached after the country had already
substantially liberalized trade, but the recognition that a return to macro-
economic instability would endanger the agreement helped sustain sup-
port for the Economic Solidarity Pact. These cases reinforce the obvious
point that the advanced industrial states must provide a favorable climate
if outward-oriented policies are to have their full effect.

Ideas

This discussion has focused on the material benefits provided by exter-
nal actors. International networks and socialization also influence policy
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choices by transmitting policy-relevant knowledge and attitudes (Kahler
1990, 1992). These channels of influence include not only foreign ad-
visers, but also the training of technocrats at foreign universities,
government-sponsored exchange programs, and work experience in mul-
tinational corporations.

The case studies demonstrate clearly that these channels of influence
had a powerful effect on the nature of the policy debate within govern-
ments. In Chile, Mexico, Spain, and Turkev, members of the economic
team had either studied at American universities or worked at the World
Bank or the International Monetary Fund. Turgut Ozal, the prime minis-
ter of Turkey, worked at the World Bank in the 1 970s and gathered many
of his ideas on trade liberalization and adjustment at that time. In Chile,
the influence of "the Chicago boys" on policy is well known, but interna-
tionally sponsored think tanks there also played an important role in
keeping economists from all parts of the political spectrum in touch with
the international evolution of ideas on economic policy.

In all the countries studied, foreign advisers from multilateral institu-
tions, universities, and think tanks actively provided policy advice; in
Poland and other East European and Central Asian countries, the influx
of foreign advisers has been particularly large (although their influence
may not be as great as the advisers advertise). External policy advice
generally improved the technical quality of policymaking, but the fact
that the influences were external created some political problems.
Reform proposals were more attractive when they could be shown to
be homegrown. Opposition to external policy ideas was particularly
strong in countries with long histories of political interference by great
powers, as in Mexico and Turkey, or outright imperialism, as in African
countries.

Nigeria and Turkey demonstrate these points. In Nigeria, Babangida
opened to public discussion the question of whether the country should
adopt an International Monetary Fund program; the proposal was re-
jected in a wide-ranging national debate in which nationalism and the
violation of sovereignty by international organizations were the central
theme of the opposition. The Babangida government immediately
adopted a similar program without international support. Although the
International Monetary Fund's detractors complained bitterly that they
had been duped, nationalist resistance to the reform was blunted to some
extent. When the Turkish government faced severe macroeconomic and
balance of payments problems at the beginning of 1980, it decided to
develop its own program, with only informal input from the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund. The government believed that the program would
be more politically acceptable if officials went to the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund for approval and financial support after it
had been initiated.

The conclusion seems clear: although external advisers have an impor-
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tant role to play, the training of indigenous economists and technicians is
more likely to have a longer-term influence on the domestic policy
debate.

Implications for International Financial Institutions

The goal of policy-oriented economic research is clear: to identify
policies that are optimal according to some criterion-whether it is effi-
ciency, stability, equality, or long-term growth-and to urge their adop-
tion by the relevant political authorities. The purpose of political analysis
is somewhat less obvious, particularly for the community of external aid
agencies and international financial institutions. Moreover, important
arguments can be made that political calculations should not enter into
their operations. First, the clients of international financial institutions
are member governments, and any dealings with a country are through
its government or with government approval. Introducing noneco-
nomic calculations runs the risk of politicizing already delicate opera-
tions and weakening both the design of programs and the commitment of
governments.

Despite these legitimate concerns, external aid and lending agencies,
and particularly the international financial institutions, should be con-
cerned with the political economy of reform for at least four reasons.
First, both prudential considerations and their mandate to promote eco-
nomic development demand that they evaluate the prospects that a given
reform program will be sustained. Political considerations are relevant in
making that evaluation. There is no sense lending to a government that
lacks the political interest or capacity to pursue a program to its conclu-
sion. Lending in such circumstances may even establish perverse incen-
tives, allowing governments to postpone reform and continue with mis-
guided policies.

Second, a reform program undertaken under difficult political circum-
stances, such as those in new democracies, must be designed with par-
ticular attention to improving its political viability. Political considera-
tions will not necessarily dilute a program's economic integrity; rather,
appropriate strategy and tactics play a crucial role in constructing the
coalitions of support that will sustain programs over the longer run.

Third, bilateral aid and lending agencies and international financial
institutions can play a constructive role in the design and reform of
institutions. It is clearly beyond the mandate of the international institu-
tions to press for a change in a country's party system. It is appropriate,
however, to urge a government to establish a political dialogue with
affected groups or to argue for a more independent central bank. The
renewed concern with "governance" among the international financial
institutions is based on a stronger premise: the quality and credibility of
decisionmaking policy can be improved by increasing the flow of infor-
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mation between government and the private sector, increasing accounta-
bility, and making government action more transparent and more demo-
cratic. Institutional reform is already a component of program design in
many areas, from the budget process and central banking to state-owned
enterprises and the administrative structure surrounding particular proj-
ects. Perhaps the greatest contribution of political analysis is to suggest
how institutions can be designed to increase the political incentives for
growth-enhancing policies.

A final consideration returns to the central purpose of this project: the
relationship between democratization and economic reform. Through-
out, this chapter has asked what effects political arrangements have on
economic adjustment efforts while recognizing the intrinsic value of pro-
moting stable democratic rule. It also asked how the sometimes conflict-
ing objectives of pluralist politics and growth-promoting economic poli-
cies could be made complementary.

No country has undertaken major structural adjustments without po-
litical difficulty. No magic formula will dispense with the political oppo-
sition to reform. Thus it is important to remain modest not only about
what is known but also about what outsiders can do. Nonetheless, there
are some lessons for reconciling democratic rule with market-oriented
reform.

The process of democratization poses difficulties for the management
of economic policy because of the reemergence of social demands on the
government; this dilemma is particularly acute during periods of eco-
nomic crisis. Yet governments that aggressively launched adjustment pro-
grams following the transition could exploit a tradeoff between political
gains and temporary economic losses. Governments that delayed, by
contrast, had difficulty re-establishing their credibility. Similar findings
hold for the electoral cycle. The implications for the timing of external
support are straightforward: external aid agencies and international fi-
nancial institutions must stand ready to support aggressive and wide-
ranging reforms immediately following changes of government. They
must also recognize that there are times when little will be accomplished.

It is important to distinguish between the initiation and consolidation
of reform. Even when economic and political conditions favor an aggres-
sive adjustment strategy, such a strategy will fail unless attention is given
to sustaining support; this is particularly true in new democracies. The
urgency that surrounds crisis situations and the desire to reverse inherited
legacies make radical action appear attractive, but unless they build po-
litical support, such programs can leave a destructive legacy not only of
economic failure but of political polarization as well.

Some of the findings concerning political institutions, such as those
concerning the polarization and fragmentation of the party system, do
not generate clear policy recommendations for outside actors, although
they certainly have implications for the design of new democracies. Insti-
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tutional weaknesses in one area can be offset in part by innovations in
others, however. A particularly strong finding is that successful policy
reform efforts were preceded by reforms within the bureaucracy itself,
reforms that pried policymaking away from existing channels and cen-
tralized decisionmaking processes across relevant agencies. These
changes elevated the policy role of technical staff with fresh ideas as a
counterweight to bureaucratic and interest group opposition. The insti-
tutional changes and delegation of authority were characteristic not only
of the less democratic cases, such as Mexico and Thailand, but also of
Spain and Poland.

Institutional changes can help both launch and consolidate reforms by,
for example, changing the trade policy machinery or strengthening the
central bank or budgetary process. Regardless of the institutional struc-
ture, governments will still confront opposition. In most of the adjust-
ment programs that succeeded, governments explicitly used compensa-
tory mechanisms to blunt such opposition. Generally, successful
compensation took the form of complementary measures, such as politi-
cal concessions or reforms in government spending priorities, rather than
that of subsidies or wage increases. When direct compensation was tried,
as in Spain in the early 1980s or Senegal and Turkey in the late 1980s, it
undermined the program, because it had direct fiscal effects and weak-
ened the argument that fiscal, wage, or exchange rate adjustments were
necessary.

The question of compensation is closely related to how reforms are
packaged. The studies suggest that packaging reforms tends to increase
their political viability, both because a wider array of groups see some
direct benefit and because measures that impose costs on some group can
be matched with others that promise gains. This type of explicit packag-
ing of reforms was characteristic of successful programs in Mexico, Po-
land, Spain, Thailand, and Turkey.

Institutional reform, compensation, and skillful packaging are impor-
tant stratagems for political leaders to consider. But the essence of de-
mocracy is that the allocation of the costs and benefits of reform is the
subject of bargaining among competing groups. Sometimes such bargain-
ing is inefficient and fails to produce economically optimal outcomes,
which makes it tempting to limit or defer the democratic control of
policymaking. The history of the 1970s and 1980s shows, however, that
authoritarian rule does not necessarily produce positive results and that,
in any case, governments cannot suppress or marginalize indefinitely the
interests of major groups.

A counterintuitive finding of this project is that organizational ties
with negatively affected groups can, if managed correctly, increase the
credibility of the government. Not only do such arrangements provide
assurances that the program will benefit groups such as labor in the
medium term, but they also provide a forum in which trust can be built
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and tradeoffs negotiated. Such institutional arrangements are not always
available, though, and opposition groups may be too fragmented and
divided to permit such a corporatist solution. In the absence of such
organizational options, other institutional mechanisms must be used to
build bases of support.

In democracies, the main channel for accomplishing this objective is
the party and electoral system. The findings in this regard are not as
pessimistic as simple rent-seeking models would lead one to believe. Any
change in the status quo generates opposition, but political leaders in the
countries studied were punished as often for failing to undertake needed
reforms as for moving too quickly. Given the negative image that adjust-
ment programs have in many developing countries, this is not a trivial
finding.

In any case, establishing the credibility of reform and institutionalizing
its gains under democratic rule ultimately require building support for
the program through the party system and with the electorate at large.
Thus the title of this book: structural adjustment is not complete until the
public has voted for reform.

Notes

1. These include structural adjustment loans and sector adjustment loans from the World
Bank and regular standby arrangements, extended fund facility agreements, and structural
adjustment facility loans from the International Monetary Fund. Sector adjustment loans
are omitted from table 1-1.

2. To date, surprisingly few studies have examined this crucial topic. See Roubini and
Sachs 1989; Haggard and Kaufman 1993, chaps. 5 and 9.

3. Defendants of proportional representation, which generally encourages a larger num-
ber of political parties than plurality systems, argue that such systems are more democratic
in the sense of being more representative.

4. Graham 1993 argues, however, that even if compensating the poor is not politically
significant for specific adjustment measures, doing so can help create new progovernment
bases of support that are valuable to political leaders.
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2

Political Models
of Macroeconomic Policy

and Fiscal Reforms

ALBERTO ALESINA

ECONOMISTS TYPICALLY STUDY POLICYMAKING USING MODELS in which a
benevolent social planner optimally chooses economic policy instruments
in order to maximize the welfare of a representative individual, given
certain resource constraints. From a normative point of view, these
models are an extremely important tool of analysis. From a positive
point of view, they cannot explain the occurrence of frequent and large
departures from first-best policies. In addition, models with a social
planner cannot explain why different countries at different points in time
exhibit extremely different economic performances even though they face
similar economic problems and have comparable resources.

A political-economic approach takes into account the institutional
constraints and rigidities in which policymaking occurs by emphasizing
the role of distributive conflicts, ideological and opportunistic incentives
of the politicians, and other factors. Once these political variables are
appropriately brought into the analysis, economic policy decisions that,
at first view, appear wildly incoherent and suboptimal, can be inter-
preted as the rational outcome of a political-economic equilibrium. Such
an approach not only is valuable from a positive perspective but also is

The author is grateful to several members of the World Bank Political Economy of
Structural Adjustment Project, especially Stephan Haggard and Steven Webb, for their
useful comments. He retains full responsibility for the content of this chapter.
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rich in normative implications. In fact, it provides insights into how to
design institutions that facilitate the achievement of efficient economic
outcomes. Given the current transition to democracy occurring in East-
ern Europe, such problems of institutional design are truly at the heart of
the current policy debate.

This chapter highlights how recent developments in political eco-
nomics contribute to the understanding of macroeconomic policy and,
more specifically, of the timing, design, and likelihood of success of
stabilizations achieved through monetary and fiscal reforms.

In addressing these important issues, two basic and very general forces
will always be crucial factors: (1) the policymakers' incentive to retain
power and (2) society's polarization and degree of social conflict. These
two elements of the analysis play a crucial role in both democratic and
dictatorial systems, although they may manifest themselves differently, in
different institutional contexts. I

This chapter is organized as follows. First, the role of rationality in
political-economic models and related methodological issues are dis-
cussed. Second, the timing of macroeconomic policy in general, and of
fiscal reforms in particular, is addressed in relation to the timing of
elections. This section focuses on how ideological and opportunistic con-
siderations influence the choice of when to implement certain policies. It
also reviews the literature on opportunistic and partisan political cycles
and emphasizes what this literature offers to countries engaging simul-
taneously in policy reforms and democratization. Third, the related issue
is examined of why stabilizations are delayed. The emphasis here is on
why suboptimal economic outcomes such as hyperinflation and out-of-
control budget deficits are not corrected for extended periods of time,
even when something will obviously have to be done sooner or later.
This section also emphasizes which political-institutional features are
most likely to produce the timely adoption of successful stabilization
programs.

Why Use Rational Models?

Political-economic models are often invoked to explain observations
that seem to conflict with standard economic rationality. Thus, one is
immediately tempted to abandon altogether the notion of rational
behavior-defined as the maximization of individual utility under con-
straints-which also implies that all the available information is used
to form expectations. Much too often, political-economic models hold
the view that societies can be characterized as a bunch of crooks (the
politicians) who manipulate a bunch of naive children (the citizens). It is
often too easy to explain apparent departures from efficient collective
behavior as the result of naivite behavior, lack of understanding of basic
economic relationships, shortsightedness, forgetfulness, or incoherence.
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Interpretive schemes and models in which behavior and expectations that
are not rational play a crucial role should be used only as a last resort,
after first considering other explanations.

Two compelling arguments justify this view. The first is that economic
rationality (the maximization of individual utility under constraints) un-
derlies our basic economic models. Why should analysts be so ready to
assume that economically rational investors, consumers, and workers
suddenly become dumb voters and naive citizens?

The second argument is that one of the most important contributions
that the political-economic approach can make is to explain the large
differences observed in the economic performance of countries with simi-
lar economic problems, resources, and level of development. If the ob-
served outcomes are explained as a lack of rationality, then one has to
believe that what differentiates various countries in the world is the
degree of rationality of their citizens, consumers, voters, and leaders.
This view is far from appealing.

The most common objections to the assumption of rationality in
political-economic models can be summarized as follows:

First, voters have no incentive to gather information, and empirical
evidence shows that they know very little about politics. Rationality
simply requires that an agent uses efficiently all the information he has;
rationality has nothing to do with the amount of information available.
The vast literature on decision theory under uncertainty and game theory
with imperfect information shows how the behavior of poorly informed,
rational agents can be very different from that of naive agents (see Tirole
1989). Second, in many political models, very little is required of voters;
in several spatial models of elections, for instance, voters are only re-
quired to know which party is on the left of the other.

Second, even economists are studying models with limited or near
rationality. In fact, several economists have studied models that empha-
size how small departures from rational behavior can lead to significant
economic effects (see Akerlof and Yellen 1985a, 1985b for applications
of near-rational models to product and labor markets). This idea is quite
interesting, although the kind of irrationality often invoked in political-
economic models is not small; on the contrary, it is very large and on a
completely different order of magnitude than that of near-rational
models in economics. For example, in traditional models of fiscal illu-
sion, voters are not supposed to understand that more public goods
imply higher taxes sooner or later (see, for instance, Brennan and
Buchanan 1980). In the traditional models of the political-business cycle
pioneered by Nordhaus (1975), voters are not supposed to learn from the
past that incumbents manipulate the economy before each election.
These are definitively not examples of near rationality.

Third, not only are individuals self-motivated, they also have ideol-
ogies and may care about their fellow citizens, or at least some of them.
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This is not inconsistent with rationality. In fact, this chapter discusses
models in which partisan politicians act as if they followed an ideology,
in addition to being self-interested. A rational approach only requires
political and economic behavior to be consistent with given preferences,
constraints, and information. Furthermore, an ideology can be inter-
preted as a systematic statement of preferences concerning political out-
comes that are related to the resources and constraints of different actors.

Fourth, individuals cannot be expected to make all the necessary and
complicated calculations needed to act rationally. Consumers are not
required to take partial derivatives in order to compute marginal rates of
substitutions when they shop in supermarkets. Nevertheless, economists
believe in basic consumer theory and in the idea that demand curves are
downward sloping. The same arguments apply to politics.

Fifth, leaders are not capable of acting rationally, because they and
their advisers do not have enough technical preparation to adopt the
correct policy decisions. In most cases, the crucial ingredients of policy
reforms are simple. The real difficulties are political: for instance, how to
share the burden of adjustment, how to implement the program without
creating social unrest, and so on. Political issues are much more difficult
than the technical issues of how to design the perfect program, from the
point of view of economic theory. This is not meant to deny that good
technical advice to leaders is not important; nevertheless, political con-
flicts and constraints are often much more difficult to overcome than
technical difficulties. Otherwise, one would be led to the conclusion that,
for instance, the far below-average economic performance of Latin
America is due to the below-average competence of its economic ad-
visers, a distasteful hypothesis. This does not mean, however, that
government competence is irrelevant. More-competent governments are
more likely than less-competent governments to minimize the costs of
adjustments.

Political Cycles and Economic Cycles

Based largely on sections 1 and 2 of Alesina and Roubini (1990), this
section reviews the theory and empirical evidence of political cycles in
economic policymaking. Most of this literature has been developed with
reference to advanced democracies, but some provides insights for an-
alyzing systems that are not democratic or are in transition to democracy.

Different models of political cycles emphasize either the opportunistic
or the partisan incentives of policymakers. In opportunistic models, poli-
cymakers maximize only their probability of being reelected or, more
generally, their probability of surviving in office. In partisan models,
different political parties represent the interests of different constituen-
cies and, when in office, follow policies that are favorable to their sup-
porting groups. Traditionally, left-wing parties are more concerned with
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the problems of unemployment, while right-wing parties are relatively
more willing to bear the costs of unemployment to reduce inflation.

This literature has developed in two clearly distinct phases. The first
one, in the mid-1970s, is due to the work of Nordhaus (1975) and
Lindbeck (1976) on opportunistic cycles and by Hibbs (1977) on parti-
san cycles. These papers share a prerational expectations model of the
economy and are based on the existence of an exploitable Phillips curve,
relating inflation and unemployment.

The second phase took off in the mid-1980s as a branch of the game-
theoretic approach to the positive theory of macroeconomic policy pi-
oneered by Barro and Gordon (1983) and Kydland and Prescott (1977).
Cukierman and Meltzer (1986), Persson and Tabellini (1990), Rogoff
(1990), and Rogoff and Sibert (1988) developed rational opportunistic
models; Alesina (1987) developed a rational partisan model. These
models depart from their predecessors in two important dimensions.
First, the assumption of economic agents' rationality makes real eco-
nomic activity less directly and predictably influenced by economic
policy in general and by monetary policy in particular. Second, voters'
rationality implies that they cannot be systematically fooled in equilib-
rium; that is, a repeated, openly opportunistic behavior would be pun-
ished by the voters.

The Political-Business Cycle

The assumptions underlying Nordhaus's political-business cycle can be
characterized as follows:

(2-1) The economy is described by a stable Phillips curve in which
growth (and unemployment) depends on unexpected inflation.

(2-2) Inflation expectations are adaptive; that is, current expected in-
flation depends only on past inflation.

Combining these assumptions leads to the result that an increase in
inflation always leads to a reduction in unemployment (and an increase
in growth). Since expectations are adaptive, they catch up with a lag to
actual inflation.

(2-3) Policymakers control the level of aggregate demand by means of
monetary and fiscal instruments.

(2-4) Politicians are opportunistic: they only care about holding of-
fice, and they do not have partisan objectives.

(2-5) Voters are mainly retrospective: they judge the incumbent's per-
formance by economic performance during the term of office
and heavily discount past observations. Also, voters cannot dis-
tinguish between good economic conditions caused by luck and
those caused by skillful policies.

Under these assumptions, Nordhaus derives the following testable im-
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plications: (a) every government follows the same policy, (b) toward the
end of his term in office, the incumbent stimulates the economy to take
advantage of the short-run more favorable Phillips curve, (c) the rate of
inflation increases around election time as a result of the pre-electoral
economic expansion; after the election, inflation is reduced with contrac-
tionary policies.2 Thus one should observe high growth and low unem-
ployment before each election and a recession after each election.

Models of Rational Political-Business Cycles

Cukierman and Meltzer (1986), Persson and Tabellini (1990), Rogoff
(1990), and Rogoff and Sibert (1988) have developed the model of the
political-business cycle in a rational direction. In a nutshell, this line
of work removes the second assumption and substitutes it with the
following:

(2-2' ) Economic agents have rational expectations concerning all the
relevant economic variables.

(2-2") Voters cannot perfectly assess the level of competence of the
incumbent; that is, they can only imperfectly distinguish the
effects of unlucky shocks to the economy from the effect of the
government's lack of competence in handling the economy.

Assumption 2-5, which implies naive retrospective voting behavior, is
substituted by the following:

(2-5' ) Each voter chooses the candidate who is expected to deliver the
highest utility for himself, given his rational expectations of
postelectoral economic outcomes. In particular, the voters try,
as best as they can given their information, to disentangle the
effects on the economy of exogenous shocks from the effects of
economic policy.

The competence of policymakers is defined as their ability to reduce
waste in the budget process, to promote growth without inflation, or to
react quickly to unexpected shocks. An important component of compe-
tence is the degree to which government officials are corrupted.

The basic assumption of this model is that policymakers are more
informed than citizens about their own competence. By taking advantage
of this informational asymmetry, and by trying to appear as competent
as possible, politicians behave in a way leading to a Nordhaus-type
political-business cycle. However, given voters' rationality and awareness
of politicians' incentives, politicians are limited in their opportunistic
behavior. If politicians appear to be too openly opportunistic, they might
be punished by voters. Thus, electoral cycles in these rational models are
more short-lived, smaller in magnitude, and less regular than they are in
Nordhaus's model.

For example, Rogoff (1990) and Rogoff and Sibert (1988) consider a
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budgetary problem and the empirical implications of opportunistic cycles
for monetary and fiscal variables rather than for unemployment and
output. Specifically, these papers suggest that, before elections, monetary
and fiscal policies should be relatively loose. Fiscal stabilizations with tax
increases would tend to be postponed until after the election, while
spending programs and transfer payments would be anticipated before
the election. However, these short-run budget manipulations may not
affect either the growth in gross national product or unemployment.

The Partisan Theory

A strong version of the partisan theory (Hibbs 1977, 1987), based on a
nonrational expectation mechanism, adopts assumptions 2-1, 2-2, and
2-3. Assumptions 2-4 and 2-5 are substituted by:

(2-4' ) Politicians are partisan, in the sense that different parties maxi-
mize different objective functions. Left-wing parties attribute a
higher cost to unemployment, relative to inflation, than right-
wing parties do.

(2-5") Each voter is aware of partisan differences and votes for the
party that offers the policy closest to the preferred outcome.

The assumption of partisanship is justified by the distributional conse-
quences of unemployment. Hibbs shows that, in the United States, in
periods of high unemployment, low growth, and low inflation, the rela-
tive share of income of the upper middle class increases and vice versa.
Obviously, since both inflation and unemployment are bad, both politi-
cal parties proclaim that, if elected, they will fight both of them. The
partisan model does not require the right-wing party, for example, to
prefer high unemployment to low unemployment. It simply requires the
right to be willing to bear more costs-unemployment-to reduce infla-
tion. Hibbs (1987) discusses at length how, in the United States, the
official electoral platforms of the two major parties place different em-
phasis on the costs of unemployment and inflation.

This model implies that different parties choose different points on the
Phillips curve: output growth and inflation should be permanently higher
and unemployment permanently lower with left-wing than with right-
wing governments. More generally, fiscal policy will have a partisan bias
(for instance, capital taxation will be used more extensively by the left).

Rational Partisan Theory

Alesina (1987, 1988) develops a rational partisan theory by adopting
assumptions 2-1, 2-2' , 2-3, 2-4' , and 2-5". This model generates a
political cycle if nominal wage contracts are signed at discrete intervals
(which do not coincide with the political terms of office) and if electoral
outcomes are uncertain. Given the sluggishness with which wages are
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adjusted, changes in the inflation rate associated with changes in govern-
ment temporarily deviate real economic activity from its natural level.

More specifically, the following testable implications can be derived
from the model: (a) at the beginning of a right-wing (left-wing) govern-
ment, output growth is below (above) its natural level and unemploy-
ment is above (below) it; (b) after expectations, prices, and wages adjust,
output and unemployment return to their natural level, and after this
period of adjustment, which should last no more than a couple of years,
the level of economic activity should be independent of the party in
office; and (c) the rate of inflation should remain higher throughout the
term of a left-wing government; that is, the time-consistent (but subopti-
mal) inflation rate remains higher for left-wing parties even after the level
of economic activity returns to its natural level because of a credibility
problem. The public knows that the left has a strong incentive to follow
expansionary policies to reduce unemployment. Thus, expected inflation
is high when the left is in office. In particular, because of rational expec-
tations, after the initial adjustment to the new regime, expected inflation
is high enough so that the government does not have an incentive to
inflate more. Actual inflation is equal to expected inflation, and unem-
ployment is at its natural level. Persson and Tabellini (1990) present a
recent survey of these credibility models.

In summary, this rational model differs from the traditional partisan
one because it emphasizes how differences in growth and unemployment
associated with changes in government are only temporary. For example,
a left-wing or a populist government, strongly committed to reducing
unemployment by means of expansionary aggregate demand policies, is
bound to succeed only in the short run. After a brief period in which
unemployment may actually fall, such a government will find itself
trapped in a high-inflation equilibrium with no benefit on the unemploy-
ment side. According to Hibbs's model, a left-wing government could
permanently lower the rate of unemployment by permanently increasing
the rate of inflation.

Empirical Evidence for OECD Democracies

Three recent papers by Alesina (1988), Alesina, Cohen, and Roubini
(1992), and Alesina and Roubini (1990) have provided several tests of
political cycle models on a sample of all the democracies in the Organiza-
tion for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) for the period
1960-87. Their conclusions can be summarized in two general points:
(1) the new rational approaches to modeling opportunistic and partisan
cycles are much more successful empirically than their predecessors; and
(2) partisan effects are rather strong on economic outcomes, such as
growth, unemployment, and inflation,3 while opportunistic effects are
small in magnitude and appear only on policy instruments, particularly
budget deficits.4
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The traditional political-business cycle model by Nordhaus is generally
rejected quite strongly and unambiguously for growth and unemploy-
ment. On the contrary, some evidence of opportunistic budgetary and
monetary electoral cycles is found. These findings are consistent with the
rational view, which emphasizes the limited latitude available to policy-
makers seeking systematically to fool voters by appropriately timed re-
cessions and expansions.

The data also seem to be explained better by a rational version of the
partisan theory than by the traditional Hibbs specification of this theory.
In fact, differences in growth rates and unemployment have a partisan
connotation but are observable only in the short run, for about eighteen
to twenty-four months after a change of government. In this period, the
difference in growth and unemployment between left-wing and right-
wing governments is quite substantial, although it completely disappears
after about two years. Furthermore, Alesina and Roubini (1990) find
that the partisan theory of macroeconomic policy fits better and is more
appropriate for countries that have either a two-party system or, at least,
two clearly identifiable right and left coalitions, with clearly marked
shifts from one to the other. For instance, countries that provide a better
fit for the theory include Australia, France, Germany, New Zealand, the
United Kingdom, and the United States. On the contrary, this approach
does not successfully describe countries with large middle-of-the-road
coalition governments, such as Belgium or Italy.

Political Cycles in Nondemocracies and the
Problem of Transition to Democracy

Empirical research on political cycles in non-OECD democracies is
much more limited, and, therefore, any new results in this area would be
valuable. It is important to distinguish between dictatorships and periods
of transition to democracy.

Dictatorships are a heterogeneous group, beginning with the distinc-
tion between strong and weak dictators. The survival of strong dictators
is not seriously threatened, given a certain domestic and international
political and military balance. Strong dictators are themselves hetero-
geneous. Some have promoted economic growth and macroeconomic
stability in their countries. Others have wrecked their countries' econ-
omy. Given such differences, any attempt to show that dictatorships as a
group exhibit a superior (or inferior) economic performance than de-
mocracies as a group would be inconclusive. More generally, the vast
literature on democracy and growth has not reached conclusive evidence
regarding their relationship (see Roubini 1990 for a recent survey of this
literature).

Weak dictators are in danger of being overthrown. In fact, if social
discontent increases, the dictator's probability of survival decreases (see
Grossman 1991 for an interesting formalization of the probability of
successful insurrections against dictators). When a dictator is in such
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danger, his incentives may not differ too much from those of an incum-
bent president or prime minister in a democracy before an uncertain
election. Thus, one may look for opportunistic policies and loose fiscal
policies when weak dictators are in danger of being overthrown. Ames
(1987) studies the opportunistic behavior of Latin American rulers, with
particular reference to budget cycles and fiscal and military policies. This
author shows that Latin American dictators have followed fiscal policies
that, in some respects, are a magnified example of the kind of oppor-
tunistic policies described above. Ames documents how rulers in danger
of being overthrown used public expenditure to please key constituencies
and, in particular, the military.

In fact, immediately before dictators are overthrown, they employ the
worst opportunistic and self-interested policies, for two reasons. First,
collapsing dictators are struggling for survival and are willing to do
anything, since they feel that they have no future. Any consideration of
good economic management is secondary to the goal of remaining politi-
cally (and physically) alive. Second, if a dictator becomes convinced that
his time horizon in office is very short, he may simply decide to steal
from the country's wealth for his personal gain and that of his close
supporters.

As a result, collapsing dictators are likely to bequeath to their suc-
cessors economies with serious macroeconomic imbalances, and new
democracies thus inherit difficult economic problems. In addition, new
democratic governments may feel particularly strong partisan pressures
to do something for social groups that have recently obtained a voice in
the political arena. Furthermore, new democracies are particularly sub-
ject to the risk of being overthrown and even more so when the groups
and constituencies supporting the old regime have a voice and a political
or military presence. As a result, new democracies face a difficult prob-
lem of survival and may find it particularly difficult to follow tough
policies implying short-run economic costs: new democracies may have
to be opportunistic to survive. Unfortunately, as argued above, new
democracies may come to office exactly at a time when tough policies are
called for and cannot be postponed.

Haggard and others (1990) analyze both opportunistic and partisan
cycles in a sample of middle-income countries with particular emphasis
on periods of transition to democracy. Haggard and Kaufman (1989)
convincingly argue that transitional democracies face more difficult pres-
sures and show worse economic outcomes than either established de-
mocracies or dictatorships. Some recent results on economic growth are
consistent with this observation. Alesina and others (1991) show that, on
average, the growth performance of dictatorships and democracies is
indistinguishable. Also, they find that a high probability that the govern-
ment will collapse reduces growth. These observations are consistent
with the view that highly unstable periods of transition are worse for the
economy than periods of stability.
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Finally, the partisan theory implies a positive relationship between the
degree of political and social polarization and the variability of macro-
economic policies, which, in turn, affects the variability and level of
economic outcomes. In fact, as emphasized above, the partisan theory is
based on the view that because different parties have different distribu-
tional preferences, they also have different preferences for macro-
economic policies (Hibbs 1987). The more different these distributional
preferences are, the more volatile is macroeconomic policy. From this
perspective, populist cycles in Latin America magnify partisan cycles in
OECD democracies. Populist policies are, in fact, defined as the use of
aggregate policies (monetary and fiscal) to redistribute income and
wealth (Dornbusch and Edwards 1992). Populist governments are
often followed by right-wing regimes that attempt to reverse these
redistributions.

These macroeconomic policy cycles often introduce a large variance
and unpredictability to expectations of future policies. Such uncertainty
is likely to be associated with poor economic performance by making
long-run planning more difficult. Recent results by Alesina and others
(1991) and Ozler and Rodrik (1991) suggest that the degree of political
uncertainty and instability is linked with the level of investments and
growth in large samples of countries, including Latin America.

Delays in Policy Reforms

One of the most puzzling observations in political economics is that
several countries follow policies, for extended periods of time, that are
recognized as not being feasible in the long run: in particular, rapidly
accumulating public debts with skyrocketing ratios of debt to gross na-
tional product and hyperinflation. These observations are particularly
puzzling when, as is quite common, the longer a country waits, the more
costly the stabilization program is when finally adopted. Similar argu-
ments apply to the apparently inexplicable delays in reforming trade
policies to eliminate socially inefficient forms of protection. In its most
general terms, the puzzle is the following: why are certain reforms de-
layed that are efficient in the sense that they increase aggregate welfare?

Clearly, no single model can explain every delay in reforming policy.
Different explanations may play a role in different cases, although cer-
tain arguments appear, in general, to be more convincing than others.
The following paragraphs review the least compelling explanations.

The first one is that countries that delay reforms do not understand
that such reforms are unavoidable. This is not convincing since in most
cases the macroeconomic imbalances are so macroscopic that the need
for a monetary and fiscal stabilization is undeniable. Reasonable persons
can, in some cases, disagree about the speed, urgency, and design of a
stabilization program for technical reasons. Most often, however, these
technical discussions reflect underlying distributional conflicts.
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A second explanation is that governments wait to stabilize until exog-
enous shocks make the stabilization program less costly. Thus, there is an
option value in waiting, as suggested by Orphanides (1990). Such an
approach does not explain why, as is often the case, countries do not
stabilize as soon as favorable shocks occur and why many stabilizations
take place without any prior realization of particularly favorable eco-
nomic shocks.

A third argument is that since stabilizations are costly in the short run,
they are postponed until things get really bad. This is irrational, since the
longer a country waits, the more costly the stabilization becomes.
According to this model, different countries' experiences would be ex-
plained by different degrees of rationality, an argument that is hardly
convincing.

Explanations based on collective rationality or an understanding of
basic economic relationships are more sound. The remainder of this
section highlights a few, organized by four types of models:

(1) War of attrition models based on an uncertain distribution of the
costs of delaying the stabilizations

(2) Models focusing on the conflicting interests of specific social
groups, such as labor and capital

(3) Models emphasizing the uncertain outcome of the stabilization
(4) Models emphasizing the role of certain institutional arrangements,

such as the degree of independence of the central bank.

Stabilization as a War of Attrition

Alesina and Drazen (1991) argue that, often, the process leading to a
monetary and fiscal stabilization can be described as a war of attrition
between socioeconomic groups with conflicting distributional interests.
The basic idea follows. Consider an economy where, for whatever rea-
son, a budget deficit appears. A stabilization is defined as an increase in
regular income taxes that eliminates the deficit. For simplicity and with-
out loss of generality, government spending is assumed to be constant.

Before a stabilization occurs, government spending and the interest on
the external debt are paid by the government, in part by borrowing
abroad and in part by means of a highly distortionary tax. For concrete-
ness, the tax before stabilization is thought of as an inflation tax, and it is
assumed to be more distortionary than regular income taxes. In such a
situation, a social planner managing an economy populated by identical
individuals would not delay the stabilization program. In fact, delays are
socially costly for two reasons: first, until the stabilization occurs, distor-
tionary means of taxation are used; second, the longer one waits, the
more the debt accumulates, and the higher the interest the government
pays.

Even though a social planner would stabilize immediately, the political
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conflict between heterogeneous groups over how the burden of the stabi-
lization will be allocated leads to rational delays. Suppose that the bur-
den of the stabilization is not divided equally among groups. In particu-
lar, assume that there are two competing groups and that the loser will
pay more than half of the stabilization costs (that is, income taxes).
Suppose, further, that the two groups are not identical: in particular, they
differ in the utility loss suffered in the period before stabilization. For
instance, the high-cost group is the one whose costs of living in an
unstable economy are particularly high. An important element necessary
to obtain delayed stabilization is that each group's costs of delaying the
stabilization are privileged information. Each group knows only its own
costs and has a probability distribution over the opponent's costs.

The stabilization occurs when one of the two groups concedes, that is,
accepts being the loser and agrees to pay a high fraction of the taxes
needed to eliminate the deficit. Stabilization does not occur immediately
because each group has a rational incentive to wait, hoping that the
opponent will concede first. In equilibrium, the group with the highest
costs of waiting will concede, but it is the passage of time that will reveal
which is the high-cost group. The concession time is determined by the
condition that the marginal costs of not conceding-the costs of remain-
ing in the unstable economy for another instant-are equal to the margi-
nal gains from remaining, which are given by the probability that the
opponent will concede in the next instant, multiplied by the gains of
being the winner (paying less than half the costs of stabilization). The
asymmetry of information is important in generating the delay. If it is
known from the start which group has the highest costs of waiting, then
the loser is known from the start. Thus, the loser concedes immediately
in order to avoid the costs of delays.

This war of attrition can be generalized to the case of n groups, with
n > 2. This extension is immediate if the game ends when one of the
groups concedes. The extension is more complicated and technically
more demanding if, after the first group concedes and pays a high frac-
tion of the costs, a new war of attrition begins between the remaining
groups (n - 1), over how the remainder of the stabilization costs will be
allocated.

Alesina and Drazen (1991) derive several results concerning the ex-
pected time of stabilization, which make this war of attrition model
useful for empirical analysis.

(1) Political cohesion: The more unequal the distribution of the costs
of stabilization, other things being equal, the longer the stabiliza-
tion is delayed.

If these costs are shared equally, stabilization occurs immediately, since
there is no gain from being the winner. The more unequal the distribu-
tion of costs is, the higher the gain from being the winner and the higher
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the incentive to wait the opponent out. This suggests that stabilization
will be delayed more in countries with less cohesion and with more
political polarization and instability, in which it is more difficult to reach
an equitable social contract with a fair allocation of costs.

(2) Costs of delaying: an increase in the costs of postponing the sta-
bilization reduces the delay.

This somewhat obvious result becomes rather interesting if one thinks of
these costs not only as the economic costs of inflation but also as political
costs. For instance, the costs of political action that each group must pay
in order to avoid being imposed upon increase that group's share of the
costs of the stabilization. These costs of political action may be loss of
wages and leisure time incurred by striking urban workers, the risks
incurred by armed insurrectionists, the monetary costs incurred by the
capitalists financing their representatives in the legislature, and so forth.
Political institutions that make it easier for even small interest groups to
block the legislative process by veto power are conducive to delayed
stabilization. For instance, strictly proportional electoral systems are
more likely to generate coalition governments in which legislative action
requires the consensus of a large number of parties, each of which can
veto an action. Thus even a small interest group can veto a stabilization
program and procrastinate the war of attrition.

(3) Income distribution: The degree of income inequality has ambig-
uous effects on the amount of delay.

If political and economic resources are very unequally distributed, so that
it is immediately obvious which group is stronger and has more resources
to wait longer, the war of attrition ends immediately, since the identity of
the winner is certain. However, if resources are dispersed across groups,
maintaining the asymmetric distribution of information about relative
costs, then delays increase.

Alesina and Drazen (1991, pp. 1172-74) argue that this war of attri-
tion model is consistent with three elements that are often (but not al-
ways) observed in stabilization processes:

(1) There is an agreement over the need of a fiscal change but a
political stalemate over how the burden of higher taxes or expendi-
ture cuts should be allocated. In the political debate over the stabi-
lization, this distributional question is central.

(2) When stabilization occurs it coincides with a political consolida-
tion. Often, one side becomes politically dominant. The burden of
stabilization is sometimes quite unequal, with the politically
weaker group bearing a larger burden. Often this means the lower
classes, with successful stabilizations being regressive.

(3) Successful stabilizations are usually preceded by several failed at-
tempts; often a previous program appears quite similar to the
successful one.
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Further progress in an empirical direction can be made by defining
more clearly what exactly is meant by a concession. In theory, a conces-
sion means simply that one of the groups accepts the role of loser. In
practice, a concession may take different forms. One is a clear electoral
victory for one side. This may make the legislative action easier for the
winning side and raise to an unsustainable level the political costs to the
opponent of vetoing stabilization plans. A second is the acceptance by
one side of granting extraordinary powers to the government to avoid
legislative deadlocks. A third is the recall of strikes, riots, and other
political actions taken by the workers' movement if they are perceived to
be too costly and unsustainable. A fourth is the achievement of a com-
promise accepted by all parts governing how the burden of stabilization
will be allocated. Alesina (1988), Alesina and Drazen (1991), Casella
and Eichengreen (1991), and De Long and Eichengreen (1991) discuss
various case studies of successful and failed stabilizations from the point
of view offered by the war of attrition model and discuss various forms of
concession.

Drazen and Grilli (1990) extend the war of attrition model by empha-
sizing the possible benefits of economic crises. They show that if an
exogenous shock aggravates the economic conditions, the war of attri-
tion may be resolved because the costs of not stabilizing are even higher.
In some cases, such crises increase aggregate welfare: in fact, the costs of
the adverse shock are more than compensated by the benefits of the
anticipated stabilization.

Finally, the war of attrition idea is applicable not only to delays in
fiscal stabilizations but also to many other delays in the adoption of
efficient reforms, such as the removal of price controls or trade restric-
tions. For a war of attrition to occur, the proposed reform should have
substantial distributional effects and some uncertainty must exist about
the relative strength of the various groups.

Class Conflicts

Different classes may have different perspectives about the urgency of
a stabilization, and some may actually gain from delaying the stabiliza-
tion. In other words, an unstable economy benefits some groups. For
instance, in one model stabilization may be delayed if the asset holders
perceive that they can escape taxation by exporting their assets abroad.
He considers an economy with three broadly defined classes: capital
owners, middle-class or skilled workers, and unskilled workers. Suppose
that, because of a fiscal imbalance, aggregate demand is high and infla-
tion is increasing; a social planner, once again, would choose to stabilize
immediately. However, a political equilibrium may lead to postpone-
ments for the following reason. Suppose that in the period of high aggre-
gate demand and high inflation, profits are increasing and wages of
unskilled workers are indexed and approximately constant in real terms.
Profits are increasing with aggregate demand, as are returns to capital.
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Capitalists would like to postpone the stabilization, if they think that
they gain first, because of the increasing returns, and that they can then
move their profits abroad to escape the tax increase needed to stabilize.
Unskilled workers are too poor to be taxed after stabilization. Thus, the
cost of stabilization falls mostly, or exclusively, on the middle class.
While the middle class would prefer to stabilize immediately to minimize
overall costs, capitalists and unskilled workers may prefer to postpone
the stabilization. If capitalists and unskilled workers together have
enough political influence, the stabilization is delayed.

This model captures two important insights, which are much more
general than the specific example: first, not everybody loses during the
period preceding stabilization; second, the very rich and the very poor
may be on the same side against the middle class. In fact, in several well-
known cases of hyperinflation, the middle class has suffered the most.

Alesina and Tabellini (1989) present a view somewhat related to that
of the above model. Even though they do not focus explicitly on stabiliz-
ation, they show that the possibility of exporting capital leads to socially
inefficient policies. Governments close to the interests of capitalists tend
to borrow abroad and redistribute resources to capitalists, who then
escape taxation by exporting capital, forcing the rest of the economy to
pay the interest on the government's foreign borrowing.

In summary, these types of models suggest that in some cases certain
coalitions actually benefit from a macroeconomic imbalance and manage
to postpone the adjustment for their own advantage.

Uncertain Outcomes of the Stabilization

FernAndez and Rodrik (1991) consider the case of a policy reform that
improves the welfare of the majority of the population. For concreteness,
removal of a tariff is the reform under consideration. All producers in the
export sectors are better off with the reform; a fraction of producers in
the import-competing sector have to move to the export sector and are
better off after the reform and their move. Suppose that these two groups
are a majority of the population. However, because of uncertainty about
which agents in the import-competing industry will benefit from the
reform, a majority of the population may vote against it. For certain
parameter values, even though, after the fact, a majority of the popula-
tion is better off with the reform, all things being equal, the majority is
not in favor of it. This result holds even in the case of risk neutrality, but
it is reinforced when agents are risk averse.

This model emphasizes that uncertainty concerning the identity of the
losers from a proposed reform may create a bias toward maintaining an
inefficient status quo. Even though Fernandez and Rodrik (1991) con-
sider a trade reform, clearly their approach is much more general and
applicable to fiscal reforms as well.

Milesi-Ferretti (1991) suggests another reason, based on uncertain
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outcomes, why monetary and fiscal stabilizations may be postponed. He
considers a model in which the costs of stopping inflation are uncertain
and depend upon how competent the government is in managing the
reform; that is, there are competent governments, which manage to sta-
bilize with small economic costs, and incompetent ones, which are capa-
ble of stabilizing but do so at higher costs.

If a stabilization is started and the government is discovered to be
incompetent, the public may choose to elect the opposition, which is
expected to be more competent. If, instead, the government does not
begin a program, nothing is learned about the government's competence.
In this case, if the public favors the opposition, the latter would have to
solve the same problem faced by today's government. Thus, if it is in the
interest of the current government to do nothing for fear of failure be-
cause of incompetence, the public may have no incentive to vote for the
opposition because the latter would do the same, when in office. What is
crucial, here, is that the government itself does not know its own level of
competence, otherwise the choice of doing something or doing nothing
would reveal some of the government's private information concerning
its own competence.

This model is particularly appropriate for cases in which a policy
reform is relatively new and has never been attempted before, making it
difficult to predict the costs and the government's competence on such
grounds. The case of policy reforms in Eastern Europe comes imme-
diately to mind. More generally, the case of new democratic governments
facing economic crises may be a good example for this model. A new
democratic leadership may be reasonably unknown to the public, since
the new leadership has never been in office before. At the same time, the
new democratic opposition is also new to the political arena. Thus, there
might be very little available information on both the new democratic
government and the new opposition.

Institutions

Different institutional arrangements may be more or less conducive to
macroeconomic management and to a swift reaction to economic crises
needing stabilization. The discussion of wars of attrition suggested that
multiparty systems with coalition governments may find it difficult to
achieve quick agreement on how to stabilize. This is because each mem-
ber of a coalition government may have the power to veto and block any
program that is disliked by a certain (even small) constituency. Coalition
governments are more often observed in parliamentary democracies
with proportional representation. Therefore, the institution of propor-
tionality may not be conducive to swift fiscal reforms when they are
needed. Empirical results by Roubini and Sachs (1989a, 1989b) and
Grilli, Masciandaro, and Tabellini (1991) on OECD democracies are con-
sistent with these observations. They show that prolonged periods of
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fiscal imbalance leading to the accumulation of relatively high ratios of
debt to gross national product have been common in parliamentary de-
mocracies with large coalition governments. On the other hand, single-
party governments have reacted more quickly to prevent persistent
deficits.

These arguments are not directly applicable to dictatorships. However,
they are somewhat related to the previous discussion of strong versus
weak dictators. A weak dictator may be the analog of a weak coalition
government in a democracy. A weak dictator may have to please several
constituencies with conflicting interests in order to survive and would
find it difficult to resolve a fiscal crisis promptly.

A second institutional feature that may affect fiscal management and
the implementation of fiscal reforms is the possibility of conflicts within a
state or a bureaucracy over the allocation of spending and taxation.
Fiscal federalism (that is, geographic decentralization of fiscal decisions)
may make it difficult to act quickly when quick action is needed. First, if
local authorities can, up to a point, transfer locally generated deficits to
the federal system, they may choose to do so in time of need; that is, one
may observe a prisoner's dilemma situation, in which different states or
regions fail to cooperate. Second, there might be, once again, a veto
power with which various states or regions block stabilization plans
decided at the federal level.

A similar argument may apply to conflicts within a bureaucracy. Obvi-
ously, the relevance of these conflicts would depend on the degree to
which the bureaucracy is independent of elected officers.

Third, an institutional feature that could be very important in the
context of a discussion of monetary and fiscal stability is the degree to
which the central bank is politically independent. A central bank inde-
pendent of the treasury and firmly committed to monetary control re-
duces the degree of monetization of budget deficits. This has two effects:
it keeps inflation under control, and it forces the government to find
other sources of financing, ultimately forcing the government to raise
taxes or cut spending (see Alesina and Grilli 1992; Lohmann 1992; and
Rogoff 1985 for theoretical discussions of the benefits of central bank
independence).

Several authors have noted how, within industrial economies, coun-
tries with low inflation have independent central banks. Furthermore,
such low inflation has not been accompanied by high unemployment,
high real interest rates, or other undesirable, real consequences. Thus,
central bank independence seems to have helped monetary stability with
very small "real" costs. These observations emerge from work by Alesina
(1988), Alesina and Grilli (1992), Alesina and Summers (1993), Bade
and Parkin (1982), and Grilli, Masciandaro, and Tabellini (1991).
Clearly, the difficult part of this empirical analysis is how to classify the
degree of independence of different central banks. Although this body of
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research has reached a reasonable consensus on a reliable classification of
the degree of central bank independence for advanced industrial econ-
omies, much work remains to be done for all the other countries. Cukier-
man, Webb, and Neyapti (1992) address this very important question.

Although a central bank with an established reputation of indepen-
dence may improve policymaking, the process of establishing such a
reputation may lead to periods of policy instability. In fact, suppose that
the treasury runs budget deficits and does not raise taxes in an attempt to
induce the central bank to monetize. The bank refuses to do so, precisely
to establish a reputation of independence and induce the treasury to raise
taxes and cut spending. This situation may lead to a sort of war of
attrition between the treasury and the central bank. Both institutions
pursue their uncoordinated policies in order to force the opponent to
concede, as in models by Loewy (1988), Sargent and Wallace (1981), and
Tabellini (1986). Before one of the two players gives in, taxes are not
raised and the deficit is not monetized; such a combination leads to a
rapidly growing ratio of debt to gross national product. On the one
hand, institutional arrangements guaranteeing the independence of the
central bank should ensure that such an institutional war of attrition
does not occur because the treasury knows that the central bank will not
concede. On the other hand, a war of attrition will not occur when the
central bank has no independence at all, and the treasury can obtain as
much monetization as it desires.

Inflation, Taxation, and Political Stability: Empirical Evidence

There are three ways of testing political-economic models of inflation,
deficits, stabilization, or lack thereof: case studies, a comparative
method in which several cases are examined jointly, and econometric
studies of several countries. The first two approaches have been adopted
mostly (but not exclusively) by political scientists. The third has been
used mostly (but not exclusively) by economists. A survey of the empiri-
cal literature is, obviously, well beyond the scope of this chapter. The
following paragraphs highlight some recent cross-sectional econometric
analysis with large samples of countries.

Haggard and others (1990) examine the statistical relationships be-
tween the type of political regime and the ideological nature of different
government and economic outcomes, such as inflation, budget deficits,
and the adoption of stabilization programs. They find that periods of
transition from authoritarian regimes to democracy are often associated
with economic instability. New democracies have a particularly difficult
time implementing stabilization programs. This finding is quite con-
sistent with a war of attrition model. After the collapse of an authori-
tarian and repressive regime, conflicting distributional claims of various
socioeconomic groups are likely to emerge. Legislative deadlock and
inaction are typical of such situations.
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Cukierman, Edwards, and Tabellini (1992) and Edwards and Tabellini
(1991) show that, after controlling for various economic determinants of
inflation, a strong association is evident between government instability
and use of seigniorage as a source of tax revenues. Thus, weak govern-
ments are less capable of using noninflationary taxes to cover govern-
ment spending.

Roubini and Sachs (1989a, 1989b) and Grilli, Masciandaro, and Tab-
ellini (1991) find that, within OECD democracies, the high-debt countries
are almost exclusively parliamentary democracies with a highly propor-
tional electoral system; conversely, almost all the countries with such
electoral systems have high public debt. This evidence is broadly con-
sistent with the war of attrition model: in strictly proportional parlia-
mentary systems, wars of attrition are more likely to occur because each
member of the coalition holds veto power. Similar evidence for develop-
ing countries is found by Ozler and Tabellini (1991), who show that
external debt in a large panel of developing countries for the period
1973-82 is positively related to a reasonable indicator of political
instability.

An important problem in this literature on government instability as
an explanatory variable for inflation and fiscal imbalance is that of joint
endogeneity. It is certainly true that government instability may cause
inflation. However, high inflation and, more generally, economic insta-
bility may lead to government collapse. In the context of a study of the
correlation between economic growth and coups d'etat, Londregan and
Poole (1990) have shown how to deal econometrically with this problem
of joint endogeneity. Alesina and others (1991) have used this method to
study the joint determination of economic growth and government
changes in both democracies and nondemocracies. They find that both
directions of causality are present: a high probability of a government
collapse reduces growth; conversely, low growth increases the likelihood
of a change in government.

A similar analysis that accounts for issues related to joint endogeneity
would be desirable for the study of inflation and fiscal imbalances as
well.

Conclusions

This chapter has reviewed recent formal developments in political eco-
nomics that study the relationship between the timing of macroeconomic
policy and political institutions. Two important issues have been the
focus of this review: political-business cycles and monetary and fiscal
stabilization policies.

Rather than review the results described in the previous pages, this
section highlights several issues open for further research.
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* Although a reasonably sound and extensive body of theoretical and
empirical research exists on political-business cycles in advanced
industrial democracies, much less has been done for developing
countries. This research should tackle difficult issues, such as how
to test for such cycles in nondemocracies.

* The periods of transition from dictatorships to democracies are ex-
tremely interesting situations for studying political-economic inter-
actions. Researchers should devote careful and specific attention to
such periods.

* Authoritarian regimes appear to be a heterogeneous group. Some
have promoted growth and economic stability and have done better
than the average democracy. Others have destroyed their econ-
omies. A further understanding of what explains these large differ-
ences is likely to have very high intellectual returns.

* The normative aspects of political economy should also be very high
on the research agenda. Should a new democracy be advised to
adopt majoritarian systems, set up independent central banks, in-
clude balanced-budget clauses in the constitution, limit the number
of times incumbents can run for office, delegate fiscal authority to
local authorities to have a bicameral system, and elect the president
directly? These are only a few of the many questions facing new
democracies.

Notes

1. This chapter is not meant to be an exhaustive survey of the literature. For recent
surveys of the literature on political-business cycles, see Alesina 1988 and Nordhaus 1989.
For a survey of the literature on the political economy of development in developing
countries, see Roubini 1990. For a survey of the theoretical contributions in the new
political macroeconomics, with emphasis on fiscal policy, see Persson and Tabellini 1990
and Alesina and Tabellini 1990. For a survey of the traditional literature on public choice,
see Mueller 1989.

2. Whether inflation starts to increase before or only after the election depends on the
exact specification of the model. See Lindbeck 1976 for a discussion of this point.

3. The United States offers quite a good case for this theory. For a general theoretical and
empirical model of macroeconomic outcomes and elections in the United States, see Al-
esina, Londregan, and Rosenthal 1990.

4. Alvarez, Garret, and Lange 1991 have investigated the role of labor organizations in a
partisan model of macroeconomic policy.
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The Rush to Free Trade in
the Developing World:

Why So Late? Why Now? Will It Last?

DANI RODRIK

A WORK ON THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF TRADE LIBERALIZATION in de-
veloping countries must address at least two puzzles. First, why has trade
liberalization in these countries traditionally been so contentious? There
is probably no area in economics where professional opinion is so united:
the vast majority of economists see free trade, warts and all, as superior
to protection. The attraction of free trade resides at one level in the
theoretical elegance of the principle of comparative advantage-which,
as Paul Samuelson once put it, is the only proposition in economics that
is at once true and nontrivial. I

Even when the theory is complicated by second-best considerations
under which trade restrictions can enhance efficiency, most econo-
mists remain in favor of free trade on practical grounds. Yet import-
substitution policies relying on trade restrictions have been the ortho-
doxy among policymakers in developing countries for much of the
postwar period. Until recently, policymakers usually resisted advice from
academics and lending agencies to open up their economies to interna-
tional competition (on the general subject of the political economy of

The author is grateful to Stephan Haggard, Jim Leitzel, David Ellwood, Steven Webb,
and seminar participants at Harvard University, Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, the
World Bank, and University of California, Berkeley, for their comments. He also wishes to
thank the Hoover Institution, where he was a National Fellow while writing this chapter.
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Table 3-1. Recent Trade Policy Reforms in Selected Developing
Countries
Country Reform

Argentina Tariffs were reduced starting in October 1988; import licensing was
abolished except for twenty-two items (vehicles and parts); in 1991, a
three-level tariff structure was introduced (0,11, and 22 percent)

Bolivia Trade regime was overhauled in 1985, and quantitative restrictions
were eliminated; as of April 1990, two basic tariff rates exist: 5 percent
for capital goods and 10 percent for others

Brazil Major trade reform was announced in March 1990 as part of the Collor
stabilization package; almost a]l quantitative restrictions were to be
phased out and replaced by tariffs; the average tariff was reduced to 25
percent in 1990 (from 37 percent); an average tariff rate of 14 percent
was sought by 1994

Chile Substantial reform occurred after 1973, with the elimination of
quantitative restrictions and a uniform tariff rate of 10 percent (except
for motor vehicles) achieved by 1979; the uniform tariff was raised to
35 percent briefly during the macroeconomic crisis of the early 1980s
but was subsequently reduced to 15 percent

Ghana Import licensing was substantially liberalized, and a uniform tariff was
introduced for most imports

Indonesia Trade has been continually reformed since 1986; by the end of 1988,
only 20 percent of imports (by value) were subject to licensing

Jamaica Quantitative restrictions were eliminated, and tariffs were lowered to
20 to 30 percent for most items

Mexico Quantitative restrictions were substantially liberalized beginning in
mid-1985; few import licensing requirements remain; tariffs were
reduced to an average 1 1 percent by 1988; the maximum rate is 20
percent; Mexico acceded to GATT in 1986

policymaking in developing countries, see Bates 1988; Haggard and
Webb 1993; Meier 1991; Rodrik 1992c; for earlier cases of liberaliza-
tion, see Papageorgiou, Choksi, and Michaely 1990).

The second puzzle has to do with recent trends in developing coun-
tries. Since the early 1980s, developing countries have flocked to free
trade as if it were the Holy Grail of economic development. Bolivia,
Ghana, Mexico, Morocco, Turkey, and, more recently, scores of other
countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America have made considerable
progress in dismantling their protectionist trade regimes, doing away
with import licenses and quantitative restrictions. Argentina and Brazil
have begun the same process in the past couple of years. Even India
appears to have embarked on the road to trade liberalization after de-
cades of heavy-handed dirigisme. Table 3-1 provides capsule summaries
of some of the more significant reforms. Together with the historic trans-
formation and opening of the Eastern European economies, these devel-
opments represent a genuine revolution in policymaking. The puzzle is
why is it occurring now and why in so many countries all at once?
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Countrv Reform

Morocco Protection was significantly reduced after 1983 through the elimination
of some quantitative restrictions and the reduction of tariff rates; the
maximum tariff was reduced from 400 to 45 percent

Nigeria Trade liberalization was initiated in 1986; the import licensing system
was reformed and substantial cuts undertaken in tariffs

Pakistan In July 1988, a reform program was initiated to shift from nontariff
measures to tariffs; import licensing was eliminated for a wide range of
products; the maximum tariff was reduced to 125 percent (from 225)

Peru The newly elected Fujimori government embarked on a stabilization
package in August 1990, including substantial trade reform; all
quantitative restrictions were eliminated, and the tariff system was
simplified to include three rates (15, 25, and 50 percent) only; in March
1991, the top rate was reduced to 20 percent

Senegal Most quantitative restrictions were removed during 1986-88; tariffs
were selectively reduced

Tunisia Licensing was removed from more than half of import items by
mid-1990; the maximum tariff was reduced to 43 percent (from 220)

Turkey The general trend has been toward liberalization since 1980, including
substantial liberalization of quantitative restrictions and licensing
procedures

Venezuela Comprehensive import liberalization was introduced in 1989; most
import prohibitions were abolished, and tariffs were reduced to a
maximum rate of 50 percent (from 80 percent); Venezuela acceded to
GATT in 1990

Source: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 1991; Whalley 1989;
Williamson 1990; World Bank 1989; and national sources.

The key to these two puzzles might appear at first to be one and the
same. The reasons for the recent conversion to outward orientation must
be sought, at least initially, in the dissolution of the forces and motives
that led policymakers to resist reforms in the past. However, this line of
reasoning does not take us too far. The reasons for the free trade band-
wagon are more or less unique and derive from the intense, prolonged
macroeconomic crisis that surrounded developing countries during the
1980s. This crisis overshadowed the distributional considerations that
had blocked trade reform until the 1980s. A combination of special
circumstances made governments eventually choose openness over fur-
ther restrictions, the latter being the historical outcome during crises
brought on by unfavorable external circumstances.

The reasons that developing countries initially adopted import-sub-
stitution policies and widespread trade restrictions are well known. Early
on, nationalist policymakers, as well as many development economists,
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perceived such restrictions as laying the basis for industrialization and
development. A temporary period of protection was required, it was felt,
for infant industries to grow and become competitive. Over time, the
problems with the infant-industry argument became increasingly evident.
The negative examples were the countless cases of infant industries that
refused to mature in old age and spawned inefficiencies throughout the
economy. The positive examples were the East Asian tigers (Hong Kong,
Republic of Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan [China]), where the early
administration of outward-oriented policies was yielding spectacular re-
sults by the 1970s. Yet despite the accumulating evidence, trade reform
remained sporadic and was often reversed.

To understand why requires understanding what trade policy does and
how it affects different groups in society. A large part of this chapter is
devoted to presenting a framework in which such an analysis can be
carried out, including discussion of the channels through which commer-
cial and exchange rate policies work and their respective distributional
impacts. The main theme in this part of the chapter is that the central
political difficulty in undertaking trade reform is the exceedingly high
ratio of redistribution to aggregate gain that trade reform typically gener-
ates. The political cost-benefit ratio of trade reform, which will be de-
fined more precisely, is generally very high. This is the source of the
contentiousness of trade policy in normal times.

The second part of the chapter turns to the reforms of the 1980s,
arguing that it is the pervasive crisis during those years that enabled these
reforms. Desperate policymakers packaged reforms in the fiscal, mone-
tary, and exchange rate areas-which were intimately linked to the
crisis-with reforms in commercial policies-which were by and large
only incidental. The depth of the crisis reduced distributional considera-
tions to second-order importance and eliminated previous resistance.
This raises the question of the sustainability of the reforms. If and when
normal times and politics as usual return, will these reforms be undercut
by the re-emergence of the previous distributional coalitions? The last
section of the chapter suggests some reasons to hope that they will not.
The status-quo bias that helped entrench the previous policy regime is
now likely to work in reverse. Provided macroeconomic stabilization
proves successful and inflation and external balances are brought under
control, backtracking from the reforms will not be easy.

Trade Reform, Distribution, and Economic Efficiency

We start by reviewing the standard partial-equilibrium analysis of
trade liberalization. The general-equilibrium analysis-to which we must
necessarily resort when reform involves more than a few items-is more
complicated, but the wrinkles involved need not concern us for the mo-
ment. The next section extends the analysis in the general-equilibrium
direction.
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Figure 3-1 shows the domestic demand and supply (S) schedules for an
import-competing commodity, say, steel. Let the import restriction take
the form of a quota, with only a specified amount of imported steel
allowed in the country. To simplify further, we assume that the home
economy is small in the world market for steel (that is, the world price
for steel is a given) and that domestically produced and imported steel are
perfect substitutes for each other. The exchange rate is fixed at unity. The
(fixed) world price is indicated in the diagram by p*. Adding up horizon-
tally the domestic supply with the import quota yields the supply curve
faced by domestic consumers (Sq) inclusive of imports. The intersection
of domestic demand with Sq (point C) gives the domestic price of steel in
equilibrium, Pd. The gap between Pd and p * is the protection provided to
the domestic industry by the quota. It also represents the unit rent cre-
ated by the quota. These rents accrue typically to holders of import
licenses who get them through, depending on the context, political con-
nections, bribery, or sheer luck.2

Now consider the consequences of eliminating the import quota. If
domestic consumers can import as much steel as they want at price p*,
the new, free trade equilibrium is found at the intersection of the domes-
tic demand schedule with the perfectly flat schedule for world supply
(point D). The domestic price falls from Pd to p*. Consequently, imports
and domestic consumption increase, while domestic production de-
creases and quota rents vanish. The reform enhances the efficiency of
resource allocation: previously, resources worth Pd were tied up in the
domestic steel industry; releasing these resources and increasing imports
at price pt, achieves a net gain.

Figure 3-1. Trade Reform and Income Distribution

p

Note: The distributional effect of removing the quota on imports is -ABGH for import-
compering producers, -BCEF for import license holders, and +ACDH for the rest of the
economy; the net gain is BFG + CDE.
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A detailed welfare analysis of the reform can be carried out to see who
loses, who gains, and by how much. There are three groups of interest
here: users of steel,3 domestic producers of steel, and license holders. The
lower panel of figure 3-1 shows the consequences for each of these
groups. The gain to users of steel (or the economy in general) is captured
by the area under the demand curve, ACDH. The loss to steel producers
is the area under the domestic supply curve, ABGH. License holders, in
turn, lose the quota rents amounting to the area BCEF. This leaves a net
efficiency gain to the economy from removing the quota that amounts to
the sum of two triangles, BFG and CDE.

At this point in the analysis the economics professor usually stops and
rests his case, feeling smug after this unassailable demonstration of the
superiority of free trade. Most students are probably left a bit uneasy the
first time they are subjected to this logic. What is striking about the
analysis is perhaps less the end product-the two triangles of efficiency
gains-than the massive transfers of income from one group to another-
the rectangles that appear or vanish-that are necessary to get there.
License holders and steel producers lose out on chunks of income, while
consumers (who may include downstream producers using steel as an
input) gain by a magnitude that barely exceeds these losses. This leaves a
net efficiency gain that amounts to two paltry triangles. In other words,
the ratio of net gain to redistribution involved is quite small.

Economists have long been aware of the links between trade policy
and income distribution. Some of the most fundamental theorems of
trade theory concern precisely the distributional consequences of free
trade (for example, the Stolper-Samuelson theorem; Stolper and Sam-
uelson 1941). Development economists have spent much effort trying to
ascertain whether these consequences are normatively desirable or not-
that is, whether free trade improves equity. A good recent analysis is the
study by Bourguignon and Morrisson (1989), which contains both cross-
country regression analyses and case studies. Their main conclusion is
that protection has a negative effect on income distribution. 4 More to the
point, they find that the effect of trade policies on distribution is quan-
titatively very significant, even though their measure of trade policy is
crude and subject to error. Everything else held constant, they find the
income share of the richest 20 percent of the population to be 4-5
percentage points higher in highly protectionist countries, where protec-
tionist is defined by a mean effective rate of protection greater than 30
percent.

This suggests, then, that the prospect of too much redistribution may
be the central political difficulty in trade reform. From the perspective of
policymakers, the pure reshuffling of income must be counted as a politi-
cal cost. In politics, rents and revenues that accrue on a regular basis
create entitlements. Whether viewed as desirable or not, taking income
away from one group is rarely easy for a politician to accomplish. And
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although most policy reforms undercut such entitlements, trade reform
does so with a vengeance. Of course, the efficiency benefit of the reform
is itself a source of political gain: it amounts to an increase in the size of
the national pie, representing improvement in the well-being of at least
some groups in society at no cost to others.

Such considerations can be formalized by devising an index of the
political cost-benefit ratio (PCBR) of policy reform, defined as follows:

(3-1) PCBR ga i [(n Aincome, I -net gain)
2 net gainI

where net gain stands for the efficiency gain of the reform, j indexes
groups (or individuals) in society, and A incomej is the change in the
income of group j. Note that net gain can also be expressed as Ej(A
income,). The numerator is the sum of the absolute values of the income
effects of the policy on different groups (net of the efficiency gain) and,
therefore, is a measure of the total redistribution resulting from the
policy. This is divided by two to get rid of the double-counting. In this
way, the numerator becomes equivalent to the sum of losses suffered by
the groups adversely affected by the reform. Hence, the numerator cap-
tures the political cost of the reform, while the denominator captures its
benefit. The index is meant to quantify the notion that, for any amount
of increase in the size of the national pie, as the amount of reshuffling of
income required to achieve that increase grows, so does the cost of the
change to policymakers. More specifically, the PCBR index answers the
following question: how many dollars of income are shuffled from one
group to another for every dollar of net efficiency gain?

Although the index is meant to be nothing more than a heuristic de-
vice, it can be given a solid theoretical foundation. Suppose, for example,
that the policymaker wants to maximize a conventional social welfare
function, subject to the constraint that no group of individuals is made
worse off by the reform compared with the status quo. The policymaker
has at his disposal only distortionary subsidies and taxes to undertake the
requisite compensation. Then the cost-benefit calculus undertaken by the
policymaker will bear a certain similarity to the index discussed above. In
fact, the PCBR index can be viewed as representing a special case of the
problem just stated. The appendix to this chapter provides a formal
statement of this and more details.

This index has values that range between zero and infinity. When a
policy is purely redistributive and achieves no net gain, the value of the
index goes to infinity. When a policy increases some groups' incomes
without taking income away from any other group (that is, when it is
Pareto efficient), the index takes a value of zero. The latter case corre-
sponds to the economist's proverbial "manna from heaven": it would be
politically very desirable if it could be made a reality.

The preceding discussion already provided a hint that trade reform
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performs poorly when judged by this index. To see how poorly, we relate
expression 3-1 to parameters of relevance to trade reform, distinguish-
ing, once again, among consumers, import-competing producers, and
rentiers. Let m denote import volume, q import-competing production, c
total consumption of the importable, p the domestic price of the import-
able, p* the world price, and t the (ad valorem) tariff-equivalent of the
trade restriction initially. To a first-order approximation, 5 the income
effects of trade reform can be summarized as follows:

Consumers = -cAp
Producers = qAp

Rentiers = mAp + tp*Am
Net gain = tp *Am.

(Note the identity m = c - q.) Therefore, the index can be written as
follows:

(3-2) PCBR = -CAp 
tp*AAm yet

where i is the share of imports (at border prices) in domestic consump-
tion and e is the absolute value of the import demand elasticity. The
expression on the right-hand side relates the PCBR index to recognizable
parameters. The index is increasing in t, IA, and e.

Table 3-2 shows the range of values that the PCBR index can take under
plausible combinations of these parameters. The import demand elastic-
ity is fixed at 2 (which is relatively generous), and the other two parame-
ters vary. In most reasonable circumstances, the PCBR lies above 5. In
words, an index of 5 indicates that for each dollar of net income gener-
ated, five dollars of income are being reshuffled among different groups
in the economy. This puts the analysis much closer to the pure redistribu-
tion case than to the Pareto-efficient case. Put bluntly, trade reform is
politically inefficient.6

In fact, things are typically worse. By its very nature, trade liberaliza-
tion creates a lot of winners whose identities cannot be discerned before-
hand. That is because not all of the general-equilibrium ramifications of
reform can be sorted out with perfect foresight. After reform, some
entrepreneurs in import-substituting sectors will transform themselves
into successful exporters; some new, unanticipated export opportunities
will be created. Only after reform takes root does the full configuration
of gainers and losers become evident. This kind of uncertainty leads to a
systematic bias against policy reform: reforms that would receive ade-
quate political support after the fact may fail to receive support before-
hand when some of the gainers (or losers) from reform cannot yet be
identified (Fernandez and Rodrik 1991). Hence, the uncertainty sur-
rounding the distributional effects compounds the immediate difficulties
raised by the distributional consequences themselves.
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Table 3-2. Plausible Values of the PCBR Index
under Trade Reform

(t)

JA 0.20 0.50 0.70

0.10 25.00 10.00 7.15
0.20 12.50 5.00 3.58
0.40 6.25 2.50 1.79

Note: e = 2.

These arguments raise the question of why, if trade reform is politically
so costly, it is ever undertaken. The maintained assumption behind the
PCBR index is that altering the distribution of income is politically costly.
This need not always apply. In particular, policymakers may want to
reshape distribution-or be indifferent to it-following a transformation
in political regime or a change in the underlying configuration of power.
Indeed, historically sharp changes in trade policy have almost always
been preceded (or accompanied) by changes in the political regime. This
was true of the first significant move to free trade in modern history-the
repeal of the Corn Laws in England in 1846-a move that reflected the
growing political power of urban interests over landed interests. It was
also true of the most significant case of reform in the developing world
until the 1980s: the reforms that took place after Pinochet's coup in Chile
in 1973. More evidence on this will be discussed later in this chapter. Not
all political transformations result in trade reform, but sharp changes in
trade policy are typically the result of such transformations.

What about the gradual, steady liberalization in the industrial world
under the aegis of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)

during the postwar period? It is harder to credit changes in political
regime for this process. The political acceptability of these reforms de-
rived instead from the joint influence of two factors: (a) the gradualist
nature of the reforms and (b) a favorable external environment in the
form of unprecedented economic growth. The latter served to mask the
distributive consequences of liberalization and allowed everyone to share
in the benefits of recovery and, later on, increased prosperity. The grad-
ual nature of the liberalization, meanwhile, ensured that these distribu-
tive effects would remain second order relative to the consequences of
overall economic growth. The lesson is a simple, but valuable, one: the
congruence of gradualism with increasing, all-around prosperity pro-
vides the most comfortable environment for trade reform. 7

A Closer Look at the Distributive Consequences
of Trade Reform

Since trade reform and distribution are so closely related, it is helpful
to have a framework for analysis in which the links are laid out. As the
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Table 3-3. Matrix for Trade Policy Analysis
Commodity Domestic Relation to Typical goods Income group most
group price world price or services directly affected

Importable Pm ep., (I + t, Intermediate Import-substitution
goods, capital industrialists,
goods, consumer holders of import
durables licenses, organized

labor

Exportable pI ep*/(1 + t) Cash crops, light Agricultural
manufactures producers, export-

oriented entre-
preneurs

Nontradable p, n.a. Construction, Informal sector,
labor services unorganized labor

n.a. Not applicable.
Note: e, exchange rate (home currency per foreign currency); t_, tariff equivalent of all

import restrictions (including license premiums); t_, tax equivalent of all export restric-
tions; prices with asterisks denote world prices (in foreign currency).

reforms in question occur across the board, the framework should ac-
commodate economy-wide (that is, general-equilibrium) repercussions.
This section provides a sketch of such a framework.

Three sets of commodities and services must be distinguished: (a) im-
portables, (b) exportables, and (c) nontradables. Each of these groups is
associated with an "average" domestic price, denoted by Pm, P,, and p.,
respectively. This classification is meant to be exhaustive; that is, all
commodities and services produced in the economy should fit in one of
these categories. 8 Table 3-3 shows the typical commodities classified
under these headings; intermediate goods (such as chemicals) and capital
goods, for example, are typically importables.

The table also shows how the domestic price of each aggregate relates
to its world price. The domestic price (in pesos) of importables equals
their world price (in dollars) multiplied by the exchange rate (defined as
pesos per dollar) times 1 plus ti, the tariff equivalent of all import
restrictions. Not only duties and other taxes but also the ad valorem
price equivalent of quota restrictions and other nontariff measures are
included under tin. In fact, tm itself is usually not directly observable
when trade restrictions, as so often, are primarily of a nontariff nature. It
can be recovered, however, by comparing the price of domestic products
with the price of close substitutes on world markets. The domestic price
of exportables (for example, coffee or clothing) is related to the world
price in a similar manner, where the export tax, t., captures the ad
valorem price equivalent of all export restrictions. Note that an import
tariff increases the domestic price of importables-the price paid by con-
sumers and received by producers-while an export tax reduces the do-
mestic price of the exportables.
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Finally, note that prices of nontradables do not bear any systematic
relationship (at least in the context of trade policy) to prices of similar
goods on world markets. Since haircuts and cement are normally non-
tradable (the first because of restrictions on labor mobility, the second
because of transport costs), no arbitrage relationship exists that would
pin down domestic prices in relation to foreign prices.9 Hence, pn is
determined exclusively by domestic demand and supply. The most im-
portant category of nontradables is labor services. The wage rate is
consequently the most important nontradable price. When import-
competing goods are protected by quantitative restrictions, they too be-
come nontradables at the margin.

Table 3-3 also shows the identities of the income groups whose for-
tunes are most closely tied to each of these prices. Hence, the incomes of
import-substituting industrialists, of import-license holders, and often of
organized labor are determined in the first instance by pm, the importable
price. The price of exportables, p., serves the same purpose for agri-
cultural producers and export-oriented entrepreneurs. The nontradable
price, p., determines income in the informal sector and unorganized
labor.

Now, the well-being of each of these groups is determined not only by
the price they receive for their production; other prices matter too, since
these affect the costs of inputs and consumption. Real incomes are deter-
mined, therefore, by relative prices and not the absolute level of any
single price. To draw the links between trade policy and distribution, it is
important to know how specific relative prices are affected by trade
policy.

But which relative prices? Since three prices exist in the economy, there
are only two relative prices that are of independent interest, but there are
many different ways of expressing them. For reasons that will be clear
shortly, it is convenient to focus on (a) the relative price of importables to
exportables and (b) the relative price of tradables to nontradables. These
two relative prices are key to the resource allocation effects of trade
policy, and any political-economy analysis must begin with them.

Using the definitions in table 3-3, the first of these can be expressed as
follows:

(3-3) Pm~ P 1~ ( + tm( + t(P.
P.- Pxl"

The second relative price is obtained by lumping importables and export-
ables into a basket called tradables. Formally, the price of tradables, pt, is
a weighted average of Pm and p,:

(3-4) pt = [ep*(l + tm)]L(e+ t )1

= e[P*(1 + t,')]a (1
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where et is the weight on importables. The second relative price is then
given by the ratio of the price of tradables to nontradables:

=e[P( + tm)]a [ I t
(3-5) PI+ K +xi

This ratio is also called the real exchange rate.
From an economic standpoint, the distinction between these two is

useful because each has a distinct effect on resource allocation. On the
one hand, changes in Pm/Px are associated inversely with changes in an
economy's openness: the higher this relative price is, the smaller the share
of imports and exports is in national income (all else remaining equal)
and the higher the level of import-substituting production. On the other
hand, changes in pt/pn are typically associated with changes in the trade
(or current account) balance: the higher this relative price is, the more
positive the trade balance (again, all else remaining equal) is. These
resource-allocation effects also define the criteria by which the success of
commercial policy and of exchange rate policy should be measured:
successful trade liberalization will increase the ratio of imports to gross
national product (GNP) and of exports to GNP on a sustained basis;
successful devaluation will reduce the trade deficit (or increase the sur-
plus) without affecting domestic levels of inflation and unemployment.
Finally, the two relative prices have distinct distributional consequences.
The first relative price captures distributional conflict within tradables'
sectors, whereas the second focuses on distribution across the tradables-
nontradables cleavage.

Armed with these two relative prices, it is now possible to analyze the
consequences of trade policy for the real incomes of different groups in
society. For each policy in question, the analysis examines how these
relative prices are affected and reads the implications for different groups
with the help of the classification in table 3-3.

Commercial Policy

The term "commercial policy" captures the set of policies that have
direct implications for the domestic prices of importables and export-
ables and thus affect the relative price Pm/Px. As shown in equation 3-3,
these are import and export taxes of various sorts, including quantitative
restrictions, licensing, advance deposits on imports, prohibitions, and
(often) commodity marketing boards. Note that the relative price of
importables and exportables does not depend on the exchange rate, as
e enters both the numerator and the denominator and cancels out;
that is, exchange rate policy is distributionally neutral between import-
competing and export-oriented interests. There are two notable excep-
tions, however. First, when some import-competing sectors are protected
by quotas, rendering them nontradable at the margin, a real depreciation
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of the currency will hurt these sectors and benefit exporters (as well as
remaining import-competing activities). Second, a devaluation under for-
eign currency rationing will act just like import liberalization. The latter
case is discussed below.

Note the symmetry in the way that import and export taxes enter
equation 3-3: import tariffs and export taxes have identical effects.' 0 A
10 percent export tax has the same effect on p,n/p,-and hence on the
openness of the economy and on distribution within tradables-as a 10
percent import tariff and vice versa.'1 This demonstrates that import
protection imposes a penalty on exporters that is identical to a direct
export tax. Conversely, an export tax benefits import-competing inter-
ests. The logic works for subsidies also, as long as one keeps in mind that
a subsidy is a negative tax. Hence, an export subsidy takes away some
import protection and hurts import-competing interests as much as a
direct reduction in protection.

Finally, commercial policy per se has no direct distributive conse-
quence for groups that derive their income from nontradables, such as
unorganized labor (or the informal sector). Equation 3-5 shows that a
reduction in the import tariff would tend to increase the real incomes of
labor (as pt/pn is reduced) but only as long as the nominal exchange rate
(e) remains unchanged. If the import liberalization is packaged with a
devaluation (see below), the effect on labor is ambiguous.

The situation may be quite different for organized labor in import-
competing industries, where high profits may be shared with labor
unions and be reflected in wage premia relative to the rest of the econ-
omy. The relaxation of import controls will bite into these labor "rents"
and hurt these groups directly.

Exchange Rate Policy

Exchange rate policy affects a different relative price, that between all
tradables and nontradables. This can be seen in expression 3-5, in which
e enters the numerator. This is an important distinction between com-
mercial policy and exchange rate policy and is often missed in general
discussions of trade policy. At the risk of being repetitive, the distinction
is summarized in table 3-4. A devaluation increases the domestic price of
tradables and, all else remaining equal, raises p,/p,,. Unlike commercial
liberalization, a devaluation is likely to squeeze unorganized labor and
reduce real wages in terms of tradables (provided wages are determined
predominantly by conditions in the nontradable sector). The reduction in
real wages is the flip side of the increase in competitiveness brought
about by devaluation. Also, a devaluation affects all tradable sectors
symmetrically: both import-competing and export-oriented interests
benefit from it, while commercial liberalization pits these two sectors
against each other.

With respect to real wages, one point bears stressing. It is useful to
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Table 3-4. Commercial Policy and Exchange Rate Policy
Relative Resource- Distributive

Policy price affected allocation effect effect

Commercial Pm/Pv Openness Import-competing
versus export-
oriented interests

Exchange rate Pt/Pn Trade balance All tradables versus
nontradables; real
wages

distinguish between two concepts of the real wage: the product real wage
and the consumption real wage. The product real wage is the nominal
wage divided by the price of tradables, and it determines the competitive-
ness of domestic tradables. The consumption real wage is the nominal
wage divided by an aggregate price index that includes the price of non-
tradables; it measures the purchasing power of wages and is the more
appropriate index of workers' well-being. If nontradables are sufficiently
important in workers' consumption basket and wages rise sufficiently
more than the price of nontradables, consumption real wages could in-
crease as a consequence of devaluation, while the product real wage falls.

Moreover, unlike commercial policy, which can be made effective by
fiat, the economic success of exchange rate policy depends on the re-
sponse of pn (or wages). Equation 3-5 shows that the value of the real
exchange rate pt/pn depenids both on e and on Pn. For an increase in the
nominal exchange rate to bring about an increase in the real exchange
rate (that is, to achieve a real depreciation), p, must not rise propor-
tionately. As mentioned, pn is determined by domestic supply and de-
mand conditions. Making exchange rate policy effective, therefore, re-
quires restrictive demand management policies that do not allow pn (or
wages) to rise along with e. This is the source of the oft-repeated admon-
ishment to developing countries that exchange rate devaluation (expendi-
ture switching) should be coupled with restrictive monetary and fiscal
policies (expenditure reduction) to have an effect on the external balance.
Economic effectiveness calls for income redistribution.

Devaluation When Foreign Exchange Is Rationed

A sharp distinction has been drawn here between the impacts of com-
mercial and exchange rate policy on distribution and the allocation of
resources. In some circumstances, however, the distinction disappears,
and a devaluation becomes identical to commercial liberalization. This
occurs when foreign exchange is rationed by the government and a black
market exists for foreign exchange.

In the presence of a black market, there are at least two exchange
rates: an official exchange rate, call it e, at which only a limited number
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of transactions are carried out due to rationing by the central bank, and
the black market rate, eb, which represents the marginal cost of foreign
exchange and to which importers must resort in order to satisfy their
needs in excess of the official allocation (naturally, eb > e). This is shown
in figure 3-2. Exporters must turn in their foreign exchange receipts at
the lower price e. Hence, domestic prices of importables and exportables
are now given by pm = ebPrn(l + ti) and p, = ep */(1 + tx). The relative
price of importables to exportables becomes

(3-3' ) _ (-) (P-) (1 + tm) + tx)

where the exchange rates have not canceled out (compare equation 3-3).
The gap between e and eb represents rents that accrue to groups with
access to dollars at the official rate (since these dollars are worth the
black market price). Therefore, the rationing of foreign currency creates
a situation that is entirely analogous to the imposition of a trade restric-
tion. This can be seen from equation 3-3': an increase in the exchange
rate premium (that is, a larger gap between eb and e) works just like an
increase in t,n or t,.

Now consider a devaluation of the official rate (an increase in e),
which prompts an increase in the supply of foreign exchange as exporters
respond by increasing their activity. As shown in figure 3-2, that leads, in
turn, to a decrease in the black market exchange rate. The net effect is a
fall in eb/e, which amounts to a fall in the price of importables relative to
the price of exportables (see equation 3-3'). Now the devaluation works

Figure 3-2. Foreign Currency Rationing and Multiple Exchange Rates
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just like commercial liberalization and will have all the same conse-
quences for resource allocation and distribution. In particular, the rents
accruing to groups with access to official dollars will diminish. This is the
case of a trade-liberalizing devaluation. By increasing the availability of
foreign exchange, previously rationed, the devaluation allows more ex-
ports and more imports. Import-competing groups that would normally
benefit from a devaluation are now hurt.

Compensated and Uncompensated Trade Liberalization

Consider a reduction in import barriers. In the medium to long run,
there is no reason why the liberalization should have an adverse effect on
the trade balance; even in the absence of adjustments in the exchange
rate, endogenous changes in the price of nontradables will generally be
enough to return the economy to external balance. In the shorter run, the
situation may be a bit more complicated if pn is not sufficiently flexible
or, what amounts to the same thing in most contexts, if the operation of
labor markets is plagued by rigidities. To make the point as starkly as
possible, let us assume that p,, is fixed and does not adjust once import
barriers are lifted.

Equation 3-5, on close inspection, shows that a reduction in tm reduces
the numerator of pt/p, and hence appreciates the real exchange rate.
This makes domestic production less competitive and can be expected to
deteriorate the external balance. Intuitively, cheaper imports replace do-
mestic output. An endogenous reduction in pn, would insulate the exter-
nal balance from the effect of the liberalization. In its absence, the gov-
ernment can achieve the same insulation by undertaking a devaluation.
An increase in e raises the numerator in pt/pn and prevents the apprecia-
tion of the real exchange rate and the loss of competitiveness. With a
compensating devaluation of this sort, the effects of liberalization are
limited to those discussed above under commercial policy. The devalua-
tion gives an added boost to exporters and alleviates some of the squeeze
on import-competing groups.

The alternative is to do nothing with the exchange rate. This option
was selected during the 1980s by many governments fighting triple-digit
(and higher) inflation (such as Bolivia and Israel in 1985 and Mexico in
1988). The reason is that, in a high-inflation environment, stability in
the nominal exchange rate may be needed as an anchor for the domestic
price level. A devaluation may be perceived as too risky, lest it unleash
inflationary expectations.

Clearly, the exchange rate cannot be targeted on the domestic price
level and the external balance simultaneously. When it is targeted on the
domestic price level, a compensating devaluation is ruled out. Conse-
quently, the liberalization imposes a magnified squeeze on import-
competing interests to the benefit of nontradable sectors. The ensuing
deterioration in the current account balance can continue as long as there
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are capital inflows willing to sustain it. Living beyond one's means in this
fashion can even create a sense of euphoria, but politically this can be
dangerous. Powerful import-substituting interests are more likely to op-
pose vigorously an uncompensated liberalization than a compensated
one. In Chile, for example, the early stages of liberalization during
1975-78 took place in the context of a depreciating real exchange rate.
Industrialists complained in earnest only after 1979, when the real ex-
change rate started to appreciate. Similarly, in Mexico liberalization dur-
ing 1985-87 did not have detrimental effects on industry thanks to a
depreciating exchange rate; starting in 1988, when the peso was stabi-
lized and the trade reform speeded up, liberalization began to bite con-
siderably more.

Distributive Consequences for the State

The discussion so far has left out a very important claimant on na-
tional income, the state (or the bureaucracy). The willingness of policy-
makers to undertake trade reform is often shaped as much by the
perceived impact on the fiscal resources of the state or on the wealth of
well-placed bureaucrats as by the pressure from below. The analysis of
distribution closes by discussing briefly the main channels through which
trade policy transfers resources to and from the state.

First and most directly, import and export taxes are a source of reve-
nue for the public treasury. Trade taxes (including the profits of market-
ing boards) play a particularly important role in the poorest countries,
where such revenues can make up between one-quarter and half of cen-
tral government income. Under most circumstances, trade liberalization
may be expected to reduce these revenues. But there are a couple of
important exceptions to this rule. First, the initial stages of trade liberal-
ization usually eliminate quantitative restrictions, often replacing them
by tariffs. Such an imposition of tariffs should channel resources that
previously ended up as quota rents toward public coffers. Second, when
trade restrictions get too high and overvaluation of the exchange rate
becomes extreme, trade taxes are typically dissipated in smuggling and
other illicit activities. Correcting such problems can sharply increase
government revenue despite the overall liberalization. A significant ex-
ample of this took place in Ghana after 1983.

Exchange rate policy also has important implications for government
finance, but the effects tend to be more subtle. Since exchange rate policy
aims at changing the price of tradables relative to nontradables, the
income effect on the public sector can be found by answering the follow-
ing question: are nontraded goods and services a net source of income for
the government or not? When they are, as when payroll taxes constitute
an important component of government revenue and much of public
spending goes to purchase tradables (military hardware, for example), a
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devaluation will leave the state sector poorer. When they are not, as is the
case in oil-producing economies, the public sector benefits from a deval-
uation. Turkey and Venezuela are good examples of these cases, respec-
tively. Sometimes the question is put differently: is the government a net
seller or buyer of dollars in relation to the private sector? Useful as a first
approximation, this question betrays a partial-equilibrium logic where a
general-equilibrium one is needed.

As discussed above, much of trade policy is concerned with the cre-
ation and elimination of rents (Krueger 1974). These rents are often
captured by individual bureaucrats. A government official who is en-
trusted with the disposition of scarce import licenses or foreign currency
is endowed with a very valuable resource. Whether he cashes in on this
resource by accepting bribes or simply basks in the self-importance cre-
ated by his job, asking him to give up this resource willingly may be
asking too much. This explains why restrictive trade regimes and foreign
exchange crises often create within the government a powerful lobby in
favor of their continuation and why successful implementation of re-
forms may require the replacement of middle echelons within the eco-
nomic bureaucracy. Indonesia, which substituted a Swiss inspection firm
for its customs bureaucracy, is a good case in point.

Why Has There Been So Much Trade
Liberalization Lately?

It is time to address the second puzzle stated at the outset of this
chapter: if trade reform is politically so difficult to undertake, why are so
many countries doing it now? The mystery is heightened because the
current wave of trade reform is taking place in an environment not
conducive to its success: high inflation blunts the impact of relative-price
changes achieved by trade reform, and recession makes the required
reallocation of resources more costly.

Focusing on the distributional consequences of trade policy provides
one potential key to the puzzle. Perhaps the powerful interests that bene-
fited from protection and had successfully blocked reform were weak-
ened by the debt crisis of the 1980s, which would explain the general
move toward liberal policies. But the argument would require a demon-
stration that import-competing interests, the ones most severely hurt by
reform, were weakened disproportionately. Such an argument would be
difficult to construct. Of course, the debt crisis highlighted the urgency of
earning foreign exchange and thus may have increased the political
strength of exporters. By the same token, the need to conserve foreign
exchange must have played into the hands of import-substituting groups.
The crisis of 1982 and the ensuing macroeconomic mess were costly all
around. It is not at all evident that import-competing groups bore the
brunt of the effects or that they systematically lost out on the political
front.
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On the international scene, there were two clear winners: the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The crisis forced devel-
oping countries to line up at the gates of these Bretton Woods institu-
tions, pleading for the imprimatur that would unlock debt rescheduling
arrangements and new capital flows. The renewed importance of these
institutions gave unprecedented salience to their orthodox arguments on
economic management, that is, the need for trade liberalization, realistic
exchange rates, and conservative monetary and fiscal policies. The bar-
gaining was especially one-sided in Africa, where governments were
poorly endowed with the technical expertise to evaluate and reshape
standard prescriptions and lacked powerful patrons among rich coun-
tries, which would help moderate World Bank and IMF demands (for a
recent study of the World Bank's relations with governments, see Mosley,
Harrigan, and Toye 1991).

That the World Bank and the IMF became uncommonly powerful in
their dealings with the governments of developing countries during the
1980s is indisputable. Yet it would be a mistake to picture the process of
policy reform as one in which orthodox economic policies were exter-
nally imposed on unwilling policymakers. In some African cases, this
characterization may have come close to being true-witness, for exam-
ple, the cycle of reform and reversal in Zambia. But more often than not,
reform has had a significant homegrown component, exceeding on occa-
sion the World Bank's or the IMF'S expectations and stipulations. The
Mexican liberalization since 1987, for example, has been more ambi-
tious and has proceeded faster than some World Bank officials thought
was prudent at the time. The recent Argentine, Brazilian, and Indian
conversions cannot be credited to the Bretton Woods institutions either;
these large countries have a long history of avoiding and evading World
Bank conditionality on liberalization. External actors have played at best
a modest role in initiating recent reforms.

The bulk of the credit must go instead to the dire economic circum-
stances in which most developing countries found themselves as a conse-
quence of the prolonged macroeconomic crisis of the 1980s. The experi-
ence of high inflation and negative growth year after year eventually
prepared the ground for embracing an entirely new set of policies. The
continued deterioration in economic conditions shaped a general con-
sensus that something had to be done. Put differently, the perceived
overall gain from restoring the economy's health became, after a point,
so large that it swamped distributional considerations.1 2

This point can be demonstrated using the PCBR index developed previ-
ously, which shows that the political cost-benefit ratio of trade reform
declines dramatically when it is introduced in the context of stabilization
policy. Consider a trade reform that is part of an overall economic stabi-
lization package. The stabilization aims to reduce inflation and revive the
economy by eliminating the foreign exchange stranglehold. The question
of why trade reform is included in the package alongside the standard
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fiscal and monetary measures will be addressed later; suffice it to say that
in practice trade reform arrived as part of an overall macroeconomic
package of this sort. Now, stabilization differs from trade liberalization
in one key respect: unlike trade liberalization, it holds the promise of
generating benefits that will be shared by all. Few coherent interest
groups can be identified as net gainers from triple-digit inflation and
economic collapse, and hence most interest groups stand to benefit from
an end to both. 13 Moreover, the deeper the crisis, the larger the overall
net benefits from recovery.

The PCBR index for this reform can be calculated by tracking the
effects of both the liberalization and the stabilization. The across-the-
board benefit of stabilization is denoted by -y, the percentage increase in
net income that accrues to all groups in the economy as a result of
stabilization. -y is a proxy for the depth of the crisis (as well as for the
likely success of the stabilization). Further, let 6 denote the share of
consumption of importables in GNP and w the percent reduction in the
price of importables relative to exportables as a consequence of the re-
form. The PCBR index for the stabilization-cum-liberalization package
can now be expressed as:

1
(3-6) PCBR t + ( YIC06)

It is now a matter of simple algebra to demonstrate that when the all-
around benefit of stabilization (-y) is large, it swamps the redistributive
aspect of the trade reform. Table 3-5 shows how the PCBR index falls
sharply with hy. When y = 0, the PCBR index takes its usual high value-
5.0 under the present parameter combinations. In the presence of a
stabilization program that promises to make all groups better off by 10
percent (-y = 0.1), the index plummets to 0.69. With -y = 0.25, the index
declines further to 0.30. Since relatively small increases in the growth
rate of an economy can cause large jumps in the level of the present
discounted value of income, an expectation that a successful stabilization
will increase well-being 10 to 25 percent is not far off the mark.' 4 Hence
trade reform can suddenly start to look politically attractive if (a) it is
perceived as an integral part of a stabilization package, and (b) the
macroeconomy stands engulfed in a deep crisis.

Table 3-5. The PCBR Index with Stabilization-cum-Trade Reform
eY PCBR

0.00 5.00
0.10 0.69
0.25 0.30
0.50 0.16
1.00 0.08

Note: t = 0.5; p = 0.2; f = 2.0; 0 = 0.4; w = 0.2.
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Table 3-6. The Correlates of Trade Reformfor Countries with Strong
and Fast Reform Episodes

Change in political Perception of complete
Country and year regime economic collapse

Argentina, 1976 x x
Chile, 1956 x

1974 x x
Greece, 1953
Indonesia, 1966 x x
Israel, 1952 x
Peru, 1979
Philippines, 1960 x
Singapore, 1968 x
Spain, 1977 x
Sri Lanka, 1977 x
Turkey, 1980 x
Yugoslavia, 1965

Source: Papageorgiou, Choksi, and Michaely 1990.

The argument that economic crisis can promote reform is consistent
with the evidence (scanty as it is) from earlier decades also. A recent
World Bank research project analyzes liberalization episodes in nineteen
developing countries during the period after World War II and before the
debt crisis (Papageorgiou, Choksi, and Michaely 1990). Table 3-6, taken
from this research, lists thirteen cases classified as episodes of "strong"
and "fast" trade reform. The vast majority of these reforms-ten out of
thirteen-took place in the context of either a change in political regime
or a generalized perception of complete economic collapse, or both. The
close association between economic collapse and reform was even more
evident in the 1980s, when each occurred again and again: no significant
case of trade reform in a developing country in the 1980s took place
outside the context of a serious economic crisis.

Two questions remain to be answered. First, why did the changes in
trade policy take the form of liberalization rather than of closing up?
After all, the logic of the argument is symmetric with respect to trade
policy reforms in either direction. Second, why were trade reforms pack-
aged with stabilization, if the relationship between trade policy and the
debt crisis is incidental? (For an argument that the relationship is indeed
incidental, see Rodrik 1992b.) That is, why did policymakers perceive a
need for commercial policy reforms on top of monetary, fiscal, and ex-
change rate reforms?

The answer to the first question is that the countries concerned for the
most part initially did choose to protect rather than to liberalize. This
reaction constituted the traditional response to foreign exchange crises:
when dollars become scarce, policymakers in developing countries im-
pose rationing and tighten quantitative restrictions. This is what hap-
pened in the early stages of the debt crisis. Turkey, which entered its debt
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crisis early in 1977, mucked around with halfway measures for two-and-
a-half years until it decided to liberalize in 1980. Mexico started to
liberalize in earnest in late 1987 (but some of the measures were an-
nounced in 1985-still three years after the debt crisis hit). Peru was an
extreme case of turning inward under Garcia and until the Fujimori
government took over. Argentina and Brazil took the better part of the
decade before they decided to liberalize. Hence, liberalization was se-
lected only after the alternative had been tried repeatedly and discredited.
The crisis called for something new; import controls were not it.

The second issue-the packaging of stabilization with liberalization-
is more mystifying. One factor was that the crisis had discredited the
entire pattern of previous economic policymaking, including the com-
mercial policy regime. To have credibility, policymakers had to make a
clean break with the past, and this included doing away with the import-
substitution regime. lt may be too much to assume that the policymakers
themselves were fully aware of the distinctions and of the full set of
causal relations among the trade regime, the macroeconomic stance, and
the economic crisis. Also, the World Bank must be given credit for having
invented and successfully marketed the concept of "structural adjust-
ment," a concept that packaged together microeconomic and macro-
economic reforms. Structural adjustment was sold as the process that
countries needed to undergo in order to save their economies from the
crisis. For governments that bought into the package, the distinction
between sound macroeconomic policies that maintain external balance
and stable prices, on the one hand, and policies that determine openness,
on the other, was obfuscated.

Sustaining the Reforms

The argument made in the previous section is perhaps not very encour-
aging for the sustainability of trade liberalization into the 1990s. If the
argument is correct, the reforms were enabled not by the dissolution of
powerful import-competing coalitions, but by a deep economic crisis-
necessarily of a temporary nature-that relegated distributional issues to
second place behind the need to stabilize the macroeconomy. Once the
crisis is over and politics as usual returns, will these coalitions not reas-
sert themselves and demand a return to import protection? Possibly so.
But there are reasons to think that it will not be easy for policymakers to
turn their backs on the reforms.

The experience of Chile provides an instructive example. During the
1970s, a radical trade reform was imposed on Chilean business by a
repressive dictatorial regime impervious to interest-group pressure. By
the early 1980s, import-substitution policies had been replaced by a
simple uniform tariff of 10 percent (motor vehicles being the sole excep-
tion). With the return of democracy at the end of the decade, a reason-
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able guess might have been that protectionist business interests would
rise to the occasion and push for a return to some of the old policies
under which they had prospered. Yet nothing of the sort happened. In
fact, during the presidential election campaign in the fall of 1989, the
trade regime never became an issue. All major groups, it would seem,
were ready to live with free trade.

One reason that the open trade regime has not been challenged in Chile
is the comparative success of its economv. While many of its neighbors
were reeling under triple-digit inflation and negative growth, Chile man-
aged to keep its inflation rate at or below 20 percent and grew at highly
respectable rates. Why mess with success?

One lesson from the Chilean experience, then, is that when policies are
demonstrated to work, they will gain legitimacy. When the economy
starts to recover and inflation is firmly under control, some of the
success-rightly or wrongly-will be attributed to the open trade poli-
cies. Indeed, probably the most important determinant of the sus-
tainability of the liberalization will be the success of macroeconomic
stabilization. In countries where inflation and external imbalances are
brought under control, the reform package, including its commercial
component, will have legitimacy and will be resistant to political attack.
Bolivia provides an additional example: the memory of the successful
1985 stabilization after hyperinflation has created a political consensus
on the desirability of liberal trade policies. Where stabilization fails, on
the other hand, trade reform too will be prone to reversal.

A second lesson from the example of countries like Chile and Bolivia is
that all policies create constituencies for their continuation. Outward-
oriented policies generate new profit opportunities for entrepreneurs,
some of whom may have been engaged only in import-substituting activ-
ities prior to reform. As new, previously unpredictable export activities
appear, a new class of export-oriented businessmen is created. These
entrepreneurs now have a stake in the new policy regime and will fight
any attempt to reverse it. The distributional complications discussed in
the first half of the chapter now operate in reverse: going back to protec-
tion will be difficult precisely because so much (re)redistribution will be
involved.

Such status quo bias will help enlightened policymakers stick with
open trade policies. But the policymakers themselves have also taken
measures to avoid reversal. Governments in many countries have been
imaginative in devising strategies for institutionalizing the reforms. Mex-
ico, for example, first bound its tariff rates under the GATT and then
began negotiations with the United States to enter a free trade agreement.
By making reversal extremely costly, these actions have helped solidify
the reforms. The appropriate strategies naturally depend on the context,
but some helpful ones include adopting a uniform tariff to make individ-
ual tariff rates less susceptible to special-interest pleading from business;
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reorganizing the economic bureaucracy to reduce the power of officials
who benefited directly from the previous licensing and rationing sys-
tem;15 and quickly establishing a credible export subsidy program to
ensure that there is an interest group with a stake in outward orientation.
These and other strategies are discussed at greater length elsewhere (see
Panagariya and Rodrik 1991; Rodrik 1989a, 1989b, 1992a).

Creative policymakers will no doubt come up with more of these
strategies. But institutional innovation notwithstanding, a point already
made bears repeating: nothing will help sustain open trade policies more
than a stable macroeconomic environment. The success of recent re-
forms, therefore, will ultimately depend less on their own direct effects
than on the success of macroeconomic policy.

Appendix 3-1: The Political Cost-Benefit Ratio

A conventional utilitarian social welfare function is defined as follows:

V(Ul, . . , k; t) = iUi(al, . .ka; t)

where vi stands for various subsidies (and taxes) available to the policy-
maker for undertaking compensation, t is the generic trade policy instru-
ment, and Ui( ) stands for group (or individual) i's utility function. Note
that utility functions are reduced forms defined directly over the policy
instruments. Since ai will generally be distortionary, Ui(-) and V( ) have
the standard interpretation as in the literature on public finance.

The policymaker selects the tax or subsidy scheme to ensure that no
group is made worse off subsequent to a trade reform than in the status
quo. Denoting the status quo level of utility of group i by Qi, this prob-
lem can be written as follows:

(3A-1) Max V(u 1, . * *, ok; t) s.t. U1 (a1, . . . ak; t) 2 U1

tail

Un(ai, O.k; t) 2 1nw

The associated Lagrangean expression is given by:

G9= V(a 1, . . . , ak; t) + ZYip4Ui(al, . ° . , Uk; t) Ui]

where Ai are the Lagrange multipliers (pti 2 0). V(-) is assumed to be
sufficiently well-behaved so that the second-order conditions for this
problem are satisfied. Let 1a,'(t)l represent the solution to this problem.
We can then derive the maximum-value function V*(t):

V*(t) = V[0al(t), . - . , Ua*t); t]-

To the policymaker who must compensate the losers by using distor-
tionary taxes and subsidies, the net benefit of trade reform is now given
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by d V*(t)/dt. By the envelope theorem,

d V*(t) a-?
dt at

a__ t[a t~.)
= L tII ++ i dt j -

Note that the constraints in equation 3A-1 will bind in the post-reform
equilibrium only for groups that are made worse off; it will not bind for
the winners. Hence, A, is equal to zero for beneficiary groups and greater
than zero for losing groups. Consequently, d V*(t)Idt can be written as

dV*(t) r d( l U(-L
(3A-2) dt a d [aV()t +J

[losers)

The first term here is simply the efficiency gain of the reform, and for a
reduction in t, it will normally be positive. The second term represents the
cost of compensating the losers: it is the weighted sum of utility losses
suffered by groups adversely affected by the reform, with the weights being
the Lagrange multipliers. Note that these multipliers summarize the (mar-
ginal) resource cost of compensation. For an efficiency-enhancing reform,
the sign on the second term is always opposite to that on the first.

The PCBR discussed in the text can now be seen to represent a special
case of the calculus expressed in equation 3A-2, with gains and losses
measured in income rather than utility. The denominator of the PCBR is
the first term of equation 3A-2. The numerator, which equals the sum of
losses, is the second term, with all A, that are positive set equal to unity.

Dixit and Norman (1986) have shown that under certain conditions
(some curvature in the production-possibility frontier and the existence
of a commodity for which all consumers are net buyers or sellers), a full
set of commodity and factor taxes can ensure the Pareto-superiority of
free trade over autarky (even in the absence of lump-sum taxes). In terms
of the framework here, the Dixit-Norman result would imply that ex-
pression 3A-2 is unambiguously negative and, therefore, that the PCBR is
always less than unity. However, this need not be the case when the tax or
subsidy scheme has administrative costs, when less than a full set of tax
or subsidy instruments exists, or when there is a government revenue
requirement.

Notes

1. Samuelson was challenged by a mathematician who disdained economics to come up
with such a proposition; he confessed to being at a loss until he came up with the principle
of comparative advantage. That it is true, Samuelson pointed out, need not be explained at
great length to a mathematician. That it is nontrivial, he said, was evidenced by the long
history of errors committed by individuals who had not understood it.
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2. In rare cases, the government auctions import licenses to the highest bidders. In this
instance, quota rents accrue to the government in the form of revenue from the auction.

3. Since steel is an intermediate product, these consumers are typically producers as well.
The demand curve for steel reflects the derived demand for the commodity, taking into
account all the links among industries up the processing chain, including consumers of final
products that use steel (such as cars).

4. However, there is an alternative way of interpreting this evidence. Recent studies have
shown that growth-damaging policies are more likely to be undertaken in countries where
the distribution of income is skewed, at least where democratic regimes are concerned (see
Alesina and Rodrik 1991, 1992; Persson and Tabellini 1991). Hence causality may well go
in the other direction, such as from inegalitarian distribution to high levels of trade
protection.

5. The approximation is based on calculus; that is, it ignores some interaction terms. It
will be more accurate the smaller the trade reform.

6. To the extent that rent-seeking behavior dissipates some of the rents of trade protec-
tion, the efficiency gains of reform may be larger than those measured here. However, the
rent-seeking literature generally exaggerates these gains. If individuals can waste resources
competing for the rents generated by, say, quotas, they can also waste resources lobbying
the government for the reimposition of quotas that have been taken away. Altering the
incentives for rent-seeking behavior goes beyond simple changes in the level of trade
protection.

7. Of course, the two may be related. Growth may be fostered by the ongoing liberaliza-
tion, but given the lags and uncertainty involved, the relationship is unlikely to be exploit-
able for political purposes.

8. Some commodities can be simultaneously imported and exported, raising a difficulty
as to whether they should be classified as importable or exportable. With sufficient disag-
gregation, this will rarely be a serious problem in the context of developing countries.

9. There are always exceptions: Venezuela exports cement to Florida as it is cheaper to
transport cement via the ocean than to bring it overland by train or truck. In fact, in late
1991, cement producers in Florida were trying to bring antidumping action against Ven-
ezuelan exporters.

10. This result, known as the Lerner symmetry theorem, is surprisingly general. All that
it requires is that the trade balance be insulated from the effect of the tariff or tax, as would
occur when p, is perfectiv flexible or e is adjusted to maintain the trade balance unchanged.
Often, however, and especially in the short run, macroeconomic equilibrium may fail to
occur, and the symmetry may break down. The claims made in this paragraph lose their
force when this is the case (see the discussion below on compensated and uncompensated
trade liberalizations).

11. Sometimes this equivalence is stated in a different way: a 10 percent increase in tariffs
is identical to a 10 percent increase in the export tax. As a moment's reflection will show,
this does not follow from equation 3-3, unless t,,, and t, are initially zero.

12. Witness, for example, the following description of the Ghanaian experience: "Rent
seekers who can control import licenses are usually a potent source of opposition to
devaluation, but the crisis had become so bad in Ghana that the group benefiting from
administrative allocation of foreign exchange was extremely limited. Indeed, by the early
1980s, the economy had deteriorated to such an extent that even senior government offi-
cials, who normally benefit from access to imported goods even in times of shortage,
reported that they were going hungry and were concerned that they could not find food for
their families" (Herbst 1991). For a formal model on the benefits of crisis for economic
reform, which closely parallels the argument here, see also Drazen and Grilli (1990).

13. This does not mean that stabilization does not generate distributional conflict;
Alesina and Drazen (1991)presenta model based on such conflict. But in this model (and in
reality), the conflict over stabilization is based not on who gains and who loses from
stabilization, but on who gains more and who gains less. Therefore, the distributional
conflict is on a lower order of magnitude than in the case of trade liberalization.

14. Let the stabilization increase the growth rate of the economy by only one percentage
point, from 0 to I percent. Assume that individuals have a time discount rate of 8 percent.
Then, this relatively small increase in the growth rate translates into a 14.3 percent increase
in the level of individuals' wealth (present discounted value of income).
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15. Onis (forthcoming) provides a good discussion of some of these institutional innova-
tions in post-1983 Turkey: "The post-1983 governments aimed explicitly at weakening the
role of the traditional bureaucratic elites . . . Installing a managerial bureaucracy in the
form of a select group of U.S. educated technocrats, recruited from outside the ranks of
traditional bureaucracy, hence largely independent from both societal and intrabureaucra-
tic pressures, has been perceived as a necessary condition for the consistent implementation
of the economic program."
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Spain: Dual Transition Implemented
by Two Parties

NANCY BERMEO WITH JoSt GARCiA-DURAN

SCHOLARS AND POLICYMAKERS OFTEN CITE POST-FRANCO SPAIN AS A

MODEL of successful structural adjustment. Although the success of
Spain's program was marred by the worst unemployment in Western
Europe, its achievements in other realms were extraordinary. That these
achievements took place in a nation struggling to establish a democracy
makes the Spanish case especially interesting as a model for other states
undergoing similar economic and political transitions today. Structural
adjustment in Spain was gradual, spanning at least three decades. It took
place under dictatorship and democracy and under socialist and centrist
governments. This variation makes the Spanish case especially useful for
examining the political variables affecting program success.

In keeping with the gradual nature of Spain's structural adjustment,
this chapter covers events taking place in three contiguous historical
periods. The first part focuses on the first years of Spain's transition to
democracy, and the second focuses on the economic policies of the first
freely elected post-Franco government (that of the Center Democratic
Union, or UCD), which ruled Spain from July 1977 until December 1982.
The final part concentrates on the structural adjustment program carried
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out by the Socialist Workers' Party of Spain (PSOE) in its first term in
office, from 1982 to 1986.

Although many secondary sources portray the UCD program as a fail-
ure and the PSOE program as a success, this chapter shows that the parties
actually implemented two phases of same program. It examines the polit-
ical factors behind both the achievements and the limitations of each
government's adjustment initiatives and explains why, despite similar
goals, economic liberalization took one form under the centrist UCD and
another under the center-left PSOE.

Three major features distinguish the governments of the two parties.
First, the UCD was elected at the beginning of the transition to democracy,
while the PSOE came to power after the transition period had ended. The
ongoing process of democratization was a mixed blessing for the UCD.

On the one hand, the pressures and concessions intrinsic to democratiza-
tion delayed certain aspects of the economic reform program. On the
other hand, the UCD's ability to trade in political as well as material
goods enabled it to purchase enough restraint to push key reforms for-
ward. The democratization process helped the UCD's reform program
because it gave the reformers more to trade and more credibility, but it
also limited the arenas in which the reforms could take place. No policies
that might threaten the stability of the newly emerging democracy could
be implemented. The political risks of economic reform had decreased by
the time the PSOE came to power, which enabled it to build on the
progress made by the UCD and to deepen the structural adjustment
process.

A second feature distinguishing the two periods is that the UCD ruled as
a minority government, commanding only 47 percent of parliamentary
seats, compared with the PSOE'S impressive 58 percent. The UCD's elec-
toral and organizational weaknesses hampered not only the approval of
supporting legislation but also the bureaucratic solidarity that implemen-
tation required. Constant ministerial infighting and turnover gave the
UCD an image of indecisiveness, which led the public both to underesti-
mate the party's achievements and to punish the party at the polls. Both
the passage and the implementation of structural adjustment legislation
are greatly dependent on party strength and solidarity.

The third factor distinguishing these cases is that the parties had differ-
ent relationships with organized labor. The UCD was a new, center-right
party with no institutional ties to Spanish trade unions. The PSOE, on the
other hand, was a center-left party that had existed for generations and
had strong ties to what became the largest federation of trade unions in
the nation. These differences produced an ironic outcome when the par-
ties tried to move forward with structural adjustment. The PSOE was able
to move more decisively and extract more concessions from labor pre-
cisely because it had more credibility with trade unions. The UCD had to
compromise the pace and scope of its economic reforms because it was
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neither trusted enough to extract as many concessions from labor nor
secure enough to impose more forceful solutions.

Spain's Transition to Democracy

Spain's transition to democracy was orchestrated from above by civil-
ian elites within the dictatorial regime. After Francisco Franco died in
November 1975, his designated successor, Juan Carlos, became king and
chief executive. Franco stated that with Juan Carlos on the throne, the
future of the regime was bien atado, or well secured; but, like a package
that was tied too tightly, the old regime soon changed shape and burst
apart.

King Juan Carlos was committed to constitutional monarchy rather
than dictatorship and soon took steps to dismantle the old order. On July
3, 1976, he named Adolfo Suarez to be president of the government and
thereby initiated a political process that changed Spanish history forever.
Suarez was not an obvious choice to lead the democratic transition. He
had spent his entire professional life within the ranks of Franco's bureau-
cracy and eventually became the head of Franco's political organization,
the National Movement. Although Suarez represented a new generation
that had not fought in the civil war, he was not trusted by the opposition.
Indeed, many prodemocracy leaders characterized his appointment as "a
formidable mistake" (Carr and Fusi 1981, p. 217).

Despite an inauspicious start, Suirez moved rapidly to reform the
political system. By the end of March 1977-only eight months after
gaining office-Suarez had already laid most of the foundation for a
liberal democracy: recognizing the right to strike, legalizing all political
parties, proclaiming a major political amnesty, gaining legislative ap-
proval of a new electoral law, and legalizing free trade union federations.
In April 1977, he disbanded the National Movement and legalized the
Spanish Communist Party. The first free elections since the civil war were
held on June 15, 1977. Suarez himself emerged triumphant with 34
percent of the vote and leadership of the newly created UCD.

Suarez was elected during an economic crisis. As the 1977 balloting
took place, gross fixed capital formation was declining for the second
year in a row (OECD 1977, p. 6). Inflation was rising to 20 percent
despite declining inflation in the countries of the Organization for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and despite weak domestic
demand. Unemployment was rising sharply as well, reaching levels that
had not been seen in decades (OECD 1977, p. 11).1 The current account
of the balance of payments was deteriorating rapidly with a deficit that
jumped from 3.5 to 5.1 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP) in a
single year, and most of the gap was being financed through commercial
borrowing, raising external indebtedness to $11 billion (OECD 1977, p.
15).2 A 1977 OECD report on Spain found it necessary "to stress the
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importance of the disequilibria that characterized the Spanish economy"
(OECD 1977, p. 32). Yet, the UCD'S attempts to right these disequilibria
were constrained by both the nature of Spain's evolving political institu-
tions and pressures from civil society.

Economic Policymaking under the UCD

The UCD's economic program was designed by the well-known econo-
mist Ennque Fuentes Quintana, who had been a junior member of the
team that launched the nation's first stabilization program in 1959. The
1959 program had been greatly influenced by advisers from international
lending agencies (Muns 1986, pp. 31-37), as was the UCD'S program.
The 1962 World Bank report on Spain had become a national best-seller
shortly after its release and was the bible for Spain's economic reformers
throughout the 1960s. Its arguments for liberalizing and restructuring
the Spanish economy were already widely accepted among Spanish econ-
omists by the time the UCD came to power. The growing consensus on a
neoliberal solution to the nation's economic problems was reinforced by
advisers from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and OECD, who
offered both private and public endorsements of structural adjustment at
key moments before and after negotiation of the Moncloa Pacts (El Pais,
November 9 and 16, 1977). Looking at the pacts with "confidence and
enthusiasm" (El Pais, December 21, 1977), IMF officials loaned Spain
$290.3 million in early 1978 to support its stabilization efforts (Wall
Street journal, February 8, 1978). The IMF report on the period from
1977 to 1979 agreed with the "fundamental lines" of the government's
economic policies (El Pais, March 7, 1980, p. 45), but the UCD never
sought another IMF loan, seeking instead to lessen the terms of IMF condi-
tionality because the political price for meeting further loan requirements
might otherwise be too high (El Pais, October 2, 1980, p. 47).

The party produced a vast array of economic legislation during the
sixty-six months it controlled the national government. Its most impor-
tant structural adjustment initiatives involved external liberalization, fis-
cal reform, a moderate increase in the flexibility of the labor market, and
a reduction in the rate of growth of nominal wages.

The main element of the external liberalization was a 1978 decree
allowing foreign banks to operate in Spain. In only four years, the num-
ber of foreign banks jumped from four to thirty-four, and their assets
rose from 2 to 9 percent of the national total. Finance capital did not
oppose the change because legislation limited the new institutions' capac-
ity to expand and forced them to seek credit from Spanish banks. The
new banks became good clients of the Spanish interbank market and an
effective stimulus for reforming the banking system.

Although the UCD initiated negotiations for membership in the Eu-
ropean Community a few months after assuming office, the admission
process proved slower than expected due to resistance from the commu-
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nity itself. Trade liberalization was thus limited to minor changes in the
tariff regime (de la Dehesa, Ruiz, and Torres 1990, pp. 180-81).

The UCD'S fiscal reforms established a new tax on wealth and increased
taxes on luxury goods and incomes above a certain level. Property taxes
became the responsibility of local governments, and, for the first time in
history, the filing of income tax forms became standard practice for all
Spaniards. These reforms were not undertaken to compensate for deficit
spending (for there was none at the time). They were taken instead as
part of a cross-class commitment to building a modern welfare state
(Prez-Diaz 1987a, p. 229).

To reform the labor market, the UCD legalized temporary contracts and
reduced the number of steps necessary to dismiss individual workers
(Toharia 1988, p. 137). Franco had left Spain with a heavily regulated
labor market, which discouraged temporary and part-time employment
and allowed employees to be fired only with substantial compensation
and state review (PNrez-Diaz 1987a, p. 237). Legislation for increased
flexibility in the labor market was seen by business leaders and UCD

economists as key to recovering profits and investments. The problem of
overstaffing and the need for part-time and temporary workers seemed
especially grave as the nation faced membership in the European Com-
munity. If rigidities continued, the government feared that local capital
would be less competitive and foreign capital would go elsewhere.

The UCD'S incomes policy was an important part of the government's
anti-inflationary drive, but it was also sought as a sign that trade unions
supported the government's more general effort to modernize the econ-
omy within a democratic context. UCD officials wisely recognized that
controlling wages required a consensual approach and thus brought rep-
resentatives of the relevant class associations together to try to forge a
common position in the late summer of 1977. These attempts failed
because class associations were themselves in a process of transition. The
owners' association (the Spanish Confederation of Business Organiza-
tions, or CEOE), which was still forming, was struggling with problems of
unity. Labor was represented by officials of at least four political lean-
ings: communist, socialist, regionalist, and ultra-left. With so many par-
ticipants struggling to build or solidify support in their own organiza-
tions, no one was willing to risk the controversy that compromise would
inevitably involve.

After class associations failed to reach an accord, SuArez invited party
leaders to forge an agreement instead. They did so in October 1977 in
what are now called the Moncloa Pacts. A party-based pact was easier to
forge because the ultra-left had no parliamentary representation and
was, therefore, excluded from the bargaining process altogether. Most
important, party leaders were more moderate and compromising than
interest group leaders, just as the social science literature would predict
(Huntington 1968, pp. 397-421).

The pacts were best known for their provisions regarding wage re-
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straint, but their scope was, in fact, very broad. The accords incorpo-
rated the government's monetary, fiscal, and budgetary policies and
promised to define a "new framework for labor relations" that would
provide "maximum flexibility" for contracting employment (Fuentes
Quintana 1988, p. 41). They included other provisions relevant to struc-
tural reform (Confederaci6n Sindical de Comisiones Obreras 1989, p.
42):

* Limitation of state consumption expenditures
* Institution of a more progressive tax system
* Gradual decrease in the rate of increase in the money supply
* Further liberalization of the financial system
* Increase in tax revenue after further tax reform
* Closer monitoring of expenditures in health and social security, pub-

lic works, and education
* Rationalization of public enterprises through parliamentary control,

decentralization, and increased participation of workers and
consumers.

Promises to reform public enterprise and restructure industry were
added, too (Fuentes Quintana 1988, pp. 40-41).

The UCD'S promises of structural reform were only partially fulfilled.
In the area of labor flexibility, a 1981 law set limits on the number of
workers who could be hired on a temporary basis (Toharia 1988, p.
138). Individual dismissals still had to go through a government agency,
and collective dismissals still had to be approved by the Ministry of
Labor, even if a preliminary agreement had been reached between
workers and management (Toharia 1988, p. 137).

The progress made on industrial restructuring and public sector re-
form was similarly mixed. During its last eighteen months in office, the
UCD managed to pass two industrial reconversion laws (one in June 1981
and another in June 1982), but "insufficiencies in their means and scope"
as well as "serious deficiencies in their implementation" limited their
impact (Acefia and Comm 1992, pp. 464-65).

Although the UCD's economic policies fell short of its own goals, the
overview of results presented in table 4-1 illustrates significant achieve-
ments. The overall rate of inflation was reduced from almost 25 percent
in 1977 to 14 percent in 1982, the rate of wage inflation was reduced
from 30 to 15 percent, and the share of imports plus exports to GDP

increased from 30 to 38 percent, marking an opening of the economy.
The fiscal reform resulted in an increase in government revenue of a full 5
percent of GDP. Thus, despite the second oil shock, the UCD succeeded in
controlling inflation of prices and wages and in modernizing the tax
system. The UCD government succeeded partially in restoring growth in
GDP, liberalizing trade, and controlling the growth of the money supply
(despite some expansion due to the 1982 election). UCD policy was less
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Table 4-1. Economic Indicators in Spain under the UCD, 1977-82
(percent unless otherwise noted)

Indicator 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Inflation rate (consumer

price index) 24.5 19.7 15.6 15.6 14.5 14.3

Unemployment rate 5.2 7.0 8.7 11.5 14.3 16.2

Growth in:
GDP 3.3 1.8 0.2 1.5 0.2 1.2

Money 19.4 19.2 19.6 17.4 16.2 18.3

Nominal hourly wage 30.2 26.2 23.3 18.7 19.0 15.4

Ratio to GDP of:
Government interest

payments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.7 0.9

Government borrowing
requirement 0.0 0.0 0.0 -2.6 -3.9 -5.6

Government revenue 26.8 27.4 28.8 30.2 31.7 31.9

Exports 14.4 15.2 15.0 15.8 18.1 18.7

Imports 16.5 14.4 14.7 18.1 20.1 20.5

Long-term foreign
capital 2.4 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.2 1.0

External debt -10.7 -8.8 -7.9 -8.9 -10.3 -13.0

Exports plus imports 30.3 28.9 29.0 33.2 37.4 38.4

Currentaccountratio -1.6 1.0 0.5 -2.4 -2.6 -2.3

Government borrowing as

a share of all bank

credit 8.3 9.6 10.8 12.0 14.7 16.9

Balance of payments
(billions of pesetas) -200.1 -264.3 -465.4 -635.1 - 873.9 -1,093.3

Nominal exchange rate

index 97 103 93 100 116 129

Realexchange rate index 116 111 95 100 112 118

Source: IMF, various years; unpublished data from the Bank of Spain and the WEFA
Group, Philadelphia, Pa.

successful in several other areas. The government's expenditures and
deficit rose sharply as a percentage of GDP. The government was unable
to eliminate most labor market rigidities and made little or no progress
on privatization or in restructuring industry. Moreover, stabilization was
achieved only at the cost of a significant increase in unemployment from
6 to almost 18 percent. What political factors account for this mixed
pattern of policy implementation?

The Constraints on UCD Reforms

The mixed pattern of policy implementation is partially explained by
the timing of the UCD'S economic reforms. The honeymoon period that
might have supported a more sweeping structural adjustment program
was delayed because the basic institutions of Spanish democracy were
still being formed when the UCD came to power. Structural adjustment
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programs are often facilitated by a honeymoon effect in the immediate
aftermath of democratization, particularly if both business and labor
desire an end to dictatorship. The UCD did not enjoy such a honeymoon
because the party came to power when the process of democratization
was still under way, and when there was still some uncertainty about
whether business and labor would give democracy priority over other
goals. The nation's new constitution was not even debated in Parliament
until nearly a year after the UCD's election. The text was not approved
until October 31, 1978, and the national referendum endorsing the con-
stitution was not held until December 6, 1978. All of the government's
structural adjustment initiatives were announced before these critical
events took place. The design and implementation of the party's eco-
nomic policies were greatly affected by the desire to forge a democratic
constitution and to preserve a nascent democracy in the face of high
levels of mobilization and sporadic but serious acts of terrorism. Adolfo
SuArez spoke openly of the political constraints on economic policymak-
ing, admitting (in a speech on the Moncloa Pacts in Parliament) that the
"coincidence" of the economic crisis and the political transition "limited
the room for maneuver" (Suarez 1977, p. 147).

The political values of peak association leaders-especially those of
labor-were not well understood as the transition to democracy began,
and the UCD leadership was not at all certain that a honeymoon would be
granted. Since labor unions had taken the grave risk of engaging in
dramatic mobilizations during the dictatorship, the prospects that they
would continue to do so in the less restrictive conditions of democracy
seemed high indeed. The impression that factions within Spain's labor
movement might prove intransigent was reinforced by the UCD'S failed
attempt to engineer a pact between peak associations in the late summer
of 1977.

A larger discussion of relations between the UCD and labor will be
presented shortly. The theoretical point to be made here is that in 1977
and 1978, there was some uncertainty about how highly labor would
value the purely political rewards associated with democracy. Concrete
material rewards might prove more alluring, and mobilization for these
rewards might destabilize democracy itself.

The most dynamic sectors of Spanish capital had come to favor de-
mocracy years before the collapse of Franco's dictatorship (Carr and Fusi
1981, pp. 77-78; Rojo 1969, p. 178), and entrepreneurs who were
oriented toward the European Community (and therefore, democratiza-
tion) were elected to head the national owners association. These facts
enhanced the likelihood that the business community would grant a
policy honeymoon to the UCD, but uncertainty remained about the re-
silience and scope of democratic norms among right-wing forces in gen-
eral. Would the democratic elements of the business community prevail if
mass mobilization and strikes created increased political disorder? No
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one had enough information to be certain, and rumors of possible right-
wing coups abounded (Carr and Fusi 1981, p. 221).

The timing of the UCD's rise to power meant that the party's structural
adjustment program would inevitably be compromised. UCD leaders had
drawn lessons from the tragic consequences of the nonconsultative poli-
cymaking in the second republic (interview with former PSOE minister,
Madrid, January 29, 1992; see also Fuentes Quintana 1990). Even more
important, party leaders recognized that the economic changes they
sought could not be brought about by government actions alone. The
preservation of order was key to maintaining democracy and recouping
investment, and this meant (among other things) a decrease in the strike
rate and in labor mobilization in general. A decrease in inflation was seen
as essential too because extremist forces on both ends of the political
spectrum might feed on the panic associated with spiraling prices.

In the context of a nascent democracy, neither the rapidly rising strike
rate nor the inflationary rise in real wages could be controlled by govern-
ment decree. Bargaining was essential, particularly because controlling
strikes and controlling inflation were potentially antithetical. If the infla-
tionary wage spiral was not suppressed with the consent of labor, the
strike rate might continue to rise. The tradeoffs required for bargaining
to succeed help explain the modesty of the party's structural adjustment
initiatives. The party was unable to enjoy a honeymoon and was obliged
to bargain, rather than simply legislate, because its leadership could not
risk toppling a democracy still under construction.

The timing of the economic reform program was not the only factor
shaping its implementation and scope. Constraints imposed by Spain's
state institutions and organized interests were also important. The con-
stitution ratified during the UCD'S second year in office enshrined a par-
liamentary monarchy. The finished document listed some 169 articles
and established the king as head of state and commander in chief. He was
given the power to appoint the prime minister (who was effectively the
head of government) but only after consulting with the party leaders of
the Cortes (or Parliament) and only if the Cortes gave a vote of confi-
dence to the candidate chosen.

The king had been such a pivotal figure in the democratization process
that the socialists and communists were in a difficult position on the issue
of republicanism as the constitution was being designed. Historically,
both parties had been opposed to any form of monarchy, but both knew
that intransigence on the issue of republicanism might endanger the
movement toward democracy itself (Gunther and Higley 1992, p. 45). In
the end, both parties limited their opposition to speeches supporting
republicanism, and the articles related to the monarch and his powers
passed with little opposition (Bonime-Blanc 1987, p. 70; Gunther 1987,
p. 44).

In reaction to the centralization of authority under the Franco dictator-



Table 4-2. Results of National Elections in Spain, 1977-86
1977 1979 1982 1986

brtes Seats tbtes Seats vbtes Seats Votes Sears

Party Nu,nber Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Perce,tt Number Percent Numnber Percent Numnber Percent Numnber Percent

Center-left

Socialist Party of

Spaniish Workers 5,371 28.9 118 33.7 5,477 30.5 121 34.5 10,127 48.4 202 57.7 8,887 44.0 184 52.6

Right-wing

Popular Party 1,448 8.0 16 4.6 1,094 6.1 9 2.6 5,479 26.6 106 30.3 5,245 26.0 105 30.0

Centrist

uO Center Democratic

lUnion 6,310 34.0 165 47.1 6,291 35.1 168 48.0 1,495 6.3 12 3.4 0 0.0 0 0.0

Democratic and Social

Center 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 604 2.9 2 0.6 1,863 9.2 19 4.0

Left-wing

Spanish Commilunist

Party 1,710 9.2 20 5.7 1,940 10.8 23 6.6 865 4.1 4 1.1 0 0.0 0 0.0

tUnited Left 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 () 0.0 0 0.0 930 4.6 7 2.0

PopularSocialistParty 817 4.4 6 1.7 0 0.1) 0 0.0 ( 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

Regional 1,232 6.6 25 7.1 1,697 9.3 29 8.8 1,617 9.3 24 6.9 2,033 9.9 35 10.0

Note: Number of votes is in the thousands.

Source: Gunther, Sani, and Shabad 1988, p. 402.
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ship, Spain's constitution-makers eschewed presidentialism and designed
a system in which the executive depended on a Congress to pass legisla-
tion. Two chambers of the Cortes were established. The secondary cham-
ber was the Senate, which had the power to delay but not veto legisla-
tion. The most important chamber was the Congress, which was elected
by universal suffrage on the basis of proportional representation. The
balance of power between Congress and the executive was one of "con-
tained competition" (Bonime-Blanc 1987, p. 80).

The UCD'S position within the institutions of the evolving Spanish state
was far from ideal, and this factor constrained party policy as much as
any other. Weakness in the national legislature was the party's principal
problem. Spain's electoral system was based on proportional representa-
tion with a 3 percent threshold below which no party could obtain a seat.
Seats were allocated by the D'Hondt method, which led, in the Spanish
case, "to the overrepresentation of the two largest parties and the under-
representation of smaller parties."3 Right-wing and moderate parties
were also favored because the less populated, rural and conservative
districts of Spain received a disproportionate share of assembly seats
(Gunther, Sani, and Shabad 1988, p. 45). Even with these advantages,
the UCD lacked a sufficient number of seats to guarantee passage of any
of its legislation without compromise. As table 4-2 illustrates, the party
never gained a legislative majority in the national assembly.

A strong executive might have overcome the barriers inherent in the
legislature, but in Spain's prime ministerial system, the chief executive
needed the approval of Parliament. Without controlling the majority of
seats in Parliament, both Suarez and his UCD successor, Leopoldo Calvo
Sotelo, were constantly forced to bargain with opposition parties.4 A
compromised adjustment program was the inevitable result.

The UCD'S economic policymakers freely admit that their government's
weak position in the legislature affected economic policy (Garcia-Diez
1991, p. 34). Fiscal policy was especially susceptible to parliamentary
pressures. As a key actor in the earlier reforms asserted, "The elections of
1979 left the state's flank open to pressures for public spending" (Fuentes
Quintana and Requeijo 1984, p. 28). The negative implications of in-
creased spending might have been mitigated by increased revenue from
fiscal reform, but fiscal reform was also constrained by the UCD'S weak-
ness in Parliament. Bemoaning the problems of minority government,
Fuentes Quintana recalls that debates on tax reforms were so prolonged
that key bills were still on the floor when the legislature disbanded for
new elections in 1979 (Fuentes Quintana and Requeijo 1984, p. 28). The
UCD'S initial fiscal reforms were successful but could not be advanced
further. Its failure to reduce deficit spending and, thus, to correct a
serious problem in its adjustment program were very much affected by
the party's weak position in Parliament.

Parliament was not the only state institution that affected the UCD'S
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structural adjustment policies. The state bureaucracy also accounted for
slippage in the party's original program. The UCD'S problems with the
bureaucracy were linked to problems within the party itself. The UCD

was a coalition of fourteen small parties centered around a diverse range
of notables. At least five factions within the party derived from groups
that had at one time sought to be independent entities. Its factional
nature meant that the party was plagued with ministerial crises through-
out its years in power. The state bureaucracy was one of the few re-
sources that Suirez could use to hold his coalition together, and he made
a regular practice of placating various party factions with bureaucratic
appointments. This led to large cabinets ranging from nineteen to
twenty-three members and to a "fragmentation of governmental policy
activity because each ministry followed only the programmatic lines of its
individual head" (Huneeus 1985, p. 203).

Ministerial heads changed rapidly throughout the UCD's years in
power, and this made a coherent structural adjustment program ex-
tremely difficult. The first Suarez cabinet underwent its first change only
two months after being formed, and individual ministers changed two
more times. The second and third Suarez cabinets were also reshuffled
three times, with the second and third shakeups affecting eleven and
fourteen ministers, respectively (Bar, Blondel, and Muller-Rommel 1988,
p. 105). Calvo Sotelo's government underwent four revisions in twenty-
two months. In five years of UCD government, there were four different
labor ministers alone.5 The different and often incongruent policy lean-
ings of the government's many ministers and ministries were regularly
reported in the press (El Pats, June 6, 1981), and the public viewed the
party's policy as not being cohesive.

The problem of party divisions was exacerbated when Adolfo Suarez
resigned as prime minister in January 1981. An unsuccessful military
coup ensued when his successor-Calvo Sotelo-was unable to secure
the endorsement of Parliament. The coup was a turning point in the
consolidation of Spain's democracy, but it had only a temporary effect on
party unity. Calvo Sotelo was given an overwhelming parliamentary en-
dorsement after the coup was scotched, but the battles within the party
that had hampered economic policymaking in the past soon worsened.

In August 1982, Adolfo SuArez himself left the UCD, and in November
of that year, the influential social democrat Francisco Fernandez-Ord6oiez
resigned from the party and took eleven other deputies and five senators
with him. Faced with an almost total paralysis of policymaking and
severe erosion of support, Calvo Sotelo called early elections for October
1982. The UCD suffered a devastating electoral defeat and relinquished
the task of structural adjustment to the Socialist Party. Spain's bureaucra-
tic structures were not inevitably a barrier to structural adjustment, but
the lack of cohesion of the party itself prevented the UCD from using state
institutions to its advantage.
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The Role of Labor
The fact that the UCD was a center-right party with no institutional ties

to labor greatly inhibited its structural adjustment plans. UCD leaders
recognized that "support within the trade union movement was an im-
portant base for the implementation of economic policy" (Huneeus
1985, pp. 220-21). Yet, attempts to create a centrist federation failed.
Because the nation's largest union federations were linked with the larg-
est left-wing opposition parties, the UCD was put on the policy defensive.

Spain's labor movement had long been opposed to a "transition from
above" and had, until the end of 1976 at least, publicly favored a rup-
tura, a transition from below. Suarez had to lobby hard and long to
convince the trade unions that his desire to dismantle the old regime was
genuine, and although labor's abandonment of the ruptura posture re-
flected its "recognition of SuArez's desire to negotiate a full democratiza-
tion" (Fishman 1990, p. 140), the leader of the UCD was still struggling
with his image as electoral democracy began. This explains why,
throughout his early months in office, Suirez shunned meetings with the
official leadership of the CEOE, while meeting on a regular basis with
official representatives of labor (interview with CEOE leaders, Madrid,
January 31, 1992).

The party sought to respond to labor because Spain's trade unions
were one of the strongest groups in civil society. They were not highly
organized compared with certain European counterparts, but they were
better organized (at that time) than the Spanish employers' associations,
and this mattered greatly.

Fuentes Quintana was surely referring to the disruptive capabilities of
labor when he argued that the "social ramifications" of the economic
crisis made plans based only on economic criteria "impossible or ineffec-
tual" (Fuentes Quintana 1990, p. 39). According to Victor P6rez-Diaz,
the weakness of the new regime and its leadership encouraged the politi-
cal class "to give in to the demands of those social groups which had
more electoral clout, which had greater access to public opinion, and
whose capacity for causing public disturbances was greater. Initially, this
meant that unions took precedence over employers associations" (Prez-
Diaz 1987a, p. 229).

There can be no doubt that Spain's trade unions (and its working class
in general) facilitated the construction of democracy (Fishman 1990, p.
140; also see Zufiaur 1985, p. 202), but labor also made good use of its
capacity to cause disturbances as the new democracy began. Spain had
higher levels of worker conflict than any other nation in Europe (Zufiaur
1985, p. 203). Thousands of workers were affiliating with the newly
legalized trade unions, and twice as many were aligning themselves with
the communist Workers Commissions as with the socialist General Union
of Workers (ccoo and UGT; Nrez-Diaz 1981, 1987b, p. 234). Support
for the right within the trade union movement was minuscule. The num-
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ber of workers on strike increased by at least half a million during the
UCD'S first year in office, and this was seen to threaten not simply the UCD

as a government but democracy itself (Maravall 1984, p. 27).
Given the political landscape at the time, it is not surprising that the

UCD made many concessions to labor. Many of these were embodied in
the Moncloa Pacts. Although the pacts contained the bases of structural
adjustment policies, they also contained measures to compensate labor
for bearing the burdens that adjustment would inevitably produce:

* An increase in state spending on job creation and unemployment
insurance

* A 30 percent increase in state investment for employment maintenance
* A disproportionate increase in the size of pension payments for

those receiving the least
* The progressive extension of unemployment insurance to all the

unemployed
* Price controls
* Government subsidies for the development of trade unionism.

The UCD'S structural adjustment program was clearly based on a series of
publicly acknowledged tradeoffs in which the representatives of labor
promised to moderate their wage demands and strike activity in ex-
change for a series of concessions. Not surprisingly, Felipe GonzAlez,
future president under the PSOE, described the pacts as a program "in
which everyone gave something up, and everyone got something in re-
turn" (Gonzalez in a speech before the Cortes, quoted in Aguero 1978, p.
256). Ram6n Tamames, then a member of the Spanish Communist Party,
asserted that the pacts "repaid workers for their sacrifices on wage is-
sues;' with fiscal reform, increased public spending, and other changes
(Tamames 1986, p. 230).

To say that the UCD made concessions to labor is not to argue that the
party was wholly or consistently responsive to the petitions of the Span-
ish working class nor that workers were ever won over by the UCD'S

concessions. In 1979, the UCD was unable to orchestrate an extension of
the wage policies of the Moncloa agreements, in part because labor
leaders were convinced that the UCD had not complied with many of the
promises it had offered the year before (Palacio Morena 1988, p. 573).
The party took unilateral action instead and fixed wage increases at 13
percent through a decree passed on December 26.

The promulgation of this decree shows that the UCD was capable of
insulating itself from labor demands. But the actions of trade unions in
the aftermath of the decree show that (in 1979 at least) Spain's working
class still commanded some threatening political resources. Well more
than 5.5 million workers went out on strike in 1979, an all-time high for
the transition period. The mobilization was clearly the result of a broad
effort to challenge the government's wage guidelines (Fishman 1990, p.
217), and, as table 4-3 illustrates, the challenge was extensive.
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Table 4-3. Characteristics of Strikes Held in Spain, 1970-87
Year Strikes Workers affected Hours of work lost
1970 817 366,146 6,750,900
1971 601 266,453 8,186,500
1972 688 304,725 7,469,400
1973 811 441,042 11,120,200
1974 1,193 625,971 11,180,900
1975 855 556,371 10,355,120
1976 1,568 3,638,952 110,016,240
1977 974 2,317,026 92,522,050

1978 1,356 3,633,004 128,738,478
1979 1,789 5,752,304 171,067,049
1980 1,669 2,461,061 108,625,662
1981 2,582 3,358,214 74,559,793
1982 2,582 1,634,062 57,834,829
1983 2,714 2,997,468 78,372,920
1984 3,091 5,495,477 122,072,450
1985 2,029 4,538,788 64,180,987
1986 2,239 1,793,187 50,795,973
1987 3,194 3,222,700 81,968,568

Source: Unpublished data from the Spanish Confederation of Business Organizations.

The last year in which the party tried to control wages outside a
consultative framework was 1979. The December decree was followed
by a series of accords that continued trading wage (and strike) controls
for other nonwage benefits. As the chronology of the accords and sum-
mary of their main wage and nonwage provisions presented in table 4-4
suggest, the interactions between labor and the UCD were extremely com-
plex. Much policy activity took place outside these accords, and the
scope of this chapter permits only an overview of what occurred in either
setting. The UCD was certainly not consistently responsive to labor de-
mands, but with approximately 35 percent of the work force unionized
and the capacity to bring more than 5.5 million workers out on strike,
Spain's labor movement was not easily ignored.

Labor was not the only nongovernmental protagonist in the pacts, of
course. Entrepreneurial associations were important as well. As the next
section indicates, however, the UCD leadership never succeeded in win-
ning support from organized business. Entrepreneurs felt that the party
took business support for granted or assumed it was not required.

The Role of Business

The most visible representatives of the capitalist elite were highly criti-
cal of the UCD throughout its tenure in office. This was ironic because a
substantial majority of Spain's businesspeople placed themselves in the
center of the ideological spectrum, where the UCD itself was fixed (de la
Sierra, Caballero, and Perez Escanilla 1981, pp. 54-56). The nature of
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Table 4-4. Characteristics of Social Accords Negotiated in Spain,
1977-86

Wage band
Pact Duration Focus Signatories (percent)

Negotiated during the
UCD governments

Moncloa Pacts 1978 Political and Parliamentary 20-22
economic parties
reforms

Interconfederal 1980-81 Labor relations CEOE, General 13-16
Framework Union of

Workers

National 1982 Employment Government, 9-11
Employment creation CEOE, General
Agreement Union of

Workers,
Workers
Commissions

Negotiated during the first
PSOE government

Interconfederal 1983 Labor relations CEOE, General 9.5-12.5
Accord Union of

Workers,
Workers
Commissions

Economic and 1985-86 Economic reforms Government, 5.5-7.5
Social CEOE, General
Agreement Union of

Workers

Source: El Pais, 1978-86; Confederacion Sindical de Comisiones Obreras 1989.

the party's relationship with labor explains part of this irony, but the
UCD'S relationship with business requires a more elaborate discussion.

Spain's most important entrepreneurial association is the CEOE, the
Spanish Confederation of Business Organizations, which was founded
on June 29, 1977, as an amalgam of three other entrepreneurial groups:
the Independent Business Association, the Spanish Business Confedera-
tion, and the General Business Confederation (Folgado Blanco 1989).
These groups (like the parties that made up the UCD) were diverse in their
histories, but they eventually found a compromise candidate-Carlos
Ferrer-to be president of the organization. Ferrer, who had headed the
Fomento de Trabajo in Barcelona, quickly became an opinion leader
within the association as a whole (Diaz-Varela and Guindal 1990, p. 60).
Within a few years of its founding, the CEOE attracted a broad range of
the nation's businesses, totaling 80 percent of all industrial employment
(Roca 1987, p. 250). Its political character was not well understood
when the UCD came to power. No one knew if the organization could
deliver votes or not.
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Ferrer was a centrist within the entrepreneurial eiite. This seemed to
bode well for the organization's future relations with the centrist ruling
party, but important policy differences plagued the potential alliance
from the start. Many of the policy differences emerged because the UCD

had strong social democratic elements in its program in its early years.
The party statutes asserted that "economic policy should correct the
market and guarantee a public sector that serves to provide a much more
equal division of income, wealth, and social power" (UCD 1979, p. 157).

This image of an interventionist, redistributive state stood alongside
calls for economic liberalization. The UCD'S vice president for economic
affairs explained that the first democratic government sought an eco-
nomic policy that was "both more liberal and more social democratic." A
sincere desire to reduce the role of an interventionist state stood side by
side with a commitment to create a modern European-style welfare state
(Garcia-Diez 1991, p. 36). Given the political pressures emanating from
trade unions, it is not surprising that the desire to create a welfare state
was more easily realized. As a result, the CEOE criticized the UCD'S poli-
cies under Adolfo SuArez as "excessively interventionist" (Huneeus 1985,
p. 368).

Complaints about interventionism might have been fewer if the busi-
ness community had felt that it had more say in the form that interven-
tionism might take, but business organizations protested that their voices
were ignored in the policymaking process. Carlos Ferrer was convinced
that "the UCD did not take the CEOE into consideration" until it was
absolutely forced to (Diaz-Varela and Guindal 1990, p. 159), and a
future president of Madrid's Circle of Entrepreneurs believed that the
UCD governments had a "certain aversion to businessmen" as a whole
(Ysasi-Ysasmendi 1984, p. 19). Social scientists concluded that the UCD

governments pushed their policies forward, "paying little attention to the
criticisms of the employers' class" (Perez-Diaz 1987b, p. 135; Huneeus
1985, p. 229), and Garcia-Diez himself pointed out that "during the
period of 1977-1982, the government's relations with trade union feder-
ations were, in general, better than those with organized business"
(Garcia-Diez 1991, p. 38, emphasis added).

There were several moments in which relations between the UCD and
the CEOE showed signs of improvement. Business expectations rose, for
example, in February of 1978 when CEOE leader Augustin Rodriguez
Sahagun was named industry minister and Fernando Abril Martorell
took over as vice president for economic affairs. Expectations also rose
in 1981 when Leopoldo Calvo Sotelo replaced Adolfo Suarez as prime
minister. Calvo Sotelo had been prominent in the business community for
many years, and the CEOE believed that Abril gave them better access to
Suarez and the policymaking process in general (Diaz-Varela and Guin-
dal 1990, p. 161; Huneeus 1985, p. 368).

Despite these and other changes in personnel, the UCD's economic
policies rarely escaped the censure of the nation's business elite. Even the
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1979 wage decree met with serious criticism. The largest business asso-
ciation in Catalonia argued that the wage guidelines would drive many
firms into bankruptcy (El Pais, December 30, 1978). The organization of
small and medium firms (CEPYME) condemned the move altogether, and
the CEOE argued that the law was based on false figures and "pre-
electoral vices" (El Pais, December 29, 1978). The decree had set wage
increases at 3 percentage points above what the CEOE had sought in
bilateral negotiations.

The UCD governments are thought to have grown more conservative
over time, but the party's public relationship with the business commu-
nity changed very little. The last pact of the UCD governments (the Na-
tional Employment Agreement) was still criticized by employers' groups
even though the CEOE was one of its signatories. Although a communist
federation leader praised the pact for incorporating "practically all the
points that the ccoo and UGT wanted included" (El Pais, June 6, 1981),
CEOE leader Arturo Gil insisted that "this is not the accord we wanted
. . . the shadow of the elections has compromised the policies" (Gil
1982, pp. 355-56).

The policy differences distancing the business community from the
UCD went well beyond debates about wage increases. In the area of trade,
the CEOE criticized the UCD for seeking to enter the European Community
"at any price" (Calvo Sotelo 1990, p. 166). In the area of labor policy, it
insisted that the workers' statutes of 1980 did not "meet the demands of
the business class [because] they conserved rigidities relating to individ-
ual contracts and collective dismissals" (Iglesias 1990, p. 151). In the
area of fiscal policy, it criticized the UCD for elevating tax pressures
without considering the policy's long-term effects. The UCD'S property
and inheritance taxes were "shackles on private initiative" and would
discourage saving. The tax reforms as a whole were a strong disincentive
to entrepreneurial activity. It is not surprising that Calvo Sotelo described
business attitudes toward the UCD as "hostile" (Calvo Sotelo 1990, pp.
167-68).

The uneasy relationship between the business community and the UCD

had mixed effects on the party's adjustment program. Better relations
might have meant more rapid elimination of rigidities in the labor mar-
ket, but they might also have meant greater relaxation of the tight credit
policies that were pivotal to controlling inflation. Better relations would
probably have had little effect on welfare spending because Spain's busi-
ness community largely supported the welfare state.

In the long term, however, the troubled relationship undercut the recu-
peration of private investment, one of the primary goals of the adjust-
ment program. The UCD was able to bring down inflation and increase
the share of profits in value added, but private investment did not re-
spond (Toharia 1988, p. 128). As UCD leader Garcia-Diez himself recog-
nized, entrepreneurs "felt insecure" and even "betrayed" by the policies of
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the UCD (Garcia-Diez 1991, p. 38). Despite its progress in meeting sev-
eral of the business community's most important demands, the party
never created the investment climate that domestic capitalists sought.

Although organized business did not play a major role in shaping UCD

policy, it did contribute to the frailty of the party's hold on power. Carlos
Ferrer abandoned what the press called "his habitually tough criticisms
of the UCD" shortly before the 1982 national elections (Cambio 16,
March 15, 1982), but the attitude of the CEOE was thought to be "one of
the fundamental factors" leading to the party's electoral crisis and defeat
(Roca 1987, p. 251).

Economic Policymaking under the PSOE:
Deepening the Structural Adjustment Process

The socialist electoral victory in October 1982 was a political water-
shed marking the largest electoral plurality in Spanish history and the
first time that any socialist party would rule the nation outside a coali-
tion. The 1982 elections also marked the consolidation of Spain's new
democracy for they showed that yesterday's losers could be today's win-
ners, even if the party in question was socialist.

The PSOE Reforms

The PSOE had used the period between the 1981 coup and the 1982
elections to strengthen its electoral appeal. Its Twenty-ninth Congress of
October 1981 furnished an ideal setting in which to display the unity and
decisiveness that the UCD lacked. The Spaniards who turned away from
the UCD and voted socialist in 1982 did so not because their ideology had
shifted to the left, but because they had been alienated by the infighting
and indecision of the UCD (Gunther, Sani, and Shabad 1988, p. 403).

The PSOE presented a more centrist electoral program than in previous
years. Although it clearly had Keynesian overtones and marked itself as
leftist on foreign policy issues, its economic program did not promote
anticapitalist themes. The program promised to create 800,000 new jobs
in four years but did not specify the precise role that the state would play
in the creation of these jobs or in the economy more generally. The
program emphasized modernization and efficiency in preparation for
entering the European Community and in this sense differed little from
the program of the UCD.

The campaign platform was built around the vague but appealing
promise of cambio, or "change," but the exact nature of the change in the
area of economic policv was not clarified until after the election was
won. After entering office, the socialists announced that liberalization of
the economy would be accelerated, that they could not create 800,000
new jobs, and that their priorities would be to close the inflation differen-
tial with the European Community and to complete the general reforms
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set out by Fuentes Quintana in 1977. The platform had promised vague
general reforms for the sake of modernization, but the postelection pro-
grams clearly indicated that these reforms would liberalize the economy.

The design of the PSOE program was largely a reaction to problems
that the UCD had either exacerbated or been unable to solve. The infla-
tion differential with Europe stood at 4.6 percent. The real exchange rate
was at its 1977 level, and the current account was in deficit for its third
consecutive year. There was an urgent need to create a more efficient
apparatus for collecting taxes to fund both the payment of interest on
debt and the compensation of the many newly unemployed. Liberaliza-
tion of financial markets had not succeeded in creating a market for the
short-term public debt needed for open market operations. The market
for government paper was restricted to financial institutions, excluding
the general public.

The possibilities of stimulating more private investment (and thus,
employment) were limited by at least three factors: rigidities in the labor
market remained almost unchanged, employers feared uniformity of
wages, and most important, firms were still trying to reduce indebted-
ness, the costs of which were constantly increasing. To add to these
difficulties, negotiations with the European Economic Community had
proceeded slowly, so markets and competition remained uncertain.

The socialists' attempts to improve this situation coincided closely
with the policies recommended by the IMF team that had visited Spain in
December of 1981. The team had praised many of the UCD's achieve-
ments but recommended a stepped up liberalization of the economy,
including devaluation, financial liberalization, budget cuts, export pro-
motion, industrial reconversion, and social security reform (El Pals, De-
cember 27, 1981, p. 37). Felipe Gonzalez cleverly rationalized the coinci-
dence between the PSOE'S plans and the IMF'S proposals as an attempt to
do what was necessary immediately and independently in order to avoid
an imposed program later. Austerity became more palatable when sym-
bolically linked to national sovereignty.

The government's most important monetary reforms included an ini-
tial 8 percent devaluation of the peseta, with a 22 percent devaluation for
the whole year. Reserve requirements of the banks were increased 1
percentage point, and the rate of increase in the quantity of money was
reduced 3 percentage points.

The socialists' most important fiscal reform was the attempt to cut
state spending through an austerity budget announced in April 1983. As
table 4-5 indicates, few budget categories escaped cutbacks in their share
of total spending. Government spending increased in all four years of the
PSOE'S first administration, but this was due to nondiscretionary budget
lines, such as interest on the public debt.

The PSOE tried to control regional spending by curtailing some of the
independent fiscal power of regional governments, but this was declared
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Table 4-S. Budget Expenditures in Spain, 1982 and 1983
1982 1983

Percentage of Percentage of
central central

government Percentage of government Percentage of
Allocation expenditure GDP expenditure GDP

Public debt 1.96 0.36 7.54 1.44
President's office 1.48 0.27 1.43 0.27
Foreign affairs 0.53 0.10 0.45 0.09
Justice 1.43 0.26 1.52 0.29
Education and science 11.49 2.13 9.91 1.89
Labor 24.42 4.52 2.25 0.43
Industry and energy 5.22 0.97 3.78 0.72
Agriculture 3.81 0.70 3.78 0.72
Defense 10.17 1.88 10.74 2.05
Interior 4.85 0.90 4.46 0.85
Public works 5.45 1.01 4.15 0.79
Economy 0.35 0.06 0.08 0.01
Transportation and

communications 6.65 1.23 7.33 1.40
Health and social

securitya 1.29 0.24 0.88 0.17
Culture 0.83 0.15 0.74 0.14
Treasury 1.22 0.23 1.58 0.30
Regions 6.49 1.20 10.11 1.93
Interregional

compensation funds 3.70 0.68 3.98 0.76
Industrial reconversion 0.46 0.09 17.35 3.31
Other 8.2 1.51 7.94 1.50

Note: Total expenditures were ptas3,621,023.5 million in 1982 and ptas4,244,936.8
million in 1983; GDP was ptasl9,567.3 billion in 1982 and ptas22,234.7 billion in 1983.

a. In the initial 1983 budget, social security, unemployment, and other compensatory
programs were given a separate budget line valued at ptas749,579.0 million. This budget
line disappears in the actual government expenditures tables but suggests that the socialists
were willing to increase spending for social security.

Source: Unpublished figures from the Bank of Spain; IMF, various years.

unconstitutional. Other more successful initiatives to control state spend-
ing included limitations on salaries in the public sector, an income tax
hike of 20 percent (announced in September 1983), and improvement in
the system for collecting taxes. Social security costs were to be controlled
by a massive plan to reform pensions. The PSOE'S pension reform legisla-
tion (passed in 1985) involved substantial cuts in benefits and saved
approximately $600 million.

The PSOE'S trade liberalization policy focused on Spain's entry into the
European Economic Community, which was set in June 1984. The
changes involved in the Treaty of Adhesion included a 10 percent annual
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reduction of tariffs and abolition of the border adjustment tax (L6pez-
Claros 1988, pp. 27-28).

The revision of the foreign investment regulations in 1985 further
liberalized the capital flow between Spain, the European Community,
and the rest of the world, which resulted in a 43 percent increase in direct
foreign investment in the following year. By 1992, under the Treaty of
Accession, Spanish tariffs on industrial exports from European Commu-
nity countries were to be completely phased out, and tariffs on imports
from countries outside the European Community were likewise to be
reduced to levels consistent with those of the European Community
Common External Tariff. All nontariff trade barriers with the European
Community were to be eliminated by 1990.

The PSOE was like the UCD in that both parties were interested in using
incomes policy as a means of controlling inflation and promoting invest-
ment. The socialists continued to promote wage pacts, but agreements
reached between 1983 and 1986 demanded more from the work force
than the pacts negotiated previously. Real wage increases came to an end,
and the share of wages in gross national product dropped. In February
1983, the Interconfederal Framework Agreement set a wage band of 9.5
to 12.5 percent, with a consumer price index forecast at 11.5 to 12.5
percent. In 1984, there was no accord at all, but the Economic and Social
Agreement signed in October of that year set wage increases between
5.5 and 7.5 percent, with rates of inflation predicted to be 7 percent
(Dominguez 1990, p. 93; Share 1989, p. 75).

The PSOE made rapid, though controversial, changes in the flexibility
of the Spanish labor market. Until the PSOE'S first administration, part-
time employment in Spain was ten times less frequent than the European
Community average, and temporary contracts were rare (L6pez-Claros
1988, p. 26). In 1984, the socialists passed major laws to facilitate hiring
workers on a temporary or part-time basis. These special employment
contracts were rationalized with the argument that these jobs-whatever
their shortcomings-were better than no jobs at all. The percentage of
new hires in the category of special employment rose from 28 percent in
1982 to almost 40 percent in 1985.6

In addition to promoting alternatives to the permanent full-time labor
contract, the PSOE also attempted to lower barriers to dismissing
workers. In a highly ambiguous article of the Economic and Social
Agreement, the party committed itself to following the labor dismissal
policy advocated by the European Community. For the Workers Com-
missions and the CEOE, this meant a policy of despido libre, or free
dismissal. The General Union of Workers and the PSOE denied this, but
inclusion of the article left the door open to taking rapid steps toward
passing free dismissal in the future.

The most difficult part of the PSOE'S adjustment program was the
implementation of industrial restructuring. This meant the firing of
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83,000 Spanish workers-more than one-quarter of the laborers in the
targeted steel, shipbuilding, and textile industries. The layoffs were to
take place both in private and public firms, but the PSOE was the princi-
pal target for blame because it provided the enabling legislation (Wozniak
1991,pp. 12-15).

As a corollary to its restructuring policy, the PSOE promoted the priva-
tization of state industries and the streamlining of the National Institute
of Industry (INI), the huge state holding company started by Franco.
Losses of the INI were reduced for the first time since 1975, dropping 10
percent between 1983 and 1984 (El Pals, January 20, 1985). Between
1984 and 1986, the PSOE sold off or dissolved more than thirty enter-
prises including the SEAT car company and the national truck company
(see Cambio 16, November 3, 1986; Bermeo 1990, p. 3).

The socialists' policies helped prepare the nation for the vast changes
associated with entering the European Community and for the economic
expansion that took place from 1986 to 1990 (see table 4-6 for an
overview of the macroeconomic trends during the PSOE'S first term in
government).

Table 4-6. Economic Indicators in Spain during the Adjustment Period,
1982-86
(percent unless noted)

Indicator 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Inflation rate (consumer
price index) 14.3 12.2 11.3 8.7 8.7

Balance of payments
(billions of pesetas) -1,093.3 -1,408.3 -2,113.2 -1,062.6 -1,463.4

Growth in
GDP 1.2 1.8 1.8 2.3 3.3
Money 18.3 16.4 14.5 14.2 12.3
Nominal hourly wage 15.4 15.2 12.4 9.8 10.5

Ratio to GDP of
Government revenue 31.9 34.0 33.8 35.0 36.4

Government borrowing
requirement - 5.6 -4.8 -5.5 -7.0 - 5.7

Government interest
payments 0.9 1.3 2.0 3.2 4.1

Exports 18.7 21.2 23.6 23.3 20.0
Imports 20.5 21.8 21.3 21.1 17.8
Long-term foreign capital 1.0 2.0 2.0 -1.5 - 1.4
External debt -13.0 -14.7 -14.8 -11.7 -8.4

Government borrowing as a
share of all bank credits 16.9 19.9 18.4 21.1 22.6

Nominal exchange rate
index 129 160 170 177 163

Real exchange rate index 118 137 137 137 119

Source: IMF, various years; unpublished data from the Bank of Spain and the WEFA

Group, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Inflation was reduced 6 percentage points, and the rate of increase in
the quantity of money and of hourly wages dropped as well. Government
revenue as a percentage of GDP rose 5 points, and the primary deficit was
substantially reduced. The current account changed from negative to
positive, allowing repayment of part of the foreign debt. Real wages did
not decrease but their growth was substantially moderated, and the fi-
nancial situation of individual firms improved markedly. The low degree
of indebtedness and increased savings by firms provided the basis for a
substantial increase in private investment in the next five years. New
financial markets were created, and entrance into the European Commu-
nity decreased many market uncertainties. Luck was with the socialists:
investment was recuperating throughout the world by 1984.

Despite these many achievements, the socialists failed to accomplish
some of their goals. Unemployment increased 6 percentage points, in
part because the restructuring drive was successful. The public deficit
continued to increase as a share of GDP, in part because of the rising cost
of unemployment benefits and in part because of the growth of interest
payments. The increase in public deficits led to financial crowding out,
which in turn hampered the creation of new jobs in the private sector.

The Constraints on PSOE Reforms

Why was the socialist government able to tackle more reforms than its
predecessor? Important changes in Spanish civil society had taken place
between 1977 and 1982, and the international economic environment
had improved in significant ways. Most important, perhaps, the Socialist
Party as an organization was dramatically different from the UCD. It both
enjoyed and created a more autonomous position within the institutions
of the Spanish state.

THE ROLE OF LABOR. The role of organized labor is especially interest-
ing for one might guess that the long-standing association between the
Socialist Party and the Spanish working class would produce policies
subject to even more constraints than those of the UCD. This was not the
case. It was the Socialist Party, not the UCD, that implemented those
aspects of the structural adjustment program that were the least popular
with labor. The restructuring of industry, pension reform, and the loosen-
ing of the labor market took place largely after the socialist's electoral
victory.

Two factors explain this policy outcome. On the one hand, the social-
ists' links to labor increased the credibility of both their arguments about
the need for structural adjustment in general and their promises regard-
ing compensation. On the other hand, changes in the strength and image
of the trade union movement enabled the party to insulate itself from
labor when compensatory programs were deemed undesirable. An analy-
sis of the party's programs for industrial reconversion and pension re-
form illustrates these points.
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Industrial reconversion posed a serious challenge to the Socialist
Party's image with the working class. The localized resistance to
restructuring-including strikes, sequestrations, and even a kidnap-
ping-"caused constant embarrassment for the PSOE" (Share 1989, p.
75). Resistance reflected a clear drop in PSOE popularity in Asturias,
Barcelona, Galicia, Madrid, and the Basque Country but did not cause a
significant reversal of the party's adjustment policies. The PSOE's re-
sponse to labor pressure was not to reverse policy but to construct elabo-
rate compensation schemes instead.

Rather than offering its potential opposition an expanded welfare state
across the board, the PSOE offered specific compensation to the groups
most likely to be adversely affected by the reforms. The party spent
ptas820 billion-or 2.5 percent of GDP-on 791 firms by 1986 (Cambio
16, July 11, 1983, p. 80). Workers who lost jobs because of reconversion
were, under certain conditions, given three years of unemployment sub-
sidy (Economist Intelligence Unit 1992, p. 8). Workers who lost their
jobs after the age of fifty-five were given benefits indefinitely (L6pez-
Claros 1988, p. 18). The regions in which the restructuring took place
were named zones of reindustrialization, and their new and old enter-
prises were given tax deductions, investment subsidies, and other assis-
tance to expand employment. Nationally, job training and educational
programs were expanded to target first-time job seekers-the largest
single social group within the unemployed (interview with Jose Maria
Maravall, former education minister, Madrid, January 1992). Table 4-7
indicates the growth of compensatory programs under the PSOE.

Although party leaders were convinced that stronger compensation
programs decreased resistance to the structural adjustment program,
there were limits to what the government could spend. The PSOE was,
like its predecessor, willing to trade state resources for labor's toleration,
but since deepening the structural adjustment program required greater

Table 4-7. Growth of Compensatory Programs under the PSOE in Spain,
1983-89

Percentage of
unemployed Unemployment Benefits for

receiving benefits other programs Percentage
Year benefits (pesetas) (pesetas) change

1983 - 564,349.3 658,470.7 n.a.
1984 36.9 621,480.3 729,275.8 10.8
1985 41.0 830,446.7 911,014.4 24.9
1986 41.5 951,960.9 1,043,749.5 14.6
1987 42.8 1,026,308.0 1,150,971.3 10.3
1988 44.5 1,146,842.4 1,273,698.8 10.7
1989 52.0 1,314,843.0 1,458,396.5 14.5

- Not available.
n.a. Not applicable.
Source: Instituto Nacional de Empleo, presented in Espina 1990, pp. 456, 470-71.



Table 4-8. Distribution of Delegates Elected in Trade Union Elections in Spain, by Federation, 1978-86
1978 1979 1982 1986

Federation Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

General Union ofWorkers 41,897 21.7 48,194 29.3 51,672 36.7 66,411 40.9
(socialist federation)

Workers Commissions 66,540 34.5 50,817 30.9 47,016 33.4 56,065 34.5
(communist federation)

Union of Workers'Trade Unions 7,474 3.9 14,296 8.7 6,527 4.6 6,152 3.8
Nationalist 1,931, 1.0 5,696b 3.5 6,293b 4.5 7,506' 4.6
Not affiliated 75,270 38.9 45,614 27.6 29,262 20.8 26,164 16.1

a. Solidarity of Basque Workers only.
b. Solidarity of Basque Workers and National Trade Union Confederation of Galacian Workers.
c. Includes all subnational federations.
Source: Comisi6n Ejecutiva Confederal 1987, p. 28.
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sacrifice, the costs of mitigating conflict rose, increasing deficit spending.
Structural adjustment was thus advanced in the areas of industrial
restructuring and privatization, but the compensatory schemes that
made restructuring tolerable undercut attempts to control government
spending.

The PSOE's pension reform law attempted to set those limits as a deci-
sive blow in the battle against the deficit (Boyer Salvador 1985, p. 436).
The party moved ahead with a bold reform program that

* Increased the number of years needed to work to qualify for a
pension

* Reduced payments through a change in the formula for calculating
payments

* Cut the rate of growth of disability pensions 6 percentage points.

This aspect of the government's program had no compensatory com-
ponents and, as a result, met with more resistance than any other eco-
nomic policy passed by the first PSOE government (Dominguez 1990, p.
97). The General Union of Workers mounted major demonstrations
against the reform and was joined by the Workers Commissions. Unlike
the resistance to restructuring, this resistance was not localized. It even
led Nico]As Redondo, leader of the General Union of Workers, to give up
his PSOE seat in Parliament. Yet, the party did not capitulate, and the
pension reform became law. Here, and in the promotion of part-time
labor, the party showed a surprising capacity to insulate itself from the
pressures of the organized working class.

This capacity derived in part from the changes that Spain's trade union
movement had undergone since the early years of the UCD government.
Three major changes had decreased labor's ability to constrain policy: a
more moderate union federation had gained ascendancy in the labor
movement as a whole, levels of unionization had dropped off dramati-
cally, and rising levels of unemployment had decreased the likelihood of
successful strikes.

Whereas the UCD faced a trade union movement in which the commu-
nist Workers Commissions had the ascendancy, the PSOE faced a move-
ment dominated by its own affiliate: the more moderate General Union
of Workers. Table 4-8 illustrates the gradual rise of the federation within
Spain's labor movement as a whole.

By the time the PSOE came to power, the General Union of Workers
had pulled ahead of the Workers Commissions and controlled almost
37 percent of all delegates. The vote of affiliated and nonaffiliated
workers-with an 80 percent turnout-made the victory especially mean-
ingful (Dominguez 1990, p. 88).

The ascendancy of the General Union of Workers within the labor
movement was accompanied by a dramatic drop in union affiliation
more generally. By 1982, authoritative sources suggested that only 20
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percent of the labor force was affiliated with a union, and "most sources
inside the labor movement spoke unofficially of a figure of 13 percent or
even lower" (Fishman 1990, p. 187). The trade union movement, which
had been characterized as "the engine of change and political reform"
during the early years of the transition, would be described instead as
"notoriously weak" and even "the weakest of any Western democracy"
(Iglesias 1990, p. 146; Share 1989, p. 131; Fishman 1990, p. 4).

Working-class support for the General Union of Workers, and the
decrease in trade union affiliation more generally, reflected a basically
moderate working-class culture, which the heady days of the mid-1970s
had obscured. As Victor P6rez-Diaz (1987b, p. 136) discovered, "The
radicalism that many (including a good part of the political class) attrib-
uted to the working class in the early years of the transition turned out to
be a mirage." Class consciousness was weaker than had been assumed,
and the once-feared labor movement turned out to be moderate and self-
restrained in many ways (Fishman 1990, p. 2; Share 1989, p. 110).
Determining whether the drop in affiliation was the result of a change in
opinion or merely the correction of an image that had been distorted at
the outset requires more investigation, but it is likely that some, if not
much, of working-class moderation came from rapidly rising levels of
unemployment. By 1983, more than 2 million Spaniards had joined the
ranks of the officially unemployed, and, as table 4-9 indicates, the in-
crease in unemployment did not abate until 1988, two years after the
Socialist Party's first term in office.

A wide range of analysts recognized that the fear of unemployment
hampered labor's ability to mobilize strike actions (Fishman 1990, pp.
201-03; Iglesias 1990, p. 154). Labor conflicts were limited, by and
large, to the public sector and to plants experiencing layoffs or pay
suspensions (Garcia de Bias 1985, p. 331). Conflicts were common as
restructuring proceeded, but resistance was generally localized (Wozniak
1991, pp. 2-3).

As a result of all these changes, trade unions seemed less threatening-
on the national level-than at any other period in the transition. This
gave the PSOE a level of maneuverability the UCD lacked.

THE ROLE OF BUSINESS. What role did organized business play in PSOE

policymaking? Was the party's insulation from labor the result of a policy
alliance with capital instead? Spain's business community had certainly
become more confident and better organized by the time the socialists
gained power. The organizational weakness that had characterized
Spain's business elite in the early years of the transition had dissipated by
1982 (Maravall 1984, p. 26). By the early 1980s, the CEOE was well
funded, extensive, and cohesive (Martinez 1984). The defensiveness that
had characterized the employers' public positions in earlier years seemed
to have diminished as well. Carlos Ferrer asserted publicly that the so-
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Table 4-9. Registered Unemployment in Spain, 1978-88
Year Thousands of persons

1978 818.5
1979 1,037.2
1980 1,277.3
1981 1,566.2
1982 1,872.6
1983 2,207.3
1984 2,475.4
1985 2,642.0
1986 2,758.6
1987 2,924.2
1988 2,858.3
1989 2,550.3

Source: Ministerio de Asuntos Sociales 1990.

cialists needed the business community like people "needed bread" (Cam-
bio 16, April 10, 1982, p. 63), and the president of the Circle of Entre-
preneurs in Madrid believed that the business class was more outspoken
than ever before (Ysasi-Ysasmendi 1984, p. 20). Opinion polls suggested
that the Spanish public increasingly saw entrepreneurs as key to provid-
ing employment and, thus, to ending Spain's economic crisis (Marzal
198 5,p. 82).

There can be little doubt that Felipe GonzAlez made a special effort to
open channels of communication with leaders of the business community
(interviews with business leaders, Madrid, January 1992). Just a few
weeks after the socialists came to power, Carlos Ferrer announced that
there was "better communication with this government than with its
predecessors" (Diaz-Varela and Guindal 1990, p. 89). Both Miguel Boyer
and Gonzalez were popular with business leaders (Martinez 1984, p. 88;
Perez-Diaz 1987a, p. 164), and although the CEOE certainly criticized the
PSOE on many occasions, the acerbity that characterized its criticisms of
the UCD was absent (Perez-Diaz 1985, p. 16).

The PSOE improved business-government relations, but it would be a
mistake to conclude that organized capital had a determinate role in
shaping socialist policies. Under the leadership of Miguel Boyer, the PSOE

economic team had a clear vision of what it sought to do and moved
ahead according to its own plan. Often, though not always, the party's
goals corresponded with those of organized capital, but the PSOE'S goals
emerged more from the convictions of Spanish economists than from the
pressure of any class associations. The PSOE showed itself capable of
acting against the wishes of organized capital, just as it showed itself
capable of acting against the interests of labor. The party was dependent
on capital for modernizing the Spanish economy, but when the expressed
interests of domestic business contradicted the party's policy blueprint,
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the PSOE behaved with autonomy. The goal of the PSOE-to attract for-
eign investment-helps explain this.

The party's credit policies were a source of some controversy and
illustrate the sort of autonomy the PSOE exercised (Circulo de Em-
presarios 1984, p. 306). Bankers complained that they "tightened their
belts more under six months of socialist government than during the
Franquista and the UCD years combined,' and since many believed that
finance capital was the most powerful group within the CEOE, this resis-
tance was particularly significant (Actualidad Econ6mica, September 8,
1981, p. 14; see also Lancaster 1985; Martinez 1984). Although the
party's "nonaccommodating stance" helped decelerate inflation, it con-
tradicted a policy demand that the CEOE had been making since 1978:
that high interest rates should not be used as a means to control inflation
(L6pez-Claros 1988, p. 6). The government's decision to give public
monies to trade unions and its willingness to take employers to court for
violating the union-inspired forty-hour workweek are two more exam-
ples of government capacity to contradict the expressed desires of orga-
nized capital (Iglesias 1990, p. 158).

Perez-Diaz (1984) has properly characterized the relationship between
the PSOE and capital as one of "reciprocal-instrumentalism." Although,
overall, PSOE policies were more in line with the demands of capital than
with those of labor, business leaders recognized that their constraints on
party policymaking were limited. Spain's entrepreneurs felt distanced
from both right-wing and left-wing parties (Prez-Diaz 1987b, p. 141)
and lamented that the socialists "listened to the business community only
when its opinions matched the policies which the government itself
wanted to carry out" (Ysasi-Ysasmendi 1984, p. 20).

An overview of economic policymaking during the first PSOE adminis-
tration reveals a party capable of acting with some autonomy from each
of the nation's class associations. The party succeeded in deepening the
structural adjustment program not because any domestic organization
pressured it to do so, but because party economists were convinced that
they had no alternative. The government decreed that restructuring
would take place "whether or not business or labor agreed" (Roca 1987,
p. 262). The sources of the PSOE's autonomy derived from the nature of
the party itself and from its advantageous position within the institutions
of the Spanish state.

The PSOE and the Institutions of the Spanish State

The factor that seems most closely related to the successful deepening
of the structural adjustment program is party strength. Party strength has
two dimensions: an external one related to electoral popularity and an
internal one related to organizational cohesion. The PSOE was strong on
both dimensions, which enabled it to take risks that the UCD could not.

The PSOE commanded 57 percent of the seats in the lower house, and
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this made its legislative tasks much easier. Whereas Suarez and Calvo
Sotelo had to cope with opposition both outside and inside their party,
Gonzalez headed an organization with an undisputed leader and a solid
public image. Rule changes at the 1979 party congress had greatly re-
duced the role of minorities in the party (Daley and Wozniak 1992, p.
28), and the organization was controlled by parliamentarians who had
defeated critical factions before assuming office. By the time the socialists
won the national elections, "the stage was set;' as Gillespie (1989, p.
420) puts it, "for a period of party subordination to . . . government."

The parliamentary party was not completely subordinated (as the res-
ignation of Redondo illustrates), and the government's inability to con-
trol deficit spending was related in part to its need to placate the left wing
of the party with compensatory programs. On the vast majority of policy
issues, however, party discipline was maintained. Outsiders, as well as
socialist cabinet members, unanimously emphasize the connection be-
tween party strength and the successful implementation of structural
adjustment (Fernandez Ord6fiez, Angel, and Serven 1992; Segura 1990,
p. 63; Toharia 1988, p. 129; interviews with PSOE cabinet members,
Madrid, January 1992).

Another quality that assisted the PSOE in implementing structural ad-
justment was the weakness of its electoral opposition. The impact of the
PSOE'S strength might have been diminished if the party had faced an-
other strong organization in the electoral arena, but this was not the
case. Whereas the UCD government was justifiably concerned about votes
lost to its left and its right, the socialists faced a very different party
panorama. The Spanish Communist Party was in a state of crisis and had
captured only four legislative seats. The party to the socialist's immediate
right-the UCD-had captured only twelve seats, suffering what one an-
alyst called the most disastrous electoral decline "of any ruling party in
European history" (Share 1989, p. 101).

The deepening of the structural reform program involved serious elec-
toral risks, but party leaders recognized that their competition was weak
and that the risks of lost votes were therefore not overwhelming. The
party lost 3 million votes between the elections of 1982 and 1986 but still
maintained an absolute majority in the legislature for its second term. An
electorally weak and politically divided party (such as the UCD) could
never have withstood the loss of votes that a deepened structural adjust-
ment program inevitably involved.

The party's position in the state bureaucracy was a second major factor
accounting for its capacity to implement successful structural reforms.
The bureaucratic conflicts and changes that gave the UCD reforms an
image of fragmentation were almost absent under the PSOE. The first
Gonzalez cabinet was revised only once in four years, and the second
(starting in July 1986) underwent no changes at all (Bar, Blondel, and
Muller-Rommel 1988, p. 105). Felipe Gonzalez took no votes in cabinet
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meetings and made the final cabinet decisions himself (GonzAlez 1985;
Bar, Blondel, and Muller-Rommel 1988, p. 117).

Economic policymaking was concentrated in the hands of Miguel
Boyer, who drew three previously separate economics ministries together
under his own command and became known as the superministro. His
personal qualities enabled him to function as a sort of capstone, holding
the key components of the political-economic class together (MorAn
1990, p. 353). He had been in the party since the early 1960s and had
been a friend to GonzAlez since the latter arrived in Madrid, long before
democratization. He was a well-known and well-respected economist
who not only influenced the economic thinking of the president himself
but had the contacts and experience in private and public industry critical
to reconstructing business confidence. His additional work experience in
the Bank of Spain had enabled him to gain a good knowledge of the
nation's economic bureaucracy. Equally important, he was an influential
professor of macroeconomics at the University of Madrid. His early
morning classes-taught before he began work at his other posts-were
an important training ground for the younger economists who would
participate in and reinforce Spain's economic liberalization. 7

As Boyer maintained control of the top levels of the economic bureau-
cracy, the party made important changes in other areas. Policy imple-
mentation was further facilitated by the insertion of political appointees
in intermediate posts in the administrative service, and some thirty ad-
ministrators (including three men who had been ministers under Franco)
were fired from state enterprises (Cambio 16, January 17, 1983). The
Ministry of Industry, which was pivotal to restructuring industry, was
put in the hands of Carlos Solchaga, another proponent of liberalization.

These changes gave the PSOE's economic policy an air of coherence that
the UCD'S policies never had. Boyer admitted to making a special effort to
create a policymaking bureaucracy that "would make incoherence and
discrepancies extremely difficult" (Boyer Salvador 1983, p. 39), and
business magazines reported that "the only ideas which reign in [the
Presidential Palace] are those of economic rationality" (Dinero, Septem-
ber 10,1984, p. 13).

The PSOE'S cohesive economic bureaucracy insulated it from trade
unionists, if not from business elites. Unionists from the General Union
of Workers feared that the economics bureaucracy was instigating entre-
preneurs to be even less concessionary than they would normally be, and
the press reported that unionists had come to fear secret agreements
between PSOE technocrats and the CEOE (Dominguez 1990, p. 92; El
Pais, December 1, 1984, p. 43). Direct contact between GonzAlez and
the secretary general of the union was rare (El Pais, January 8, 1984).
Not surprisingly, when unions protested pension reforms and helped
precipitate Boyer's resignation in 1985, the deepening of structural ad-
justment continued under the leadership of Boyer's replacement, Carlos
Solchaga.
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Conclusions

The constraints emanating from domestic institutions reveal much
about why and when the implementation of different aspects of Spain's
structural adjustment programs proved successful. Yet, why was a struc-
tural adjustment program adopted in the first place? The question is
most interesting in regard to the PSOE because a party with a large
working-class constituency would be expected not to adopt such a posi-
tion. What made the PSOE willing to take the risks of implementing a
more complete structural adjustment program?

The answer to this question has a great deal to do with Spain's long-
standing and widely felt desire to gain entrance into the European Com-
munity. The consensus on joining the community had been reasonably
high at the mass level since at least 1968 (anonymous 1985, p. 293;
interviews with PSOE officials, Madrid, January 1992). By 1977, there
was a very broad consensus on this goal and on the goal of becoming like
other European democracies in a more general sense as well.

The desire of Spaniards of all classes to enter the European Commu-
nity and compete effectively with other European economies facilitated
the sacrifices necessary for structural adjustment. State policymakers al-
most always rationalized their actions to control inflation, restructure
industry, increase the flexibility of labor markets, or tighten fiscal policy
with European comparisons.

Their arguments proved convincing because Spanish civil society was
also thinking in terms of Europe. The militants in Spanish trade unions
had important fraternal links with unions in the states of the European
Community, and millions of working-class Spaniards had first-hand
knowledge of Europe through immigration. The leadership of the CEOE

was solidly behind the idea of Europeanization, too (Pascual 1984, pp.
17-92; Perez-Diaz 1987b, p. 157; Carlos Ferrer in El Pais, March 9,
1981). Most important perhaps, the European model was well known
and well regarded among the Spanish voting public. Decades of tourism,
television, and travel had given them a positive (if somewhat distorted)
image of their ultimate economic goal.

Spain's economists reinforced the idea that there was "no other choice"
by offering no serious policy alternatives (interviews with economists,
Madrid and Barcelona, July 1991 and January 1992). There was, of
course, debate within the PSOE about the merits of structural adjustment,
but almost all trained economists agreed on the need for structural re-
form. The merits of economic liberalization had been extolled in Spain's
macroeconomics classes since at least the time of the first stabilization
program in 1959. One of the legacies of that program's success was a
fairly homogeneous community of macroeconomic teachings. This ho-
mogeneity helps explain why the blueprints for economic policy varied so
little from one ruling party to another. Most macroeconomists in most
parties had heard the same lectures, read the same books, and adopted
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the same basic principles. 8 These lessons were reinforced again and again
by foreign economists in international lending agencies. The outcome of
the PSOE'S initiatives seemed less uncertain as a result.

The outcome of the PSOE'S initiatives also seemed less risky because
Spaniards were familiar with the meaning of structural adjustment by
1982. Prior to the socialists' adoption of a reform program, Spain had
undertaken successful structural adjustment in 1959 and then again, to
some extent, under the UCD. Most important, structural adjustment was
always presented as part of Spain's preparation for the European Com-
munity. The agreement to enter the European Community not only made
the PSOE'S structural adjustment program more palatable, it also stimu-
lated a faster and stronger growth response from business.

A comparison of political constraints on the domestic front explains
both the differences and the similarities between the UCD and PSOE initia-
tives. The UCD made progress in controlling inflation and (before the
second oil shock) in improving the balance of trade. The PSOE program
continued these corrections and went even further into industrial and
pension restructuring, privatization, and labor flexibility. Investment fi-
nally began to rise in 1985, just as the socialist's first term in office was
coming to an end. The jobs created through new investment were far
from sufficient to end double-digit unemployment, and high unemploy-
ment and deficit spending remained intractable problems for both the
UCD and the PSOE.

Three major factors explain the pattern of policy implementation just
described. The strength of the ruling party is the most obvious. Eco-
nomic reform programs are much more likely to be delayed and compro-
mised if the ruling party lacks a legislative majority. Without internal
solidarity and centralized leadership, the party cannot attain the minis-
terial coordination that a full-fledged adjustment program requires.

The relations between the ruling party and labor seem to be an impor-
tant explanation for successful structural adjustment as well. Parties with
organizational and personal links to the actors most likely to object to
the reforms occupy the best position to strike the bargains that a deep-
ened reform process requires.

A third explanation for successful structural reform concerns timing
and political distance from the uncertainties of the transition to democ-
racy itself. The UCD did not enjoy a policy honeymoon because it was
burdened with engineering the transition to democracy and with con-
structing a new party. Structural adjustment threatened both these goals
for the UCD. The risks of structural adjustment had, however, diminished
a great deal by the time the PSOE came to power. The economic risks of
deepening the adjustment program seemed lower for at least three rea-
sons. Economists seemed to have reached a consensus on what needed to
be done. The proximity of "Europe 1992" made the changes seem un-
avoidable. And, finally, the risks of more gradual initiatives had been
amply demonstrated by the problems of the previous administration.
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By 1982, the ruling party's political risks had altered along with the
international economy. King Juan Carlos had shown himself to be not
only a powerful symbol of national unity but also a staunch defender of
democracy. The implications of policy-related strikes and demonstra-
tions were less grave because Spain's democracy was basically consoli-
dated. The costs of lost votes were diminished because the parties to the
PSOE'S left and right posed no credible electoral threat. Most important,
the Spanish public (including the working class) had shown itself to be
moderate in ideology and willing to make short-term sacrifices for the
long-term benefits of membership in the European Community.

This brings the discussion to the major international factor explaining
the differences in the UCD and PSOE policies. Membership in the Eu-
ropean Community provided an appealing political rationale for struc-
tural adjustment. Once the terms were secured, membership provided
new incentives for growth and better access to foreign borrowing. Since
the terms of membership were not finalized until the PSOE came to power,
the beneficial effects of membership on structural adjustment were
delayed.

What was the role of democratic institutions in general in the process?
Democratic institutions raised the costs of structural adjustment, in a
sense, because electoral considerations forced both the UCD and the PSOE

to use state resources to compensate potential voters for short-term mate-
rial losses. This is one of the reasons why neither party was able to
eliminate deficit spending. Overall, though, democratic institutions
helped the process of structural adjustment in Spain. Despite difficulties,
the creation of democratic institutions assisted Spain's adjustment pro-
cess because it gave greater credibility to the reformers and the reforms.
This comparison of structural adjustment under centrist and socialist
parties in Spain shows that the adjustment process actually became easier
as political democracy was consolidated.

Notes
1. The actual level at the time was only 5.1 percent-a figure leaders in the developing

world would probably envy-but in the context of Spain, this seemed both high and
ominous.

2. All dollar amounts are U.S. dollars. A billion is 1,000 million.
3. The D'Hondt method, also known as the "highest average" method, determines seat

allocation by dividing the total number of votes received by a party by the number of seats
already designated to the party plus one. In the first round of counting, when no seats have
been assigned, the first seat is awarded to the party with the most votes (the denominator
equals 1, since 0 + I = 1). To allocate the second seat, the denominator remains I for all
parties save the largest party, which because it already has a seat now has a denominator of
2. Distribution continues until all seats are distributed. This system tends to favor the most
popular parties and to penalize "small parties in the extreme" unless party strength is
distributed across many parties or there are many seats to be determined for each district
(thus requiring many rounds of allocation, which benefits the smaller parties). The over-
whelming predominance of the UCD and PSOE (alternately the first and second parry in
forty-six of the fifty districts) and the small number of seats in each district (only six
provinces have ten or more seats) guaranteed the overrepresentation of the two largest
parties. See Gunther, Sani, and Shabad 1988, pp. 47-50.
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4. Calvo Sotelo was the ucD leader who became Spain's prime minister in January 1981
after Suarez resigned.

5. The UCD'S labor ministers were Manuel Jimenez de Parga, Rafael Calvo Ortega,
Salvador Sanchez Teran, and Felix Perez Miyares.

6. In 1978, only 11 percent of all hires were of this type (see Fina, Meixide, and Toharia
1989, p. 123). The Workers Commissions claimed that the PSOE had created a "paradise for
temporary work" and that by 1986 only 9 percent of all new contracts were permanent (see
Gutierrez 1990, p. 114). By 1990, the percentage of salaried workers with temporary
contracts again fell to 30 percent. This caused an increase in the need for unemployment
benefits (see Segura and others 1991, p. 71).

7. Just a few days after his election, GonzAlez dined privately with CEOE leaders Carlos
Ferrer, Jose Maria Cuevas, and Carlos Perez de Bricio to discuss PSOE economic policy and
to announce that Miguel Boyer would be economics, finance, and commerce minister.
Boyer, who was well known and well respected in the business community, attended the
dinner along with Alfonso Guerra (see Diaz-Varela and Guindal 1990, p. 2 19).

8. The Centro de Investigaciones Sociol6gicas conducted research in 1968 suggesting
that 74 percent of the adult population supported entry.
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Turkey: Democratization
and Adjustmentfrom Above

ZIYA ONI1 AND STEVEN B. WEBB

TURKEY IN THE I980S UNDERTOOK BOTH MAJOR STRUCTURAL REFORMS

of its economy and the restoration of democracy. In many respects it
succeeded on both fronts, but it completed only part of the agenda for
democratization and had some conspicuous failures of economic policy.
These were closely linked with the way in which the program became
subservient to short-term political concerns. The Turkish experience il-
lustrates how a small group of technocrats outside the traditional bu-
reaucracy, organized under a strong leader, can play a key role in initiat-
ing and implementing structural adjustment policies. Turkey's transition
to democracy was controlled from above, as the military and the suc-
ceeding government gradually broadened the scope for popular partici-
pation in politics. This helped to contain distributional pressures and to
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Sunar, Paulo Viera da Cunha, and participants at the May 1992 conference on Voting for
Reform: The Political Economy of Structural Adjustment in New Democracies. Any errors
that remain are the responsibility of the authors. Bilin Neyapti provided excellent research
assistance. Interviews with the following persons were also insightful: Sabri Akdemir,
Nurcan Akturk, Jeffrey B3lkind, Yavuz Canevi, Omer Dinck6k, Yavuz Ege, Gazi Ercel,
Deniz Kirazci, Ercan Kumcu, Mieko Nishimizu, Enver Tawoglu, Okan Ucer, and various
business leaders.
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maintain the principal reform measures in the initial years of political
liberalization.

Political liberalization from above kept power concentrated in the ex-
ecutive, however, and became a disadvantage during the later stages of
the adjustment process, when Turkey faced the challenge of simul-
taneously sustaining the momentum of reform and extending the scope
of democracy. Thus, paradoxically, a concentrated and insulated poli-
cymaking process, which helped to initiate and implement reform during
the early stages, progressively became a liability for sustaining the pro-
gram. The top-down political liberalization perpetuated the paternalistic
tradition of Turkish government and its lack of strong consultative links
with peak associations of interest groups. This undermined the consol-
idation of both reform and democracy. Because peak associations were
weak, the party system bore undue pressure to mobilize political support
for the government's economic program.

Political developments affected the prospects for economic reform in
diverse ways that are well illustrated by the evolution of trade and mac-
roeconomic policies. Trade reforms succeeded in making the Turkish
economy more efficient and much more outward oriented, and the eco-
nomic success of the reforms engendered political support for them.
Output grew steadily, and exports grew spectacularly during the 1980s
(see table 5-1). The government and ruling party usually reaped only part
of these political benefits, however, and efforts to use trade policy to get
explicit voter support led to partial reversals of the program.

In contrast to trade, fiscal policy witnessed frequent, serious reversals.
The resulting high inflation, high real interest rates, unstable real ex-
change rate, and uncertainty about future fiscal policy made economic
recovery slower and less stable than it could have been. The ruling party
of 1983-91 paid the political price for these failures, although it also
reaped some short-term political benefits from the spending and credit
policies that underlay the macroeconomic problems.

This chapter starts with a historical overview of the political and eco-
nomic transformation in Turkey, followed by a section describing the
institutions involved formally and informally in making economic policy.
These include the constitution, bureaucracy, political parties, and inter-
est groups. The third section looks at how these institutions and the
dynamics of the democratization process affected the evolution of trade
and macroeconomic policy. The final section draws lessons from the
Turkish experience for the political management of policy reform.

Historical Overview

The political developments in Turkey in the 1980s can be usefully
broken into four periods: the political crisis up to the time of the military
intervention, the military interregnum, the initiation of democracy, and
the consolidation of democracy.



Table 5-1. Economic Indicators in Turkey, 1975-90
(percent unless noted)
Turkey 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Growth in
GDP 8.9 8.4 7.5 -2.9 2.1 -0.8 4.4 5.0 3.7 5.7 5.1 8.3 7.4 3.6 1.0 -

Realexports 2.0 21.0 -18.0 14.0 -9.0 4.0 85.0 40.0 14.0 20.0 12.0 -1.0 27.0 20.0 5.0 10.0
Money - 23.4 33.8 36.5 61.7 74.4 88.2 51.1 29.7 58.7 55.3 43.8 45.6 55.0 72.0 51.4

Inflation (current
price index) - 17.0 27.0 45.0 59.0 110.0 37.0 31.0 31.0 48.0 45.0 35.0 39.0 75.0 70.0 64.0

Ratio to GDPOf
Current account

deficit -4.6 -4.9 -6.6 -2.4 -2.0 -6.0 -3.4 -1.8 -3.8 -2.8 -1.9 -2.5 -1.2 2.3 1.2 -2.4
Exports of goods

and services 6.5 7.0 4.9 5.7 4.9 6.6 10.4 14.9 15.7 i9.6 20.9 17.6 20.8 24.6 22.5 15.6
Public sector

borrowing
requirement - - - - - - -1.1 5.3 1.7 9.7 6.4 4.8 8.0 6.1 7.2 9.5

Ratio to exports of
Foreign debt

service 11.0 11.0 16.0 16.0 21.0 28.0 29.0 29.0 29.0 23.0 32.0 32.0 33.0 35.0 34.0 37.0
Foreigndebt- 136.0 127.0 192.0 219.0 318.0 403.0 255.0 205.0 200.0 170.0 177.0 239.0 223.0 193.0 193.0 219.0



Real, dollar-

weighted

exchange rate

index 195 194 206 204 231 243 178 143 144 119 100 114 128 137 il1 145

Real wages in

manufacturing

Consumer price
index deflated 107 112 133 138 142 119 125 119 118 104 100 96 102 97 94 -

Wholesale price

index deflated 101 109 126 124 115 107 121 118 118 103 100 100 111 111 110 -

tJnemployment rate - - - 7.8 9.7 11.6 11.6 11.7 12.1 11.8 11.7 10.5 9.5 8.0 8.1 7.7

- Not available.
Note: For indexes, 1985 = 100.

a. Public and publicly guaranteed debt.

Source: IMF data; World Bank staff estimates; United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO); State Planning Organization; State Institute of Statistics
1991.
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Political Crisis

The first period stretches back into the 1970s, when the economic and
political systems were experiencing increasing difficulties. The import-
substitution strategy of the 19 60s and 1970s generated an economy
highly dependent on imports and foreign borrowing but with limited
capacity to export. The government borrowed imprudently to mitigate
the growth-retarding impact of the first oil shock but could not borrow
its way out of the second shock in 1979. Foreign lenders had cut off
credit to Turkey after a debt crisis in 1977, and by 1979 other foreign
exchange inflows were declining, as workers abroad reduced their remit-
tances and exports declined because of exchange rate overvaluation and
shortages of imported inputs. The oil shock of 1979, then, resulted in a
severe balance of payments crisis that forced the country to curtail im-
ports and produced shortages of essentials.

Political instability increased along with economic instability during
the late 1970s. Political violence, already serious, worsened in the course
of 1979. A series of coalition governments failed to stabilize the econ-
omy, much less to adopt the reforms required to avert a crisis. Turkey had
a program with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 1978, which
was canceled because lack of fundamental reforms made the program go
off track. Another IMF program, negotiated in the summer of 1979 by the
center-left government of social democrat Bulent Ecevit, was well on its
way to a similar fate by the end of the year (Okyar 1983). At the begin-
ning of 1980, Turkey was unable to import the essentials for surviving
the winter: oil, coal, and coffee. Many homes and government buildings
went without heat in that exceptionally cold winter.

In November 1979, a center-right coalition headed by Suleyman Demi-
rel took over and brought in a new economic team, led by Turgut Ozal.
To end the crisis, the government introduced a major package of adjust-
ment measures in January 1980. Initially, it mainly addressed the debt
crisis and balance of payments problem, but it started the process of
reorienting all policy toward a market-based economy. Strikes and politi-
cal violence continued through the summer, aggravated in part by the
economic dislocation originating from the adjustment.

Military Interregnum

The military took over in September 1980, dissolving Parliament, out-
lawing political parties and radical unions, arresting political leaders-
executing some-and suspending many political and human rights. The
military kept Ozal as head of the economic team. Structural adjustment
continued under military leadership, although the Turkish military did
not traditionally favor open trade and market-oriented economic poli-
cies. The military was divided over Ozal's plans to reduce the role of the
state in running the economy, but it could not argue with his success in
stimulating exports and securing foreign financing.
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In June 1982, the Banker's Crisis, in which Turkey's largest money
broker and securities house collapsed, led to Ozal's resignation and re-
placement by Adnan Baser Kafaoglu, a military man with a more tradi-
tional etatist orientation. The military had only a vague vision of a mixed
economy; it only knew that it did not want communism and did not want
any scandal or financial crisis. In the remaining year of military govern-
ment, policy deteriorated as budget deficits deepened and the exchange
rate was increasingly overvalued. This episode illustrates that the mili-
tary was not the primary force behind the policy reform movement and
that it followed policies that would sustain its popularity in the short run.

The military anticipated that it would have five or six years to restore
political and macroeconomic stability, but it had even less. In the tradi-
tion of previous military interventions, all sides accepted that military
rule would be temporary. Once the political violence was stopped, public
opinion from all but the extreme right called for a return to democracy.
The Europeans and Americans also wanted a return to democracy, and
former U.S. Secretary of State Alexander Haig pressed the issue during
his visit to Turkey in September of 1983.

Initiating Democracy

In November 1982, a new constitution was adopted by referendum,
and a year later the military permitted elections. Strict limits were placed
on party participation, and only three parties were allowed to contest the
election. The newly formed Motherland Party (ANAP), led by Ozal, won
the election, defeating the parties endorsed by the military, and took
power. The rest of the 1980s witnessed a series of elections that broad-
ened the scope of democratic control and participation. Although eco-
nomic reform and political liberalization on one front or another contin-
ued through the 1980s, there were also important delays and reversals of
reform, especially in deficit reduction, bank restructuring, and privatiza-
tion of state enterprises.

Turkey constitutes a unique case of structural adjustment because of
the continuity of its leadership. Turgut Ozal reemerged as prime minister
following the general elections of November 1983, and the ruling party
was centered around the core team that had designed and initiated the
structural adjustment program of 1980. A key part of ANAP'S political
appeal was the success of its economic program. Although the party
made appeals in other dimensions as well-distance from the military,
more distance from the left, some association with Islamic fundamental-
ism, and some appeals to Turkish nationalism-it repeatedly campaigned
in a referendum on its economic program.

The new government used the political honeymoon, following the
resumption of elected government, to pass quickly a second wave of
economic reforms focusing on the import regime and the capital account.
Soon after, in 1984, came a series of measures to liberalize the foreign
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investment regime. ANAP'S popularity was bolstered by high rates of
economic growth in the mid-1980s, which contrasted with the dismal
performance of the economy at the peak of the crisis. ANAP could portray
itself as the party of the new era, while projecting the reemerging opposi-
tion parties as institutions of an old order that had ended in abject
failure. In the local elections of 1984, six parties competed, and ANAP

received a strong plurality: 40 percent of the vote. The Social Democracy
Party followed with only 23 percent.

In 1985, when it was time to name a new chief of staff of the military,
the old chief nominated his successor, as was the custom. Ozal rejected
the nominee, however, and chose someone else. This was significant in
two ways. First, it demonstrated an unprecedented degree of civilian
control over the military and signaled a much reduced possibility of
another military takeover. Second, whereas the original nominee, like his
predecessor, was from the branch of the military that favored etatist
economic policy, Ozal chose a general who accepted the need for an
open, market-oriented economy.

Completing Democratization

Although the return to democracy started with the general elections of
November 1983, freely competitive politics in Turkey resumed only in
1987. Leading politicians of the pre-1980 period-notably, Demirel and
Ecevit-were permitted to contest the general elections of November
1987 after a ten-year ban on their participation in politics, originally
imposed by the military, was lifted early by a referendum in September
1987. After that point, Ozal increasingly diverted his attention from
economic policy toward purely political issues.

The general election in November 1987 proved to be a turning point in
the fortunes of both the ANAP government and the structural adjustment
process. In spite of a decisive victory, the further opening up of the
political system presented ANAP with a novel set of challenges that were
largely absent in the preceding era: the public reappearance of key politi-
cal figures of the pre-1980 order and the reemergence of distributional
pressures, particularly involving wages and agricultural subsidies. The
problem of macroeconomic instability continued and became more
severe.

The popularity of ANAP declined dramatically in the eighteen months
following its victory in the general election of 1987. The municipal elec-
tions of March 1989 proved to be a turning point, with ANAP emerging
as the third party, with a mere 22 percent of the vote. The party never
fully recovered. In 1989, Ozal was elected to the presidency (by the
ANAP-dominated Parliament) and, in accordance with the constitution,
resigned from the party. He still tried to run the party and the govern-
ment unofficially, through his successor Yildirim Akbulut, but his move
upward left a leadership vacuum in the ANAP government and allowed
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infighting between key policymakers. Ozal's election to the presidency
undermined the legitimacy of the government; opposition leaders, whose
parties had strong support in the most recent elections and polls, claimed
that he did not have a mandate to assume the presidency since ANAP had
received only 22 percent of the vote in the municipal elections. The
problems with internal coordination and domestic legitimacy weakened
implementation of the structural adjustment program.

Fiscal instability and chronically high inflation contributed to the loss
of popularity of ANAP in the late 1980s. Despite some improvement in its
electoral performance compared with 1989, it lost the general election of
October 1991. This election returned coalition politics to Turkey and
initiated a new era, following eight years of uninterrupted ANAP rule and
eleven years during which Ozal dominated economic policy. Agriculture
and labor were the principal losers in the structural adjustment process,
and these two groups determined the outcome of the 1991 election. They
were the principal bases of support for the two parties that became the
ruling coalition partners after the general election in November 1991: the
True Path Party (DYP) and the Social Democratic Populist Party (sHP).

Institutional Structure and Change

Before turning to a detailed chronology of the trade and macro-
economic policies in the periods outlined above, this section examines
the formal and informal institutions of decisionmaking, which have re-
ceived relatively little attention in previous studies of Turkish political
economy (Aricanhi and Rodrik 1990; Celasun and Rodrik 1989; Keyder
1987; Krueger and Turan 1993; Onis and Riedel 1993; Waterbury
1992). Although the structural adjustment process in Turkey in the
1980s was closely associated with the personality of Ozal, the political
and bureaucratic institutions were also important. He often took the
initiative in restructuring institutions, and the nature of these changes
affected the course of structural adjustment.

Formal and Informal Constitution of Decisionmaking

The transition to democracy involved changes in the constitution, but
the meaning of the document depended on the political culture inherited
from the past and on how it was interpreted in practice. The following
section lays out the features of the political culture and constitution that
were most relevant to economic policy.

POLITICAL CULTURE. A strong patrimonial state tradition, which
dates back to the Ottoman period, remains a key element of Turkey's
political culture (Heper 1985; Mardin 1973). Central to this tradition is
the idea of the "father state;' an institution that guarantees the livelihood
of broad strata of the population. For lower-income groups, a major
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form of provision involves employment opportunities within the large
public sector. For business groups, entrepreneurs, or producers, state
provision takes the form of a wide variety of subsidies. For example, the
founder and head of Turkey's largest industrial group, Vehbi Koc, cred-
ited the success of his firm and others like it, not to the energy and skill of
the entrepreneurs, but rather to the support of the state (Koc 1992).

A counterpart to the patrimonial state tradition in Turkey is the weak-
ness of autonomous interest associations and of their links to the state.
Politicians and bureaucrats will not enter into institutionalized contact
with interest organizations concerning the formation and implementa-
tion of policy. The weakness of links with formal interest associations
encourages the development of extensive patron-client networks and,
under the constraints of parliamentary democracy, leads to attempts to
build up popular support through the dispersion of patronage on a large
scale.

This tradition affected the structural adjustment process in two ways.
First, a highly centralized and insulated state apparatus helped to initiate
stabilization and structural adjustment and to maintain the momentum
of the process during its early stages. The absence of strong formal links
with interest associations or organized groups in civil society proved to
be a disadvantage, however, during the later stages of structural adjust-
ment. At that time, the problem became one of consolidating, institu-
tionalizing, and maintaining the momentum of the economic reform
process.

The consolidation of democracy itself was also emerging as an overrid-
ing objective. Consequently, the strength of the state in being able to
dispense patronage did not carry over to-and indeed weakened-its
ability to create a growth-oriented market environment. It lacked the
political strength to discipline firms and resist rent-seeking pressure. Al-
though the paternalistic political culture continued in Turkey, civil society
strengthened somewhat after 1983, and developments such as reduced
tolerance for corruption signaled the rise of an alternate, more modern
political culture.

ELECTORAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES. Constitutional changes
in the 1980s restored democracy only in stages and assured that some
elements from each previous stage would remain for a time. Compared
with the typical European parliamentary system, the Turkish constitu-
tion of 1982 granted the president and prime minister more power than
other parts of government. At first, General Erven, who had led the
military takeover, remained president after 1983, and then in 1989 Par-
liament elected Ozal, head of the ruling party, to be president. Also, the
participation of parties and of former politicians was severely circum-
scribed in 1983, and only beginning in 1987 could a broad spectrum of
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parties and politicians participate fully in elections and Parliament. Par-
ties based on economic groups, regions, and ethnicity were expressly
forbidden.

The electoral system, first used in 1983 and modified just before the
elections of 1987, was consciously designed to eliminate minor parties,
especially regional ones, and to avoid the instability associated with
coalition governments in the late 1970s. The military directly tackled the
problem of an excessive number of parties by only allowing three parties
(ANAP, the Populist Party, and the National Democracy Party) to contest
the 1983 elections. In the 1987 and 1991 general elections, the multiple-
member-constituency electoral system with high thresholds was the key
indirect instrument that effectively excluded minor parties from represen-
tation. A party had to pass both a national threshold of 10 percent and a
local threshold that depended on the nature of the electoral district. If a
party failed to satisfy the national requirement, it could not return depu-
ties anywhere, regardless of its performance in a particular electoral
district. Minor parties were particularly disadvantaged in small electoral
districts.'

In 1987, the four minor parties received 20 percent of the vote and
thus elected no deputies (see table 5-2). Yet, their presence had a signifi-
cant impact because it shifted the balance away from the two major
opposition parties and to the governing party. The electoral system en-
abled ANAP to receive two-thirds of the seats in Parliament with only 36
percent of the total vote. The weak popular mandate reduced its ability
to confront public opinion, but it was still in a better position than if it
had headed a minority government.

RULE BY DECREE AND THE ROLE OF PARLIAMENT. The military inter-
lude and the constitution of 1982, which set the terms for returning to
democracy, concentrated power at the center. The pattern of a strong
executive and a weak Parliament continued after democracy was rees-
tablished in 1983. A central feature of the ANAP governments was a
concentrated decisionmaking structure, with the responsibility for key
economic decisions being confined to the prime minister, an inner or core
cabinet, and a small group of top-level bureaucrats. The dominance of
the executive over the Parliament and even over the peripheral cabinet
was reflected in the emergence of government decrees as the major instru-
ment for introducing policy changes during the period. These decrees
offered flexibility and could introduce decisions rapidly without unneces-
sary delays or inertia. Yet, the propensity to rely on government decrees
rather than on legislation often led to arbitrary decisionmaking. Govern-
ment decrees frequently changed policy and caused uncertainty on the
part of economic agents, leading to shorter investment horizons and
reducing the credibility of the adjustment measures.



Table 5-2. Results of Major National and Municipal Elections in Turkey, 1983-91
(percentage of total)

General General General

elections, elections, elections,

November 1983 Municipal elections, November 1987 Municipal elections, October 1991

Party Vote Seats March 1984 vote Vote Seats March 1989 vote Vote Seats

Motherland Party (ANAP) 45.0 53.0 40.0 36.0 66.0 22.0 24.0 26.0

Populist Party 31.0 29.0 8.0 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Social Democratic Party n.a. n.a. 23.0 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Social Democratic Populist Party n.a. n.a. n.a. 25.0 22.0 29.0 21.0 20.0

(SHP)

°o True Path Party (DYP) n.a. n.a. 13.0 19.0 12.0 25.0 27.0 40.0

Democratic Left Party (DSP) n.a. n.a. n.a. 9.0 n.a. 9.0 11.0 2.0

Nationalist Work Party n.a. n.a. n.a. 3.0 n.a. 4.0 n.a. n.a.

National Democracy Party 23.0 18.0 7.0 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Welfare Party n.a. n.a. 4.0 7.0 n.a. 10.0 17.0' 14.0'

Reformist Democracy Party n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.8 n.a. 0.9 n.a. n.a.

Socialist Party n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.4 n.a.

Independents 1.0 n.a. 2.0 0.5 n.a. 0.6 0.1 n.a.

n.a. Not applicable; did not participate.
Note: Numbers may not total 100 because of rounding or lack of voter preference.

a. Includes Nationalist Work Party, which joined the Welfare Party in a coalition.
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Political Parties

The military outlawed all political parties when it took over in 1980.
When democracy returned in 1983, all parties had to have new names,
and they could not have explicit links to economic interest groups or
regions. To some extent, old wine ended up in bottles very similar to the
old ones, except for the labels. A few major realignments occurred,
however, and the economic platforms were all substantially different.
The structural adjustment experience fundamentally changed the issues
of debate on economic policy.

THE RULING PARTY. The base of support for ANAP was predominantly
urban and from groups other than unionized workers, as the distribution
of votes by provinces during the general elections of 1991 reveals. ANAP'S

best performance was registered in Istanbul, where the party won thirty-
three out of fifty seats (with DYP and SHP gaining a mere five seats each).
In Izmir and Ankara, ANAP also did well but by smaller margins. Among
the major urban centers, Adana was the only one where ANAP lost, which
is not surprising given its agricultural hinterland. The pro-urban charac-
ter of ANAP is also confirmed by its good record in the comparatively
prosperous provinces of the Aegean region in the west.

ANAP started as a coalition, with a liberal wing and a conservative
wing (Ergiider 1991b). Religion was important for securing the loyalty
of the conservative faction and for holding the basic coalition together.
Ozal himself was closely associated with the Islamic fundamentalist party
(the National Salvation Party) for which he ran for Parliament and lost in
1977, and his older brother was a well-known religious leader. Thus,
ANAP had widespread appeal in the 1980s because it represented a mix-
ture of neoliberal and Islamic ideologies, without choosing between
them. ANAP's electoral base changed after major losses in the municipal
elections of March 1989. Compared with the 1987 election, the losses
were particularly pronounced in urban centers (takmak 1990). During
the 1980s, ANAP confronted SHP in urban centers and DYP in rural areas.
In the elections of 1991, ANAP lost some of its support to the Welfare
Party, which had a strong Islamic orientation, and consolidated its posi-
tion particularly in the districts of the Inner Anatolia region. After shed-
ding its religious or conservative components under new leadership in the
beginning of the 1990s, ANAP emerged in the election of 1991 with a
more homogeneous outlook as an urban-centered and secular party,
committed to the neoliberal model. It became an attractive choice for the
relatively prosperous strata and the managerial and business elites. The
result was a party with a much diminished electoral base.

What explains ANAP's electoral success in the 1980s, particularly con-
sidering the intense distributional problems generated by the structural
adjustment program? At least well into 1990, the electoral fortunes of
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ANAP were closely tied to the popularity and performance of its leader.
Ozal played a major role in the success of ANAP between 1983 and 1987.
He portrayed himself as a leader with influence abroad and as the archi-
tect of the new program for economic recovery. Equally striking was his
ability to portray the crisis of the late 1970s, the most acute crisis in
recent Turkish history, as the failure of the opposition. He projected
ANAP as a new party with a novel economic program for the 1980s and
other parties as a continuation of the pre-1980 politics whose policies
had already been tried and ended in abject failure. Ozal bolstered his
position as leader of the party by keeping tight party discipline, choosing
candidates, and dispensing with those who deviated from the party line.

It might appear paradoxical to view ANAP as a party of the new era,
since it was one of the three parties allowed to contest the general elec-
tions of November 1983. ANAP was not, however, the party that the top
military leadership wished to see in government after the 1983 elections.
The military implicitly backed the National Democracy Party headed by
an ex-general, Turgut Sunalp. Part of ANAP'S unexpected success in 1983
derived from being the party that dissociated itself most from the mili-
tary. It also helped that Ozal had been out of office since the Banker's
Crisis of June 1982.

As was traditional, particularly for parties on the right, ANAP used
patron-client networks to maintain support. The electorate expected dis-
proportionate benefits to come from close association with the top party
leadership. For example, ANAP did well around Malatya, Ozal's home-
town, and in provinces on the east coast of the Black Sea region, home of
Mesut Yilmaz, the party leader in 1990-91. Employment opportunities
in the public enterprise sector and bureaucracy were the traditional ave-
nues for patronage, and that is a major reason why Turkey's public sector
remained largely intact throughout the 1980s. Credit from public banks
and frequent rescue operations for troubled private firms also distributed
patronage. The public sector continued to dominate the financial system,
and, in fact, the share of total bank credit held by public banks expanded
during the 1980s. Lucrative public sector contracts and preferential ac-
cess to the output of public enterprises, which was being sold at prices
that lagged behind inflation, constituted other avenues through which
firms favored by the government could benefit in return for political
support.

Two new means of disposing patronage emerged during the 1980s:
extrabudgetary funds and local budgets. Through extrabudgetary funds,
discussed in detail later, ANAP governments directed public expenditures
to specific groups or regions with the explicit objective of attracting
electoral support. Local governments distributed patronage not only
through their spending but also through their authority, which ANAP

transferred to them, to issue construction licenses.
ANAP'S success also derived from the relative weakness of the opposi-
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tion. Opposition parties in Turkey enjoyed much less access to state
resources than the governing party. By controlling the large public sector,
ANAP used patronage to augment its electoral base. The weakness of the
opposition parties during most of the 1980s, however, was not due pri-
marily to their weak financial base but rather to their inability to formu-
late a coherent and convincing alternative to the government's economic
program.

Finally, part of ANAP'S success derived from the electoral laws de-
scribed above. This was particularly true in the 1987 elections, in which
the party increased its share of seats in the Parliament while receiving a
declining share of the national vote.

OPPOSITION PARTIES. After the transition to democracy started in
1983, two major opposition parties arose: the Social Democratic Popu-
list Party (SHP) and the True Path Party (DYP), which descended directly
from the two principal political parties of the pre-1980 era. The SHP may
be regarded as the reincarnation of the Republican People's Party, which
dated back to the very beginning of the republic in 1923. The Republican
People's Party was the dominant institution in the single-party era until
multiparty democracy began in 1950. Subsequently, in the late 1960s, it
became the center-left Social Democratic Party. After the 1984 municipal
election, the Populist Party merged with the Social Democratic Party,
which participated only in the 1984 municipal election, to become the
Social Democratic Populist Party and the principal center-left party in the
1980s. Compared with the Populist Party, the SHP was a more typical
social democratic party in its prolabor stance and electoral base.

Starting with the municipal election of 1984, the number of parties in
an election was no longer limited, and several new parties emerged.
Ecevit (initially acting through his wife) started another socialist party,
the Party of the Democratic Left (DSP), as a vehicle for his return to
political life, because he did not regard the SHP as a true social demo-
cratic party. The Prosperity Party also formed as a reincarnation of the
National Salvation Party, representing Islamic fundamentalism. The
Communist Party and the parties based on ethnicity (mainly Kurdish)
were still banned, however, as were former politicians until 1987.

After 1983, the SHP drew its support primarily from urban wage earn-
ers and lower- and middle-level public sector employees. Although it was
the main political outlet for wage earners and lower-income groups, its
links with the union movement remained weak. This was mostly due to
constitutional restrictions on the interaction between political parties and
interest group associations. It was also partly due to the failure of party
leadership to develop links with unionized wage earners, particularly
when the regime loosened up at the end of the 1980s. They took for
granted the votes of industrial union members. The party remained the
principal opposition party until the elections of November 1991. For
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most of the decade, redistribution in favor of lower-income groups con-
stituted the focal point of the party's economic program. Important ele-
ments of the party's etatist heritage remained intact throughout the
1980s.

In the municipal elections of March 1989, the social democrats in-
creased their share of votes nationally and won most of the key munici-
palities. Ironically, ANAP'S partial recovery during the general elections of
1991 was predominantly an urban phenomenon and occurred at the
expense of the social democrats. This may be explained by factors inde-
pendent of the process of structural adjustment. Social democrats re-
mained deeply divided into two parties (the SHP and DSP) and into fac-
tions within the SHP. In addition to internal conflicts, the weakness of the
left was accentuated by its almost exclusive focus on redistribution with
no serious discussion of how a major redistribution program would be
compatible with acceptable rates of saving, investment, and economic
growth. Consequently, social democrats could not come up with an eco-
nomic program that would allow them to win an outright majority. The
international climate, in which market-oriented reforms represented an
almost universal phenomenon, also weakened the appeal of the left.

Undoubtedly, a major contributor to the sharp decline in the SHP'S

popularity was the poor performance of its municipal governments dur-
ing the 1989-91 period, partly because of management problems and
partly because of the broader economic context, including the tendency
of the ANAP government to offer less funding to cities run by the SHP.

Also, the DYP offered a populist but less ideological alternative, which
gained it votes in a number of traditional strongholds of the SHP.

The DYP was the clear successor to the Justice Party, the principal
center-right party of the pre-1980 era (Acar 1991). Demirel led the Jus-
tice Party with a charismatic style up to September 1980 and resumed
leadership of the DYP after the referendum in 1987. The DYP drew its
support primarily from rural areas and small business. Rural support
proved to be a considerable asset, since more than 40 percent of the
population in Turkey still lives in rural areas and is employed in agricul-
ture. The vote of the agricultural regions was decisive for the DYP'S

emergence as the leading party in 1991. Both the SHP and DYP differed
from ANAP in their explicit concern with income distribution and the
position of lower-income groups.

Although the major parties converged on most key aspects of the
structural adjustment program by the early 1990s, important differences
between ANAP and the other parties remained. There was a consensus on
the irreversibility of trade and capital account liberalization as well as on
the importance of the key institutions of the neoliberal model, such as the
capital market and the foreign exchange market. There was not, how-
ever, a similar consensus concerning reform of the public sector; both the
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SHP and DYP were less disposed to privatization than ANAP, which cer-
tainly did not move quickly on the issue either.

Interest Groups

Compared with corporatism in Western Europe, the peak interest asso-
ciations of business and labor contributed little to the formation or im-
plementation of policy in the 1980s, in spite of the privileged position of
private business. The insulation of the executive policymaking elite from
societal and interest group pressures proved to be a decisive advantage
for initiating and implementing the early phases of the structural adjust-
ment program. Yet, as the restoration of democracy brought new distri-
butional claims into the picture in the second half of the 1980s, the
pattern of insulated decisionmaking increasingly became a disadvantage
for sustaining macroeconomic discipline and the overall momentum of
the program.

BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS. The interaction between government and
business occurred mainly at a personal level, involving direct contacts
between key entrepreneurs, on the one hand, and the prime minister plus
a small core of ministers and top-level bureaucrats, on the other (Bugra
1991; Heper 1991). Business and government had more contact with one
another in the late 1980s, as senior officials and sometimes Ozal himself
attended the Taksim Round Table discussions, and they went together on
missions abroad to promote Turkish exports. Indeed, the chance to meet
with Ozal sometimes became more important than the promotion of
exports. Also, by the late 1980s, the young business leaders of TUSIAD

(the Turkish Industrialists' and Businessmen's Association) were meeting
regularly with senior bureaucrats at the treasury and the central bank to
discuss a variety of broad policy issues. The contacts did not go farther to
become part of the official decision process, however. This occurred
partly because the constitution of 1982 restricted the activities of interest
groups, but also because Turkey had a paternalistic state tradition, with a
strong center confronting a weakly organized periphery and civil society
(Heper 1985; Mardin 1973; Ozbudun 1991). In the early 1990s, busi-
ness leaders still complained that the government would announce im-
portant policy measures without prior consultation and certainly without
bargaining and reaching an agreement with the representatives of orga-
nized interest groups.

Turkish business associations have weak organizations, reflecting the
fragmented nature of the business community itself. The two main or-
ganizations, TOBB (the National Union of Chambers of Commerce and
Commodity Exchanges) and TUSiAD, reflect the divisions and conflicts
within the business community. TOBB, with a total of 687,000 members
drawn from all parts of the country, regards itself as the sole legitimate
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representative of business interests and opinion. It bases its claim on the
size and nature of its membership, which is compulsory for all firms,
including industry. By weight of their numbers, small Anatolian busi-
nesses dominate the organization. By contrast, TUSiAD comprises only
the elite of the business community, namely the large-scale conglome-
rates, located almost exclusively in the Istanbul area.

Neither institution adequately represents the varied interests of the
business community. For TOBB, the problems are, first, that it is too all
encompassing to have a well-defined interest and, second, that the gov-
ernment finances and dominates its leadership. In practice, the govern-
ment uses TOBB as an instrument to divide and rule business and as a
source of public business support for government policies. TUSiAD, in
contrast, is a voluntary association and thus required by law to act in the
general public interest. It lacks the unifying purpose of a true interest
group organization and does not lobby for its members' interests. Given
the one-member, one-vote system in TOBB elections, members of the
TUSiAD, who economically dominate their industries, are unable to exer-
cise corresponding influence in TOBB. Furthermore, the majority of TOBB

membership closely monitors TOBB's relations with TUSiAD, which seri-
ously constrains the development of a closer relationship between the
two organizations (Arat 1991; Ozbudun 1991). The conflict between
TOBB and TUSiAD illustrates the fragmented nature of business represen-
tation in Turkey. Yet, the line of cleavage does not simply divide small
from large business. Important conflicts of interest have arisen within the
community of large-scale conglomerates, which TUSiAD represents, par-
ticularly between outward-oriented firms and those with a predomi-
nantly inward orientation. 2

Large family-controlled conglomerates play a leading role in manufac-
turing in Turkey, producing both exports and import-competing goods
and owning banks. Often their shift from import-competing goods to
exports involves mainly a transition to higher-quality lines of production.
Most of the manufacturing production before 1980 went to the heavily
protected domestic market. By the late 1970s, however, many firms saw
that the import-substituting model had become unsustainable, and they
began to support more export-oriented policies.

Both businessmen and bureaucrats in the 1 980s were fully aware of the
fragmented nature of the business community and its principal interest
organizations (interviews with business leaders). Consequently, top bu-
reaucrats did not regard these associations as a united front representing
their members' interests and did not enter into institutionalized dialogue
with them. This process, in turn, encouraged individual contacts among
businessmen, bureaucrats, and politicians. For the economy as a whole,
the cost was unsystematic and unpredictable policy that encouraged rent
seeking. At any point in time, however, key members of each group
gained from the system of individual contacts: businessmen got favors,
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bureaucrats got options for moving into top private sector jobs, and
politicians got political support and also freedom from having to deal
with a unified and powerful business lobby.

At the microlevel, the special sectoral committees could have become a
key forum for institutionalizing discussion of government-business rela-
tions, but they did not. Before 1980, these committees, with representa-
tives of state agencies, the business community, and academia, were an
important source of discussion and information for the State Planning
Organization's five-year plans. These microlevel committees continued
to exist in the 1980s-120 provided input to the sixth five-year develop-
ment plan, which extended into the 1990s-but their importance de-
clined as the five-year plans themselves were marginalized. The commit-
tee reports are useful in identifying the development trends and prospects
in relevant sectors or subsectors, but they contain few major policy rec-
ommendations because their scope remained microsectoral. The major
firms with political clout did not bother with the committees, because
they had direct access to the politicians who made the final decisions.

LABOR. In the late 1970s Turkey had two main labor organizations:
the Confederation of Labor Unions in Turkey (Turk-is), the larger of the
two, and the Confederation of Revolutionary Labor Unions (DISK), the
more leftist and confrontational. DISK had been achieving large wage
gains and organizing mass demonstrations in the big cities, thereby gain-
ing size and influence. The military regime, as soon as it took over,
banned strikes and suspended collective bargaining over wages. It out-
lawed DISK and jailed its leaders. Turk-is remained in existence, but with
much reduced opportunities for representing the interests of labor. Labor
unions, like other interest groups, were not allowed to have any direct
connection with political parties. Unlike persons in business, workers
had virtually no personal connection with the political elite.

The military government created new labor institutions to replace
those it destroyed or weakened. It set up a council of arbitration to settle
wage disputes, which repeatedly gave nominal wage increases below the
previous and projected rates of inflation. Wages were typically set with
two-year contracts. The first-year increase usually provided only a par-
tial catch-up, and the second-year increase was predetermined and based
on a forecast of inflation that was usually lower than what actually
occurred (Vieira da Cunha, Webb, and Isaac 1990). The government
wanted cheap labor but not unemployment, which would have increased
political unrest. To make the harsh wage regime politically sustainable,
even in the short term, it was combined with an agreement by all major
private and public sector employers not to lay off workers. This may
have acted to some extent as a disincentive for firms to hire new workers;
and unemployment did remain a problem through much of the 1980s. In
effect, the government protected some elements of wage labor, namely
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those who would have been laid off, at the expense of those who would
have kept their jobs even with high real wages.

The ANAP government in the mid-1980s did little to relax the inhibi-
tions on union power. The persecution of labor leaders virtually stopped,
but it had in any case become unnecessary for curtailing union power, at
least in the short run. All strikes were outlawed until 1987, and they are
still banned in the financial and public sectors. Binding arbitration was
required until 1987, and real wages stayed low.

None of the three parties permitted in the 1983 election represented
labor interests in the formal sense of consulting with labor unions in
developing their economic programs, but the Populist Party made elec-
toral appeals to the economic interests of wage labor. The Social Demo-
cratic Populist Party, which became the principal center-left party in the
1980s, was a more typical social democratic party in its prolabor stance
and electoral base.

Three characteristics of labor unions in Turkey precluded labor in the
1980s, or before, from becoming an active party to a tripartite corpora-
tist agreement with the state and private business. First, labor unions in
Turkey lacked the technical base, the social status, the vision of longer-
term interest, and the self-confidence required to participate effectively in
economic decisionmaking at the national level. Second, collective bar-
gaining in Turkey was organized at the level of industrial sectors; conse-
quently, sectoral unions were key actors involved in the wage bargaining
process. Although Turk-is played a coordinating role, its ability as a peak
association to control and discipline individual sectoral labor unions was
limited. Hence, even if Turk-is were to become a member of a corporatist
arrangement for economic policymaking, coordination of the economy
would not necessarily improve, since Turk-is would have little power to
make its constituent unions conform to the council's decisions. Finally,
the negative experience of labor in the 1980s was and remains an obsta-
cle to incorporating labor into a corporatist framework. The direct ex-
clusion of labor during the early years of the decade undermined trust in
the value of cooperating with the government and created the perception
that corporatist institutions were a means of imposing labor discipline
without requiring parallel sacrifices from other social groups.

The various phases of industrial labor relations in Turkey in the 1980s
support the hypothesis that either totally excluding labor from the policy
process or, at the other extreme, including labor through corporatist
agreements facilitates structural adjustment. But intermediate arrange-
ments lead to problems. Prior to the military takeover in September
1980, labor unions were strong in their ability to bargain with em-
ployers, including the government, but they were excluded from the
policymaking process after the right-center Justice Party replaced the
Social Democrats in November 1979. The Turkish government com-
pletely excluded labor in the early 1980s. The resultant decline of real
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wages greatly helped the authorities to engineer real devaluations of the
exchange rate, which stimulated Turkey's exports. After 1987 the rights
of unions were restored, but not in the context of an inclusive corporatist
arrangement, and this contributed to macroeconomic instability.

AGRICULTURE. Most agricultural producers lost during the structural
adjustment process of the 1980s. Although the devaluation helped stimu-
late exports of fruit and a few other products, most products were not
exported, and many faced some competition from imports, including
wheat. The agricultural sector received significant subsidies through high
support prices and fertilizer subsidies, and the adjustment reduced them
both. The decline in subsidies affected both the level of support prices
and the number of commodities covered (Olgun 1991). The share of
national income going to agriculture declined from 26 percent in
1978-79 to 21 percent in 1984-85 and to 18 percent in 1989-90, while
the share of the labor force in agriculture only declined from 58 percent
in 1980 to 46 percent in 1990 (Ozmucur 1991; State Institute of Statis-
tics 1991).

The principal organization representing agricultural interests was the
Turkish Union of Chambers of Agriculture. The agricultural community
loudly criticized what it considered to be the obvious pro-urban bias of
the ANAP governments. In spite of this vocal criticism, agricultural inter-
ests for most of the 1980s could not shift policy in their favor, although
they did keep the support price system for a few key products like wheat.
A turning point arrived, however, with the municipal elections of March
1989, in which the True Path Party, a party with strong rural support,
emerged ahead of ANAP. Then the government began to pay more atten-
tion to rural interests. Thus it was through the party system and electoral
competition, rather than through direct representation by the relevant
interest association, that the agricultural sector exerted an influence over
national politics (Erguder 1991a).

Bureaucracy and the Cabinet

Besides the office of the prime minister itself, three institutions in the
central government were crucial for the structural transformation of
Turkish economic policy in the 1980s: the State Planning Organization,
the Undersecretariat for Treasury and Foreign Trade (the treasury), and
the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey (the central bank). Other
ministries and the Parliament played mostly passive roles. Since the elec-
tion of 1983, and particularly since the installation of Ozal's choice for
chief of staff in 1985, the military stayed out of politics and played no
role in economic policymaking.

RESTRUCTURING THE BUREAUCRACY. Prior to 1980, the principal
agencies for economic policy were the Ministry of Finance and Customs,
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the Ministry of Commerce, and the State Planning Organization. All
three were involved with trade policy and the allocation of foreign ex-
change. The State Planning Organization was the premier economic
agency in the 1960s and 1970s. It produced the five-year plans and
enforced their implementation. The state-owned enterprises had to meet
the plan's targets, and numerous incentives existed to pressure private
firms to meet them, especially the State Planning Organization's control
of import and investment licenses. The organization's staff believed in
the efficacy of state-led development and, accordingly, staked their ca-
reers on this presumption. The State Planning Organization and the
Ministry of Finance handled fiscal policy and, through the subordinated
central bank, monetary policy as well. All three agencies were staffed and
directed predominantly by persons who believed that state-directed de-
velopment was the most appropriate approach for Turkey.

Coordination problems between the economic ministries date back at
least until the 1970s, when Turkey had a series of coalition governments.
At that time, each party in the coalition got certain ministries, in which it
built patronage empires and carried out portions of its electoral program.
To maintain some coherence for the government as a whole, coordina-
tion committees of the relevant ministers functioned in various policy
areas, including economics. The military and the Ozal governments con-
tinued this tradition.

The Ozal governments undertook two major reorganizations of the
economic bureaucracy, in 1983 and 1991, and several minor ones. The
reorganizations had three objectives:

* To deal with the problem of coordination
* To reward political friends and punish enemies
* To take power away from the parts of the bureaucracy opposed to

Ozal's economic program.

These objectives were not mutually exclusive, but they did conflict at
times.

In the early 1980s, the third objective-taking power from the old,
etatist bureaucrats-was predominant. The key move, which Ozal took
in 1983 as soon as he returned to power, was to create the Under-
secretariat for Treasury and Foreign Trade and to put it under a new
Ministry of State for Economic Affairs. This minister was also (although
not permanently) made deputy prime minister, as Ozal had been in
1980-83. Thus, rather than try to reform the old bureaucrats, he created
a new agency and transferred key powers to it. Until 1989, Ozal headed
the economic team, which consisted of the inner cabinet of four or five
politicians and three technocrats: the undersecretary for treasury and
foreign trade, the head of the central bank, and (in a weaker role) the
head of the State Planning Organization. The old agencies were left
intact but relegated to less crucial functions, such as revenue collection
(Ministry of Finance) and forecasting (State Planning Organization).
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Sometimes key economic policymakers were appointed to head the agen-
cies (Yusuf Ozal at the State Planning Organization and Ekrem Pak-
demirli at the Ministry of Finance, both in 1987), but they did not
represent the views of their agencies. They held the positions in order to
be part of the economic team and, in effect if not by design, to stop any
etatist initiatives from being launched by traditional elements in their
agencies.

In the middle and late 1980s, the objective of having facilities for
distributing favor became more important because the ANAP govern-
ment, initially elected in the context of a restricted democracy, faced
electoral challenges to its rule as the scope for democracy expanded. The
electoral payoff of this strategy for ANAP was less than anticipated, how-
ever, because the internationally oriented businesspersons, chief benefici-
aries of the structural adjustment program and thus the most natural
constituency for ANAP, were not inclined to make favor-seeking in An-
kara the focal point of their entrepreneurial efforts. They were more
frustrated than appeased by the prospect of their profits depending on
shifting decrees. They preferred a predictable and stable regulatory envi-
ronment to getting favors today that could be taken away tomorrow. In
the late 1980s, coordination also became more problematic as Ozal
turned his attention more to politics, particularly after the 1989 munici-
pal elections, which ANAP lost, and moved up to the presidency. In a
reorganization in June 1991, virtually all economic policymaking was
put under one minister of state for economy, who was also named deputy
prime minister. Trade, fiscal, and monetary policy were put under him,
along with the State Planning Organization, the central bank, and the
major state banks. This move was certainly not inevitable, indeed it was
hardly anticipated, but it did aim to address a widely recognized problem
in getting the different branches of the economic bureaucracy to
cooperate.

Professionalization versus Politicization

To smooth the implementation of the structural adjustment program,
the ANAP governments sought to restructure the bureaucracy and to insti-
tute a top-down management structure (Heper 1990). The most visible
manifestation of this trend was the appointment to top positions within
the economic bureaucracy of a select group of young U.S.-educated tech-
nocrats with a strong commitment to the neoliberal model. These men,
popularly known as the Princes, were dependent on and loyal to Ozal
and became key figures in the implementation of the economic program
during the latter half of the 1980s.3 The top-down restructuring created
several nodes of competent technocrats who could carry out a reform
program when the political leaders wanted it. As one would expect, the
old-line bureaucrats resented having their traditional policies rejected
and their career plans thwarted.

Alongside the positive trend in the direction of restructuring the bu-
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reaucracy and augmenting its technical capacity, a negative countertrend
of de-professionalization sometimes occurred at top levels of the bureau-
cracy during the 1980s. The erosion occurred as the domain of political
appointments expanded into the middle levels (that of general manager).
Promotions from within the agencies became less common. The central
bank avoided this, and so too did the treasury to some extent. The
growing prevalence of political appointments severely reduced the auton-
omy and collective identity of the bureaucracy (Heper 1989). Two insti-
tutions illustrate the extremes of professionalization and politicization:
the central bank and the extrabudgetary funds, respectively.

THE CENTRAL BANK. The central bank, which dates back to 1930,
underwent changes in the 1980s that facilitated the structural adjustment
program. Since the mid-1980s, the central bank has been the principal
point of entry into the government for economists favoring neoliberal
policies and a base for disseminating their ideas. By the end of the 1980s,
the central bank had the institutional capacity, although not always the
mandate, to take independent action that could influence policy
outcomes.

Prior to 1983, it had no autonomy from the Ministry of Finance. With
the reorganization in 1983, it was moved out of the Ministry of Finance
and put under the Ministry of State for Economy, to which the new
treasury undersecretariat also reported. Yavuz Canevi was named gover-
nor, moving up from being director of the foreign exchange desk. Edu-
cated in the Faculty of Political Science at the University of Ankara, like
most bureaucrats of the time, Canevi had moved over from the old
Ministry of Finance in the late 1970s. He was accompanied by several
other bureaucrats, such as Zekeriya Yildirim, whose key distinction was
that they also had some foreign graduate training and command of a
foreign language. Canevi became undersecretary of treasury and foreign
trade, after Pakdemirli, and Yildirim became acting governor of the
central bank after Canevi's departure. Eventually, they moved to the
private sector, but only after starting a tradition of intellectual leadership
and internationalist orientation.

In 1986, the degree of international intellectual influence at the central
bank increased further with the arrival of Rusdu Saracoglu-initially as
director of research-his two successors in that position (Biilent Gultekin
and Hasan Ersel), and another senior official (Ercan Kum4u). All had
graduate training in economics or finance from U.S. or British univer-
sities and brought with them a number of young economists with similar
backgrounds. Rather than emphasize legal procedures and lines of au-
thority, like their predecessors who only had training as financial audi-
tors from the political science faculty, these new economists emphasized
using a statistical basis for policy decisions and evaluating them in terms
of functional outcomes. Saracoglu, governor of the central bank from
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1987 to 1993, and other economists of this new breed now occupy all
positions of importance in the bank. Gultekin, on leave from the
Wharton Business School, left the bank to head the Public Participation
Fund (an agency for the privatization of state-owned enterprises) and,
after returning to Wharton, served as a political adviser to ANAP. In 1993
he replaced Saracoglu as governor. No other economists have spread
from the central bank to other agencies within the bureaucracy, although
the relatively high caliber of their analysis and its resonance with work
done at the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), IMF, and World Bank have given the central bank a strong voice
in discussions of macroeconomic policy.

Although the central bank has remained within the economics minis-
try, it gained some independence there, at the price of becoming more
dependent on the prime minister. The central bank law of 1970 stipu-
lated that the governor would be elected by the shareholders (the treasury
owns 70 percent) for a term of three years and could be dismissed by
them, which effectively requires a vote of the whole cabinet. When Sar-
acoglu was appointed governor in 1987, the term was lengthened to five
years, strengthening his position in the bureaucracy and especially the
treasury. Saracoglu's power grew because he retained the confidence of
Ozal and his designated successors in the prime minister's office and thus
outlasted his counterparts at the treasury.4 Although Saracoglu and top
officials at the central bank retained their positions after the change of
government in 1991, at least for a time-in contrast to the complete
turnover at the top in treasury, finance, and elsewhere-the way in which
the central bank had to increase its monetary financing for the govern-
ment in 1992 indicates the limits of its autonomy.

EXTRABUDGETARY FUNDS, THE SORCERER's APPRENTICE. From the
point of view of sustaining structural adjustment, the proliferation of
extrabudgetary funds was the biggest organizational mistake of the
1980s. Prior to 1980, there were thirty-three funds, all small and some
dating back to the 1940s, but twenty-four were added in 1980-83 and
forty-eight more in 1984-90. The largest funds as of 1991 were the
Public Participation Fund, the Mass Housing Fund, the Support Price
Stabilization Fund, and the Defense Industries Support Fund. Smaller
funds included the Justice Administration Improvement Fund, Mosque
Construction Assistance Fund, Cement Fund, Fund for Measurement
and Tuning Services, Universities Research Development Fund, and To-
bacco Fund (Undersecretariat for Treasury and Foreign Trade 1992, p.
53). These funds were initially created as agencies to fund priority eco-
nomic activities, in spite of the temporary borrowing constraints on the
central government, and as a way to make imported consumer goods,
like cigarettes and alcoholic beverages, socially and politically acceptable
by taxing them for popular purposes. In 1984, the new government
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announced that a surcharge was to be levied on luxury goods, with the
revenues earmarked for the Mass Housing and Public Participation
Fund, which provided low-income housing, particularly in urban areas.

The funds were assigned to different ministries, usually according to
their area of concern. Soon each ministry wanted to have one or more
funds, for they were convenient ways to avoid the scrutiny of the budget
process. A parliamentary law was necessary to set up a fund and to
define the goods on which it could set levies, but after that, the amount
of the levy and the expenditure of the fund could be set by decree. The
variable levies were set by the appropriate deputy undersecretary for
treasury and foreign trade, in consultation with the relevant fund. The
check on the creation of new funds usually came from the revenue side;
interest groups and legislators resisted additional taxes, but this did not
stop their proliferation, especially where trade taxes had protectionist
effects (Oyan, Aydin, and Konukman 1991). The revenue of the funds
grew from 1.3 percent of gross national product (GNP) in 1981 to more
than 11 percent in 1990-more than half of all public sector revenue
(Oyan and Aydin 1991, pp. 121, 125).

The levies created economic distortions in several dimensions. They
distorted both production and consumption decisions, except in the now
small minority of cases when they were imposed on goods with negative
externalities in consumption, like cigarettes. Mostly they resembled tar-
iffs on narrowly defined categories of goods. From a macroeconomic
perspective, the funds changed aggregate spending and taxation with
usually no reference to what the overall stance of fiscal policy should be.
The funds occasionally made transfers to the general budget, as occurred
in 1987. When a fund ran a deficit, however, it borrowed as necessary.
Although the loans to the funds carried a government guarantee, they
were not coordinated in the government's debt management strategy.
Borrowing covered an average of 25 percent of total expenses for funds
in 1988-91 (Undersecretariat for Treasury and Foreign Trade 1992, p.
57). In 1989-91, borrowing by the funds shifted strongly to foreign
sources.

The funds created rent-seeking opportunities that distorted the politi-
cal process. First, they removed economic decisionmaking from the nor-
mal bureaucratic routines and from the possibility of democratic over-
sight. Second, the expenditures of the funds were often used to reward
municipalities that voted for ANAP. The import levies were also an impor-
tant means to offer selective protection against import competition for
industries the government wanted to reward. The levy system reduced
the transparency of the import protection regime. The actual level of
protection for any branch of industry was much more difficult to ascer-
tain than that from tariffs. The locus of rent seeking also shifted to an
administrative arena, where specialized knowledge both of administra-
tive procedures and of the particular markets provided advantages.
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Political control over the funds became less centralized over time. At
first, Ozal controlled the funds closely, as he did other aspects of eco-
nomic policy. As the number of funds grew, however, he could no longer
monitor them. After he ascended to the presidency in 1989, control of
most activities of the funds devolved to the ministries. Until the end of
the ANAP period, the only remaining coherence was that all the ministers
were from the same party. In 1992, the new government moved to cen-
tralize control of the funds under the treasury.

International Economic Community

International organizations-the OECD, the European Community, the
World Bank, and the IMF-played a big role in Turkey's adjustment pro-
gram but did not dictate most of its content. In the late 1970s, when
Turkey's commercial debt crisis became acute, the OECD consortium,
motivated partly by the fall of the shah of Iran and the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, orchestrated the rescheduling of Turkey's commercial and
bilateral debt. The possibility of membership in the European Commu-
nity also motivated Turkey's reforms.

The IMF and the World Bank influenced both the evolution of eco-
nomic philosophy in Turkey and the short-term choice of policy. Ozal
worked at the World Bank in the 1970s, where he was impressed with the
arguments in favor of more open trade regimes. Saracoglu worked at the
IMF prior to coming to the central bank, and staff of the World Bank and
IMF developed close working relationships with many staff in the central
bank, State Planning Organization, and treasury.

The World Bank and IMF were, of course, key players in the develop-
ment of policy packages in the early 1980s. There was a big need for
balance of payments support, and the backing of external official financ-
ing and technical advice helped tip the balance within the Demirel gov-
ernment and under the military. The government needed, however, to be
seen publicly as taking the initiative. The January 1980 measures, for
example, were launched in advance of formal agreements; the first struc-
tural adjustment loan was not signed until April and the new IMF standby
loan was not signed until June, although informal talks had begun in
December 1979. "The World Bank was in a far better position to operate
in secret than the Fund [IMF]. As an instrument, the SALS [structural
adjustment loans], and particularly the specific conditions attached to
them, were virtually unknown to the public, and this enabled the Turkish
government gradually to present the measures agreed with the [World]
Bank as its own policy. With hindsight, now that it has actually mate-
rialized as a medium-term strategy, the adjustment program also appears
more consistent than could have been foreseen in early 1980, when the
aim, as in previous years, was to resolve the acute crisis and the debate
centered on the Fund's restrictive conditions" (Wolff 1987, p. 117). Both
the World Bank and the IMF continued to engage in an active dialogue
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over policy throughout the 1980s. Turkey received five structural adjust-
ment loans in 1980-84 and then gained approval of four sector adjust-
ment loans in 1984-88, making it by far the largest recipient of balance
of payments support in that period. Turkey had standby arrangements
with the IMF in 1980, 1983, and 1984. The influence of both institutions
declined in the late 1980s, especially since the Turkish economy ran
balance of payments surpluses in 1988-89 and restored its access to
international capital markets.

Policy Outcomes

The actors and institutions described above implemented three phases
of trade and macroeconomic reforms. Turkey was largely successful in
sustaining the trade and exchange rate reforms because they brought
about large and beneficial structural change in the economy and created
constituencies to support them. In the macroeconomic policy area, Tur-
key had occasional success in slowing inflation, reducing the budget
deficit, and stabilizing the exchange rate, but the propensity of the politi-
cal party system to rely on patronage made these achievements tempo-
rary. Macroeconomic imbalances repeatedly undermined the adjustment
process and diluted its benefits. Nevertheless, the adjustment succeeded
in shifting the whole context for macroeconomic policy by creating more
open financial and trade policy regimes. By the end of the 1980s, market
forces had developed to act as constraints on the public sector: the state
both had to pay the real interest rate and had to endure the inflation that
were the consequences of its macroeconomic shortcomings. By 1990,
state enterprises operated with more competition from the domestic and
foreign private sector.

First Reform Wave, Trade Issues, 1980-82

The first wave of reforms started with the January 24 measures in
1980 and continued until Ozal's ouster in the summer of 1982. From
then until the end of the military government in November 1983, there
were some minor reversals of reform, although most of the reforms were
sustained and provided a foundation from which further reforms could
proceed.

In the January 24 measures, the exchange rate and export subsidies
were the most critical trade reform initiatives; the government's objective
was to increase the profitability of the tradable goods sector quickly,
relying on existing capacity. Some import liberalization also occurred,
but as Celasun and Rodrik (1989, p. 720) conclude, the adjustments in
trade policy prior to 1984 were modest, and "it is perhaps more appro-
priate to regard the improvement in the macroeconomic context as the
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enabling cause of trade liberalization, as opposed to the other way
around."

The first phase of trade reform emphasized export promotion and
other measures to eliminate the foreign exchange constraints that had
crippled the Turkish economy by the winter of 1979-80. Turkish growth
since 1960 had been based on inward-oriented expansion: exports were
less than 5 percent of gross domestic product (GDP). With little foreign
exchange coming in, the government controlled its allocation closely and
imposed harsh penalties on persons caught holding it without authoriza-
tion. Extensive regulations for licensing trade and allocating foreign ex-
change fostered the expansion of rent-seeking activities (Krueger 1974a,
1974b; Krueger and Aktan 1992).

In response to the oil shocks of the early 1970s, Turkey had borrowed
heavily from abroad, running its external debt up to almost four times its
exports, although only about 20 percent of GDP. When the 1979 oil
shock hit, credit lines had already dried up, and the government did not
have the foreign exchange to meet its debt payments. Import restraints
tightened further. The experience of a winter in Ankara without heat or
coffee and with the spread of political violence made Turks willing to
take the economic and political risks posed by measures to open the
economy.

Trade policy and exchange rate reforms were central to the stabiliza-
tion and adjustment program introduced on January 24, 1980, shortly
after Demirel's government took office. The most important reform was
the 33 percent devaluation of the Turkish lira and elimination of almost
all multiple exchange rate practices. Over the course of the year, a num-
ber of small devaluations followed until May 1981, when adjustment
began on a daily basis. The reforms also liberalized access to foreign
exchange, particularly for exporters and banks involved in the export
business. These included all the groups or conglomerates that dominate
Turkish manufacturing, trade, and banking. For them, the remaining
constraints on holding foreign exchange were not binding, since their
import-export businesses and foreign offices gave ample opportunities
for legally holding marks and dollars.

The devaluations had more than a passing effect in clearing the foreign
exchange market, because other measures contributed to bringing infla-
tion below the rate of depreciation, thus effecting a real devaluation. The
two main policies were to reduce both the fiscal deficit and real wages.
Real wages declined sharply with the rapid inflation in early 1980, and
labor policy under the military kept them from recovering (table 5-1
shows the pattern of real wages and the real exchange rate, calculated in
terms of the wholesale price index purchasing power). After the military
government disbanded some unions and forbade strikes, binding arbitra-
tion suppressed real wages. The agreement not to lay off workers dis-



Table 5-3. Export Incentives in Turkey, 1980-89
(percent)

Incentive 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989
Total export subsidy rare 22 21 22 24 14 19 25 23 15 8
Export tax rate 1 4 10 12 11 7 6 5 4 2
Duty-free imports 6 5 4 6 3 10 14 12 4 n.a.
Preferential export credits or foreign exchange 16 13 7 7 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

allocation
Cash grants and corporate tax rebates n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 3 6 7 6 6

n.a. Not applicable.
Source: Bateman and Arslan 1989.
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guised unemployment as underemployment and spread its cost over most
of the work force. As the economy recovered, underemployment de-
clined, as did unemployment. Unwinding the policies that suppressed
both real wages and unemployment became a problem mainly at the end
of the decade.

Export promotion measures included a variety of incentives, several of
which constituted direct subsidies. Export credits were the most impor-
tant in 1980-81, running as high as 40 percent for industrial exports (see
table 5-3). Tax rebates were initially designed to compensate exporters
for indirect taxes and to substitute a value added tax rebate, which is
allowed under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The
term "rebate" is really a misnomer, however. First, the subsidy rate was
not related to the total amount of taxes paid by the exporter and could
exceed it. Second, the rebate scheme was introduced before the value
added tax; when the actual value added tax rebate was added, the prior
rebate scheme remained as a pure subsidy. Over the long term, these
subsidies were undesirable distortions. In the short run, however, they
may have accelerated the expansion of trading and manufacturing firms
in the export sector. These firms became a vested interest, supporting the
internationalist stance of the Ozal government.

The export subsidy rates for the manufacturing sector from 1980
through 1983 averaged 22 percent (see table 5-3; Milanovic 1986). In
the first two years of the program, this subsidy was largely in the form of
export credits and varied widely; some sectors, such as metal products,
received subsidies higher than 100 percent. Milanovic's calculations
show that the highest subsidy rates appeared to go to sectors in which
import-substitution had been of long-standing, including ferrous and
nonferrous metals, electrical and nonelectrical machinery, and transport
equipment. These sectors were mostly dominated by public sector enter-
prises. Private firms tended to be more involved in export-oriented sub-
sectors, because they could produce the higher-quality products de-
manded in the export markets.

Not all exports were effectively subsidized. Agriculture, traditionally a
stronghold for the Justice Party, lost subsidies. The January 1980 mea-
sures established a Price Support and Stability Fund at the central bank.
This fund, one of the first new extrabudgetary funds, was financed by a
levy equal to the difference between export receipts and domestic support
prices for agricultural products. In effect, a tax on agricultural exports
would be used to subsidize basic agricultural inputs purchased by
farmers but also to finance export-oriented investments and to protect
exporters somewhat from risk.

Some liberalization of imports occurred in the early 1980s. Since
1958, when Turkey initiated its annual import programs, all imports
were divided between a liberalized and a quota list (see table 5-4). The
liberalized list contained goods considered essential for meeting the ob-
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Table 5-4. Advance Deposits on Imports in Turkey, Various Years,
1980-83
(percentages)

Before After January 1981 to
Type of list January 24, 1980 January 24, 1980 December 1983

Liberalized list I
Importers 40 30 20
Industrialists 25 15 10

Liberalized list It
Importers 40 20 20
Industrialists 25 10 10

Quota list
Importers 10 20 n.a.
Industrialists 2.5 10 n.a.

Public sectorimports n.a. 0 n.a.

Additional deposit requirements
Acceptance credits n.a. I n.a.
Imports against

documents and
suppliers credits 50 20 n.a.

n.a. Not applicable.
Source: OECD 1981, p. 48.

jectives of the economic plan; the quota list contained less-essential
goods and competing imports. The quota list was reduced slightly in
1980 and eliminated in 1981. Most of the items on the quota list were
placed on the liberalized list of goods, and the government retained a
positive list system of prohibited goods and a licensing system. Advance
deposit requirements were also lowered, although a distinction was still
drawn between importers, who were required to pay more substantial
deposits, and industrialists, who were required to pay less (see table 5-5).
Perhaps the most dramatic liberalization pertained to exporters. Import
taxes on raw materials and intermediary goods destined to be incorpo-
rated in Turkish exports were reduced to zero, providing the exporter
had the foreign exchange to finance the transaction.

Macroeconomic Issues

Only a few of the January 24, 1980, measures directly addressed the
deficit and inflation, because the shortage of foreign exchange was the
most immediate problem and no one realized how comprehensive a solu-
tion would be necessary. Some key measures had the immediate effect of
increasing inflation: devaluing the currency, abolishing the Price Control
Committee, and requiring state-owned enterprises to balance their bud-
gets and allowing them to do so by raising prices. As devaluation and
elimination of price controls reduced production bottlenecks in the
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Table 5-5. Average Tariff Rates in Turkey, 1987-89
(unweighted averages)

November
Sector 1987 1988 1989

All categories 30 24 11
Agriculture 22 18 11
Mining (and petroleum) 17 18 6
Manufacturing 31 25 11

Consumer goods 45 35 17
Intermediate goods 21 17 6
Capital goods 32 30 10

Source; Bateman and Arslan 1989, tables 2, 4.

medium-term, supply and output expanded, reducing the pressure of
inflation. The price increases to balance the budgets of state-owned en-
terprises were necessary to reduce unsustainable deficits and long-term
inflation. The increases were equivalent to excise taxes and were indis-
pensable to the stabilization effort. In order to ensure that the price
increases, as well as the devaluation, were not totally passed along into
inflation, money and credit expansion had to be slowed. Monetary pol-
icy tightened under the guidance of the newly created Money and Credit
Committee but not enough to prevent an unprecedented, for Turkey,
increase in average prices. Interest rates were liberalized in July 1980 so
that the effects of tight money would pass through to the rest of the
economy, although collusion among banks delayed this effect until the
following winter (Saracoglu 1987).

Even though the January measures improved the trajectory of the
Turkish economy, average prices increased; most wages and prices in the
nontraded sector did not keep up with overall inflation and thus fell in
real terms. Although many of the resulting changes in relative prices were
necessary, they caused intense frustration among some groups and fueled
the continuing political violence.

With the military takeover, Ozal received a mandate to proceed di-
rectly with whatever fiscal adjustment he thought necessary. He boasted
in the press that he was acting only on economic considerations and that
he was ignoring all political considerations (Ulagay 1987), suggesting
that the military government freed him from the short-run political con-
siderations that were later to play such havoc with fiscal policy.

Inflation remained high through 1980, roughly 110 percent over the
course of the year, but dropped quickly in 1981 to around 37 percent a
year, where it remained through 1983 (see table 5-1). Most of the in-
crease in the average level of prices in 1980 was a one-time adjustment to
recognize previously suppressed inflation, but this made it no less painful
to most Turks, especially those who had been enjoying rents in the form
of excess real wages and privileged access to scarce foreign exchange.
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Some of these groups were active in the protests that marked the summer
of 1980.

Why did inflation persist at more than 30 percent annually after
mid-1981? With two-year, overlapping wage contracts, a key element in
achieving the real devaluation was the persistence of inflation in the face
of lower nominal wage increases in the second contract year. These
increases were based on lower inflation projections (Vieira da Cunha,
Webb, and Isaac 1990). Also, the military government did not want to
press fiscal austerity and tight money to the point where its supporters
would suffer. This comes out most clearly in the Bankers' Crisis in the
summer of 1982, when the military insisted on relaxing the stabilization
measures to prevent politically damaging bankruptcies, a reminder that
military governments are not immune to interest group pressures.

The military expected to stay in control longer than three years, either
directly or through a hand-picked successor, and therefore thought that
the gradual disinflation policy they had been following would have time
to complete its course. Leading up to the election in 1983, they did not
realize how important the issue remained for people, and ANAP cam-
paigned on a platform making inflation the principal target for policy
reform.

Politics

Ideas for the 1980 reform package developed in several places. Some
economists in the bureaucracy and academia were already advocating
devaluation and trade liberalization in the late 1970s. The industrial
groups in TUSiAD formed the core of interests that would ultimately
benefit from an open economy, and in 1978 they published an article in
which Turgut Ozal argued for most of the policies ultimately included in
the package.5 The World Bank, the International Finance Corporation,
and the IMF were also advocating such policies, both on the basis of their
own analysis and as a conduit for Turkish business opinion (interview
with Gazi Ercel). Ozal worked at the World Bank in the early 1970s, and
the experience strongly influenced his views on economic policy (Ozal
1991). It seems entirely plausible that Ozal himself was the only node at
which all these influences-academic, business, and international finan-
cial institutions-converged.

Demirel and Ozal briefed the top military leaders, and presumably
.officials of the World Bank and IMF as well, to assure their support but
did not tell all of the ministers what would be in the package. Even the
finance minister was not informed, although many of his staff had
worked on bits and pieces of the program. The top technocrats often
took pride in the extent to which they had pulled off a surprise move, and
for measures like the exchange rate devaluation, such secrecy was crucial
(Krueger and Turan 1993; interviews with Yavuz Canevi and Gazi Ercel).

In this first phase, the reform package benefited many groups, in con-
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trast to the inflation and foreign exchange shortage, so that many of the
usual disputes over distribution were put aside. This made the political
choices easier. Export promotion, through exchange rate undervaluation
as well as direct subsidy, quickly increased the aggregate supply of for-
eign exchange. The increase took place directly through higher export
earnings and also through greater availability of external finance in re-
sponse to the growth of exports. 6 Since imports were vital inputs to
virtually all sectors-import-competing and nontraded as well as for
export-virtually everyone in Turkey benefited from relaxation of the
severe import constraints that had been imposed in the crisis of the late
1970s. The international community of Turkey's financiers was also
pleased. The emphasis on promoting exports and restoring financing
flows in the first phase stimulated some recovery of employment. Given
the continuing weight of import-substituting industries in the economy,
and presumably their political clout as well, no effort was made to con-
front these producers directly through extensive liberalization, despite
the additional protection they received from the devaluation itself. Firms
with substantial import-competing lines, such as Koc, whose products
include cars and home appliances, still lobbied for protection in those
particular sectors, but they also favored the framework of a more open
economy with a competitive real exchange rate. The main interests that
lost were agriculture and labor.7

How important were political events for trade and exchange rate pol-
icy? Obviously, the change of government from Ecevit to Demirel in
November 1979 was crucial. Ecevit in that period would never have
brought a market-oriented, TUSiAD-supported technocrat like Ozal to
head the economic team. The biggest question concerns the relation of
policy reform to the military coup. The behind-the-scenes pressure exert-
ed by the military in January 1980 to convince the government to address
the political and social disorder was also a factor, although civilians had
to sell the military on the need for radical adjustment measures. The
political turmoil did not prevent the initiation of adjustment, but it prob-
ably would have derailed the program if the military had not intervened.
The military did not take over in order to promote (or prevent) the
economic policies of the Demirel-Ozal government, but rather to quell
political unrest, which most of the population agreed had become intol-
erable. The political violence predated the January 1980 adjustment
measures, and its continuation was only partially in reaction to them.

The January 1980 measures angered the unions, both because they
reduced real wages and because unions were excluded from the design
process. Strikes and other forms of labor unrest, often violent, became
increasingly common during the summer of 1980. Although some of this
would have occurred in any case, as a symptom of long-term political
factors, the short-run impact of the January measures contributed to
making the disruptions severe enough to motivate the military to inter-
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vene. Turkey's experience with the initial phase of the adjustment pro-
gram in 1980 certainly supports the hypothesis that political manage-
ment of adjustment becomes difficult, if not impossible, when a strong
labor movement is not incorporated into the policy process.

During its tenure in power, the military supported adjustment pas-
sively during the years when Ozal remained in charge of economic policy,
but not after it put in its own man. By cracking down on unions and
imposing tighter social discipline generally, the military helped create the
political environment in which stabilization and adjustment began to
take effect. After Ozal's departure from the government in 1982, along
with the core of his economic team, the military government reversed the
real depreciation that had been launched with maximum devaluation in
1980; some real appreciation took place in 1982. The military, with a
relatively etatist wing still dominant, did not push ahead with deficit
reduction because of the events of 1980; it did not take over for the
purpose of imposing a strict adjustment program.

The centralized, top-down institutions of policymaking under Ozal
and the military were well suited to policymaking in the first phase of
adjustment, when moving fast was important for resolving the crisis and
capitalizing on the fresh memory of crisis to push through bold
initiatives.

Sustaining and Extending Reform with Democratization in the
Mid-i 980s

A second phase of reform began after the election of November 1983,
and most of the positive lessons for politically managing structural ad-
justment in a new democracy emerged from Turkey's experience in the
mid-1980s. Ozal's government was committed to a more market-
oriented approach. This included deemphasizing subsidies, actively man-
aging the exchange rate, and liberalizing imports, including the removal
of quantitative restrictions and a reform of tariffs. Some changes, such as
the shift to a negative list system, were sudden, but others, including the
lowering of tariffs, were introduced gradually and selectively. The scope
of liberalization was also partly offset by taxes and surcharges that,
although apparently initiated for revenue reasons, had clear protective
effects. Nonetheless, both the level and dispersion of nominal and effec-
tive rates of protection were reduced.

The military government had already restarted the devaluation policy
before the election, and Ozal continued it through the first half of 1984.
During the second half of 1984 and the first half of 1985, the real
exchange rate was once again allowed to appreciate. The reasons for this
are unclear but probably reflect some lag in the adjustment of the rate to
domestic inflation, which was higher than anticipated. In order to con-
tinue the export drive, the government resumed aggressive devaluation in
1986 (see table 5-1).
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The continued moderation or suppression of wage demands was a
critical factor in keeping domestic inflation below the rate of exchange
depreciation in the mid-1980s. From 1982 to 1988, industrial wages rose
less than domestic inflation and exchange depreciation in every year but
1987, leading to declining real wages. The policy and political reasons
for this outcome are obvious. Strikes remained illegal in the private
sector until 1987, and for public sector unions they were still illegal in
1991. Wage labor was definitely a minority of the economically active
population, however, and ANAP had some success in appealing even to
labor on more diffuse economic issues, such as general prosperity (lower
unemployment), and on religious or nationalist grounds.

The system of import lists was revised in December 1983. Although
many restrictions remained, this revision entailed a substantial liberaliza-
tion. Under the old system, everything not on the lists of quantitative
restrictions was prohibited; the new system had three lists and all other
imports were permitted without a limit on quantity. Intermediate inputs
and investment goods were easier to import, although licenses were still
required. Some consumer goods were still prohibited, but many were
unlisted or readily importable with the payment of a special levy on
luxuries. The State Planning Organization handled the licensing but no
longer used its discretion to reward or punish firms according to whether
they were meeting targets (Baysan and Blitzer 1991). After 1983, the
number of categories of goods requiring import licenses declined in every
year, except 1985, from 821 in 1983 to 33 in 1889.

Tariff rates were adjusted in December 1983 and again in January
1984. Some rates went down and others went up, but the overall effect
was strongly liberalizing, especially in January. Explicitly to cushion the
impact of liberalizing the licensing system, tariff protection was reduced
less in sectors that lost the most licensing protection. Most consumer
imports were completely liberalized from quantitative restrictions, but
their tariffs were increased, particularly through dollar-denominated
levies imposed by extrabudgetary funds. Tariffs were reduced substan-
tially for most capital goods, but most remained on one list or another,
usually the second. For intermediate goods, protection from both licens-
ing and tariffs was reduced.

The institutions for distributing incentive certificates consciously emu-
lated the Japanese and Korean models of creating general trading com-
panies. Trading companies with exports in 1983 of $30 million, of which
at least 75 percent had to consist of industrial and mining products, were
issued certificates automatically. 8 The annual export requirement was to
be raised each year by 10 percent. The policy contributed further to the
concentration of Turkish business and also to the creation of a self-
conscious interest group favoring an outward orientation but not neces-
sarily free trade (Onis 1992).

Foreign exchange regulations were also liberalized in December 1983
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and January 1984. Banks were allowed to deal freely in foreign exchange
at a market rate, as long as it was within 6 percent of the (frequently
adjusted) official rate. Turkish citizens were allowed to hold foreign
exchange and to open domestic bank accounts denominated in foreign
exchange; but they could not yet freely convert lira to foreign exchange.
Except for allowing foreign exchange deposits, these regulatory changes
only made official and more irrevocable the situation that had been de
facto since 1980. Nevertheless, the changes were important because be-
fore 1980 the power of the government-specifically the Ministry of
Finance-to allocate scarce foreign exchange had been an important
channel for rent seeking and for enforcement of the central planning
targets. Thus, official liberalization of the foreign exchange regime com-
plemented the relaxation of the licensing system and demonstrated the
government's commitment to moving toward a more market-directed
economy.

Ozal had promised in the 1983 campaign to bring inflation under 10
percent within a year, but his government never achieved this objective.
In 1984, the new government concentrated on its other electoral pledge:
to end the economic hardships associated with stabilization. Ozal de-
cided to try supply-side tax cuts, combined with expanded public invest-
ment, export subsidies, and accelerated depreciation of the lira, in order
to stimulate economic growth. The policies did not have the hoped-for
effect of stimulating private investment, which remained well below the
levels of the 1970s, but the package did stimulate aggregate demand and
thus output growth. Because the expansion resulted more from a shift of
the demand curve than from a shift of the supply curve, inflation in-
creased again, from 31 percent in 1982-83 to 48 percent in 1984.

The rising inflation surprised and alarmed Ozal and the OECD, IMF,

and World Bank as well. These supporting external agencies worked
closely with the treasury, the central bank, and the State Planning Orga-
nization to develop a stabilization program. Again, the ability of the
upper bureaucracy to act decisively when it had Ozal's support was
crucial. Reducing export subsidies and introducing a value added tax
also contributed to the stabilization, as well as to the fundamentals of
Turkey's structural adjustment.

For political and institutional reasons, these measures did not realize
their full fiscal potential. When export growth flagged in 1985-86, the
government again raised export subsidies. To enforce collection of the
value added tax, it set up an elaborate rebate scheme. Besides drastically
reducing the effective rate of the value added tax, the scheme became a
large entitlement program whose removal or serious reduction would
arouse political protest. Also, the government did not follow through on
complementary fiscal measures, such as permanently reducing subsidies
to state-owned enterprises and raising corporate income taxes.9

The policy reforms of 1983-84 were planned in advance of the elec-
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tion by Ozal and his top advisers, and, at least in broad outline, trade
liberalization formed part of ANAP's electoral platform (Keesings Con-
temporary Archives 1984, p. 32926). The ability of the government to
modify quickly the trade incentive in January was an important result of
the bureaucratic reforms in December, namely creation of the Under-
secretariat for Treasury and Foreign Trade. Several studies by the World
Bank in the mid-1980s helped prepare the trade measures, but this was a
case not of imposing reforms through conditionality, but more
of offering technical assistance in an endeavor fully supported by the
government.

To win political support for his program, Ozal exploited the absence of
an alternative economic program. He pointed to the improved perfor-
mance of the economy and to Turkey's renewed ability to attract external
resources on a large scale, which contributed to the rapid recovery of the
economy in the early 1980s (Celasun 1990; Celasun and Rodrik 1989).
ANAP'S popularity in the mid-1980s also derived from measures that may
be termed popular capitalism. Achieving positive real rates of interest on
bank deposits was instrumental in generating a new group of middle-
income rentiers who directly benefited from the program and added to
ANAP'S base of support. Similarly, the early features of the privatization
program contributed to ANAP'S success in the mid-1980s. The sale of
revenue-share certificates was a popular mechanism for extending prop-
erty ownership to middle- and lower-income groups. The extensive hous-
ing program and the development of infrastructure extended basic ame-
nities to many parts of the country.

Although trade reform was surely a less important factor in appealing
to voters, it was not implemented in the face of substantial opposition.
This was because much of the import-competing manufacturing was
done by large conglomerates, and what they lost from import liberaliza-
tion was more than made up for by improved business opportunities in
the financial and export sectors. An opportunity was lost, however, to
bring a broad spectrum of industrialists and other exporters into the
decisionmaking process. Individual businessmen continued to petition
for specific favors but were only consulted informally on major changes;
organized interest groups were not consulted at all.

Policy Oscillations after 1987

Although the elections of 1987 largely completed the process of rees-
tablishing electoral democracy in Turkey, major aspects of economic re-
form remained unfinished, especially liberalizing imports and reducing
fiscal deficits and inflation. Some of this agenda was completed by 1991
but much was not, and policy reversals were common. Often the diffi-
culties in sustaining reform derived from the attempts of ANAP to hold
onto power as the scope of the democratic system expanded.
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Trade Policy

Although there were no clear breaks in trade policy in the late 1980s,
the pattern of "two steps forward, one step backward" was common.' 0

In 1986-88, liberalizing trends coexisted with the growth of backdoor
barriers in the form of surcharges and taxes, but then in 1989-90 the
movement toward freer trade resumed its course. That movement was
not complete or uniform, however, for two reasons. First, the responsi-
bility for trade policy was somewhat fragmented, and the centralized
bureaucratic process that characterized the decisions of the mid-1980s
eroded. Second, a wider range of firms was brought in to discuss the
measures beforehand. By the end of the decade, despite tremendous
export performance and an improvement over the system of the 1970s,
Turkey retained many features of an import-substituting system, with
nominal protection in some sectors offset by subsidies to exporters.

The high volume of trade by the late 1980s suggests that distortions
had decreased markedly. The actual pattern of trade corresponded
roughly with what one would surmise was Turkey's comparative advan-
tage, so the static welfare loss from the trade restraints was probably
low. The majority of the welfare loss was probably dynamic, arising
because uncertainty discouraged investment and therefore reduced
growth of productivity. Protection varied considerably because of extra-
budgetary fund levies, although their absolute level was not high, often
dropping to zero. This variation seems to have become more discretion-
ary and created many opportunities for rent seeking. The multiplicity of
tariffs, levies, quantitative restrictions, and incentives makes it hard to
know at any point in time how the relative prices of inputs and outputs
for a sector compared with those in the world market." The lack of
transparency and frequent changes were confusing not only to bureau-
crats and academics but also to firms. They were not sure how trade
regulations affected the relative profitability of two activities, but they
were relatively sure that those regulations would change in a year or two.

The geometry of Turkey's trade reforms, shown in figure 5-1, sheds
light on the political economy. The trade liberalization of the early 1980s
had two politically favorable features. First, the degree of distortion was
very large initially, so the triangles of efficiency gain were a larger frac-
tion of the transfers. As Rodrik shows elegantly in chapter 3 of this
volume, this increases the likelihood of reform. Also, Turkey was a clas-
sic case of the trade reform being packaged with a stabilization and
external financing package that provided large and quick gains, over-
shadowing the distributional issues in the early 1980s. In the mid-1980s,
the triangles of efficiency gains were smaller, and policymakers had to
rely on rising income through steady economic growth to distract people
from the distributional issues. By the late 1980s, the tremendous expan-
sion of trade made the rectangles of redistribution very long and thus
large even for small changes in the tariff rate. Large reductions in tariffs
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Figure 5-1. Social Costs of Trade Barriers in Turkey
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were no longer possible, and large increases were out of the question.
Even small changes became big favors because the volume was so high.
Protection became politicized again, in the context of a basically open
trade regime.

In 1986-88, import policy vacillated. For instance, the number of
items subject to restrictive licensing was reduced in May 1986, but the
advance deposits for imports were increased, after being virtually elimi-
nated in 1984-85. The import surcharge earmarked for the Price Stabil-
ity and Support Fund was increased in 1986 and again in 1987. In 1988
the number of items requiring import licenses, which had crept up to
111, was reduced to 33, and customs tariffs were lowered for 234 items,
including basic industrial inputs. This brought all tariff rates under 50
percent, although this was partially offset by applying surcharges to
more goods and raising the stamp duty on imports. By 1988 total import
taxes were only 13 percent of the total value of imports and 37 percent of
the value of dutiable imports (Bateman and Arslan 1989, table 9). Most
goods entered the country duty free.

In 1989 and 1990, the direction of change became clearer, moving
toward major liberalization of import licensing and tariffs, the main
instruments of protectionism in the past. In August and September 1989,
tariffs (and surcharges, were lowered on more than 300 items, mostly
consumer goods. (During 1989, the import regime was modified at least
seven times.) In January 1990 the list of items subject to import licensing
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was abolished, all import deposit guarantees were eliminated, customs
duties were reduced for 7,545 items and eliminated for 333 more, and
surcharges were reduced for 1,255 items and eliminated for 2,357. Some
barriers and distortions remained, but the main instruments of protec-
tion were eliminated or reduced to such a level that a major policy
decision would be needed to restore high import protection.

The vacillation of trade policy in 1986-88 reflects a pattern of the
government having a general objective of trade liberalization but fre-
quently compromising in order to limit trade deficits and reward politi-
cally favored groups. Major steps were taken to liberalize trade and
establish full currency convertibility in August 1989. What explains the
more consistent liberalizing trend evident after mid-1989? The govern-
ment had planned after the election in the fall of 1987 to liberalize
imports further. Liberalization had to come sometime in the next few
years anyway. Turkey had to meet its obligations to GATT and unify
tariffs with those of the European Community, a process the Turks had
halted during their troubles of the late 1970s (Bateman and Arslan 1989,
p. 5; interview with M. Nishimizu). From a traditional electoral-cycle
viewpoint, early 1988 would have been a good time to get short-run
costs out of the way and have time to realize the efficiency gains from
liberalization before the next election. At that time, however, the govern-
ment faced a recession resulting from its anti-inflation stabilization ef-
forts and decided to defer import liberalization. Also, there were still
immediate concerns about external credit and foreign exchange con-
straints. By late 1988, the situation had changed: the economy was
booming, led by export growth that was strong enough to generate a
current account surplus. In December 1988 the Turks confirmed in a
speech to the European Community Ad-hoc Committee that they would
fulfill all remaining obligations to reduce tariffs on an accelerated sched-
ule by 1995 (Bateman and Arslan 1989, p. 5).

Short-run political concerns also added to the pressure for liberaliza-
tion: high inflation had persisted for more than a year, and polls con-
ducted just after the municipal elections in March 1989 singled out infla-
tion as the most important cause for ANAP'S unexpected setback. To stem
the ebb of his popularity, Ozal felt that he had to do more to combat
inflation. He had, since the 1970s, argued that liberalizing imports
would combat inflationary pressure from domestic monopolies. It would
lower the price of imports, with a direct impact on price indexes and
therefore on wage demands, and would reduce aggregate demand for
domestic products as purchases switched to imported goods. 12

There have been two wild cards in the array of protectionist instru-
ments in Turkey: levies by the extrabudgetary funds and exemptions
from customs duties for incentive programs. The protective effect of the
import levies imposed by the extrabudgetary funds increased in the late
1980s. In 1987, these levies contributed approximately 6 percentage
points to an overall rate of nominal protection of almost 26 percent.
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More interesting from a political economy perspective, however, is the
sectoral incidence of the levies and the way in which they contributed to a
highly uneven tariff structure. In general, consumer goods and agri-
cultural products managed to secure the highest level of protection from
the levies, with relatively less for capital goods and virtually none for
intermediate goods. Some traditional consumer goods industries, includ-
ing beverages and cigarettes, and the transport sector have been able to
secure very high levels of protection, such as 83 percent for automobiles
(Bateman and Arslan 1989).

Exemptions from import duties were widely granted in the 1980s as a
way to encourage certain economic activities, particularly investment
and export production. In 1988 more than two-thirds of imports were
exempt from all import taxes, not just customs duties. A little more than
half of imports were duty free because they were for investment or export
production (Bateman and Arslan 1989). Exemptions were sometimes
granted as purely political favors. In some notable cases, an importer had
a large shipment waiting in port, and a short-term exemption would be
granted for that particular category. Obviously, the importer in question
would gain a tremendous advantage over his competitors, at the expense
of the public treasury and of stable incentives for domestic pSoducers.
Other widely known abuses, like export subsidies granted for fictitious
exports by politically favored firms, became an embarrassment to the
government and contributed to ANAP'S setbacks in the municipal elec-
tions of March 1989.

Contemporaneous with the growth of backdoor import protection in
the late 1980s was a return to more aggressive export support measures,
such as duty-free imports, tax rebates, and subsidized credit (table 5-3
shows the changing structure of export incentives).

Macroeconomic Slippage

The macroeconomic situation in Turkey in the late 1980s deteriorated
seriously, and two of the major causes were political: electoral cycles and
the increased union power of a work force eager to restore real wages,
especially in the public sector. In the 1987 electoral campaign, Ozal
promised to reduce inflation but did not state any specific target, as he
had in 1983. Those targets had been badly missed, so Ozal softened
his promises and started talking of inflation as a price of high growth
(Ulagay 1990).

Turkey's macroeconomic problems and attempted solutions in the late
1980s were related to the elections, but no clear pattern is discernible.
This illustrates two important points:

* The government always wanted lower inflation but would some-
times tolerate higher inflation, especially if it would come after an
election.

* The macroeconomy was not predictable enough for the government
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to plan cycles of inflation or deflation in a way that would improve
consistently its electoral performance.

Before the election, the government increased deficits to finance
more public works projects and subsidies and to cover losses incurred by
state-owned enterprises whose prices were being temporarily depressed.
After the election, public prices would have to be increased to cover
costs, and this would give a big boost to the inflation rate, especially
since the public sector products were often inputs. The general election in
1987 exemplified this most clearly (Kjellstrom 1990). Central bank
credit to the government grew 40 percent in 1986, 60 percent in 1987,
and 40 percent in 1988 (central bank and World Bank staff estimates).

In the aftermath of the March 1989 elections, the ANAP government
made a concerted effort to compete with DYP in order to enlarge its rural
electoral base. A direct manifestation of these efforts involved a striking
increase in agricultural subsidies via the traditional instrument-the sup-
port pricing scheme-which, in turn, contributed to the growing fiscal
instability in the late 1980s and the early 1990s.

Exchange rate policy became more complex in the late 1980s. The
government still wanted the exchange rate to help stimulate exports and
control inflation, although it could not do both at once. The government
relinquished its direct control of the exchange rate, which it left more as a
market response to other policies, especially monetary and fiscal.

From 1986 to mid-1988, the government wanted strong exports to
complete the restoration of its external creditworthiness and hence re-
sumed its aggressive devaluation policy, linking the adjustment to recent
inflation. Money growth stayed high to sustain the undervaluation and
to provide monetary financing of deficits. Both fiscal and real exchange
rate factors thus contributed to the problem of inflation (Vieira da Cu-
nha, Webb, and Isaac 1990). Saracoglu and others at the central bank
realized that reducing inflation would be impossible with a devaluation
policy aimed at reducing the real exchange rate. The well-publicized
lessons of the Southern Cone experience showed that using the nominal
exchange rate as an anti-inflationary instrument was risky and ultimately
ineffective, especially when the fiscal deficit was not yet under control. A
prerequisite for an anti-inflation policy at the central bank, in the pres-
ence of high budget deficits, was letting the exchange rate float.

By late 1988, Turkey was running a current account surplus, and in
October 1988 the government decided to let the rate float. When a run
on the lira ensued, the central bank responded not by backtracking on
the floating rate but rather by sharply tightening credit in the recently
developed interbank overnight money market. The central bank subse-
quently loosened credit when the crisis passed, keeping the real exchange
rate at about its pre-October level.' 3 In contrast to the bad impression
created by the failed stabilization attempt in early 1988, the central bank
seized the high ground, demonstrating that tight credit and high interest
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rates were an effective and sometimes necessary means to fight specula-
tion against the national currency and prevent rapid depreciation that
could lead to runaway inflation. The floating exchange rate was obvi-
ously managed, through the market, to prevent short-term gyrations, but
henceforth the central bank would be able to let economic fundamentals
take their course.

After 1988, Turkey's exchange rate policy was motivated mainly by
macroeconomic considerations, and the effects on trade were incidental
and largely undesired. Although the real exchange rate continued to have
important effects on trade, the nominal exchange rate policy was no
longer driven primarily by trade considerations. In 1989-91, rising fiscal
deficits combined with tight monetary policy to produce rising real inter-
est rates, capital inflow, and real appreciation, as the nominal deprecia-
tion slowed relative to the rate of inflation. The fiscal deficits rose for the
usual political reasons: the government thought it could win votes by
increasing spending and could avoid losing votes by holding down taxes.
It lacked the institutional links that would let it appeal to many groups
on any basis other than special favors of spending or tax breaks. The
government fought inflation only with tight monetary policy, realizing
that this also had the effect of making the real exchange rate overvalued,
especially in 1990 (Krueger and Turan 1993).

The government's influence over the real exchange rate also declined in
the late 1980s as the relaxation of legal constraints on the labor move-
ment led to increasing strike activity and more generous wage settle-
ments. Nevertheless, the share of labor costs in value added was still
lower in Turkey in 1990-91 than in the rest of Southern Europe and than
in Turkey itself in the 1970s (OECD 1990/91, p. 99; Ozmucur 1991).
Wages had not yet had a major effect on the real exchange rate, but the
direction of pressure was definitely upward.

The pattern of labor union activity in the late 1980s and early 1990s in
some ways resembled the pattern of the late 1970s. Unions conceived
their role as that of a self-interested pluralistic pressure group, pushing
for the highest wage increases possible. They did not develop a longer-
term vision in which sustainable real wage increases would be limited to
increases in productivity. A comparison of the two key wage rounds in
1989 and 1991 reveals the evolution of union attitudes. The wage round
of 1989 was mainly defensive, a long-overdue attempt to recover what
workers had lost in real terms during the decade. The wage round of
1991 was offensive, however, and aimed to secure the maximum real
wage increase. This is understandable, given that labor's trust was de-
stroyed by a long period of exclusion and by the refusal of business and
other key groups to make reciprocal concessions, such as accepting ade-
quate taxation.

Real wages rebounded strongly starting in 1989, and this accompanied
a real revaluation in purchasing terms (see table 5-1). The major private
sector firms could afford to give substantial wage increases, especially in
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the export sectors, because they had enjoyed high profits in the 1980s
and had been able to make productivity-enhancing investments. In the
public sector, however, wage increases proved much more burdensome.
Most state-owned firms had not increased their productivity in the 1980s
as fast as the private sector had, so the wage increases often exceeded
their profit margins, necessitating central government subsidies, price
increases, and reduced sales.

Fiscal and Monetary Policy

Going into the 1987 election, the government stimulated a boom with
fiscal expansion while repressing inflation by restraining devaluation and
public sector prices, making them fall behind in real terms. Immediately
after the election, it raised public sector prices to stem the losses incurred
by public enterprises and resumed devaluations at a pace that kept the
real exchange rate competitive. The government realized that the mea-
sures would cause average prices to rise but expected, or at least hoped,
that this would produce a one-time blip in the inflation rate and not
persist. The rise of electricity prices and other inputs to industry pushed
inflation up from less than 40 to almost 80 percent, and it did not come
down quickly. Voters who had elected ANAP for its record of economic
management felt betrayed and turned against the party in the municipal
elections of March 1989.

In 1988 the government tried and failed to have stabilization led by
fiscal retrenchment. The stabilization program of February 1988, de-
signed to restabilize the economy, caused a sharp fall in the growth rate,
but without reducing inflation. Inflation rates of 60 to 70 percent were
increasingly the norm in the latter half of the decade, rising from an
initial base of 25 to 30 percent in 1983. This contrasted sharply with a
key promise of the ANAP government in 1983 to reduce inflation to 10
percent within a single year (Ulagay 1987). As the decade progressed,
this promise became less and less credible, and the government lost its
resolve. It began to rationalize that inflation was the price of rapid devel-
opment, replacing earlier declarations that controlling inflation was the
government's central priority.

Technocrats in the central bank, treasury, and State Planning Organi-
zation understood well the policy changes necessary to reduce inflation-
namely to reduce fiscal deficits in a sustainable way-so that the central
bank could slow the growth of domestic credit without starving the
private sector. The policy dialogue with the IMF and the World Bank in
1987-90 explored the deficit-inflation issue with the Turkish govern-
ment, and at the staff level these groups reached fundamental agreement.
The politicians, at least some of whom also understood the economics
involved, decided against tighter fiscal policy in the end, although several
reforms may have helped lay the basis for disinflation later. 14

Following the example of the Bundesbank and central banks in other
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industrial countries, the treasury and central bank agreed that there
should be an annual monetary program. The events of 1989-91, and
even 1992, illustrate the difficulty and ultimately the impossibility of
establishing an independent central bank unless the government is com-
mitted to low fiscal deficits. The staff of the treasury and the central bank
developed a monetary program in 1989, although without public an-
nouncement. It failed because of excess credit demands from the govern-
ment. The next year, with more foresight, the central bank and treasury
waited until the latter could make a commitment-sign a protocol-not
to borrow more than a certain amount from the central bank. Only then
did the central bank announce a monetary program, to which it kept.
The protocol did not stop the treasury from increasing its borrowing,
which was financed that year by borrowing in the domestic capital mar-
ket, where inflows of foreign capital were strong.

Events in the first half of 1991 illustrate the importance of establishing
the precedent and expectation of the monetary program. At the begin-
ning of 1991, the minister of state for economy did not have the treasury
issue a commitment on the deficit and financing. The central bank re-
sponded by declining to issue a monetary plan. The treasury further
insisted that the central bank double its rate of financing to the govern-
ment in order to hold down the cost of borrowing. The central bank
recognized that it could not sustain both interest rate and exchange rate
targets and, rather than use up its foreign exchange reserves to hold
temporarily to the two targets, it let the Turkish lira fall rapidly under
market pressure. The treasury then retreated. It was by then too late in
the year for a formal protocol and monetary program, but the treasury
did agree to a fixed nominal limit on its monthly borrowing from the
central bank, which would progressively decline in real terms. The cen-
tral bank accepted the increase in money base at the beginning of the year
but after March kept reserve money growing at a rate slightly below the
growth rate for 1990, which was within the range of the monetary
program for 1991.

More disagreement surfaced within the bureaucracy as the central
bank became more autonomous during the latter half of the 1980s. The
February 1988 stabilization program, following the small crisis associ-
ated with the pre-election boom of 1987, was prepared essentially by the
central bank with no input from the State Planning Organization (al-
though the report itself that formed the basis of the February measures
was publicized as the joint product of the three key agencies: the central
bank, the State Planning Organization, and the treasury). The first con-
flict revolved around the exchange rate policy, with the State Planning
Organization on one side and the central bank and the treasury on the
other. The State Planning Organization opposed the real appreciation of
the exchange rate in 1989 and 1990 because of its negative impact on the
tradable sector and the long-run competitiveness of the economy. The
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perspective was supported by econometric evidence, which identified the
real exchange rate as the key determinant of export performance in the
Turkish case (Arslan and van Wijnbergen 1990; Barlow and Senses 1992;
for an alternate view see Celasun and Rodrik 1989). The second dis-
agreement was between the central bank and the treasury, which dis-
agreed about the timing of capital account liberalization and of the tran-
sition to convertibility. The central bank opposed the August 1989
measures liberalizing the capital account, arguing that such measures
were premature, considering the degree of macroeconomic instability.
Finally, the central bank's monetary program became a subject of dis-
agreement. Following the introduction of its monetary program in 1990,
the central bank was criticized by the other two key agencies, which
argued that a monetary program would not be effective unless it was
coordinated with other macroeconomic policies, particularly control
over the budget deficit.

The problems of coordinating the key bureaucratic agencies were ag-
gravated further by the political vacuum following Ozal's election to the
presidency in November 1989. Isin Celebi, minister of state, took a
basically pro-State Planning Organization stance, on the exchange rate
issue in particular, while Gunes Taner, the other minister responsible for
the economy, agreed with the central bank and the treasury, particularly
on the exchange rate issue. Disagreement over the exchange rate policy
reflected the State Planning Organization's greater emphasis on growth
and long-run competitiveness plus the central bank's and the treasury's
corresponding concern with stabilization and inflation. The central bank
increased its influence at the expense of the State Planning Organization,
the premier institution for the pre-1980 era. This pattern was clearly
validated by the attempt to restructure the economic bureaucracy a few
months prior to the general elections of 1991. A primary objective was to
take implementation functions away from the State Planning Organiza-
tion and give it a more advisory role.

Political Management

Following the second ANAP victory in the November 1987 elections,
Ozal's direct involvement with economic management diminished, lead-
ing after that to fragmentation and lack of coordination in economic
decisionmaking. That year was also a turning point because wage pres-
sures reemerged, repayment of the foreign debt (both the interest and the
principal) became an increased burden on the budget and macro-
economic balances, and the increasing fiscal deficits heightened the con-
flict between growth and competitiveness, on the one hand, and short-
run stabilization, on the other.

The ANAP party failed to establish a strong base of support from the
groups benefiting from structural adjustment. The failure to reap politi-
cal support from the beneficiaries of stabilization reflected mainly the
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government's failure to sustain stabilization. When political support wa-
vered, the government did not hark back to the success of the 1980
stabilization and call for a return to sound fiscal policy; rather, it usually
tried populist measures that were fiscally damaging, such as restraining
public sector price increases, increasing public sector wages, and spend-
ing more on popular local projects. Trade liberalization, by contrast, did
expand the group of winners from structural adjustment. But because the
policies often changed unpredictably and without consultation with the
groups most directly affected-the top-down management style-the cre-
ation of a large group of gainers did not translate into corresponding
political support for the ANAP government. ANAP could run as the party
of successful structural adjustment in 1983 and 1987, but this reputation
had faded by 1991.

Lessons from Turkey

The wide variation in economic and political outcomes in Turkey since
the beginning of the 1980s offers the opportunity to draw important
lessons on what to do and what not to do in politically managing struc-
tural adjustment. This chapter concludes first by summarizing the bal-
ance of achievements and then indicating the lessons that seem to tran-
scend the Turkish circumstances.

Balance of Achievements

The Turkish adjustment accomplished a major structural reorientation
of the economy. The share of output for export rose from 5 percent in
1979 to 23 percent in 1989, and real output roughly doubled. The
financial markets not only were open internationally, in stark contrast to
the situation before 1980, but also developed depth and sophistication.
Even in areas where the program must be judged a failure as of the end of
1991-reducing fiscal deficits, inflation, income inequality, and the size
of the inefficient public enterprise sector-the transformations of trade
and finance fundamentally altered the context of the problems, changing
their effects on the private sector and changing the options for the gov-
ernment to deal with them.

Although the first phase of economic adjustment was sustained, but
not initiated, in an authoritarian context, the Turks restored democracy
when the reform was incomplete. ANAP won office on the platform of
economic success and eventually lost in part because of economic failure.
The electoral defeat of ANAP in 1991 did not mean, however, the demise
of the coalitions supporting structural adjustment or liberalization. The
long period of ANAP rule helped consolidate reforms to such a degree that
all the principal parties agreed on a broadly similar economic program.
The ideological differences between the left and the right-state directed
versus market oriented-substantially diminished. Despite the persis-
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tence of significant distributional conflicts, broad agreement on the desir-
ability of market-oriented reforms constituted an important source of
optimism for the future of structural adjustment in an era of coalition
politics. Without sharp ideological conflicts, coalition politics in the
1990s seem unlikely to duplicate the highly unstable pattern of the late
1970s.

Although the reforms of the early 1980s greatly reduced the impor-
tance of rent seeking, particularly with regard to foreign trade, patronage
politics by ANAP became more widespread again in the latter half of the
decade as some features of the import-substitution regime continued.
Hence, the initial strength that ANAP derived from control of state re-
sources became a disadvantage as the dispensing of favors led to growing
resentment and reaction on the part of the wider populace. Also, over-
invoicing exports-or creating fictitious exports to take advantage of
favorable export subsidies-and the subsequent failure of the govern-
ment to discipline or penalize adequately the companies involved created
political discontent. Fictitious exports also jeopardized the popularity of
exporters, as a group, and the attempts since 1980 to build a coalition
supporting exports.

Although the private sector became much more vibrant and competi-
tive in world markets, a large public sector remained basically intact at
the end of the ANAP era and created rent-seeking opportunities. Many
people became disaffected by ANAP's arbitrary distribution of rents from
the central government. Traditional sources of patronage politics in-
cluded state economic enterprises, public banks, and public sector con-
tracts. The extrabudgetary funds created new avenues for distributing
rents. Fiscal decentralization during the period, involving the prolifera-
tion of extrabudgetary funds and the granting of increased spending
authority to municipalities, also tended to amplify fiscal disequilibrium.

Top-down Political Liberalization

The hierarchical structure of ANAP, under a strong and dominant
leader, helped the party in the early and mid-1980s but was increasingly a
disadvantage during the latter half of the decade. Ozal's style of leader-
ship and his unwillingness to delegate power prevented a smooth transi-
tion of leadership within the party. Part of ANAP's defeat in the 1991
elections occurred because some of its constituency transferred to the
smaller Islamic fundamentalist party, which increased its share of the
vote strikingly compared with the 1987 elections.

Furthermore, the political vacuum left by Ozal's ascendance to the
presidency created divisions within the party and the government itself.
These divisions were partly responsible for the problems with macro-
economic coordination. The divisions within the party led eventually to
the withdrawal of important parts of the conservative-religious faction.
Under the leadership of Mesut Yilmaz, a representative of the liberal
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wing, ANAP recovered some of its old cohesion and vitality but not suffi-
ciently to prevent defeat in the election of 1991.

Empowered Technocrats

From a comparative perspective, the Turkish experience up to late
1987 shows the effectiveness of having a key individual lead a select
group of technocrats in securing the degree of consistency and bureaucra-
tic cohesion needed to initiate structural adjustment. Yet, once the leader
departs, coordination becomes a problem in the absence of an autono-
mous and internally coherent bureaucracy.

In retrospect, the failures of macroeconomic policy in the late 1980s
can be traced to three forces. First, a broad consultative process was not
institutionalized to cultivate popular support for macroeconomic stabil-
ity. Second, the top bureaucrats lacked autonomy from the politicians
and, hence, were unable to counteract the pressures to expand the fiscal
deficit. Third, problems of coordination and conflict plagued the bureau-
cracy itself, and these were accentuated further by the appointment in
1989 of two separate ministers (Gunes Taner and Iin Celebi), both of
whom tried to assume responsibility for running the economy.

The highly centralized and insulated policy apparatus that Ozal cre-
ated in the early 1980s helped initiate and sustain reform through its
early stages. Yet, insulation and lack of institutionalized links with inter-
est groups increasingly became a disadvantage for coordinating policy
and managing distributional conflicts under conditions of fully competi-
tive politics.

Dealing with Interest Groups

Political management of the reform process requires coalition-building
to deal with interest groups. This means developing each part of the
reform package so that it contributes to the overall objectives of the
program and at the same time satisfies the relevant groups enough for
them to go along with the overall program, even if some parts are not to
their liking. Turkey had mixed success in this regard.

The support of large-scale business was the domestic counterpart of
extensive external assistance, and both factors contributed to the success
of structural adjustment efforts. Conglomerates occupy a pivotal posi-
tion in the Turkish economy. By 1980, the major conglomerates repre-
sented by TUSiAD had recognized that the import-substitution model,
which involved sales to a heavily protected home market, was no longer
feasible, and they smoothed the path for trade liberalization. They had
been the bastions of import substitution during the 1960s and 1970s but
emerged as the principal exporters in the 1980s. The dominant role of
export-import companies, most of which were subsidiaries of major con-
glomerates, in the export surge of the 1980s clearly supports this
proposition.
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The absence of serious distributional pressures on policymakers for a
considerable period (due to the authoritarian regime during the 1980-83
phase and limited political liberalization during the 1983-87 era) also
proved to be a key factor contributing to a process of smooth adjustment
from a position of acute crisis. Real wage flexibility, due to the political
exclusion of labor up to 1987, contributed to the short-run economic
success of structural adjustment, although with obvious costs for the
objective of democracy and income equality. The pattern of labor rela-
tions after 1987, which fits neither the "exclusion" nor the "corporatist
intermediation" categories, clearly has been a source of instability.
TUSiAD recently sponsored a study recommending the creation of an
economic and social council, which would bring together, in a formal
and legally recognized setting, representatives of business (TOBB, TUSiAD,

Turk-Trade, and TISK, the employers' association), labor (Turk-is and
DISK, recently legalized), agriculture (TOZB), and the government. The
council would work to create a consensus on the framework for eco-
nomic policy and on the specific measures to effect it. It would provide
feedback and guidance during the implementation process (Onis and
Sunar 1992).

Packaging and Tradeoffs between Macroeconomic
and Trade Reforms

The Turkish case illustrates both the benefits of packaging trade and
macroeconomic reforms, in order to make both more politically accept-
able, and the dangers of letting trade and financial sector reforms attract
financing th'at permits the country to avoid fiscal structural adjustment.

The crisis of 1979-80 created for most Turks a mental association
between the scarcity of imported goods and the problems of the old
economic policy regime. Consequently, through the 1980s, trade reforms
were widely recognized as being in the interest of the average man rather
than as concessions to foreign or internationalist interests. Export sub-
sidies in the form of low-interest credit and tax rebates played an impor-
tant role because they encouraged exports and helped Turkey build a
coalition in support of exports. Thus an unorthodox instrument helped
the government buy support for the more conventional instruments such
as exchange rate devaluation and import liberalization.

Packaging fiscal reforms to help stabilize the economy with trade and
exchange rate reforms to alleviate the balance of payments crisis in the
early 1980s made both kinds of reform more attractive politically. An-
other pattern in the late 1980s, however, made additional and more
radical trade and exchange rate reforms instead of enacting the necessary
macroeconomic measures, especially reducing the fiscal deficit. This ex-
acerbated economic problems over the longer term, although it did help
the government get continued financing over the short term and allevi-
ated other symptoms of macroeconomic problems.
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Speed of Reform

A large portion of the reforms were initiated in two windows of politi-
cal opportunity when the government had a mandate for dramatic ac-
tion: in the balance of payments crisis of 1980 and in the honeymoon of
1983-84 that followed democratization. Making reforms rapidly was
important at these junctures. Later in the 1980s, as the democratic pro-
cess became more routine, reforms succeeded when they were carefully
prepared in consultation with the groups affected. Crash programs and
gradualism were thus appropriate for different circumstances.

External Influences

The substantial external assistance that Turkey received in the early
1980s contributed to a large supply response and, hence, to a speedy
recovery, which reduced the costs of stabilization and structural adjust-
ment. The scale and speed of the recovery helped policymakers justify the
program to broad segments of the population, override opposition, and
consolidate a coalition in favor of reform. Given the acute import-
starvation of the Turkish economy at the peak of the crisis, rapid recov-
ery would not have been feasible in the absence of external assistance on
a substantial scale. Slow recovery would have jeopardized the future of
the program.

In the late 1980s, however, Turkey's success in getting external financ-
ing from commercial as well as official sources and the success of the
government in getting domestic financing unfortunately allowed the gov-
ernment to pursue expansionary fiscal policies for short-term political
motives. This caused serious problems with inflation and eventually with
other types of macroeconomic instability.

Membership in GATT helped promote trade liberalization, as did pros-
pects of joining the European Community. The rules of GATT helped, for
example, eliminate export rebates in 1988. The government strongly
favored admission to the European Community, but most top officials
recognized that the prospects for admission were remote. They timed the
application in 1987 to be part of the campaign to get domestic political
approval for that round of trade liberalization.

Challenges for the 1 990s

The twin challenges that Turkey faced as it entered the 1990s were to
consolidate and broaden democracy and to renew the efforts at economic
reform. Consolidating democracy would involve expanding human
rights and the avenues for political discussion of economic interests. The
experience of the 1980s had modernized the economy and removed
many of the ideological impediments to policy formation, which had
paralyzed it in the 1970s. The political culture remained paternalistic,
however, so that the democratic incentives to seek popular support were
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channeled into patronage and the direct provision of benefits. This made
good macroeconomic policy almost impossible. To meet the challenge of
economic reform as well would require political and institutional innova-
tions that resolve distributional conflicts-over issues like wages, taxa-
tion, and agricultural support prices-and avoid populist solutions.

Appendix 5-1: The Budget Process

The problems in coordinating agencies responsible for economic pol-
icy in Turkey are well illustrated by the routine established after 1983 for
making the annual government budget. In the first phase, the Budget
Department in the Ministry of Finance gathers current expenditure re-
quest forms from various parts of the central government and collates
them. The State Planning Organization puts together the investment
budget. This is a political process, with requests coming from various
ministries and members of Parliament, who are the conduits for any
interest group pressure. (Only ANAP deputies participated in the process
during their tenure in power; opposition parties were totally shut out of
the process.) The State Planning Organization receives the requests and
collates and reconciles them with the five-year plan. The draft budgets
for the state-owned enterprises are done in the treasury, with input from
the State Planning Organization on the investment program. In the sec-
ond phase, the State Planning Organization, the treasury, and the Budget
Department of the Ministry of Finance bring together their parts of the
draft budget and reconcile them with the macroeconomic program for
the coming year. The treasury prepares this program on the basis of the
macroeconomic forecasting done in the State Planning Organization.
The output from the three agencies, known as the technical budget, is
passed to the High Planning Council. Here the prime minister and other
top politicians make final adjustments and then submit the budget to
Parliament for approval. Further changes in Parliament are usually
minor-mainly adjusting salary levels and making a few changes in pub-
lic investment.

Implementing the budget is the task of the treasury. Some divergence
between the planned budget and the outcome is inevitable since the
budget is formulated in nominal terms when inflation makes it impossi-
ble for the government to forecast accurately the path of prices over the
year. If the government wants to convince Parliament of the need for
fiscal tightening, it understates revenues. If the Budget Commission, an
interagency organization, decides on spending cuts (usually across the
board), it passes these on to the Ministry of Finance to enact. (With
regard to extrabudgetary funds, the treasury usually tries to understate
revenues and claw back revenue from them.) Unanticipated inflation or
political pressures may lead the government to implement an extra-
contractual adjustment of public sector wages.
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Notes

1. Local thresholds are determined by dividing the total number of votes in the constitu-
ency by the total number of seats allocated to the constituency. The local threshold there-
fore varies, from a minimum of 20 percent in the largest forty-eight constituencies with six
seats each (also in districts with five seats) to a maximum of 50 percent in constituencies
with only two seats each. Furthermore, in forty-six constituencies only one member is
elected on the basis of a simple majority, which also hinders the participation of small
parties.

2. This conflict has manifested itself particularly in the textile sector. Exporters of
clothing want cheap imports of raw materials (fabric, yarn, and fiber) contrary to the
interests of local producers.

3. Some of the Princes and their followers started out with a degree from the Faculty of
Political Science in Ankara-the equivalent of the French Ecole Nationale-but then went
on for a graduate degree in the United States or Europe. Some even worked for a time in the
private sector before entering the government, and some began their studies at Bogazici or
Middle East Technical University in engineering or economics.

4. Bienen and van de Walle (1991) show the generality of the pattern whereby people
who remain in office longer gain in power.

S. Krueger and Turan (1993) advise caution in attributing the adoption of the program to
pressure from TiSiAD. The article by Ozal in 1977 is well within the tradition of having the
president of TOsiAD, then Feyyaz Berker of the Tekfen Group, sponsor a position piece
without being able to mobilize the organization to lobby for it directly with the
government.

6. Diwan (1990) explains how export promotion measures, which would create distor-
tions and inefficiencies in other contexts, can increase welfare when they are integral to a
strategy for debt rescheduling.

7. Boratav 1990; Ozmucur 1991. Many small businesses lost from the stabilization
package because of the costs of high interest, but small business activities were so varied
that a comprehensive assessment is not possible. Many small firms profited, for example,
from export-oriented expansion.

8. All dollar amounts are U.S. dollars.
9. Unlike the typical case of persistent moderate inflation (Dornbusch and Fischer 1991),

monetary financing of government deficits played an important role in Turkey up through
1988 (van Wijnbergen, Anand, and Rocha 1988). Expansion of central bank credit to the
private sector was not a serious contributor to inflation.

10. This expression in Turkish alludes to a famous and generally successful battle tactic
of the Ottoman army, ritualized by the janissary bands. To achieve victory against the
opponents of reform, as against the enemies of the olden empire, the tactic requires disci-
pline to ensure that the forward steps greatly outnumber the backward.

1 1. Quantitative studies of effective protection, such as that by Olgun, Togan, and Akder
(1989, cited in OECD 1990/91, pp. 86-89), are based on legal tariff rates, and they do not
systematically take into account the effects of quantitative restrictions and export
incentives.

12. To some extent, these effects would be mitigated because import liberalization would
cause the real exchange rate ro depreciate by increasing the demand for foreign exchange.
Depreciation would push import prices back up and increase the demand for exports, but
this would take longer than the anti-inflationary effects.

13. There was great concern about distress in the banking system at this time, making the
central bank reluctant to boost real interest rates permanently. Also, continued tight money
would cause the real exchange rate to appreciate, and the central bank presumably did not
want the floating rate regime immediately associated with overvaluation. Stopping inflation
almost always leads to some overvaluation, whether or not the exchange rate is used as an
instrument of control (Dornbusch 1980), but the central bank in 1988 was not in a position
to lead a full-fledged disinflation program.

14. The Ministry of Finance, under Pakdemirli, did, in 1989, develop a comprehensive
tax reform that would have raised more revenue and improved efficiency by, for instance,
establishing a corporate income tax. The proposal was rejected, however, after big business
protested.
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Poland: The Political Economy
of Shock Therapy

SIMON JOHNSON AND MARZENA KOWALSKA

AT THE BEGINNING OF 1990, AFTER INHERITING A DISASTROUS macro-
economic situation, the first noncommunist Polish government in forty
years implemented a radical program of reform that brought inflation
under control, eliminated shortages, produced a current account surplus,
and made the currency convertible. This program was sustained by a
strong political coalition with widespread social support, as well as by
considerable assistance from western governments, which provided not
only financial aid and a debt reduction agreement but also important
intellectual and technical support for the program.

Despite its undeniable successes, the program ran into serious political
difficulties. The results of the first year were in many ways impressive,
but economic performance in the second year deteriorated markedly.
Facing a new set of economic difficulties, the second noncommunist
government no longer had the political room to maneuver enjoyed by its
predecessor. Problems with state enterprises and the budget mounted
until they constituted a new crisis. By the end of 1991, this crisis had
combined with the results of the first free parliamentary elections to

For their comments on drafts of this chapter, the authors thank Stephan Haggard,
Michael Lav, Branko Milanovic, Steven Webb, Stanislaw Wellisz, and participants in the
May 1991 and May 1992 World Bank conferences on the political economy of structural
adjustment in new democracies.
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produce the resignation of Jan Krzysztof Bielecki's government and of the
program's architect, Leszek Balcerowicz.

Some elements of the program remain intact, and it is very unlikely
that Poland could ever go back to its previous economic system. Nev-
ertheless, despite its remarkable initial success, the Polish stabilization
program ran into serious difficulties. What happened in Poland? There
are three main puzzles about the political economy of adjustment in
Poland. First, how did Solidarity-a social movement with strong trade
union roots-come to support a government with such a radical promar-
ket reform program? Second, given the costs imposed by this program,
why did it face hardly any effective opposition during its first year
(1990)? Third, given the initial economic and political success of the
program, what caused the serious political problems encountered in its
second year (1991 )?

This chapter shows that Solidarity, as a movement, did not have clear
plans about the economic policies it would implement if it came to power
in 1989. Solidarity did surprisingly well in the June 1989 election, and
this success immediately altered thinking about what was feasible in
Poland. While the economic situation deteriorated rapidly, only two
groups of Polish economists presented coherent policy proposals. The
authors of the seemingly less radical proposal were brought into a gov-
ernment supported both by public opinion and by a remarkable political
coalition. The shock nature of the economic program took advantage of
these initial conditions and rapidly created irreversible macroeconomic
and institutional changes.

The program initially met with surprisingly little organized opposition
even though it imposed significant costs on many people. In part this was
because the effects of the program tended to divide rather than unify
social groups. Most groups, with the significant exception of farmers,
had trouble organizing against it because they were disoriented and con-
fused about how best to respond and did not have effective political
representation of their group interests. Of course, these groups were
represented by Solidarity, but this encompassing organization had broad
anticommunist goals and strongly supported the program. At least
through the summer of 1990, no new political groupings could harness
society's disorientation and disaffection. Seen in retrospect, the election
of Lech Walesa to the presidency in December 1990 actually strengthened
the program by establishing a political figure able to transcend particular
interests.

The program's problems emerged more clearly when the existing polit-
ical blocs-both Solidarity and the former communists-began to divide
and compete. In part because of the new electoral rules and in part
because of acute social divisions, these new groups were extremely frag-
mented. Political groups in the Parliament moved rapidly from strongly
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supporting the program to positioning themselves against it in order to
win votes in the parliamentary election of 1991. Beginning in mid-1990,
the program encountered new economic problems-particularly due to
the severe recession in industry and the perceived crisis in agriculture-
that called for important policy adjustments. The new political situation
made those adjustments very difficult to pursue.

Political changes in 1989 provided the initial impulse for economic
reform, and the political agreements of that year provided a strong basis
for the program. But political institutions hardly changed in the follow-
ing year, despite the new economic system, and political arrangements
based on the roundtable agreements of 1989 now became the program's
most serious obstacle. Furthermore, the same social fragmentation that
helped minimize opposition to the program in its first year now fed
directly into the fragmentation of party politics and the corresponding
paralysis of policy.

This chapter explains how the Balcerowicz Plan was created, considers
why it did not face strong opposition even when its costs had become
clear, examines how the political situation changed with the growth of
new political groups willing to articulate social grievances, and considers
the results of the reform process to the end of 1991. It concludes with an
overall assessment of the plan. To help clarify the complex details of
Polish politics, a glossary of party names is presented in appendix 6-1.

Breakdown of the Old System, 1988-89

The beginning of serious economic reform in Poland can be traced to
1980-81 when, under pressure from the newly legalized Solidarity move-
ment, the government initiated new legislation. Implementation of these
measures was interrupted by the military coup of December 1981, but
the military-backed government itself soon tried to institute gradual eco-
nomic reform in an attempt to make state firms more efficient and buy
social peace. However, successive communist governments in the 1980s
proved unwilling to follow through on their threats to bankrupt recal-
citrant firms, and their reforms affected the behavior of firms only mini-
mally. This first stage of economic reform ended with recentralization, a
familiar pattern of communist reform in which bureaucrats fight to re-
gain lost privileges.

According to official statistics, the Polish economic situation in the
second half of the 1980s was not too bad, with real gross domestic
product (GDP) and industrial production rising and inflation in 1986 and
1987 remaining around 20 percent a year. The reality was much less
favorable, with shortages of many goods, poor-quality production, and
low growth in productivity. The most pressing problem was that Poland
could not service its foreign debt. A current account deficit persisted for
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transactions in convertible currencies at the end of the 1980s, and the
slight trade surplus in transferable rubles could not be used to service
debt denominated in hard currencies.

A so-called second stage of reform was designed in 1987 and imple-
mented in 1988. Although these reforms had only weak popular support,
the communists felt they had no alternative.' The domestic economic
situation was bad and showed no signs of improving; Poland faced inter-
national pressure from creditor western countries and possibly from the
Soviet Union. The reforms emphasized microeconomics, which meant
altering the incentive structure to push firms toward market transactions.
In particular, price controls were reduced in scope, the direct supervision
of wages by ministries was abandoned, and managers were left to handle
all negotiations with workers. This was intended to depoliticize wage
bargaining, but nothing was done to strengthen the incentives for state
managers to resist wage demands. The reform thus strengthened the
power of workers over managers. Legally and in practice, the question of
who owned the firms became very confused.

The second stage of reform started with a large relative price correc-
tion in February 1988; the result was a sharp increase in food prices,
implying a 20 to 30 percent fall in real wages. The quick response was a
spontaneous wave of strikes not organized by the Solidarity leadership,
and managers of state firms showed little inclination to resist wage
claims. Measured real wages increased sharply in February and March
and again after mid-year as the financial controls on state enterprises
broke down. The most important result was the rapid increase in prices,
followed by further increases in the inflation rate later in the year.

A new communist prime minister, Mieczyslaw Rakowski, was in-
stalled in September in a last attempt to save the party's monopoly on
political power. This new government sought to reform policies govern-
ing private enterprise, foreign investment, and the banking system, but
these changes came too late to avert the acceleration of inflation and the
breakdown of tax collections during 1989. Economic problems forced
the government to negotiate again with representatives of the opposition,
and although these negotiations ultimately created a new government,
the route from the roundtable to the Balcerowicz Plan was quite
complicated.

The Roundtable Agreements

The roundtable discussions of early 1989-they began in February and
ended in April-resulted in a decisive reorganization of Poland's political
institutions. The final agreements were designed to eliminate the commu-
nists' monopoly on power only gradually; once in place, the new institu-
tions proved extremely difficult to change.

The political part of the agreements contained four general principles.
First, citizens were given the freedom to create political, social, and
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professional organizations. All parts of Solidarity were legalized, allow-
ing independent organizations of workers, farmers, and students to
resume their activities, thus creating political pluralism. Second, opposi-
tion groups were given real opportunities to have access to all forms of
media, thus creating freedom of expression. Third, new electoral rules
were adopted with the intention of making Parliament more representa-
tive, and the courts were declared independent. Fourth, the principle of
strong municipal self-government was adopted. These principles were
intended to guide political developments in Poland over at least the next
two to three years.

During the roundtable discussions, clear differences arose concerning
the sequence of reforms. The government and Communist Party thought
it was preferable to introduce rapid changes in the legislature and execu-
tive, a process they hoped to control from the top down. In contrast,
representatives of Solidarity thought the introduction of democracy
should come from the bottom up through changes in the legal system, the
mass media, and municipal self-government. Solidarity preferred to
move more gradually on institutional change, forcing the Communist
Party to give up its powers step by step.

What did the new political institutions look like? First, the roundtable
re-created the post of president, which had been eliminated in 1952. The
president's role was to be that of a stabilizer, and participants at the
roundtable assumed that General Wojciech Jaruzelski would initially play
this role. With this in mind, the presidential term of office was set at six
years. The president had limited emergency powers but could dissolve
Parliament if the Seim (the lower house) failed to appoint a government
or failed to pass the social and economic plan, the descendant of the five-
year plan. The president could also veto any legislation passed by Parlia-
ment, which could then override the veto.

The most important and complex changes concerned Parliament.
Drawing on Poland's historical tradition, the roundtable negotiators re-
created a second chamber of Parliament (the Senate), which would serve
as a check on the powers of the Seim. The Senate could discuss and
propose amendments to legislation, including the budget, that had
passed the Sejm. The Seim would need a two-thirds' majority to reject the
Senate's amendments.

Transitional provisions maintained the communists' power in the Par-
liament. The Seim and Senate were to be elected in 1989 for four years.
In the Sejm, 65 percent of the deputies were to be from the Polish United
Workers Party (the Communist Party) and its five small allied parties.
Candidates from Solidarity and other independent groups who did not
belong to these five parties were allowed to compete in free elections
against procommunist forces for the remaining 35 percent of the seats.
The allocation of seats to appointed and freely elected deputies, both
within and across constituencies, was to be decided by the Council of
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State, but it was agreed that in every constituency at least one seat would
be reserved for an independent candidate. Election to the Senate, by
contrast, was to be completely free, without any restrictions on the num-
ber of seats that could be won by the opposition. For both the Sejm and
the Senate, a candidate could be elected on the first round only if he or
she received more than 50 percent of the valid votes cast. If no one
obtained such an absolute majority, a runoff election would decide be-
tween the top two candidates.

These details proved important in the following months and years,
although often in unforeseen ways. Allowing Solidarity access to political
power initially provided a strong push to serious economic reform in
1989 and 1990, while granting former communists control of the Sejm
later became a significant brake on reform.

Economics of the Roundtable Agreements

In contrast to the deep political changes agreed at the roundtable, the
economic agreements were much more cautious and partial. Solidarity's
representatives were deeply divided. Some were skeptical about jumping
to a market economy and preferred to advance the cause of self-
management in state enterprises. Others held strong, promarket liberal
views. The resulting agreements sought to improve existing economic
policies while protecting the living standards of workers.

The agreements stipulated that the real value of subsidies to food
products should be maintained during 1989 and then fall gradually be-
ginning in 1990. At the same time, monopolistic organizations were to
be dismantled and agricultural prices freely determined by demand and
supply. Minimum purchase prices were to be guaranteed for agricultural
goods, and some price controls were to remain on productive inputs to
agriculture. In sum, these policies were designed to be gradual.

An important agreement on indexation was also passed: wages were
supposed to rise by 80 percent of the increase in consumer prices. This
part of the agreement was opposed by the procommunist All-Poland
Alliance of Trade Unions, which demanded 100 percent indexation.
Wages in the budget sphere, which includes education, health services,
and general administration of the state, were to rise in line with increases
in industrial wages. Pensions were to be indexed, with the indexation
payments made directly from the government's budget.

This agreement had two important consequences. First, the fuse was
lit on a hyperinflationary time bomb. Freeing the prices of agricultural
output pushed inflation still higher, while the introduction of explicit
wage indexation both accelerated inflation and made disinflation much
more difficult. Defusing this bomb was the first priority of the Bal-
cerowicz Plan, and commitments to indexation continued to be a prob-
lem for the budget throughout 1990 and 1991. Second, the roundtable
hardly dealt with the privatization of state property and instead stressed
self-management, which effectively strengthened workers' councils.
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Interregnum, Summer 1989

In retrospect, the period following the roundtable was a transition
from communism to democracy, from a controlled to a market-based
economy. At the time, however, the situation was far from clear and
remained extremely fluid from June to September. Events and decisions
made in this period had important consequences that were not always
predictable.

The Elections of 1989

Two electoral rounds took place in June. The full election results,
shown in table 6-1, represented an unexpected triumph for Solidarity,
which won all but one of the seats in the Senate as well as all of the seats
in the Seim it was allowed to contest-despite having to run against
many candidates who were formally independent but received support
from the communists. In addition, some deputies who won seats reserved
for the communist coalition had tacit Solidarity support.

Almost all the (communist) candidates on the national list were de-
feated on the first round. This embarrassment resulted in the rapid elim-
ination of the national list and the election of a further 10 percent of
representatives from constituencies, with two (procommunist) candi-
dates elected for each additional seat. A final sign of the widespread
support for Solidarity was the low turnout in the second round, when
almost no Solidarity-backed candidates were running.

The new balance of political power in Parliament was signaled by the
election of General Jaruzelski to the presidency in July. Although no
other candidates ran, General Jaruzelski added to the drama by waiting
to announce his candidacy until the day before the election. He was

Table 6-1. Representation of Parliamentary Clubs in Poland's Sejm
and Senate as of July 31, 1 989

Sejm Senate

Number Percentage Number Percentage
Club and affiliation of Seats of total of seats of total

Solidarity
Citizens' Parliamentary Club 161 35.0 99 99.0

Communist coalition
Polish United Workers Party 173 37.6 0 0.0
United Peasant Party 76 16.5 0 0.0
Democratic Party 27 5.9 0 0.0
Union PAX 10 2.2 0 0.0
Christian Social Union 8 1.7 0 0.0
Polish Social Catholic Union 5 1.1 0 0.0

Independent 0 0.0 1 1.0

Total 460 100.0 100 100.0

Source: Seim 1991.
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elected by the most narrow margin possible-only one vote more than he
needed-and only with the tacit support of some members of the Citi-
zens' Parliamentary Club, which was backed by Solidarity.2

There was general astonishment that, given the closeness of the con-
test, some members of Solidarity abstained and implicitly supported the
general, who was associated with the imposition of martial law. Even
more surprising was that one deputy from the Communist Party and
several from the Democratic and the United Peasant parties did not
support the general. The communist monolith was beginning to crack,
but so was the Citizens' Parliamentary Club.

Members of Solidarity who supported Jaruzelski said that an implicit
agreement had been reached at the time of the roundtable and that
preventing his election would risk internal anarchy and damage Poland's
international position, a reference to the threat of intervention by the
Soviet Union. The opponents replied that supporting Jaruzelski legit-
imized the communist system and betrayed the trust of voters (Do-
maranczyk 1990).

Formation of the Solidarity Government

The June election was a clear vote against the communists. Solidarity
lacked a detailed program, however, and the very important question
remained of the extent to which Solidarity should involve itself in govern-
ment. On August 3, in this tense situation, Jaruzelski nominated General
Czeslaw Kiszczak to be prime minister. Kiszczak had previously been
minister of internal affairs and was one of the architects of martial law;
the immediate response was a wave of politically motivated protest
strikes. In the Sejm, Kiszczak's nomination was supported by 237 depu-
ties and opposed by 173, including not only all members of Solidarity's
Citizens' Parliamentary Club but also five deputies from the Commu-
nist Party, twenty-one from the United Peasant Party, and three from
the Democratic Party. This vote clearly showed the growing lack of
unity within the 65 percent of deputies supposedly controlled by the
communists.

The Citizens' Parliamentary Club had been considering taking a more
active role in government ever since the June elections. Even before the
president was chosen, the slogan "Your President, Our Prime Minister"
had been presented to the public in Gazeta Wvborcza (July 3, 1989) by
one of the most influential opposition politicians: Adam Michnik.

The idea of a Solidarity government was, however, received with con-
siderable although not universal skepticism.3 Ironically, some of the
strongest objections were raised by Tadeusz Mazowiecki, who soon be-
came prime minister of the coalition government. 4 The main argument
against Solidarity forming a government was that it lacked a comprehen-
sive economic program. Solidarity had, after all, been an illegal opposi-
tion movement until recently and had not had an opportunity to prepare
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such a program. Moreover, its members lacked administrative experience
and would have to contend with a bureaucracy, media, and military
completely dominated by members of the communist nomenklatura and
closely linked with other communist countries. Solidarity representatives
in the government would only legitimize unpopular policy decisions, a
fear exacerbated when the Rakowski government liberalized food prices
on August 1. Instead of producing a serious program of reforms, it was
feared, a Solidarity-supported government would help the Communist
Party regain social support and legitimize existing state institutions.

The decisive move came when Lech Walesa, on August 7, declared
himself opposed to General Kiszczak becoming prime minister and pro-
posed a coalition government with ministers from Solidarity, the Demo-
cratic Party, and the United Peasant Party. On August 19, two days after
Kiszczak gave up trying to form a new government, General Jaruzelski
appointed Tadeusz Mazowiecki as prime minister. Mazowiecki and his
government were overwhelmingly confirmed by the Sejm. Solidarity had
swept its opponents from the political battlefield, and, despite being only
a minority in the Sejm, controlled the legislative initiative. The critical
question remained, however, of whether the new government could find
an economic strategy that was politically viable.

Origins of the Economic Program

After resolving the presidential crisis and forming a new government,
the next step was to introduce a program of radical economic reform.
Observers of Poland have seen a major puzzle in this program: why did a
political movement with strong trade union roots choose a program that
delivered lower real wages, higher unemployment, and less production?
This question is particularly intriguing because Solidarity's economic
goals at the time of the roundtable were less ambitious.

As the macroeconomic situation worsened rapidly during the summer
of 1989, only two alternative programs were debated and seriously con-
sidered by the Citizens' Parliamentary Club. Both were prepared by
groups associated with leading promarket economists: Janusz Beksiak
and Leszek Balcerowicz. For most of the summer, Beksiak's group was
the most influential. Created at the beginning of July on the initiative of
Jacek Kuron, it had close ties to the Citizens' Parliamentary Club. Lead-
ing roles were played by three well-known liberal professors: Janusz
Beksiak (a member of roundtable talks who had opposed the final eco-
nomic agreements), Stefan Kurowski, and Jan Winiecki.

Although some important differences existed between the proposals of
the Beksiak group and those of the Balcerowicz group, both programs
had a great deal in common (Beksiak and others 1989). Both diverged
significantly from the economic sections of the roundtable agreements by
proposing more radical ultimate goals and immediate policy measures.
Both clearly rejected the option of improving socialism (that is, merely
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changing the operating conditions for state-owned enterprises, strength-
ening the welfare state, and emphasizing self-management). 5 Both also
agreed that it was necessary to implement the market mechanism rapidly,
to liberalize prices immediately, and to make the currency convertible.

The Beksiak group emphasized the need for quick institutional
changes, such as privatization and reform of the banking and financial
system, which they thought should be implemented at the same time as a
tight macroeconomic policy. The Balcerowicz group argued that the first
priority was macroeconomic stabilization, which should precede major
institutional changes.

The Beksiak group opposed controlling wage increases through a spe-
cial excess wage tax (the so-called popiwek) and supported controlling
consumption rather than incomes, whereas the Balcerowicz group saw
the popiwek as a practical and effective measure. The Beksiak group also
thought that the exchange rate should be fixed against the dollar for only
a very short period, until the end of hyperinflation, and then be freely
determined by supply and demand. Similarly, they suggested more flex-
ible rules and a bigger role for the market in determining interest rates.
On both these points, the Balcerowicz group preferred to retain some
government controls.

Despite these differences, both groups were seeking to introduce a
market economy as fast as possible. They, and other commentators,
justified this strategy with four arguments. First, society had grown tired
during the 1980s of the slow-paced communist reforms, which had high
social costs and few noticeable benefits. Second, the victory of Solidarity
in the June election raised hopes that radical changes were possible.
Third, the new acceleration of inflation increased the appeal of radical
economic policies. Fourth, Poles held a deep-rooted idea that the market
would produce higher welfare and that the communists refused to intro-
duce the market because they feared it would reduce their power, which
was based, in part, on controlling goods in short supply.

An influential role during this period was played by Jeffrey Sachs of
Harvard University and his colleague David Lipton. Sachs and Lipton
had, for several months, been involved in intense discussions with senior
political leaders and economic advisers of Solidarity concerning the eco-
nomic and political aspects of the reform program. They played a signifi-
cant role in developing reform ideas during 1989 and were instrumental
in ensuring that these ideas were practicable and workable. In July, at the
request of key Solidarity leaders, they prepared and circulated the first
comprehensive stabilization-cum-market reform program to be consid-
ered by the new Solidarity Parliamentary Club.

In that memorandum, Sachs and Lipton (1989) proposed "a single,
stable exchange rate for the zloty, which will guarantee that all prices of
internationally traded goods (both imports and exports) will be deter-
mined by the prices in the world market."6 The immediate convertibility
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of the zloty (combined with the immediate elimination of price controls
and subsidies) became a cornerstone of their advice. It was radically
different from the advice of the World Bank and almost all other econo-
mists, who envisioned a multiyear period in which to achieve convert-
ibility of the zloty (more than five years in the case of a World Bank
mission).

As accomplished U.S. economists, Sachs and Lipton could offer the
opinion of independent objective analysts, and in the summer of 1989,
many of their arguments were more important politically, particularly
within the Solidarity Parliamentary Club, than those of Beksiak and
Balcerowicz. Sachs also had experience with successful overnight con-
vertibility and debt reduction in the Bolivian stabilization program.
Sachs and Lipton focused political attention on the need to prevent the
further acceleration of inflation and to stabilize the economy fully. They
also offered technical analyses on monetary policy and international fi-
nance, worked closely with the so-called Brussels Group in preparing
Solidarity's original request for $10 billion of aid, and also pressed for
reducing the Polish debt from the beginning. 7 These were important
conceptual breakthroughs. In addition, their participation strengthened
the international credibility of the reform program.

It is perhaps not surprising that some of the principal Polish partici-
pants downplay the U.S. advisers' role. Dabrowski (1991) states that the
economic program presented to the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

in September 1989 was primarily prepared by the Balcerowicz group
itself, although Sachs and Lipton advised them on the draft. Clearly, the
principal Polish advisers had independently arrived at the need for a
radical reform program, and they prepared the key decisions necessary
for its implementation. Nevertheless, Sachs and Lipton were extremely
influential not only at the inception of the program but also during
negotiations with the IMF and the G-7 governments and until at least the
end of 1991.

The question remains of why Balcerowicz and not Beksiak was asked
to become finance minister. The answer seems to lie with the preferences
of the new prime minister, Tadeusz Mazowiecki. Mazowiecki was skepti-
cal of the radical program of Beksiak, whom he remembered as a liberal
participant in the roundtable and as a critic of the final agreements
(Kuron 1991).8 The Balcerowicz program seemed more controlled and
perhaps more careful. Despite Jacek Kuron's proposal in 1989 that the
Beksiak and Balcerowicz groups unify their efforts and join the govern-
ment (Kuron 1991), Mazowiecki chose only Balcerowicz.

By September, the remarkable political and social situation gave Bal-
cerowicz a free hand to design and implement his program. This was just
as well: the final action of the communist government was to free food
prices in August without making any other significant economic and
institutional changes. Wage indexation meant that higher food prices
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immediately increased nominal wages and general price indexes. The
result was a considerable acceleration of inflation, which caused a fall in
real tax revenues-because taxes were not indexed and there were lags in
collection-and a serious budget crisis. Poland appeared to be on the
edge of runaway hyperinflation, and urgent action was needed.

Design of the Balcerowicz Plan, Fall 1989

Very quickly, Balcerowicz established the outline of an economic re-
form program, which was circulated in the West during September 1989
in the form of a memorandum. 9 This memorandum stated that "the
government of Poland intends to transform the Polish economy into a
market economy, with an ownership structure changing in the direction
of that found in the advanced industrial economies" (Ministry of Finance
1989, p. 1). The macroeconomic language of this memorandum was
orthodox: "We see monetary and price stabilization as an immediate task
and a precondition for structural adjustment" (p. 2). It also included
several radical proposals, such as removing most price controls, begin-
ning rapid privatization, and bankrupting some state firms. A timetable
was outlined, and it proved to be very close to what actually happened,
particularly with January-March 1990 described as the "critical phase of
the anti-inflationary drive" (appendix to the memorandum, p. 2). This
was a clear and unambiguous statement of intentions, and it proved to be
an effective means to rally international support.

The Polish government also expected to receive a standby loan from
the IMF of $700 million (90 percent of Poland's quota) in December and a
World Bank structural adjustment loan of $500 million during January-
March 1990. In addition, the memorandum requested a $1 billion stabi-
lization loan from industrial countries and appealed "for relief from debt
service payments during the next thirty-six months, to be followed by
significant and permanent debt reduction in the future."

Prior to negotiations with the IMF and the World Bank, the new gov-
ernment took several measures in late September and early October. It
sought directly to limit wage inflation by modifying the excess wage
tax-which had been used extensively under the communists-to make it
more onerous and by suspending the payment of bonuses from fourth-
quarter profits.

Cuts were made in budgetary subsidies and other current expendi-
tures, as well as in budgetary investment spending. Tax payments were
accelerated, and higher penalties were introduced for late payments.
According to official estimates, these measures reduced the budget deficit
by 2 to 3 percent of GDP.

Some administered prices were increased (energy prices were raised
sharply in October), more price controls were removed, the quantitative
ceilings on bank credit were tightened (in real terms), and the official
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exchange rate was devalued repeatedly to improve competitiveness and
reduce the parallel market premium.

These partial measures did not have immediate positive effects, how-
ever. Output continued to decline and investment to fall, the balance of
trade worsened, and inflation fell but remained high.

Negotiations with the IMF were held in Warsaw during the months of
October, November, and December. At the same time, Poland was nego-
tiating with the World Bank for a structural adjustment loan of $300
million, with the goal of disbursing half during 1990, as well as for two
project loans with expected disbursements of $150 million in 1990. Al-
though the IMF approved a standby loan of SDR 570 million (about $725
million) in early February, it helped arrange a bridge loan from the Bank
for International Settlements in late December. Poland also arranged a
special stabilization loan from some industrial countries of $1 billion, all
of which was held in New York to help guarantee the convertibility of the
zloty.

Although negotiations with the IMF were clearly crucial in designing
the policy, the Polish government did not wait for formal approval of a
standby loan. How did this program attain sufficient political support to
be passed, particularly in a Sejm where procommunist forces were still
very strong?

The essence of the Balcerowicz Plan was publicly unveiled on Novem-
ber 7, twenty-five days after the new government was created. This plan,
which included thirteen laws and seven resolutions of the Sejm, was
approved by the Council of Ministers on December 13 and presented to
the Sejm on December 17. In the Seim, the six most important points of
debate were the speed of transformation to the market, the size of unem-
ployment, the scale and form of economic intervention by the state, the
correct policy toward state enterprises, the speed and scale of privatiza-
tion, and the desirability of ownership by the workers.

The most active deputies in this debate were from the former Commu-
nist Party, the Democratic Party, and the Citizens' Parliamentary Club.
They were concerned about the lack of state intervention in the market
and what this implied for the costs borne by workers, particularly in
state-owned enterprises. Many of these deputies feared the costs would
be too high and questioned whether society would tolerate them. Some
predicted that the high costs of economic reforms and resulting social
dissatisfaction would cause a crisis for the political move toward democ-
racy.

Despite these fears, the government's package of laws was passed with-
out significant problems. The very acceptance of this legislation was a
remarkable success, because this was still a "contract Sejm" in which
Solidarity had only 35 percent of the seats. Three main reasons account
for this political success.

First, the Communist Party adopted the slogan "Your Government,
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Our Program,' suggesting that the new program had been prepared by
the Rakowski government and thus rationalizing its support. Second, the
65 percent of deputies in the Sejm who owed their position to being
nominated by the communist coalition probably voted in favor of the
Balcerowicz Plan in an attempt to legitimize themselves. Society clearly
expected and wanted radical reforms, so any attempt to block the legisla-
tion would have been regarded as antidemocratic and been unpopular.
Third, the majority of the Citizens' Parliamentary Club supported the
program because it was the policy of a government created by Solidarity.

Some deputies of the Citizens' Parliamentary Club preferred a gradual
introduction of markets over several years and more government mea-
sures to reduce the social costs of the transition. Although they did not
vote against the program or leave the parliamentary club, these twenty-
one deputies formed their own informal group-the Group for the Pro-
tection of Workers' Interests-consisting of about 10 percent of Soli-
darity's parliamentarians. Its most important member was Ryszard
Bugaj, chair of the Seim Commission on Economic Policy, Budget, and
Finance. Bugaj later became the leader of a new organization, Solidarity
of Workers.

Despite these early divisions among Solidarity's parliamentary repre-
sentatives, the end of 1989 brought a clear political triumph for the
Mazowiecki government. A radical reform program passed through the
Parliament without serious problems and received overwhelming social
support. The political conditions for designing a radical program of
reform could not have been more favorable.

With such strong political support, the reform package implemented
on January 1, 1990, was exactly what the government wanted. 10 The
program had five main elements that, taken together, deserved the popu-
lar description of shock therapy.

First, the exchange rate for payments on the current account was
unified at ZI 9,500 per $1. The new exchange rate was calculated using
the effective rate for exporters in the fourth quarter of 1989, adjusted for
the removal of export subsidies and tax breaks and for estimated infla-
tion in January, with what was perceived to be a small margin. According
to the IMF, this implied a real effective zloty depreciation of 40 percent in
January on the basis of retail prices. The intention was to stabilize the
nominal exchange rate for current account transactions for three months
and then adjust it to maintain a competitive real exchange rate in terms
of labor costs. The parallel (so-called kantor) market for households was
retained, and the government made no commitment to intervene in that
market. Instead, it promised to raise interest rates if the kantor rate rose
more than 10 percent above the official rate.

Second, a very restrictive incomes policy was established for the first
four months of 1990. Tax penalties of 200 to 500 percent were levied on
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increases in wage bills that exceeded 30 percent of the actual increase in
consumer prices in January and 20 percent in February through April.
Inflation was expected to decline by the end of April, so the tax-free
increase in the wage bill was allowed to be 60 percent for May and June.
This indexation coefficient for the second half of the year was to be
discussed with the IMF in May. The excess wage tax was expected to
differ from the versions used by the communist regimes because there
were to be no exemptions.

At the same time, many prices were liberalized. Although discussed, a
price freeze was rejected because major changes in relative prices and a
brief corrective inflation were needed. The government hoped real wages
in the state sector would fall one-third to compensate firms for the end of
the massive interest rate subsidies, which constituted an estimated 25
percent of total labor costs.

Third, the goal of fiscal policy was to achieve a state budget deficit of
less than 1 percent of GDP with a small surplus on extrabudgetary funds.
This represented a significant adjustment, because the budget deficit had
been more than 8 percent of GDP in 1989. In the budgetary plan, sub-
sidies were to be cut by 8 percent of GDP, with the subsidy on coal being
the only significant one remaining. Higher outlays totaling about 6 per-
cent of GDP were also planned, however, primarily to create new social
safety nets for the future unemployed. Income tax relief was also planned
and would contribute an extra 4 percent of GDP.

Fourth, on January 1, the refinance rate of the National Bank of
Poland was raised to 36 percent a month (up from 7 percent a month in
December), which was higher than the inflation expected for January
and February. The explicit goal was to adjust nominal interest rates as
necessary during 1990 in order to maintain positive real interest rates.
Preferential interest rates for various investments were abolished. Interest
rate subsidies for housing and agriculture were retained, but their level
was reduced and their cost was placed clearly on the budget.

Fifth, trade was substantially liberalized. Almost all foreign trade mo-
nopolies were liquidated. Quotas for most goods were replaced with a
uniform tariff. As a result, Poland established an extremely liberal trade
regime, although this was soon modified considerably.

The program had been assembled quickly, but thorough preparations
were in place by January 1, 1990. Solidarity's political coalition re-
mained strongly supportive of the program on almost all issues, with the
significant exception of the government's privatization proposals. Opin-
ion polls showed a high degree of approval for Balcerowicz and his new
"professional" approach to economic policy. There was overwhelming
foreign support for the program, and part of Balcerowicz's political ap-
peal in 1989 was his favorable standing with international creditors and
multilateral financial institutions. The program's credibility was boosted
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by the creation of a $1 billion stabilization fund in December 1989 from
the loans and grants of seventeen western countries. Poland also received
access to loans from both the IMF and World Bank (Poland received about
$800 million in foreign credits in 1991, up from $428 million in 1990
and $226 million in 1989). Furthermore, at the beginning of 1990,
Poland was able to suspend payments on commercial bank debt without
disrupting any of these external financial arrangements.

Implementation and Initial Results, 1990

The most important performance indicators at the beginning of the
program were the criteria set by the IMF. Although these criteria were
initially perceived as being quite tough, the program performed better on
a whole range of measures than required in 1990, particularly during the
first half of the year (see table 6-2). Real wages fell much more sharply
than required, and the government budget moved rapidly into surplus.
The fall in net domestic assets was much larger than required, and net
foreign reserves of the banking system actually increased. With the ex-
ception of net foreign reserves, this outstanding success did not continue
during the second half of 1990; still, for the year as a whole, Poland
more than satisfied the first five criteria set by the IMF. 1

The first quarter of 1990 showed a remarkable change in economic
conditions. The budget moved quickly into surplus. Real credit from the
banking system fell sharply. The exchange rate remained stable, the zloty
was fully convertible for current account transactions, foreign exchange
reserves actually increased (exports rose rapidly), and the hard currency
trade surplus for the first quarter was $778 million. Inflation declined
quickly, even though 90 percent of all prices were liberalized.

In addition, the Paris Club of western government creditors agreed to a
new rescheduling agreement in February. This agreement rescheduled all
of the interest and principal that fell due between January 1990 and
March 1991, plus all arrears from the end of 1989, with fourteen years'
maturity and eight years' grace. The president of the World Bank visited
Poland in February, and lending of around $2.5 billion was promised
over three years. This lending was to be accelerated so that $531 million
would be disbursed in the 1990 financial year and $925 million during
the 1991 financial year.

Despite these external successes, there were growing worries about the
domestic effects of reform. Using aggregate statistics, it is hard to judge
whether the economic stabilization program improved or worsened the
living conditions of the average Pole. Measured real incomes fell consid-
erably, as did measured real wages and consumption. However, disaggre-
gated indicators show a more ambiguous result: the average monthly
salary in 1990 allowed a consumer to purchase more of some goods and
less of others than in 1986 and 1987. A serious problem with these
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Table 6-2. IMF Criteria and Poland's Performance in 1990
First six months Entzre year

Criteria Agreement Results Agreement Results

IMF basic criteria
Percentage change in real wages

in five main sectors
(compared with 1989) -18.0 -38.0 -31.0 -32.0

Credit for government sector
(percentof GDP) 0.7 -8.0 0.0 -1.4

Deficit of government sector
(percentofGDP) 1.6 -10.0 -0.1 -3.0

Percentage change in real net
domestic assets -28.0 -58.0 -24.0 -51.0

Change in net foreign reserves
of the banking system
(millionsofdollars) -165.0 3,100.0 245.0 2,650.0

Reduction in short-term foreign
debt (millions of dollars) 400.0 183.0 700.0 0.0

Additional criteria
Change in GDP - -15.0 -5.0 -12.0
Change in the real money

supply -25.0 -41.0 -4.0 -42.0
Change in real credit for the

nongovernment sector 0.0 -18.0 20.0 0.0
Inflation 75.0 172.0 94.0 250.0

- Not specified.

Source: Gomulka 1991.

numbers is that pervasive shortages existed throughout the 1980s, and
especially in 1988 and 1989. As a result, although a good was listed at a
particular price in 1988 or 1989, it could not necessarily be bought at
that price. In contrast, since the beginning of 1990, there have been no
shortages in Poland. The rapid change from excess demand to equilib-
rium in the market for consumer goods makes it very difficult to calculate
whether average consumption per capita fell or rose (Lipton and Sachs
1990 discuss these problems of measurement at length). Clearly, how-
ever, the real purchasing power of incomes and consumption cannot have
fallen as much as official statistics suggest.

The major economic problem was the sharp fall in industrial output of
the state sector. Official statistics showed a fall in excess of 20 percent for
the first quarter, much larger than had been forecast. Unemployment
also rose sharply, although there was strong evidence that a large fraction
of the registered unemployed had not previously been employed. At the
same time, hardly any bankruptcies occurred, contrary to initial expecta-
tions. These developments spurred sharp debate within the government
about whether the macroeconomic policy was too tight.
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Two key disappointments were that measured GDP fell as much as 12
percent and inflation continued to be higher than targeted. This was the
first hint that the Polish economy would not respond to shock therapy as
expected. To understand what happened and how economic perfor-
mance determined subsequent social and political developments requires
examining economic developments in rather more detail.

Prices and Wages

The recurring problem of the Balcerowicz Plan was inflation. Defeat-
ing inflation while eliminating shortages was the first priority of the
stabilization program, and the initial results were impressive. Yet infla-
tion refused to die completely, and its continuation was used by political
opponents of the program to argue that the policies had not worked.

Prices rose steeply in January 1990, primarily as a result of increases in
key prices controlled by the government that ranged from 100 percent
for gasoline to 250 percent for natural gas, 300 percent for electricity,
and 400 percent for black coal. Steep increases in energy prices were
accompanied by a reduction in subsidies on food and industrial products
(subsidies were retained on milk, the lowest quality of cheese, and min-
ing). Most remaining price controls were removed, with the result that
prices were freed for 90 percent of all goods, up from 50 percent at the
end of 1989. Interest rates also rose sharply, which probably helped push
prices up by increasing the costs of operating housing cooperatives and
thus rents (see table 6-3 for monthly inflation throughout the reform
period). Of particular importance is the politically sensitive "headline"
inflation rate, which is calculated by comparing average prices in a
month with average prices in the preceding month. Inflation in January
1990 was almost 80 percent, considerably higher than had been
forecast. 12

This error was embarrassing for the government, although hardly sur-
prising given how hard it is to predict the effect of such large increases in
the price of energy. Because it still had strong political support, the
government did not face a crisis and was able to cite surprisingly low
inflation in March. As expected, the initial surge of prices was followed
by a rapid deceleration of inflation.

In the first three months of 1990, the wholesale trade market was
seriously disrupted; state wholesalers were weakened and destroyed, but
the private sector was not yet strong enough to replace them. By the end
of the first quarter, however, the private wholesale trade was developing
rapidly. Slowly but surely, the state trading monopolies began to break
apart.' 3 The rapid growth of strong, private wholesale trade and perva-
sive, private retail street trade was a pleasant surprise that provided a
wider range of goods at lower cost than state stores. In addition, signifi-
cant suspensions and reductions in tariffs in May lowered the price of
imports, helped hold overall consumer prices down, and reduced the
scope for monopoly pricing.
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Table 6-3. Consumer Price Index in Poland, 1989-91
With same month in previous With previous month

year equal to 100 equal to 100

Month 1989 1990 1991 1989 1990 1991

January 183.2 1,108.0 194.9 111.0 179.6 112.7
February 170.3 1,283.0 180.0 107.9 123.8 106.7
March 174.2 1,233.0 181.8 108.1 104.3 104.5
April 177.8 1,203.0 171.0 109.8 107.5 102.7
May 185.4 1,177.0 167.8 107.2 104.6 102.7
June 191.3 1,151.0 172.4 106.1 103.4 104.9
July 203.9 1,094.0 168.3 109.5 103.6 100.9
August 282.7 848.5 167.6 139.5 101.8 100.6
September 369.2 658.0 167.1 134.4 104.6 104.3
October 557.1 456.0 164.8 154.8 105.7 103.2
November 657.0 385.9 162.7 122.4 104.9 103.2
December 739.6 349.3 160.4 117.7 105.9 103.1

Source: For 1989 and 1990, Central Statistical Office 1991, April, issues 1-3, table 1, p.
14; December, issue 11, table 29, p. 49. For 1991, Central Statistical Office 1992, March,
issue 2, table 26, p. 60.

Unfortunately, other influences dominated the movement of prices,
which increased almost 8 percent in April, largely as the result of the
government's effort to phase out subsidies faster than it had promised at
the beginning of the year. 14 In 1990 and particularly in 1991, administra-
tive prices rose several times. Although the government had chosen a
shock therapy, it did not increase all prices by the required amount on
January 1. Instead, it opted for a large increase at the beginning of the
year, followed by staggered increases throughout 1990.

Probably the most startling result in the first quarter of the program
was the sharp fall in real wages. Real wages were only 57 percent of the
December 1989 level in January 1990 and fell again in February (see
table 6-4). Such a dramatic decline in real wages was unexpected, coming
as it did before unemployment increased or any state firms went bank-
rupt. Why did this happen?

In part, it may have occurred because firms paid high bonuses in the
last months of 1989, both in anticipation of future wage controls and in
an effort to raise their base wage, which would be used to calculate the
tax-free wage increases in 1990. Real wages rose again sharply in
March-the traditional month for paying the annual bonus-and again
in the second half of the year, even though demand and output stayed
low. The most plausible explanation is that workers voluntarily gave up
wage increases at the very beginning of 1990 to ensure survival of their
firms. This view is supported by direct evidence from a sample of state
firms. 15 In addition, the financial situation of state enterprises was rather
good: their profits were high, and they could have afforded higher real
wages. The excess wage tax was more of a constraint on state firms at the
end of 1990 and at the start of 1991.16
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Table 6-4. Real Wages in Poland, 1990-91
(index: previous month = 100)

Month 1990 1991

January 56.7 88.6
February 92.9 105.4
March 131.1 99.2
April 87.6 96.2
May 92.7 95.3
June 98.9 97.4
July 106.9 104.5
August 103.1 99.0
September 102.8 98.7
October 107.5 105.4
November 106.7 101.7
December 97.3 105.4

Note: Real wages include bonus payments for the so-called six branches of material
production: industry, construction, transport, communications, trade, and municipal ser-
vices. They do not include the budget sphere or the service sector.

Source: For 1990, Council of Ministers 199 1a; for 1991, Central Statistical Office
1992, March, issue 2, table 1, p. 16.

A striking and surprising fact is that no major state firm went bankrupt
at the beginning of the Balcerowicz Plan-bankruptcies remained sur-
prisingly low through mid-1993-despite the huge increase in nominal
interest rates (see table 6-5) and the contraction in real credit. There are
several explanations for this result. First, the large nominal devaluation
of the zloty made many state firms price competitive at home and
abroad. Second, state enterprises stockpiled cheap raw materials at the
end of 1989 and, under Polish accounting rules, sold their production at
a large profit in 1990. Third, very high inflation at the end of 1989
sharply reduced the real value of debts, so higher interest rates did not
have a large immediate effect on a firm's financial results.

Early Budget Results

The state budget was obviously a central element of the stabilization
program. The original budget law for 1990, passed in January, assumed
a balance of revenues and spending in both the central budget and the
state budget, which was the sum of central and municipal budgets. The
key measures were a reduction in tax relief, an increase in tax receipts,
and a large reduction in subsidies for enterprises. The share of enterprise
subsidies in spending was intended to fall from 29 percent in 1989 to 17
percent in 1990.

According to the original 1990 budget law, spending and income were
to be precisely balanced. However, in December 1989 and January 1990,
when this law was discussed, concern was expressed about possible er-
rors in the underlying assumptions about the level of production and the
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Table 6-5. Refinance Interest Rate in Poland, 1990-91
Month 1990 1991

January 432.0 55.0
February 240.0 72.0
March 120.0 72.0
April 96.0 72.0
May 66.0 59.0
June 48.0 59.0
July 34.0 51.2
August 34.0 44.2
September 34.0 41.9
October 39.0 40.0
November 47.0 40.0

December 55.0 40.0

Source: Central Statistical Office 1992, January, issue 12, table 1, p. 10.

rate of inflation. For this reason, in January 1990, the Seim authorized
the government to alter the budget if these assumptions proved to be
incorrect. This fiscal authority proved to be very useful before the end of
the year.

The government expected a temporary deficit at the beginning of 1990
and was allowed to finance this by borrowing from the banking system
(this loan could not exceed 4 percent in the first quarter and 2 percent in
subsequent quarters of planned spending). In the first quarter of 1990,
the government covered its temporary deficit with bank credit, in the
form of a ZI 2 trillion loan from PKO BP (the state savings bank). In fact,
as table 6-6 shows, the central budget performed much better than ex-
pected during the first half of 1990, and the loan was repaid by the end of
the second quarter. Initial fiscal results were extremely favorable.

Table 6-6. State Budget of Poland, 1990-91
(trillions of zlotys, rounded to one decimal place)

Income Spending Surplus

Period 1990 1991 1990 1991 1990 1991

January 11.9 13.2 11.0 12.2 0.9 0.9
January-February 24.7 30.6 23.0 31.4 1.6 -0.7
January-March 37.7 47.7 35.9 52.7 1.8 -5.0
January-April 55.1 64.3 49.9 73.0 5.1 -8.7
January-May 71.8 81.7 64.6 89.5 7.3 -7.7
January-June 87.3 95.6 80.8 108.8 6.5 -13.2
January-July 102.6 114.2 94.1 128.5 8.5 -14.3
January-August 117.2 130.2 108.0 148.9 9.3 -18.7
January-September 133.1 146.3 124.3 168.7 8.7 -22.4
January-October 151.9 166.6 141.9 192.1 10.0 -25.4
January-November 170.7 184.6 161.9 212.5 8.8 -27.9
January-December 196.2 210.6 193.8 241.9 2.4 -31.3

Source: For 1990, Central Statistical Office 1991, April, table 18, p. 34; for 1991,
Central Statistical Office 1992, March, table 15, p. 45.



Table 6-7. Membership of Deputies in Parliamentary Clubs in Poland's Sejm, 1990-91
December31, 1990 February 15, 1991 August 1991

Number Percent Number of Percent Number of Percent
Club of members of total members- of total members of total

Christian Democrats 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 0.4
Christian Social Union 8 1.7 8 1.7 8 1.7
Citizens'Parliamentary Club 155 33.7 111 24.1 106 23.1
Club of Independent Deputies 10 2.2 9 2.0 9 2.0
Club of Military Deputies 7 1.5 7 1.5 7 1.5
Democratic Party 22 4.8 22 4.8 21 4.6

Democratic Union 0 0.0 46 10.0 46 10.0
Ecology Club 0 0.0 0 0.0 5 1.1
Parliamentary Club of the Democratic Left 104 22.7 104 22.7 104 22.7
Parliamentary Club of the Polish Social Democratic Union 41 8.9 40 8.7 0 0.0
Parliamentary Club of Workers 0 0.0 0 0.0 41 8.9
Polish Peasant Party (led by Jan Zych) 73 15.9 73 15.9 72 15.7
Polish Peasant Party (led by Tadeusz Kaszubski) 4 0.9 4 0.9 4 0.9
Polish Social Catholic Union 4 0.9 4 0.9 5 1.1
Solidarity of Workers 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 1.3
Union PAX 10 2.2 10 2.2 10 2.2
Others not registered 21 4.6 21 4.6 20 4.4

Total number of club members 795 100.0 459 100.0 466 100.0
Total number of seats 460 100.0 459 100.0 460 100.0

a. The number of club members does not add up to 459 because some members belonged to more than one club.
Source: Seim 1991.
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The first quarter of the Balcerowicz Plan was in many ways a remark-
able success. Shortages were eliminated, inflation was reduced, the bud-
get was balanced, and the zloty was made fully convertible for current
account transactions. If anything, this sweeping economic success came
more easily than expected. Although both output and real wages fell
much more than expected, neither resulted in strong social protests.
Most important, the basic coalition supporting the program remained
intact.

Political Realignments and the War on the Top

The continuing debate over economic problems gradually caused the
disintegration of the original seven parliamentary groupings-known as
clubs-and the creation of new clubs as well as new parties. A crucial
issue in this political development was the opinion of different groups
about who should be president and about the "war on the top. "

The first break in the Citizens' Parliamentary Club came as early as
mid-December 1989, when four of its deputies joined three United Peas-
ant Party deputies to form a new peasant party, known as the Polish
Peasant Party "Wilanowski,' which after some maneuvering joined the
Polish Peasant Party.' 7 After dissolution of the Polish United Workers
Party and the creation of two new postcommunist parties, the Commu-
nist Parliamentary Club changed its name to the Parliamentary Club of
the Democratic Left. At the end of February 1990, six deputies from this
club organized a club of independent deputies, and in March another
group formed the Polish Social Democratic Union (see table 6-7 for the
number of seats in the Sejm that were aligned with different clubs as of
December 1990). Although differences inside the parliamentary clubs
developed rapidly, this did not brake the economic reforms. Without
doubt, some deputies became more radical in their opposition to the
government as the perceived social costs of the Balcerowicz Plan in-
creased. Beginning in mid-1990, the economic news was consistently
bad: rising unemployment, falling production, and persistent inflation.

The Citizens' Parliamentary Club was initially unified and strength-
ened by its trade union roots, but after the first quarter of 1990 these
roots began to block difficult reforms. Some Solidarity representatives
in the club tried to distance themselves from the economic policy
of Mazowiecki. Some presented antigovernment views on economic
themes, although officially they did not declare their opposition (this was
true of the group led by Ryszard Bugaj, for example). These parts of the
club were moving to the left, approaching the position of former commu-
nist parliamentary clubs and the Polish Peasant Party.

The unifying factor in Solidarity had always been its fight against the
communist regime. During the 1980s and especially in 1989, Solidarity
appeared to be a monolith, but differences began to emerge over whether
the movement should participate in the roundtable talks and then over
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the election of Jaruzelski and the formation of a Solidarity-backed gov-
ernment. These divisions deepened when it was realized that someone
from Solidarity would soon replace Jaruzelski as president.

Immediately after the June 1989 election, further differences were evi-
dent inside the Solidarity movement. 18 One of the most critical issues
was the role and future of the citizens' committees, in particular their
independence and the nature of their relation with leaders of the Citizens'
Parliamentary Club and Solidarity.1 9 In early spring, a major discussion
took place inside Solidarity about the development of the political sys-
tem, the role of elites, development of the party system, and the role of
citizens' committees. The timing of this discussion is important, occur-
ring, as it did, after significant social costs were incurred during the first
quarter of the Balcerowicz Plan. Some leaders of the Citizens' Parlia-
mentary Club suggested creating a Solidarity party that would consti-
tute a bloc or political umbrella to support political and economic
transformation.

Walesa and Kaczynski opposed this idea (Bochwic 1991). Walesa was
concerned about the political alienation of society, which in his view was
becoming the object of political games, not an active participant. He
used this argument in favor of accelerating institutional changes such as a
clear party system, new parliamentary and presidential elections, and
privatizatlon.

The economic and political background for the war on the top, which
was announced by Walesa and his close associates, are very important.
After the first quarter of 1990, strong concerns were voiced in the Sejm
about rising unemployment, the deep recession in industrial output, and
the steep fall in measured real wages. In the second quarter, a wave of
strikes occurred in local communications and railways, and farmers be-
gan to mount serious protests. Private businesspersons in small-scale
handicrafts also expressed their disappointment with the policies. Grow-
ing social disillusion was further demonstrated by the low turnout-42
percent-in the municipal elections in May.

Two quite different interpretations explain the war on the top. One
view is that the root cause was pure personal ambition: Walesa felt
excluded from the new political elite (Bochwic 1991). The other is that
Walesa and his associates saw that reform needed a catalyst and believed
that leaders of the Citizens' Parliamentary Club were trying to block
political development and retain control of policy for the new political
elite.

Whichever explanation is correct, the result is clear: Solidarity started
to break up, and the war on the top promoted the creation of new
political parties. In spring 1990, the Central Alliance was created, fol-
lowed by the Citizens' Movement for Democratic Action. The Central
Alliance was closely allied with Walesa, while the Citizens' Movement for
Democratic Action was led by a group closer to Mazowiecki. 2 0 Although
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these changes, combined with the reorganization of former communist
groups, did have an impact on economic policy, in 1990 the impact was
not ruinous.

The Former Communists

The strongest member of the communist coalition had always been the
Polish United Workers Party, but this party was thoroughly discredited
by the string of political and economic failures that culminated in the
debacle of the June 1989 election. Despite its overwhelming rejection at
the polls, this party was able to reform itself and gradually edge its way
back to political influence.

During its congress of January 27-28, 1990, the Polish United
Workers Party dissolved itself, creating two new parties: Social Democ-
racy of the Polish Republic, led by Aleksander Kwasniewski with Leszek
Miller as general secretary, and Social Democratic Union, led by Tadeusz
Fiszbach. The Social Democratic Union was notable for its declared
intention not to receive any property that had belonged to the old Com-
munist Party, but it was the Social Democracy of the Polish Republic that
became the most important postcommunist party. It fielded its own can-
didate in the 1990 presidential election, and, in partnership with the
Communist Trade Union in the Union of the Democratic Left coalition,
obtained the second highest number of votes in the 1991 parliamentary
election.

Despite having been compromised by decades of cooperation with the
communists, another group-the United Peasant Party-transformed it-
self into the Polish Peasant Party and enjoyed strong support in the
villages. It continues to use the symbols and traditions of the Polish
independent farmers' movement and has remained an important force in
organizing farmers' protests.

Economic Policy Adjustments

The economic results for the second quarter of 1990 were widely
viewed as disappointing because there was no sign of an imminent recov-
ery in industrial output. Production declined sharply at the beginning of
the program and stayed low. Although most of the decline occurred in
January and February, production also fell in April and July, but the fall
in July was seasonal. Output increased in August and September, calcu-
lated on a month-to-month basis, but flattened out again in October and
November. Official unemployment statistics were even more bleak. The
rate of unemployment rose from 0.3 percent of the labor force in January
1990 to 3.1 percent in June and 6.1 percent in December, although these
statistics should not be taken at face value.2 1 In all likelihood, the initial
increase in unemployment was due more to voluntary quits and new
entries into the labor force than to job losses.

The perception of many Sejm deputies was that the government's poli-
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cies were unnecessarily harsh. The summer of 1990 saw the first serious
debates in the Sejm questioning the government's economic policy. Depu-
ties argued that the social costs of the new policies were too high and
should be reduced by increasing government spending. In light of the
higher-than-expected government surplus and the continuing war on the
top, this political pressure was hard to resist (Dabrowski 1991).

The government's economic team was sensitive to these arguments,
and at least some of its members felt that the Polish recession was unnec-
essarily deep. As a result, in June the government used the discretionary
budget powers, granted by the Sejm in January, to advance preferential
credits to farmers and increase the budgetary support for housing. Fur-
thermore, steps were taken to ease monetary policy, and the central
bank's refinance interest rate-the benchmark rate for Polish financial
institutions-was cut to 34 percent a year. The popiwek rules were also
relaxed; for the month of June, wages were allowed to rise by the full
amount of the increase in prices (the coefficient of permitted indexation
was one).

These policy changes had, at most, a small effect on the level of indus-
trial output (see table 6-8). Unfortunately, inflation also increased di-
rectly toward the end of 1990 (table 6-3). The renewed increase in infla-
tion was attributed to the loosening of policy, and the government's
economic team promptly took disinflationary measures again. These in-
cluded increasing the refinance interest rate steadily between October
1990 and February 1991 (table 6-5).

After the changes in June, some of which were very controversial, and
the September revision in the budget law, state budget incomes and
spending for the whole of 1990 were supposed to equal ZI 202.4 trillion.
Very quickly it became evident that government revenues would not rise
above the original 1990 forecast, and spending plans for wages covered
in the budget, social insurance, and subsidies to enterprises had to be
curtailed. According to the Ministry of Finance, for the whole of 1990,
state budget incomes were only 95 percent of the level anticipated in the
September budget law. In 1990 these budgetary problems were manage-
able, and the government had sufficient political support to make the
required adjustments. In 1991, however, they formed the basis of a much
more serious crisis.

This instability in macroeconomic policy probably undermined the
government's anti-inflation credibility. Yet adjustments to the policy were
not fatal, and the Balcerowicz team was able to reassert its anti-inflation
priority. Political pressure remained quite mild during 1990, in large part
because of the way new economic circumstances affected Polish society.

The Social Impact of Reform, 1990

The adjustment program had important social effects, although it re-
mains very controversial whether they constituted net gains or losses for
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Table 6-8. Measures of Industrial Production in Poland, 1989-91
(indexes)

Same month in
previous year Previous month
equal to 100 equal to 100

Month 1989 1990 1991 1989 1990 1991

January 110.4 69.5 92.0 104.4 68.5 82.4
February 101.5 69.7 93.9 97.1 97.9 100.8
March 101.5 69.3 95.1 101.5 100.9 100.1
April 99.7 71.5 87.4 95.5 98.5 91.7
May 98.8 72.0 85.1 99.5 100.3 98.4
June 95.2 72.7 83.8 103.1 104.9 102.2
July 97.5 76.5 81.6 83.7 87.8 87.9
August 93.8 82.1 80.6 100.2 107.6 105.9
September 97.8 79.0 77.0 113.6 108.0 103.5
October 94.3 80.5 78.4 97.7 100.4 101.5
November 90.0 82.1 82.2 97.3 100.0 105.9
December 103.4 75.7 75.6 111.7 103.2 96.0

Source: For 1989 and 1990, Central Statistical Office 1991,April, issues 1-3, table 1, p.
16; for 1991, Central Statistical Office 1992, March, issue 2, table 1, p. 20.

society, if the results can even be evaluated at such an aggregate level.
This section examines social attitudes to the reform program and con-
siders how the program affected different social groups. This assessment
helps provide a link between economic and political events in 1990 and
1991.

Public Opinion

Support for government policy was initially considerable but declined
steadily during 1990 and 1991 (see table 6-9). The net approval rating
moved from plus forty seven points in February 1990 to minus three
points by August 1991, an enormous swing in opinion. Why did the
Balcerowicz program lose its popularity?

Part of the answer lies in how different social groups responded to the
question of whether government policy created a "possible exit" from the
economic crisis. According to the Center for Opinion Poll Research,
there was consistently more pessimism about government policy ex-
pressed by people twenty-five to twenty-nine years old; people living in
villages and small towns, particularly in the central-eastern region of
Poland; people with only a basic education (schooling up to fifteen years
of age); farmers; people who considered their own situation to be bad;
people who declared themselves to be leftist and who were members of
the All-Poland Alliance of Trade Unions;2 2 and people who were sure
that the general situation in Poland was moving in an undesirable direc-
tion (Center for Opinion Poll Research 1991a, 1991b, 1991c).

Groups that were more optimistic in 1990-91 included people be-
tween forty and forty-nine and over sixty years old, people living in big
cities or the southern region of Poland, people with a university educa-
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Table 6-9. Responses to the Question "Do You Think Government
Policy Creates the Possibility of Exiting from the Economic Crisis?"
Poland, 1990-91
(percent)

Difficult Net
Month and year Yes No to say approval'

1990
February 64 17 19 47
May 58 21 21 37
June 58 24 17 34
July 51 30 19 21
September 56 29 1 5 27
October 48 31 21 17
November 43 38 19 5

1991
January 43 11 45 32
February 45 23 32 22
March 48 27 25 21
April 67 26 8 41
May 47 39 14 7
June 41 50 9 -9
July 38 57 5 -19
August 47 50 3 - 3

Note: Percentages do not add up to 100 because people who did not answer were not
included. The survey was conducted in March, April, August, and December 1990.

a. Calculated as the percentage answering yes minus the percentage answering no.
Source: Center for Opinion Poll Research, Information Service 1991d, April and

August.

tion, members of the intelligentsia, managers, people with a good finan-
cial position, people who declared themselves to be right-wing, people
who said they were members of Solidarity, and people who thought that
general developments in Poland were moving in a good direction.

These results are not surprising, because they show that people who
were doing well supported the economic policies more than those who
were doing poorly. The fall in overall popularity of the program is ac-
counted for by the growing dissatisfaction of people who perceived them-
selves to be losing out. Over time, it became clear who were the winners
and who were the losers (see table 6-10).

Wealth was regarded as the most important defining criterion. Accord-
ing to the persons interviewed, the reform program meant that poor
people lost and rich people won. The biggest losers were perceived to be
farmers, blue-collar workers, pensioners, and employees in state-owned
and cooperative enterprises. The winners were considered to be people
who operated on the borders of legality and the old and new so-called
nomenklatura. 2 3 People working in the private sector were also consid-
ered to be major winners.
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Table 6-10. Responses to the Question "Who Wins and Loses in
the Economic Reform?" Poland, 1991

Percentage of
respondents who

Questions and answers provided this answer

In your opinion, who wins in the economic reform?
Rich, nouveau riche, people with a lot of money 28.0
Resourceful, enterprising, and hard-working people 13.0
Private sector, private entrepreneurs 12.0
Speculators and unemployed 11.0
Trade, small street trade, private trade 5.0
Society, all of us, the nation 5.0
Previous nomenclature, new nomenclature, communists 4.0
New nomenclature, those who have power now 4.0
Government 3.0
People with high positions, directors 2.0
Nomenclature companies 1.0
Foreign countries, foreign capital 1.0
People who are active on the border of legality 1.0
People who have connections abroad 0.8
Intermediaries 0.6
Nomenclature as a whole 0.4
Workers, farmers, people who live in villages 0.4
Church, priests 0.3
Solidarity 0.2
Budget sphere 0.1
Monopolists 0.1
Nobody 0.5
Hard to answer 17.0

Who loses in the economic reform?
Poor people and the poorest 22.0
Farmers and agriculture as a whole 20.0
Blue-collar workers 18.0
Working people, ordinary citizens 12.0
Pensioners, old people 10.0
Workers in the state sector 7.0
Society, the nation, the state 6.0
Unemployed 4.0
State-owned enterprises 2.0
Budget sphere 1.0
Intelligentsia, white-collar workers 1.0
Young people, school graduates 1.0
People with average wages, the middle class 0.9
State treasury 0.6
Families with a lot of children, divorced people 0.4
Education, science, culture 0.4
Industry 0.3
Health service 0.2
Residents of towns 0.1
Nobody 1.0
Hard to answer 12.0

Source: Center for Opinion Poll Research, Information Service, 199 1d, April.
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Opinion poll research shows growing social dissatisfaction with the
economic reforms and declining confidence in the economic measures
proposed by the government; for example, a declining proportion of
people believed that unemployment was necessary for the country. These
are the kinds of changes in attitudes that might be expected to cause a
political crisis and necessitate a change in economic policy, yet the policy
survived. Why?

Part of the answer has already been mentioned. Opinion polls show
important divisions within many social groups: views varied significantly
according to age, location, and level of education. But what explains
these patterns, and how did they affect organized opposition to the Bal-
cerowicz reform program? How did the economic reform affect existing
interest groups?

The Private Sector

In principle one might expect the private sector to support the stabili-
zation program. Compared with other former communist countries, Po-
land had a strong private sector, which comprised almost all of agricul-
ture as well as parts of urban services and industry. At the same time,
communist government policies constrained the private sector, and the
Balcerowicz reform program promised to remove those constraints. The
initial expectation was that these groups would support the reforms.
However, the first results of the program for the private sector were not
entirely favorable. The problems were particularly acute in agriculture,
which explains why farmers were hostile to the program, but much of the
urban-based private sector had to make large adjustments as well.

AGRICULTURE. Farmers are the only group that, when hurt by the
economic reform program, was able to mobilize almost immediate effec-
tive opposition and obtain a long series of concessions from the govern-
ment. Alone among all communist countries, Poland kept agriculture
based on private property. In 1989, 77 percent of the arable land was
private, and private farms produced 78 percent of total output (Central
Statistical Office 1990, p. 190). Polish agriculture is, however, charac-
terized by an antiquated structure with a very small average farm size.
More than 27 percent of Poland's work force is employed in agriculture,
and although productivity varies considerably by region, on the whole it
is much lower than in Western Europe.

The first disagreements between agricultural representatives and the
government occurred in the fall of 1989 over credit policy.2 4 The
Rakowski government freed the prices of agricultural products in August
and kept those of investment goods and consumer durables artificially
low by continued subsidies. Therefore, agricultural profitability was very
high in the last months of 1989. From the farmers' point of view, the
Balcerowicz Plan worsened their financial position, even though it elimi-
nated shortages and improved access to productive inputs.
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In January 1990, farmers' groups-some of which were closely con-
nected to the Communist Party-called for establishing minimum guar-
anteed purchase prices for basic agricultural products, subsidies for milk,
cheap credits for agriculture, and help for Polish agriculture with regard
to foreign trade. In March, in response to growing pressure, the Council
of Ministers set a low, fixed interest rate on loans of working capital to
farmers. In addition, restrictions on agricultural exports were to be grad-
ually removed and intervention purchases by the Agricultural Market
Agency were approved for some commodities. Subsidies on fertilizers
and pesticides were also retained for the first half of 1990, even though
subsidies for industry had been cut drastically. These were merely the
first in a long line of government concessions.

In April, the Farmers Solidarity demanded immediate intervention in
the form of a purchase of potatoes for export and processing. In May, the
Farmers Trade Union refused to pay farmers' contributions into their
state-run pension fund. On June 29, police intervened to remove all the
farmers-and several Seim deputies-who were occupying the Ministry
of Agriculture. This confrontation resulted in the resignation of the agri-
culture minister, a representative of the United Peasant Party. Repeated
demonstrations followed, and again the government took steps to help
farmers.2 5 In October, when the income tax deductions for investment
were generally abolished, dairies retained these deductions, and in No-
vember, the Council of Ministers decided to subsidize some agricultural
exports in order to eliminate surpluses. Even though the government
repeatedly made concessions, the farmers increased their demands, en-
couraged by representatives who had belonged to the former communist
coalition. In the ensuing competition for support among farmers, Soli-
darity farmer organizations also became critical of the government.

PRIVATE INDUSTRY AND SERVICES. Compared with farmers, the urban
private sector did not launch a unified response to the economic reform
program. There was certainly a rapid expansion of new private firms,
and people who participated in this growth tended to have favorable
attitudes toward the Balcerowicz Plan. Most important, despite the
losses for some private entrepreneurs, the new private sector became a
way to escape the state sector (Eastern Europe Research Unit 1991). At
the same time, parts of the "old" private sector-firms in existence before
1989-were hurt by the economic reform program. The most successful
companies were engaged in trade, where profits were extraordinarily
high. Retail street trade expanded rapidly, as did private wholesale
trade. 2 6

Private manufacturers had a much harder time, because demand fell as
interest rates rose sharply. Foreign competition also grew, and although
the large real devaluation of the zloty gave Polish firms an initial advan-
tage, this steadily disappeared as the exchange rate remained fixed (until
May 1991) while prices rose. As a result, the number of private com-
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panies in industry and construction actually fell during the first quarter
of 1991. Who exactly lost out?

Under the communist system some small private manufacturing com-
panies prospered by taking advantage of the economy of shortage, the
supplier's market, and the lack of foreign competition. These companies
were in the enviable position of being able both to use subsidized raw
materials and to set their own prices freely. These businesspeople even
had their own procommunist political organization, the Democratic
Party, which had switched its parliamentary support to the Mazowiecki
government in the summer of 1990. Under the stabilization program,
these businesses suddenly faced foreign competition and limited demand.
Paradoxically, the arrival of a free market brought an end to the prosper-
ity of many established small private family businesses.2 7 Although the
private sector is a useful economic escape route for individuals, the re-
form program did not mobilize it effectively, and it remains informal,
small-scale, and antigovernment.

THE STATE AND COOPERATIVE SECTORS. Arguably, workers in state-
owned companies lost the most due to the stabilization program, al-
though, ironically, they gave strongest support to Solidarity both in
1980-81 and during the underground period of 1981-89. They also
initially supported the Solidarity government and its reform program.
Stabilization revealed the economic weaknesses of state-owned firms,
while democratization removed their privileged political position. On
top of these problems, exports to the former Soviet Union and military
production fell sharply. Nevertheless, it is difficult to determine who
were the winners and losers in the state sector. Employees of companies
undergoing privatization or already privatized were in a much better
position than those working in other state firms.

The troubled condition of many state-owned enterprises is reflected in
research indicating that employees of state companies were dissatisfied
with the social costs of the economic program and with the uneven
distribution of these costs (Institute of Economic Sciences, Polish Acad-
emy of Sciences 1991). Despite the general consensus on the need to
introduce a market economy, frustration was widespread, although the
hostility of workers toward the reforms was not accompanied by de-
mands for a return to communism.

The geographical location of companies also matters. Some regions
have only one type of economic activity, such as coal mining in the
Walbrzych region. Some face high unemployment because they contain
industrial branches that need to be restructured. In some small towns,
just one factory employs most of the population, and the failure of such a
factory jeopardizes the existence of the whole town. In contrast, in most
big cities, a thriving private sector offers alternative employment.

Because of these varied results, for the first few months of the stabiliza-
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tion program, industrial workers and their trade unions exerted little
political pressure. This began to change in the third quarter of 1990, and
workers' demands have grown steadily since. These demands were par-
ticularly evident after the 1990 presidential campaign, when workers
sought to loosen the popiwek rules and devalue the zloty, and during the
1991 parliamentary election. All the same, this political challenge to the
reform program took a long time to develop.

Privatized companies definitely had advantages over state-run com-
panies, although there are significant differences according to how the
company was privatized. Some companies were initially liquidated and
then transferred to workers' ownership in a leveraged buyout. By the end
of 1991, this form of privatization had been used by several hundred
enterprises in various branches of industry. The employees and managers
of these companies became effectively self-employed, and their future
was more clearly defined. Even though they ran the real risk of bank-
ruptcy for the first time in forty years, people working in these firms may
be considered among the winners.

Other companies were large enterprises transformed into joint stock
companies by a process known as commercialization, which begins with
100 percent ownership by the state. This process affected more em-
ployees than the leveraged buyout. By the end of July 1991, there were
184 such firms, many of which changed their legal form simply to receive
tax advantages (the excess wage tax was partially lifted for partially
privatized firms). Of the 122 companies that submitted a financial report
by the end of July, 95 were profitable and 27 had losses. For employees
of unprofitable firms, privatization was likely to mean problems and
perhaps even unemployment.

Not all workers in state enterprises were losers. Many lost, but others
won. It is not enough to know a firm's sector in order to know if its
workers were losers; also important are the region, the size of the town,
and an individual worker's characteristics. This differentiated impact on
workers in state enterprises delayed the organization of effective
opposition.

PENSIONERS. There were also losses for people whose income de-
pended on the state budget, particularly pensioners. The Mazowiecki
government, and particularly Minister Kuron, certainly made a serious
effort to protect the relative living standards of pensioners. Nevertheless,
the average pension masks a significant variation in what individual
pensioners receive, because the value of a pension depends on when a
person retired. Kuron attempted to change this in 1990, but the Ministry
of Finance was opposed to changes that would impose a burden on the
budget, and the draft legislation was not discussed. At the same time, the
number of retirees grew steadily, as people chose to retire rather than
become unemployed. As a result, the financial situation of the Social
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Benefits Bureau, which pays pensions, had been worsening for some time
and reached a crisis in the second half of 1991.

The inequality of pensions was seized upon by the All-Poland Alliance
of Trade Unions, which organized increasingly frequent demonstrations.
Protests increased in the second half of 1991, when the government did
not comply with the law requiring indexation adjustments to pensions.
Overall, however, pensioners did not constitute an effective brake on
reform.

CONCLUSION. Three points stand out in the pattern of winners and
losers from the Polish reform program. First, despite an initial honey-
moon period in which support for the program was widespread, dissat-
isfaction grew quickly. Second, the effects of the Balcerowicz Plan tended
to divide existing social groups, with some members winning and others
losing. Because of the new divisions within social groups, in most cases-
except agriculture-dissatisfaction was not turned into effective opposi-
tion to the program. Third, most groups. did not begin the Balcerowicz
program with effective organizations. The notable exceptions were
workers, who were neutralized by the Solidarity leadership, and farmers,
who made a great deal of trouble. It is remarkable that there was so little
opposition during the program's first year. As 1991 showed, however,
once political competition reemerged in Poland, new social grievances
were quickly articulated.

The Reemergence of Political Competition, 1990-91

Politics again played a critical role in the third phase of the Polish
economic reform. Instead of providing an impulse for radical economic
reform, however, as occurred in 1989 and early 1990, political events
now constituted a barrier. This section shows that new electoral rules
were the result of growing political competition in the Seim, and, once
adopted, they created incentives to form a large number of new parties.
The electoral system of proportional representation was both a cause and
an effect of political fragmentation and the absence of a dominant bloc in
the contract Sejm of 1989. Proportional representation meant that par-
ties had no major incentives to coalesce, although the most important
aspects of political fragmentation existed before the new electoral law
was adopted.

From the beginning of 1990, the feeling was growing that the political
transition, and the introduction of more democracy, should be speeded
up, particularly in light of the collapse of communism throughout East-
ern Europe. A leading example of this new political direction was the
slogan "acceleration;' adopted by the Central Alliance when it was offi-
cially created in June 1990 and by the citizens' committees. The issue of
how to accelerate remained controversial, however, and early proof of
this point was provided by the debate over the new electoral law.
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The first changes in this direction, proposed in the early fall of 1990,
allowed the president to be elected directly for a maximum of two five-
year terms. The Sejm also cut short the term of President Jaruzelski and
decided that all matters concerning parliamentary elections should be
resolved by the end of the first quarter of 1991 and that a new presiden-
tial election should be held no later than December 1990.

Far more controversy was generated during the long, and at times
dramatic, debate concerning the electoral law for Parliament. Some ar-
gued that democracy required the representation of even small political
parties in the Parliament. Others argued that if the Sejm were too di-
vided, it would be unable to support a stable executive, which would
hurt the chances for continued economic and political transformation.

When the electoral law was discussed in June 1990, the Citizens' Par-
liamentary Club proposed removing the fixed division of seats that had
been adopted at the roundtable, which would have generated a majority
voting system. This proposal was rejected by the Seim. The first draft
electoral law (dated August 12, 1990) was prepared by representatives of
the former procommunist peasant party (the United Peasant Party), and
its basic idea was that voting would be for a list of candidates, although
voters could express a preference for particular candidates. This would
have produced a typical proportional system of representation, and this
idea was supported by, among others, the former communist parliamen-
tary clubs. These groups thought they would get too few votes to win
many seats in a majority voting system system.

In September 1990, the Citizens' Parliamentary Club proposed a
mixed system with some proportionality and some majority voting. It
sought to make strong political parties more likely.

During this debate, an unexpected political configuration emerged
when right-wing members of the Citizens' Parliamentary Club and for-
mer communists both supported proportional representation. This first
round of debates finally came to an end on October 25, when the propor-
tional voting system was chosen and sent to a special commission for
detailed work.

At the beginning of 1991, the issue was reopened, although opposing
sides were taken by the two leading political institutions: President Wal-
esa, who had been chosen in a free election, and the Sejm, which had
been selected according to the roundtable agreements. In fact, the first
legislative initiative of the president was to propose an electoral law with
proportional voting but some elements of a majority system. This pro-
posal was clearly less favorable to small parties than the scheme adopted
by the Sejm. On May 10, the Sejm passed its own electoral law, which
had both proportional and majority elements, but on June 11, President
Walesa announced that he would veto it. He argued that the proposed
system was too complicated and would not elect a Seim with a stable
parliamentary majority, therefore making stable and strong governments
impossible.
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This presidential veto was accepted by the Sejm, which then prepared
an electoral law incorporating some of the president's suggestions, in-
cluding allowing church participation in election campaigns. This new
election law was passed by the Seim, although the Senate tried unsuc-
cessfully to amend it. After further political struggle between the Sejm
and the president, this version became law, and the church played a
significant role in the 1991 parliamentary elections.

The political conflict over electoral law, as well as the outcome in
favor of proportional representation, was the unintentional result of the
roundtable agreements. The contract Sejm and the electoral law of 1989
were designed to allow the Communist Party to retain executive power.
Instead, they allowed the erstwhile opposition to gain rapid control of
the executive. The contract Sejm became the means through which for-
mer communists were able to remain in the legislature at a time when
their social support was at its lowest and then prepare to launch them-
selves when conditions became more propitious. The contract Seim also
strengthened the anti-Walesa forces within Solidarity.

These developments naturally influenced the direction of the party
system. Until the roundtable, a dichotomy clearly defined two implaca-
bly opposed sides. On one side was the Communist Party with its as-
sorted allies: the Democratic Party, the United Peasant Party, some Chris-
tian parties, and the Patriotic Movement for National Rebirth, as well as
the procommunist trade union. In opposition was Solidarity, a social
movement unifying people with very different philosophies: Christians,
conservatives, liberals, social democrats, and even some anarchists. Yet,
almost as soon as the roundtable agreements were concluded, cracks
began to appear in the two monoliths. The first splits occurred primarily
in the Parliament, but these developments also spread to political parties
active outside Parliament. These changes came clearly into the open after
the adoption, on July 28, of a new law governing the activity of political
parties. Once a legal framework was in place, new parties were created
and soon covered the whole political spectrum.

The range of political parties can be rather confusing. Some parties
emphasize their long history of fighting against the communist system,
others emphasize their roots in the tradition of prewar parties. Some
have even attempted to rebuild the political map of the Second Polish
Republic, which existed between the two world wars. Despite its com-
plexity, the system of political parties can be easily understood once the
history of the most important parties is understood. This system is, of
course, of utmost importance because it determined the pattern of coali-
tions for and against the economic reform program.

Various issues contributed to the split within Solidarity: personality
(the question of whether Walesa should become president), the optimal
speed of all changes, and the attitude that should be taken toward the
communists. On these three issues, the Central Alliance wanted Walesa
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Table 6-11. Results of the 1990 Presidential Election in Poland
Percent of

Round and candidate votes cast

First round, November 25S
Valid votes 98.5
Candidates

R. Bartoszcze 7.2
W. Cimoszewicz 9.2
T. Mazowiecki 18.1
L. Moczulski 2.5
S. Tyminski 23.1
L. Walesa 40.0

Second round, December 9b
Valid votes 97.7
Candidates

S. Tyminski 25.8
L. Walesa 73.4

Note: In the first round, Tyminski received the most votes in relatively undeveloped
agricultural regions, and Walesa received the most votes in large towns and the least votes
in small agricultural regions in eastern Poland.

a. 60.6 percent of the electorate voted.
b. 53.4 percent of the electorate voted.
Source: State Election Commission 1990.

as president, all reforms accelerated, and measures passed against the
former communist nomenklatura. On all three issues, they were opposed
by a group inside the Citizens' Parliamentary Club that supported
Mazowiecki. This struggle culminated in the war on the top in mid-1990
and the presidential election in November and December of that year,
when the issues concerned personalities more than programs.

The results of this election were quite unexpected (see table 6-11).
Although some opinion polls showed rising popularity for a previously
unknown Canadian businessman, Stanislaw Tyminski, attention was fo-
cused primarily on Mazowiecki and Walesa. Mazowiecki did not survive
past the first round, however: he received only 18 percent of the vote
compared with Tyminski's 23 percent.

Various explanations were offered for Mazowiecki's poor perfor-
mance. Some observers said it was a clear signal of social disappointment
with the results of the reform program, exacerbated by the split within
Solidarity, which people did not understand. Some voters were drawn to
the image of Tyminski as someone from outside Polish political life with
supposedly good connections to foreign business. Tyminski's campaign
accused the government of corruption and of betraying the ideals of
August 1980. He also made vague promises about benefits he could
obtain for Poland. In all probability, disillusioned people voted for the
myth of the West rather than for Tyminski himself.

From a short-run perspective, the war on the top disrupted the Polish
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political scheme and put pressure on the economic reform. From a longer
perspective, this "war" acted as a catalyst for the creation of parties. The
difference between parties and their programs became clearer than it was
in 1989-90. This may have strengthened the former Solidarity parties
and weakened the former communists. Once Walesa was elected, he
became a strong force in support of the program.

The decisive break in the Citizens' Parliamentary Club came in June
1991, when a new parliamentary club (the Democratic Union) was orga-
nized and joined by seventy-nine deputies. At the end of June, several
other people, including Ryszard Bugaj, founded the Solidarity of
Workers (table 6-7 presents changes in the balance of groups within the
Sejm between February and August 1991).

These political realignments took place during 1990 and 1991 and
began to affect economic policy in 1991. If the Polish economy had
recovered smoothly after the hard year of 1990, political pressure would
probably have remained at manageable levels. Unfortunately, however,
1991 brought still further bad economic news for the government.

New Economic Problems, 1991

At the beginning of 1991 one further element of the economic reform
program fell into place: in April, Poland signed an agreement to reduce
and restructure debt owed to the Paris Club.2 8 It was agreed that by
March 31, 1994, the debt would be written down by 30 percent and a
further 20 percent might be canceled later (any creditor can negotiate a
bilateral debt reduction, and in 1991 both the United States and France
said they were willing to do this). Future debt reduction was made con-
tingent on Poland continuing to meet economic performance targets set
by the IMF, and in April 1991 the IMF agreed to extend a three-year
adjustment loan for about $1.6 billion. By fall, Poland's ability to bor-
row from the IMF had been suspended for failure to meet the specified
criteria. What went wrong in 1991?

The contrast between the economic results of 1990 and 1991 is strik-
ing. In 1990 Poland achieved many of the targets set by the IMF, and the
effects of the slight relaxation of policy in the second half of the year were
minor. In 1991 the budget deficit grew rapidly, and the necessary adjust-
ments became politically untenable.

In retrospect, despite the radical policy changes in 1990, one major
policy problem was not addressed: the dependence of the budget on the
taxation of state enterprises. Taxation on state enterprises was actually
more important in the 1991 budget law than it had been in 1989 (see
table 6-12), and the government had difficulty finding alternative sources
of revenue. Plans were made to introduce a personal income tax and a
value added tax, but these could not realistically become significant at
least until the beginning of 1992 and 1993, respectively (at least one
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Table 6-12. Structure of Budget Revenues in Poland, 1989-91
(percent shares)

Results, Law, Law,
Budget category 1989 1990 1991

Payments from enterprises and other economic units 79.5 85.0 84.0
Turnover tax 28.4 27.1 26.9
Corporate income tax 32.6 31.4 37.2
Dividend 5.5 8.8 8.4
Wage tax 10.9 9.8 6.0
Excess wage tax (popiwek) n.a. 4.6 1.0
Other 2.0 3.3 1.2
Tariffs n.a. n.a. 3.3

Payments by financial and insurance institutions 8.6 5.3 5.4

Taxes and payments by private enterprises and
individuals 7.0 5.6 3.8

Other income 3.8 4.0 1.5

Transfer from local government 1.1 n.a. n.a.

Income from the sale of state property n.a. n.a. 5.2

n.a. Not applicable.
Note: The definitions of some categories changed between the 1990 and 1991 budget.
Source: For the 1989 results and 1990 law, Council of Ministers 1990, p. 5; for the law

of 1991, Council of Ministers 1991b, pp. 10, 22.

member of the economic reform team has argued that the reform of
taxation could have proceeded faster; see Dabrowski 1991). For 1991
the popiwek rules were changed, so that the permissible wage increase
was based on average wages rather than on the size of the firm's wage
fund (generally, the wage fund is simply the number of workers multi-
plied by the average wage).

The budget showed a small surplus in 1990 because the good financial
results of state enterprises meant they paid a high level of taxes. A small
deficit was forecast for 1991, but this was based on rather optimistic
assumptions: a 5 percent increase in output, a 4 percent increase in GDP,

and only 32 percent inflation.2 9 Instead, 1991 saw a real budget crisis
when the profitability of state enterprises declined. This collapse of reve-
nues created the need to cut budget spending. As government revenue fell
precipitously, unemployment rose steadily. Spending on social insurance
and housing was higher than the limits set in the 1991 budget law, and
the number of people retiring increased rapidly, because it was better to
collect a pension than unemployment insurance.

The cumulative budget deficit widened throughout 1991 (table 6-6).
By the end of the first half year, it was clear that attaining the levels of
revenue projected in the budget law would be extremely difficult. Up to
and including June, budget revenues were almost 34 percent of the level
intended for the whole year and equaled only 37 percent of spending.
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Table 6-13. Changes in the Structure of Current Spending in Poland,
1 986-90
(percent shares)

Spending category 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Current spending
(percentage of total spending) 42.0 43.6 43.5 45.2 54.4

Health and social support 10.3 10.9 10.9 11.9 16.9
Basiceducation 8.0 8.3 8.0 10.4 11.4
Higher education 1.8 1.7 2.1 2.5 3.2
Administration and justice 2.8 3.0 3.0 3.3 4.0
Police 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.6 3.0
Army 7.7 7.8 7.4 6.3 7.0
Treasury enterprises 5.6 6.2 5.9 4.7 6.0

Source: Government documentation for the proposed changes in the budget law, sub-
mitted to the Seim in August 1991.

The proportion of government spending going to health care and other
social support also increased from almost 12 percent in 1989 to 17
percent in 1990 (see table 6-13). This increase was financed in large part
by lower subsidies to enterprises, which fell from 29 percent in 1989 to
17 percent in 1990 (see table 6-14). The situation worsened considerably
in 1991, when a substantial budget deficit developed and spending had
to be cut. The effects included a lower standard of living for the state-
financed intelligentsia as well as cuts in public health care services and in
the number of lessons taught at schools, increasing the burden on
teachers at universities. The losers in this sector did not demand more
resources from the government during 1990-91. Instead they pressed for
accelerating the pace of organizational changes. Workers in health care,
for example, protested in the second and third quarters of 1991, de-
manding the reorganization of medical services, an end to the constitu-
tional guarantee of free medical care, and greater independence for
health providers. Many of the losers in the budget sphere were doctors
and teachers, whose response was often to demand more rather than less
change. Making budget cuts remains problematic, but ironically the
problems tend to increase rather than decrease pressure for more funda-
mental economic change.

The Ministry of Finance took immediate measures to control the size
of the deficit. Stronger controls over spending were imposed, and indexa-
tion payments on pensions and wages for employees in the budget sphere
were delayed. To cut budget spending further, the Ministry of Finance
submitted a revised budget law to the Seim in August.3 0

The Bielecki government was strongly criticized when it presented
these proposals to Parliament. Some communist deputies even suggested
that the government should be voted out of power. Bielecki responded by
offering his government's resignation, which was ultimately declined:
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Table 6-14. Changes in the Structure of State Budget Spending in Poland,
1986-90
(percentage of total spending)

Spending category 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Current spending 42.0 43.6 43.5 45.2 54.4
Social insurance (pensions and

unemployment benefits) 8.8 4.2 4.3 7.0 8.5
Subsidies to enterprises 29.8 30.8 33.2 28.6 17.0
Investment and repairs 5.3 15.8 15.8 12.1 11.2
Subsidies to the Fund for Foreign Debt

Repayment 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 4.5
Transfers to banks 4.1 5.6 3.2 2.8 4.1
Transfers to the Social Insurance Fund

and Fund for the Development of
Science and Technology 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.0

Purchase of treasury bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3

Source: Government documentation for the proposed changes in the budget law, sub-
mitted to the Seim in August 1991.

Parliament wanted to embarrass the government, not bring it down.
Eventually the Sejm passed the government's budget law.31

Although it survived the budget battle, the government's economic
team now found that the political situation was quite different from what
it had been at the end of 1989. It was now much harder to adjust
economic policy, because the government was viewed as too weak to last
beyond the parliamentary elections.

Throughout 1991, there was also growing parliamentary opposition
to the Bielecki government, which did not have a majority in the Seim.
This opposition culminated in serious conflict between government and
Parliament over a whole range of issues: changes in the budget law for
1991, the mass privatization program, the new pension law, the pro-
posed banking law, proposals of special economic powers for the govern-
ment, and suggestions for strengthening the executive powers of the
president and the government. Beginning in late summer 1991, the Sejm
blocked the government's attempts to appoint a new president for the
National Bank of Poland.

By now, the former communist forces felt they had regained some
legitimacy and, as the parliamentary election approached, became in-
creasingly willing to oppose the government on economic policy, which
they had not really done since the fall of 1989. As the social costs of the
economic transition became more apparent, the former communists tried
to legitimize themselves by strongly opposing the Bielecki government.
This effort was undoubtedly helped by splits within the Citizens' Parlia-
mentary Club, which made opposition to the government seem accept-
able within many Solidarity circles. At the same time, some Solidarity
representatives in Parliament also began to oppose the government's eco-
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nomic proposals, reasoning that they should stay faithful to their trade
union roots and help protect people.

The emergence of this political competition made life increasingly dif-
ficult for the Bielecki government, which would have preferred to reform
important political institutions, especially the legislature. It was now too
late. The institutions and political rules had been established by the
roundtable and confirmed by the new electoral law. These rules could
not now be changed.

Poland experienced significant economic problems in 1990, although
arguably the problems mounted in 1991, as well as social protests and
discontent in both years. But it was the organization of politics that
changed the most between the two years. The consequences of these
changes became fully evident in the fall 1991 parliamentary election. The
political contract of 1989 that had helped initiate the economic reforms
was now beginning to block them. This was the price of having a con-
tract Sejm.

From the beginning of 1991, Bielecki's administration was beset by
strikes and protests supported by all of the farmers' organizations.
Farmers were particularly opposed to the low tariffs, which supposedly
opened the Polish market to an inflow of subsidized food from Western
Europe, and accused the government of insufficiently stimulating agri-
cultural exports to the Soviet Union. In July, Farmers Solidarity declared
that, beginning on August 15, farmers would pay their taxes in kind by
delivering their products directly to local tax offices. On August 1, the
government responded by introducing a new import tariff of 25 to 35
percent on agricultural and other products. The result was a substantial
increase in the domestic price of Polish food, but this did not satisfy the
farmers.

Further government concessions did not weaken the pressure of the
farmers' lobby, whose demands for higher tariffs, preferential credits,
and minimum guaranteed prices for agricultural products grew during
the summer as the parliamentary elections approached. Some political
groups echoed these demands as a way to obtain more rural votes. By
fall, all agricultural groups were hostile to the stabilization program and
differed only in the sharpness of their criticism. They all demanded mini-
mum guaranteed prices, tariff protection of the agricultural market, and
preferential credits. They all rejected the government's support for mod-
ernizing and enlarging farms and for transferring a large part of the work
force to agricultural services.

On October 4, twenty-three days before the elections, the Sejm passed
a law obliging the government to introduce temporary minimum prices
for milk and corn, which would be binding until October 30, and to
grant agricultural credits with an interest rate that would be three-
quarters of the National Bank of Poland's refinance rate. Similar legisla-
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tion had failed to pass the Sejm on two previous occasions but succeeded
this time, despite firm government opposition.

The Bielecki government also came under pressure from workers' rep-
resentatives, who, after the presidential election, demanded elimination
of the popiwek, devaluation of the zloty, and reduction of interest rates
(Balcerowicz 1992). Members of the Sejm, trade unionists, and man-
agers of large state firms argued also that the government should intro-
duce an industrial policy, although it remained unclear what this meant
beyond increasing subsidies to state firms.

The Political Barrier, 1991-92

Elections under the new law were held on October 27: 6,980 candi-
dates ran for the 460 seats in the Sejm, reflecting the fragmentation of the
system. After the elections, the Sejm had twenty-nine political parties,
most of which would not have been able to overcome a 5 percent thresh-
old. The election law clearly favored small parties and coalitions.

The results of this election were rather surprising in several respects
(see table 6-15). First, turnout was low-only 43 percent-even though
the president and the Catholic Church had appealed for people to vote.
The low turnout meant that almost no party received the level of support
it had expected, except for the former communists who had counted on
hardcore support of around 10 percent of the electorate. The Democratic
Union, the biggest political movement created from Solidarity, and the
Union of the Democratic Left, the former communists, received close to
the same number of votes.

The parliamentary election marked the end of partial democracy based
directly on the roundtable rules and the beginning of a period of great
political uncertainty. The details of this period highlight the difficulties of
establishing strong executive government in Poland. They also illustrate
which of the various parties were willing and able to cooperate with one
another.

According to the constitution, the president of Poland nominates the
prime minister, who must win the support of a majority in the Seim
before forming a government. On November 8, 1991, President Walesa
nominated as prime minister Bronislaw Geremek, a leader of the Demo-
cratic Union, which had received the largest number of votes in the
election. However, Geremek gave up his attempt to form a government
after only one week, because he was unable to obtain sufficient support
in the Sejm.

The best chance to form a government clearly lay with a potential
coalition of four parties that had common roots in the Solidarity opposi-
tion movement and had not been closely connected with the first two
noncommunist governments. 3 2 Together, these four parties had 121 seats



Table 6-15. Results of the October 1991 Parliamentary Election in Poland
(number of seats, unless noted)

Percent of Current Previous
Coalition vote for Seim Sejm Sejm Senate Parliament

Catholic Election Movement 8.73 49 3- 9 48b
00 Central Alliance 8.71 44 Unclear 9 53b

Christian Democrats 2.36 5 10+5c 0 5
Confederation of Independent Poland 7.50 46 0 4 50b
Democratic Party .. 1 21 0 1
Democratic Union 12.31 62 46 21 836
"For Wielkopolska and Poland" .. 1 0 0 1
German Minority 1.17 7 0 0 7
Krakow Coalition "Supporting the President" .. 1 0 0 1
Liberal Democratic Congress 7.48 37 4 6 436
Orthodox Electoral Committee .. 1 0 0 1
Party of Christian Democrats 1.11 4 28 3 7
Peasant Alliance 5.46 28 16d 5 336
Peasant Election Coalition, "Piast" .. 1 0 0 1
People's Unity .. 1 0 0 1
Podhale Union .. 1 0 0 1
Poland West Union 0.23 4 0 0 4



Polish Beer-Lovers Party 3.27 16 0 0 16
Polish Peasant Party 8.67 48 73¢ 7 55b
Silesian Autonomy Movement 0.35 2 1 0 2
Social Democratic Movement .. 1 0 0 1
Solidarity of Workers 2.05 4 3 0 4
"Solidarnosc" 5.05 27 0 11 38b
"Solidarnosc 80" .. 1 0 0 1
Union of Democratic Leftists 11.98 60 102f 4 64b
Union of Real Politics 2.25 3 0 0 3

Wielkopolski Union .. 1 0 0 1
Women's Union I 1 0 0 1
"X" Party 0.47 3 1 0 3
Others having only one seat n.a. n.a. n.a. 21 21

n.a. Not applicable.
. Negligible.
a. National Christian Union.
b. Strongest coalitions in Parliament.
c. Union PAX and Polish Social Catholic Union.
d. Polish Peasant Party-Solidariry.
e. Polish Peasant Party.
f. Parliamentary Club of the Democratic Left.
Source: Rzeczpospolita 1991, November 4, 7; anonymous 1991.
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in the Sejm. As events developed, another three parties supported the
coalition government, although they did not receive ministerial posts: the
Polish Peasant Party, with forty-eight seats; the Party of Christian Demo-
crats, with four seats; and Christian Democracy, with five seats. This
gave the government coalition of seven parties a total of 178 seats in the
Sejm.33

After the election, the seven coalition parties nominated Jan Olszewski
for prime minister. Olszewski received the necessary support in the Sejm
on December 6, and although the creation of a new government was not
without drama, ultimately he unified his coalition enough to obtain ap-
proval for his cabinet on December 23.

The most important issue initially dividing supporters of the Olszewski
government was economic policy and, in particular, their attitude toward
the Balcerowicz Plan. The Balcerowicz Plan at this time was taken to
mean faster privatization, tough anti-inflationary monetary policy, fiscal
austerity, and the newly signed agreement with the European Commu-
nity. The full set of these measures was supported by the Liberal Demo-
cratic Congress, by the Democratic Union, and sometimes by representa-
tives of the Central Alliance. In contrast, most formal members of the
government coalition were hostile to the Balcerowicz Plan and favored
more support for state-owned enterprises and expanded aggregate de-
mand. So the Olszewski coalition government was, in principle, opposed
to the continuation of the Balcerowicz Plan yet found it very difficult to
abandon Balcerowicz's policies. In the first half of 1992, monetary policy
was not loosened significantly, and, if anything, fiscal austerity became
more effective. Why was it difficult in practice to renounce the Bal-
cerowicz Plan?

Part of the answer lies in Poland's new relationship with the West and
the opportunities and constraints this brings. The agreement on Poland's
association with the European Community was signed on December 16,
1991. This agreement defined the principles of cooperation in a number
of spheres, including politics, trade, finance, and culture. It recognized
Poland's desire to become a member of the European Community, al-
though it did not guarantee that an application for membership would be
approved. It established a timetable for creating free trade between Po-
land and the European Community over the next ten years, although
some unresolved trade issues remain, particularly concerning textiles and
agriculture.

Member countries of the European Community had already commit-
ted significant financial assistance to support structural changes, mod-
ernize the financial sector, help retrain the unemployed, and develop
small businesses. The signing of the agreement offered the prospect,
although not the promise, of further financial support.

Most important, in combination with the debt reduction settlement,
the agreement appeared to confirm that Poland was on the right eco-
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nomic track and, without imposing explicit constraints on economic
policy, did express the expectations of Poland's western partners. This
had the important effect of determining what policies were seen as rea-
sonable and responsible within Poland.

But the reasons for continuing Balcerowicz's policies also lay with
public opinion and with the nature of political institutions at the end of
1992. Some people clearly gained from the reforms and supported the
Balcerowicz Plan. These people were not well organized politically up to
mid-1991, but by the beginning of 1992 new organizations had begun to
mobilize them. Second, the people who perceived themselves as losers
from the reforms were also becoming better organized. The losers usu-
ally sought only to block further changes: they and their political repre-
sentatives did not produce a coherent or workable set of economic poli-
cies that would in any way substitute for the Balcerowicz Plan,
particularly given the current configuration of political institutions.

Beyond the Point of No Return?

The results of the parliamentary election did not seem to favor the
Balcerowicz Plan. Only 20 percent of the voters supported the Demo-
cratic Union and the Liberal Democratic Congress, the two main parties
openly supporting the plan and the only two not promising a quick
improvement in the economic situation. It is fair to say that support for
the plan did not win many votes.

Relatively more support was received during the election campaign by
parties opposed to the Balcerowicz Plan, including support for the un-
clear idea of a political third path proposed by the Catholic Election
Movement and the Confederation of Independent Poland. Although
these two parties and the Central Alliance offered typical rightist views
on political issues (they wanted, for example, tough measures to achieve
"decommunization"), they held leftist views on economics. They wanted
to support state enterprises, to have more equality of incomes, and to
extend the welfare state. In fact, although all of these parties strongly
criticized Balcerowicz, none presented a clear, comprehensive, alterna-
tive economic program.

However, it is too simplistic to interpret the election results as a rejec-
tion of market reforms. Opinion polls addressing the important issues
did not show significant protest against economic reform. They showed
high levels of support for the persons of Balcerowicz and Bielecki (the
liberal prime minister), and Bielecki received more votes than any other
candidate in the parliamentary election. These feelings were not trans-
lated into a proreform political coalition.

Given this situation, having even small parties represented in Parlia-
ment might reduce the danger of extraparliamentary opposition. Frag-
mentation of political groups was probably unavoidable because radical
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economic and political reforms cause social disruptions and politicians
on all sides were still identifying their constituencies. After the elections,
no proreform coalition enjoyed a majority in the Sejm.3 4 At the same
time, the strength of Parliament meant that a weak executive would have
trouble making any significant change in policy. This was good for fiscal
and monetary policy, for which a clear strategy had already been estab-
lished, but bad for attempts to privatize large state firms, which had not
yet had a decisive breakthrough.

Conclusions

By the end of 1991, what remained of the Balcerowicz Plan after the
fixed exchange rate was abandoned, the excess wage tax rules were
relaxed, and inflation remained high? Despite these apparently signifi-
cant changes, the Balcerowicz Plan remained very influential and intact
in at least three forms: as a long list of irreversible achievements, as a set
of priorities, and as a way of making economic policy.

The major achievement of the Balcerowicz Plan was to destroy the
final remnants of the old economic system. Shortages were eliminated,
foreign trade was liberalized, the currency was made almost completely
convertible, most retail trade was privatized, output prices were freed,
and the cost of energy was raised to world levels. These were the prereq-
uisites of a market economy, and although the last two communist gov-
ernments took some steps in this direction, Balcerowicz struck the deci-
sive blow. It is extremely unlikely that these policies can be undone, and
they will therefore remain the basis for developing a genuine market
economy.

Balcerowicz's main macroeconomic priority was to bring inflation
down to a Western European level. Although not fully achieved, this goal
remained the central element of government policy even after Bal-
cerowicz's resignation. Changes in supporting policies toward, for exam-
ple, the exchange rate, do not, therefore, signal the abandonment of this
priority; rather they are adjustments required to keep it on track. The
main priority for microeconomic policy is still to privatize most state
industry.

Balcerowicz's most influential legacy is perhaps that his policies set a
very high standard of professionalism for their level of preparation and
the level of support they received throughout the West, especially, but not
only, with multilateral financial institutions. A new, young technocratic
elite emerged to occupy key positions, particularly in the ministries of
finance and privatization. Any successor to Balcerowicz who presents a
policy that does not match these high standards of quality will face
considerable criticism in the government, the Sejm, and the broader
political debates of Poland.

This threefold definition of the Balcerowicz Plan identifies several con-
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straints on the choices of subsequent governments. First, the policies of
Balcerowicz irrevocably opened Poland to the West. To close the Polish
economy again is unthinkable, and although this idea has been proposed
by some parties, it has no real political credibility.

Second, although some social groups perceive the reform negatively,
they do not agree on the requirements for an alternative set of policies.
Furthermore, many people directly benefited from the reforms. Even if a
coherent set of alternative policies existed, it would not necessarily have
strong support either in the country or in the Parliament.

Third, the executive remains weak and, under the current configura-
tion of parties, does not have the ability to control the legislative process
and timetable.3 5 Deputies who can identify weaknesses in the govern-
ment's legislation may use this to embarrass the government and obstruct
its proposals almost without limit. As a result, the Bielecki government
found it hard to speed up the reform process by introducing mass priva-
tization or constitutional reform, while the Olszewski government found
it difficult to loosen macroeconomic policy. Furthermore, on some eco-
nomic issues, Olszewski's team had to rely on support of the Liberal
Democratic Congress and the Democratic Union, which were not part of
the government coalition and could thus lobby in favor of tight monetary
and fiscal policies.

The Bielecki government resigned formally on December 5, 1991.
Although Bielecki continued in office to the end of that month, while a
new coalition government was formed, Leszek Balcerowicz's term as
Poland's finance minister effectively ended. Despite remarkable eco-
nomic successes, his reform program had generated too much political
opposition for him to continue. Why did this happen, and what does it
imply both for the future of the Polish program and for similar programs
elsewhere?

The Balcerowicz program was designed first and foremost to deal with
a serious economic crisis. Details of the program were debated, but the
rapidly accelerating inflation beginning in the summer of 1989 elimi-
nated all alternatives to a tough anti-inflation policy (for example, the
economic ideas advanced by Solidarity during the roundtable negotia-
tions were no longer relevant). The rapid political changes taking place
in the spring and summer of 1989 meant that Poland had both the
political coalition and the social support needed to step back from the
brink of hyperinflation.

External support from multilateral institutions and independent econ-
omists was particularly important in this initial phase. These outside
forces offered valuable economic advice and immediate financial support
to the program and, perhaps most important, helped define what kind of
economic policies were credible and deserved political support. The fact
that Balcerowicz was highly respected in the West was initially a major
political asset for him and for the Mazowiecki government.
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The shock therapy could not avoid creating losers, and these losers
inevitably protested. Given the massive changes wrought by the pro-
gram, it is impressive that there was so little effective social opposition
during 1990. This can be attributed to the absence of prior organization
(except Solidarity and the farmers), to the fragmentation of interest
groups, and to the lack of effective mobilization of winners in support of
the program. Individuals and subgroups (in, for example, particular lo-
calities) rather than well-defined social groups won or lost in the initial
phase of reforms. The formation of new social groups on the basis of
their advantages and disadvantages in the market economy only began
with the emergence of new political parties during the 1991 parliamen-
tary elections.

Did the Balcerowicz team miss chances to build a supportive political
coalition (by, for example, accelerating institutional changes)? With the
advantage of hindsight, the answer is yes. Faster progress should have
been made in reorganizing large state firms and restructuring the banking
system. Even better, some form of mass privatization, involving the free
distribution of shares to all citizens, could have created a strong political
umbrella for more painful economic adjustments.

But these criticisms are unfair. Stabilizing the Polish macroeconomy
was a full-time job, and there were not enough new technocrats to work
on all the worthy issues. Balcerowicz consciously chose the macroecon-
omy as his priority because he wanted to take the critical and irreversible
step toward establishing a market economy: the elimination of shortages.
He also preferred to leave politics to the politicians.

Perhaps more seriously, the Balcerowicz team also made technical er-
rors, particularly by failing to address the structural weaknesses of the
budget during 1990, when it still had a strong political position. The
team made no serious effort to speed up the introduction of new taxes or
to break the link between wages in the budget sphere and in the rest of
the economy. The decline in the profits of state enterprises in 1991 was
widely predicted and probably expected by the government, but there is
little sign that the Ministry of Finance was prepared when the crisis
finally came.

Nevertheless, Balcerowicz's problems only spiraled out of control once
the political rules set by the roundtable agreements ceased to provide
impetus to the program and became its most serious barrier. In part, this
can be attributed to the perception that the costs of reform were too high,
a perception supported by the government's own dubious statistics. Also
important were deep-rooted ideological differences within Solidarity, the
jostling for political advantage among Solidarity leaders, and the desire
of the former communist forces to legitimize themselves again. Quite
suddenly, new political parties, movements, and clubs began to articulate
and reinforce the frustrations of Poland's splintered interest groups. The
honeymoon period of the Balcerowicz program was over by the begin-
ning of 1991.
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The 1990 election of Walesa as president can, in retrospect, be viewed
as strengthening the program, even though his campaign caused some
nervousness in both the Ministry of Finance and governments of the
West. The way in which competition inside Parliament played out during
1991 was what really damaged the program. In particular, the Bielecki
government lacked a majority in the Seim and was unable to take decisive
measures either on the economy or on the important issue of relations
between the executive and the legislature.

The final political result of the divisive struggles during 1991 was a
parliamentary election with no decisive winner. It is now very difficult to
form a stable government in Poland, and the current electoral rules sug-
gest that this problem will remain for a considerable time. Yet if new
social grievances could not have been voiced in Parliament, they proba-
bly would have been ultimately expressed in a way that confronted the
program even more directly.

Did democracy help or impede the reform program? There is no simple
answer. The partial democratization of the roundtable swept Solidarity
to power and helped establish impressive social support for an economic
reform program that is well described as a shock. As time passed, how-
ever, it became increasingly evident that the roundtable-based rules of the
new Polish democracy had complicated effects. The Polish political and
party system is still at an intermediate stage of development. It is not fully
democratic (in which different parties represent the interests of concrete
social groups and offer clear, alternative programs), but at least such a
system is now emerging.

Appendix 6-1: Glossary of Poland's Major Parties,
Political Movements, Coalitions, and Parliamentary Clubs

Movements and Parties with Opposition Roots

Catholic Election Movement (Wyborcza Akcia Katolicka, WAK), created in 1991
for the parliamentary election; the most important member of this coalition is
the National Christian Union

Central Alliance (Porozumienie Obywatelskie Centrum, roc or Pc), created in
May 1990

Citizens' committees (Komitety Obywatelskie, KO); one committee was created
unofficially in 1987 by Walesa; a network of committees was formed in the
spring of 1989 to organize Solidarity's June 1989 election campaign

Confederation of Independent Poland (Konfederacja Polski Niepodleglej, KPN),

created unofficially in 1979

Democratic Union (Unia Demokratyczna, UD), created in December 1990
Liberal Democratic Congress (Kongres Liberalno-Demokratyczny, KL-D),

created in 1990
National Christian Union (Zjednoczenie Chrzescijansko-Narodowe, ZCHN), cre-

ated in 1989
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Peasant Union (Porozumienie Ludowe, PL), created in 1991 from Solidarity of
Farmers (Solidarnosc Rolnikow Indywidualnych)

Polish Socialist Party (Polska Partia Socjalistyczna, Pps), created in 1892 but
operated in London during the communist period and returned to Poland
unofficially in 1987

Solidarity 80 ("Solidarnosc 80"), a splinter movement that emerged from Soli-
darity and did not accept the roundtable agreements

Solidarity of Workers (Solidarnosc Pracy, sr), created in 1991

Solidarity Trade Union (NSZZ "Solidarnosc" or "Solidarnosc," "s"), created in
August 1980

Movements and Parties with Communist Roots

All-Poland Alliance of Trade Unions (Ogolnopolskie Porozumienie Zwiazkow
Zawodowych, opzz), created in 1984 as a procommunist trade union
movement

Democratic Party (Stronnictwo Demokratyczne, SD), created in 1939

Polish Social-Democratic Union (Polska Unia Socjal-Demokratyczna, Pus), cre-
ated in January 1990, from the Polish United Workers Party

Polish Peasant Party (Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe, PSL), created in 1990 primar-
ily from the United Peasant Party, which was created in 1949 and was closely
linked to the Communist Party

Social Democrats of the Polish Republic (Socialdemokracja Rzeczpospolitej Pol-
skiej, SDRP), created in January 1990, from the Polish United Workers Party
and the Communist Party

Union of the Democratic Left (Sojusz Lewicy Demokratycznej, SLD), created in
1991 for the parliamentary election as a coalition of Social Democrats of the
Polish Republic and All-Poland Alliance of Trade Unions

Other Movements and Parties

Christian Democrats (Chrzescijanska Demokracia, chD), created in 1990

Christian Social Union (Unia Chrzescijansko-Spoleczna, uChs), created in 1989
as a reorganization of Chrzescijanskie Stowarzyszenie Spoleczne, which was
founded in 1957

German Minority (Mnieisznosc Niemiecka, MN), created in 1991 as an election
coalition

National Party (Stronnictwo Narodowe, SN), created unofficially in 1955; a
strongly nationalist movement

Party of Christian Democrats (Partia Chrzescijanskich Demokratow, rchD), cre-
ated in 1990

Polish Beer-Lovers Party (Polska Partia Przyjaciol Piwa, Pppp), created in 1990;
this name was kept by the "big beer" faction after the Polish Beer-Lovers Party
Parliamentary Club split in 1991

"Polish Economic Program" ("Polski Program Gospodarczy,' PPG), created by
deputies of the "small beer" faction, which broke away from the Polish Beer-
Lovers Party in 1991; closely associated with big private businesspeople
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Polish Social Catholic Union (Poiski Zwiazek Katolicko Spoleczny, PZKS), cre-
ated in January 1981

Polish West Union (Poiski Zwiazek Zachodni, rzz), created in 1991 as an elec-
tion coalition

Union of Real Politics (Unia Polityki Realnej, UPR), created in 1987; strongly
conservative on all issues

Union "PAX" (Stowarzyszenie "PAX"), a Catholic movement created in 1952,
which was active throughout the communist period

"x" Party (Partia "x," x), created in 1991 by Tyminski supporters

Parliamentary Clubs (with names differentfrom broader parties
or movements)

Citizens' Parliamentary Club (Obywatelski Klub Parlamentarny, OKP)

Club of Independent Deputies (Klub Niezaleznych Poslow, KNP)

Club of Military Deputies (Klub Poslow Woiskowych, KPW)

Parliamentary Club of the Democratic Left (Parlamentarny Klub Lewicy De-
mokratycznej, PKLD)

Parliamentary Club of Social Democratic Union (Parlamentarny Klub Unii Soc-
jaldemokratycznej, PKUS)

Parliamentary Club of Workers (Parlamentarny Klub Pracy, PKP)

Notes

1. This was made quite clear when the government's economic and political proposals
were defeated in the referendum of November 29, 1987. According to the public statements
of ministers, this defeat made the government unwilling to impose the high costs of reform.

2. According to the rules, in order to be elected, a presidential candidate had to receive an
absolute majority, more than 50 percent of the valid votes cast. There were 537 valid votes
(for, against, and abstaining), which meant that Jaruzelski needed more than 268.5 votes.
He received 270.

3. For example, Maciej Letowski expressed support for the idea of a Solidarity govern-
ment in Lad, a weekly newspaper linked to the Christian wing of Solidarity (see Letowski
1989).

4. Mazowiecki (1989) argued in favor of gradual political changes, stating that Solidarity
would have to remain in opposition until the free elections agreed to during the roundtable
talks were held in 1993.

5. The major roles in the economic reform were played by people who had not been part
of the Solidarity roundtable team, with two exceptions: Jerzy Osiatynski and Witold
Trzeciakowski. Osiatynski became head of the Central Planning Office in 1989 but began
to distance himself from the economic policy after the first quarter of 1990. Trzeciakowski
had been chief of the Solidarity economic roundtable group and, in 1989, became head of
the Economic Council-an advisory group that provided expert opinions-but he did not
play a decisive role in creating the economic program.

6. Poland's currency is the zloty.
7. A billion is 1,000 million; and a trillion (also known as the Polish billion) is 1,000

billion.
8. This is the explanation offered by Kuron. An alternative view, expressed by Kuczynski

(1992), is that Mazowiecki wished to demonstrate that he could act independently as prime
minister and could appoint anyone he wanted to run economic policy.

9. Ministry of Finance 1989. The ideas expressed are impressively detailed, given that
Balcerowicz had officially been in power only eleven days.
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10. Although the government's first set of proposals concerning the privatization of state
enterprises was criticized so much that it was not even formally submitted to the Seim, this
was not then regarded as a major setback.

11. Poland's hard currency reserves more than doubled during 1990, from $3.6 billion
(at the end of 1989) to $8 billion (at the end of 1990). Despite all the setbacks in 1991,
reserves were still $6.4 billion on November 31. The enormous improvement in Poland's
current account is an unmistakable success of the stabilization program.

12. The budget law explicitly assumed inflation for January and February 1990 of 45
and 15 percent, but the outcomes were almost 80 and 24 percent, respectively; see Council
of Ministers 1990, p. 7.

13. Strong monopolies had previously existed in trade, particularly Spolem for the
processing and retailing of food and WPHW for consumer durables such as furniture, radios,
and televisions. Officially, these monopolies were cooperatives, but in practice they were
run by the state. There had been some delay in breaking up these monopolies because the
government's Law on Cooperatives, which was ready on October 9, 1989, ran into criti-
cism from representatives of these monopolies. However, these organizations were widely
regarded as nomenklatura, and they could not mount credible opposition. The law that
initiated the breakup of trade cooperatives was passed by the Sejm on January 20, 1990.

14. In addition, on January 26, 1990, the Economic Committee of the Council of
Ministers decided to increase required payments for social insurance from 38 to 43 percent
of gross wages. The goal was to help finance the indexation of pensions, but the immediate
effect was probably to push prices somewhat higher.

15. Dabrowski, Federowicz, and Levitas 1991. For the first six months of 1990, only 10
percent of the state enterprises sampled increased their wages by the full amount allowed
under excess wage legislation. Most of the firms increased their wages less than 85 percent
of the increase allowed. Dabrowski, Federowicz, and Levitas (1991) found two main
reasons for this behavior: cash flow problems and fear of the future. Many firms reduced
real wages and increased their financial reserves.

16. Supportive evidence is provided by the decision of some state enterprises to convert
into joint stock companies, which under the budget legislation for 1991 reduced their
popiwek. At the end of 1990, many joint stock companies were created, apparently to
reduce the burden of popiwek.

17. The fact that the Citizens' Parliamentary Club could not survive indefinitely became
fully evident during the presidential election at the end of 1990, although at the time of the
new parliamentary elections in 1991, 106 deputies and 59 senators still belonged to it.
Divisions continued to develop in both the Citizens' Parliamentary Club and the postcom-
munist parties, where the splits were over personality much more than over policy.

18. These differences began when the national list was withdrawn after the first round of
elections and the opposition accepted changes designed to make the results of the parlia-
mentary election consistent with the roundtable agreements.

19. Citizens' committees were informal structures created by Solidarity activists at the
time of the roundtable. Their most important role was before and during the June 1989
election.

20. These are the roots of the main parties emerging from Solidarity, although after
Mazowiecki's poor performance in the presidential election, many leaders of the Citizens
Movement for Democratic Action formed a new party, the Democratic Union.

21. First, under the Polish system in 1990, individuals could register as unemployed,
even if they had never worked. For this reason, measured unemployment would be ex-
pected to increase at the end of the school year. Second, overemployment or hidden unem-
ployment existed in the communist economy. In 1990, for the first time, managers could
and did fire workers. Third, anecdotal evidence suggests that many of the unemployed were
actually working as street traders or elsewhere in the rapidly growing private sector. Unfor-
tunately, no good estimates describe the size of that phenomenon. Fourth, relatively little of
the increase in unemployment was due to the "group layoffs" usually associated with
closure of a firm. The numbers on this point are quite clear (Central Statistical Office 1991,
December, table 10, p. 28). Group layoffs accounted for 6 percent of total unemployment
in the first quarter of 1990, rising to 10 percent in the second quarter, 14 percent in the
third quarter, and 16 percent in the final quarter of that year.

22. The All-Poland Alliance of Trade Unions was originally formed as a procommunist
trade union. Although it had become much more independent by 1989, it is still regarded as
closely aligned with the former communists.
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23. The old nomenklatura were people under the communist regime who were appointed
to their position by the communists. The new nomenklatura were people who had recently
risen to power or wealth due to political connections. Of course, it is not easy to decide who
is and is not either kind of nomenklatura.

24. Just after free prices were introduced for agricultural products, Jozef Slisz, represent-
ing Farmers Solidarity, declared the creation of a new farmers' party aimed at defending the
interests of farmers. Members said they were responding to insufficient reform of the
agricultural market and to the constantly worsening situation of their sector.

25. On July 11, 1990, farmers, with support from the Farmers Trade Union, blocked
important roads throughout Poland. Another surge of protests occurred in October 1990
when sugar processing enterprises were not able to buy up the entire harvest of sugar beets.

26. Street traders had a major cost advantage over shops, which had to pay rent. Rents
generally rose sharply after the amended law of municipal self-government forced them to
become financially independent.

27. On April 7, 1990, the leaders of the Democratic Party advised its members to leave
the government coalition because of the official policy toward the private sector. In contrast
to the agriculture minister, who resigned after the farmers' protests of June 1990, the
Democratic ministers declined to leave their posts.

28. Poland's hard currency debt was $40.8 billion at the end of 1989 and around $4S
billion by September 1991 due to the capitalization of interest payments. Of this amount,
about two-thirds ($23.9 billion) were owed to other governments, collectively known as
the Paris Club.

29. The budget law for 1991 authorized revenues of ZI 289.2 trillion, expenditures of ZI
293.5 trillion, and a deficit of ZI 4.3 trillion. This deficit was supposed to be financed by
the surplus carried over from the central budget in 1990, proceeds from extrabudgetary
funds being liquidated, and the issue of treasury bonds.

30. The new proposal would have set budget spending at ZI 251 billion, compared with
ZI 293.5 trillion in the original 1991 law. Budget revenues were set at ZI 227 trillion, down
from ZI 289.2 trillion. The forecast deficit was ZI 24 trillion, which would have been
between 2.5 and 3.0 percent of GDP.

31. The government had to submit yet another revised budget law in December 1991
because its August version turned out to be too optimistic.

32. These parties were the Central Alliance, with forty-four seats in the Sejm; the
National Christian Union, the most important element of the Catholic Election Movement,
which had forty-nine seats; and the Peasant Alliance and the Peasant Alliance "Solidariry,"
which together had twenty-eight seats.

33. The coalition also received support from other parties on some issues. An additional
three parties-known as the "small coalition"-did not support the Olszewski government
in general but did vote in favor of its fiscal austerity measures. These were the Liberal
Democratic Congress, the Democratic Union, and the Polish Economic Program. Their
support of the government's economic policies was crucial.

34. The three parties most supportive of the Balcerowicz program immediately after the
election were the Democratic Union, the Liberal Democratic Congress, and the Polish
Economic Program, with sixty-two, thirty-seven, and sixteen seats, respectively. This gave
them a maximum of 115 seats in the Seim, exactly one-quarter of the total 460 seats.

35. A notable exception was the package of laws passed in December 1989 constituting
the legal basis of the Balcerowicz Plan. The legislative process in this case followed a special
fast path, organized under a special commission of the Seim. This was a temporary arrange-
ment that was only possible with rhe agreement of all major groups in Parliament.
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Chile: Sustaining Adjustment
during Democratic Transition

GENARO ARRIAGADA HERRERA

AND CAROL GRAHAM

CHILE'S RECENT ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE, WHICH IS AMONG THE BEST in

Latin America, is frequently used as a prototype of structural adjustment
policy implemented by a strong military dictatorship and then be-
queathed to a democratic successor. Yet the Chilean case is more complex
than it looks at first glance. The authoritarian nature of the military
regime is often cited as the reason for Chile's successful implementation
of dramatic economic reforms, yet many reforms of the social security,
public health, and education systems and decentralization of municipal
governments would not have been possible without the preexisting and
relatively efficient public sector, a phenomenon rare in Latin America.
Chile's public sector provided a sound basis for reform as well as safety
nets to protect the poorest sectors during the process. The surprisingly
peaceful transition to democracy, meanwhile, was due largely to Chile's
strong democratic traditions and well-developed party system, also the
exception in the region.

Chile's 1980 constitution called for holding a plebiscite by 1988 on
whether to prolong Augusto Pinochet's rule another eight years. When
the no vote won in October, elections were called for December 1989 and
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a delicate and often difficult dialogue and series of negotiations were
initiated between the military government and the civilian opposition.
Agreement was reached-albeit with substantial tradeoffs-in four fun-
damental arenas: economic management, the political system, relations
between civil society and the military, and relations between the state and
society, particularly trade unions. For the opposition, this agreement
meant trusting that the military would allow free elections and would
transfer power in the event of an opposition victory; for the military and
its supporters on the right, it meant trusting that an opposition victory
would not result in populist economic chaos or in persecution of the
military. This basic consensus represented a substantial moderation of
the polarization that characterized Chilean society in the early 1970s.

Two features distinguish the Chilean transition and the implicit social
pact underlying it. First, although the consensus achieved was quite
strong among political leaders and elites, particularly in the arena of
economic management, it was far less so among the rank and file of the
parties. Opinion polls recorded surprisingly low public acceptance of or
support for the economic reforms, particularly among low-income
groups.' This is explained, in part, by the authoritarian nature of the
regime implementing the reforms; it had no desire to educate or "sell"
them to the public. 2 In addition, income distribution worsened during
the period of adjustment: although the restructuring of public social
expenditure effectively targeted and protected the poorest segments of
society, many people at the margin lost access to what had been one of
the most comprehensive social welfare systems on the continent. 3

Leaders of the democratic opposition were aware that, regardless of
popular sentiment, they had to contend with a balance of social forces,
including important private sector groups and middle-class strata as well
as the military, with a stake in preserving the economic model imple-
mented by the Pinochet regime. Reversing any of the model's major
tenets would endanger the entire transition.

Second, the Chilean transition is distinguished by the relative strength
of the military and its supporters on the right. Unlike many other transi-
tions in Latin America, where the military abandoned power in the midst
of economic crisis, the Chilean military turned over power according to a
preestablished timetable and during a period of sustained economic
growth. This strengthened its position during the transition and allowed
it to retain an unusual amount of control over the political system, as
well as to institutionalize certain aspects of economic management.

This chapter seeks to explain the process behind Chile's successful
transition and, in particular, the implicit social pact in which the demo-
cratic regime maintained the military's structural economic reforms. To
do so, it briefly considers the factors leading to the system's breakdown
in 1973 and describes the economic model implemented by the military
regime as well as the political system it established. This system pre-
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served certain political and economic choices through a series of authori-
tarian enclaves ensured in the 1980 constitution. 4 The gradual formation
of a national consensus is the primary focus of the chapter, which exam-
ines the organization of the opposition for the 1988 plebiscite and the
1989 elections through the new government's first two years in office,
ending with the June 1992 municipal elections. With a particular focus
on economic management, the analysis examines how Patricio Aylwin
government preserved the successful elements of the structural adjust-
ment that began under military rule as well as how it attempted to correct
its flaws. The ultimate aim is to understand the political economy of
implementing and sustaining structural economic reforms in new
democracies.

From Polarization to National Reconstruction:
Political Breakdown and the Origins of a New Consensus

The consensus reached in each of the four major arenas during the
transition process was profoundly affected by the extremes reached un-
der both Salvador Allende and Augusto Pinochet: in each case, various
actors sought utopian or highly ideological solutions (this process is
described well in Angell 1993, a recent political history of Chile). First,
political parties, particularly of the left, attempted to implement an ideo-
logically uniform solution, regardless of social costs. Then, the military
government stepped in to eliminate the ideologies and social sectors
deemed responsible for the resulting chaos: communism, the left, and
organized labor. In striking contrast, the transition and the subsequent
democratic regime brought an acceptable, if not perfect, resolution in all
four arenas.

The Economic Model

Management of the economy was only one component of the process
of national reconstruction and consensus-building, but it was clearly a
central one. It played a critical role in precipitating the breakdown of
democracy, raised controversy, particularly over social costs, and gener-
ated a surprising amount of consensus at the time of the transition.

The economic chaos at the end of the Allende years was one of the
primary reasons for the polarization of the political system and, ulti-
mately, for the military coup. By mid-1972, the government had brought
the entire banking system under state control and had expropriated or
occupied more than 500 manufacturing companies. The extent of the
process created much more than a breakdown of economic consensus:
the violations and threats to private property brought Chilean society to
the brink of civil war and, coupled with spiraling inflation, created the
conditions for the breakdown of the political system.
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Irresponsible monetary expansion and rapidly growing fiscal deficits
resulted in unprecedented inflation rates. Inflation was 1 19 percent from
December 1970 to December 1971, 138 percent in the next year, and
314 percent in the twelve months preceding August 1973. Although the
economy experienced a boom induced by government spending in 1971,
with growth at 8.3 percent, growth slowed to 1.6 percent in 1972 and
fell 5.7 percent in 1973. At the same time, production collapsed due to a
combination of security threats, widespread strikes, rampant shortages,
and the massive retrenchment of investment. By mid-1973, economic
chaos was probably the most important factor contributing to initial
support for military intervention and lasting support for the military
regime, even during times of severe economic crisis.

The military regime that came to power in 1973 did not initially
espouse the neoliberal economic policies implemented in 1975; indeed
the lack of state control was anathema to many elements of the Prussian-
style Chilean military. Substantial debate took place within the regime
about whether to implement a shock-style program, with hard-liners on
the economic team eventually winning Pinochet's favor.5 At the same
time, many economists rejected the authoritarianism of the military as
well as the human rights violations that constituted one of the regime's
most distinctive political features.6

Nevertheless, some agreement existed between these two groups. On
the one hand, the military used the support of highly skilled technocrats
to justify authoritarian rule. On the other, the regime's proponents, in-
cluding many economists, tirelessly insisted that dictatorship was neces-
sary to implement the economic and social transformations needed.
According to Rolf Luders, vice president of one of Chile's most powerful
economic groups and finance minister in 1982, "It is possible that in
order to conduct as radical a change as has been implemented in Chile it
was necessary to have an authoritarian political structure" (Luders 1980,
p. 77). In the same vein, Pablo Barahona, economics minister and one of
the most prominent economists of the regime, stated, "I have no doubts
that as of 1973 and for many years before in Chile an authoritarian
government-absolutely authoritarian-that could implement reform
despite the interests of any group, no matter how important it was, was
needed" (Barahona 1980, p. 13).

Neoliberal economists of the regime argued that previous development
strategies had failed and blamed the economy's failure to grow ade-
quately, accelerating inflation, and a chronic balance of payments crisis
on excessive government and a combination of Keynesian and import-
substitution policies and distortions in the price system (Ffrench-Davis
1991). They also argued that public social expenditure should be tar-
geted only to the very poorest people who could not provide for
themselves.7
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Structural changes included privatization of key public enterprises and
creation of the social security system. Between 1974 and 1989, the gov-
ernment privatized 550 state-owned enterprises (Luders 1991). Domestic
capital markets were liberalized, contributing to large increases in real
interest rates and fears of massive inflows of capital. 8 Nominal tariffs
were reduced to 10 percent by June 1979, and the exchange rate was
fixed. This, reinforced by inflows of capital, created a price substitution
effect that favored imports over domestic production. The rapid pace of
trade liberalization may have forced many firms out of business unneces-
sarily and increased unemployment. Neither foreign nor domestic private
investment, meanwhile, compensated for the fall in government outlays
after 1974. The import boom focused on consumer durables rather than
capital goods.9 Total foreign debt increased substantially, most of it con-
tracted with private banks at variable rates. During 1980-81, total debt
represented 50 percent of gross domestic product (GDP), and in 1982
amortizations plus interest payments were approximately 85 percent of
Chilean exports, compared with 42 percent for 1975-80. Because the
bulk of the debt was private, however, both domestic authorities and
international institutions failed to attribute sufficient importance to it
(Zahler 1983).

From 1977 to 1981, growth was consistently between 5 and 10 per-
cent (see table 7-1). Then, in 1982 with the international recession and
devaluation of the overvalued peso, GDP fell 14 percent and unemploy-
ment skyrocketed to 24 percent. The financial sector entered a major
crisis, and in January 1983, the government took over 70 percent of the
Chilean financial sector, intervening in sixteen financial institutions
(Zahler 1983). It also bought back approximately fifty of the enterprises
that had been privatized in the 1970s (Luders 1991).

Even before the 1982 crisis, employment and real wage rates bore the
brunt of the stabilization policies, with real wages losing 25 percent of
their value between 1974 and 1981 (see, for example, CortAzar 1982;
Ffrench-Davis and Mufoz 1990). Indeed, the problem was so grave that
in 1982 government-run emergency employment programs employed up
to 13 percent of the labor force-500,000 workers-at wages between
half and one-quarter of the minimum. 1 0 Not surprisingly, the economic
collapse coincided with the first significant worker protest against the
regime in 1982. Yet the scale and duration of the employment programs
suggest that they did supplement the income of the poorest sectors and
reduced the potential for social unrest, as even their harshest critics note.

After the crisis of 1982-83, and a drift in economic management, the
economic team changed, most notably by the entrance of Hernan Buchi
as finance minister in 1985 (for details on this period, see Corbo and
Solimano 1991). From 1984 on, the government implemented a set of
policies to encourage structural change in favor of exports, savings, and
investment (see tables 7-2 and 7-3). Several protective tariffs were rein-
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Table 7-1. Selected Macroeconomic Indicators for Chile, 1971-91
(percent)

Growth in Index of
Year GDP Unemployment Inflation real wages

1971 9.0 5.5 26.7 119.3
1972 -1.2 3.7 108.3 108.2
1973 -5.6 4.6 441.0 80.0
1974 1.0 9.7 497.8 64.8
1975 -12.9 15.6 379.2 62.1
1976 3.5 18.6 232.8 63.0
1977 9.9 17.4 113.8 71.1
1978 8.2 17.1 50.0 75.7
1979 8.3 16.7 33.4 82.0
1980 7.8 15.8 35.1 89.4
1981 5.5 26.3 19.7 97.5
1982 -14.1 23.7 9.9 97.1
1983 -0.7 22.5 27.3 86.4
1984 6.3 18.5 19.9 86.7
1985 2.4 16.6 30.7 82.9
1986 5.7 13.9 19.5 84.5
1987 5.7 12.9 19.9 84.3
1988 7.4 12.2 14.7 89.8
1989 10.0 9.3 17.0 91.5
1990 2.2- 5.1 27.3 -
1991 5.5- 5.7 18.7 -

-Not available.

a. Growth in GNP.
Source: Flano 1992; Luders 1991.

troduced, with the rate reaching as high as 35 percent before being
gradually reduced, and regulation of the financial sector was tightened.
The decrease in foreign resources was offset by a combination of expen-
diture policies, favorable renegotiation of the foreign debt, and active
promotion of debt-equity swaps. As a result, total debt service declined
from 43 percent of exports in 1985 to 20 percent in 1988. A realistic
exchange rate was maintained through successive devaluations to en-
courage the use of resources in producing tradable goods. This implied a
real devaluation of 50 percent between 1982-83 and 1987. Exports
other than copper grew at an annual rate of 13 percent from 1986 to
1988 (Corbo and Solimano 1991). Finally, increases in the price of cop-
per and reductions in the price of oil and in the London interbank offer
rate had favorable economic effects (Luders 1991). Growth steadily
picked up, averaging 6 percent between 1985 and 1989; unemployment
dropped to 9 percent in 1989 and 5 percent in 1990. During the 1985-90
period, the bulk of government subsidies went to the private sector, with
a strict policy maintained in the face of popular and labor demands;
income distribution continued to worsen (Ffrench-Davis and Mufioz
1 990).



Table 7-2. Growth of the Gross Domestic Product in Chile, 1950-89
(percent)

Annual Investment
growth in as share of Annual gro wth rate Share in GDP

Year GDP GDP Manufacture Agriculture Exports Manufacture Agriculture Exports

1950-61 - - 4.8 1.8 2.6 22.2 11.8 12.3

00 1961-71 4.6 20.2 6.0 2.9 3.2 25.4 9.6 12.0

1971-74 0.3 15.9 - 1.6 -1.8 8.4 27.2 8.3 9.9

1974-81 2.6 15.7 -1.0 1.8 9.4 22.0 8.6 20.2

1981-89 2.6 15.4 2.6 3.1 7.3 19.3 8.8 28.1

- Not available.

Source: Ffrench-Davis 1991; Ffrench-Davis and Munoz 1990.
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Table 7-3. Proportion of Fixed Gross Investment in
Gross Domestic Product, Chile and Latin America, 1980-89

Latin Chile/Latin
Year Amnerica Chile America

1980 22.7 16.6 73.1
1981 22.5 18.5 82.2
1982 20.0 14.0 70.0
1983 16.6 12.0 72.3
1984 15.9 12.3 77.3
1985 16.2 13.8 85.2
1986 16.8 14.1 83.9
1987 16.8 15.5 92.3
1988 16.5 16.0 97.0
1989 16.4 17.2 104.9

Note: In 1990, foreign investment equaled 4-5 percent of GDP, and public investment
equaled 5-6 percent.

Not available.
Source: Ffrench-Davis 1991; Ffrench-Davis and Mufioz 1990.

The economic turnaround was thus due to many factors: international
trends, longer-term structural changes, the adoption of a much more
aggressive export promotion strategy, and a more active regulatory
framework. Many of the enterprises bought back by the state were pri-
vatized again, but the second round of privatizations was managed much
more closely, with mechanisms to avoid the concentration of ownership
and heavy indebtedness. 1 I

The resumption of high growth rates coincided with three develop-
ments that facilitated a rapprochement between the government and the
opposition. The first was a shift within the regime toward a more prag-
matic and less ideological formulation of political economy. The second
was the crisis of the socialist economies in the latter part of the 1980s,
leaving the left sector of the Concertaci6n without an alternative eco-
nomic paradigm (interview with Nicolas Eyzaguirre, June 24, 1992).
The third was the dramatic collapse of the populist heterodox economic
experiments undertaken in countries whose transition to democracy im-
mediately preceded Chile's: Alan Garcia in Peru, Jose Sarney in Brazil,
and Raul Alfonsin in Argentina. A consensus gradually developed on
economic policy, and although in the early 1980s the opposition crit-
icized the neoliberal model in general, by the late 1980s their criticisms
centered much more on questions of emphasis or technique.12

Wide differences remained, however, over issues of social welfare and
distribution. Income distribution was more concentrated in 1990 than in
1970, and although social welfare expenditure per capita for the poorest
sectors increased, many people at the margin lost access to services. In
addition, the quality of public health and education services, as well as
public infrastructure, declined dramatically during the military years.
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Partial privatization of the public health, education, and pension
schemes meant that persons who could not afford private services were
left with lesser-quality public ones, which were receiving declining
amounts of public investment. Although basic consensus gradually
formed on Chile's economic model, caution is necessary prior to labeling
it a miracle. In addition to social welfare and equity costs, growth rates
for the 1973-90 period, at an average of 2.6 percent, were actually on
par with Chile's average growth rate of 3.5 percent since 1920.13

The Political System

Compared with the rest of Latin America, Chile's political system was
an exemplary democracy for the forty-one years from 1932 to 1973.
Nonetheless, as of the 1950s, the politics of consensus underlying Chil-
ean democracy began to deteriorate. The political center became more
rigid as the Christian Democratic Party, which at the time was highly
ideological and sought to transform society unilaterally, grew in impor-
tance (for an excellent account of the role of the ideological center in the
breakdown of Chilean democracy, see Valenzuela 1986; for a compari-
son of the Christian Democratic Party with parties in Latin America that
shared similar sectarian traits, see Graham 1992). The left, meanwhile,
became increasingly inflexible. It was composed of a strong and elec-
torally powerful pro-Soviet Communist Party-in 1970 Chile's Commu-
nist Party was the third most important in the West, after that of Italy and
France-and of increasingly radical socialists, who, influenced by the
Cuban revolution, rejected "bourgeois democracy" and supported armed
struggle. The right, during those same years, also became less tolerant. In
1965, following a dramatic electoral setback, the National Party was
formed to replace the Liberal and Conservative parties. The right began
to see democracy as a hindrance to the application of scientific and
technical formulas for governance and as leading to an alliance between
politicians and the masses that was vulnerable to both Marxism and
populism. The country became divided into irreconcilable political
thirds.

During the next seventeen years, the military aggravated this polariza-
tion. To varying degrees, the regime's ideology firmly rejected liberal
democracy and embraced brutal anticommunism, an extremist neo-
liberal economic approach, and two antidemocratic recourses of the mili-
tary: the national security doctrine and French counterinsurgency
techniques. This resulted in systematic violation of human rights, pro-
scription of political parties and major trade unions, intervention on
university campuses, academic and press censorship, and a permanent
state of emergency.

In 1980, at the height of the economic boom, the regime presented its
new constitution for popular approval. In a widely criticized plebiscite,
the regime sought to extend its stay in power for the next sixteen years,
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expecting that the boom would continue and that Pinochet would win in
1988. Yet the disastrous "crash" of 1982 and the extensive and effective
organization of the opposition in 1988 led to the unforeseen defeat of
Pinochet and the democratic transition. As early as 1980, however, the
military devised a series of constitutional safeguards that guaranteed its
influence well beyond its tenure in power.

The first of these authoritarian enclaves was the procedure for consti-
tutional reform. An extraordinarily rigid system was established, making
it impossible for the new government to introduce modifications without
the blessing of some supporters of the military regime. Different quorums
were established for various kinds of reforms, with the most rigid being
those pertaining to the Constitutional Tribunal, the armed forces, the
National Security Council, and the constitution itself.' 4

A second enclave was the electoral system, which was designed to
allow the right-a minority-to secure representation in Congress way
beyond its share of the popular vote. The presidential system was quite
standard: if no candidate received more than 50 percent of the national
poll, a runoff ballot was held. The congressional system was far less
straightforward, however. To begin with, there were nine designated and
twenty-six elected senators (this number was raised from twenty-six to
thirty-eight by the 1989 constitutional reforms). Designated senators
were appointed by the Supreme Court, the National Security Council,
and the president (in this case, Pinochet). Each constituency returned
two elected members to the Senate and to the Chamber of Deputies,
although each voter only had one vote. Parties were allowed to form
alliances to present lists of two candidates per constituency. If a party
alliance gained more than twice the votes of the next most-voted list, it
took both seats. If it gained less than that, it returned only one member
and the next most-voted list took one. This favored the weaker parties of
the right.15 The system also established arbitrary district electoral
boundaries to facilitate the representation of supporters for the previous
regime at the expense of the Concertaci6n.1 6 To pass legislation in Con-
gress, the Concertaci6n government had to gain the support of opposi-
tion or appointed senators, despite its large electoral majority.

A third enclave was the autonomy of the military apparatus within the
constitutional regime, which grew out of the extensive military penetra-
tion of civil society during the Pinochet regime. Almost half of the total
number of cabinet members by 1986 were members of the armed forces
(56 of 118). In August of 1986, in all thirteen of Chile's regions, the
highest ranking government official was a military officer on active duty.
Only one of the presidents of the eight most prestigious universities was
an academic; the rest were active or retired officers. The military's
independence under the democratic regime was based on the entrenched
status of the commander in chief: Pinochet remained commander in
chief for eight years, and the presidential prerogative to appoint mili-
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tary officers or paramilitary police was removed. The armed forces
also maintained influence by designating leading members of key
institutions.

The compromises underlying the transition categorically rejected all
efforts at military reform. The Chilean military retained a strong position
since, unlike that in other countries, it had not been defeated militarily or
socially and had the strong support of the most powerful conservative
and economic sectors of society. Under the new government, proposals
surfaced to give the president control over appointments as well as to end
the durable status of the commander in chief. The latter was scheduled
for 1997, when Pinochet's term expires, to avoid personalizing the issue.

The fourth enclave was the Supreme Court, whose power lay in the
Constitutional Tribunal. Three of the seven members of the tribunal were
named by the Supreme Court and two by the National Security Council.
Five of the eight members of the National Security Council were either
judges or military officers. Moreover, the Supreme Court appointed three
members of the Senate (two former justices and the equivalent of the
head of the U.S. General Accounting Office). During the last nine
months of his government, Pinochet appointed nine of seventeen mem-
bers of the Supreme Court through dubious mechanisms.

In purely institutional terms, the political system bequeathed to Aylwin
could easily be called "dismantled presidentialism." Many of the powers
commonly held by presidents were impounded and disbursed to bureau-
cratic state entities, which were granted both autonomy and tutelage
over the political system: the military, appointed senators, and the Su-
preme Court.

The parties of the Concertacion government sought to counter the
effects of these enclaves with an approach more common to parliamen-
tary or semipresidential regimes than to presidential systems. With the
obvious exclusion of appointed senators, President Patricio Aylwin's gov-
ernment represented less a division of powers (presidential system) than a
unity of powers, whereby parties holding a majority in Congress were
also members of the executive branch, thereby limiting the conflict be-
tween them. Indeed, even without the authoritarian enclaves, it is un-
likely that Chile would have been stable if, as is common in presidential
regimes, the transition had been initiated by a minority government
founded on presidential prerogative. In addition, tensions among the
parties in the governing coalition were rare, a consensus that leaders of
the main parties in the Concertaci6n placed strong emphasis on main-
taining. It was also reinforced by the strong showing of the Concertaci6n
in the 1992 municipal elections.

The process of gradually dismantling the authoritarian enclaves and
establishing indisputably democratic norms and principles was funda-
mental to the transition and one of the most important subjects of debate
between supporters of the authoritarian regime and those of the Concer-
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taci6n government. At the time of this writing, progress had been made
in two arenas. The first was the reform of the National Television Coun-
cil, whose members were previously appointed by the president, the
Council of University Rectors, the armed forces, and the Supreme Court.
The new composition included eight representatives elected by an abso-
lute majority of the Senate and a presiding officer appointed by the
president.

Much more important was municipal reform, which replaced ap-
pointed mayors with freely elected ones. In all but the fifteen most popu-
lous municipalities of the nation, the mayors were Pinochet appointees
until June 1992 (for details on the municipal system and municipal re-
form under the Pinochet regime, see Graham 1991b). On June 28, more
than two years after the transition, council members in the central gov-
ernment were elected in 334 municipalities, and they, in turn, selected the
mayors.

A series of constitutional reform packages was due to be presented and
discussed in Congress at the time of this writing. Although many transi-
tion processes have been initiated with the election of a constituent as-
sembly or the appointment of a commission charged with drafting a new
democratic order, in Chile, the transition was conducted through a series
of negotiations and succeeding pacts within the existing political system.
This type of transition postponed full democracy and exposed the politi-
cal system to interminable debates and negotiations over institutional
issues; it also avoided a climate of instability and prevented the military
and the right from gathering under a single political umbrella.

The new government's ability to govern effectively despite the authori-
tarian enclaves vividly demonstrates the extent to which the transition
process forged a national consensus. It is unlikely that in 1980 any
members of the opposition believed that the constitution would generate
a viable political system or that consensus would be reached with mem-
bers of the Pinochet government in 1989. In the short term, the enclaves
may have played an important role in maintaining the confidence of the
right and the military. In the long term, most will have to be reformed if
the democratic system is to succeed. As the political system becomes
more established, and individual parties begin to assert their identity
more, the continued existence of the enclaves could become a substantial
obstacle to effective government.

Relations between Civil Society and the Military

Historically, with the exception of a brief military interregnum from
1927 to 1931, the Chilean armed forces did not intervene in the political
system, maintaining a strictly professional role and little contact with
civilian society. Mutual disdain meant that the military's adhesion to the
democratic system did not stem from training in democratic values, but
rather from military acceptance of a political reality. Civilian control
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over the military began to erode gradually with an attempted coup under
the Eduardo Frei administration and accelerated under the Allende gov-
ernment, particularly as parties to the left of the Popular Unity coalition
promoted insurrectionary activities.1 7 The 1973 coup replaced the "civil-
ianism" that characterized relations from 1930 to 1973 with a high
degree of militarism, in which the armed forces dominated almost all
civilian institutions: Congress, universities, trade unions, and political
parties (for an account of civilian-military relations during the Pinochet
period, see Arriagada Herrera 1988; Valenzuela and Valenzuela 1986).

By the early 1980s, at least legally, military proscription of civil society
lessened somewhat. Labor unions, for example, were legalized, although
opposition activities, such as the 1983 labor protests, were still re-
pressed, and, indeed, the number of arrests rose markedly from 1983 to
1986 (for a detailed account of repression during this period, see Ar-
riagada Herrera 1988; for the role of unions during the 1980s, see Angell
1991). Until a new law was passed in 1987, political parties could not
legitimately own property, raise funds, or engage in political organizing
(Puryear 1991). From the 1985 formation of the National Accord by
several opposition parties, including members of the moderate right,
until the 1988 plebiscite, civil-military relations improved somewhat,
and sporadic but continual dialogue took place between the military and
the opposition.

The turning point was clearly the opposition's victory in the October
5, 1988, plebiscite and the government's recognition of the results. Sec-
tors within the armed forces that staked their institutional legitimacy on
the 1980 constitution rather than on the persona of Pinochet ultimately
tilted the balance. Public acceptance of the opposition victory by promi-
nent leaders of the right, such as the president of National Renovation
and the chief of staff of the Air Force, played a decisive role. Interna-
tional support for voter registration and the holding of a free election,
meanwhile, clearly signaled that the regime would become an interna-
tional pariah if it violated the results, which was hardly in keeping with
an economic strategy that relied heavily on international trade.

With the defeat of Pinochet in the plebiscite, both the military regime
and the civilian opposition recognized the need for a political compro-
mise. The government realized that without Pinochet as head of state,
the excess presidentialism envisioned in 1980 was dangerous and would
have to be reduced. The opposition, meanwhile, felt reforms were
needed to meet objectives such as reducing the relative weight of desig-
nated senators, changing the composition of the Security Council, ending
the legal proscription of the communists, and incorporating international
treaties on human rights into the constitution.

At this point, the government initiated a dialogue with representatives
of the political parties and negotiated a series of constitutional reforms.
These reforms were then approved by 86 percent of the vote in a national
plebiscite held on July 30, 1989. Although the changes made to the
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constitution were quite limited, the process of negotiating had important
real and symbolic effects. It diminished the mutual distrust between the
military regime and the opposition and signaled Pinochet's willingness to
turn over power. In addition, since the legitimacy of the 1980 constitu-
tion had always been questioned by the opposition, the regime hoped
that the negotiation process would increase its credibility and therefore
reduce the challenges to it after the transition (interview with Carlos
Caceres, June 26, 1992). Opposition to negotiating clearly came from
within the ranks of the military and at times from Pinochet himself. The
primary opposition came from civilian rather than military elements of
the regime, however, and Carlos Caceres, former interior minister, re-
signed at least once in the face of such opposition, only to be reinstated
and eventually prevail.

The process of negotiation is one of the distinctive features of the
Chilean transition. This process was the result of several factors that
were critical and very specific to the Chilean context. First, the economic
performance of the military regime was relatively strong, which put the
military in a strong bargaining position. Second, and related to the first,
the Chilean armed forces, in contrast to those of neighboring countries,
continued to have the strong support of the majority of parties on the
right and of the entrepreneurial class. Third, when the transition was
initiated, the Chilean military, in contrast to the Greek or the Argentine
militaries, had not suffered any kind of military defeat. On the contrary,
the military clearly asserted that it had been victorious in a countersub-
versive war that had defeated communism. Although the opposition le-
gitimately saw the poder moderador as undemocratic and a constraint to
government, in the short term, it was probably critical to guaranteeing
the military and the right's cooperation with the democratic transition
process.

Relations between Society and the State

Chile traditionally had a highly organized civil society, and organized
labor was an influential actor. By 1945, 14 percent of the work force was
affiliated with a union; in the 1960s, this rose to 19 percent. Including
organized peasant and public sector associations, close to 30 percent of
the work force was unionized by 1970, more than in the majority of
industrial western democracies (for a detailed account of the role of
unions in Chile before Pinochet, see Angell 1972). Unions grew more
aggressive during the Frei years and mobilized intensively during the
Allende years, as parties of the left and the Christian Democratic Party
played an increasingly important role in the activities of the unions and
their demands became more political than economic in nature. More
than 3,000 strikes took place in 1972 alone. The mobilization of unions
was complemented by that of student organizations, professional organi-
zations, and even groups of small and medium-size businesses.

With the military coup, the situation shifted from one extreme to the
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other: trade unions were dissolved and labor leaders repressed or exiled.
Only when the persecution of Chile's trade unions produced severe con-
flict with other countries, heightened by threats of the AFL-CIO in the
United States to sponsor an international boycott against Chilean prod-
ucts, did the regime introduce a new set of labor laws. The legislation,
approved in 1979 and known as the Labor Plan, authorized the existence
of unions, but only at the company level. It also created a system of free
association, so that several unions could exist and negotiate separately
within a single company. Workers in key services and the public sector
were forbidden to engage in collective negotiation at all. The right to
strike was limited, and the negotiation process tilted in favor of business
owners. 18 Companies or sectors were not allowed to join forces and form
associations, federations, or confederations.

The labor movement also lost strength due to the severity of the eco-
nomic shocks that occurred in the 1980s: unemployment reached 30
percent at the height of the crisis in 1983. In addition, sectors that
eventually benefited from structural adjustment because they were ori-
ented toward nontraditional exports lacked a tradition of labor organiza-
tion, such as the largely white-collar financial sector, or faced structural
factors that made it difficult for labor to organize, such as agricultural
sectors that relied heavily on seasonal labor or were geographically dis-
perse. Sectors where labor was traditionally strong, such as mining and
industry, decreased in importance (interview with Manuel Barrera, Janu-
ary 15, 1992). The repressive nature of the military regime, coupled with
economic restructuring, permanently changed the nature of relations be-
tween unions and the political system in Chile.

More important than economic trends was the extent to which, by the
late 1980s, unions perceived themselves as, first and foremost, important
actors in the process of national reconstruction. Unions recognized that
democracy was essential to obtaining their other objectives, as the Pi-
nochet years so painfully demonstrated (Alburquerque 1991; interviews
with Jose Cisternas and Federico Miijica, January 21, 1992). Manuel
Bustos, respected leader of the Central Workers Confederation who spent
many years in internal exile, emphasized such a role throughout the
transition period and under the new government. Like key actors in the
political system, the organizations of civil society, and unions in par-
ticular, explicitly recognized the dangers and costs of extreme positions.
They began to place a strong emphasis on negotiating and seeking
consensus. 19

Organization of the Opposition and the 1988 Plebiscite

Besides engaging in an ideological debate over the breakdown of de-
mocracy, many sectors sought to learn from the experience in order to
reconstruct a new national project.2 0 Gradually, intellectual groups with
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the greatest influence on parties opposed to the military regime came to
perceive the crisis of 1973 as a collective responsibility and the result of a
breakdown in the consensus on which society was based. Efforts were
made to identify new approaches and policies.

First, ideological extremes were moderated. Many leaders of the left
were exiled either forcibly or voluntarily during the military years; this
brought them into extensive contact with their less militant counterparts
in Europe (the issue of exile in Chilean politics is discussed in detail in
Angell and Carstairs 1987). Only the Communist Party, which ironically
had been less radical than the socialists during the Allende years, re-
mained committed to armed struggle by the mid-1980s. The left's think-
ing was further tempered by the collapse of the Eastern bloc in the late
1980s. 2 ' The Christian Democratic Party reevaluated its single-party
stance and began to emphasize coalition politics.

Second, the political system that had collapsed in 1973 was criticized
for not requiring a majority to govern and for failing to facilitate the
formation of stable governing majorities, all of which enabled minority
will to be imposed (Aylwin, cited in Arriagada Herrera 1978). The politi-
cal structures were accurately characterized as a "double-minority presi-
dential system,' since the president could be elected with the support of
only a minority of the electorate (Arriagada Herrera 1984).22 More im-
portant, the president could use exclusive legal initiative to control some
of the most important matters discussed in Congress. Both in govern-
ment and in the private sector for several decades prior to the Allende
years, basic political and economic consensus had been absent in Chilean
society (Foxley 1985).

Even among some of the harshest critics of the military regime and its
economic policies, consensus grew on why the political and economic
status quo prior to the coup was unsustainable and on what should be
done to correct it. This trend was strengthened in the late 1980s by
chaotic economic events in neighboring countries (Graham 1991 a). Crit-
ical to this process was the talent of the political and economic leadership
of the opposition, which grew in part out of Chile's tradition of highly
skilled social sci.ntists and in part from the experiences of these leaders
during the military years.

Opposition Leaders, Research Institutions,
and Convergence of Economic Thinking

Key to the ability of the opposition leaders to organize and develop a
strategy for governing was the work conducted by a host of research
institutions in Chile, which produced and published some of the finest
social science research in Latin America. These institutions, which re-
ceived substantial international support, supplied the opposition's social
scientists with a safe haven and a forum in which to criticize the govern-
ment (Angell 1989). During the military years, their work tended to
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stress the technical errors and high social costs of the regime's economic
policies (Feinberg 1992).

Despite their public differences, Chile's researchers and military agreed
on some basic issues of macroeconomic management, particularly re-
garding the money supply and inflation, and had done so since the Frei
years. With the opportunities presented by the plebiscite and even more
so by the elections, the economists of the Concertaci6n began to direct
their skills toward defining concrete policy options.

During the military years, the opposition used three kinds of economic
criticism. First, economic issues were used to mount veiled political criti-
cism of the regime. Second, criticism on technical grounds was leveled at
issues such as the fixed exchange rate and the social effects of the regime's
stabilization policies. By the late 1980s, however, most of these policies
had been corrected. Third, criticism was directed toward areas in which
key changes occurred, and a learning process took place among many
opposition economists, particularly concerning the role of the market
and the potential of Chilean entrepreneurs, neither of which had been
respected by opposition economists prior to the Pinochet years (interview
with Joseph Ramos, January 1992). Before 1982, for example, one sec-
tor of economists within the opposition was convinced of the merits of an
open economy, while the other was not. After 1982, however, total
agreement was reached on this point. In mid-1985, opposition criticism
centered on the level of debt payments. In 1988, the focus was on the
manner in which privatizations were handled, with many contending
that firms were being sold to former functionaries on highly favorable
terms (interviews with Juan Andres Fontaine, June 25 and 26, 1992, and
Jorge Rodriguez, June 25 and 26, 1992).

Economists in various think tanks also played an important role in the
democratic transition and through that process gained increased contact
with and respect from political leaders (interview with Juan Eduardo
Coeymans, June 25, 1992). "They constituted the network of 'political
intellectuals' who had come to know and respect each other as such as
well as to share a common faith in democracy" (Feinberg 1992, pp. 51-
52).

Of particular prevalence were the CED (Center for Development
Studies) and CIEPLAN (Corporation for Economic Research on Latin
America), both of which had close ties to the Christian Democratic Party,
and many of whose leading figures were closely connected first with the
campaign for voting no in the 1988 plebiscite and then with the Aylwin
campaign for the presidency (Hojman 1990). Particularly after 1985,
under the leadership of Edgardo Boeninger, the CED was a key forum for
political and economic discussion among different political sectors (its
role and the process of dialogue are detailed by Puryear, forthcoming;
Boeninger later became interior minister and secretary of the presidency
in the Aylwin government). Even elements of the right, represented in the
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universities and its primary think tank, the Center for Public Studies,
participated in this dialogue. CIEPLAN, meanwhile, through a series of
community dialogues, disseminated its research and made contact with
diverse sectors of society, which ultimately proved invaluable when it
came time to formulate the opposition's economic program (for details,
see Puryear, forthcoming). The president of CIEPLAN, Alejandro Foxley,
was the opposition's leading spokesperson on economic affairs and be-
came economics minister under the new government.

The role of the CED and CIEPLAN was matched by that of the socialist-
linked think tanks and by the return from exile of several prominent
socialist economists and leaders. FLACSO (Latin American Faculty of the
Social Sciences) provided a wealth of research on democratic transitions.
The Program of Employment and Labor focused on poverty and employ-
ment and organized training sessions for labor leaders. Perhaps most
influential for developing a new-left position on economic policy was the
economic commission of the new Socialist Party, whose director, Carlos
Ominami, subsequently became finance minister. VECTOR, a small insti-
tution whose board of directors was headed by socialist leader Ricardo
Lagos, also provided a center for the discussion of economic policy.
These institutions and discussions both generated and reflected a grow-
ing consensus on economic policy. Indeed, the term "Chicago Boy,'
which referred to the link between the University of Chicago and the
Catholic University, lost some relevance with time because it excluded
some of the most representative members of the military regime, such as
Hernan Buchi and Jose Piniera, and included some of the regime's most
visible opponents, such as Ricardo Ffrench-Davis. The returning exiles,
meanwhile, had been "converted into Felipe Gonzales-style socialists"
(interview with Jorge Rodriguez, June 25 and 26, 1992). A whole gener-
ation of economists who remained at home during the military years had
been trained in the neoliberal school regardless of their political affilia-
tion (interview with NicolAs Eyzaguirre, June 24, 1992). Although the
formation of basic consensus on economic management among leaders
of the opposition was replicated in various policy sectors, it was particu-
larly important to providing assurances that the opposition would sus-
tain the macroeconomic policies of the military regime.

Consolidation of the Opposition and the Plebiscite

As of 1985, and particularly toward the end of 1987, Chile faced a
curious and difficult political stalemate in which two antagonistic forces
with similar levels of support-the military and the opposition-
confronted each other unsuccessfully. Neither could impose its condi-
tions on the other, nor was either side willing to negotiate or accept a
compromise.

Pinochet's power was military and governmental: absolute military
power over a united armed forces and a strong executive were concen-
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trated in one man. The regime also had the backing of significant sectors
of the right. These sectors perceived the reform processes of the Frei and
especially the Allende governments as an extraordinary threat that put
into question both their property and their loyalty to the Chilean state.
The Pinochet regime satisfied their aspirations in a way no other govern-
ment ever had.

In the face of a highly militarized state with the support of conservative
groups of entrepreneurs, artisans, professionals, independent workers,
and intellectuals, the opposition's power was based on the support of
"moral" elements (such as the Catholic Church and human rights attor-
neys) and civil society more generally: intellectuals and artisans; the
limited independent press, primarily radio and magazines; the workers'
movement; professionals; and students. Most important, the opposition
was firmly rooted in a strong and well-organized party system, composed
of Christian democrats, socialists, and communists, and had the support
of strong students' and workers' movements.

The consolidation of the opposition had its roots in the severe eco-
nomic crisis of the early 1980s and the labor unrest that began in 1983
and grew in size and strength with the participation of political parties.
The protest, which began as unrest in the Copper Workers Union and
then produced a failed national strike led by the National Workers Com-
mand, developed into a broader political movement that eventually em-
braced political parties as well as pobladores-shantytown dwellers.
There were limits to what the movement could attain, "when the workers
were facing not only the threat of police repression but extreme unem-
ployment and the consequent inability to feed their families" (Arriagada
Herrera 1988, p. 60). Yet the protests did demonstrate the regime's
vulnerability, revive opposition parties, and launch a longer-term process
of organized opposition.

The protests also led to a collaboration between unions and most of
the opposition parties. In August 1983 leaders of the three major politi-
cal currents reached a political accord for the first time in two decades.
Six groups-one from the right, the Republican Party; three from the
center, the Radical, Social Democratic, and Christian Democratic par-
ties; and two from the left, the Socialist and Popular Socialist Union
parties-united as the Democratic Alliance for the purpose of promoting
democratic principles (for a detailed account of this process, see Ar-
riagada Herrera 1988). This accord was not without rifts, but it began a
cautious and erratic dialogue with the government that eventually pro-
duced the National Accord for the Full Transition and then, in 1986,
united the opposition behind the campaign to vote no in the plebiscite
(Angell 1989).23

By the end of 1986 the opposition began to propose ways of overcom-
ing the stalemate using a mechanism created by the military regime itself:
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the plebiscite. For the first time in fifteen years, Pinochet and the demo-
cratic opposition agreed to fight under common rules.

The opposition began to form committees for free elections, which, for
most of 1987, sought to substitute the plebiscite with competitive elec-
tions. The military regime refused all proposed changes, however, and in
February of 1988, the opposition formally accepted its terms and formed
the Comando por el No, which sought to constitute and maintain a
broad alliance of parties. The result was a coalition of seventeen parties
ranging from the democratic right to diverse socialist factions, with the
Christian Democratic Party as the major force in the center. This coali-
tion, the Concertaci6n de los Partidos por la Democracia, with Patricio
Aylwin as president, sought to overcome the sectarian divisions of the
past and to forge a consensus based on mutual respect and united behind
a clear objective.

At this time, polls showed that neither Pinochet nor the military regime
was popular: the majority of Chileans felt that the authoritarian regime
was socially unjust and rejected its dictatorial nature and violation of
human rights. Nevertheless, fear of its invincibility had created a popular
inertia of sorts. Too many times the Chilean opposition had believed the
regime was weakening. Even more doubtful seemed the hope that a
dictatorship could be defeated by a vote.

For the majority of the population-the common people who had lived
through the military regime without belonging to parties, unions, or
human rights organizations-fear largely determined their actions in the
political arena. Some feared political repression; others feared that open-
ing the political system would convert the country into a theater of highly
radicalized social and political conflicts. Everyone feared socioeconomic
instability. From the beginning, analyses of public opinion demonstrated
that most Chileans were concerned with order, security, and better mate-
rial living conditions.

This had enormous influence not only on the opposition's strategy for
the plebiscite but also for the subsequent presidential campaign. The
Comando rejected launching a negative campaign based on the regime's
dictatorial nature and human rights record, choosing instead to commu-
nicate a positive message of moderation and compromise that could
generate confidence among all sectors of the country, including those
supporting the military.

During the campaign, the Concertaci6n was careful to portray-and
maintain-an image of unity. Careful and prudent macroeconomic man-
agement was stressed. It promised to redistribute income, increase social
expenditures, and not attack private property. Although every effort
would be made to establish the truth about human rights abuses, the
army as an institution would not be tried, and the civil courts would be
the appropriate place to redress grievances. The Concertaci6n distanced
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itself from the Communist Party and from other groups that had advo-
cated the use of violence against the Pinochet government (Angell and
Pollack 1990). Its political leaders sought to emphasize the need to re-
build society through consensus, not transform it through extreme
efforts.

To the extent that the economy was an issue in the plebiscite, opposi-
tion leaders, Alejandro Foxley and Ricardo Lagos in particular, focused
on the increase of poverty during the military years and on the declining
consumption per capita of the poorest segments of the population. At the
same time, they recognized that inflation had decreased and exports
increased. The attempts of the vote yes campaign to capitalize on eco-
nomic improvements with the slogan "Chile: un pais ganador" (Chile: a
winning country) were far less effective at capturing the attention of a
population seeking redress for worsening distribution of wealth and,
what was more important at the time of the plebiscite, the return of
individual and political rights (interview with Juan Andres Fontaine,
June 25 and 26, 1992).

The opposition's strategy had three objectives, which were successively
achieved. The first was to register voters, which translated, for the oppo-
sition, into a difficult fight against skepticism, especially among the
youngest voters, who doubted that voting in a plebiscite could defeat a
dictator. On the one hand, this lack of confidence was heightened by
various groups, in particular the Communist Party, which condemned
the act of registration as "an improper behavior of a democratic constitu-
ency . . . electoral life under fascism is a route that is in the interests of
the politicians and of North American imperialism" (Communist Party
1987). On the other hand, extensive public awareness campaigns were
launched-and supported from abroad-by groups such as the Cam-
paign for Citizen Participation. Substantial amounts of money flowed to
Chile from the United States, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Italy, and
several Scandinavian countries. At the time of the 1988 plebiscite, most
aid focused on registering and educating voters rather than directing their
vote. Thus most political forces saw aid as neutral and positive, leaving
the military little choice but to tolerate it (for a detailed account of the
role played by the Participa campaign, see Jimenez de Barrios 1990; for
an account of the role of foreign aid, see Angell 1989).

The second strategy was to implement a system of electoral control
that provided at least three poll watchers from the opposition for each of
the country's 11,000 voting establishments as well as a system of parallel
vote counting. The night of the plebiscite, the Chilean opposition at-
tracted national and international attention by publishing electoral re-
sults with surprising precision several hours before the government did.

The third was to win the election. The opposition's campaign worked
well, and it won decisively M th 55 percent of the vote. Still, Pinochet's
43 percent was no small achievement, and, surprisingly, the military
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made virtually no move to overturn the result. In part this was because
the private sector and the international community were strongly op-
posed to tampering with the results: by the time the plebiscite was held,
macroeconomic stability had become linked with the maintenance of
constitutional order, and democracy had become a prerequisite to full
incorporation into the international financial system.

Although the availability of [international] financial assistance was
never formally linked to progress made in the redemocratization pro-
gram, it was clearly understood that, for example, the abandonment
of the constitutional timetable would have had dramatic financial con-
sequences. . . . This is not to say that either domestic or foreign busi-
nessmen actively pressed to speed the pace of political transition. On
the contrary, business leaders . . . favored General Pinochet in the
1988 plebiscite. . . . [Yet] their concern for economic stability made
them favor the maintenance of the constitutional timetable (Fontaine
1992, pp. 13-14).

Most important, "the military argued that the result was a personal
defeat for Pinochet, but not for the political and economic system that
they had created."2 4 Indeed, the military rested its legitimacy as an insti-
tution on guaranteeing the constitution it had established in 1980. Signif-
icantly, the commander in chief of the Air Force publicly recognized the
electoral results prior to meeting with General Pinochet, as did the presi-
dent of the principal party of the right, Sergio Onofre Jarpa. Moreover,
opposition supporters, while jubilant, did not engage in any kind of
street unrest or violence after the results were announced. The transition
progressed as planned, and elections were scheduled for December 1989.
In a country without Chile's strong judicial traditions, it is less likely that
the military would have supported the very process reducing its power.

Process of Consensus-Building: The 1989 Campaign
and Elections

No other event demonstrates the ability of the Chilean opposition to
sustain and indeed consolidate the process of economic reform as well as
the 1989 electoral campaign. The new government clearly enjoyed the
confidence of both the public and the private sectors from the start.
Immediately before the election, after all reliable polls indicated that
Aylwin would win with an absolute majority, the stock market rose and
the parallel dollar rate fell. The day after the election, the stock market
rose 5 percent, and the parallel dollar rate fell again (Angell and Pollack
1990; Hojman 1990).

Private sector confidence in the Concertaci6n's commitment and abil-
ity to continue market-based, export-oriented, and fiscally sound eco-
nomic policy was due to several factors: the nature of the 1989 electoral
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campaign; the highly qualified nature of the Concertaci6n's economic
team; the congruence of opinion on economic management that had
developed between moderate socialists, Christian Democrats, and ele-
ments of the right; and the military's continued presence as a guarantor
of stability-either directly, through the threat of intervention, or indi-
rectly, through the clauses in the constitution that gave the military con-
tinued say in matters of government.

The Election Campaign

The election campaign was telling. After the October 1988 plebiscite
and opinion polls taken throughout the campaign confirmed the degree
of popular support for the opposition, Aylwin behaved "as if the election
were a foregone conclusion and as if he were president-elect" (Angell and
Pollack 1990, p. 13).

The Concertaci6n's program, a detailed, forty-eight-page document,
contrasted sharply with the vague sixteen-page program of the campaign
for Hernan Buchi, former finance minister and candidate of the regime.
The Concertaci6n's starting point was constitutional reform, including a
completely elected Congress, chosen.by the traditional Chilean list sys-
tem of proportional representation. It also called for the direct election of
mayors, administrative decentralization, modernization of the state ma-
chine, and a stronger role for Congress. The program stressed the need to
establish full civil control over the military and pledged to establish the
truth about human rights violations since 1973. It also called for pros-
ecution of the most severe violations in civil courts and for annulment of
the 1978 amnesty law (Angell and Pollack 1990).

Stressing prudence, the economic program also raised important dis-
tributive issues: raising the minimum wage, but keeping it "in line with
the possibilities of the economy" (Angell and Pollack 1990, p. 11); re-
forming the labor code, which severely restricted the bargaining power of
unions; and examining policies to address environmental and ecological
concerns and the role of women. The program highlighted the needs of
the country's 5 million poor-40 percent of the population, according to
some estimates. It also noted the need to incorporar el mundo de trabajo
(include the workers), which implied giving labor issues a higher priority,
but stopped short of offering specific proposals for doing so (Hojman
1990). Yet the campaign gave the need for prudent macroeconomic man-
agement equal, if not more, weight. Economists tended to have differ-
ences of opinion that were very specific and technical-such as differ-
ences over the effect of tariffs or the level of interest rates that would
generate the optimal level of savings in the economy-rather than differ-
ences concerning the central features of the economic model.

In contrast, the Buchi campaign reflected divisions within the right
and, ironically, made unrealistic, populist promises. The program set out
four objectives for the new government: (a) complete the construction of
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democracy, (b) implement economic and social policies that would open
up possibilities for all, (c) design an education system that would prepare
people for liberty and progress, and (d) make Chile a leader in the region.
Much was made of the failures of collectivism and the virtues of liberty;
the section on human rights simply condemned the violence that, in
general, leads to such abuses. Its economic promises seemed to contra-
dict the regime's economic record and approach. According to Angell
and Pollack (1990, p. 12), "Here was the austere former finance minister
far outdoing the opposition in his promises of a million new jobs, better
salaries, [improved] working conditions, private health facilities for all
(with state subsidies to help the poor pay fees), a housing target of
100,000 new houses annually, and new initiatives to reduce the weight of
personal indebtedness." The independent, right-leaning Francisco Er-
razuriz, meanwhile, promised free health care and education to all and
elimination of the unit of development (the indexation system for mort-
gages on houses and other forms of long-term borrowing; Hojman
1990).

The opposition's abilit) to maintain such a prudent approach to
macromanagement-even while campaigning-is even more striking
when one considers that public opinion about key aspects of the eco-
nomic model remained quite negative, at least as reflected by opinion
polls taken from 1986 through 1991, and particularly in the early years.
Polls were taken by CEP in December 1986 and January 1987, by FLACSO

in 1988, and by CIEPLAN in October 1990 and February and May 1991.
In the arena of privatization, for example, more than 70 percent of the
persons polled opted for health care and education managed by the
central state, while 20 to 30 percent opted for services administered by
municipalities. A surprisingly high 57 percent felt the state should own
the most important companies. Meanwhile, almost 80 percent of the
respondents believed that foreign investment should be subjected to
greater controls or even nationalized. Countering this were the two-
thirds who felt that foreign investment was favorable for the country.

The Concertaci6n's strategy in part grew out of the need to avoid a
military-business alliance, which would form if private property were
threatened in any way. Many transitions to democracy have had to be
conscious of what Angel Flisflish calls "the ghost of the reemergence of a
coalition between the military and dominating groups over economic
policy with expropriatory connotations" (quoted in Arriagada Herrera
1984, p. 53). With the benefit of hindsight, it seems that the military was
committed to upholding the 1980 constitution and thus accepting the
results of the transition process it had set in place. Prior to the 1988
plebiscite, however, this was by no means clear. After the plebiscite,
doubts continued, although they were alleviated somewhat by the pro-
cess of negotiating constitutional reforms. In addition, there was never
any guarantee that a military-business alliance would not form, particu-
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larly if the opposition overstepped its bounds in any of the four funda-
mental arenas.

Key actors within the Concertaci6n's economic team were convinced
that few alternatives existed to the economic strategy adopted and that
changes under the new government would be in emphasis only. Despite
some disagreements within the party rank and file, key members of the
economic team, both Christian democrats and socialists, as well as much
of the political leadership, were committed to adopting a market-based
strategy.2 5 Finally, the Concertaci6n's reluctance to criticize the military
regime's economic model also stemmed from the need to "sell" the via-
bility of orthodox economic management to a polity that associated it
with the authoritarian regime.

As in most campaigns, though, much more attention was paid to
political issues on television, radio, and in the press than in normal times.
Economic policy was not really an issue in the public campaign, and the
competing candidates largely agreed on the need for careful fiscal man-
agement, export promotion, low tariffs, new investment, and repayment
of the international debt. The main source of debate on the economic
front was over fine details and the ability of each side to implement such
policies. The Buchi campaign, for example, made much of a statement
by Aylwin that a 20 percent inflation rate was not intolerable (Angell and
Pollack 1990). Ironically, at the same time, the government was over-
heating the economy, ostensibly for electoral purposes.2 6

A variety of indicators demonstrated an unsustainable expansion of
the economy. Real GDP grew 8 percent in 1988 and 10 percent in 1989.
The money supply grew 106 percent in 1988-89. Inflation was 31 per-
cent on an annualized basis between September 1989 and January 1990
compared with 10 percent at the end of 1988. While exports increased
20 percent in 1989, imports increased 46 percent (Flano 1992; Ffrench-
Davis 1991).

This overheating was the result of high copper prices as well as policies
undertaken prior to the 1988 plebiscite: expansionary monetary policy
and tax reductions for the private sector, including reductions of the
value added tax and import tariffs. In keeping with the monetarist bent
of the regime, the expansion was strictly through monetary measures;
public finances remained intact. After the plebiscite and prior to the
elections, the regime attempted to adjust: interest rates were raised to 16
percent in real terms, three times the average for advanced industrial
economies (Ffrench-Davis 1991). The expansion was most likely de-
signed to affect the plebiscite, which the Pinochet regime hoped to win up
until the final hour, rather than the 1989 elections, which the opposition
was predicted to win as early as mid-1989. Regardless of the cause, the
Concertaci6n government would have to make sharp adjustments on
taking office.

The Aylwin team's cautious approach in the campaign, meanwhile,
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kept popular expectations, which were understandably high, from grow-
ing far beyond the capacity of any government to meet them.

The military campaign primarily focused on emotional political issues.
Buchi, for example, accused the Concertaci6n of having secret pacts with
the communists. These were hardly credible, given Aylwin's strong oppo-
sition to the Allende government, as well as the weak position of the
Chilean Communist Party in the face of the global collapse of commu-
nism. The Aylwin campaign focused instead on the need to improve
social justice-especially education, health, and housing programs-on
the need to address human rights issues, and on the need for the president
to control the military. Its approach to these issues was firm but re-
strained and was bolstered by consistently high ratings in the polls. The
government's support remained below 30 percent and was eroded by the
presence of Errazuriz as well (Angell and Pollack 1990).

Negotiations over Constitutional and Other Reforms

The opposition's relatively strong political position was established by
the 1988 plebiscite and the commitment of the armed forces to ensuring a
smooth transition. In mid-1989, through a process of dialogue-Patricio
Aylwin represented the Concertaci6n, and Sergio Onofre Jarpa repre-
sented the right-significant changes were made in the constitution and
approved in the July 30 plebiscite. The reforms reduced the power of the
president in three areas. First, the president's authority over the appoint-
ment, promotion, and retirement of armed forces and security personnel
was reduced. Rather than having these appointments regulated by su-
preme decree, as specified by the 1980 constitution, they would be regu-
lated by a constitutional law issued by the Pinochet regime. Second, the
president's power of insistence, or co-legislation of laws, was withdrawn.
Third, the president's constitutional right to dissolve the Chamber of
Deputies once during his term was also withdrawn.

In contrast, the opposition gained some advantages. The relative
weight of designated senators was reduced by increasing the number of
elected senators from twenty-six to thirty-eight. Nevertheless, after the
1989 elections, designated senators were still able to guarantee a major-
ity in the Senate for the forces of the right (see table 7-4).

Perhaps the most important result was a slight moderation of the
extremely rigid procedure for changing the constitution, although the
presence of designated senators continued to make it impossible to re-
move authoritarian enclaves from the system. Also important was the
reform of article 8 of the constitution, which proscribed the Communist
Party.

Without a doubt, though, the most significant concession made by the
Concertaci6n was in the constitutional norms regulating the armed
forces. The negotiations did not alter the 1980 constitution's creation of
an autonomous and independent military establishment within a consti-
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Table 7-4. Party Representation in Congress in Chile, 1989
(number of seats)

Party Senate House

Concertaci6n and PAIS 22 72
Democracy and Progress 16 48

Note: See table 7-5 for the composition of coalitions.
Source: Angell and Pollack 1990.

tutional democracy. That autonomy continued to be based on the dura-
ble nature of the commanders in chief for an eight-year period. The
armed forces and the carabineros would continue to appoint four mem-
bers of the Senate, four of eight members of the National Security Coun-
cil, and two of seven members of the Constitutional Tribunal. In the
1980 version, civilians maintained control over the appointment of mili-
tary officers, through a supreme decree signed by the president and the
defense minister, as well as over the defense budget. In its final days,
however, the military regime passed an organic constitutional law regu-
lating not only appointments and retirements but also a host of other
areas such as the budget. The armed forces thus maintained even more
autonomy than had been envisioned in 1980. As compensation for these
concessions, the number of members of the National Security Council
was raised from seven to eight, including the comptroller general, and its
role was changed from that of representative to adviser.

Of all the negotiations following the plebiscite, only the ones concern-
ing the board of the autonomous central bank were a clear success for the
Concertaci6n. Indeed, this is the arena in whilch the military seemed
willing to make the most concessions, for several reasons. It did not
encroach directly on military power or hierarchy. A board appointed by
Pinochet and composed strictly of his supporters would be unacceptable
in the likely event of an opposition victory and would jeopardize both the
governability and viability of an autonomous central bank in the future
(interviews with Carlos Caceres, June 26, 1992, and Juan Andres Fon-
taine, June 25 and 26, 1992). The opposition, meanwhile, was willing to
negotiate in order to avoid having to draft an entirely new central bank
law upon entering government, when they would have many other press-
ing issues to resolve (interview with Nicolas Eyzaguirre, June 24, 1992).
Discussions between Caceres and Foxley led to the appointment of an
independent bank president-Andres Bianchi from the United Nations
Economic Commission for Latin America-and two members to be cho-
sen, one by the opposition and one by the government. Increasing evi-
dence suggests that insulating key institutions, like the central bank,
from political pressure improves economic management and provides the
government with an important political escape when unpopular mone-
tary contractions are necessary (see chapter 1 of this volume).

The negotiations were also successful because opposition economists
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agreed substantially on the benefits of ensuring some degree of autonomy
for the central bank. Indeed, much of the debate prior to the agreement
was largely political. Opposition economists were understandably con-
cerned about Pinochet's freedom to appoint the entire board five days
before the elections. Autonomy per se was thus secondary to the issue of
whether the central bank would be a potential tool for Pinochet. Some
debated the optimal degree of autonomy and other technicalities of the
law; many agreed that as long as the board members were independently
elected and mechanisms for coordinating with the Ministry of Finance
were adequate, an autonomous bank was desirable (interviews with
Nicolas Eyzaguirre, June 24, 1992, and Juan Andres Fontaine, June 25
and 26, 1992).

The central bank law had been written in 1980, at the height of faith in
passive monetary policy and fixed exchange rates. Opponents of the law
thought it created a bank that was too autonomous in legal terms, yet not
sufficiently strong in financial terms (the central bank has responsibility
for the entire public debt). They feared the bank would not be able to
respond to external shocks and would have too much responsibility.
Moreover, lack of coordination between the Federal Reserve and the
Treasury Department, which characterizes the system in the United
States, for example, would be far more problematic in Chile's relatively
unstable economy, which is particularly vulnerable to external shocks.
Indeed, despite the negotiations, the bank and the Ministry of Finance
were successfully coordinated under the new government largely because
the economics team was highly cohesive, not because the institutional
arrangements themselves were adequate.2 7

The 1989 Election Results

The results of the electoral campaign were a clear-cut majority for the
Concertaci6n, although its margin in Congress was curtailed by the pecu-
liar electoral system and the presence of nine senators designated by
Pinochet. Aylwin received 55 percent, Buchi 29 percent, and Errazuriz
15 percent of the popular vote. In Congress, the obvious victor was the
Concertaci6n, led by the Christian Democratic Party, which won 13 of
the 38 seats in the Senate and 38 of the 120 seats in the Chamber of
Deputies (see table 7-5). The bias in favor of minority parties meant that
the socialist umbrella party, the Party for Democracy, failed to elect its
leader, Ricardo Lagos, to the Senate (although he subsequently became
education minister). It did obtain four Senate and seventeen Chamber of
Deputies seats, emerging as the third largest party after the Christian
Democratic Party and National Renovation, the party of the moderate
right. National Renovation ran on a joint platform with the Independent
Democratic Union, which was adamantly pro-Pinochet, and together
they obtained almost 45 percent of the national vote (see table 7-6). The
defeat of Lagos and the prominent role gained by National Renovation
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Table 7-S. Composition of Party Coalitions in Chile, 1989
(number of seats)

Party and coalition Senate House

Concertaci6n
Almeyda Socialist Party (Partido Socialista Almeyda) 1 6
Christian Democratic Party (Partido Democratico

Cristiano) 13 38
Christian Left (Izquierda Cristiana) 0 2
Democratic Party of Radical Socialists (Partido Radical

Socialista Democratico) I 0
Humanist Party (Partido Humanista) 0 1
Party for the Central Alliance (Partido Alianza de Centro) 0 1
Party for Democracy (Partido por Ja Democracia) 4 17
Radical Party (Partido Radical) 2 5
Social Democratic Party (Partido Social Democracia) 1 1
Independents 0 1

Democracy and Progress
Independent Democratic Union (Union Democratica

Independiente) 2 11
Renovation National (Renovaci6n Nacional) 6 29
Independents 8 8

Note: The Party for Democracy includes members of the Arrate Socialist Party. The
Christian Left, the Communist Party, and some socialist parties ran under the PAIS umbrella
(some socialists were in both PAls and Concertaci6n). The electoral returns for the PAIS were
quite low, and it has since dissolved.

Source: Angell and Pollack 1990.

were comforting to the business sector. The labor movement also elected
three senators and two deputies (Angell and Pollack 1990). The promi-
nent role gained by the center-leaning poles of the spectrum, coupled
with the clear economic message issued by the Concertaci6n, generated
widespread confidence that continuity in economic management would
be maintained. The election results also demonstrated a strong commit-
ment to the democratic process on the part of civil society. Abstention
rates, which were as high as 25 percent in elections in 1969 and 1971,
were only 5 percent in the 1989 elections.28

Politics of Consensus and Macroeconomic Stability
under the Concertaci6n Government

Economic policy was not the only arena in which the new government
had to establish a viable consensus. The message of reconciliation also
had to be put into practice in the arenas of civil-military relations, the
political system, and state-society relations. Finding a compromise posi-
tion in all these areas proved to be one of President Aylwin's strengths.
The National Commission for Truth and Reconciliation on human rights
abuses, for example, found a solution to the need to redress human rights
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Table 7-6. Election Results in Chile, 1989 and 1992
Percent of

Candidate, party, and election the vote

Presidential election, 1989
Patricio Aylwin (Concertaci6n) 55.18
Hernan Biichi (Democracy and Progress) 29.39
Francisco Javier Errazuriz (Center-Center Union) 15.43

Municipal elections, 1992
Concertaci6n/Socialist Party 53.25
Parties of the right 29.67
Independents 17.08

Note: See table 7-11 for the composition of political groupings in 1992.
Source: Information from the Chilean Embassy, Washington, D.C.

abuses that was acceptable both to the military and to the victims of
abuse or their families.2 9 Economic policy was a component of this
broader process, and from the start it was clear that the new government
would support the trade, exchange rate, and macroeconomic policies of
the previous government. At the same time, the Concertaci6n had to
address popular expectations and an accumulated social debt.

The extent to which the Aylwin government adopted the economic
principles of its predecessors was reflected in three of the four pillars
supporting its policies: maintaining a macroeconomic equilibrium,
achieving integration into the international economy, and fostering in-
vestment and long-term growth. The leaders of the Concertaci6n govern-
ment were clearly determined to avoid the high inflation rates of most of
their neighbors (see table 7-7). With the exception of the Sanguinetti
government in Uruguay, all the others (the Alfonsin, Garcia, and Sarney
governments)-due to either their own lackluster policies or their inabil-
ity to reverse previous situations-ended up with economies destroyed by
hyperinflation, instability, capital flight, and income repression among
the poorest sectors of society. The Concertaci6n clearly had to avoid the
politically damaging specter of inflation.

Table 7-7. Inflation in Neighboring Countries during Chile's Transition
to Democracy
(percent)

Inflation twelve months Inflation twelve months
Countrv after Aylwin's victory after Aylwin took office

Argentina 4,923.8 20,263.4
Brazil 1,783.6 6,233.8
Peru 2,775.3 2,068.4
Uruguay 89.2 95.4
Chile 21.4 23.9

Source: CEPAL 1991.
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Macroeconomic management was, if anything, more cautious than
that of the previous government. In part due to the Pinochet regime's
overheating of the economy, inflation reached 27 percent in 1990, and
the Aylwin government was forced to implement contractionary policies
its first year in office: growth was only 2 percent in 1990 compared with
10 percent the previous year. The government did manage to achieve a
surplus of 1.5 percent of GDP and to increase investment to 20 percent of
GNP. Adjustment policies bore fruit the next year, as GNP grew almost 6
percent, inflation dropped to 19 percent, wages increased 5 percent in
real terms, unemployment declined to 5 percent, and the budget surplus
was maintained. Exports increased 7 percent despite a decline in the
price of copper, resulting in a trade surplus of $1.5 billion. Even more
striking, all of this was achieved despite the increase in oil prices that
occurred as a result of the Gulf War (Chile imports 85 percent of its oil).
The previous government's prompt servicing of debt was maintained,
and in September 1990 more favorable terms were negotiated with pri-
vate creditor banks for Chile's $18 billion debt. In 1993 Chile's debt
traded at almost 100 percent of its value, while that of most of its
neighbors traded at less than half.

The continuity between the Aylwin government's economic policies
and those of its predecessors resulted "not only or mainly from the fear of
antagonizing the military" (Hojman 1990, p. 41) but also from the grad-
ual convergence of economic thought that included the Christian Demo-
crats and the right, as well as most pronrinent economists on the left.
Some principles, such as controlling the money supply to control infla-
tion, had been widely accepted for several years, as were the potential
dangers of a system of fixed exchange rates and views about import/
export demand elasticities and the labor market. In other arenas, such as
agriculture, the international copper market, financial market regula-
tion, poverty relief measures, and the returns to investment in human
capital, there was much more disagreement, even among the Christian
Democrats themselves, and the attainment of consensus was a relatively
recent phenomenon (Hojman 1990).

Trade policy provides a good example of continuity. Liberalization was
attempted as early as 1958, under the conservative President Jorge Ales-
sandri. The Frei administration attempted to rationalize the trading sec-
tor by introducing a crawling peg exchange rate and a differentiated
tariff system that resulted in a trade surplus. These efforts were sharply
reversed when the Allende government imposed strict trade controls.
When the Pinochet regime made tariffs as low as the uniform 10 percent
of 1979, Christian Democrat economists in the opposition, including
Foxley and Ffrench-Davis, disagreed over the rhythm and extent of open-
ing, not the objectives; these differences of opinion continue, to some
extent, today (interviews with Juan Eduardo Coeymans, June 25, 1992,
and Jorge Rodriguez, June 25 and 26, 1992). After the crash of 1982,
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trade policy was adjusted, and tariffs were raised as high as 35 percent in
1984 and then reduced to a uniform 15 percent in 1988. More gradual
liberalization, coupled with a more realistic exchange rate policy, was a
success: exports grew at an annual rate of 20 percent from 1986 to 1989
(table 7-2). The Aylwin government further liberalized trade and lowered
the uniform tariff to 11 percent in June 1991 (Flano 1992).

On the privatization front, the Aylwin government entered into arenas
that the Pinochet regime had been hesitant to touch. It authorized the
privatization of up to 50 percent of the cargo services provided by the
state railroad company; the development of joint ventures between
CODELCO (the state copper company) and private corporations to exploit
state-owned deposits; and the concession of public works infrastructure
such as ports, tunnels, and railways to private firms. At the same time,
the government rejected privatizing highly profitable public companies,
which had, during the military years, resulted in the generous subsidiza-
tion of certain entrepreneurial sectors (Flano 1992).

Finally, investor confidence in the new government was demonstrated
by Chile's 1991 move into the category of a low-risk country according
to the classification of the Economist Intelligent Unit, joining Mexico,
the Republic of Korea, and Spain (Flano 1992). Chile's rate of direct
foreign investment was between 4 and 5 percent of GNP, which is among
the highest in the world, and this was coupled with a rising rate of
domestic private and public investment (table 7-3). Chile was also cited
as next in line after Mexico for a free trade agreement with the United
States (Chile's role in the Enterprise for the Americas Initiative and the
prospects for a free trade agreement are discussed in Graham 1991a, an
article adapted from the author's testimony before the U.S. Congress in
May of that year). In the international context of the late 1980s, political
liberalization eventually became a prerequisite to consolidating the mili-
tary's externally oriented model, rather than a threat as was previously
assumed.

Indeed, the right's early warnings of impending chaos proved to be less
than credible, and even within the right, fears of a return to populism
dissipated. Indeed, the question facing economists of all bents was how
deep the commitment to the free market model would be in the face of a
crisis, which most likely would be precipitated by an external shock. The
government had a good buffer against most external shocks: eleven
months' worth of reserves, including copper and petroleum price stabili-
zation funds (interview with Jorge Rodriguez, June 25 and 26, 1992). Its
management of the Gulf War increases in the price of oil, meanwhile,
demonstrated that the Concertaci6n economic team could manage the
economy and left the right without a political strategy (interview with
Juan Andres Fontaine, June 25 and 26, 1992).

At the same time, the government moved quickly to address its cam-
paign priorities: first, reform of the labor code and alleviation of poverty;
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second, reform of the municipal law and the holding of elections in June
1992.

Labor Reform

The perspectives of labor unions changed dramatically during the Pi-
nochet years. From 1932 to 1973, unions were organized around pre-
serving or bettering the purchasing power of workers, with political
objectives at the national level linked to those of the parties of the left (for
a detailed analysis of labor unions prior to the Pinochet years, see Angell
1972; for the Pinochet years, see Angell 1991). The ultimate objective
was to attain a government predominantly representative of labor inter-
ests, which often meant that unions took a confrontational stance against
the government and eventually contributed to the democratic breakdown
that occurred in 1973 (Alburquerque 1991). The military years dramati-
cally reduced the power of Chile's unions. Union membership in the early
1980s was one-third what it had been the previous decade: while 30
percent of workers were affiliated in 1970, only 12 percent were in the
1980s. Unions then adopted the attainment and preservation of democ-
racy as their primary objective, recognizing that democracy was essential
to attaining their other objectives (interviews with Jose Cisternas and
Federico Mujica, January 21, 1992). Like political parties, key to the
unions' new strategy was "la renuncia de una utopia que pase por la
eliminaci6n de los adversarios" (Alburquerque 1991, p. 4).

The relative power of unions was weakened by structural changes and
repression, which coupled political repression with wage repression. The
economic transformations that ensued weakened the industrial sectors
where unions were traditionally strong and reduced the importance of
the mining sector, where unions had their origins. Although union repre-
sentation remained strong in the mining sector, in large manufacturing
firms, in the electric and water services, and in some other service sec-
tors, the percentage of the work force with salaried jobs in the formal
sector remained relatively small (interview with Manuel Barrera, January
15, 1992). The union movement criticized the export promotion strat-
egy's reliance on low wages, but the dramatic unemployment rates of the
early 1980s made the issue of employment more central to the concerns
of the average worker than the level of wages. The export strategy,
meanwhile, ultimately provided the solution to the employment issue.

The links between political parties and unions also changed. Previ-
ously unions were most closely linked with the socialist and communist
parties; since the coup and the persecution of parties of the left, however,
the relative importance of the Christian Democrats in unions increased,
followed by the socialists and then the communists. This balance re-
mained under the new government. Interestingly enough, though, while
the socialists and Christian Democrats had an agreement at the national
and government level, at the union level the differences between the
two remained. In July 1991, for example, the left within the union at
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CODELCO was clearly the most active proponent of the strike against the
state-owned copper industry (interview with Manuel Barrera, January
15, 1992).

Addressing the grievances of the labor movement was a priority for the
Concertaci6n government, although it clearly fell within the broader
parameter of maintaining macroeconomic stability. Prior to the reforms
in 1990, the 1980 labor code acted as a disincentive to unionization,
since employers could extend collective contracts to nonunionized
workers, thereby stimulating free-rider conduct. The code also placed
severe restrictions on union financing; failed to recognize the legal exis-
tence of workers' centrals; made unionization extremely difficult, requir-
ing a minimum of twenty-five workers and 50 percent of all employees to
form a union; and hindered unions' negotiating activities, particularly
where strikes were concerned. The main achievements of reform were
the elimination of a clause that allowed arbitrary dismissal; an end to the
time limit on strikes; the creation of an indemnification system for all
levels of workers; the legal recognition of small syndicates; and the ap-
proval of new legislation on union organization and collective negotia-
tion, which facilitated the creation of unions and improved the system
for financing labor organizations. Perhaps most important was that Na-
tional Renovation supported passage of the reforms in Congress (Mino
Rojas 1992). From a union standpoint, meanwhile, some major issues
remained unresolved, such as the absence of state involvement in collec-
tive bargaining, the absence of a system for unemployment insurance, the
large share (40 percent) of the work force without health insurance in the
workplace, the lack of state support for training facilities, and the contin-
ued persecution of union leaders in certain industries (anonymous
1992b, 1992c; Echeverria 1990; Walker 1991).

Unions achieved some material gains with the democratic government,
and the number of organized workers increased, as did the number of
strikes. The percentage of the total work force affiliated with unions
reached 16 percent or 700,000 workers by the end of 1991, an increase
of 35 percent since the end of the military years. Of these, the mining
sector had the highest share of its workers in unions-67 percent-
followed by electricity and gas with 64 percent, industry with only 24
percent, and agriculture with 9 percent. More than 75 percent of orga-
nized workers were in the CUT (United Workers Confederation). Only a
little more than 2,400 workers were on strike at some point in 1991, and
approximately 1.2 hours per worker were lost, a rate lower than that of
the United States or Great Britain (anonymous 1992d; Programa de
Empleo y Trabajo 1992). The minimum wage was increased 15 percent
above the consumer price index in 1990 and 6 percent in 1991. Pensions
were increased 30 percent in that same period. Unemployment was at 6
percent compared with almost 30 percent at the height of the economic
crisis in 1982 (Programa de Empleo y Trabajo 1992).

Still, there were limits to what unions could attain, as demonstrated by
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strikes in the mining sector. Major strikes occurred in both the Chu-
quicamata and El Teniente branches of CODELCO in July and August
1991. Demands-and negotiations-remained focused on bread-and-
butter issues: wages and benefits. Yet the strikes did have political over-
tones, as demonstrated by the slogan of some El Teniente strikers: "Yes-
terday we fought for democracy, today for dignity" (Bachelet 1991;
Crawford 1991). Because Chuquicamata is the world's biggest copper
mine, and these were the first strikes in the mining sector in eighteen
years, their occurrence and duration had some political impact, albeit
limited. The unions were disappointed by the government's refusal to
intervene in the negotiations and then by a series of financial scandals
that discredited leaders of the Chuquicamata movement. Any progress
achieved in government-labor relations is likely to be incremental, given
the government's commitment to macroeconomic stability, the limits to
what unions can attain within a neoliberal parameter, and the commit-
ment of unions themselves to the still ongoing process of democratic
consolidation. For the foreseeable future, both government and unions
seem committed to maintaining the political consensus that exists on
macroeconomic management.

The extent to which union demands would remain within these pa-
rameters was demonstrated by a statement by Manuel Bustos in 1992
warning workers against seeking a "stAtist" solution to the problems of
the coal and textile workers:

We would have to be extremely stupid if we were to propose a change
in these economic policies for state-led ones, because we would be
threatening the positions of thousands of workers. What we should do
is inject a grade of solidarity into this economy that is today gaining
potential (anonymous 1992d).

The access of union leaders to the government reassured the union mem-
bers and demonstrated the extent of consensus on the role of the state.

Social Welfare Policy

The other arena identified for reform was social welfare, and this was
the only arena in which a consensus was not attained. In 1987 as much as
44 percent of Chile's population, or 5 million people, were estimated to
be living under the poverty line, with 1.8 million in conditions of extreme
poverty.3 0 Although the poorest segments of the population were pro-
tected from the social costs of the adjustment program by emergency
employment, targeted school feeding, and mother and child nutrition
programs, income distribution worsened and the number of people be-
low the poverty line increased (see tables 7-8, 7-9, and 7-10; for details
on these programs, see Graham 1991b). In 1969 the poorest 10 percent
of the population held 1.3 percent of national income; in 1989 they held
only 1.2 percent. The wealthiest 10 percent, in contrast, held 39.0 per-
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Table 7-8. Infant Mortality in Selected Latin American Countries,
Selected Years, 1960-89
(deaths per 1,000 live births)

Year Chile Bolivia Brazil Mexico Peru
1960 114 167 118 91 163
1965 101 160 104 82 130
1975 79 - - 50 65
1980 43 131 77 56 88
1985 20 117 67 50 91
1989 19 106 59 40 79

- Not available.
Source: World Bank, various years.

cent in 1969 and 41.6 percent in 1989. Expectations for an improvement
in social welfare were substantially raised by the transition to democracy
and the priority accorded social expenditure by the new government.

At the same time, the government insisted that social expenditures
could only be increased in a noninflationary manner as resources were
generated. All revenue generated by the April 1990 tax reform was allo-
cated to social welfare expenditure. The tax increase was equivalent to 2
percent of GNP, or $600 million, and its expenditure on the poorest 20
percent of the population, which only consumed 4 percent of the na-
tional total in 1988, had significant effects.31 The main concessions
made to the right were that one-third of the increase came from the value
added tax, which is regressive, rather than the income tax, which is
progressive, and that the reform lasted only four years, after which it
would have to be renewed. The party of the more extreme right, the
Independent Democratic Union, criticized the tax on the grounds that it
hampered business savings, and therefore investment, and gave the illu-
sion that tax increases automatically enhanced equity (interview with
Juan Andres Fontaine, June 25 and 26, 1992).

Social welfare expenditures grew 10 percent between passage of the
tax increase and inauguration of the Aylwin government (Flano 1992).

Table 7-9. Indigent and Poor Households in Santiago, Chile, Selected
Years, 1969-89
(percent)

Year Indigent, Poorb Nonpoor

1969 8.4 20.1 71.5
1979 11.7 24.3 64.0
1988 22.9 26.8 50.3
1989 14.9 26.3 58.8

a. Family income is insufficient to meet basic food needs.
b. Family income is insufficient to meet basic needs other than food: the level of income

is less than twice that of indigence.
Source: Programa de Economia del Trabajo 1989.
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Table 7-10. Income Distribution in Chile, Selected Years, 1968-88
(proportion of national household income by quintile and Gini coefficient)

Quintiles Gini

Year First Second Third Fourth Fifth coefficient

1968 4.4 9.0 13.8 21.4 51.4 0.426
1978 4.6 9.6 14.1 19.9 51.9 0.448
1988 4.2 7.5 10.8 16.9 60.5 0.525

Source: van de Walle 1989.

Priority was given to creating equality of opportunity. Preventive health
care programs, school feeding, and low-income household food supple-
ments were increased, and programs for bettering the quality of educa-
tion and training of unemployed youth were implemented.3 2 Minimum
wages, pensions for the retired and handicapped, and income subsidies
for poor families were all increased on the order of 50 to 80 percent, and
a new housing program, launched in 1990, had completed 24,000 hous-
ing provision projects as of this writing. The budget for health was
increased 30 percent in real terms in the government's first two years in
office and was aimed at primary health care and the poorest sectors
(Flano 1992).

An important policy for alleviating poverty was the FOSIS (Social In-
vestment and Solidarity Fund), a social fund proposed by nongovern-
mental organizations, community organizations, and local governments.
The program's main areas of activity were support to microenterprises,
youth education and training, improvement of infrastructure in the poor-
est areas, and social and community development activities, including
training for female heads of households and better child care facilities.
The FOsis had a budget of $6 million in 1990, $26 million in 1991, and a
projected $30 million in 1992 (interview with Jorge Chateau, January
16, 1992; FOSIS 1990). Although slow to get off the ground, in part
because it originally lacked budgetary freedom and relied on planning
ministry procedures for funding (which have been amended since), after
1991 FOSis began to take a more visible and active role in alleviating
poverty.

The government could not immediately meet all the expectations
raised by the transition, but its well-researched and forward-looking
social welfare policy, which expanded Chile's preexisting and extensive
social safety net, was an important first step toward addressing Chile's
pressing issues of poverty and social welfare. Income distribution had
already improved by 1991: the share of the wealthiest 20 percent fell
from almost 60 percent in 1989 to 58 percent in 1990 and 55 percent in
1991. These improvements were largely due to the 1990 tax reform. At
the same time, poverty fell from 40 percent in 1990 to 38 percent in 1991
(Marcel and Solimano 1993). Yet the government kept its social policy-
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as its labor policy-within the parameters of macroeconomic stability
and growth.

Nevertheless, sectors of the right criticized the government's social
welfare policy: the editorial page of the conservative and influential daily
El Mercurio called the government's focus on social welfare the silent
counterrevolution (interview with Ignacio Walker, January 16, 1992).
Such criticism had limited impact. At least in its first two years, the
government effectively balanced the country's social and political need to
address social concerns, on the one hand, and to balance budgets and
maintain the confidence of the private sector, on the other. Given accu-
mulated social grievances and expectations raised by the transition to
democracy, a visible government commitment to poverty alleviation was
likely to become increasingly important for political as well as social
reasons.

Municipal Reform and Elections

In Chile, as in much of Latin America, municipal governments have
traditionally been dependent, both financially and administratively, on
the central government (much of this section is drawn from Graham
1991b). In theory, the military government's municipal reform laws
opened the door to decentralized government. The laws established a
certain degree of financial and administrative independence for munici-
palities, guaranteed certain fiscal transfers to municipalities, and estab-
lished a common fund through which wealthier municipalities trans-
ferred resources to poorer ones. In addition, municipalities were central
to implementing safety net programs. Despite the military's legislation,
true decentralization did not occur, and authoritarian government struc-
tures were merely transmitted to municipalities. During most of the Pi-
nochet regime, mayors were designated by the government. In 1988, a
new law was passed in which the mayors of the fifteen most populous
cities were appointed by the government, and the rest were appointed by
each city's community development council, whose members were also
designated. Thus in 1988, more than 300 mayors were appointed by the
authoritarian government for a term that lasted until June 1992.

The delay in holding municipal elections was in part a result of the
need to reform the municipal law prior to the elections. The prolonged
debate over municipal law focused primarily on political parties vying for
the formula that best suited their electoral chances. The law approved by
the Senate in January 1992 established direct elections for municipal
councils, whose size varies according to the population of the city. Coun-
cils then elect the mayor if one candidate does not receive a sufficient
proportion of total votes. Parties run on joint lists, which guarantee
representation of smaller parties, and independents run on pacted party
lists (such as the Concertaci6n) without declaring party allegiance (anon-
ymous 1992e). The debate over municipal reform illustrates the extent of
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political consensus: the differences were greater within party coalitions,
and between parties of the right, in particular, than they were between
the right and the government. For example, designated senators voted in
favor of the government and against some of the right.

Elections were held in June 1992, and the Concertaci6n government
obtained 53 percent of the vote (table 7-6). The results were not all that
different from those of the 1989 elections, and the right obtained 30
percent of the vote. The Communist Party did surprisingly well, obtain-
ing 7 percent of the vote and one mayoralty, as did the Center-Center
Union of populist and former presidential candidate Francisco Errazuriz
with 8 percent of the vote. The tendency to vote for parties rather than
independents and to maintain a center consensus remained quite strong
after two years of government and markedly so compared with voting
trends in neighboring countries, where the appeal of nonparty populists
had grown substantially. The 1992 municipal elections demonstrated
that support for the party system and for the Concertaci6n government
was as strong after two years of government as it was at the time of the
1990 transition (see table 7-11).

State Sector Reform

The new government also sought to consolidate rather than simply
maintain structural reforms in the state sector. Although the Pinochet
regime implemented several key reforms in some sectors such as social
security and health, municipal government, and public sector enter-
prises, other state sectors, such as the judiciary, retained their 1973
institutional framework. The regime's focus on reducing the state did not
necessarily enhance its efficiency, however. The military was not particu-
larly interested in reforming the government, because it could bypass
institutions and legal norms in order to get things done. If there were
delays in the Comptroller General, for example, which must give prior
approval for most expenditures made by government ministries, the re-
gime merely replaced the director rather than reform the procedures. It is
telling that most of the programs intended to produce rapid results and
be highly visible, such as the government's youth training and education
reform programs, were set up as quasi-independent agencies precisely to
avoid inefficiency in the state mechanism.3 3 A related issue is the mainte-
nance of infrastructure, which was sorely neglected during the military
years, particularly in public health and education. Ultimately, sound
macroeconomic policies must be complemented with equally sound poli-
cies in other areas if structural reform is to be achieved.

Conclusions

Two years after the transition to democracy in Chile, a broad national
consensus clearly existed in several areas, particularly maintenance of the
structural reforms implemented by the military. This consensus is likely
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Table 7-11. Results of Municipal Elections in Chile, 1992
(seats won and popular vote)

Percentage of
Grouping and party Councils Mavors votes received

Concertac26n/Social2st
Christian Democratic Party (Partido

Democratico Cristiano) 625 18 28.97
Humanist Party (Partido Humanista) 15 0 0.82
Radical Party (Partido Radical) 140 3 4.91
Social Democratic Party (Partido Social

Democracia) 20 0 0.42
Independents 22 0 0.48
Subtotal 822 21 35.60

Party for Democracy (Partido por la
Democracia) 165 3 9.18

Socialist Party (Partido Socialista) 170 4 8.46
Independents 1 0 0.01
Subtotal 336 7 17.64

Parties of the Right
National Renovation (Renovaci6n Nacional) 400 5 13.42
National Party (Partido Nacional) 2 0 0.07
Independents 113 8 4.37
Subtotal 515 13 17.86

Independent Democratic Union (Uni6n
Democratica Independiente) 181 5 10.21

Independents 29 3 1.19
Subtotal 210 8 11.40

Independents
Liberal Party (Partido Liberal) 4 0 0.24
Communist Party of Chile (Partido

Comunista de Chile) 35 1 6.60
Center-Center Union (Uni6n de Centro
Centro) 80 0 8.10
Additional independents 22 0 2.14

Subtotal 141 1 17.08

Total 2,024 50

Abstention rate 10.20

Note: The parties composing the Concertacion in the 1992 municipal elections did not
include the Party for Democracy or the Socialist Party. These two parties composed the
socialist element of the political grouping. The parties of the right did not run under a
coalition umbrella for these 1992 elections.

Source: Information from Chilean Embassy, Washington, D.C.

to continue, at least in the near future. The explanations for that con-
sensus are complex, extending well beyond the debate over whether an
authoritarian regime was necessary, to implement structural economic
reform. The most tangible and replicable lessons from the Chilean case
relate to the consolidation of reform and the formation and maintenance
of political consensus during the democratic transition.
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On the one hand, the Concertaci6n was forced to adopt a consensus-
building strategy and to accept certain parameters of economic manage-
ment for fear of a return to military rule. On the other hand, and far
more instructive, the consensus was possible because of political and
economic lessons learned by all parties. On the political front, pragma-
tism and coalition-building replaced confrontation and ideological uto-
pianism. On the economic front, the principles of prudent fiscal manage-
ment, respect for private property, a liberal trade regime, and minimal
state intervention were accepted virtually across the political spectrum.
This was the result of Chile's recent success, its neighbors' present fail-
ures, and global ideological and political trends. Since the basic princi-
ples of the economic model were not challenged by the opposition, which
instead focused its efforts on adjusting certain aspects of the model,
popular expectations were not raised beyond the new government's ca-
pacity to meet them. Finally, consensus began filtering down from politi-
cal elites to the population as a whole, as the strong showing of the
Concertaci6n in the 1992 municipal elections demonstrated.

Equally as important, though, was the view across most of the politi-
cal spectrum that sound economics had to go hand in hand with in-
creased attention to issues of social welfare and poverty alleviation. This
view, coupled with the introduction of democratic government, is likely
to enhance the public's understanding and acceptance of the current
economic model, freeing it from the taint of authoritarianism and in-
creased inequality. This lesson can be replicated by other new de-
mocracies in the process of economic adjustment.

Another lesson is the need for a team prepared to govern and manage
the economy. If such a team cannot be found at home, then advice should
be sought abroad, although it is a less-effective alternative. The Chilean
case underscores the importance of international support for academic
research in developing countries and the importance of the international
context itself. The temptation to employ short-term populist strategies
will be substantially reduced if policymakers-and the public-are aware
of what has worked and not worked in other countries. In Chile, the
chaos in neighboring countries made continued macroeconomic restraint
much more politically palatable.

Another factor equally important to Chile's success and far less replica-
ble is the extent to which Chile's successful economic transformation was
due to its preexisting, extensive social welfare system and relatively effi-
cient structure of state and local government. These institutions provided
an important basis for the military's policies of decentralization and
targeted social welfare expenditure, for example. The subsequent suc-
cessful political transformation, meanwhile, owed a great deal to the
existence of a developed party system and leadership and to the wealth of
highly skilled social scientists. Caution must thus be taken in drawing
conclusions from the Chilean case about the prospects for economic
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reform in fragile new democracies. If anything, this aspect of Chile's
success points to the importance of supporting institutional development
in conjunction with economic reform.

Finally, the consensus-building process in Chile cannot be viewed as
independent of the global ideological context in which it took place.
While consensus is striking in Chile, as is the adoption of Pinochet's free
market economic policies by his former opponents, similar changes are
taking place across Latin America. 34 The Institutional Revolutionary
Party in Mexico, the Nationalist Revolutionary Movement in Bolivia,
the Peronists in Argentina, and Change 90 (Alberto Fujimori's party) in
Peru all became unlikely advocates of free market economics, as did the
socialists in Spain before them. A major difference is that the political
consensus that exists in Chile eludes many of these countries, where the
appeal of antisystem populists is on the rise. The strength of Chile's
institutions and, most important, its party system may well prove far
more important than ideological trends in providing the political stability
necessary for consolidating economic reform.

Notes

1. This lack of support was noted in three major polls taken in 1986. 1988, and 1990 by
CEP, FLACSO, and CIEPLAN, all of which are respected academic institutions. Lower-income
groups were an important electoral base for the then-opposition Christian Democrats and
socialists. A caveat is the limited utility of opinion polls in the economics sphere. Poor
understanding of economics does not seem to prevent people from having strong opinions,
and contradictory answers were often expressed in surveys. For example, in a survey taken
in Santiago in October 1990 through May 1991, 800 adults expressed support both for
protection of industries and for free trade. The most important variables influencing opin-
ions were political leaning, perception of purchasing power, and use of communications
media (Halpern and Bousquet 1991).

2. The failure to sell the reforms is even noted by members of the Pinochet government.
See, for example, an account by a former functionary of the central bank (Fontaine 1992).

3. The restructuring of the system, the extent of poverty, and the issue of income distribu-
tion are discussed in detail in Graham 1991b. Although the poor in Chile are relatively
better off than the poor in neighboring countries, an extensive debate still discusses the
extent and severity of poverty, with estimates varying from as high as 5 million poor, or 40
percent of the population, to as low as 15 percent. The reality is somewhere below the
higher estimate.

4. The term "authoritarian enclaves" was originally coined by Manuel Antonio Garret6n
and is used in several of his publications, including "La transici6n chilena, una evaluaci6n
provisoria" (Garreton 1991).

5. This process is described in Fontaine 1992. Initially, strong currents favored protec-
tionist policies to build a strong industrial base for national security rather than for opening
free trade. In the end, the team of economists from the University of Chicago won out
largely because of exogenous events: the severe balance of payments crisis in early 1975
that resulted from the international rise in oil prices. General Pinochet accepted a shock
plan at this point, which was implemented by Jorge Cauas as finance minister, Sergio de
Castro as economy minister, and a growing team of University of Chicago technocrats.

6. Details of these violations are found in the public findings of the Rettig Commission,
which was charged by the Aylwin government with identifying the number of deaths and
disappearances, although not the names of those responsible. See National Commission for
Truth and Reconciliation 1991.

7. The principle of targeting was espoused and developed by one of the "Chicago Boys"
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team, Miguel Kast, and the regime was actually quite effective at protecting the poorest
sectors, although not without substantial losses by those at the margin. See Graham 1991b.

8. The difference between the domestic dollar-dominated interest rate and the interna-
tional rate was 112 percent in 1976, 52 percent in 1977, and 42 percent in 1978. The
privatization of the financial sector proceeded more slowly than that of other sectors, and
quantitative controls on the import of financial capital and a tendency toward gradual
liberalization prevailed, at least until the late 1970s. As a result, the bulk of external debt
accrued by Chile during this period was private rather than public. In 1974 the private
sector's share of the total foreign debt was 14 percent; by 1981 it was 65 percent (Zahler
1983).

9. In East Asian countries, selective opening up of the economy was combined with
export promotion. In Chile, rapid liberalization was combined with a fixed and overvalued
exchange rate and high domestic interest rates (Zahler 1983).

10. For detail on these programs, see Graham 1991b. Compensation was regressively
distributed at this point: approximately 1.5 percent of gross national product (GNP) was
used to hire 500,000 workers, while 3 percent of GNP was used to subsidize less than
10,000 debtors.

11. "During the second round of privatizations, conversely, the government encouraged
widespread stock ownership, sold shares to workers and pension funds, and allowed debt-
equity swaps. As a result, the second round avoided many pitfalls of the first round and
helped to develop the capital market, reduce the foreign debt, and extend public support of
the privatization process itself' (Luders 1991, p. 2).

12. They criticized, for example, the limited equity gains of capitalismo popular, the
practice of giving workers options to buy shares. This conclusion is drawn from interviews
with a variety of opposition economists, many of whom are now in the government,
including Manuel MarfAn and Jorge Rodriguez of the Ministry of Economics, Nicolas
Eyzaguirre of the central bank, Joseph Ramos of CEPAL, and Juan Eduardo Coeymans of
the Catholic University.

13. Interview with Juan Eduardo Coeymans, June 25, 1992. The economy was posi-
tioned for a period of sustained growth in 1992 but remained very vulnerable to falls in the
price of copper and increases in the price of oil, as the inflationary effects of the Gulf War-
induced increases in the price of oil demonstrated. In addition, despite strides made in
diversifying trade from the United States to the European Community and the Far East, the
failure to strike a free trade agreement with the United States or increased protectionism in
the European Community could still have very negative consequences. In 1989, for exam-
ple, a U.S. boycott of Chilean grapes cost approximately S300 million or approximately 5
percent of Chile's total export revenues (Graham 1991b). All dollar amounts are U.S.
dollars unless indicated otherwise.

14. For this category, modifications had to be approved by a two-thirds' vote of both
houses of Congress (31 of 47 senators and 80 of 120 representatives). For most other
aspects, modifications required three-fifths of both houses (28 senators and 72 representa-
tives), while for organic laws (separate, complementary laws elevated to the rank of the
constitution for these purposes), rhey required four-sevenths (27 and 69 members,
respectively).

15. Angell and Pollack 1990. In the 1989 elections, for example, Andres Zaldivar and
Ricardo Lagos of the Concertaci6n won 29.8 and 29.2 percent of a Santiago poll, respec-
tively; and Jaime Guzman and Miguel Otero of the right's Democracy and Progress alliance
won 16 and 15 percent, respectively. Yet Guzman rather than Lagos took the Senate seat!

16. Santiago, for example, where the vote no won decisively in the October 1988
plebiscite, saw its representation in Congress substantially reduced. Even though 40 per-
cent of the population resides in this area, it elects only 26 percent of the lower house.

17. The coup during the Frei years was attempted by several units rebelling against the
civil neglect of the military's institutional needs. The main proponent of the strategy of
insurrection, the Movement of the Revolutionary Left, was not a member of the Popular
Unity coalition.

18. After sixty days, workers were obliged to choose between the company's latest offer
and dismissal. After thirty days, workers were permitted to return to work individually, and
the company, as of the first day of the strike, was authorized to hire new workers to replace
the strikers.

19. Rural society and the agricultural sector also experienced important changes during
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the military years. The agriculture sector is addressed in recent works by Lorell Jarvis
(1985) and David Hoiman (1992), among others.

20. These debates grew out of a wealth of works by various social scientists, including
Genaro Arriagada Herrara (1988) and Manuel Antonio Garret6n (1989). The work of
Arturo Valenzuela provides an excellent explanation of the 1973 breakdown (Valenzuela
1986).

21. This section is drawn from interviews in June 1992 with a variety of socialists and
Christian Democrats who are now in the government, including Nicholas Eyzaguirre and
Jorge Rodriguez.

22. Presidentialism in Chile historically did work, and the 1973 breakdown was the
exception rather than the rule. One reason may be Chile's strong party system, which,
coupled with agreement among the parties, has been critical to the functioning of presiden-
tialism in the Latin American countries where it has had the most success: Mexico,
Uruguay, and Venezuela (this point has been noted by Alan Angell). It is often noted, for
example, that Allende won the presidency in 1970 with fewer votes than he attained in the
1964 election, which was won by Frei.

23. The unity of the National Accord, and the opposition's commitment to defeat Pi-
nochet by nonviolent means, were severely tested by a 1986 assassination attempt on the
general, which was attributed to the Communist Party.

24. Angell and Pollack 1990, pp. 2-3. The night of the plebiscite, when the results were
clear, General Pinochet was purportedly not ready to accept them. All doubt was removed,
however, when the interior minister appeared on national television to announce the results
and the military's intention to stick by them.

25. This conclusion was drawn from a series of interviews conducted in January and June
1992 with Christian Democrat and socialist members of the Aylwin government's economic
team, many of whom were closely involved in formulating the Concertaci6n's strategv.

26. This conclusion was drawn from Graham's conversations and interviews with a
variety of government and nongovernment sources in Santiago in January 1992. These
include Ignacio Walker, secretariar of the presidency; Manuel Marfan, vice minister of
economics; Dagmar Raczynski, senior researcher, CIEPLAN; Juan Jose Rivas, director of the
Youth Training Program of the Ministry of Labor; and Manuel Barrera, director of the
Centro de Estudios Sociales. The "overheating" and the adjustments it necessitated were
also noted by Alejandro Foxley, finance minister, in a lecture delivered at the Brookings
Institution, Washington, D.C., on May 3, 1991.

27. Interviews with several members of the economic team at both the central bank and
the Finance Ministry, Santiago, June 1992. The 1980 law stipulated that all five members
of the board would be named by the president. Members would be replaced, one at a time,
every two years, so that each eight-year presidential term would have some continuity from
the term before. The board was required to inform the finance minister, who was given
power to suspend resolutions and to determine exchange restrictions. For details on the law
as well as the debate at the time, see a special issue of Cuadernos de Economia (1989) and
especially the pieces by 1992 president of the central bank, Roberto Zahler (Zahler 1989),
and Fontaine (1989).

28. Abstention rates were 26, 25, and 18 percent in 1969, 1971, and 1973, respectively,
compared with 5 percent in 1989. The abstention rate in the 1992 municipal elections was
10 percent (see table 7-11; anonymous 1992d; information from the Chilean Embassy,
Washington, D.C.).

29. The commission's report concluded that the security forces were responsible for
2,200 executions and disappearances and released the names of the victims and the circum-
stances of their deaths. Families of each of the victims received a payment of $4,600 as well
as a monthly payment of $384, at a cost to the government of $27.4 million. It also agreed
to compensate the families of 350 deceased soldiers and police and to investigate the deaths
of the 752 persons who had "disappeared." At the same time, crimes linked to military
officers were not prosecuted (anonymous 1992a).

30. These estimates, which are from the Economic Commission for Latin America, may
be high, since other credible sources report lower figures. See Graham 1991 b.

31. Ffrench-Davis 1991. A tax increase of 2 percent of GNP in the United States would
signify a $100 billion increase (interview with Joseph Ramos, June 25, 1992). A billion is
1,000 million.

32. Interview with Juan Jose Rivas, January 21 and 22, 1992; see Scholnik 1992. The
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youth training program, for example, will reach approximately 20,000 youth each year for
four years. In 1990, 220,000 primary school students benefited from the Quality Improve-
ment in Education Program for the 900 schools in the poorest areas of the country, with an
additional 416 schools added in 1991 (Flano 1992).

33. In addition, the military passed a permanency of employees law at the end of its term
in order to protect its employees from political purges. Although it is not desirable to effect
a total turnover of state personnel with a change of government, legally fixing the composi-
tion of the state bureaucracy is a major barrier to improving efficiency (interview with Juan
Jose Rivas,January 21 and 22, 1992).

34. The authors are grateful to John Biehl for raising this point in this context.
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Senegal: Stalled Reform in
a Dominant Party System

SAMBA KA AND NICOLAS VAN DE WALLE

THE SENEGAL THAT BEGAN ITS PROCESS OF STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT in
the early 1980s was a country of great contrasts. Covering only 196,000
square kilometers and endowed with a population of only 7.5 million
people in 1991, it had nonetheless long enjoyed a high profile in African
affairs on account of its "poet-president,' Leopold Senghor, its sophisti-
cated elite, and its open political system. Yet, Senegalese democracy was
Janus faced. The country's modern face included a multiparty political
system and a tradition of political pluralism unrivaled in postcolonial
Africa. Although the ruling party exercised de facto control over all
associational life from 1964 to 1974, liberalization had progressed since
then, and legal opposition and considerable freedom of expression were
assured. Because of this tradition of pluralism and Senghor's eloquent
rhetoric in international forums, the country enjoyed the reputation of
having one of the continent's most progressive political systems.

This modern political system coexisted with another face: in the coun-
tryside, in particular, social expressions were more traditional, and
Senegalese democracy had done little to improve the welfare of the ma-
jority of the people. Senegal remained largely a peasant society: 61 per-

This chapter is based on interviews in Washington, D.C., Paris, and Senegal during 1991
as well as on materials cited. The authors thank the International Center for Economic
Growth for funding and Jeff Coupe for research assistance.
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cent of the population was involved in the agricultural sector, and pov-
erty, malnutrition, and illiteracy remained endemic. In most social
statistics, Senegal continued to lag behind other African states. Tradi-
tional and religious ties still played an important role and explained the
strength of the clientelist relationships built around national politicians
and leaders of the Muslim brotherhoods, called marabouts. Indeed,
many Senegalese viewed the marabouts as their link both to God and to
the state; the polarization generated by modern political parties was
mediated by the vertical alliances between patrons and clients.

In contrast to the government's rhetoric and the heady discourse of
Dakar intellectuals invoking "African socialism;' development policy was
characterized by a stagnant and highly protected manufacturing sector,
an agricultural sector undermined by drought and wrong-headed poli-
cies, and the inexorable growth of a patronage-ridden and inefficient
state bureaucracy. In the first two decades after independence, growth in
gross domestic product (GDP) averaged at most 2.5 percent a year, barely
keeping pace with the country's rapid population growth.

It is in this extremely fragile economy and hybrid political culture that
a program of structural adjustment was formulated at the beginning of
the 1980s by the Senegalese authorities with the help of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. Senghor had retired at the end
of 1980, and his hand-picked successor Abdou Diouf, a technocrat of
impeccable credentials, promised to tackle the country's economic prob-
lems. Beyond regaining macroeconomic equilibrium, the program sought
to spur long-term economic growth through a series of policy reforms
that introduced price mechanisms and reduced the role of government in
the allocation of resources. The government pledged to reduce its bu-
reaucracy substantially, deregulate the market for domestic goods, grad-
ually eliminate subsidies, liberalize the labor market, and stop protecting
local industries from international trade. In sum, the program asked a
long-subsidized economy, a polity trapped in the political logic of crony
statism, and a public opinion molded by interventionist ideologies to
accomplish an aggiornamento.

After a stuttering start, the country seemed to make good progress.
President Diouf named Mamoudou Toure, then a high-level administra-
tor in the IMF, to lead the adjustment effort as finance and economy
minister, and an ambitious reform program was articulated. The econ-
omy improved enough for the IMF to call Senegal a model of African
stabilization in 1988. Yet, a couple years later, much of the reform pro-
gram had stalled, Toure had gone back to Washington, D.C., and exter-
nal aid and lending agencies like the World Bank and USAID (U.S. Agency
for International Development) were vowing to "get tough" with the
government. In early 1991, the new prime minister, Habib Thiam, pub-
licly declared his government's intentions to put reform on the back
burner.
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Why did economic reform prove so problematic during the 1980s?
Why did the effort stall after a promising start? Observers of adjustment
in Senegal-as indeed of economic reform throughout Sub-Saharan
Africa-often emphasize one of two arguments to explain the disap-
pointing results of two decades of adjustment. First, many observers
argue that reform failed because the government lacked political will.
Senegal's high degree of political pluralism is often adduced to suggest
that the government's fear of electoral defeat slowed the pace of reform.
Second, other observers argue that adjustment failed because the policy
prescriptions of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank
were inappropriate for the African environment. In their estimation, the
government did not implement more of the reform program because
what it did implement proved disastrous.

Both of these arguments hold a kernel of truth but are ultimately not
that useful for understanding the problems of adjustment in a country
like Senegal. The political will argument assumes the government wanted
adjustment but was afraid to carry it out because of societal pressures. In
fact, state elites in Africa are rarely motivated by specific policies. Rather,
they seek to maximize their chances of political survival and therefore
base their policy decisions on perceptions of political risk. This is not to
suggest that ideas do not matter; indeed, this chapter argues that a perva-
sive distrust of the private sector and a concomitant belief in the state's
developmental functions conditioned all economic policy decisions dur-
ing the adjustment period. Clearly, the ideological orientation of state
elites shaped policy choices.

The commitment of state elites to adjustment policies was, nonethe-
less, a function of their assessment of how reform would affect political
stability in the short to medium run. This was, in turn, a function of the
credibility of reform and popular confidence regarding its sustainability.
A small substratum of the state elite staked its professional future on
adjustment. These were typically officials who ran the ministry policy
units or the aid-funded technical assistance programs; typically trained in
the West and having benefited from several adjustment workshops and
seminars, they internalized the values of adjustment, whether by genuine
conviction or professional opportunism. Most state officials were poorly
informed about the strategy and objectives of adjustment, however, and
did not stand to gain personally from it. The top of the state apparatus
perceived adjustment as a highly risky undertaking with little or no im-
mediate payoff. They did not lack political will so much as they were
unconvinced that undertaking reform maximized their political welfare.

An analysis of the case of Senegal broadly confirms this contention.
The regime did not espouse adjustment wholeheartedly because the re-
form package was not completely credible and muddling through within
the current policy regime ultimately seemed the safer strategy. It is true,
nonetheless, that Abdou Diouf came to power with reformist ambitions.
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Indeed, he based his political legitimacy on his reformist credentials. He
put together a team of technocrats that he hoped would be able to
implement the reform program and sought to weaken the old-style politi-
cians of the Senghor regime who constituted one of the main obstacles to
reform. This led to the high point of economic reform, the period during
which Toure was in charge of adjustment (1985-88) and unambiguously
enjoyed Dioufs support. During that time, what some Senegalese intel-
lectuals have called le debat sur la technicite tipped the balance in favor
of reform. Helped by a brief improvement in the international environ-
ment and a strong economy, Toure convinced a majority of the political
class that implementing the reform program was desirable. Although the
reform package was credible, reformers within the government were
never able to build a substantial coalition on behalf of it. After 1987,
when the economy's downturn combined with increasing social unrest,
the balance shifted in favor of the forces opposed to reform, effectively
ending the reform interlude.

Profound doubt about the political merits of adjustment was justified
intellectually, since many experts inside and outside Senegal did not be-
lieve in the program's capacity to lift the economy out of its endemic
crisis. This is the second view that is emphasized in discussions of adjust-
ment; it, in turn, has two variants. The first, which might be called the
heterodox position, criticizes the adjustment strategy advanced by the
twin sisters in Washington, D.C., but argues (more or, often, less explic-
itly) that there is an alternative path to adjustment (see Commander,
Ndoye, and Ouedrago 1989; Diouf 1992; Durufl 1988). The second, or
pessimistic position, essentially doubts the capacity of the Senegalese
economy to undertake sustained autonomous development. It argues
that Senegal's problems are too significant and its resources too slight for
adjustment to be possible, at least without massive infusions of foreign
capital for years to come.

This study is not the appropriate forum for analyzing the economic
merits of structural adjustment policies as presently conceived or for
assessing Senegal's long-term development potential. For its purposes,
this skepticism about adjustment is relevant because of its implications
for domestic politics. Throughout the 1980s, the credibility of the reform
effort was consistently undermined not only by the heterodox and
pessimistic arguments made by local and international experts and
scholars, but also by members of the community of external aid and
lending agencies itself. These arguments fueled pervasive skepticism
within the state apparatus about the reform program and its likely socio-
political consequences. The actions of the external aid and lending agen-
cies and the early effects of adjustment measures could not alter these
negative attitudes within the political class.

This study measures the formal and informal political and institutional
constraints facing authorities implementing the structural adjustment
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program in the 1 980s. Embedded in an appreciation of economic institu-
tions and realities, this political analysis argues that Senegal's inability to
resort to devaluation because of its membership in the Franc Zone had
important political implications. Moreover, the government's declining
extractive capabilities and the resulting budgetary pressures conditioned
its commitment to the reforms and their sustainability.

This analysis of the politics of adjustment develops several themes.
First, it assesses the impact that pressure exerted by interest groups had
on reform. The program's distributional consequences reduced the rela-
tive welfare of the social groups supporting the ruling party, the Socialist
Party. These interest groups demonstrated a will to organize and acted in
concert to promote and protect their collective interests. Their mobiliza-
tion was facilitated by a multiparty system that allowed vested interests
to be marshaled rapidly into opposition. The question, then, is the extent
to which the program triggered opposition and demand for preserving
the status quo or generated an organized movement of groups supporting
liberalization. The proreform team in the government was never able to
create a social coalition to sustain the reform process.

Second, one of the key comparative features of adjustment in Senegal
is that it accompanied a process of political liberalization. National elec-
tions were held in 1983 and 1988, in the context of a stated desire on the
part of President Diouf to see the peaceful emergence of multiparty de-
mocracy. What was the impact of democratization on adjustment and
vice versa? Diouf believed the two processes were largely compatible,
insofar as the forces most hostile to adjustment-the old guard in the
Socialist Party-would be weakened by democratization. For the same
reasons, he also believed that consolidating and maintaining his own
power would be served by economic and political reform. The paradox is
apparent: the regime's democratization in the 1980s never threatened
Diouf's hold on the presidency.

Third, the program entailed bureaucratic reordering. Formulating and
implementing a structural adjustment program was concomitant with the
rise of technocrats to positions of leadership. The nature of the program
increased their autonomy and power, since they had the scarce profes-
sional and technical skills the program required. The old administrative
elite, however, lost status, discretionary powers, and income as a result
of reform. This chapter investigates how old habits and jealousies among
bureaucrats slowed or reversed implementation of the program, how
well technocrats organized themselves to orient the government's ac-
tions, and how much the president tried to insulate and protect his
technocrats in order to allow them to implement the difficult process of
adjustment.

Finally, it investigates the role of external aid and lending agencies in
the adjustment process. These agencies provided increasingly important
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resources to the Senegalese economy. Did their support abet or hinder the
adjustment process? Although its role is ambiguous, aid clearly repre-
sented an important net resource for the state, which was strengthened,
regardless of its commitment to reform. In addition, the need to ensure
the continuous flow of aid from external agencies led the government to
exaggerate threats to its stability.

This chapter is organized as follows: it begins with a review of the
basic features of the Senegalese political economy in the years after inde-
pendence followed by discussion of the adjustment program and the
implementation record. The reasons why the program was not fully
implemented are then assessed. Throughout, an avowedly political econ-
omy approach keeps explicit at all times the political implications of
economic policies and clarifies the economic impact of political choices.

The Political Economy of Postcolonial Senegal

The current crisis has deep historical roots, and a short review of
Senegal's economic history after independence is needed to understand
more recent events. Senegal derived advantages from its central position
in the French colonial system that left it ill prepared to handle the eco-
nomic dilemmas of independence. Dakar had long served as the adminis-
trative capital of Afrique Occidentale Fran,aise, the federation of
France's West African colonies, and as a result Dakar and its hinterlands
had been favored in French investment programs. Dakar itself emerged
as probably the most important commercial center on Africa's western
coast and possessed an important non-African population, significant
industry (Boone 1992), and an impressive communications infrastruc-
ture. Indeed, Senegal's gross national product (GNP) per capita in 1950,
estimated at some $238 (in 1974 terms), was among the highest in Sub-
Saharan Africa, topped only by that of the Republic of Congo, C6te
d'lvoire, Ghana, and Zambia. ' On the face of it, the fledgling republic
benefited from key economic advantages: France left Senegal with proba-
bly the best infrastructure in West Africa, a well-trained labor force, and
a significant import-substitution industrial sector that had long benefited
from a large, heavily protected market in French West Africa.

Economic Performance after Independence

The end of the colonial federation also dictated drastic adjustments for
Senegal. With the end of preferential access to the rest of the French
empire, the productive capacity of most manufacturing businesses was
underused. Firms had to adjust to a smaller domestic market and the
vicissitudes of international competition. In addition, Senegal was left
with an oversized public administration and a public sector wage bill that
the country could ill afford.2 The population of a little more than 3
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million persons at independence could not justify a central bureaucracy
of 10,000 civil servants, based for the most part in Dakar and enjoying
French civil service-scale salaries.3

Finally, the country needed to wean itself away from dependence on
what had been the mainstay of the colonial economy, the groundnut
sector. France had assiduously promoted the crop starting in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century, and growth had been rapid if irregular:
output reached 200,000 tons by 1914, 600,000 tons in 1937, and 1
million tons in 1965 (Amin 1973). By independence, roughly half of the
land cultivated in any given year was devoted to groundnuts, a remarka-
bly high percentage for a cash crop. France agreed to continue paying
highly advantageous prices for Senegalese groundnuts after indepen-
dence. During the 1960-67 period, groundnuts represented some 78
percent of all export revenues and constituted the largest single source of
government revenues, while sales from oil mills represented 40 percent of
industrial activity (Youm 1991, pp. 23-24). The elimination of export
price supports by France in 1968, in the context of French participation
in the Common Agricultural Policy of the European Economic Commu-
nity, resulted in a decrease of some 25 percent in the country's terms of
trade and began the progressive decline of the groundnut sector.4

Little or no growth could be expected from groundnuts, however,
without a technological revolution: the crop's growth had been fueled
almost entirely by increasing acreage, rather than by the use of yield-
enhancing inputs. By the early 1960s, little new suitable land was still
available (Bonnefond and Couty 1991), and increasing population pres-
sures made food crops more attractive to farmers, who responded by
leaving the groundnut economy. Higher productivity was needed to spur
further growth but would be economical only in the higher-potential
areas on the southern edge of the groundnut basin. Increasingly inade-
quate rainfall as well as the depletion and erosion of soils were, in fact,
tending to decrease average yields. All in all, in the years following
independence, the government could no longer realistically expect signif-
icant growth in what had been the mainstay of the colonial economy.

The government faced several challenges in the period following inde-
pendence: it needed to (1) diversify production away from groundnuts,
(2) make its industry more competitive, and (3) reduce the burden of the
state on the economy. Clearly, without these adjustments, sustained eco-
nomic growth would prove highly problematic. Indeed, the government's
inability to address these problems, along with several trade shocks dur-
ing the 1970s and the recurrence of drought, ensured the slow but steady
decline of the economy during the first two decades after independence.
There is considerable disagreement over most Senegalese economic sta-
tistics, but estimates of the evolution of GDP for the 1960-85 period
suggest an average annual growth rate of around 2.5 percent. Given an
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annual population growth of some 2.9 percent, individual incomes de-
clined during this period.

Through the 1970s and early 1980s, the country's industrial cost
structure continued to make Senegalese products noncompetitive outside
the Franc Zone and helped produce a chronic trade deficit. The average
annual trade deficit in goods and services totaled some CFAF36.4 billion
between 1970 and 1980, while total exports exceeded CFAF200 billion
only once during this period, in 1977.5 Dependence on imports was
particularly notable in the area of foodstuffs. France had encouraged the
importation of cheap rice from its colonies in Indochina, and rice became
a staple of the diet, particularly in urban settings, despite being all but
absent from traditional farming systems. By 1974, the cost of imported
rice had reached CFAF18 billion, and imported food accounted for 5-10
percent of the value of all imports (Craven and Tuluy 1981; Youm 1991,
p. 25).

Successive governments grappled with these structural problems. To
decrease real wages in the public sector to levels consistent with post-
colonial fiscal realities, the government imposed a wage freeze on public
sector employees from independence until 1968. Throughout the 1970s
and early 1980s as well, the real wages of public servants were allowed to
fall close to one-third (Berg 1990, p. 12). This freeze sharply lowered the
real urban wage because the private sector followed the lead set by the
state on salaries (see table 8-1). The common perception that post-
colonial economic policies have routinely favored urban workers at the
expense of the countryside (Bates 1981; Lofchie 1975) is thus, in the case
of Senegal, something of a simplification. Between 1960 and 1983, aver-
age urban income was halved, while rural incomes decreased a more
modest 22 percent. 6 The perception is accurate, however, in the sense
that the government was never able or willing to contain growth of
public sector employment, in part because of pressures to deal with the
problem of unemployment. As indicated in table 8-1, the central bureau-
cracy grew from some 10,000 employees at independence to 37,700 in
1970 and 59,300 in 1980.7 As a result, the public sector wage bill still
accounted for close to 60 percent of government recurrent expenditures
in 1980, despite the reduction in the real wage of the individual civil
servant.

Public sector direct involvement in production was for the most part
limited to agriculture. The government allowed private French and Mid-
dle Eastern interests as well as increasingly aggressive local businessmen
to dominate most industrial sectors, albeit in the context of considerable
influence peddling, rent seeking, and favoritism (Boone 1992). Direct
public sector involvement was focused on agriculture, reasonably per-
ceived as an area of critical importance in which market imperfections
justified an important role for the state. An impressive apparatus of
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Table 8-1. Civil Service Employment in Senegal, 1970-90

Government wage Total Average monthly earnings
bill (billions employment (CFA francs)

Fiscal year of CFA francs) (thousands) Thousands Deflated

1970 20.8 37.7 46.0 107.9
1971 21.6 38.5 46.8 105.6
1972 23.3 39.7 48.9 103.8
1973 25.5 40.6 52.3 99.9
1974 32.0 42.7 62.5 102.4
1975 37.0 45.9 67.2 83.5
1976 40.8 - - -
1977 41.8 52.7 66.1 73.0
1978 48.4 51.8 77.9 89.6
1979 68.5 56.9 100.3 90.8
1980 79.4 59.3 111.6 100.0
1981 83.3 63.0 110.2 93.2
1982 92.7 66.3 116.5 84.0
1983 100.4 67.7 123.6 79.8
1984 106.6 67.0 132.6 76.6
1985 111.8 68.8 135.4 69.2
1986 119.8 68.1 146.6 70.5
1987 122.3 67.1 151.9 76.3
1988 125.2 66.5 156.9 80.3
1989 126.8 63.6 167.7 85.5
1990 129.5 63.7 - -

- Nor available.
Source: Berg 1990, pp. 4, 194; World Bank staff estimates.

public institutions was developed in the years after independence, includ-
ing ONCAD (National Office of Cooperation and Assistance for Develop-
ment) and its successor agency the National Company for Rural Procure-
ment, the Company for Agricultural Development and Dissemination,
SAED (Society for the Development and Management of the Delta), the
Company for the Development of Casamance, and SODEFITEX (Company
for the Development of Textile Fibers).8 These organizations sought to
intervene in every aspect of the rural economy.

The state's deployment of resources generated by the agricultural and
the mining sectors is at the heart of the political economy of Senegal.
Over the past thirty years, the government has invested financial and
human resources to improve the productivity of the two main commodi-
ties, groundnuts and phosphates. An average of 10 percent of all public
investment was devoted to the rural economy during this period (Toure
1985, p. 12). The government pushed for the extension of new crops
such as cotton, maize, and cowpeas. Specialized public agencies distrib-
uted credit, seeds, subsidized fertilizers, and equipment to about 1,700
state cooperatives in villages throughout the country (Barker 1985;
Delgado and Jammeh 1991; Waterbury and Gersovitz 1987). It invested
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heavily in infrastructure for irrigated agriculture, notably along the
Senegal River (Freud 1988).

The government also taxed agriculture, notably by paying farmers
well below world market prices. Thus, producer prices for groundnuts
averaged only 43 percent of unit export prices during the 1970s.9 Policy-
makers argued that taxing agriculture was justified because it funded
investments that increased productivity and thus increased or maintained
net producer incomes. Using smallholder surpluses to finance public
institutions spearheading agricultural development conformed to the
dominant development fashions of the day and was eagerly promoted by
external aid and lending agencies as well as the government. These insti-
tutions and the taxes meant to pay for them would have justified them-
selves had they engineered significant improvements in agricultural pro-
ductivity or even prevented its erosion. The fact is, however, that
government intervention in agriculture did not generate sustainable in-
creases in either yields or aggregate production.

In particular, the government was only partly successful in diversifying
its exports away from groundnuts. By 1982, groundnut products were
still the single largest export, accounting for 25 percent of all exports,
while phosphates and fishing accounted for 11 and 18 percent, respec-
tively. (Senegal is the seventh largest producer of phosphates in the
world, with annual sales of 15 million tons.) Within agriculture, ground-
nuts retained its central position, although peasants tended to devote an
increasing share of their land to food crops. Projects to promote the
large-scale irrigated cultivation of crops like rice yielded disappointing
results despite cost overruns that rendered them largely uneconomical.

To be fair to the government, it must be said that agricultural policy
was conducted in the context of highly variable and declining rainfall.
The level of rainfall fell from an average of 799 millimeters a year in
1961-65 to 448 millimeters a year in 1981-85: drought conditions
reigned in 1968, 1970, 1972, 1973, 1978, 1980, 1984, and 1985 (World
Bank 1989b, p. 49). The effects of this natural calamity were related to
and compounded by human activities that accelerated the deterioration
of an already fragile ecosystem, notably through deforestation, overgraz-
ing, and improper crop rotation.

The policy of spearheading the development process with an expansive
and intrusive public sector was never an economic success, leading even-
tually to the current crisis. It was much more successful in political terms,
as these institutions helped the regime consolidate its power and then
maintain political stability.

The Politics of State-Led Growth

After independence, the state extracted revenues from commodity pro-
duction to buy support from rural elites, the civil service, and, to a lesser
extent, the labor union hierarchy and the security and defense apparatus.
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The relative strength of these groups and of religious and political pa-
trons was reflected in their differential access to state resources and rents.
At the same time, economic stagnation put increasing pressure on the
state to limit transfers to them.

Politics was conditioned, first, by the presence of three somewhat
overlapping groups, all based essentially in Dakar: civil servants, mem-
bers of trade unions, and students. The civil service constituted the social
base of the regime and was its primary clientele. Its political power can
be traced back to the middle of the nineteenth century when France
enfranchised a small number of urban African elites and then granted full
political rights to the country's four biggest towns (Dakar, Goree, Ru-
fisque, and Saint-Louis) as communes de plein exercise. As independence
approached, the main beneficiaries of this policy of assimilation were the
African civil servants, since the public sector was the leading avenue of
social promotion for educated elites (Crowder 1962).

Leaders of the nationalist movement made generous promises in order
to win the support of what was the most cohesive and powerful social
category in the political system. After independence, civil servants con-
tinued to receive high salaries and extensive entitlements, such as health
care, housing assistance, and so on. In exchange for these benefits, the
bureaucracy became a client of the ruling party, and high-level adminis-
trative posts became politicized. The overlap of party and state allowed
state elites to use administrative institutions to distribute rents, pa-
tronage, and other resources in exchange for loans, illicit investments,
and profits. They also controlled and benefited from the inflows of for-
eign aid.

Senghor used the resources of the state to consolidate power and then
reward supporters, co-opt opponents, and play political factions against
one another. Such political strategies necessarily fueled state growth and
conditioned the choice of a state-led development strategy. In addition,
the civil service's influence on policy was reinforced by the size of the
public sector inherited from the colonial period, the fact that it was
concentrated in Dakar, and its organization in the trade unions. Public
sector employment, defined as the civil service plus noncommercial pub-
lic enterprises, comprised 52 percent of total employment in the formal
sector in 1960 and still 45 percent in 1980.10

The state's relationship to organized labor was more complex. Senegal
had a long tradition of labor movement activities, and unions had played
a key role during the decolonization period. However, the postcolonial
state soon excluded the most militant and confrontational unionists from
labor leadership. In 1968, widespread discontent in its rank and file led
the National Union of Senegalese Workers to break ranks with the ruling
coalition and call for a national strike to protest the decline in living
standards of its membership. The government dissolved that union,
banned all independent union activity, and created the National Confed-
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eration of Senegalese Workers (Confederation Nationale des Travailleurs
Senegalais, or CNTS) as the official trade union linked to the ruling party.
In keeping with the state's general strategy of repression coupled with co-
optation, the CNTS was guaranteed ministerial posts, as well as the vice
presidency and ten deputies in the National Assembly, in exchange for
helping maintain social peace. The union was also assured of representa-
tion in major bodies such as the Economic and Social Council (Conseil
Economique et Social) and the boards of parastatals. In turn, it adopted
the policy of participation responsable, under which it discouraged
strikes and promoted rank-and-file support for the single party. The
CNTS came to represent some sixty or so individual unions, with a mem-
bership between 50,000 and 60,000 workers. Its presence in the govern-
ment allowed it to promote favorable labor legislation, as well as to
lobby for subsidies on basic consumer items such as sugar, rice, and
bread.

The students-bureaucrats in the making-also received the attention
of the government and were the third important group in urban politics,
in part because of their sheer numbers in a country where more than half
the population was below twenty years of age. Moreover, the University
of Dakar, initially designed to serve all of Francophone West Africa, was
now essentially Senegalese and increasingly radicalized on political and
economic issues. Students received scholarships, free tuition, subsidized
meals and rooms, as well as guaranteed jobs after graduation. Despite
this, the government never succeeded in incorporating the majority of
students in official youth organizations. On the contrary, schools were
often disturbed by sporadic demonstrations and strikes. In fact, the stu-
dent riots of 1968 posed the most serious threat to governmental stability
in the decades after independence.

Before independence, politics had been largely circumscribed to these
urban groups. The first generation of nationalist leaders, men like Blaise
Diagne and Lamine Gueye, hardly bothered seeking support in the coun-
tryside. Leopold Senghor's rise to power was due, at least in part, to his
early grasp of the importance of rural support (Coulon 1990). As the
franchise was progressively extended to the countryside, his party's supe-
rior organization there ensured him electoral victory. To consolidate his
power and ensure political stability, Senghor sought alliances with rural
elites and, in particular, with leaders of the Islamic brotherhoods, or
marabouts, who dominate rural society.

In Senegal, Islamic brotherhoods carry significant political weight (for
a much more complete introduction to them, see Copans 1988; Coulon
1981; Magassouba 1985; O'Brien 1975). More than 90 percent of the
population in Senegal embrace Islam, although less than half did so at the
turn of the century. The main vehicle for propagating Islam during the
twentieth century has been the Islamic brotherhoods. Today, most Mus-
lims are affiliated with one of the three major brotherhoods: the Ti-
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janiyya, the Mourides, and the Qadiriyya, each distinguished by slight
differences in conduct and ritual, but all practicing the Sufi form of
Islam. Although there are literally hundreds of marabouts, the brother-
hoods are hierarchically organized and led by khalifes who can trace
their origin to the founder of the brotherhood.

The marabouts' political role started in the colonial period and in-
creased during decolonization. The French colonial administration pro-
moted the authority and power of the brotherhood leaders as an instru-
ment of social control, and marabouts feared that independence would
rupture the country's relations with France. They sought to guarantee
French economic and political interests in the country. Their stance
helped weaken the most intransigent militant leaders within the national-
ist movement. In the early years of independence, these religious leaders
sided with Senghor against Prime Minister Dia and his team of techno-
crats, accusing them of introducing rural policies that sought to liberate
small producers from the rural elite. The state under Senghor and Diouf
continued to use the marabouts as intermediaries in the countryside and
as instruments of social control. The marabouts were important bene-
ficiaries of state action, obtaining free distribution of or subsidies for
seeds, fertilizers, and equipment. They had easy access to capital, with
little pressure to pay back loans, and were able to import duty-free
goods. They also served as intermediaries between the state and the peas-
antry: as patrons, they could guarantee jobs for their followers in the
state administration, which they were allowed to influence; and they
secured strategically placed development projects such as roads, wells,
schools, and industries for their client areas (Copans 1988; Coulon
1981; Gellar 1982; O'Brien 1971, 1975; Schumacher 1975).

The state's generosity toward the marabouts had economic and politi-
cal foundations. First, the marabouts controlled large groundnut estates
of their own and enjoyed the free labor of their followers, called taalibe.
A zakat, or tithe, also brought them a share of the harvest from the
private farms of other followers. O'Brien (1977, p. 223) estimates that
the khalife general of the Mourides received well over $100,000 annually
from groundnuts during the 1970s. His own farms totaled more than
750 hectares (Copans 1980, pp. 243-44). In addition, the marabouts
exercised considerable influence over the economic decisions of the taa-
libe, notably the crops selected at the beginning of each year. As many as
two-thirds of all groundnut producers were affiliated with the Mouride
brotherhood alone, which accounted for as much as two-thirds of the
crop every year. Thus, the approval of the marabouts was critical to the
success of any agricultural program (Barker 1985; Markovitz 1970; Wa-
terbury and Gersovitz 1987). Second, marabouts could deliver the rural
vote. In a country where 70 percent of the population was rural and
illiterate and where policies were discussed in a foreign language and
decided by a westernized elite, marabouts provided the link to the
masses. Even though they did not make policies, their support for a
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leader or a political party generally decided the election. As the regime
democratized after 1976, their political importance grew.

The influence of the marabouts, the civil service, and the unions in the
allocation of resources was considerable; that of the small agricultural
producer and the embryonic Senegalese entrepreneur was not. As dis-
cussed, government agricultural policy emphasized large parastatals that
were supposed to promote intensive production, not incentives for indi-
vidual farmers. State institutions were allowed to fall under the control
of rural elites. The government's treatment of smallholder agriculture led
to what has been called the malaise paysan, a wave of rural discontent
that grew after 1968.

Farmers were not, however, completely powerless to affect govern-
ment decisions. Peasants began withdrawing from the production of cash
crops and turning toward subsistence crops. They boycotted the official
structures in favor of parallel markets and refused to pay the debts they
had accumulated toward the state. Even the usually conservative reli-
gious leaders joined the peasant movement. In 1970, for example, the
marabouts openly undermined the state's authority by refusing to bless
the groundnut seeds and then blessing only those of the food crops millet
and sorghum. The peasantry's actions denied the state the resources to
carry out its policies. In a response that has not varied since, the govern-
ment briefly increased groundnut prices, forgave peasant debts, and pro-
moted the construction of schools, health care facilities, and water wells
in the most sensitive areas. In addition, it increased its assiduous courting
of the marabouts. Debt forgiveness was the most important of these
measures, given its fiscal implications: in 1981/82, for example, the
government canceled CFAF30 billion of farmers' debt, which would not
have been paid anyway. " I

As Barker (1985, p. 64) perceptively notes, the lack of durable changes
in relative prices reflected the political weakness of small producers.
Indeed, besides keeping producer prices low, authorities also sought to
maintain a rural power structure characterized by the domination of
religious leaders, local notables, and party bosses. Thus, small farmers
had no institutional leverage to lobby for more timely technical services
or better prices. In 1972, the government introduced some reforms in
rural administration that officially sought to give rural populations a
larger role in local administration. Issues of law and order, rural commu-
nity budgets, rural taxes, and land allocation were to be discussed in
locally elected councils, thus increasing popular participation. These
rural councils were nonetheless placed under the supervision and tutelage
of the local administrative authority-the sous-prefet-obliging the local
population to operate within a policy framework set by the government.
Furthermore, the reforms served to strengthen the hand of the rural
elites, whose influence and power undermined open debate, and further
stifled the possibility of political pluralism and change.

Finally, state policies prevented the emergence of an autonomous na-
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tional business class. At independence, French businessmen owned more
than 95 percent of the firms in the modern manufacturing sector, which
included some ninety-five businesses in 1963. The French monopolized
the modern banking sector and import-export trade as well. Senegalese
entrepreneurs were left to compete with the Lebanese community for
retail trade and small-scale businesses in the service sector.12 During the
1960s, government policies did not challenge the dominance of the
French firms, which remained undiminished. As late as 1967, for exam-
ple, Senegalese businessmen obtained only about CFAF700 million of
loans made by the banking sector, some 3 percent of a total of CFAF22
billion loaned that year (Bathily 1989). Government import-substitution
policies favored French interests, notably in the allocation of investment
incentives (Lo 199 1, p. 65).

The progressive Africanization of the economy during the 1960s and
1970s did not strengthen the business class (Boone 1990, pp. 433-37).
French withdrawal was followed by state control, an expanding public
sector, and growing politicization of the opportunities left for the private
sector. Thus, in the agricultural sector, state interventionist policies drove
Senegalese intermediaries out of the niche left them by the colonial ad-
ministration. In 1968, Senegalese businessmen formed the National
Union of Senegalese Economic Groups to protest government policies
and demand access to import opportunities, loans guaranteed by the
state, control of the Chamber of Commerce, and protection for their
nascent enterprises (Bathily 1989). These protests, as well as the labor
and student unrest in 1968, led the government to nationalize several
important private businesses and utility companies. The 1970s thus wit-
nessed the progressive emergence of a more aggressive industrial policy
on the part of the state and implementation of most of the union's de-
mands. Industrial policy was used as a political instrument, however,
rather than as a development strategy. The ruling party used the parasta-
tals to finance its activities and to find jobs for many of its adherents.
Relations between government and business were characterized by clien-
telism and cronyism, with access to loans, licenses, subsidies, and gov-
ernment contracts being greatly facilitated for persons claiming family or
political ties to the ruling elite. When the first opposition parties put the
interests of the Senegalese business class at the forefront of their electoral
platforms, the state treasury became even more generous to Senegalese
hommes d'affaires, many of whom had more political connections than
business acumen. Given these circumstances and the chronic overvalua-
tion of the CFA franc, it is little wonder that the profitability of private
enterprises depended on the absence of internal competition and the
efficacy of import controls (Boone 1991).

The private sector was weakened by its dependence on the state. Given
its need for a dynamic business sector to promote growth, exports, and
tax revenues, the Senegalese government was surprisingly reluctant to
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foster an autonomous capitalist stratum after independence. This reluc-
tance was motivated in part by the fear that an independent business
class would use its power to undermine the regime in power and the
understanding that manipulating economic policies in a clientelist fash-
ion would be politically advantageous as well as profitable for friends
and kin. In addition, industrial policy was influenced by ideological
motives. The appeal of socialist rhetoric played its role here, but even
first-generation technocrats who paid only lip service to African social-
ism had a profound distrust of the ability of the market to value and
allocate resources. At least in part because the private sector was widely
associated with French and other foreign interests and thus genuinely
unpopular, state elites were comforted in their view that full sovereignty
and economic development required significant state regulation of the
economy.

Democratization of the Regime after 1976

The Senegalese constitution, which has been amended several times
since independence, provides for a presidential system of government.
The president is elected by direct universal suffrage for a five-year term,
as are members of the National Assembly. Half of the 120 members of
the National Assembly are elected on the basis of a nationwide system of
proportional representation, and half are elected on a winner-take-all
system of departmental lists.

The period after independence witnessed the centralization of power in
the presidency and the weakening of the legislature. During the 1964-74
period, the party and the state were progressively fused and the power of
the president reinforced, all in the name of national construction (Lo
1987). President Senghor emerged from his power struggle with
Mamadou Dia in 1962 with the firm intention of centralizing power and
making future challenges to his preeminence impossible. He eliminated
the prime minister's office and began centralizing authority within the
office of the presidency, taking decisionmaking authority away from
most ministries. Two technocrats gained prominence by assisting
Senghor's attempts to centralize power: Jean Collin and Abdou Diouf.
Jean Collin, a French colonial administrator who had taken Senegalese
nationality at independence, used his position as secretary general of the
presidency between 1962 and 1964 and then in various cabinets to help
Senghor centralize power. An able administrator and brilliant player of
bureaucratic politics, he emerged as the second most powerful man in the
Diouf regime in the mid-1980s.1 3 Abdou Diouf, a young technocrat
trained in France, entered the government in May 1963 as head of the
president's cabinet before replacing Collin in the post of secretary general
of the presidency in February 1964. He held this post until his nomina-
tion as Senghor's prime minister in 1970, with an interlude as planning
minister.
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Some parties were banned, while others were pressured into rallying
the Progressive Senegalese Union (Union Progressiste Senegalaise), so
that by the 1968 elections, the party ran uncontested. This period also
saw the rise of the "barons" within the party, conservative politicians
closely tied to clientelist networks, and the decline of the progressive
technocrats, most of whom had sided with Dia. Although such labels
should be taken with a grain of salt, it seems clear that despite his lofty
rhetoric, Senghor ruled increasingly through the skillful manipulation of
clan politics within the single party and state in a process that enhanced
the importance of the old guard of clientelist leaders who had strong
bases of rural support (Foltz 1977).

The ideology of national construction was formally abandoned in
1975, and new political parties as well as new autonomous unions were
legally recognized. Since then, there has been a cautious and progressive
process of democratization, with constitutional changes in 1976 and
1979. The regime has come to allow real political pluralism, without
threatening the preeminent position of the former single party, renamed
the Socialist Party in 1976 (Coulon 1990; Fatton 1987; Mbodji 1991).

The democratization of the regime after 1975 coincided with a return
to favor of technocrats in a process clearly abetted by the regime's eco-
nomic problems and the sense that the old clientelist politics were under-
mining the search for economic solutions. Senghor began promoting a
younger generation of civil servants with foreign degrees who clearly
intended to solve the country's economic ills and exhibited considerable
impatience with the old, less educated barons. The symbol of this genera-
tion came to be Abdou Diouf, by then Senghor's undisputed dauphin.
Diouf's growing influence within the state and within the ruling party
during the 1970s came from his technocratic credentials. Although that
image was oversold to the public in order to attract young technocrats,
rejuvenate the political system, and convey a more credible image of the
country to external aid and lending agencies, his appointment as prime
minister was clearly part of a strategy for improving the government's
management of the increasingly vulnerable economy. Throughout the
1970s, he was the economic adviser to a poet-president whose under-
standing of economic issues was at best limited. When President Senghor
resigned at the end of 1980, and Diouf became president, this younger
generation of well-trained, ambitious civil servants was in a good posi-
tion to fight for control of the party and the government.

The Onset of Crisis

Given the nation's structural economic problems and political pres-
sures, it is remarkable that the country managed to avoid recourse to the
IMF as long as it did. Fundamental economic problems were masked by
several factors. First, the continuation of French preferential treatment
for groundnut exports artificially sustained the country's terms of trade
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in the years immediately after independence. Its termination in 1968
contributed to Senegal's first fiscal crisis in the early 1970s, but the
government was able to take advantage of Franc Zone rules in order to
avoid fiscal retrenchment and stabilization (Plane 1990). The French
treasury intervened to cover Senegal's deficits, although the government
did accumulate arrears on various payments.

The commodities boom of 1974-77 saved the economy from this crisis
and further delayed reform. In 1974, the price of phosphates increased
274 percent and that of groundnut oil, 132 percent. During the next
three years., the price of phosphates remained steady, while that of
groundnut oil increased. Overall, Senegal's terms of trade improved dra-
matically during this period, even though the first oil shock had signifi-
cantly raised the energy bill (Gersovitz 1987, p. 38). The government
suddenly found itself with impressive surpluses; in the single fiscal year
1976-77, state marketing of groundnuts and phosphates generated a
surplus of CFAF1O billion for the national budget (Toure 1985, p. 37).
The government did not use these windfall revenues to promote invest-
ment or to slow the growth of debt accumulated during the previous
decade. Instead, it increased government consumption 78 percent be-
tween 1974 and 1977, the industrial minimal wage 82 percent in 1974,
and the producer price for groundnuts 30 percent in 1974 and 38 percent
in 1975 (Youm 1991, p. 26).

With the blessing and financial assistance of the external aid and lend-
ing agencies, Senegal also embarked on another round of public sector
investment, financed in part with the petrodollars that international
banks were all too willing to lend. The pace of parastatal growth quick-
ened, with investments of dubious value and the increasingly careless
management of resources. The result was the accumulation of public
debt, much of it in the parastatal sector. Thus, ONCAD possessed debts of
more than CFAF90 billion by the early 1980s (Caswell 1984); SOSAP, a
parastatal for fisheries, had debts of CFAF1 2 billion; and SAED had debts
of CFAFI0 billion. The nation's total external public debt was estimated
at $1.3 billion, or 45 percent of GDP, in 1980.

The government evidently believed that the commodities boom would
continue and that cyclical downturns could be overcome with the help of
external aid and lending agencies, whose assistance to Senegal had in-
creased rapidly since the Sahel drought. Indeed, as Lewis (1987, pp.
282-90) has shown, during the 1970s, international transfers more than
compensated the decline in domestic investment. The government's opti-
mism initially seemed well founded, since the mid-1970s also saw an
average annual rate of growth in GNP of 4.5 percent, the highest since
independence. Unfortunately, the boom in phosphates and groundnut oil
collapsed in 1978, a severe drought occurred that year, and the second oil
shock hit the economy in 1979. The economy found itself in another
financial crisis. By 1981, the current account deficit had reached one-



Table 8-2. Macroeconomic Indicators for Senegal, 1 981-90
Indicator 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

(in billions of current CFA francs)
Grossdomesticproduct 674 849 945 1,022 1,151 1,304 1,382 1,483 1,478 1,590

Primary 120 184 203 173 217 291 300 333 282 327
Secondary 107 127 146 174 205 228 247 273 272 292
Tertiary 447 537 595 674 736 785 836 877 921 971

Resource balance -130 -104 -116 - 97 - 130 -71 -78 -75 -78 -64
Imports- 347 395 427 484 474 416 423 448 474 474
Exports- 216 291 311 387 344 346 346 373 396 410

Net official transfers 48 60 60 61 60 61 64 61 72 75
Fiscal balanceb -70 -77 -78 -54 -50 -47 -60 -64 -70 -8

Expenditures 222 253 270 258 269 298 311 310 330 309
Revenues 152 176 189 204 219 251 251 246 260 301

(as a percentage of gross domestic product)
Gross domestic investment 11.9 11.3 11.9 11.7 9.8 11.0 11.7 12.5 10.8 12.7
Fiscal balancec - 9.3 -8.7 -7.9 -5.0 -4.1 -3.5 -4.2 -4.4 -4.6 -0.5
Resource balance -19.3 -12.3 -12.3 -9.5 -11.2 -5.4 -5.6 -5.0 -5.3 -4.0

Importsb 51.4 46.5 45.2 47.4 40.9 31.9 30).6 30.2 32.1 29.8
Exportsb 32.1 34.2 32.9 37.9 29.7 26.5 25.0 25.2 26.8 25.8

Inflation rate
European currentprice index 11.3 12.5 9.4 8.5 8.0 6.2 -2.2 -0.4 0.1 4.7
African currentprice index 5.9 17.4 11.6 11.8 13.1 6.1 -4.1 -1.8 0.4 0.3

Exchange rate (CFA francs per U.S.
dollar)d 272 329 381 437 449 346 301 298 319 272

Note: Errors are due to rotinding.
a. Trade figures include goods and nonfactor services.
b. On cash basis, before debt rescheduling. Dates refer to fiscal (for example, 1981 refers to fiscal 1981/82).
c. Annual average.
d. Provisional estimate.
Source: Estimates of the World Bank staff; World Bank 1989a, 1989b; International Monetary Fund, various years.
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fifth of GDP, while the government's budget deficit now totaled 9.3 per-
cent (see table 8-2). Between 1977 and 1982, real GNP is estimated to
have declined an annual average of 5.3 percent.

The Adjustment Experience, 1980-91

The government's initial response to the crisis was indecisive and
mixed. Segments of the state elite evidently believed the problems were
cyclical and could be overcome with fresh infusions of capital from exter-
nal aid and lending agencies in a pattern already well established (Lewis
1987, pp. 289-99). Thus, despite its difficulties, the government can-
celed farmers' debts again in 1978 and allowed public sector wages to
increase some 36 percent in 1979, with further negative consequences for
the deficit.

Abdou Diouf and Reform

Officially, the government responded to this crisis with a short-term
stabilization plan in December 1979, the Medium-Term Economic and
Financial Recovery Plan (EFR.P), which covered the 1980-84 period and
provided the framework for several early adjustment efforts by external
aid and lending agencies. A first structural loan was signed with the
World Bank in December 1979, and an extended fund facility credit was
negotiated with the IMF in August 1980 (Senegal's relationship with the
World Bank is exhaustively reviewed in a 1989 report by the Bank's
Operations Evaluation Department; see World Bank 1989b). The gov-
ernment promised to reduce the current account deficit from almost 16
percent of GDP to between 6 and 7 percent, to increase net public savings
from 15 percent of public investment in 1981 to 25 percent in 1985, to
raise the overall level of investment from 16 percent in 1981 to 18
percent in 1985, and to achieve a 4 percent annual growth of GDP (Duru-
fk 1988; World Bank 1989b, pp. 20-22).

It is in this climate of economic uncertainty at the end of 1980 that
Senghor resigned in favor of Diouf. In his first speech as president in
January 1981, Diouf acknowledged the need for major economic and
political changes in the country and made explicit the reformist ambi-
tions of his presidency. As prime minister since 1970, Diouf appreciated
the severity of the economic crisis and the unsustainability of current
policies. He had played a large role in drafting the EFRP (Lewis 1987, p.
302). The slogan "Moins d'Etat, Mieux d'Etat" (Less State, Better State)
reflected Diouf's heartfelt belief as a technocrat in the possibility of creat-
ing a more efficient developmental role for the state. That is not to say
that he fully espoused the economic liberalism of the U.S.-based institu-
tions. The ideal state for Diouf and his allies was still a highly dirigiste
state, but one without the cronyism and political expediencies of the old
single-party model.
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He was well aware of the obstacles to reform, however. The political
and administrative leadership was deeply divided over the speed of re-
form, not only because of its uncertainties, but also because many bene-
fited from the current policies. Moreover, the inefficient and slow-
moving Senegalese administration was a poor instrument for change. As
the appointed heir to Senghor, Diouf found it difficult to control the
political game and rein in the old regime's barons, who had independent
power bases, particularly within the Socialist Party. Insofar as Diouf had
a power base, it lay within the state apparatus, not the ruling party.

Diouf's dilemmas were exemplified by the failures of the EFRP. The
government was not able to redress the economic situation, despite the
financial support of the external aid and lending agencies. Part of the
blame lay in the bad weather of 1980 and 1981, which led to terrible
groundnut crops and greater food imports. In addition, public debt
turned out to be much higher than originally admitted, and the govern-
ment proved incapable of balancing expenditures and revenues (table
8-2). In fact, fiscal revenues declined 10 percent in real terms between
1979 and 1984 (Durufle 1988, p. 31). Furthermore, the government lost
ground in the months preceding the elections in February 1983 as urban
salaries rose considerably.' 4 The IMF had already discontinued the ex-
tended fund facility credit in January 1981 and replaced it with one-year
standby agreements. The World Bank canceled the second tranche of its
first structural adjustment loan (SAL I) in June 1983 because of
noncompliance.

The process of democratization that Diouf put in motion in 1981 must
be understood in this context. The progressive and controlled democra-
tization of the regime served the interests of economic reform in several
ways. First, as a long-standing demand of the opposition, democratiza-
tion would provide Diouf with greater legitimacy and deflect attention
away from the economic crisis. Senghor opposed the democratization
measures, so Diouf's initiative was welcomed and helped defuse political
polarization and opposition to the economic program taking shape. Con-
fident that there was no policy alternative to economic reform and-
perhaps more important-that he could maintain control over the politi-
cal game, Diouf may have felt that the greater pluralism of multiparty
democracy would serve as a useful pressure valve and help channel
discontent.

Second, Diouf believed that democratization would serve the interests
of economic reform by forcing the state to be more accountable and
disciplined. D)emocratization was thus a weapon against the old Senghor
barons whose clientelism and corruption Diouf believed to be responsible
for the crisis. Democratization would free him from the grips of the
Socialist Party. In plebiscitary fashion, democratization would bestow
enough power on the presidency and legitimacy on Diouf himself to
enable him to accomplish reform without recourse to the web of Socialist
Party networks on which Senghor had based his own power.
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In this context Diouf moved to liberalize the political system despite
foot dragging from the party bosses. There were already four political
parties: the ruling Socialist Party; the Senegalese Democratic Party, a
liberal democratic party; the African Independence Party, Marxist in
orientation; and the conservative Senegalese Republican Movement. On
the day of his inauguration, the new president promised to remove all
legal restrictions on political parties. Twelve new parties soon emerged,
covering the political spectrum, although none had a solid power base
(see table 8-3). The only party that proved capable of gaining significant
electoral support was the Senegalese Democratic Party, led by the attor-
ney Abdoulaye Wade. Gaining roughly one-fifth of the vote in 1978 and
1983, it alone received support from different segments of society. Other
parties received support largely from urban intellectuals.

The failure of the EFRP indicated the obstacles to economic reform.
Diouf knew he could not undertake the necessary structural reforms of
the state and of the Socialist Party without a popular mandate, which he
sought in a general election held in February 1983 (Hesseling 1985, pp.
292-300; O'Brien 1983). These elections, which he promised would be
the freest in Senegal's history, were risky. His promises of political liberal-
ization had, as he had gambled, gained him the goodwill of the public,
and he won the presidential race with an impressive 84 percent of the
vote, beating five rivals. The multiparty system in fact split the opposi-
tion, especially the extreme left, and helped inflate the Socialist Party's
dominance, which officially won 80 percent of the vote and 111 out of
120 seats. For the first time, the party proved less popular than Diouf
himself. Despite the low turnout and allegations of fraud (only 58 per-
cent of registered voters actually voted; see Coulon 1990, p. 426), the
elections strengthened Diouf's position and provided him with a popular
mandate and considerable legitimacy to begin serious economic and po-
litical reforms.

Armed thus, he abandoned the EFRP and replaced it with the Economic
Adjustment Plan in the Medium and Long Term (PAML), which was
announced in mid-1984. Diouf moved quickly to increase his personal
control over the administration. First, he eliminated the post of prime
minister through the constitutional revision of 1983 and introduced sev-
eral other institutional changes to limit the power of the National Assem-
bly and reinforce the presidential character of the Senegalese system. As
he explained, eliminating the Prime Ministry would "lessen the number
of intermediaries and accelerate decisionmaking and provide the presi-
dency with a direct understanding of the problems of the Senegalese
people" (authors' translation, quoted in Wane 1990, p. 84).

Second, the most unpopular barons were eased out of the government
and replaced with men and women with obvious technical qualifications.
Among the new ministers were well-known opposition leaders as well as
experts familiar wvith international organizations. Technocrats increased
their number within the government but also improved their position in
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Table 8-3. Political Parties in Senegal, in Order of their Founding,
1947-88
Party Description Datefounded

Socialist Party (Parti Democratic socialist; October 27, 1947
Socialiste) member of the Socialist

International
Senegalese Democratic Center right Founded August 8, 1974

Party (Parti
Democratique

Senegalais)
African Independence Party Split of the old African Recognized August 1976

(Parri Africain de Indendence Party of
l'Ind6pendance) 1957; Marxist-Leninist

Republican Movement of Conservative Founded February 7, 1979
Senegal (Mouvement
Republicain Senegalais)

National Democratic Rally Nationalist and pan- Legalized June 18, 1981
(Rassemblement Africanist
National Democratique)

Socialist Workers Trotskvist Founded July 4,1981
Organization
(Organisation Socialiste
des Travailleurs)

Democratic League/ Marxist-Leninist Legalized July 9, 1981
Movement for the
Workers Party (Ligue
D6mocratique/
Mouvement pour le Parti
du Travail)

And-Jff/Revolurionary Marxist Legalized July 9, 1981
Movement for New
Democracy (And-Jeff/
Mouvement Revolu-
tionnaire pour la
Democratie Nouvelle)

Party of Independence and Split of the old Party of Founded July 9, 1981
Labor (Parti de African Independence
l'independance et du
Travail)

the ranking order of the ministers, an important indication of their grow-
ing influence in decisionmaking. Technocratic skills and the ability to
generate alternative analysis became an important criterion for positions
of leadership, rather than simply one's position within the Socialist Party.
The promotion of independent technocrats indicated Diouf's intention to
free himself from the ruling party. In addition, of course, these techno-
crats tended to be less well known and typically lacked their own power
base, making them more dependent on the presidency.

Third, Diouf sought to improve the internal capacities of government
by initiating several administrative reforms. He reinforced data collec-
tion and policy analysis capabilities to improve the government's infor-
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Party Description Date founded

Union for a People's Left Founded July 20, 1981
Democracy (LUnion pour
la Democratie Populaire)

Senegalese People's Party Pragmatist Founded October 12, 1981
(Parti Populaire
Senegalais)

African Party for the Leftist Founded July 30, 1982
Independence of the
Masses (Parti Africain
pour l'Independance des
Masses)

Party for the People's Split of the National Founded August 31, 1983
Liberation (Parti pour la Democratic Rally
Liberation du Peuple)

Union for Senegalese Split of the Senegalese Founded 1985
Democracy-Renewal Democratic Party
'Union pour la
Democratie Senegalaise-
Renouveau)

Party for Senegalese Split of the Senegalese Founded 1985
Democracy-Renewal Democratic Party
(Parti Democratique
Senegalais-Renouveau)

Movement for Socialism Fusion of two former Founded 1988
and Democracy political parties:
(Mouvement pour le Movement for People's
Socialisme et Democracy (Mouvement
Democratic) pour la Democratie) and

Workers' Communist
League (Ligue Com-
muniste du Travail);
autonomous socialism
and Troskyist

mation base and economic expertise. A team of young analysts and
statisticians supervised by Mamoudou Toure was charged with produc-
ing periodic, well-documented reports on the economic conditions of the
country, first at the Ministry of Planning and later at the Ministry of
Economy and Finance. Policy analysis units were created or reinforced in
other ministries as well.

The government also created several coordinating committees to pro-
mote communication among ministries and speed up decisionmaking.
The most important of these was the Interministerial Committee of Su-
pervision, composed of the minister of state; the general secretary of the
presidency; the ministers of planning, economy and finance,'rural devel-
opment, industry and crafts, and trade; and the director of the central
bank. The Committee for Implementation of the Structural Adjustment
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Program (CSPA) was created in early 1985 to be the general coordinating
body of the adjustment program. Constituted of five high-level techno-
crats and financed under a United Nations project, the CSPA provided
technical support to the Interministerial Committee of Supervision,
through its chair, a full-fledged member of the full committee. The inter-
ministerial committee met every three months, with the head of state as
its chair, to evaluate implementation of the structural adjustment pro-
gram. Their conclusions were to be implemented by the CSPA. This par-
ticular arrangement was intended to insulate the CSPA from the
Senegalese administration and professional politicians.

The CSPA, which soon became the main interlocutor with external aid
and lending agencies, worked with special cells created within the minis-
tries as part of the structural adjustment program. In time, it diverted
power from established agencies, which tended to act like private interest
groups engaged in lobbying. The rest of the civil service soon resented the
extra resources and perks granted to these special units.

In brief, 1983-85 witnessed Diouf striving to create the necessary
conditions within his government for a concerted reform attempt. The
reformist team of technocrats he assembled brought about the adjust-
ment he sought and helped him consolidate his power free from the grasp
of the Socialist Party.

The Adjustment Program, 1984-91

Debates about the adjustment process in Senegal have concerned not
only the program's design, internal logic, and impact on the economy but
also the degree to which certain measures were actually carried out.
Some observers in and out of Senegal have blamed the economy's ills on
the PAML. Yet, a report commissioned by USAfD argues that the govern-
ment achieved some macroeconomic stabilization but largely failed to
carry out the structural adjustment program. It concludes that, "despite
many positive changes, little real adjustment took place in Senegal over
the decade, and many of the policies set out in government statements of
loan agreements were weakly implemented" (Berg 1990, p. xv). Is such a
negative assessment warranted? To what extent have Senegal's continu-
ing economic problems arisen because of, rather than despite, the ad-
justment program? Parts of the program were clearly implemented on
schedule and satisfactorily. Nonetheless, implementation was highly un-
even, varying across areas in revealing ways, and slowed considerably
after an initial burst of action in 1986-88.

In all but one respect, the PAML consisted of a fairly conventional
package of reform measures. The following brief discussion starts with
the measures in the program that aimed for short-term stabilization and
then analyzes the policy reforms whose objective was longer-term, sus-
tained economic growth and structural transformation of the economy.
This analysis is not comprehensive and only covers elements of the re-
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form program relevant to the political analysis that follows (it does not,
for example, discuss the government's relatively successful restructuring
of the banking sector or reform of the public enterprise sector).

STABILIZATION. Stabilization measures, such as limiting government
expenditures and placing tighter controls on credit, were pursued more
consistently than any other part of the program. Government expendi-
tures were cut from 32 percent of GDP in fiscal 1981/92 to 21 percent in
1989/90. The growth of credit fell from an average of more than 20
percent annually during the 1970s to some 5 percent in 1989. Effort was
made to limit the share of the wage bill in overall government expendi-
tures. Real wages in the public sector were allowed to decrease 15 per-
cent between 1980 and 1989, and the size of the civil service was held
more or less constant from 1986 to 1991.

These measures are standard fare for reform supported by the IMF and
World Bank. The program did not include a devaluation of the currency,
however, because this was precluded (through 1992) by Senegal's mem-
bership in the West African Monetary Union. As a member of the Franc
Zone, Senegal shared a currency, the franc of the Communaute Finan-
ciere Africaine (CFA franc), with the other fourteen members. The CFA
franc was pegged to the French franc at the rate of 50: 1, a parity that had
not changed since 1948. The members of the Franc Zone keep their
reserves in the French treasury, in exchange for which France agrees to
guarantee convertibility of the currency. The developmental merits of the
Franc Zone have long been a source of debate (Guillaumont and Guillau-
mont 1984, 1988; Martin 1986; Vallee 1989; van de Walle 1991). The
member states clearly have little control over the parity of the CFA franc
with other currencies. Recent years have witnessed both high levels of
exchange rate variability and, for many of the countries in the zone, high
levels of overvaluation (table 8-2). This has led to repeated calls for
devaluation (Vallee 1989), which have been steadfastly resisted by both
France and all the member states. Because the government was not able
to effectuate a nominal devaluation, it had to pursue a depreciation of
the real exchange rate through fiscal and commercial policy alone. The
exact level of overvaluation in Senegal during this period is subject to
some dispute, and estimates are sensitive to the methodology used (for
discussions, see Devarajan and de Melo 1987; Krumm 1987). The level
of overvaluation was perhaps 15-25 percent in the late 1970s, followed
by improved competitiveness in the early 1980s. This improvement was
due to a variety of factors, including the strong appreciation of the dollar
between 1979 and 1985, three devaluations of the French franc between
1981 and 1983, and the loss of competitiveness of African economies
outside the Franc Zone (these successive devaluations of the French franc
resulted in no less than a 25 percent depreciation relative to the deutsch-
mark). By the second half of the 1980s, these external forces began
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exerting an opposite, negative influence on Senegalese competitiveness.
In particular, repeated devaluations in neighboring African countries un-
dermined the country's equilibrium exchange rate. By 1991, many ob-
servers argued that a depreciation of between 30 and 50 percent was
necessary to restore Senegal's competitiveness (Economist Intelligence
Unit 19 9 1, p. 11).

As a result of the measures undertaken under the PAML, the current
account deficit was cut from 17 percent of GDP in 1983/84 to less than
10 percent in 1988/89. Similarly, the fiscal deficit was cut from 9 percent
of GDP in fiscal 1982/83 to less than 4 percent in 1986/87, before re-
bounding to almost 5 percent in 1989/90 (if one takes into account
foreign grants, these numbers are 8 and 2 percent, respectively; see Berg
1990, p. 6). Modest growth in GDP per capita of almost 2 percent in
1986-88 and a decrease of the official inflation rate from 11 to -2
percent between 1981 and 1988 led some observers to argue that these
stabilization measures had put Senegal on the right track to achieve
sustained growth. In fact, this progress toward macroeconomic stabiliza-
tion was fragile. Budgetary growth was limited, by the sheer scarcity of
capital, to growth rates of the past. Much of the improvement in the
trade balance during the mid-1 980s resulted from the appreciation of the
U.S. dollar with respect to the French franc. The CFA franc's deprecia-
tion from CFAF209 to the dollar in 1980 to CFAF437 in 1984 provided
the economy with a respite and a temporary improvement in the current
account. 15 The dollar's decline after 1985 similarly worsened the trade
deficit, however, and by 1990, Senegalese exports totaled CFAF410 bil-
lion, while imports remained at levels comparable to the mid-1980s,
CFAF474 billion.

The government maintained high domestic prices for several consumer
goods, which constituted an increasingly important source of revenue.
By 1990, rice imports brought in CFAFI5 billion in revenues annually,
while the import tax on oil accounted for more than 12 percent of all
revenues (imported petroleum products accounted for 22 percent of all
government revenues, if value added taxes and nontax receipts are added
to the revenues from import duties). In general, that year, taxes on inter-
national trade accounted for 40 percent of all revenues. In effect, then,
fiscal stabilization depended in large part on a tax policy at odds with the
reform program's objective of trade liberalization.

Finally, at least some of the stabilization progress must be understood
in the context of finance by external aid and lending agencies and debt
forgiveness and rescheduling. Indeed, it is difficult to overstate the im-
pact of foreign transfers to the economy. During the period 1980-87,
international aid grew 18 percent a year, so that Senegal received some
$642 million in aid in 1987, equivalent to more than $100 per person, or
one-fifth of GDP. This was almost as much as total government revenues,
which were about $750 million, and made Senegal the leading recipient
of aid per capita in Africa.16
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In addition to IMF and World Bank assistance, the country received
extensive bilateral assistance. The United States and France both devel-
oped independent structural adjustment programs parallel to and coordi-
nated with the World Bank effort. French support of the state budget
alone totaled some CFAF131.5 billion in loans between 1978 and 1989
(Berg 1990, pp. 151-53). U.S. aid commitments totaled $472 million
between 1978 and 1987. In addition, a host of other bilateral aid and
lending agencies were active in Senegal. In total, during the period
1981-88, commitment of medium- and long-term loans and grants aver-
aged $600 million a year, equivalent to 16 percent of GDP.

Much of this aid came in the form of loans, and Senegal's external debt
steadily climbed throughout the 1980s. Total public debt outstanding
almost tripled, reaching $4.13 billion at the end of 1989 (World Bank
1991a), up from $1.284 billion in 1980. Indeed, Senegal successfully
negotiated debt reschedulings with the Paris Club in October 1981, No-
vember 1982, December 1983, January 1985, November 1986, Novem-
ber 1987, January 1989, and June 1991. Senegal was also the leading
beneficiary of French debt forgiveness, with the cancellation of F2.0
billion of Senegalese debt in May 1989, during the Francophone World
Summit held in Dakar.

STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT. Concurrent with these stabilization mea-
sures, the government agreed to undertake measures designed to bring
about a higher average rate of economic growth in the long term. In the
public sector, reforms sought to liquidate, privatize, and rehabilitate
many of the eighty-five existing public enterprises that had been soaking
up 40 percent of all gross fixed capital formation. In addition, two
sectoral reform programs were developed to spearhead the adjustment
program by improving competitiveness and the incentives' structure.
These were the New Agricultural Policy and the New Industrial Policy.

The New Agricultural Policy (NPA) was promulgated in 1984 and
given added momentum by measures spelled out in the Seventh Five-Year
Plan in 1985 and the National Cereals Plan in 1986. The plan was
designed to reduce the government's role in production and marketing
activities, including the liberalization of input markets, the gradual elim-
ination of subsidies on fertilizers, as well as the transfer of functions from
state agencies to private ones or to agricultural producers themselves.
The movement begun by the dissolution of ONCAD in 1980 was thus
accelerated. In addition, reform measures sought to lessen dependence
on imported rice and wheat by promoting domestic output of coarse
grains. Finally, the state's monopoly on cereal imports was eliminated.

On one level, the NPA was designed to address the near collapse of
traditional state marketing structures. In 1984/85, only 238,000 tons of
groundnuts out of the estimated 500,000 tons produced were sold to the
parastatal SONACOS; instead, farmers took their crops to parallel market-
ing structures, which paid better prices. Groundnut production rose 20
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percent in 1985/86, but the season was disastrous for the oil mills,
which in 1988/89 still operated at only 30 percent of their capacity (Le
Soleil, March 11, 1985, April 9, 1986; Sud-Hebdo, no. 61, July 12,
1989; World Bank 1987a, p. 8). Reforms in 1985 and 1986-notably the
decision to raise official prices in 1986 as well as to distribute 60,000
tons of free seeds-were thus essentially geared to preserve the official
market for cash crops and prevent the parallel market from growing
further.

Implementation of the NPA proved problematic. On the one hand,
fertilizer subsidies were eliminated progressively between 1986 and
1989, marketing was partially liberalized, the government stopped set-
ting prices for major food crops, and a number of public enterprises were
restructured. On the other hand, the government, which came to accept
the general principle that domestic prices should be linked to world
prices, proved reticent about price liberalization and continued to admin-
ister the price of groundnuts, cotton, rice, sugar, and edible oils. By
1988, the depreciation of the dollar and lower world commodity prices
led to a net loss for the government on groundnut prices. The govern-
ment backtracked from its previous commitment to improve farmer in-
centives and reduced groundnut prices 22 percent, from CFAF90 to
CFAF70 per kilogram. It argued, with some justification, that it could
not afford yearly subsidies equal to 1.4 percent of GDP.

Pressures from rural elites who had most benefited from the old poli-
cies kept delaying implementation of reform policies. For example, in
1989, farmers received a special payment equivalent to CFAF2 per kilo-
gram of groundnuts sold to SONACOS the preceding season. In addition,
they were offered the option of swapping bad or pest-damaged ground-
nut seeds for good-quality seed held by SONACOS and normally only
available for cash payments (Economist Intelligence Unit 1989). Mar-
abouts were similarly responsible for pressuring the government to au-
thorize SONACOS to distribute groundnut seeds in 1987, despite a com-
mitment to end this subsidy program, and for keeping alive the issue of
fertilizer subsidies. 17

As early as 1988, major external aid and lending agencies started
pressuring the government to quicken the pace of change. This led to a
general declaration of government policy for agriculture in December
1989 and negotiations for an agricultural sector adjustment loan in 1990
and 1991. These negotiations became quite acrimonious in 1991, as the
government refused to accept a series of conditions from external agen-
cies, notably policies governing the price of rice and fertilizer subsidies.

At the end of 1991 one could hardly speak of a structural transforma-
tion of agriculture. The past five years had witnessed some growth in the
production of food and cash crops, but this appeared to be due, at least
in part, to the return of normal levels of precipitation after the drought at
the beginning of the decade. For example, groundnut production grew
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from a low of 500,000 tons in the drought year 1984/85 to 950,000
tons in 1987/88 but still averaged less than the 1 million tons produced
annually in the late 1970s. Input use had actually fallen since the begin-
ning of the decade as a result of the reduction of subsidies on fertilizer
and pesticides, and output growth had come entirely from increased
acreage. Most of the progress in food crops had occurred because
farmers were opting out of the traditional cash crops and thus could not
be considered evidence of an aggregate increase in production. There was
little evidence of productivity growth, and rainfall remained the principal
determinant of changes in output (Berg 1990, p. 105).

Industrial reform initially took a back seat to agricultural reform, but a
fundamental revision of industrial policy was a condition of the World
Bank's second structural adjustment loan in early 1986 (see Berg 1990
for an excellent account of the New Industrial Policy; see also Boone
1991; Thioune 1991). The New Industrial Policy (NPI) was drafted by
the Ministry of Industrial Development and Small Industries, with the
help of an adviser from the United Nations Industrial Development Or-
ganization and in close consultation with the World Bank. There was
little or no consultation with industry itself, which learned about the
program only weeks before it was promulgated. Besides the measures
included in the privatization program, it emphasized the liberalization of
trade policies to lower the level of protection benefiting national firms.
This included ending quantitative restrictions, reducing and harmonizing
tariffs, eliminating special tariffs for specific industries, eliminating mer-
curiales, and liberalizing import licensing procedures. 8

By the mid-1980s, the industrial sector was composed essentially of
import-substitution light industries located on the coast near Dakar.
They were highly concentrated, with each industrial or manufacturing
branch dominated by one or two companies, most of which were hope-
lessly noncompetitive with foreign goods. Given overvaluation of the
currency, the uncertain state of the economy, and high costs of labor,
private businessmen had little incentive to invest in long-term projects.
Instead, they survived by lobbying for protection and subsidies from the
state and by engaging in short-term speculative activities and extensive
rent seeking.

Trade liberalization was of course feared by the industrial sector,
which had grown used to this extensive protection. Thus, the NPI also
included a second set of measures, which came to be known as the
mesures d'accompagnement, or accompanying measures, designed to
help firms adjust to the stiffer competition. These included measures to
decrease production costs by lowering excessive labor and energy costs,
as well as financial assistance for firms seeking to restructure, a new
investment code, and an increase in the export subsidy available to firms
seeking to sell part of their production abroad. Extensive reform of the
labor code was also foreseen to eliminate rigidities in labor markets that
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raised labor costs and lowered productivity. These measures were in-
tended to help firms weather the shock of competition and prepare the
ground for future growth.

Implementation of the NPI was uneven (Berg 1990; Thioune 1991).
Quantitative restrictions were eliminated for a wide range of products on
schedule, although they remained in place for a small number of impor-
tant imports (cement and sugar, among others) for which special arrange-
ments exist between the government and individual firms. Tariff protec-
tion was reduced, first in July 1986 and again in July 1988, and the tariff
structure was simplified. As a result, the average effective protection rate
declined from 165 percent in 1985 to 90 percent in mid-1988, and
customs duties were spread more uniformly over a larger number of
goods. However, 38 percent of all imports remained exempted from the
payment of customs duties, because of investment code privileges, dis-
pensations for government purchases, and special agreements between
the state and individual businesses. The undeniable success of tariff re-
duction was partly overturned after 1988. Prodded by the need for reve-
nue and the lobbying of businesses unabie to compete in the new environ-
ment, the government reintroduced protection measures. By August
1990, the average effective protection rate had once again reached 98
percent.

In any event, the record on tariff reduction remained positive, al-
though implementation of the accompanying measures was less satisfac-
tory. Measures designed to decrease the costs of inputs were not imple-
mented, for example, or were not implemented effectively. For example,
in 1991, energy costs remained unduly high largely because of import
taxes charged on imported oil. The state never passed on to domestic
consumers the decline in the world price of oil after 1984, largely because
this tax provided more than 12 percent of the government's revenues by
1990.'9

The government held the number of civil servants roughly constant
during the 1985-90 period at around 67,000 employees (see table 8-4).
The government's wage bill continued to rise, however, despite a wage
freeze, largely because of the liberal use of internal promotions (Berg
1990, pp. 194-9S; Terrell and Svejnar 1990). Labor costs remained
much too high for Senegal to be competitive. The NPI'S proposal to
change labor legislation in order to make hiring and firing more flexible
was defeated in the National Assembly in June 1987, after intense lobby-
ing by the trade unions, and the bill that was eventually passed consti-
tuted a much more modest improvement on existing legislation. The
World Bank initially backed off the issue when the government pleaded
that political realities made such a reform impossible. After a hiatus, the
Bank reintroduced the issue in negotiations and made lower labor costs
and increased productivity a major objective of the structural adjustment
loan (SAL IV) signed in 1990. By that point, the government appeared to
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Table 8-4. The Impact of Civil Service Reform in Senegal, 1981-90
Total Wcige bill as Wage bill as

employed in Wage bill a percent of a percent of Wage bill as
Fiscal the civil (billions of current total a percent oj
YMa r service CFA Jrancs) expenditure expenditure GDP

1981/82 63,011 83.3 50.4 39.2 11.0
1982/83 66.31(0 92.7 49.2' 36.5 10.4
1983/84 67,718 100.4 48.9 40.5 10.3
1984/85 67,034 106.6 49.1 41.9 9.7
1985/86 68.843 111.8 50.7 42.0 9.2
1986/87 68,131 119.8 51.5 41.9 8.9
1987/88 67,100 122.3 50.0 42.4 8.5
1988/89 66,549 12S.1 50.5 41.0 8.5
1989/90 63,641 126.8 49.1 38.4 8.1
1990/91 66,549 125.1 55.8 43.6 8.1

Source: World Bank 1990a; estimates of World Bank staff.

recognize that, to succeed, structural adjustment required improvements
in the labor situation. In the first decade of adjustment, the civil service
wage bill had only decreased 2 percent in real terms, suggesting that a
more concerted effort was necessary to make progress on this front. SAL

IV foresaw the reduction of the civil service by some 8,642 staff mem-
bers.2 0 However, in the uncertain political climate of 1990 and 1991, it
was not clear that the government was any more willing to tackle this
delicate issue than it had been before. Despite some undeniable initial
progress, in which a little more than 2,000 civil servants left public
employment voluntarily, only limited further movement on these mea-
sures had occurred at the time of this writing.

Another accompanying measure, the increase of export subsidies, was
also not satisfactorily implemented. Given the increasing level of cur-
rency overvaluation and the impossibility of resorting to devaluation,
policymakers viewed export subsidies as a useful instrument for promot-
ing exports. These had been resorted to as early as 1980 as part of the
EFRP, but the NPI increased and extended them to new products in Au-
gust 1986. Various restrictions, administrative delays, and red tape
greatly reduced their usefulness. Few exporters received these payments,
which were, in any event, too small to compensate the overvaluation of
the currency (the subsidy is calculated as 25 percent of domestic value
added, rather than the free on board value of the product; on the ineffec-
tiveness of tariff policy to overcome overvaluation, see Salinger and
Stryker 1991).

The final accompanying measure of some importance, the creation of
a fund to assist in industrial restructuring, also proved unsatisfactory.
The World Bank included some funding for this purpose in an industrial
restructuring credit of $25 million signed in late 1987. This credit did
not, however, start functioning until October 1988 and did not give out a
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single loan until mid-July 1989, three years after the first phase of trade
liberalization had been completed. Commercial banks were asked to
provide loans on APEX funding (the Agricultural Promotion Export
Fund) through the central bank, although they had little or no experience
in industrial lending and were in the midst of their own protracted finan-
cial crisis. Various delays again conspired to limit the impact of this fund.

Public enterprise reform was more encouraging (see Berg 1990, p. 31-
33; World Bank 1990a, pp. 31-32). After an extremely slow start, much
progress was achieved. Of the eighty-five public and parastatal enter-
prises in the state portfolio before reform, nineteen had been privatized
and another eleven liquidated by October 1991. Further, considerable
progress was made in restructuring public enterprises, introducing man-
agement autonomy, streamlining the institutional and legal framework,
improving operations, and settling cross debts among enterprises and
between enterprises and the government. Nevertheless, some of the big-
gest and costliest parastatals had been left untouched, and direct bud-
getary support for the public enterprise sector still amounted to 5 percent
of current government expenditures, some CFAFI 1.8 billion in fiscal
1990/91, albeit down from CFAF14.4 billion in 1988/89.21

An overall evaluation of the NPI is difficult, in part because the quality
of the data is extremely uneven and in part because it is difficult to
establish the counterfactual, namely, what would have happened in the
absence of the NPI, on the one hand, or what would have happened had
the NPI been fully implemented, on the other hand. It seems clear that the
industrial sector's crisis worsened after 1986. Estimates suggest that in-
dustrial production may have declined 12 percent between 1986 and
1988 and that as many as thirty industrial enterprises may have gone
bankrupt between 1986 and 1991 (Wal Fadjiri, no. 251, March 7,
1991). Total net industrial employment in the formal sector may have
decreased as much as 10 percent during the 1980s. 2 2 At the same time,
much of the sector's crisis could not be blamed on the NPI but rather on
the overvaluation of the CFA franc and the prevailing conditions of
economic austerity.

Explanations of the Scope and Speed of Adjustment

This section analyzes the reasons why the government did not fully
implement the reform program, focusing first on structural economic
issues. Without providing yet another economic assessment of the pro-
gram (Commander, Ndoye, and Ouedrago 1989; Durufle 1988; Kasse
1990), it examines the political implications of issues relating to the
program's design and internal economic logic. Second, it analyzes the
importance of several political factors in shaking the government's com-
mitment to reform: the role of the urban riots of 1988 and 1989 and the
fears they created about political instability as well as the weight of
interest groups in influencing the course of the reform program.
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Economic Constraints

As in other African programs, the reform strategy in Senegal was that
deregulation, liberalization, and privatization would reduce government
consumption and spur private sector investment, improve external com-
petitiveness, and promote export-led growth. The government needed to
address three problem areas for the program to succeed: (1) the program
had drastic revenue implications, (2) membership in the Franc Zone
precluded devaluation of the currency as an instrument to increase com-
petitiveness, and (3) the sources of future growth had to be identified and
promoted successfully. Each of these constraints posed critical political
dilemmas for the government, and it is important to see how the govern-
ment tried to address them. Each is addressed in turn.

THE REVENUE SQUEEZE. Economic liberalization was likely to have
short-term implications for government revenues, since more than 40
percent of all government revenues came from taxes on international
trade. A liberalization program thus had to choose among (1) increasing
other types of revenues, notably income taxes; (2) reducing government
expenditures, cutting down on fraud, and improving revenue mobiliza-
tion; and (3) finding capital to finance government deficits. In practice,
the program counted on all three to balance the budget: improvements in
tax administration would increase other tax revenues, expenditure
would be cut, and the external aid and lending agencies supporting the
program would provide substantial capital. In addition, it was believed
that lower marginal tariff rates and a wider base would decrease fraud
and improve tax yields. In short, the PAML'S design did not anticipate that
fiscal shortfalls would become a major constraint on implementing the
program fully.

In the short run, the PAML developed optimistic projections of revenue
growth and expenditure cuts to obscure the likelihood of deficits. In the
longer run, economic growth resulting from the program was predicted
to increase tax receipts and end the need for outside capital. In estimates
made to the Paris Club in 1987 and accepted by the external aid and
lending agencies, for example, industry and mining were forecast to
grow more than 6 percent a year as a result of the NPI, a rate that had no
precedent in the country's recent history and that assumed virtually no
lag for the NPI to have a favorable impact on the industrial sector (World
Bank 1989b, p. 27). These unrealistic predictions were not questioned
because the government sought to avoid having to cut government ex-
penditures even more than promised. For its part, the World Bank did
not want to jeopardize the trade liberalization reforms, which it viewed
as the most important component of the program, and needed to present
a coherent program to its board of directors.

Nowhere were the fiscal implications of the program more dramatic
than in the NPI. It is true that eliminating quantitative restrictions, reduc-
ing tariffs, and widening the tax base did not decrease customs revenues,
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because the reforms rationalized the tariff structure and eliminated op-
portunities for tax evasion. In fact, taxes on foreign trade increased from
CFAF79 billion in 1984/85 to CFAF92 billion in 1989/90. Nevertheless,
overall government revenues decreased during this period, from 20 per-
cent of GDP in 1981/82, to 19 percent in 1986/87, and to 16 percent in
1989/90 (table 8-2), putting tremendous pressure on the government to
control its expenditures. Liberalization made sense only if the accom-
panying measures were also implemented, since they were designed to
allow the economy to respond to external competition. Without them,
the overvalued exchange rate and the industrial sector's outdated capital
stock, high input costs, and other production inefficiencies made a rapid
growth in exports an unrealistic response. (The NPI was designed in 1984
and 1985, when the real exchange rate was arguably in equilibrium; by
the time it became operational, however, the currency was rapidly appre-
ciating.) These measures were never implemented, in part because the
government and external aid and lending agencies had underestimated
the difficulty of administering them (this was notably the case for the
Restructuring Fund, for which the banking sector was ill equipped) and
in part because their fiscal implications were prohibitive and would de-
rail the IMF-backed stabilization plan. Because the government was never
able or willing to reduce its expenditures, it remained dependent on
revenues that undermined the competitiveness of the economy. The tax
on energy imports exemplifies this dilemma. In the abstract, the external
agencies opposed this state of affairs, but in practice, they recognized
that the government had to improve dramatically its capacity to mobilize
revenue, a process that could not realistically bear fruit in the short
term. 23

With the benefit of hindsight, it is clear that the NPI'S liberalization
measures were bound to have a powerful effect on the long-over-
protected economy and to prove politically unsustainable without the
prior, or at least concurrent, implementation of measures to ease transi-
tional problems. Would some other sequence of reform have been prefer-
able? It seems obvious that undertaking deregulation and liberalization
without refashioning fiscal policy was a recipe for disaster. It proved a lot
easier for the government to reduce import tariffs than to cut the wage
bill. Compounded by the overvalued exchange rate, this meant that the
domestic economy was opened up before Senegalese industry could re-
spond. The impact of these reforms on the fabric of Senegalese industry
then provided enough ammunition to the opponents of reform to rees-
tablish protection in 1989. Indeed, when the inevitable crunch came, the
IMF sided with the revenue imperative in the name of budgetary stabiliza-
tion. Yet, absent even more foreign aid than the external agencies were
already providing, the adjustment program they backed was doomed if
the government did not actively promote a supply response by the private
sector.
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ADJUSTMENT WITHOUT DEVALUATION. This conflict between the fis-
cal requirements of stabilization and the resource needs of the economy
was exacerbated by Senegal's membership in the West African Monetary
Union, which precluded devaluation. The main vehicle of adjustment, in
other words, had to come from fiscal contraction and trade policy. Theo-
retically, nominal devaluation is not necessary to bring about real depre-
ciation (Devarajan and de Melo 1987; Krumm 1987), which occurs
when the domestic rate of inflation falls below the rate of inflation in the
economies of the country's trading partners. In practice, however, no
country in Sub-Saharan Africa has been able to bring about a substantial
and sustained real depreciation of its currency without resorting to sev-
eral successive nominal devaluations. Senegal's experience during the
1980s illustrates this fact: after a decade of attempts at economic reform
and austerity, the level of overvaluation of the CFA franc was as high as it
had been in the late-1970s. Indeed, overvaluation increased at the end of
this period, according to some estimates (Economist Intelligence Unit
1991, p. 11; Salinger and Stryker 1991).

Given stagnant productivity, overvaluation prevented Senegal from
improving its ability to compete. By some estimates, labor costs in Sene-
gal were still 60 percent higher than in Malaysia and 370 percent higher
than in Indonesia in 1990 (Berg 1990, p. 12). At such levels of overvalua-
tion, domestic production had to be protected to survive and exports
subsidized to be competitive, a fact used to justify a wide variety of
government interventions that the state was poorly equipped to carry out
and that resulted in extensive rent seeking and fraud. In the meantime,
domestic production continued to be devastated by foreign goods.

Evidence from the rest of Africa suggests that devaluation offers at
least two major advantages to a government seeking to engineer a major
restructuring of the economy. First, it is among the least problematic
economic reform measures to implement. Although much of its effect is
likely to be short-lived without accompanying measures-notably mea-
sures that control inflation-devaluation itself can be accomplished at
the stroke of a pen. By forgoing devaluation, in other words, the
Senegalese government put the burden of adjustment on policy instru-
ments that are inherently harder to wield.

The second related advantage of devaluation is more strictly political.
It offers an indirect but effective way of attacking the purchasing power
of the urban bourgeoisie and in particular of public sector wage earners.
By shifting relative prices in favor of the traded goods sector, devaluation
in effect lowers the real salary of wage earners. Franc Zone countries like
Senegal forgo that choice and thus have to lower the nominal wage bill.
That this is politically much harder seems clear if one examines the
experience of adjustment in Sub-Saharan Africa. After a decade of ad-
justment, Franc Zone countries like Senegal have barely made a dent in
their civil service wage bills, while countries outside the zone have typ-
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ically cut the purchasing power of civil servants by more than half. Yet
the Franc Zone countries have, if anything, faced more urban labor
unrest than other countries (Bratton and van de Walle 1992).

The overvaluation of the CFA franc has long been widely admitted, yet
the implications of devaluation, whether it is achieved by pulling out of
the West African Monetary Union or by renegotiating new parities with
France and other member states, are so complex and sensitive that it has
hardly been mentioned in policy debates on adjustment at least until
recently.24 During the 1980s, the government's unwillingness to consider
devaluation clearly suggested that the advantages of the Franc Zone
outweighed its economic costs, including a much more difficult adjust-
ment process (for an analysis of this issue, see van de Walle 1991). First
among these advantages was the link with France, which the government
did not want to jeopardize. France remained the leading bilateral suppor-
ter in Senegal, and its willingness to respect Franc Zone arrangements
provided Senegal with significant balance of payments support.2 5 In ad-
dition, extensive historical and individual ties existed between the two
countries, including those that the politically influential French commu-
nity in Senegal continued to maintain with France (persistent rumors
suggest that French businessmen in Dakar have long helped finance the
ruling Socialist Party). In a period of economic uncertainty, the security
provided by such ties was very appealing to the government. Moreover,
overvaluation favored the import-intensive consumption of social groups
that supported the government and served, for example, to inflate the
purchasing power of the civil service, which remained unrivaled in the
region.

THE ISSUE OF SUPPLY RESPONSE. The third constraint on economic
reform was the absence of any obvious source of rapid, sustained eco-
nomic growth to spearhead adjustment. The theory of structural adjust-
ment posits short-term sacrifices in exchange for higher rates of growth
in the medium to long run. The PAML'S credibility and political sus-
tainability depended on the government's ability to find a plausible
source of sustained growth in the economy. The more thoughtful studies
by external aid and lending agencies argued that the government should
not try to plan where the future growth should come from but should
only "create a policy and institutional environment that is conducive to
entrepreneurship and investment" (Berg 1990, p. 223). If it did so, the
argument went, growth would follow. This faith in the market was not
shared by the Senegalese, apart perhaps from a small number of techno-
crats. Most sought a more precise prescription before backing reform.

After all, where would growth come from? Industry was, in theory, the
most plausible candidate in the minds of most Senegalese, but its crisis in
the mid-1980s, even before the NPI was implemented, indicated daunting
structural problems. The conventional wisdom among external aid and
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lending agencies suggested that a viable development strategy haq to be
based on the revitalization of agriculture. But was this the casl? For
much of the Senegalese political class, the desertification of the north and
repeated droughts elsewhere, the complete failure of two decades of
attempts at intensification, the decline of international commodity
prices, and the general backwardness of the sector were all factors that
left agriculture a less-than-convincing candidate to spearhead an eco-
nomic renaissance.

Indeed, many outside observers viewed agriculture's future with deep
pessimism. Bonnefond and Couty (1991, p. 43), for example, argue that
"there will be no [agricultural] development for Senegal without a long-
lasting deficit in the balance of payments . . . [and] extensive financial
assistance." Given the increasing unwillingness of external aid and lend-
ing agencies to continue providing new finance to the government, such a
view was tantamount to denying Senegal's ability to overcome its crisis.
Whether such pessimism was warranted is irrelevant. The important
point is that the external agencies pushing for adjustment and their allies
in the government never succeeded in overcoming this pervasive pessim-
ism by developing a credible positive scenario for the country's future.
Most observers agreed that there was still "an urgent need to evolve a
new long-term economic development strategy with the capacity to re-
place the old groundnut export system" (Delgado and Jammeh 1991, p.
4). Sadly, a decade of reports, independent studies, and adjustment pro-
grams by external agencies did not produce a credible vision of the likely
benefits of adjustment.

In any event, the Senegalese political class never accepted the broad
argument that the proper incentive structure would produce growth and
a secure fiscal base for the state. This should not be surprising, given
thirty years of seemingly inexorable economic decline and the failure of
successive policy fads. The important point is that pessimism regarding
the country's long-term economic potential may have created the expec-
tation that the adjustment process could not succeed and thus created the
unwillingness to invest in it. Adjustment was unlikely to succeed, then,
without major changes in those expectations.

The Role of the External Aid and Lending Agencies

International aid played a highly paradoxical role in the adjustment
process during the 1980s. On the one hand, the flow of aid constituted a
stable source of state revenue that helped sustain the policy mix and
made reform less urgent. On the other hand, much of the aid was explic-
itly tied to economic reform in the form of conditionality. The external
agencies argued that aid provided the government with the margin of
security it needed to proceed with difficult reforms in an uncertain envi-
ronment. In political terms, assistance eased the pain of redistributive
reforms by allowing the government to provide key constituencies with
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compensatory payments during the adjustment process. Aid thus helped
induce the government to undertake economic reform.

The external agencies had a highly ambiguous impact on the ad just-
ment process, comforting to both the opponents and supporters of re-
form. Aid was unambiguously a resource for the state, however, and it
had long been perceived as a useful instrument with which to lessen the
economic and fiscal constraints facing the state. In the 1980s, Senegal
clearly sought external support to deal with the economic crisis. Indeed,
support from external agencies weighed heavily in Diouf's decision to
commit his government to reform. It was certainly a factor in his ap-
pointment of Toure to head the adjustment effort in 1985. On the whole,
this strategy met with remarkable success.

What were the implications of international support, both for eco-
nomic adjustment and for the politics of adjustment? Berg (1990), for
example, argues that aid undermined the incentives state elites had to
pursue adjustment, because external agencies proved unwilling to impose
sanctions for noncompliance. In this argument, the macroeconomic situ-
ation was more or less sustainable thanks to aid. In effect, a leader like
Diouf asked why the country should opt for reform, when there are no
costs to maintaining the status quo.

Berg argues that adjustment was delayed in Senegal because it did not
garner "local ownership" and remained after ten years essentially a ven-
ture of the external agencies. The result was limited and uneven progress
in implementing reform policies: where an external agency took the lead
and provided financing, there was progress; where the government was
meant to take the initiative, there was none. Traditional conditionality of
external agencies was fatally flawed, according to this analysis, because
it assumed that conditionality was effective and that financial assistance
was provided only to governments reasonably committed to the process
of reform. In fact, neither assumption was warranted. As Collier (1991,
p. 163) wittily puts it, "Highly detailed conditionality is either a political
fantasy (a game played by African governments without the intention of
adherence) or a bureaucratic fantasy (fussy interventions from an ex-
tremely remote center of decision, reminiscent of the way Philip II ran the
Spanish Empire)."

The impact that external agencies had on adjustment in Senegal in the
1980s was nonetheless complex. Their financial and technical resources
clearly provided them with some leverage in policymaking. External
agencies and their allies within the state apparatus functioned as a power-
ful lobby that influenced the decisions of top policymakers, if not rou-
tinely at least occasionally. It is easy to point to reform measures within
the NPA and NPI that would never have been implemented without exter-
nal agency pressures on the state. An analysis of the World Bank's con-
ditions for structural adjustment loans shows a pretty good rate of
implementation, particularly between 1985 and 1989, once delays due
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to administrative difficulties are taken into account. Indeed, external
agency conditionality was simultaneously too rigid and too lax. Each
structural adjustment loan included dozens of conditions, many of which
were unrealistic.2 6 External agencies effectively set the policy agenda in
Senegal during the 1980s. The economic values associated with reform,
such as the virtues of the market and the need for less state intervention,
were internalized by many government officials and, by the early 1990s,
framed most policy debates.

Still, external agencies did not sanction the Senegalese government for
noncompliance. Other than expressing their unhappiness and making
occasional threats to withdraw from the country, they continued to in-
crease their commitments in Senegal throughout the 1980s. In addition,
they consistently accepted excessively optimistic forecasts of Senegal's
performance (World Bank 1989b), allowing the government to avoid
choices even more difficult than the ones they were making within the
adjustment program. The government was allowed to delay necessary
reforms and, in effect, to accumulate extra debt.

Ultimately, aid represented a net resource for the government, but an
often troublesome one that could never be fully taken for granted. Even
if the government could escape from agreed-upon conditionality through
delays, obfuscation, and the invocation of special circumstances, it could
not afford to disregard completely the promises it had made and was
forced to make some concessions to placate, if not satisfy, the external
agencies. Given the government's reliance on external finance, even a
temporary interruption of aid would pose real risks for the government.
This was particularly true of the IMF and World Bank because-under
Paris Club arrangements-other external agencies waited for their ap-
proval before providing new credits or rescheduling old ones. A conflict
with one of the twin sisters could result in a dramatic decline in the total
level of aid.

The various economic constraints reviewed here and the likelihood of
continued support from external agencies convinced much of the politi-
cal class that the benefits to be gained from implementing the reform
program fully were much smaller than the dangers posed for social
stability-namely the political risks of undertaking major layoffs in gen-
eral and in public enterprises. Why risk destabilizing the precarious polit-
ical balance when doing so was unlikely to result in significant growth?
This was the cost-benefit calculation that weakened the political class's
commitment to the reform process and conditioned the response of
Diouf's government to the domestic political pressures that increased in
1988 and 1989.

Lobbies for and against Acljustment

Diouf's government faced difficult economic constraints as it imple-
mented the PAML. Whatever the flaws in the economic design of the
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program, these constraints clearly undermined the political sustainability
of adjustment. Even the generous support of the external aid and lending
agencies-and aid conditionality was far from toothless-could not obvi-
ate the need for severe deflation and fiscal retrenchment if the program
was to succeed. The failure of past attempts to jump start the economy
and pervasive pessimism about the country's development potential un-
dermined the political class's commitment to adjustment, moreover, and
created an expectation of failure in many quarters.

These were daunting problems for the government, but, at the same
time, Diouf and his ailies began adjustment with significant assets: his
technocratic team was competent and dedicated and enjoyed the confi-
dence of the external aid and lending agencies. In addition, the
mid-1980s witnessed as favorable an environment for growth as had
existed in decades, with a strong upturn in the world economy and the
return of decent rains. Finally, Diouf enjoyed considerable popularity
and a capital of goodwill on the part of both the general public and
several traditionally volatile groups such as students and unions. After
the elections of 1983, he possessed a strong electoral mandate to push
ahead with economic reform.

The program's political sustainability depended on two interrelated
factors. First, of course, it depended on rapid economic results, without
which the reforms would appear ineffective and the regime would lose
the expectations game. Second, sustainability depended on the regime's
ability to overcome the opposition of interest groups that stood to lose
the most from the reforms. The state needed to mobilize groups favor-
able or at least not hostile to reform, and it needed to undermine, co-opt,
or marginalize groups hostile to it. On paper, these groups were easily
identifiable. Two social actors stood to gain most from successful adjust-
ment: the peasantry and the private business class. Labor and the civil
service were the likely losers, as were the rural elites and religious leaders
who benefited the most from the old agricultural policies. Within the
state elite itself, the technocratic element was likely to gain and the old-
line political appointees to lose.

Coalition-building was particularly important for Diouf for two rea-
sons. First, in his first years in office, he had distanced himself from the
Socialist Party and antagonized many of Senghor's barons in order to
consolidate his power and promote his reform agenda. Second, the re-
gime's democratization after 1976 resulted in an explosion of associa-
tional life: farmer organizations, trade unions, and business associations
increasingly voiced demands for their constituencies and were poised to
play an important role in mobilizing support for or opposition to Diouf's
policies.

An investigation of the political role of these different groups and of
their relationship to the state is necessary to understand why the adjust-
ment program did not fully succeed. What social groups supported the
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program? How did the state try to mobilize support on behalf of adjust-
ment? How did it try to overcome opposition? After examining adjust-
ment politics in the countryside in the context of the NPA, this section
explores the role of organized labor in the context of the NPI and dis-
cusses the relationship between the state and private business.

THE PEASANTRY. The first structural reforms announced and imple-
mented by the government in 1984 focused on the agricultural sector.
Agricultural reform was urgently needed, it had been on the policy
agenda longer than any other sector, external agency conditionality em-
phasized it (Lewis 1987, pp. 308-12), and last but not least, the govern-
ment understood that political opposition to reform would be less diffi-
cult to overcome in agriculture than in industry. Contrary to other
sectoral policies, the new agricultural reforms were designed to increase
the welfare of domestic producers in the short run, despite the pro-
gressive elimination of input subsidies. In addition to increases in pro-
ducer prices, the NPA aimed to empower smallholders to take over tasks
formerly undertaken by state institutions, a policy that came to be
known as responsabilisation. The NPA privatized or liquidated rural de-
velopment agencies and allowed farmers to make more market-based
decisions and to increase their power and initiative in relation to state
developmental administrations. On both counts, therefore, one would
expect farmers to have supported the NPA and to have mobilized on
behalf of reform. It is thus important to explain why farmers never did
so.

As a result of the NPA and of the actions of various nongovernmental
organizations working in the countryside, new institutional structures
emerged to take over functions previously performed by the parastatals.
The new structures included 4,500 government-organized sections vil-
lageoises, or village-sections, created by the Ministry of Rural Develop-
ment in the mid-1980s to replace the largely discredited cooperatives.
Their size and importance varied, but they all played an increasing role in
the production, transport, and marketing of agricultural products. Their
members gained access to inputs and credit from the National Bank of
Credit, whose creation in 1986 was part of the structural reform pro-
gram. The village-sections faced the same problems as the village cooper-
atives before them, however, and came to be seen by their members as an
artificial instrument of the state, rather than as a tool of empowerment.

The government also legislated changes to democratize local govern-
ment structures. The power of the president of the rural council was
somewhat reduced shortly before the November 1990 elections of local
councils, and legislation made the seats formerly attributed to the coop-
eratives subject to universal suffrage. Despite these significant changes,
the most dynamic elements of the Senegalese population-youth and
women's associations-were not adequately represented in the rural
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councils, which came to be controlled by the local representatives of the
Socialist Party.

Farmer groups created by private initiative during this same period
generated more enthusiasm. The most dynamic sectors of the rural popu-
lations were organized in producer groups, groupements de producteurs,
such as the strong ones that are managing lands and water resources
freed by former rural agencies in Casamance and in the river valley.
Particularly striking was the growth of economic interest groups, or
groupements d'intret economique, new legal entities promoted as part
of the NPA policy oii responsibility. By 1990, nearly 5,000 economic
interest groups were registered, and some village-sections were asking for
a change in status. The major advantage offered by these groups was
access to credit. Major banks lacked branches in rural areas and only
gave loans to big agribusiness and companies that produced inputs. In
recent years, however, a few economic interest groups or unions of them,
such as the Groupement Economique du Nord, were able to get loans
from commercial banks and even direct assistance from external aid and
lending agencies.

These groups were strengthened by the assistance of nongovernmental
organizations that provided them with organizational skills and material
support. The council of nongovernmental organizations as well as the
Federation of Nongovernmental Organizations-an umbrella of about
100 private voluntary organizations-were in the process of increasing
their role and influence in rural areas, especially in the river valley and
the groundnut basin. They saw economic interest groups as useful vehi-
cles for realizing their own objectives. These new rural structures were
also reinforced by the participation of farmers who were former bureau-
crats, agents of rural development agencies, or returned immigrants from
Europe. These new farmers were well informed about organizational
techniques and exhibited more entrepreneurial initiative than traditional
farmers. Thus, during the 1988 season, despite financial and transport
difficulties, farmers-both as individuals and in groups-sold about 45
percent of the fertilizer distributed and collected about half of the agri-
cultural production (Cissoko 1989, p. 62; Sud-Hebdo, no. 61, Decem-
ber 7, 1989).

Yet the growing institutional capacity of farmer organizations did not
substantially increase their influence on agricultural policies for several
reasons. First and most obvious, farmers are difficult to organize: they
are dispersed geographically, the majority are illiterate, their work is
seasonal, and they are extremely poor. Decades of low agricultural
prices, inadequate rural investment, and a series of droughts weakened
their capacity to self-finance agricultural production and left them highly
vulnerable. In the absence of efficient input and output markets, farmers
depended on traditional clientelism and state organizations regardless of
their exploitative nature. The new institutions spread unevenly, and
many villages were not affected by them at all.
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Second, farmers were not a homogeneous group, and rural society
had become increasingly stratified. It included a large number of small
producers but also a class of rural elites and marabouts. The state
traditionally pursued the classic policy of co-opting rural elites with dis-
cretionary benefits and privileges (Bates 1981). The marabouts, in par-
ticular, were the principal beneficiary of the agricultural parastatal sys-
tem. The NPA assailed this system of selective benefits and reduced the
welfare of the marabouts much more than that of small producers. The
influence of marabouts on agricultural policy should not be exaggerated,
however. The wide variety of economic and class interests represented in
brotherhoods often prevents them from presenting a united front to the
government when pressing claims. In addition, experience has shown
that the Senegalese government can compensate the marabouts' losses by
giving away government-protected land or by helping them expand their
interests in the real estate, trade, or industrial sectors.2 7 Nonetheless, the
NPA never altered the traditional power relations in the countryside,
despite the creation of new institutions for empowering smallholders.

The political weakness of small farmers was reflected and reinforced
by their poor representation in the political leadership even after the
formal political process was broadened in 1981. The ruling party never
sent farmers to the National Assembly or its executive committee.
Farmers played no role in formulating the NPA and continued to be
absent from policymaking in general. Although the new structures began
empowering them, smallholders remained too fragmented and localized
to have a voice on the national stage. A deep mistrust continued to
pervade peasant attitudes to the state apparatus, given two decades of
drought, the hegemonic aspirations and incompetence of the state, and
constant shifts in policy. After years of malaise paysan, two years of
reform were not enough to restore trust in the government. The reduc-
tion or termination of various subsidies, as well as the increase in pro-
ducer prices and the reduction of state intervention, only deepened the
suspicion that the NPA was some new trick on the part of the state.

The opposition parties included farmers' demands for higher subsidies
and producer prices in their electoral platforms during 1988. One oppo-
sition party-the Senegalese Democratic Party-went further and prom-
ised free distribution of inputs for two years during the 1988 elections.
This gained it some support, but most opposition parties lacked the
means to campaign effectively in rural areas, where the supremacy of the
Socialist Party was ensured by the complicity of state and parastatal
structures. In addition, the leadership of the opposition parties remained
essentially urban. Such electoral promises did exert pressure on the state,
however; there are indications, for example, that the government waited
until after the elections in 1988 to announce the decrease in groundnut
prices (although it did not consult farmer groups before doing so).

Of course, many, if not most, officials representing the Socialist Party
in the countryside were not highly supportive of the NPA to begin with,
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since it threatened their power and discretionary sources of income. To
promote reform, Diouf had marginalized the Socialist Party and lessened
its importance in the higher echelons of the state apparatus. However, he
needed the party, which still dominated state structures at the local level,
to mobilize farmers on behalf of agricultural reform. Reform-minded
technocrats designing policies in Dakar lacked the rural contacts and
knowledge needed to mobilize support for their policies, even if they had
been inclined to do so. Their attitudes to the countryside remained pater-
nalistic, if not condescending, and they never thought to seek allies in the
rural areas.

ORGANIZED LABOR. Farmers' attitudes to economic reforms, however
negative, posed fewer risks for the government than the reactions of
urban groups such as labor unions and students. In Senegal, 39 percent
of the population is urban, and there are at least 1,800 persons per
square kilometer in the Cap Vert peninsula, where most of the modern
labor force and civil servants live. Given their concentration in Dakar,
these urban groups influenced policy to a degree not justified by their
numbers alone. The government did not fear individual union strikes or
student demonstrations. Although troublesome, these kinds of actions
had become too commonplace to upset political stability and threaten the
regime. The government feared, instead, the kind of general strike that
had closed down the country in 1968.

Given their material interests in maintaining subsidies, state regula-
tion, and industrial protection, unions were likely to oppose structural
adjustment. Students were likely to oppose the PAML, since reforms
would cut funding in the university budget for housing, meals, and sti-
pends, as well as for library books and other recurrent expenditures.
Adjustment also reduced graduate students' expectations of employment,
particularly in the civil service, a major issue given the rising unemploy-
ment rates.

From 1981 to 1987, President Diouf enjoyed something of a honey-
moon with these usually volatile urban groups. His early strategy was to
make concessions, on the one hand, and to weaken them through various
manipulations, on the other. First, his promises of political liberalization
were welcomed and seemed to indicate the beginning of a new dialogue
with the groups Senghor had spurned and at times repressed. Several
opposition figures actually joined the government.

Trade union pluralism, which was reintroduced after 1976, also in-
creased factionalism and encouraged reorganization, weakening the
unions. These struggles were diligently manipulated by Jean Collin, sec-
retary general of the presidency and Diouf's point man on union issues
(Bergen 1992). In some cases, such as that of the French-owned
Senegalese Sugar Company (Compagnie Sucriere du Senegal), the largest
employer in Senegal with 6,600 workers, unified union action was pre-
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vented by the membership's split along religious lines. In addition, Diouf
indicated his willingness to engage in a dialogue with the unions, and the
union leadership was willing to adopt a wait-and-see attitude toward the
new government and the talk of a reform program.

The government chose to avoid a frontal attack on these groups in the
early years of the PAML. Although the public sector was hurt by the
general deflationary trend, issues such as reforms of the civil service,
education, and the labor code were not addressed in a sustained manner
until 1987. The government seemed to have adopted a strategy of delay-
ing the most difficult reforms while front-loading the easy ones.

The resulting grace period was most obvious in the education sector,
where Diouf met most of the demands of teacher, parent, and student
groups (Diop and Diouf 1990, pp. 188-92). Thus, after he came to
power, the atmosphere at the university and other schools was relatively
calmer than that of the late 1970s. Elsewhere, periodic strikes were
called by individual unions-notably by the unions affiliated with the
National Confederation of Senegalese Workers in the areas of textiles,
fishing, and transport-but all in all, labor peace prevailed. This period
saw the rise of the autonomous unions, an evolution that would have
important subsequent repercussions. These unions were independent of
the CNTS and had broken from the government union either because of
personality clashes and factional disputes or because of the view that the
CNTS was not militant enough on behalf of the rank and file. The mili-
tancy of the autonomous unions and the concessions these unions were
able to obtain from the government convinced many workers to move
away from the CNTS. By 1991, employment losses in the private and
public sectors, as well as defections to rival unions, reduced the CNTS

from between 65,000 and 70,000 members to no more than 40,000, and
perhaps even fewer according to various sources (Bergen 1992; see also
Le Soleil, August 12 and October 17, 1991). In the electricity sector, for
example, the CNTs-affiliated union captured only 20 percent of the dele-
gates in the 1990 elections, largely because of the inroads made by the
Single Union of Electrical Workers (Syndicat Unique des Travailleurs de
l'Electricite, or SUTELEC). This union, founded in 1981, rapidly displaced
the CNTS'S progovernment union in that sector. It claimed 1,600 mem-
bers out of the 2,000 workers in the energy parastatal SENELEC, and its
strikes disrupted the distribution of energy sporadically during and after
1988. Similarly, the Democratic Union of Senegalese Workers (Union
Democratique de Travailleurs Senegalais), which had broken with the
CNTS in 1987, managed to weaken the hold of the CNTS on workers in the
manufacturing sector. These defections fueled the militancy of the CNTS,

which distanced itself somewhat from the government.
By 1987, the increasing austerity and stringency of the stabilization

measures being carried out spelled the end of the honeymoon in the
education sector. Students boycotted classes in 1987, complaining that
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their grants had not been paid for an exceptionally long period of time
and that the working and living conditions at the university were deterio-
rating (West Africa, March 2, 1987, pp. 111-12). During the entire
1987/88 school year, schools were closed. At the university, the aca-
demic year was nullified, and at secondary schools, only 15 percent of
the students, mostly from private schools, took the high school examina-
tion in mid-July. In the end, public concern brought Diouf to meet and
negotiate an end to the student strike with the Student Committee of
Senegal. The government agreed to provide more classrooms, more
scholarships, and subsidies for transport. Jean Collin was appointed
chair of a committee to oversee the return to class for the 1988/89 school
year (Africa Confidential, October 21, 1988). Students soon struck
again, however, claiming that the government had not honored the
agreement (Le Soleil, March 8, 1989). Throughout 1990 and 1991,
sporadic strikes paralyzed the school system.

Union militancy also picked up in 1987 in reaction to the budget cuts
in the agricultural parastatals and the social ministries of health and
education. The Single Union of Health Care Workers (Syndicat Unique
des Travailleurs de la Sante) was among the first to react to the increasing
unemployment. It had already gone on strike in 1984 and 1985 to call
attention to the declining percentage of the national budget devoted to
health spending.2 8 In September 1988, hospital staff went on strike for
two days a week and threatened to strike every other week if their de-
mands for more funds for the health sector were not met. In a compro-
mise, Diouf agreed to negotiate with the union and promised to improve
working conditions and increase funding (Africa Confidential, October
21, 1988).

SUTELEC, in particular, was very active in organizing an umbrella or-
ganization for autonomous unions. Composed of six autonomous
unions, the National League of Autonomous Unions (L'Union Nationale
des Syndicats Autonomes) was constituted in May 1990 to counter-
balance the progovernment CNTS (Le Soleil, August 12 and October 17,
1991). Growth of the autonomous union movement had repercussions
for the relationship between the government and the CNTS, which had
hardened its stand on adjustment to maintain credibility with its mem-
bers. As early as 1986/87, the CNTS had refused to sanction the eco-
nomic program. Madia Diop, the CNTS strong man, even denounced the
layoffs foreseen under the adjustment program, although he did not call
for a general strike against government policies (see Diop and Diouf
1990, pp. 182-83).

It was over the issue of changes in the labor code that the CNTrs chose to
highlight its differences with government policies. The World Bank and
the employers saw the old labor code as a major constraint in two re-
spects: enterprises had to go through the government recruitment ser-
vices to hire workers, and firing an employee was extremely difficult.
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The World Bank and the employers wanted to eliminate such rigidities,
making it possible for companies and labor to adjust quickly to market
conditions. Changes in the labor code were supposed to be introduced
before August 31, 1987, as a condition for the release of the second
tranche of SAL II. In a speech to the Economic and Social Council at the
end of March 1987, President Diouf rejected external aid and lending
agency demands for a fundamental overhaul of the labor code but ac-
cepted flexibility in the hiring of temporary employees.2 9 A few weeks
later, the CNTS denounced the president's policy, arguing that it reduced
worker protection. CNTS members demonstrated outside the National
Assembly the day the new amendments were to be debated. The Na-
tional Assembly rejected the new laws on flexibility, even for temporary
workers, at the risk of losing the World Bank structural adjustment loan.
It did, however, abolish the government employment services' monopoly
on recruitment, opening the way for private employment agencies. Soon
after that "victory,' the CNTS publicly endorsed the candidacy of the
ruling party and the president for the elections to be held six months
later. Nonetheless, in October 1989, months after the elections and after
heated debate, the National Assembly approved a new investment code
that, in effect, overrode the legislation restricting the right of employers
to take on workers in short-term contracts or to lay them off for commer-
cial reasons. At the time of this writing, the government was still fighting
to introduce those provisions in the labor code.

In the months following the 1988 elections and Dakar riots, the CNTS'S

stand against reform became more pointed, and it began seeking a rap-
prochement with the autonomous unions. The possibility of a broad
union front allied to the opposition confirmed the worst fears of the
government. During the March 1989 Congress, Abdou Diouf reminded
union leaders that the CNTS was affiliated by law with the Socialist Party
and that its increasing opposition to the policies of the government was
out of line. This warning was disregarded by the leadership, which soon
formed an alliance with the Marxist Party of Independence and Labor
(Parti de l'lndependence et du Travail), whose militant opposition to the
structural adjustment program was well known and whose influence in
the union movement was growing. The traditional May Day rally was
canceled in 1988 because a state of emergency was imposed in the after-
math of the elections, and the May Day rally the following year promised
to be a big show of labor strength. In obvious defiance of the government
and much to the annoyance of the Socialist Party, leaders of the CNTS

marched with those of the Party of Independence and Labor at the head
of the rally that day.

These union activities led the government to delay or reject elements of
the reform program in violation of external agency conditionality. The
agencies protested but broadly accepted the government's pleas that the
threat of a general strike justified a slowdown in implementing the ad-
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justment program. The CNTS'S show of strength gained some conces-
sions; the union took credit for the government's decision to lower the
price of foodstuffs, including rice, sugar, and oil in 1988. It now claimed
the April 1990 wage hike-CFAF6,000 across the board-in blatant
disregard of external agency conditionalities. In the spring of 1989, the
government had introduced a 5 percent across-the-board tax in order to
face its budgetary problems. Joint union protests led the president to
overrule his finance minister and rescind his own decree in November
1990, on the eve of municipal elections. Two months later, the govern-
ment introduced a more progressive income tax. The minister of finance
was subsequently replaced.

The teacher unions also increased their militancy in reaction to grow-
ing austerity. As their jobs and benefits were threatened and working
conditions worsened, the Autonomous Union of High School Teachers
(the Syndicat Autonome des Enseignants du Superieur), the Democratic
Teachers Union (the Union Democratique des Enseignants), and the Sin-
gle Union of Senegalese Teachers (Syndicat Unique des Enseignants du
Senegal) reacted to the threats to their jobs, benefits, and the worsening
working conditions by resorting to demonstrations and strikes. The most
important developments took place in 1989, when, after negotiations
between authorities and teachers' organizations failed, the unions orga-
nized a series of strikes that paralyzed the school system for seventy days.
Finally, the government conceded to prevent the loss of a second succes-
sive academic year (the first was lost due to a student strike; Diop and
Diouf 1990, pp. 242-44). Thus, despite the World Bank's pressure to
control salary levels, the government agreed to a 40 percent rise in
teacher salaries, special research grants, and a doubling of housing
allowances.

In sum, the pressure exerted by both autonomous as well as govern-
ment unions was successful in slowing down the implementation of the
economic structural adjustment reforms. One should not exaggerate
union power, however, and it is important to realize the limits of its role
in derailing adjustment policies. Union pressures did not prevent the
union rank and file from being the big economic losers of the 1980s.
Indeed, wage earners may have lost as much as 40 percent of their
purchasing power during the adjustment period, while unions saw many
of their members lose jobs and face increasing insecurity (Bergen 1992).
In early 1991, 24 percent of the economically active population in Dakar
was unemployed, and, with 100,000 new entrants to the job market
every year, the downward pressure on wages seemed irresistible.

Despite its growing independence from the government, the CNTS lead-
ership remained essentially loyal to the Socialist Party and to government
policies throughout this period. Given the worsening economic condi-
tions, union opposition could have been considerably more destabilizing
than it was. While trying to keep up with the growing militancy of the
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rank and file, Diop and the CNTS leadership consistently sided with the
government on the most important issues and remained faithful to the
ideals of participation responsable. In other words, the CNTS strategy
remained one of trying to channel and diffuse worker discontent in order
to maintain political stability.

The appearance that the CNTS had become significantly more indepen-
dent from the government was ultimately useful to Diouf, not only be-
cause it helped maintain the union's credibility, but also because it pro-
vided an effective excuse for the government's failure to comply with
external agency conditionality. The external aid and lending agencies
proved to be highly sensitive to the issue of union activity and tolerated
more slippage in this area than in any other. On the one hand, this
allowed Diouf to slow the speed of implementation and maintain the
appearance of standing up to the international organizations. This was
politically valuable, particularly in the months preceding the 1988 elec-
tions. On the other hand, union activities allowed Diouf to convince the
external agencies that political instability and Diouf's electoral defeat
were real risks if reform proceeded too fast.

BUSINEss GROUPS. Unlike students and unions, the business sector
was not opposed to reform per se. The liberalization of trade foreseen by
the NPI probably threatened the survival of three-quarters of the enter-
prises established in Senegal. Much of the business sector was composed
of classic rent-seeking entrepreneurs who depended on both contacts
within the state and government intervention in the economy to make
profits. In so doing, they responded to the environment created by state
actions. By the mid-1980s, however, fraud, economic austerity, and the
breakdown of the banking sector had undermined the old system to the
point that businessmen were open to reform. The private sector wel-
comed the prospect of labor market liberalization, arguing that the cur-
rent labor code increased their costs and reduced their ability to respond
to market forces. It supported all accompanying measures. Businessmen
were also likely to benefit from the privatizations, which promised to
strengthen the private sector as a whole.

Business influence on policy had traditionally relied on the alliances,
family ties, and intermarriages among businessmen, important civil ser-
vants, religious leaders, and politicians. Many businessmen were politi-
cally active, and their significant contributions to the Socialist Party
played a major role in President Dioufs election in 1983 and 1988. The
early years of the NPI witnessed the emergence of several business groups,
which came to represent different interests in a less personalistic manner.
The foremost group was the National Council of Senegalese Managers
(Conseil National du Patronat Senegalais, or CNPS), which was formed in
1986 after the government launched the new industrial policy without
consulting the business sector. The CNPS was dominated by the French
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employers' union SPIDS, which represents most of secondary industry.
CNPS's concerns were raised in letters sent to the authorities and in regu-
lar meetings with senior political leaders including the head of state, who
met with the CNPS twice a year, and key administrative personnel.

In addition, smaller businesses were represented by the National
Union of Merchants and Manufacturers of Senegal (Union Nationale des
Commercants et Industriels du Senegal, or UNIcoIs), an association
whose size and influence increased during the NPI, thanks to the liberal-
ization program. Dominated by the Mourides, UNICOIS lobbied on behalf
of the brotherhood's increasing investments in trade and small industry.

As mentioned, NPI measures passed in 1986 and 1987 eliminated
quantitative restrictions on imports, lowered tariffs, and deregulated
import licensing. The number of import licenses dramatically increased
as a result, many of them going to Mouride businessmen. These reforms
had highly negative effects on the big French companies and the Lebanese
commercial houses, which were furious about losing their cozy monopo-
lies. Manufacturers, notably in textiles, simply could not compete with
imports. They complained bitterly about the imbalance between the
constraining measures implemented under the NPI, the speed of the tariff
reduction, and the slow progress made in changing the business environ-
ment, which was characterized by a rigid labor market, high interest
rates, and multiple administrative bottlenecks. The CNPS, in partic-
ular, demanded the reintroduction of protection and a reduction in
smuggling.

In contrast, liberalization dramatically helped the more efficient and
less regulated small indigenous companies (see Ebin 1992 for a fascinat-
ing analysis of one of the bigger firms operating in Sandaga during this
period). Reform resulted in Senegalese traders developing their activities
in the electronic, equipment, clothing, and footwear sectors. The San-
daga market in Dakar was transformed into a quasi-free trade area as a
result of these reforms and the increasing amount of fraud that occurred
during this period. The Sandaga traders, frustrated by the slow speed of
reform, pushed UNICOIS to lobby on behalf of liberalization.

After a period of speedy implementation of the NPI, the government
abruptly reintroduced protective tariffs in August 1989. The decision to
rescind much of the NPI sparked anger from the traders, who went on
strike in September 1989 and continued to protest the government's
decisions. These pressures led the government into a balancing act be-
tween the interests represented by the CNPS and those represented by
UNicois. The return of protection signaled a victory of the old alliance of
rent-seeking businesses and conservatives within the Socialist Party who
had opposed reform all along. Not willing to displease the Mourides,
nonetheless, the government allowed the Sandaga Market to continue
flourishing by failing to clamp down on import fraud. The business
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sector seeking liberalization was ultimately unsuccessful, however, be-
cause the government was preoccupied with the country's deteriorating
public finances and with the threat of factory closings and political
instability.

By 1991, large sections of domestic manufacturing were bankrupt,
and the credibility of the reformers and of their program of free trade had
been seriously undermined. Elements in both CNPS and UNICOIS favored
industrial reform, albeit for very different reasons, and, under the right
circumstances, could have been mobilized to support reform efforts. The
government failed to reach out and seek allies among these groups, how-
ever, in part because the old clientelist networks linking individual busi-
nessmen to the state and party undermined reform. License exemptions,
fraud, and tax evasion continued as before. In part, reform failed be-
cause fiscal exigencies undermined the government's commitment to lib-
eralization. But in addition, the government failed to seek alliances with
business on behalf of the NPI because many of the reformist technocrats
within the government considered private business as corrupt and parasi-
tic. Indeed, once again, business leaders were never consulted, let alone
involved in a systematic fashion, regarding the NPI reform. Ironically, the
antireform element within the state was much more familiar with the
private sector, through rent-seeking and clientelist networks, than the
free market reformers. Like the cartoon character who loves mankind
but hates people, they promoted trade liberalization without wanting
domestic firms to succeed.

The Politics of Nonreform, 1987-91

As reform failed to deliver economic results and abate the conditions
of austerity, the government was increasingly put on the defensive. After
almost a decade of official commitment to economic stabilization and
restructuring, most Dakarois felt that the country had gained little except
declining purchasing power, deteriorating social services, and rising un-
employment (Sommerville 1991). Most blamed the PAML for these ills
rather than the policies of the previous quarter century. Constituencies
likely to oppose reform were increasingly well organized and, like the
union movement, able to mobilize against government policies. This
opposition did not actually threaten the regime's stability, but it was
bothersome and eroded its popularity. Diouf had undermined the power
and legitimacy of the Socialist Party and, in the process, antagonized its
stalwart members. This initially strengthened the reformers but in time
meant that the one political organization capable of carrying Diouf's
message to the country was largely opposed to reform. Open support for
the program was increasingly limited to the small cadre of technocrats
charged with implementing it. Diouf and his allies had simply never been
able to create a coalition for reform among the groups who stood to gain
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from it. The last section of this chapter focuses on these economic con-
straints and coalitional dynamics because they provide the context for
understanding key events after 1987 that signaled the end of reform.

In mid-April 1987, the government faced an unexpected challenge
from its own police force. Police resentment surfaced when disciplinary
and then legal action was taken against seven officers who had tortured a
suspect in custody. The police force went on strike, demanding the return
of their colleagues. The government responded forcefully by suspending
the entire police force, more than 6,000 agents, just months before presi-
dential and parliamentary elections (Diop and Diouf 1990, pp. 285-93).
Some of the police were reintegrated after pledging loyalty to the govern-
ment (Le Soleil, April 16, 29, and 30, 1987). The police strike, moti-
vated in part by deteriorating purchasing power and generally poor
working conditions, underscored the dangers posed by the economic
crisis to state institutions themselves.

The legal opposition capitalized on growing popular opposition to
economic austerity in the months preceding the 1988 campaign. In a
skillful campaign, Abdoulaye Wade and his Senegalese Democratic Party
exploited popular discontent by promising that if elected, he would cut
the retail price of rice from CFAF160 a kilo to CFAF60 and provide free
fertilizers to farmers for two years. His party was no match for the
Socialist Party, despite the growing discontent. The Mouride hierarchy
had declared its support for Diouf and virtually ensured him strong
majorities in the countryside (see anonymous 1988a). In any event,
Wade's party could not match the Socialist Party's control of the media,
its much stronger organization outside of Dakar, and its ability to tap
public funds for electoral purposes. Nonetheless, its constant slogan,
"SOPI!" (meaning "Change!" in Wolof), captured the public's imagina-
tion. Large crowds attended opposition rallies, demonstrating their dis-
satisfaction with government policies.

The opposition challenged the legality of electoral procedures and
accused the government of planning to steal the election. Tension
mounted throughout the campaign, with increasingly strident protests by
university students and trade unions (Diop and Diouf 1990, pp. 295-
301, 311-13). The CNTS became more aggressive as it rightly believed
the government would be more likely to make concessions now than
after it had renewed its mandate. It pressed the government to reduce the
price of basic foodstuffs and of energy and electricity, as well as to
increase salaries and create new jobs to compensate for those lost under
the economic restructuring program (Africa Contemporary Record, vol.
20B 130, 1987/88).

The election proceeded amidst considerable tension. In the official
results proclaimed by the Supreme Court several days later, Diouf re-
ceived 72 percent of the vote and the Socialist Party was attributed 103 of
120 seats, since it had gained a little more than 71 percent of the vote (see
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table 8-5). The Senegalese Democratic Party officially received 25 per-
cent of the vote and 17 seats. Wade himself won 26 percent. A little less
than half of the eligible population voted. Most outside observers ac-
cepted these results as a reasonable reflection of the actual popular vote,
albeit in the context of voter intimidation, some fraud on behalf of the
Socialist Party, and the usual practice of marabout-directed voting in the
countryside. (See, for example, Young and Kante 1991; O'Brien 1992
argues, however, that Wade actually did win the election, but this is a
minority view. Copans 1988 describes well how, in much of the peanut
basin, the local marabout votes on behalf of his followers, thus control-
ling a large number of votes, usually for the Socialist Party). The opposi-
tion contested the results, and Wade claimed to have won the presidency.
This was widely believed by urban youth in Dakar, who went on a
rampage to protest. The day following the elections, official cars were
burnt, government buildings and gas stations were sacked, and the pri-
vate properties of well-known individuals connected to the regime were
looted. The government declared a state of emergency, called in the army
to maintain order, imposed a curfew, and arrested the main opposition
leaders, accusing them of instigating the riot. Wade himself was arrested
and tried for his role in these events; on May 11, he received a suspended
sentence of one year but was amnestied almost immediately by Diouf and
allowed to take his seat in Parliament.

The state of emergency enabled the government to restore order, but
tensions remained high in Dakar for the following months. During April
and May 1988, groups of women organized demonstrations in which
they protested against the austerity measures by banging empty pots and
shaking rice bags. The authorities were surprised and shaken by the
depth of popular discontent and dissatisfaction with the economic re-
structuring program. Indeed, it was not the first time that opposition
parties had whipped up popular dissatisfaction and alleged fraud after an
election (Hesseling 1985). But the enthusiasm demonstrated by disaf-
fected urban youth for the opposition and the violence occurring after the
elections were a new source of preoccupation for the authorities.

This propensity to violence was confirmed by two more episodes.
First, late 1988 witnessed growing dissatisfaction among farmers. Cot-
ton farmers in the south were increasingly unhappy with marketing con-
ditions. Unlike groundnut farmers, however, cotton farmers did not have
the option of turning to the parallel market, so they protested instead.
For the first time in the postcolonial history of Senegal, cotton producers
defied the government openly by demanding a 150 percent increase in
prices or a 60 percent reduction in input costs. From December 1988 to
June 1989, the region of Velingara witnessed farmer protests and a boy-
cott of the cotton parastatal SODEFITEX. Farmers organized themselves
using methods so far only seen in urban unions. As a consequence,
cotton sales fell from 42,000 to 28,000 tons.
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Table 8-5. Official Results of the Presidential and Legislative Elections
in Senegal, 1978-88

1978 1983 1988

Candidate Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number
and pairty of votes of seats of votes of seats of votes of seats

Presidency
Leopold Senghor

(Socialist Party) 82.5 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Abdou Diouf

(Socialist Party) n.a. n.a. 83.5 n.a. 72.3 n.a.
Abdoulaye Wade

(Senegalese
Democratic
Party) 17.4 n.a. 14.8 n.a. 25.8 n.a.

Oumar Wone

(Senegalese

People's Party) n.a. n.a. 0.2 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Mamadou Dia
(Movement for

People's

Democracy) n.a. n.a. 1.4 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Majmout Diop

(African

Independence

Party) n.a. n.a. 0.2 n.a. n.a. n.a.
Babacar Niang

(Party for the

People's

Liberation) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.8 n.a.

Landing Savane
(And-jWff/

Revolutionary

Movement for
New
Democracy) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.3 n.a.

More immediately threatening were the riots in April 1989, when
increasing tensions with Mauritania over land right disputes along the
Senegal River led to an outbreak of ethnic violence (Diop and Diouf
1990, pp. 387-404). Reports of widespread atrocities against the
Senegalese in Mauritania that winter aroused anti-Mauritanian senti-
ment in Dakar, where Mauritanians have traditionally controlled a share
of the petty trading sector. In April, violence erupted when gangs of
Senegalese youths looted shops and lynched Mauritanians. Unemployed
adults took advantage of the disturbance to plunder shops for their essen-
tial needs, and what began as violence targeted specifically at Maurita-
nian merchants turned into random violence (Wal Fadjiri, no. 158, April
28, 1989, p. 160). In the end, tens of thousands of people had to be
protected and evacuated by the army in both countries.
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1978 1983 1988

Candidate Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number
and party of Votes of seats of votes ofseats of votes of seats

Legislature
Socialist Party 81.7 82 79.9 Ill 71.3 103
Senegalese

Democratic
Party 17.8 18 14.0 8 24.7 17

African
Independence
Party 0.4 0 0.3 0 n.a. n.a.

National
Democratic
Rally n.a. n.a. 2.7 1 n.a. n.a.

Movement for
People's
Democracy n.a. n.a. 1.2 0 n.a. n.a.

Democratic
League /
Movement for
the Workers
Party n.a. n.a. 1.2 0 1.2 0

Party of
Independence
and Labor n.a. n.a. 0.6 0 0.8 0

Senegalese People's
Party n.a. n.a. 0.2 0 n.a. n.a.

Party for
Senegalese
Democracy-
Renewal n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.4 0

Party for the
People's
Liberation n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 1.2 0

n.a. Not applicable.
Source: Hesseling 1985 and accounts in Le Soleil, Sub-Hebdo, and Wal Fad,iri.

One of the immediate consequences of the departure of the Maurita-
nian petty traders was that their market share was recaptured by the
Senegalese, providing the government with some relief from pressing
unemployment. In fact, authorities seized the occasion to encourage un-
employed and redundant civil servants to invest in the commercial sector.
The violence of this second riot also reminded the government of how
precarious social peace had become.

These episodes concerned the government more than growing union
militancy or the opposition's speeches. Dioufs comfortable margin of
victory in the 1988 elections indicated that he need not worry about
being voted out of office. Traditional tactics could be used to divide, co-
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opt, and undermine the opposition and the unions. The violence in 1988
and 1989 came, however, from marginalized and disaffected groups out-
side the usual political spectrum, for whom traditional methods of social
control had proved ineffective.

The government responded to these crises in several ways. First, it
became more tolerant of the CNTS'S independence, hoping a more cred-
ible union would be able to channel and contain discontent. This strategy
forced the government to take a series of steps that undermined imple-
mentation of the program agreed to with the World Bank. For example,
the government responded to the opposition's electoral promises by low-
ering the price of rice from CFAF160 to CFAF130, the price of groundnut
oil from CFAF400 to CFAF350, and the price of sugar from CFAF355 to
CFAF300 in view, said the president in his 1988 May Day speech, "of the
difficulties faced by families to make ends meet." However, he added, "it
is the maximum that can be done," and he pleaded that the Senegalese
Democratic Party's campaign promises of further reductions were simply
not realistic (Foreign Broadcast Information Service 1988).

The riots convinced the authorities that the problem of unemployment
had to be addressed. The government considered creating a civilian form
of national service to be administered by the Ministry of Armed Forces
and increased support for sports programs, hoping to gain popularity
with the young or at least keep them off the streets. More strategically,
the president pledged that the social dimension of adjustment would
receive greater priority in the future. Specifically, the government re-
versed its policy of cutting the civil service and began implementing a
voluntary retirement scheme promising that "there will be no question of
sacking people against their will." This again implied slippage in the
implementation of the PAML, but Diouf convinced external aid and lend-
ing agencies in September 1989 to mobilize some $50 million to $60
million for a plan to create jobs (Economist Intelligence Unit 1989, p. 4).

The government dealt with farmer demands similarly in the south. In
the short run, it refused to make concessions on its cotton pricing policies
but accepted a moratorium on producer debt and promised free fertilizer
and equipment to the most productive farmers (Sud-Hebdo, no. 59, June
29, 1989). More profoundly, these episodes eroded its commitment to
the NPA reforms. By 1991, the government was openly criticizing the
objectives of the World Bank's agricultural policy, particularly input sub-
sidies. In his first speech to the National Assembly as prime minister,
Habib Thiam complained about the decline in fertilizer consumption: "It
is not possible to develop agriculture without subsidies," especially for a
country facing ecological challenges such as drought and soil erosion. In
a direct barb at the external agencies, he added, "It is such a serious
problem, it should not be left to the experts" (Thiam 1991). This sig-
naled a further relapse into the inefficient but stable system of low incen-
tives coupled with selective, politically motivated benefits.
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Dioufs second general strategy was a belated attempt to use the Social-
ist Party as his political instrument. Diouf had largely written off the
party up to that point, preferring to consolidate his power by controlling
the state apparatus. This policy had been justified in part by the Socialist
Party's conservative and ossified nature, and the 1983 and 1988 elections
had revealed the extent to which the barons had been discredited. The
party had given Diouf little support for reform. The old professional
politicians who could have increased the political viability of the eco-
nomic program remained entrenched in their local fiefs and organized
political obstruction of the program.

Diouf now realized, however, that the party remained the only organi-
zation at his disposal to ensure social control, the stability of his power,
and-albeit now a less pressing concern-economic reform. He thus
sought to revitalize it. This proved hard to accomplish. Even after the
1988 elections further discredited the barons, the new and younger mili-
tants promoted by Diouf did not capture the top positions in the party.
Diouf now launched a frontal attack on the barons. In March 1989, he
abolished the central committee and the politburo and appointed a new
ten-member committee constituted by his own men (Le Soleil, February
16 and March 6, 1989). The new committee oversaw registration and
recruitment, trying to help newcomers capture senior positions in local
cells of the party. By July 1989, however, Diouf was forced to acknowl-
edge his failure to rejuvenate the party. The barons were called in to form
a new commission for settling internal disputes. Diouf implicitly ac-
cepted the need to seek accommodation with the old guard, even if it
meant sacrificing policy objectives in the short term.

The third element of Dioufs strategy was to seek a rapprochement
with the opposition. In the aftermath of the February elections, Diouf
was forced to realize that the ruling party did not represent most of the
existing social interests. The narrow social base of the members of Parlia-
ment meant that large portions of the politicized public remained outside
the arena where they could be co-opted. Diouf understood that he could
not afford to allow leaders like Wade to continue taking pot shots at him
from the sidelines; the continuation of the austerity program required the
passive acquiescence of the opposition, if not its active support. Thus,
the government made overtures to opposition leaders, most of whom
were soon amnestied from the sentences leveled at them after the 1988
elections. After a rocky start, a series of informal negotiations were
undertaken between the Socialist Party and several of the leading opposi-
tion parties. In April 1991, Diouf constituted a coalition government in
which the Senegalese Democratic Party and the Party of Independence
and Labor joined the Socialist Party. Habib Thiam, an old friend of
Diouf's whose lack of enthusiasm for economic liberalization was well
known, became prime minister, a post he had occupied from 1981 to
1983. Abdoulaye Wade joined the government as its number two minis-
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ter but without any specific attribution. It was widely believed at the time
that Diouf had made specific promises to convince Wade to join the
government, although both men denied it. Some broad programmatic
agreement is likely to have been reached because Wade and the other four
opposition ministers did not deviate from official government positions
once they joined the government.

What were the implications of cohabitation for adjustment? It seems
clear that the granting of ministerial positions effectively tempered the
opposition's criticism of official economic policies. In exchange for this
new consensual approach, the government precluded rapid movement on
the most controversial aspects of the adjustment program. Some ob-
servers feared that the consensus between the Socialist Party and the
Senegalese Democratic Party would only serve to discredit Wade as an
opportunist and further alienate the disaffected youth from electoral
politics. The stand of the Party of Independence and Work against adjust-
ment is well documented; that of the Senegalese Democratic Party is less
clear. On the one hand, the Senegalese Democratic Party drew most of its
supporters from sectors of the economy where adjustment had had nega-
tive effects. On the other hand, it had always claimed that it understood
the rationale of the structural adjustment program and was equipped to
implement it better than others who were more compromised by the old
institutional structures (Wade 1989).

The appointment of Habib Thiam was the logical consequence of
Diouf's strategy for dealing with the heightened political threats he faced
after 1988. The elimination of the prime minister's position in 1983 had
signaled Diouf's commitment to grapple directly with the country's eco-
nomic woes. After 1988, Diouf lessened his commitment to the reform
process and began criticizing the external aid and lending agencies in his
speeches. He distanced himself from the reform effort within the govern-
ment and increasingly sided with the politicians and against the techno-
crats. This process was complete when he reestablished the Prime Minis-
try and named Thiam to head the coalition government. He could now
step away from everyday policy issues and let the prime minister share
the blame for unpopular decisions. In addition, the appointment of
Thiam, an old Socialist Party warhorse with good party contacts, was
widely perceived as an attempt to reassure the conservatives in the
party that the pace of reform would be slow. Thiam's first public state-
ments indicated he was at least ambivalent about reform and would
contest external agency conditionality much more strenuously than his
predecessors.

Thus, by 1991, economic reform had lost most of its domestic political
momentum. Continued financial support from abroad was much too
important for the government to antagonize the external agencies openly,
however. The reform program proceeded, and concessions continued to
be made to assuage external agency demands. Nonetheless, reform pro-
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ceeded much more cautiously than before, and Diouf did not take any
risks on behalf of the reform process.

Why, it may be asked, did the reformist team that Diouf had assembled
back in 1983 not fight to maintain the program? Many technocrats had
staked their careers on reform and had risen to important positions in the
state bureaucracy; why were they not able to maintain some momentum
for reform? First, the reformist technocrats who were brought in to lead
the reform effort in the early 1980s were for the most part political
innocents with little or no experience in party politics. They never sought
to create a political base or to defend the program in political terms.
Only the president and a handful of technocrats could claim to be politi-
cians, and few had the savvy and foresight to gain political experience
and power. Most failed miserably in local elections. The absence of this
political base was, if anything, an advantage as long as they enjoyed the
trust and support of the highest echelons of the state, since it insulated
the team from the rough and tumble, pressures, and compromises of
politics. Over time, however, it meant that their success and political
survival depended on the continued support of Diouf himself.

The president made few sustained efforts to sell adjustment. In the
mid-1980s, with the help of Jean Collin, Diouf nominated young mili-
tants who espoused his views in the Group of Study and Research (Group
d'Atude et de Recherches, or GER). The GER had full membership in the
central committee and was represented in the party politburo. The new
members were instrumental in focusing the party's debate on economic
issues. Thus, in 1985 and 1986, architects of the structural adjustment
program presented their views to all levels of the Socialist Party (to get
the flavor of these exercises, see, for example, Kane 1986; Toure 1985).
These discussions involved techniques and jargon well beyond the com-
prehension of the average party member and rarely addressed the every-
day concerns of the rank and file. No effort was made to convey the ideas
behind the adjustment program. Ironically, Diouf and Collin did not
seem to realize that the democratization reforms promulgated by the
government had changed the rules of the game and made the old elitist
paternalism outmoded.

Second, the technocratic team was undermined by bureaucratic poli-
tics. In the early phases, Toures credibility as well as the technical com-
petence and integrity of the architects of the program established their
reputation. The CSPA, by improving administrative efficiency through its
coordinating functions, gained some influence and power. In the process,
however, it began to annoy the rest of the administration in the regular
ministerial structures. The CSPA'S ability to avoid normal channels, refer
issues to the cabinet and presidency, and use its privileged links with the
external aid and lending agencies to push dossiers was increasingly re-
sented. A war of attrition emerged between the adjustment structures
and the old administrative elite, even within the Ministry of Planning,
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where the CSPA was initially housed. Consequently, in April 1988, the
CSPA was placed under Collin within the presidency, elevating its status
but simultaneously reinforcing the administration's mistrust of it.

The departure from the government in March 1988 of the two archi-
tects of the program, Mamoudou Toure and Cheikh Hamidou Kane, left
the adjustment team without a spokesperson who had a strategic under-
standing of the program and enough prestige to counter attacks on the
adjustment structures. Reports suggested that Collin had forced Toure
out for trying to cut government subsidies to the Sugar Company of
Senegal, long an important contributor to the coffers of the Socialist
Party (Africa Confidential, May 27, 1988).

In fact, relocating the CSPA to the presidency concentrated decisions in
the hands of Collin, who became prime minister de facto. By the end of
1989, he controlled twenty-two out of twenty-six major national ser-
vices, with the president in charge of the other four, and made all impor-
tant expenditures decisions and key appointments. Now a bureaucratic
patron in his own right, Collin gave key players his protection and help,
leaving cabinet ministers with reduced influence over their subordinates.
Most of his clients were precisely the persons who had problems with
their ministers and were not necessarily partisans of structural adjust-
ment. The minister of state became the arbiter of conflicts between agen-
cies and between the government and pressure groups, which negotiated
directly with him rather than with the minister in charge. Even though he
agreed with many of the objectives of structural adjustment, Collin was
motivated by the accumulation of bureaucratic power and did not always
favor quick implementation of structural policies. Some of his decisions,
in fact, tended to support conservative forces whose interests lay squarely
with the status quo-preserving market distortions related to the patron-
client relationship or protecting inefficient industries. Nonetheless, when
Diouf finally forced Collin into retirement in March 1990-his departure
appears to have been a condition of the national unity talks with the
opposition-the CSPA lost a powerful patron, which weakened it
considerably.

Other factors also undermined the prospects for reform. Internal divi-
sions and personal rivalries among several members of the reform team
appeared precisely when the program was losing momentum and its
opponents in the unions and party were colluding to fight against re-
forms. Institutional instability at the ministerial level also generated con-
fusion. Between April 1983 and April 1991, there were five major cabi-
net reshuffles-April 1983, January 1985, April 1988, March 1990, and
April 1991. The ministerial turnover did not spare "adjustment" of the
finance, planning, rural development, and industry portfolios. Ministers
came and went every two years on average, as did their teams. Each
reshuffle was accompanied by an internal reordering, with functions
absorbed or new ones created. For example, data production and fore-
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casting and planning agencies were separated at one point before being
absorbed by the Ministry of Planning, itself later incorporated into the
new Ministry of Economy, Finance, and Planning. In the rural sector, the
opposite trend was observed. Farmers' organizations, which were super-
vised by the Ministry of Rural Development in the early phases, were
placed under the jurisdiction of five ministries, which perform similar
functions.

In sum, the institutional reforms associated with the reform program
and the ministerial ballet accompanying them created greater disruptions
in services than coordination of actions. The continuous reordering
of organizational responsibility created administrative discontinuity,
strengthened parallel networks, and delayed implementation of the pro-
gram. Fighting among bureaucracies left the government little energy to
face the societal pressures placed on the program.

Conclusions

This study has tried to explain why the economic reform program in
Senegal during the 1980s was never fully implemented. The new team
that came to power in 1981 with Abdou Diouf based its political legit-
imacy on technocratic competence and the urgent need to promote eco-
nomic and political reform. After receiving a convincing electoral man-
date in 1983, Diouf's government presented an economic reform
program in line with reforms advocated by the IMF and the World Bank.
From roughly 1983 to 1988, the government exhibited a strong commit-
ment to the program, which proceeded reasonably well. After 1988,
however, the program lost momentum, and by the end of 1991, the
reform impulse appeared to have died, even if the economic crisis and
external agency pressures kept reform on the agenda.

The common wisdom suggests that Senegal's economic stagnation is
linked to its being one of the most democratic regimes in Africa. In this
view, the presence of political pluralism weakened the state's will to
undertake economic reform. Social pressures were indeed to blame for
the failure of reform. The mobilization against the PAML by the workers'
unions, the employer federations, and, to a much lesser extent, farmer
organizations pressured the state to return to the preadjustment policies
of subsidies, regulation, and trade protection. Regular and reasonably
honest elections obviously pressured the government to lessen the bite of
economic austerity.

Yet, Dioufrs victory in the 1988 elections by virtually the same share of
the vote received in 1983 demonstrates well the limits of this kind of
analysis. Electoral defeat was simply never the biggest concern of Diouf
and his allies, and this study has argued that the effect of interest group
pressures must be put into a larger context if the failure of reform is to be
understood. First, the program failed to address critical economic con-
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straints on adjustment. The program's fiscal contradictions, the difficulty
of achieving adjustment without devaluation, and the problematic nature
of the response of aggregate supply to reforms all returned to haunt the
government. Perhaps as important, pessimism about the economy
shaped expectations; it lessened the credibility of reform to economic
actors and undermined the commitment to reform of a political class
already skeptical of the virtues of economic liberalism in the local
environment.

Moreover, the effect of interest group pressures must be understood in
the context of President Diouf's consolidation of power. In the early
1980s, the logic of economic and political liberalization coincided with
Diouf's own political needs. Political pluralism and economic reform
helped him discipline and weaken the old guard within the Socialist Party
and introduce to politics a new generation of men beholden to him.
Democratization held relatively few risks as long as he maintained the
support of the marabouts, even while he pretended otherwise in negotia-
tions with the external aid and lending agencies.

The violence of 1988 and 1989 changed the rules of the game, how-
ever, by suggesting that the traditional methods of social control were not
effective on marginalized elements of the population, which were con-
trolled neither by the marabouts nor by the unions and the political
parties. It signaled to the government the need to take a much more
cautious approach to economic changes.

Finally, the government lacked a viable political strategy of implemen-
tation. Because his top priorities were his own political needs rather than
the needs of reform, Diouf never attempted to create a coalition on
behalf of reform. In particular, the Socialist Party was never mobilized to
sell the program, and the technocrats did not compensate for this over-
sight. They were not active in party politics, were nonexistent in the
Parliament, and did not seek out allies among groups of farmers or
businessmen who stood to gain from a successful reform program. Lack-
ing any political strategy, they trusted Diouf to continue backing them.
With the departure of Mamoudou Toure and Cheikh H. Kane, the two
principal architects of the structural adjustment program and its most
forceful advocates, the program and its technocratic allies succumbed to
the changing political context as well as their own internal divisions and
personal rivalries. Some senior civil servants and politicians played the
reform card fully. Most sat on the fence, along with Diouf, giving re-
formers their chance but reserving judgment until the program had
proven it entailed fewer risks than the status quo. As the difficulties and
contradictions increased, the fence-sitters increasingly abandoned
reform.

The external aid and lending agencies were just as shocked as the
government by the riots of 1988 and 1989 and relaxed conditionality
somewhat for the sake of political stability. By 1991, they were growing
impatient again, and the end of the Cold War led many to rethink their
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priorities in Africa. There remained no ready alternative to their program
of adjustment, which did not disappear from the policy agenda. None-
theless, the April 1991 appointment of Thiam as prime minister-a tech-
nocrat from the old school with good connections to the old-style pa-
trons of Senegalese politics and an avowed critic of economic
liberalism-indicated the extent to which economic reform had been
dislodged by the exigencies of Senegalese politics.

Notes
1. Morawetz 1977, pp. 77-78. All dollar amounts are U.S. dollars.
2. Some observers have noted similarities with the situation of Austria and Vienna after

the breakup of the Austro-Hungarian Empire; see the references to Senegal's "Vienna
problem" in Berg 1990, p. 1.

3. Complete wage parity between African and French employees had been reached with
passage of the Lamine Gueye Law of 1950. As a result, in the early 1960s civil servants had
seven times the average household income of peasants and twice the wage of skilled indus-
trial workers (see O'Brien 1975, p. 219).

4. Since the late 1960s, the European Economic Community's Common Agricultural
Policy has promoted other vegetable oils, such as sunflower seed oil, with subsidies that
make them much cheaper than peanut oil. As a result, peanut oil has lost considerable
market share, passing from more than 80 percent of total consumption in France in 1960 to
less than 30 percent by the mid-1980s. See anonymous 1986 p. 1460.

5. Senegal's currency is linked to the Communaute Financzere Afrucaine. See table 8-2 for
the value of the CFA franc relative to the U.S. dollar. A billion is 1,000 million.

6. See Bonnefond and Coutv 1991, p. 41. The authors suggest that the income differen-
tial between urban and rural areas remains 5:1, down from 7:1 at independence. This
evolution reflects, in part, the rapid rate of urbanization through which the rural poor have
migrated to the cities, decreasing the average urban income; urbanization proceeded by 3
percent between 1965 and 1980 and by 4 percent during the 1990s. By 1989, 38 percent of
the population lived in towns or cities (World Bank 1991 a).

7. Terrell and Sveinar (1990, p. 23) estimate that employment in the public sector-
defined as the civil service and noncommercial public enterprises-grew from 46,100 in
1960 to 61,800 in 1970 and to 88,400 in 1980.

8. The official names of these agencies in French are the Office National de Cooperation
et d'Assistance pour le Developpement, Societe Nationale d'Approvisionnement Rural,
Societe de Developpement et de Vulgarisation Agricole, Societe d'Amenagement et d'Ex-
ploitation des Terres du Delta, Societ6 de la Mise en Valeur de la Casamance, and Societe de
Developpement des Fibres Textiles.

9. See World Bank 1989b, p. 93. Taking into account the various subsidies granted to
smallholder farmers, the implicit tax on their production is estimated at CFAF98 billion in
constant 1980 prices between 1967 and 1985, roughly 5 percent of agricultural GDP (see
Delgado and Jammeh 1991, p. 7). In addition, the government collected fiscal resources
generated by industries related to agriculture (see Sud-Hebdo, no. 61, July 12, 1989;
Jammeh 1987 for a full discussion).

10. See Terrel and Sveinar 1990, p. 23. In 1982, according to the Ministry of Planning,
the total work force included 2.917 million persons, of which 35 percent were in the formal
sector, 54 percent in the traditional rural sector, 11 percent in the urban informal sector,
and 12 percent unemployed.

11. For example, in 1979, only 558 out of 1,700 cooperatives reimbursed 65 percenr of
their debt (Atde-Sopi, May 1979, p. 2).

12. In the mid-1960s, the community of 35,000 to 40,000 Lebanese controlled 25
percent of the retail trade, 20 percent of the wholesale trade, and 40 percent of the semi-
wholesale trade (Boumedouha 1990).

13. Collin returned to the presidency as secretary general from 1981 to 1989 under
Diouf, when his power reached its peak (see Diop and Diouf 1990, pp. 106-11).

14. The minimum wage went from an index of 100.0 in 1979 to 141.4 in 1983, while the
average civil service salary climbed to 146.5 from the same base over the same period,
thanks largely to internal promotions and job redefinitions (see Durufle 1988, pp. 34-35).
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15. In addition, the trade balance benefited from the relatively low prices prevailing for
rice and oil, two of the biggest imports, during the 1980s.

16. These totals do not include French budgetary support through the treasury, which
totaled an estimated $100 million. See anonymous 1988b, p. 1951.

17. In a cabinet meeting held in May 1989, the government decided to seek aid to
subsidize fertilizers and increase fertilizer consumption, which had decreased from 100,000
tons to 15,000 tons a year in the past five years.

18. Mercuriales are administratively derived values for goods, which are used to derive
the appropriate tariff for imports. The tariff is then assessed on the basis of that value
rather than on the actual invoice price. Theoretically used to prevent dumping, mercuriales
have, in fact, been used to increase the tariffs on goods, since the derived value is invariably
higher than the invoice value.

19. According to Berg (1990, p. 132), electricitv costs in Senegal were 60-65 percent
higher than in nearby C6te d'lvoire in 1987.

20. According to staff of the World Bank, this included 4,300 staff reductions through a
voluntary departure program to be financed in part by the Bank loan; in addition, sched-
uled retirements would decrease staffing by 2,663 persons, 1,309 civil servants would leave
as a result of the privatization program, and 370 irregular employees would also be
terminated.

21. In addition, public enterprises continue to benefit from a wide assortment of indirect
state subsidies, such as tax exemptions, forgone interest payments, and subsidized interest
rates.

22. The government's own data estimate that 3,317 permanent and 1,236 temporary
jobs were lost between 1985 and 1988, from a total of 41,843 jobs in the formal industrial
sector at the start of the structural adjustment program; see Bergen 1992. The opposition
press and some outside observers argue that job losses were as high as 20,000 during this
period, but it is not clear whether these figures are gross or net (see Boone 1991; U/al

Fadjiri, no. 251, March 7, 1991). The World Bank modestly estimates that 8,500 jobs vwere
lost, or about 6 percent of total employment in the modern sector in 1986.

23. Here, a distinction needs to be made between the IMF, whose priority was short-term
balance of payments objectives, and the World Bank, whose primary concern was the
longer-term objectives of the NPI. The World Bank apparently lobbied its sister organization
for more flexibility on the revenue side and a cut in the tax on oil, but to no avail. The
government sided with the IMF, albeit for different reasons.

24. As monetary integration increases, France's obligations within the European Com-
munity are likely to impose some reforms on the operation of the Franc Zone; see Cuillau-
mont and Guillaumont 1989.

25. In 1985, Senegal's negative position in the operations account at the French treasury
stood at 5207 million, and it remained as high as $162 million in 1990.

26. To cite just one example, SALS 11 and Ill included much too rapid a rate of privatiza-
tion, given the difficulty involved in valuing assets, evaluating bids, and closing deals; for
similar criticisms of Bank conditionality, see Durufl6 1988; Lewis 1987; World Bank
1989b. In fairness to the Bank, these criticisms were taken into account in designing SAL IV,
which was considerably more circumspect about the possibility of rapid reform.

27. For example, in May 1991, it was revealed that in complete contradiction to the
official forestry and ecological policies, the government had cleared some 45,000 hectares
of forest in the Kelkhom region and given them to an important marabout for his personal
cultivation (Sud-Hebdo, June 1991; Wil Fadiri, no. 267, June 27, 1991).

28. The health budget dropped from 9 percent of the national budget in 1970 to less than
6 percent in 1985 and continued to decrease, reaching some 5 percent in the 1987-89
period; see Berg 1990, pp. 181-83.

29. In 1982, one-third of the persons employed in the formal sector held a permanent
job, and that proportion probably decreased further by 1987 (Terrell and Svejnar 1990, p.
22).
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THE MEXICAN DEBT CRISIS OF I98Z T1RIGGERED A PROLONGED EFFORT tO

achieve stabilization and structural adjustment that has continued into
the early 1990s. This chapter focuses on an important turning point in
this effort: the Pact for Economic Solidarity (the pact), which was
launched during a major inflationary crisis in December 1987. This
analysis covers the program from its inception to the end of President
Miguel de la Madrid's term of office in December 1988.

This phase of the program constituted only one episode in an ongoing
process, but it warrants special attention for several reasons. First, the
pact featured concerted wage and price controls aimed at halting inertial
inflationary pressures. This turn toward an explicit new incomes policy
added a heterodox component to earlier stabilization plans, which had
relied more exclusively on fiscal and monetary instruments. In conjunc-
tion with continuing fiscal austerity, the incomes policy appeared to play
an important role in bringing inflation under control and thus helped set
the stage for a resumption of growth in the 1 990s.

Second, the pact was accompanied by major new steps toward trade
liberalization. These included lowering maximum tariffs to 20 percent
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and the average tariff to about 10 percent, as well as a sharp reduction in
the coverage of quantitative restrictions and the virtual elimination of
official reference prices. Such measures represented a sharp acceleration
of trade reforms already initiated during the crisis of 1985-86 and were
pivotal in consolidating the opening of the Mexican economy.

Third, in negotiating the pact, the government strongly reaffirmed its
commitment to fiscal discipline. Fiscal austerity had been a more or less
ongoing feature of Mexican macroeconomic policy since de la Madrid's
inauguration in December 1982. During 1988, however, the effort to
control expenditures intensified, becoming a key component of the pact,
notwithstanding the political pressures associated with a difficult presi-
dential election campaign.

This chapter traces how two sets of factors influenced the content,
timing, and implementation of these decisions. At the most immediate
level, the successful implementation of a concerted incomes policy was
the product of attempts by a relatively cohesive government elite to adapt
long-term reform goals to constraints imposed by changing economic
circumstances. General objectives of macroeconomic stability and eco-
nomic liberalization were pursued more or less consistently throughout
de la Madrid's administration. The way these objectives were imple-
mented, however, was shaped by trial-and-error adjustments to a series
of economic crises occurring throughout the six-year presidential term.

At a second level, the analysis focuses on broader political forces in
Mexico and within the international system. The pact was framed and
implemented in the context of rising concern about the stability of the
Mexican political system and reflected important shifts in power both
within the Mexican state bureaucracy and in the larger society. Special
attention is paid here to the growing dominance of market-oriented tech-
nocrats within the bureaucracy and to the reconstruction of cooperative
relations with business groups and international creditors.

The study is divided into five sections. The first deals with the political
and economic antecedents of the pact, especially during the first five
years of de la Madrid's administration. The second analyzes the infla-
tionary crisis of 1987 and the decision to initiate the pact. The third and
fourth sections describe the implementation of the pact during 1988,
focusing on the evolution of macroeconomic and trade policies during
this period and on the institutional mechanisms through which such
policies were carried out. The fifth section analyzes the political institu-
tions and social structures that account for the relative success of the
program.

Unlike other countries examined in this book, the Mexican system is
not undergoing a quick transition from authoritarian rule to competitive
electoral politics, and, therefore, few direct conclusions can be drawn
from this case about the effects of such transitions on economic reform.
Although some steps toward political liberalization have been taken since
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the 1970s, government elites have maintained considerable control over
the pace and timing of both economic and political initiatives. During the
period under discussion, these elites attached the highest priority to eco-
nomic adjustments and tended to deemphasize political reforms or allow
them to run on a separate track.

In a number of other respects, however, the Mexican experience is
relevant to themes raised in this book, including the importance of the
security and time horizons of decisionmakers, the role of political sup-
port in the implementation of reforms, and the political significance of
how these reforms are packaged. First, we argue that the initiation of
extensive reforms in Mexico depended heavily on the elite's control of the
official party and corporatist apparatus. Substantial insulation from po-
litical opposition enabled the government to undertake its program even
in the face of electoral-cycle pressures associated with the change of
presidential administrations.

The Mexican case also demonstrates the importance of forging chan-
nels of support and communication with strategic groups in the private
sector. Since the early 1970s, relations between the state and important
business sectors had been marked by considerable tension and confronta-
tion. Successful implementation of the pact depended on the capacity of
government to reestablish mutual trust and cooperation, built largely
around shared interests in maintaining the stability of the political and
economic system.

Although many factors facilitated this reconciliation, the packaging of
reform helped smooth the way for leaders in the private sector to offer a
cooperative response. Specifically, business groups were less inclined to
oppose trade liberalization because it was included as a component of the
pact and was presented as essential to reducing inflationary pressures.

Finally, the Mexican case raises questions about the longer-term com-
patibility of economic reform and political democratization. The alliance
constructed by the government, although crucial for the success of the
pact, did not extend far beyond the representatives of the very large firms
and conglomerates that dominated substantial portions of the Mexican
economy. Smaller private firms, along with labor and peasant organiza-
tions, were subject to more extensive political control, and opposition
parties had little real chance to defeat the official candidate in the 1988
presidential campaign.

Important changes in the political system were initiated as the Mexican
economy began to revive. Under President Carlos Salinas de Gortari, the
government stepped up its efforts to modernize the PRI (Institutional
Revolutionary Party), reform election procedures, and expand oppor-
tunities for opposition parties to contest state and municipal elections.
There was substantial continuity, however, in the centralized features of
the system that initially facilitated reform. These included highly concen-
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trated presidential authority, the dominance of the PRI over national
elections, and extensive government control over organized labor.

Antecedents of the Pact, 1982-87

Since the 1930s, the Mexican political system has been characterized
by the electoral dominance of an official party, the PRI, by a very strong
presidency, and by the use of government and party resources to co-opt
and constrain the activities of organized economic interests, particularly
labor unions (for general discussions of the Mexican political system, see
Carpizo 1978; Collier and Collier 1991; Cornelius, Gentleman, and
Smith 1989; Cosio Villegas 1973; Gonzalez Casanova 1977; Hansen
1971; Loaeza 1988; Molinar Horcasitas 1991; Reyna and Weinert
1977). Beginning in the early 1970s, a degree of political liberalization
began to provide wider latitude for debate among political and economic
interests, and electoral reforms in 1977 offered somewhat greater oppor-
tunities for opposition political parties. Nevertheless, throughout the
1980s, the president and the executive bureaucracy dominated the sys-
tem. Congress, state and local government, the courts, and other institu-
tions of the federal constitutional system played far less significant roles.

Within this highly centralized structure of authority, however, substan-
tial political contestation has occurred. Among government technocrats,
the most important cleavage has been between orthodox groups that
have emphasized relatively market-oriented approaches to macro-
economic management and developmentalist factions urging a more ac-
tivist role for the state. The orthodox financial bureaucracy was based
historically in the Bank of Mexico and the Ministry of Finance (Maxfield
1990), although its influence later expanded to the Ministry of Budget
and Planning and other parts of the state apparatus. Prior to the 1980s,
this group reached the peak of its influence during the so-called period of
stabilizing development, from the mid-1950s to the late 1960s, when
import-substituting strategies and cautious fiscal and monetary policies
combined to produce relatively low inflation and high growth.

Developmentalists became influential during the 1970s, as the Mexi-
can state took a more activist role in stimulating growth and addressing
problems of equity. Until the early 1980s, their most important bureau-
cratic stronghold was the Ministry of National Wealth and Public Indus-
try. They were weakened substantially after 1982, when this agency was
reorganized into the Ministry of Trade and Industrial Development
(SECOFI), and virtually all of the hard-line protectionists were pushed out
of positions of authority. Even after that time, however, SECOFI continued
to provide a base for critics of full import liberalization (on policy de-
bates in the 1970s, see Bazdresch and Levy 1991; Solis 1981; Tello
1979).
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Within the larger political system, relations between the state and
economic interest groups ran roughly parallel to the factional conflicts
evolving within the government apparatus. The stabilizing development
period was marked by close relations between the state and most seg-
ments of the business community, as well as by rising real wages for the
relatively small portion of the working class represented by the official
union movement. Major problems of social inequality and political ex-
clusion remained, however. During the 1970s, the government attempted
to address these issues with populist measures and social reforms, and
politics within the Mexican system became far more confrontational.

Business groups became increasingly politicized, especially during the
populist administration of Luis Echeverria (1971-77). Business elites
previously inclined to rely on private contacts with officials increasingly
protested what they viewed as abuses of state power (Arriola 1988;
Maxfield and Anzaldua 1987). Concerns about discretionary presiden-
tial authority were reinforced by a sudden decision to nationalize the
banking system at the end of Jose L6pez Portillo's administration in
1982. One important outgrowth of these concerns was the formation in
the mid-1970s of a powerful new business peak association, the Coor-
dinating Council of Entrepreneurs, which sought to establish a more
independent role for the private sector within the political arena. During
1987 and 1988, the powerful heads of the council played a major role in
initiating and implementing the Economic Solidarity Pact. A large net-
work of state-sponsored business chambers also became more militant
and independent during the 1970s and 1980s (Shafer 1973).

Although so-called popular sector groups were the intended beneficia-
ries of the 1970s' reform initiatives, they were generally less powerful
than business elites and middle-class groups. The official union move-
ment gained in strength and independence during the 1970s, and some
labor federations began to act with greater militancy prior to the crisis of
the 1980s. But the labor movement as a whole remained closely tied to
the governing party and to the state, and its influence eroded substan-
tially during the 1980s, as prolonged recession and growth of the labor
force weakened labor markets (Bizberg 1990a, 1990b; Carr 1986; Mid-
dlebrook 1989; Reyna, Zapata, and Fleury 1976; Trejo Delarbre 1990).
Other popular sector groups-student movements, neighborhood asso-
ciations, and dissident political organizations-formed after the 1970s
and were generally tolerated as long as they did not become too large.

Demands from both business and popular sector groups often pulled
the system in conflicting directions, straining the resources of the Mexi-
can state. During the 1970s, successive administrations sought to cope
with these challenges through accelerated programs of public investment,
subsidies and protection of the business sector, and expanded social ser-
vices. Given the limited tax base of the Mexican system, however, these
policies could not be sustained over the long run. By the early 1980s, the
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economy was burdened with very high fiscal deficits, a badly overvalued
peso, and a large foreign debt. This left the system extremely vulnerable
to the decline in petroleum prices and the sharp rise in international
interest rates that hit the system in 1981 and 1982.

Initial Efforts at Stabilization under de la Madrid, 1982-85

The debt crisis in August 1982 brought important changes to the
situation confronting the Mexican government (for the origins of the
1982 debt crisis, see Bazdresch and Levy 1991; Buffie and Sangines
Krause 1989; Ros 1987). First and most important, authorities could no
longer ignore the very large macroeconomic disequilibrium that had de-
veloped during the past decade. In a last-ditch effort to expand its room
to maneuver, the outgoing administration of L6pez Portillo nationalized
the private commercial banking system in September 1982, exacerbating
the already serious tensions between the government and the private
sector (HernAndez Rodriguez 1988a; L6pez Portillo 1988; Tello 1984).
Reducing these tensions constituted a major challenge for the incoming
administration of Miguel de la Madrid.

The debt crisis and the threat of falling into a moratorium on pay-
ments also weakened the hand of the Mexican government in negotia-
tions with multinational financial institutions and foreign commercial
creditors. I In many respects, to be sure, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the World Bank offered advice that coincided closely with the
views of the incoming administration itself. From this point forward,
however, the influence of the international financial institutions in-
creased considerably.

Finally, the crisis expanded opportunities for market-oriented techno-
crats to increase their influence within the state apparatus. Key appoint-
ments under de la Madrid went to officials from the financial bureau-
cracy, and advocates of expansionist policies were removed from major
positions of influence (HernAndez Rodriguez 1988b). A major shift in
factional alignments, this response implied that, much more than in the
past, the administration as a whole would adopt a common perspective
about the urgency of fiscal and monetary retrenchment. Most new offi-
cials also shared the broad view that at some point trade and regulatory
policies would have to be revised to provide greater scope for market
forces (see Poder Ejecutivo Federal 1983). In this area, however, there
was less consensus on the scope and design of the prospective reforms.

The steps taken during the first years of de la Madrid's administration
reflected these initial priorities (Kaufman 1990). The primary emphasis
was on stabilization and the normalization of relations with external
creditors. An IMF agreement concluded in November 1982 provided the
basis for an extraordinary effort to achieve fiscal adjustment. Between
1982 and 1984, the public sector borrowing requirement (the financial
deficit in table 9-1) wvas cut from almost 17 percent to less than 9 percent



Table 9-1. Public Expenditures as a Percentage of Gross Domestic Product in Mexico, 1977-90
Expenditure 1977-82" 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Deficit
Financial 9.9 16.9 8.6 8.5 9.6 16.0 16.0 12.3 5.5 3.5
Economic 8.7 15.6 8.1 7.1 8.0 14.9 15.0 10.7 4.9 2.3
Primaryb 4.3 7.6 -4.0 -4.6 -3.3 -1.7 -4.7 -6.0 -7.7 -7.5
Operational 4.8 5.5 -0.4 0.3 0.8 2.4 -1.8 3.6 1.7 -1.8

Revenue
Total public sector 26.6 28.9 32.9 32.2 31.2 30.4 30.5 29.9 28.9 30.0
Oil 6.4 9.9 14.2 13.0 11.5 9.0 9.8 7.6 6.7 7.7
Tax 10.1 9.9 10.2 10.3 10.2 11.3 10.7 11.9 11.8 11.6
Value added tax 2.4 2.2 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.7 3.2 3.5 3.3 3.6
Incometax 5.4 4.7 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.3 4.0 4.9 5.1 4.9

Expenditure

Total public sector 35.3 44.5 41.0 39.3 39.2 44.9 44.9 39.1 33.6 32.2
Budget 33.0 41.8 39.0 37.7 37.5 42.6 43.6 38.0 32.7 30.0
Programmable 25.0 26.0 22.2 20.9 21.7 22.3 23.1 18.1 16.8 16.8
Social (percentage of programmable) - 33.8 28.0 27.6 31.1 30.7 30.6 32.0 35.6 -

Nonprogrammable 7.9 12.0 13.3 15.7 16.5 14.9 22.6 20.0 15.8 13.1

Interest
Total 4.4 8.0 12.1 11.7 11.3 16.6 19.7 16.7 12.6 9.8
Internal 2.8 4.9 7.7 8.0 7.8 12.1 15.4 13.1 9.2 -

External 1.6 3.3 4.6 3.9 3.7 4.4 4.4 3.6 3.5

- Not available.
a. Simple arithmetic average.
b. Economic deficit minus total interest.
Source: Banco de M6xico, Indicadores econ6micos, 1991, p. D, December 1988, October 1989, October 1991; Banco de Mexico 1992; Secretaria de

Hacienda y Credito Publico, Direcci6n General de Planeaci6n Hacendaria, 1977-86; Lustig 1992, table 111.5.
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of gross domestic product (GDP), in spite of a sharp drop in petroleum
revenues. On the external front, the government concluded debt re-
scheduling agreements with its creditors and established FICORCA, a pro-
gram through which the government provided financial relief to dollar-
indebted private firms that were gravely affected by exchange rate losses.

Trade reform and other structural adjustments were much less salient
during the early 1980s. Both Mexican officials and external lending
agencies assumed that stabilization should precede any major attempt at
economic restructuring. This perspective changed during the mid-1980s,
however, as a new series of difficulties undermined the stabilization
effort.

Serious problems began to appear as early as 1984. First, the terms of
trade dropped severely between 1982 and 1985. Moreover, the very tight
conditions attached to the initial debt agreements provided little breath-
ing space for the stabilization effort to succeed; the rescheduling of exter-
nal debt had not yielded enough "fresh money," either from concerted
lending agreements or a return to the voluntary capital market. Conse-
quently, continued servicing of the debt required a brutal compression of
domestic demand and a major drain on fiscal resources. After two years
of severe fiscal austerity, there were only limited signs of economic reac-
tivation, and inflation continued at around 60 percent through 1984 and
1985 (see table 9-2). In this context, the perception grew within the
government that something had to be done. Controls on public spending
were relaxed somewhat at the end of 1984 and continued to ease during
the mid-term election campaign of 1985.

In 1985, the situation deteriorated further. Popular protest following
the devastating earthquake that hit Mexico City in September was a
disturbing indication of widespread political alienation. Meanwhile, the
public sector borrowing requirement began to widen again in 1985,
approaching 10 percent of GDP, and relations with the IMF grew increas-
ingly acrimonious. On September 19 (coincidentally, the day of the
earthquake itself), IMF officials announced that they were suspend-
ing disbursements on the Extended Fund Facility agreement with the
government.

At the core of the dispute were sharp differences over how to interpret
the causes of the growing fiscal deficit. The IMF tended to blame election-
year spending, but the inflation premium paid on the servicing of the
domestic public debt was also a significant source of pressure on the
budget, as was the decline in petroleum revenues. These critical variables
lay beyond the government's control. For the next nine months, attempts
to renegotiate the Extended Fund Facility agreement were locked in a
tense stalemate over the question of how much this factor should be
discounted in setting fiscal targets.

During the first part of 1986, the crisis escalated even further. The
international petroleum market collapsed at the beginning of the year,



Table 9-2. Prices and Wages in the Mexican Economy, 1977-90
(percentages unless otherwise noted)

Indicator 1977-82 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Export oil prices (dollars per barrel) 25.2, 26.7 26.7 26.9 25.3 11.9 16.0 12.2 15.6 19.1
Nominal exchange rate

(pesos per dollar)
Free 28.8b 57.2 150.3 185.2 310.3 637.9 1,405.8 2,289.6 2,483.4 2,838.4
Controlled - 57.4 120.2 167.8 257.0 611.4 1,366.7 2,250.3 2,453.2 2,830.7

Nominal interest rate - 57.4 53.8 49.2 74.2 105.6 133.0 51.5 44.7 35.0
Change in the nominal minimum wage

December-December 285.1c 73.8 44.2 56.7 54.0 102.6 145.0 31.9 24.9 19.1
Average 261.3c 40.4 67.9 54.2 55.6 70.6 117.6 87.6 12.7 14.9

Change in the nominal manufacturing wage
December-December 314.0c 64.1 53.8 57.5 58.1 95.6 149.8 59.9 29.5 32.7
Average 357.6, 60.2 56.1 53.8 53.3 75.2 127.4 111.4 30.8 30.3

Change in the inflation rate
December-December 458.9' 98.8 80.8 59.2 63.7 105.7 159.2 51.7 19.7 29.9
Average 360.2, 58.9 101.9 65.4 57.7 86.2 131.8 114.2 20.0 26.7

Real exchange rate (70 = 10(0) 1 16 .lb 124.2 135.2 110.9 106.8 155.9 169.8 140.3 127.6 123.4
Real interest rate - -1.5 -48.2 -16.2 16.5 19.3 1.2 -62.7 24.7 8.3
Change in the real minimum wage

December-December -28.6, -12.6 - 20.2 -1.6 -5.9 -1.5 - 5.5 -13.1 4.3 8.4
Average - 19.9c - 11.6 -16.8 -6.8 - 1.3 -8.4 -6.1 - 12.4 -6.1 -9.2

Change in the real manufacturing wage
December-December -22.9c -17.5 -14.9 -1.1 -3.4 -4.9 -3.6 5.4 8.2 2.2
Average -0.5$ 0.8 -22.7 -7.0 -2.8 -5.9 -1.9 -1.3 9.0 2.8

- Not available.
a. Average 1978-82.
b. Simple arithmetic average.
c. Accumulated increase during the period.
Note: Increases in the real minimum and manufacturing wage correspond to increases in the index of real wages, defined as the index of nominal wages

divided by the consumer price index. Real interest rates are the nominal interest rate minus the average inflation rate.
Source: Lustig 1992, tables 1.5 and 11.2; Banco de Mexico, Indicadores econ6micos, December 1991.
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deepening the recession that had resumed during the last half of 1985
and adding still another crushing blow to the Mexican process of adjust-
ment. Oil prices dropped nearly 50 percent, causing government reve-
nues to plunge and sending the public sector borrowing requirement
soaring to 16 percent of GDP, near the heights reached in 1982. On the
political front, relations with the United States were increasingly embit-
tered by conflicts with the Reagan administration over Central American
policy and by congressional and press criticisms of alleged fraud in the
1985 and 1986 mid-term elections (Aguilar Zinser 1988).

Confrontation and Reconciliation with Creditor Groups,
1985-86

The Mexican policy response to this new round of crises was condi-
tioned in fundamental ways by how these external economic and politi-
cal conflicts were resolved. Until about the second half of 1986, there
appeared to be very little agreement between Mexico and its creditors
about why the policies initiated in 1982 had failed and about what
needed to be done. The view of most creditor groups, implied in the IMF'S

position on the fiscal deficit, was that the adjustment process had not
gone far enough and that both a stronger fiscal effort and a push toward
trade liberalization and privatization were needed. The Baker Plan, an-
nounced in September 1985, promised fresh financing for countries fol-
lowing that route. In the absence of a mechanism for compelling com-
mercial banks to resume voluntary lending, however, this served
primarily to reinforce the creditor calls for structural adjustment.

As of mid-1985, the Mexican government's view crystallized around
the following points. First, previous stabilization efforts had not been
backed sufficiently by new external financing. Second, the government
agreed that structural adjustments were indeed necessary but insisted on
its right to implement these in its own way and its own time (as budget
and planning secretary, de la Madrid had himself championed trade
reform measures in 1978 and 1979). Although gradual liberalization
measures were introduced in 1985, the shock treatments advocated by
many orthodox economists in the United States and Mexico were not
viewed as politically viable. Finally, the increase in the public deficit,
defined by the public sector borrowing requirement, was attributed pri-
marily to the inflation of interest payments charged on the domestic debt,
as well as to sharp fluctuations in the international price of oil.

By mid-1986, Mexico's standoff with the IMF on these issues appeared
to be leading to a unilateral suspension of the debt service and to a
confrontation that all sides had hoped to avoid. This prospect, however,
led both the United States and Mexico to search for new ways to back
away from the brink.

Regardless of conflicts over other issues, the Reagan administration
did not want a new financial crisis in Mexico, and it pressed the IMF to
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accede to the principal demands of the Mexican negotiating team. In an
agreement finally concluded in July 1986, the standard for fiscal perfor-
mance was defined primarily in terms that corrected for the impact of
inflation on interest payments to domestic creditors (the operational bud-
get) and acknowledged the impact of fluctuations in the price of oil
(Gurria Treviino 1988, p. 97). This was followed in August by a state-
ment from President de la Madrid in Washington, D.C., that Mexico
would no longer press the Contadora effort to negotiate a peace settle-
ment in Central America and that new initiatives would be left to the
combatants themselves (on the evolution of Mexico's policy toward Cen-
tral America and its effects on U.S.-Mexican relations, see Castafieda
and Pastor 1989, pp. 229-38).

Agreements in these areas untied negotiations with commercial credi-
tors and opened the way for a significant new infusion of external financ-
ing. During 1987, new debt servicing agreements, reached in conjunction
with the IMF and backed by the U.S. government, led to an inflow of
more than $4.5 billion in commercial bank financing.2 These funds, in
conjunction with a large trade surplus, allowed a large buildup of re-
serves, which-as we shall see-provided a crucial cushion for exchange
rate policies initiated under the Economic Solidarity Pact.

The Evolution of Trade and Stabilization Policies, 1986-87

By the end of 1986, the preceding round of crisis and reconciliation
with creditors had led Mexican officials to make several important new
assumptions about the relation between stabilization and trade reform
and at least three major shifts in policy emphasis. In response to the
evident failure of the earlier stabilization program, the first major shift
was to attach a much higher priority to trade reform-now viewing it as
a step that had to accompany, rather than follow, stabilization. In con-
junction with a World Bank loan, a new program was launched that
substantially reduced the coverage of import licenses from more than 90
percent of production in 1985 to only 47 percent in 1986 (see table 9-3),
increased reliance on tariffs as a means of regulating imports, and intro-
duced a schedule of phased reductions in tariff levels (Ten Kate 1990,
p. 53).

The design of these measures reflected a preference for a gradualist
approach to liberalization. The schedule of tariff reductions, outlined in
negotiations between SECOFI and representatives of the private sector,
was to take place over a period of four years and offered substantial
protection in the meantime. A sharp depreciation of the peso accom-
panied these measures, moreover, and significantly reduced the initial
costs of trade liberalization to import-substituting industrialists. The
gradualist reforms of the mid-1980s, however, laid the groundwork for
the more sweeping reforms implemented in conjunction with the pact.
The depreciation of the peso provided a cushion of undervaluation that
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Table 9-3. Measures of Trade Liberalization in Mexico, 1985-90
(percent)

Indicator 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Domestic production
Covered by import licenses 92.2 46.9 35.8 23.2 22.1 19.0
Covered by official reference

prices 18.7 19.6 13.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Averageproductweightedtariff 23.5 24.0 22.7 11.0 12.8 12.5

Source: Lustig 1992, table V.3.

permitted subsequent use of the nominal exchange rate as an anchor of
the pact (Ten Kate and de Mateo 1989). The reduction in the coverage of
quantitative restrictions weakened the discretionary resources available
to SECOFI, still an important center of opposition to outright trade liberal-
ization, and eroded the bridges between protectionists inside and outside
the government.

The second major change in policy was to reduce the priority attached
to achieving price stability. Basic commitments to fiscal discipline re-
mained strong, but comparatively high levels of inflation were viewed as
a necessary cost of the exchange rate policy linked to the trade reform.
The third new emphasis was on renewing growth. After mid-1986, the
government began to ease monetary policy in an effort to encourage
private sector investment. Available credit, though still very tight, was
expanded, and real interest rates were reduced substantially during
1987.

The Inflation Crisis of 1987 and Initiation of the Pact

These policy changes were the backdrop to the inflation crisis of late
1987 and the initiation of the Economic Solidarity Pact. In several major
respects the economy appeared to be doing relatively well in 1987 (see
tables 9-4 and 9-5). Growth rates turned positive (1.5 percent), after
declining almost 4 percent in 1986, and the current account balance grew
from a deficit of $1.7 billion in 1986 to a surplus of $4.0 billion the
following year. The annual rate of inflation in 1986 climbed to 86 per-
cent, and quarterly rates averaged around 25 percent during the first nine
months of 1987 (table 9-2). This was high, but acceptable, given other
priorities. In the last three months of 1987, however, a sudden escalation
of prices brought inflation to more than 34 percent for the quarter, and
stabilization moved to the top of the policy agenda.

The cause of the high long-term inflation preceding this upsurge is the
subject of some dispute. Critics of the government attribute it primarily
to deficient and inconsistent fiscal policies, pointing especially to the
expansion of public deficits after 1985. More disaggregated measures,



Table 9-4. Annual Real Growth Rates in the Mexican Economy, 1977-90
(percent)

Indicator 1977-82, 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Gross domestic product 6.6 -0.5 -4.2 3.6 2.6 -3.8 1.5 1.7 2.9 3.9
Consumption

Total 6.8 1.2 -4.2 3.8 3.1 - 1.5 -0.2 1.6 5.0 4.7
Private 6.6 1.1 -5.4 3.3 3.6 -2.1 -0.1 2.2 6.0 5.2
Public 8.4 2.4 2.7 6.6 0.9 2.1 -0.8 -1.4 -0.6 5.6

Investment
Nj Gross fixed 8.9 -15.9 -28.3 6.4 7.9 -11.8 -0.6 6.4 5.9 13.4

Private 6.7 -17.1 -22.1 7.9 12.2 -10.4 4.3 13.6 9.5 13.6
Public 12.3 -14.2 -36.0 4.1 0.9 -14.2 -9.8 -9.1 -3.6 12.8

Expenditure
Private 6.6 -2.1 -8.1 3.9 4.8 -3.4 0.6 3.9 6.6 6.6
Public 10.2 -6.7 -16.0 5.7 0.9 -3.8 -3.7 -3.7 -1.5 7.6

Exports (free on board) 9.9 13.7 13.6 5.7 -4.5 3.2 9.8 3.0 3.1 5.2
lmports (cost, insurance, freight) 9.6 -37.1 -33.8 17.8 11.0 -12.4 4.5 38.8 20.7 22.9

a. Average annual growth rate.
Source: Secretaria de Programaci6n y Presupuesto, various years; Banco de Mexico, Informe anual, 1990.



Table 9-5. Balance of Payments in the Mexican Economy, 1977-90
(billions of U.S. dollars, unless otherwise noted)

Indicator 1977-82a 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Current account balance -33.3 -4.9 5.3 4.2 1.2 -1.7 4.0 -2.4 -6.0 -6.3
Goods and io factorial services balance -1.4 6.8 14.4 13.9 9.1 5.6 10.4 4.1 -0.3 -2.3
Interest payments 33.2 11.3 10.2 11.7 10.2 8.3 8.1 8.6 9.3 9.0
Payments net of interest - - 8.9 9.6 8.3 6.9 6.2 6.1 6.7 6.4
Capital account 50.2 8.6 - 1.1 0.0 - 1.8 1.8 -0.6 - 1.4 3.0 9.7
Direct foreign investment 4.3 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.5 1.5 3.2 2.6 3.0 2.6
Errors and omissions -18.0 - 8.4 -0.9 -0.9 -1.9 0.4 2.7 - 2.8 3.4 -0.1
International reserves (variation)

Gross - -3.2 3.1 3.2 -2.3 1.0 6.9 -7.1 0.4 3.2
Net -1.0 -4.7 3.3 3.4 -2.4 0.6 6.1 -6.7 0.3 3.4

Capital flight 18.8 6.5 2.7 1.6 0.7 -2.2 0.3 1.1 -2.9 -
External debt

Total 317.2 92.4 93.8 96.7 96.6 101.0 107.5 100.4 95.1 98.2
Public 225.5 59.7 66.6 69.4 72.1 75.4 81.4 81.0 76.1 77.8

Ratio of external debt to GDP (percent) - 49.0 62.6 54.2 52.4 76.3 73.6 59.1 48.5 41.9
Debt service ratio to exports (percent) - 62.2 50.4 42.8 43.8 48.6 42.8 43.4 35.9 29.4

- Not available.
a. Accumulated flows.
Source: Lustig 1992, tables 1.5, 11.2, and 11.4; Banco de Mexico 1978; Banco de Mexico, Informe anual, 1980-85; Banco de Mexico, Indicadores

econ6micos, October 19 9 1 pp. IV-1-IV-2.
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however, suggest that these deficits were driven primarily by the high
inflation premium built into the interest costs of domestic public debt.
Estimates that correct for the amortization component of these expendi-
tures (the operational budget) show that deficits from 1984 to 1987 were
well below the 1977-82 average (see table 9-6). The primary budget (all
noninterest accounts) was in surplus between 1983 and 1987, while
primary deficits averaged 4 percent from 1977 through 1982. The persis-
tence of high inflation in the face of such deep fiscal efforts supports the
view that inertial factors and exogenous disturbances were playing a
decisive role (for the government's view on the subject, see Presidencia de
la Republica 1987, pp. 27-32). Of course, the high speed with which the
peso was devalued gave a strong impetus to inflation, especially during
the second half of 1986. In this context, existing inflationary expecta-
tions were jolted by strong new pressures on the exchange rate during the
third quarter of 1987 (Zuckerman Behar 1989). One important source of
demand for dollars resulted from a FICORCA settlement on private sector
external debt negotiated during the preceding year. Rather than extend
the payout period, as the agreement specified, many external creditors
offered deep discounts for the prepayment of hard currency debts, an
offer that many Mexican debtors hastened to accept (Banco de Mexico,
Indicadores economicos, 1987, p. 25).

More important was the crash of the stock market on October 19.
During the preceding eighteen months, the government had delayed cor-
recting a drift toward negative real interest rates; this had encouraged a
shift of funds into the market and a speculative boom. In October, with
the fall in world stock markets, the situation reversed itself, and investors
shifted from stocks to dollars. In the thirty days following the October
crash, Mexican stock prices lost approximately 70 percent of their value,
reflecting the increasing demand for hard currency (Presidencia de la
Repiblica, Direcci6n General de Comunicaci6n Social, 1988b, p. 188).
Finally, as occurred toward the end of other presidential terms, the uncer-
tainties associated with a year of political transition encouraged holders
of liquid capital to hedge their bets. Both the stock market crash and a
massive new round of capital flight occurred within days of the designa-
tion of Salinas as the next president.

On November 18, the central bank attempted to protect reserves by
withdrawing from the free exchange market, and in just one day, the
price of the dollar soared from Mex$1,712 to as high as Mex$2,200, an
increase of 28 percent. Despite these shocks, the bank expected to con-
tain the inflationary spillover; reserves remained very high, and the con-
trolled exchange rate, which governed most producer import prices, was
held constant. The sharp rise in the free exchange rate, however, in-
creased the uncertainty regarding future devaluations (Presidencia de la
Republica, Direcci6n General de Comunicaci6n Social, 1988b, p. 199).
As a consequence, consumer prices rose almost 15 percent in December,



Table 9-6. Net Change Public External Indebtedness, Net IMF Disbursements, and Interest Payments in Mexico, 1982-90
(millions of U.S. dollars)

Indicator 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Total external debt, net change 7,429 5,087 2,613 763 73 2,961 -825 - 1,190 2,168
Disbursements 11,196 8,774 6,231 4,817 11,197 9,535 8,434 4,908 7,687
Amortization 3,767 3,687 3,618 4,054 11,124 6,574 9,259 6,098 5,519

Long-run debt, netchange 8,337 4,622 2,461 708 249 3,726 -1,142 -1,065 1,685
Disbursements 11,196 6,832 4,814 3,572 10,184 8,569 7,165 3,608 5,539
Amortization 2,859 2,210 2,353 2,864 9,935 3,289 8,307 4,673 3,854

Commercialbankdebt,net 5,975 4,537 2,884 860 -399 4,410 -2,970 -1,986 110
change

Disbursements 7,770 5,209 3,075 1,287 253 4,782 1,176 44 430
Amortization 1,795 672 191 427 652 373 5,125 2,030 320

Bilateral debt, net change 486 281 55 318 676 1,442 733 346 743
Disbursements 853 781 619 1,005 1,802 2,666 1,770 1,749 2,243
Amortization 367 500 564 687 1,126 1,223 1,037 1,403 1,500

Supplier debt, net change 4 216 -119 1 - 9 - 31 - 12 24 91
Disbursements 46 319 143 65 53 34 21 50 123
Amortization 42 103 262 64 62 65 33 26 32

IDBANDIBRDdebt-,netchange 1,147 178 603 711 913 393 697 701 706
Disbursements 1,375 505 979 1,166 1,446 1,086 1,642 1,615 1,772
Amortization 228 327 376 455 533 694 945 914 1,066

(continued on next page)



Table 9-6 (continued)
Indicator 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Bonds, net change 725 -588 -473 -488 -519 -934 1,389 -149 34
Disbursements 1,151 17 0 49 0 1 2,556 150 971
Amortization 426 605 473 537 519 935 1,167 299 937

Short-run debt, netchange -908 465 152 55 -176 -764 316 -125 483
Disbursements 0 1,942 1,417 1,246 1,013 966 1,268 1,300 2,147
Amortization 908 1,477 1,265 1,191 1,189 1,730 952 1,425 1,664

Commodity Credit Corpora- 145 1,254 - 59 -370 -445 -23 217 159 -53
tion, net change

Disbursements 145 1,309 742 260 157 272 532 491 396
Amortization 0 55 801 630 602 295 315 332 449

IMF,netchange 201 1,003 1,204 296 616 320 -69 303 731

Disbursements 201 1,003 1,204 296 741 600 350 943 1,608
Amortization 0 0 0 0 125 280 419 640 877

Interest payments - 12,203 -10,103 -11,716 -10,156 -8,342 -8,097 -8,891 -9,377 -9,064

a. Inter-American Development Bank and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
Source: Lustig 1992, table II.V.
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sending clear signals that the economy was entering a major crisis (see
tables 9-7 and 9-8).

The Initial Response: The Actors and Negotiations

The explosion of prices, detonated just at the outset of a presidential
transition year, sent shock waves throughout the Mexican system.
Within government circles, ongoing debates about the merits of a stabi-
lization pact acquired new urgency. Discussions with major business
leaders had been initiated in July, but the basic blueprint of the program
was hammered out during the last days of November and the first two
weeks of December.

In the public sphere, the impetus for these negotiations appeared to
come from new wage demands issued by the normally quiescent official
labor movement. On November 23, union leaders called for a 46 percent
adjustment to compensate for the decline in income caused by the No-
vember 18 devaluation and threatened a general strike if this adjustment
was not put into effect by the middle of December (Presidencia de la
Repuiblica, Direcci6n General de Comunicaci6n Social, 1988b, p. 191).
On the surface, the tripartite agreements announced on December 15
responded to this demand. In reality, however, government, business,
and labor brought very different resources and levels of political strength
to the bargaining table.

Characteristically in the Mexican system, the executive elite provided
the most important source of initiative. Especially important for the pact
was the network of financial officials allied with Carlos Salinas in the
Ministry of Budget and Planning, the Bank of Mexico, and the Ministry
of Finance. The magnitude and scope of the inflation crisis took this
group by surprise, and many of its immediate decisions were ad hoc and
improvised. Most key policymakers, however, attached considerable im-
portance to the inertial factors that underlay the Mexican inflation and
were familiar with the risks and advantages of wage-price controls.
When the crisis hit, therefore, the financial officials were well positioned
to assume leadership in designing a relatively coherent project. At the
same time, with Salinas designated as the next president, they could
count on the collaboration of other segments of the bureaucracy as well.3

Officials in SECOFI, though skeptical about the acceleration of trade re-
form, were entrusted with the task of negotiating the details of the price
control system.

In its contacts with the private sector, the officials attached to Salinas
had at least three big sticks for getting what they wanted. First, they
represented the future administration, and their negotiating partners
knew that for the next six years they would hold public power. Second,
after the reconciliation with external creditors, they were viewed favor-
ably by the international community, which implied a reasonable possi-
bility of mustering the financial resources to implement their plans. Fi-



Table 9-7. Prices and Wages in Mexico, by Quarter, 1987 and 1988
(percentages unless otherwise noted)

1987 1988

Indicator First Second Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth

Nominal exchange rate
(pesos per dollar),

Free 1,019 1,232 1,454 1,917 2,266 2,298 2,298 2,298
Controlled 1,016 1,229 1,451 1,771 2,230 2,257 2,257 2,257

Nominal interest rateb 28.3 26.8 26.1 32.0 23.9 11.4 8.3 8.3
Change in the nominal legal minimum wagec 23.0 20.1 23.1 34.7 32.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Change in consumer prices, 23.5 25.3 24.7 34.2 31.5 7.2 3.2 4.3
Real exchange rate (1970 = I00), 174.7 175.2 165.5 164.1 153.9 141.9 132.4 132.9
Real interest rateb 4.8 1.5 1.4 -2.2 -7.5 4.3 5.1 4.1
Change in the real legal minimum wagec -0.4 -4.2 - 1.3 0.4 0.4 -6.7 -3.1 -4.1

a. Simple arithmetic average of monthly data.
b. Annual rate of each month divided by twelve and accumulated during the period.

c. Accumulated increase over the previous quarter.
Note: Increases in the real legal minimum wage are increases in the real minimum wage index, defined as the nominal legal minimum wage index divided by

the consumer price index. The real interest rate is defined as the nominal interest rate minus increases in consumer prices.
Source: Banco de Mexico, lndicadores econ6micos, December 1988, October 1991; data from the Comisi6n Nacional de Salarios Minimos.



Table 9-8. Prices and Wages in Mexico, by Month, 1987 and 1 988
(percentages unless otherwise noted)

1987 1988

Indicator October November December January February March April May June

Nominal exchange rate
(pesos per dollar)

Free 1,603 1,909 2,241 2,231 2,269 2,298 2,298 2,298 2,298
Controlled 1,599 1,692 2,023 2,202 2,231 2,257 2,257 2,257 2,257

Nominal interest rate- 8.2 9.6 11.3 13.0 12.8 6.7 4.5 3.7 2.8
Change in the nominal legal

minimum wageb 25.1 0.0 7.7 28.1 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Changeinthestockmarket -41.8 -43.2 -7.0 32.1 43.7 -13.1 -11.6 22.0 -0.8
Change in consumer pricesb 8.3 7.9 14.8 15.5 8.3 5.1 3.1 1.9 2.0
Real exchange rate

(1970 = 100) 160.1 161.0 171.2 162.9 151.2 147.4 145.1 142.5 138.2
Real interest rate- -0.1 1.7 -3.5 -2.5 4.5 1.6 1.4 1.8 0.8
Change in the real legal minimum

wageb 15.5 -7.3 6.2 10.9 -4.9 -4.9 -3.0 -1.9 -2.0

a. Annual rate divided by twelve.
b. Increase over the previous month.
Note: Data for monthly increases in the manufacturing wage are not available. The real interest rate is defined as the nominal interest rate minus the

inflation rate. Increases in the real legal minimum wage are increases in the real minimum wage index, defined as the nominal legal minimum wage index
divided by the consumer price index.

Source: Banco de Mexico, Indicadores econ6micos, December 1988; data from the Comisi6n Nacional de Salarios Minimos.
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nally, they had the backing of de la Madrid. In Mexico's presidential
system, this meant that they were the only group with any possibility of
controlling the crisis.

On the business side, initial consultations were restricted to a very
small number of major business leaders. The heads of all the main indus-
trial and commercial associations were included in the negotiations. Es-
pecially important, however, were Augustin Legoretta, president of the
Coordinating Council of Entrepreneurs, the financial elite's main peak
association, and Vicente Bortoni, president of the National Confedera-
tion of Industrial Chambers (CONCAMIN), which was dominated by
larger manufacturing firms.

Relations between these groups and the government were seriously
strained during the 1970s and then again after the bank nationalization
of 1982. Like their government counterparts, however, representatives of
the business community were deeply alarmed by the growing threat of
economic and political instability and thus had strong incentives to go
along with the agreements proposed by the government. Their adhesion
to the December pact in effect committed them to deploying their per-
sonal prestige and substantial economic weight to gain the adherence of
their affiliates in follow-up negotiations and to collaborate on monitor-
ing and enforcing subsequent price agreements.

Negotiations with representatives of the official labor movement were
shaped by the corporatist links to the government and the official party.
For many decades, cooperation with the government and the PRI had
produced substantial material and political payoffs for both union
leaders and their membership; for most union leaders, continued cooper-
ation appeared to offer the best long-term hope of defending wage and
employment levels and political privileges during the hard times of the
1980s. But unions were clearly the subordinate partners in the relation-
ship with the government, and their bargaining power was weakened
considerably by the prolonged recession and factional realignments that
had occurred under de la Madrid (Collier 1992; Collier and Collier
1991). Thus, although union protest served as an important (though
possibly staged) catalyst to the negotiations, labor had only limited room
to maneuver in the ensuing tripartite bargaining.

Throughout 1988, union leaders criticized business elites and the pact
itself, but they were generally constrained to accept the restrictive in-
comes policy established by the financial bureaucracy and the business
sector. Wage agreements reached in December (an immediate 15 percent
increase in wages, and another 20 percent increase on January 1) were
well under the original demands, as were the revisions reached in March.
Throughout the rest of 1988, unions accepted a freeze in nominal wages,
in spite of a sharp deterioration in the level of real public sector and
minimum wages. Acceptance of these conditions was partly compen-
sated, however, in ways not explicitly laid out in the agreements. Em-
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ployment levels were generally maintained in the public sector, formal
job descriptions were upgraded, permitting some salary adjustments, and
wages in the manufacturing sector were generally allowed to keep pace
with changes in the price level (see appendix 9-1 for further discussion).

Design of the Program: Initial Assumptions and Conditions

As it was announced on December 15, 1987, the Economic Solidarity
Pact envisioned a two-step process for bringing inflation under control
(Presidencia de la Republica, Direcci6n General de Comunicaci6n Social,
1988b; Zuckerman 1990). During the first two months, emphasis was to
be placed on opening trade and realigning relative prices, with provisions
made for raising substantially public sector prices and the controlled
exchange rate. These steps were to be undertaken in conjunction with
commitments by the government and unions to hold expenditures and
wages to specified levels and a vaguer pledge by representatives of the
business sector to restrain prices. The general understanding was that the
first phase would be a period of persuasion and adjustment for firms in
the private sector. Until the end of February, firms signing onto the pact
would be able to raise their prices, but it was hoped that the increases
would be restrained by import competition and the blandishments of
business and governmental elites.

A second phase was to begin with a new agreement scheduled for
completion by the end of February (Presidencia de la Republica, Direc-
ci6n General de Comunicaci6n Social, 1988a). At that point, enterprises
that had entered the pact were expected to freeze their prices, and the
exchange rate, now substantially adjusted, was to serve as the nominal
anchor for the program. In the new agreement signed in February, nomi-
nal wages were raised 3 percent and then frozen for the duration of the
agreement. This provision revised commitments made in December to
grant successive monthly adjustments on the basis of anticipated in-
creases in inflation. Finally, the February agreement also provided that
the pact would be renegotiated at three-month intervals, rather than
monthly as originally planned, and the general terms were in fact re-
newed on schedule until the end of the de la Madrid period.

The acceleration of the trade opening actually began prior to the pact,
at the beginning of December, when the government removed licensing
requirements for most key consumer products and virtually eliminated
official reference prices. By the end of the year, only about 25 percent of
industrial production-primarily oil, agriculture, and automobiles-was
covered by quantitative restrictions (Ros 1991, p. 35). In most of these
areas, the government did not consult the business community, although
its actions formed a context for subsequent negotiations. Tariff reduc-
tions were explicitly incorporated as part of the pact. On December 15,
the uniform 5 percent surcharge on imports was abolished, and existing
tariffs were slashed in half. Tariff levels were reduced from seven to five,
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and the maximum tariff reduced from 40 to 20 percent ad valorum
(Reyes Heroles 1989; Secretaria de Comercio y Fomento Industrial
1988a, p. 135).

As is often the case with this type of policy, initial expectations of
success were extraordinarily low. Virtually no one, either the signatories
or their opponents, believed that the initiative would work. Within the
business sector, negative expectations were clearly reflected in capital
flight and in the high real interest rates demanded for government bonds.
Union leaders, in turn, publicly expressed doubts that their private sector
counterparts would comply with the agreement. Meanwhile, on Decem-
ber 19, opposition parties of the left organized demonstrations against
the pact in front of the National Palace, and Manuel Clouthier, presiden-
tial candidate for the National Action Party, publicly condemned the
price controls and the accelerated trade opening (Presidencia de la Re-
publica, Direcci6n General de Comunicaci6n Social, 1988b, p. 199).

Opinion surveys taken during 1988 indicated comparable skepticism
within the general public. Even in April, as inflation began to decline,
only about 25 percent of a Mexico City sample had a good or very good
opinion of the pact, and at the end of May, the population approving the
pact still remained at less than 40 percent. More than 30 percent of the
sample felt that prices would be higher in June, and almost 92 percent
thought inflation would increase during the next presidential term (Cen-
tro de Estudios de Opini6n Publica 1988).

Seen from the perspective of the almost euphoric atmosphere of the
early 1990s, such pessimism is striking and raises an important question
about how a program that depended so heavily on expectations could
ultimately have been so successful. What went right? A significant part of
the answer lies in favorable preconditions established during the previous
presidential term. Three prior developments deserve particular emphasis.

First, depreciation of the peso and containment of demand, in combi-
nation with the inflow of new external financing, had created favorable
conditions for using the exchange rate as an anchor during the initial
twelve months of the pact. During the last quarter of 1987, reserves
averaged more than $14 billion, a historic high, and they climbed still
higher during the months following the November devaluation, reaching
more than $16 billion in May 1988 (CEESP 1989, p. 30). The current
account balance was similarly strong, with a surplus of about $4 billion
(table 9-5).

The consensus within government about the importance of limiting
public deficits was a second major factor, and as shown in the next
section, a well-developed administrative machinery was in place to put
this consensus into operation. Both publicly and in interviews, represen-
tatives of the leading business organizations identified quantified com-
mitments to reduce expenditures as a key condition of their participation
in the pact; and this feature of the Mexican program is what most distin-
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guishes it from the far less successful heterodox experiments undertaken
earlier in Argentina, Brazil, and Peru.

Finally, by the outset of the pact, the Mexican government had passed
through the serious 1985-86 conflicts with external creditors and begun
a longer-term process of normalizing relations with the international
financial institutions and private creditor banks. The government did not
turn the corner in this respect until the change of presidential administra-
tions in both countries and the conclusion of the Brady Plan agreements
of 1989-90. Nevertheless, the agreements of 1986 and 1987 helped lay
the foundations for this broader process of reconciliation and thus for the
longer-term credibility of the program as a whole.

The eventual success in bringing down inflation was thus the result of
a rather large combination of factors, which operated simultaneously on
several fronts: high reserves and a fixed exchange rate, external political
and financial support, deep fiscal restraints, and, of course, price and
wage controls themselves. The impact of these factors is discussed at
greater length in the appendix to this chapter.

Implementation of the Pact: The Stabilization Program

This section examines the implementation of stabilization measures
incorporated in the Economic Stabilization Pact; the next focuses on
trade reform. In each policy area, three sets of questions are posed: What
were the principal political and economic challenges encountered during
1988? What were the mechanisms and resources that induced or inhib-
ited government and business compliance with commitments? What
were the outcomes for the fulfillment of the original policy expectations
or for the economy? The discussion of stabilization policy focuses first on
macroeconomic management, then on the politics of concertaci6n.

Fiscal and Interest Rate Policy

In the area of macroeconomic management, the government's inten-
sified fiscal adjustment marked a departure from more typical electoral-
cycle patterns in Mexico. Normally, incumbents increase expenditures at
the end of the term, in order to strengthen support for the PRI candidate
or to complete favored projects. de la Madrid, in contrast, generally met
the commitments made in December 1987. Noninterest expenditures,
previously projected to reach 22 percent of GDP, were in fact reduced to
20 percent (Banco de Mexico, Informe anual, 1988, p. 51). Despite a
sharp drop in oil revenues in June, moreover, the financial deficit in 1988
was reduced to 12 percent of GDP, from 16 percent the preceding year
(table 9-1; see also tables 9-9 and 9-10). The primary surplus of 6 per-
cent of GDP was the largest of the six-year administration.

What accounts for achievements so strikingly at variance with histori-
cal patterns? First, the lack of competition in the Mexican electoral



Table 9-9. Public Finances in Mexico, by Quarter, 1987 and 1988
(percenrages unless otherwise noted)

198 7 1988
Iindicator First Second Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth
Total revenue 100.0 100.0 10(.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Oil revenue/total revenue 12.7 20.5 14.8 19.2 12.6 12.6 10.8 9.5
Tax revenue/total revenue 38.6 34.2 .35.0 34.0 40.8 39.9 39.7 39.3

Income tax/tax revenue 39.9 37.3 35.1 36.5 42.3 39.1 43.9 39.1
Value added tax/tax revenue 28.7 29.8 31.6 30.3 28.6 30.4 29.4 30.2

Total expenditure 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1)0.0 100.0
Budget expenditure/total expenditure 98.9 94.4 96.9 98.2 96.3 96.4 95.7 97.5

Programmable expenditure/budget expenditure 43.4 46.7 46.4 52.1 30.4 44.7 55.2 58.6
Nonprogrammable expenditure/ budget expenditure 56.6 53.3 53.6 47.9 69.6 55.3 44.8 41.4

Total interest/total expenditure 47.2 42.5 56.1 42.1 54.2 46.9 36.1 34.1
Internal interest/total expenditure 36.3 32.5 34.5 34.0 43.6 38.7 25.6 26.7
External interest/total expenditure 10.9 10.0 11.6 8.0 10.6 8.3 10.5 7.3

Deficit (billions of pesos)
Finanlcial 4,287 5,823 6,128 14,763 11,361 11,787 11,845 13,742
Economic 3,841 5,294 5,531 14,395 9,925 10,141 10,050 12,365
Primary -2,647 -2,383 -4,336 230 -10,274 -8,374 -4,040 -977
Source: Banco de Mexico, Indicadores econ6rnicos, December 1988, October 1989.



Table 9-10. Public Finances in Mexico, by Month, 1987 and 1988

(percentages unless otherwise noted)

1987 1988

Indicator October November December January February March April May June

Revenue

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Oil revenue/total revenue 15.7 15.5 25.0 1.6 25.8 10.7 11.9 13.3 12.5

Tax revenue/total revenue 32.5 34.2 35.1 43.2 39.4 39.9 41.0 39.1 39.7

Expenditure
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Budget expenditure/total expenditure 96.6 93.6 100.0 96.9 96.4 95.5 98.6 95.3 95.1

Programmable revenue/budget
expenditure 46.9 49.5 57.1 34.9 41.0 24.8 35.3 59.2 50.5

Nonprogrammable expenditure/budget
expenditure 53.1 50.5 42.9 65.1 59.0 75.2 64.7 40.8 49.5

Interest
Total interest/total expenditure 45.1 41.7 39.2 50.8 49.0 62.7 55.2 42.7 42.0

Internal interest/total expenditure 36.3 32.9 32.4 38.6 39.5 52.5 48.0 35.1 31.9

External interest/total expenditure 8.8 8.8 6.8 12.2 9.5 10.2 7.2 7.5 10.1

De-icit (billions of pesos)
Financial 4,228 3,504 7,031 3,353 4,773 3,055 5,069 3,579 3,140

Economic 3,911 3,208 7,275 3,309 4,384 2,232 4,485 2,904 2,752

Primary -386 -1,005 1,621 -2,643 -1,929 -5,703 -3,286 -2,329 -2,760

Note: Data for monthly increases in manufacturing wages are not available.

Source: Banco de Mexico, Indicadores econ6micos, December 1988.
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system considerably reduced the political costs of fiscal discipline. Once
designated as the PRI'S presidential nominee, Salinas was assured of elec-
tion and of a six-year tenure in office. He thus faced fewer short-term
risks than do candidates in more competitive elections and was more
certain of gaining potential long-term benefits.4 For de la Madrid, con-
versely, the prohibition against a second presidential term lowered the
political costs of backing potentially unpopular measures.

Also important from a comparative perspective was the domination of
a highly centralized executive over the budgetary process. In 1988, as
before, the PRI majority in Congress guaranteed passage of the annual
budget proposal. 5 In view of high deficits run in earlier years, executive
dominance per se obviously did not guarantee fiscal discipline. The
weakness of the Congress in the Mexican political system did, however,
eliminate a potential constraint on a president who, like de la Madrid,
was committed to holding the line on expenditures.

Within the executive branch itself, the key mechanism for controlling
expenditures was the Commission of Expenditures and Financing, com-
posed of the heads of the major financial agencies: the Ministrv of the
Treasury, the Ministry of Budget and Planning, the Bank of Mexico, and
the Comptroller General. Under de la Madrid, the commission met
weekly to review fiscal expenditures, first at the level of undersecretaries,
then at the level of the secretaries themselves. At the outset of the budget
cycle, this very reduced component of the larger cabinet was charged
with establishing macroeconomic targets. Under the supervision of the
Ministry of Budget and Planning, the commission instructed agencies to
plan budgets within these parameters and reviewed all major requests to
change the projections.

Although the commission existed under earlier presidents, it acquired
new importance after 1982 because the president was personally com-
mitted to fiscal austerity as were his appointees in the relevant ministries.
Throughout the 1980s, therefore, but especially in 1988, the commission
served as an instrument for planning the budget and as the main gate-
keeper for monitoring expenditures. During 1988, the intense pressures
to reduce expenditures rapidly impeded systematic efforts to reallocate
funds to priority areas; cuts were made across the board. Nevertheless,
with strong backing from the president and a strong internal consensus,
the committee blocked virtually all requests for expenditures from even
reaching debate in the cabinet.

As the election approached, finally, these incentives were substantially
strengthened because the program had begun to achieve its anti-
inflationary objectives. Growing signs of success gave government offi-
cials a strong stake in avoiding spending decisions that might antagonize
the business sector and jeopardize the price freeze.

For macroeconomic policymakers, the most intractable problem was
not fiscal expenditure, but management of public debt-or, more
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broadly, credit and finance. In this area, the question of interest rates
posed especially complex dilemmas. With expectations still very uncer-
tain, it was essential to maintain high real interest rates and protect
reserves; otherwise, capital flight would threaten the fixed exchange rate
and unravel the entire stabilization program. Accordingly, the central
bank allowed the decline in nominal interest rates to lag well behind the
general drop in the rate of inflation (Banco de Mexico, Informe anual,
1988,p. 32).

In both the short and medium run, there were substantial costs to this
decision. Notwithstanding high real interest rates, the drop in nominal
interest payments led initially to a wave of political protests among de-
positors in the nationalized banking system as well as to a flow of funds
into informal credit markets. Over a longer period, of course, real rates
actually remained very high, which placed serious strains on public fi-
nance and private credit markets.

Throughout 1988, with confidence in the program still very shaky,
there were no good answers to this dilemma. On the fiscal side, the real
costs of financing the public debt increased, and continuing pressure was
exerted on the operational deficit. More generally, the competition for
credit between the public and private sector constituted a serious obstacle
to overall recovery for the next several years.

Concertaci6n

To understand the politics of implementing the price concertaci6n, it is
essential to emphasize that, for the private sector, the pact of December
15 was little more than a framework in which the heads of the peak
associations agreed to the program in principle and pledged over the next
several months to seek the adherence of their affiliates. In fact, even this
limited commitment on the part of top business representatives created
considerable discontent among the tens of thousands of businesses that
were not part of the negotiations, and in virtually all business organiza-
tions extraordinary sessions were held to explain the reasons behind the
agreement. In the last two weeks of December 1987 and throughout
January and February, an increasing number of firms were formally in-
corporated into the accord. By the end of February, more than 40,000
firms had become formal participants in the pact (El Universal 1988, pp.
19-21).

As part of the machinery for supervising this process, the signatories of
the December 15 pact established a high-level tripartite committee (the
Commission of Monitoring and Prices) that met on a weekly basis to
assess progress and monitor compliance. During the initial phase of in-
corporation, however, the adjustment and freezing of specific prices were
generally handled in intensive bilateral negotiations between specific
firms or sectors and government representatives, usually led by officials
of SECOFI.
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In negotiating incorporation and monitoring compliance, the mode of
business participation varied significantly with the size of firms and with
sectors.6 In conformance with explicit provisions in the December agree-
ment, the first accords were generally negotiated with leading firms in
industry and commerce. These firms pledged not only to restrain their
own prices but also to use their purchasing power to ensure the modera-
tion of prices among supplier firms in their sector. At times these agree-
ments were signed by the individual firms themselves, such as Aluminio,
General Foods, Kimberly Clark, and Xerox. In other instances, the sig-
natories were chambers and associations controlled by the firms. Most
important among the latter were ANTAD (National Association of Self-
Service and Department Stores) and chambers representing cement,
chemicals, and automotives. Whether individual firms or sectoral organi-
zations signed the accord, relations with the government were generally
marked by considerable consultation and cooperation.

Bargaining was far more difficult with chambers representing decen-
tralized economic sectors, such as services, apparel, footwear, and agri-
cultural products. Stabilizing prices in many of these areas was especially
difficult because contracts frequently lagged behind overall inflation,
then compensated by overshooting changes in the general level of prices.
Perhaps as important, the dispersion of firms made it more difficult to
arrive at and enforce agreements. In such cases, the government fre-
quently resorted to substantial intimidation to induce cooperation,
threatening further tariff reductions, economic sanctions, formal price
controls, and labor unrest. The initial months of December through
February were particularly acrimonious, involving bitter public criti-
cisms by leading government officials and exhortations to the public to
denounce unauthorized price increases to the Federal Consumer Protec-
tion Agency.7

Even after the formal process of incorporation was concluded, the
absence of oligopolies in the service and small manufacturing sectors
continued to make policing more difficult than in the more concentrated
sectors. Nevertheless, although some cheating occurred during the
freeze, the fluctuation of prices and tensions among participants de-
creased significantly.

Several factors account for this level of cooperation. First, of course,
the government's very tight macroeconomic policies compressed domes-
tic demand, while the fixing of public tariffs-for example, in energy and
transportation-contained the relative price of key production inputs.
Second, controls were always applied with some flexibility, and pro-
ducers were offered at least some opportunity to renegotiate price levels
as conditions changed.

Finally, the power of large-scale retailers was crucial in policing the
pricing behavior of their suppliers. In this regard, the close collaboration
between SECOFI and ANTAD played a pivotal role. ANTAD'S chain of super-
markets and department stores controlled between 35 and 60 percent of
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the retail market and bought only at prices authorized by the Department
of Commerce.

Stabilization Outcomes

Although it is difficult to assess the separate contributions of fiscal
restraint and price controls, the program's overall impact on price stabil-
ity was extremely impressive. During January, inflation continued above
15 percent, indicating that many firms had hedged their bets about the
long-term effectiveness of the scheduled freeze. However, by the end of
February, monthly rates had declined to 8 percent and continued to
decline for the rest of the year. Annual inflation rates remained between
20 and 30 percent in 1989 and 1990. Growth rates were also low in
1988 (less than 2 percent), and the real minimum wage declined around
13 percent (table 9-7). Thus, even with the concerted agreements, the
stabilization was far from painless. Nevertheless, both the slow growth
and wage deterioration would perhaps have been worse if the govern-
ment had relied on orthodox fiscal and monetary instruments alone.

Three key challenges faced in any freeze in wages and prices are the
possibility of shortages, misalignment of relative prices, and exit from
the system of controls. In each of these areas, de la Madrid's administra-
tion encountered problems, but they generally seemed less severe and
more manageable than those encountered in stabilization experiences
elsewhere.

Shortages occurred almost exclusively in nondurable goods, particu-
larly food products such as sugar, cooking oil, and meat, and at one
point, the government had to subsidize beef imports in order to alleviate
shortages in Mexico City. On the whole, however, these problems were
relatively minor compared with earlier experiences in Argentina, Brazil,
and Peru. Mexico experienced few, if any, shortages of durable goods,
and difficulties with the food supply were probably attributable as much
to weather and crop conditions (there was a serious drought in 1988) as
to price controls (Reyes Heroles 1989, p. 9).

Price misalignments posed a more serious problem during 1988, with
the lag in public sector prices increasing substantially during the course
of the year. In this area, political factors offered a clear incentive to delay
adjustment. Facing an election during the first semester and a prolonged
controversy over the honesty of the electoral process during the second,
the government strongly preferred to defer public rate increases until
after the new administration was inaugurated. At least in hindsight,
however, this did not pose fatal difficulties for the stabilization program.
In early 1989, the incoming Salinas government raised public rates and
then began another round of negotiations that was reasonably successful
in inducing upstream producers to absorb portions of the cost. By the
time final products reached consumers, monthly price increases remained
in the range of 2 to 3 percent.

Engineering an exit from the system of price controls, as might be
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expected, was the most problematic feature of the program. For obvious
reasons, this issue was not seriously addressed in the last year of de la
Madrid's administration and was still at least partially unresolved in
1992. There are substantial grounds for optimism, however. Beginning
in 1989 and 1990, negotiations between the Salinas administration and
business chambers quietly expanded discretion over pricing in a range of
economic sectors. This occurred without a serious resurgence of infla-
tion, and there were reasons to believe that it could continue to do so as
long as the government maintained control over fiscal deficits and other
key macroeconomic variables.

Implementation of the Pact: Trade Reform

Unlike the consensus that prevailed over stabilization policy, the trade
component of the pact was the result of a fierce battle within the adminis-
tration over proposals for accelerated liberalization coming from the
central bank and other parts of the financial bureaucracy (C6rdoba
1991). The final decisions, made by the president himself, consolidated
the shifts in power already well under way within the Mexican govern-
ment elite. On the one hand, the explicit link between accelerated liberal-
ization and stabilization-a connection formalized by the terms of the
pact-allowed the financial bureaucracy to consolidate its control over
trade policy. At the same time, the additional reduction in quantitative
restrictions and the virtual elimination of official reference pricing dealt
still another blow to the capacity of SECOFI to influence policy at the
administrative level.

This section examines two important issues related to implementation
of the pact. The first was how to cope with the general reaction of
business sectors to acceleration of the reform. The second was how to
reconcile the use of a nominal exchange rate anchor with trade policy
objectives. This was a more technical issue but one with profound politi-
cal implications as well.

Reactions of the Business Sector

At the outset of the pact, the government faced a private sector that
harbored deep reservations about a radical opening of the Mexican econ-
omy. The extent of these reservations, of course, varied by sector and by
company size, but there were few enthusiastic supporters anywhere in
the business community for the government's decision to accelerate trade
reform. 8

Moreover, key steps regarding quantitative restrictions and tariffs had
been decided with virtually no consultation outside the government elite
itself and then included in the pact without extensive discussion. Conse-
quently, even large industrialists complained that the government had in
effect unilaterally discarded a schedule of tariff reductions negotiated
with the private sector only three years earlier.9
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Under these circumstances, one of the more surprising aspects of the
program is the relative absence of public protest in 1988. During the
month of January, most of the major associations, including the Coor-
dinating Council of Entrepreneurs, criticized the appreciation of the ex-
change rate, but only the main industrial organizations demanded more
gradualist trade policies, and even these demands generally disappeared
in the second quarter of 1988.

To some extent, the propensity of business groups to oppose trade
reform had already been weakened by the reduction in quantitative re-
strictions instituted in 1985. In the years following that initiative, high
tariffs and depreciations of the peso continued to provide high levels of
effective protection. The policy changes made at the end of 1987 reduced
these barriers, and imports began to grow very rapidly. Thus, 1988 was,
arguably, the first year in which the private sector actually felt the threat
of international competition. Why the passive response?

One major reason has already been mentioned: the weakening of
SECOFI's discretionary authority reduced an important source of access
for firms seeking special exemptions from general policy decisions. At
least two other factors, however, also muted the response of business.

The first was that trade liberalization was packaged as a component of
the pact and as an important condition of stabilization (see chapter 3 of
this volume). In fact, the time lag required for domestic firms to adjust to
international competition made it unlikely that liberalization would af-
fect domestic prices in the short run. The political effect was important,
however. On the one hand, throughout the operation of the pact, trade
policy remained one of the key political instruments used by the govern-
ment to pressure businesses into complying with price restraint (El Uni-
versal 1987, p. 1). At the same time, however, links to the pact tended to
disarm potential critics within the business elites whose uneasiness about
liberalization was outweighed by their anxieties about hyperinflation and
by the urgency they attached to closing ranks with the government at a
moment of considerable political uncertainty. For such groups, liberaliz-
ation was the price to be paid for economic and political stabilization.

Within the framework of this implicit bargain, the organization of
power within the private sector also played a significant role. The
centrality assigned to the Coordinating Council of Entrepreneurs in ne-
gotiating the pact was critical in this sense, because it magnified the
interests of large financial-industrial groups that were in a reasonably
good position to absorb the costs of economic liberalization. The same
pattern extended to the internal organization of most of the other major
business chambers (Alcazar 1970; Camp 1970; Heredia 1992). CON-

CAMIN, the national industrial congress, was dominated by very large
manufacturing companies in sectors such as automobiles, fibers, and
steel that generally preferred to criticize the trade opening only in very
moderate terms. This tended to mute the impact of its member organiza-
tion, CONACINTRA (the National Chamber of Transforming Industries),
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which typically represented smaller manufacturing companies more in-
clined toward protectionism.

Management of the Exchange Rate

With business opposition neutralized or muted, the most pressing
trade policy question remaining during 1988 was how to manage the
exchange rate. As a pivot of both stabilization and trade reform, ex-
change rate policy typically poses well-known short-term tradeoffs be-
tween controlling domestic prices and establishing competitiveness in
international markets. After leaning strongly toward exports during
1986 and 1987, Mexico's policies in 1988 reflected the new emphasis on
stabilization. In January and February, the big devaluation of the official
rate was followed by the institution of a crawling peg; beginning in
March, the rate was frozen entirely for the rest of the year. The conse-
quences for reserves and the reactions of exporters were both reasonably
predictable.

In the first place, doubts about the long-run sustainability of the pro-
gram meant that not even the pull of very high domestic interest rates
could prevent a surge in the demand for dollars. Pressures were especially
strong after the June drop in petroleum prices, and reserve levels dropped
precipitously. A fairly steep decline, however, had already been antici-
pated. With a huge cushion of hard currency, officials calculated cor-
rectly that this was an acceptable price to pay for breaking the inertial
spiral and that they could afford to wait out the year before making a
correction (Banco de Mexico, Informe anual, 1988).

Also quite predictably, exporters complained that appreciation of the
peso would damage their competitiveness. During the initial phase of the
pact, the Coordinating Council of Entrepreneurs and most of the other
peak associations claimed that exchange rate policy would inhibit the
growth of exports. These complaints ceased after the second-round
agreements were concluded at the end of February, as government and
business leaders consolidated their alliance. But scattered complaints
from individual exporters continued throughout the year, and the wis-
dom of the freeze remained a point of concern among economic ob-
servers (El Proceso, June 20, 1988).

In the face of these dilemmas, the decision to sustain the nominal rate
requires comment. The economic basis for the decision was that the peso
had become substantially undervalued during 1986 and 1987, so that
fixing the nominal rate in effect allowed the real rate to appreciate to a
more or less "historic" level of about 1985. Assessment of this argument
depends, among other things, on judgments concerning the appropriate-
ness of 1985 as a base year, methods of measuring the real exchange rate,
and estimates of changes in the exchange rate among Mexico's competi-
tors for U.S. markets. By the early 1990s, real appreciation had become
a legitimate cause for concern. Throughout 1988, however, the advan-
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tages for stabilization of maintaining the nominal rate seemed to out-
weigh the risks. The inflation-corrected exchange rate remained well
below the noncompetitive levels reached in the early 1980s, and exports
other than oil continued to grow, although at a rate somewhat lower
than in 1987 (Banco de Mexico, Informe anual, 1988, p. 36). Besides,
the real wage fell sharply in 1988 so that there was no loss of compet-
itiveness. As long as reserves remained adequate, therefore, it seemed
reasonable to allow the freeze to continue and confidence in the stabiliza-
tion program to deepen.

Whatever its merits, this economic argument was clearly reinforced by
political considerations. As was the case with other adjustments in offi-
cial prices, corrections in the nominal exchange rate implied risks that
the government was not anxious to run during a volatile and uncertain
transition period. Again, the government did not return to a crawling peg
until the advent of the Salinas administration.

Outcomes of Trade Policy

The outcome of the trade policies described above will depend heavily
on business adjustments that unfold over a relatively long period of time,
as well as on external market conditions and trade negotiations under
way in the early 1990s. An examination of the 1988 current account data
presented in tables 9-11 and 9-12 shows three facts: (a) there was a major
surge in imports (up almost 40 percent from the preceding year); (b) total
exports grew only slightly, by 0.3 percent; and (c) as a result, the current
account balance declined markedly from a surplus of $4.0 billion in 1987
to a deficit of $2.4 billion in 1988. The implications of these figures are
extremely ambiguous, however, and a longer time frame is needed to
assess their significance for trade reform.

On the export side, the low overall growth rate masks a 16 percent rise
in exports other than oil, which was offset by the decline in oil revenues
(Banco de Mexico, Informne anual, 1988, p. 36). Some of this expansion,
however, came from sectors that continued to be covered by export
promotion schemes. In the automobile industry-which remained largely
unaffected by the 1987 reforms-exports constituted approximately 40
percent of total production (Ros 1991; Banco de Mexico, Informe anual,
1988, p. 26). Conversely, traditional sectors such as textiles, food, and
wood products were generally badly hit by the reduction in trade
barriers.

On the import side, the key issue is the extent to which appreciation of
the peso and reduction of tariff protection for producers' goods encour-
aged firms to import capital equipment aimed at strengthening future
export capabilities. A disaggregation of the import data provides some
indication of developments along these lines. About 20 percent of all
imports did go to capital goods, more than 70 percent to intermediate
products, and only 8 percent to consumer goods (Banco de Mexico,



Table 9-11. Real Growth of Aggregate Supply and Demand in Mexico, by Quarter, 1987 and 1988
(percentage growth over the previous quarter)

1987 1988

Indicator First Second Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth

Domestic supply -2.0 1.2 0.2 7.0 -4.9 -0.6 -0.3 7.2
Imports -11.2 13.6 12.4 3.0 3.6 17.1 12.4 6.3
Totalsupply -2.5 1.9 0.9 6.7 -4.4 0.7 0.7 7.2
Exports -0.5 0.4 -3.1 5.1 4.6 -4.0 -5.8 5.5
Domestic expenditure -2.9 2.2 1.8 7.1 -6.1 1.6 2.0 7.5
Consumption

Private -3.7 2.6 1.7 4.3 -6.2 2.9 1.1 7.0
Public -0.2 -0.8 -2.4 -0.5 0.7 1.4 -1.2 0.6

Gross fixed investment -6.8 12.2 7.6 8.4 -15.0 3.9 7.6 8.1

Note: The real growth rates correspond to the growth rates of the respective real index (1980 = ]00) for the component.
Source: Banco de Mexico, Indicadores econ6micos, October 1991, p. 11-2.



Table 9-12. Balance of Payments in Mexico, by Quarter, 1987 and 1988
(billions of dollars)

1987 1988

Indicator First Second Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth

Current account balance 1.44 1.43 0.47 0.64 0.70 -0.04 - 1.40 - 1.70
Goods and no factorial services balance 3.01 2.94 2.19 2.24 2.48 1.52 0.17 -0.06
Interest payments 1.85 1.98 2.11 2.14 2.20 2.11 2.08 2.25
Payments net of interest 1.50 1.52 1.61 1.56 1.64 1.45 1.41 1.63
Capital account -0.49 3.53 -1.62 -1.99 2.18 -1.50 0.63 0.14
Direct foreign investment 0.43 0.77 0.61 1.44 0.64 0.64 0.33 0.98
Errors and omissions 1.06 -0.11 1.96 -0.20 1.91 0.24 -3.39 -1.60
International reserves (variation)

Gross 2.17 4.84 0.80 -0.88 2.08 -1.64 -4.25 -3.32
Net 2.01 4.85 0.80 -1.59 2.23 -1.31 -4.16 -3.49

Source: Banco de Mexico, Indicadores econotmncos, December 1988, February 1991.
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Informe anual, 1988). Interestingly, firms within the hard-hit textile in-
dustry were among the most active importers of capital goods. By the
early 1990s, however, it was still impossible to know for certain how
much of this activity represented a speculative buildup of replacement
goods and producers' supplies, stimulated by the relatively cheap dollar
and new import opportunities.

Even without being able to draw clear conclusions about supply re-
sponses, it is possible to say with somewhat greater confidence that the
reforms marked an important turning point in the credibility of the gov-
ernment's commitment to opening trade. Prior to 1988, businesspeople
had reason to be skeptical about the speed and consistency with which
the government would move toward its announced objective, since liber-
alization initiatives had already been reversed in the mid-1970s and early
1980s. The reforms of 1987-88 drastically reduced the ground for such
skepticism. Both interviews and the public discourse of the business sec-
tor suggest strongly that the private sector was at last convinced that the
trade opening would not be abandoned or delayed, even in response to a
serious economic crisis.

Institutional and Structural Influences on Outcomes
of the Pact

Notwithstanding the many challenges that still confronted Mexico at
the end of 1988, the first year of the pact can be considered a clear
success in the analysis of stabilization and structural adjustment. The
reform package was remarkably coherent, especially given the crisis con-
ditions in which it was conceived, and left the economy much better off
than might have been expected a year earlier. To be sure, the agenda of
issues left to be tackled by the new Salinas administration was daunting.
It included the need to adjust relative prices, exit from the price control
system, increase the level of wages, and of course, reignite economic
growth. Nevertheless, the pact had laid the groundwork for a recovery,
without creating unmanageable new problems. What explains this
success?

The previous sections emphasized how the crisis itself provided the
administration with incentives to experiment with policies, package
trade and stabilization measures skillfully and creatively, and negotiate
with key business groups. These processes occurred, however, within a
highly centralized system of power that reduced the political costs of
policy adjustments and enhanced the possibility of securing the coopera-
tion of economic sectors affected by them. The remaining pages of this
chapter look more closely at some of the key features of this system and
its relations with the private sector and the United States.
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State Capacity: Internal Coherence and External Linkages

The capacity of the Mexican state to undertake and implement re-
forms can be discussed in terms of mutually reinforcing internal and
external aspects of institutional organization. Internal capacity is re-
flected in the skills, cohesion, and informational resources of the bureau-
cratic apparatus. High internal capacity implies relative autonomy of an
organization's norms of recruitment, budget, and mission. External ca-
pacity refers to the institutional resources available for communicating
with economic groups and inducing their cooperation in policy projects
(Evans 1992). The Mexican government's success in framing and imple-
menting the pact reflects high capabilities in both respects.

Although much of the Mexican state was characterized internally by
high levels of patronage and corruption, the principal economic decision-
making agencies generally sustained high standards of professionalism
and economic training. The Bank of Mexico-an institutional power for
decades-was especially impressive in this regard, but very high stan-
dards were also maintained within the finance and budget ministries and
in parts of SECOFI.

Among other things, high levels of technocratic skills implied a sub-
stantial capacity to collect and analyze economic data and an ability to
draw on ongoing policy research while framing options. In the case of the
pact, which was improvised rapidly in the face of crisis, this reduced the
risk of internally incoherent choices. Broad contingency plans had al-
ready been on the table for more than a year; top officials and their staffs
had studied experiences in other countries and had deliberated about
possible applications to Mexico.'°

Finally, because of the extensive appointment powers of the president,
the social and professional cohesion of the economic bureaucracy in-
creased substantially in the 1980s. Most officials recruited into decision-
making positions during this period came from a common social back-
ground, had attended elite schools in Mexico, and possessed advanced
degrees-often in economics-from prestigious graduate programs in the
United States. Although shared backgrounds and training did not pre-
clude bitter bureaucratic and political rivalries, they did facilitate com-
mon perspectives on the importance of fiscal discipline and market-
oriented reforms.

The external capabilities of the Mexican state were based principally
on the deployment of corporatist and bureaucratic resources that had
characterized the Mexican system since the late 1 930s. Peasant organiza-
tions were almost exclusively dependent on the PRI and had virtually no
political independence in the negotiations over agricultural policy. Al-
though the views of official union leaders carried somewhat greater
weight in policy negotiations, their control over their rank and file de-
pended heavily on government sponsorship and patronage, which lim-
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ited their leverage in conflicts with officials. Notwithstanding moments
of criticism and dissent, unions were, as discussed, constrained to accept
incomes policy decisions reached within the leadership of the financial
bureaucracy.

Finally, although more subtle means of persuasion and collaboration
were used to induce the cooperation of business groups, these means
were backed up as well by formidable instruments of influence and social
control. As with the case of labor, corporatist chambers were crucial
channels of communication and monitoring, especially within the more
dispersed economic sectors. To bolster these, the government frequently
deployed other resources. Recalcitrant businesses faced implicit threats
of labor unrest from official unions. The possibility of tax audits magni-
fied the voice of the finance minister in negotiations. And the manipula-
tion of tariff and trade regulations remained an important instrument for
inducing cooperation.

The Partnership with the Private Sector

Business groups, of course, were partially shielded from the power of
the Mexican state by the control that private firms exercised over invest-
ment resources and marketing decisions. As happened throughout the
1970s and early 1980s, this meant that Mexican business sectors could
wield significant pressure on state authority when they perceived serious
threats to their interests. It also implied that inducement and persuasion
would necessarily be significant components of any bargains struck with
public authority.

The pact was an important political turning point in this respect,
because it capped a sustained effort begun under de la Madrid to end the
long period of adversarial relations between the business sector and the
state. Prior to 1988, tensions had already been reduced by the govern-
ment's assistance in managing private debt through FICORCA and by a
favorable settlement on the bank nationalization. Nevertheless, at the
outset of the pact, business relations with the government continued to
be characterized by considerable mistrust, and both sets of actors had
relatively low expectations that the other would be able to keep its side of
the agreement. Doubts began to dissipate, however, as it became clear
that the government would meet its fiscal commitments and that the
stabilization was in fact taking hold. And, of course, incentives for coop-
eration were strengthened considerably by Cuauhtemoc Cardenas's sur-
prisingly strong electoral showing in mid-1988.

By the beginning of the Salinas administration, the representatives of
major business groups had ceased to campaign against the concentration
of power within the political system or the potential abuses of discretion-
ary presidential authority. Relations between government and business
had begun to evoke comparisons with the "stabilizing development" pe-
riod of the 1950s and 1960s.
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As in the stabilizing development period, however, the establishment
of a partnership between the state and business depended heavily on the
extension of privileged, behind-the-scenes political access to the top elites
of the business sector. "1 For the elites who participated most extensively
in the agreements, the costs posed by trade liberalization and fiscal aus-
terity were lower than those that would have been incurred by failure to
reach agreement; but this was not necessarily the case for smaller, more
vulnerable firms that were not directly included in the bargaining pro-
cess. Because power was concentrated within the business sector, how-
ever, the cooperative bargains struck by the business elites tended to
restrict the economic and political options of their less powerful
counterparts.

The implications of this concentration of power were probably clearest
in the process of breaking the inertial inflationary spiral that threatened
Mexico in the late 1980s. In important respects, inertial inflation can be
understood as a prisoner's dilemma in which incentives to cheat on indi-
vidual price or wage decisions lead to suboptimal outcomes for the col-
lectivity as a whole. In the Mexican case, these incentives were reduced
substantially by the power of a highly centralized government and a
powerful business elite to police their constituents and enforce their re-
spective commitments.

At the same time, the business elite's close, privileged access to govern-
ment had a more complex impact on the formulation and implementa-
tion of trade policy during the 1980s. During the 1950s and 1960s,
cooperative relations with the private sector had been forged in the con-
text of an import-substitution industrial development strategy that of-
fered ample scope for discretionary inducements to individual business
groups. In the case of the pact, in contrast, the behind-the-scenes bar-
gains struck with top business leaders seemed less consistent with the
principles of a neutral and transparent trade regime that the government
envisioned for the 1990s. Such bargaining did, however, enable the gov-
ernment to avoid political isolation with respect to its accelerated pro-
gram of liberalization. What remains unclear is whether the traditional
forms of cooperation reestablished in 1987-88 can be sustained in a
context free of rent seeking and special political privileges.

Finally, the concentration of public and private power associated with
the initiation of the pact raises important questions about the eventual
prospects of democratic reform. Over the long run, it is quite conceivable
that prospects for such reforms can be enhanced by the processes of
economic liberalization set into motion during the 1980s. A more stable,
market-oriented economy can provide the basis for the continued expan-
sion of a Mexican middle class and for more insistent demands for partic-
ipation within the political system. A reduction in the economic re-
sources flowing through the public sector can also be expected to reduce
the scope of political patronage available to local bosses and to the
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groups that control the levers of power within Mexico's corporatist sys-
tem. Nevertheless, the initiation of the liberal reforms depended substan-
tially on the capacity of de la Madrid's government to wield these levers
and to enlist the support of the business elites.

During the first years of the Salinas administration, a series of steps
have been taken that appear to move toward a more competitive and
open political system (Bizberg 1990b; Castillo Peraza 1992; G6mez and
Bailey 1990; Woldenberg 1991). Electoral laws have been reformed to
reduce the possibility of cheating, and greater scope has been provided
for the National Action Party to exercise influence in the legislature and
in state and local government. These steps, however, have not yet altered
Mexico's basic power hierarchies. As of the early 1990s, reaching the
goal of political pluralism still implied major transformations in the state
institutions and in the political bargains that had thus far guided the
economic transformation.

The Reconstruction of Relations with External Creditors

Throughout most of 1988, external creditors-the U.S. government,
international financial institutions, and private banks-did not play a
large, direct role in the episode examined here. There is no evidence,
moreover, that the main actors in the pact anticipated that their agree-
ments would lead to the specific opportunities for debt reduction and
trade opening later offered by the Brady Plan and the North American
Free Trade Agreement negotiations.

As suggested throughout this chapter, however, the reestablishment of
positive political and economic relations with creditor groups was crucial
to the success of the adjustment process both in the 1980s and over the
longer run. Successful negotiations with creditors in 1986 and 1987 were
essential to the successful outcome of the pact itself. That success, in
turn, laid the groundwork for the much more extensive process of rap-
prochement that followed under Salinas and U.S. president George
Bush-a prospect that may well have been anticipated in general terms
by at least some of the actors in the policy episode described.

Accommodation with external actors affected both financing and the
expectations of economic actors. Crucial financing steps were taken in
1986 and 1987 and were followed later, of course, by the Brady Plan
agreements in 1990. In addition, the easing of tension with the Reagan
administration probably reduced economic uncertainty in some measure.
In November 1988, for example, a $3.5 billion credit extended by the
United States government helped calm tensions associated with the trans-
fer of presidential power, even though it was not actually used by
Mexico.

Nevertheless, under de la Madrid, the accommodation reached with
the United States and external creditors was far more tentative than the
close working relationship reestablished with the domestic business elite.
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Continuing tensions with creditors, in turn, jeopardized the credibility of
the adjustment program-although precise effects are obviously difficult
to gauge. In any event, despite the dramatic drop in inflation in 1988,
doubts about the sustainability of the program persisted throughout de la
Madrid's administration, placing at risk the gains made during that time.

In this respect, the more extensive rapprochement following the
change of administrations in Mexico and the United States marked a
pivotal change in the context of adjustment. With the ratification of the
trade treaty, of course, these relationships will evolve. But the credibility
of the steps initiated in the 1980s was vastly strengthened when the
Brady Plan negotiations were concluded in 1990, coinciding directly with
a reduction in interest rates and a reversal of the capital flight that had
plagued de la Madrid's administration.

Appendix 9-1: The Economics of Disinflation

The pact successfully reduced inflation in the course of 1988 because
the government firmly pursued a strategy that involved simultaneous
actions on several fronts (Banco de Mexico, Informe anual, 1988, pp.
17-23; Lustig 1991). Such actions included (a) fixing the exchange rate
at the start of the pact's third month of operation, (b) fixing the prices of
most public goods and services, as well as those of key consumer goods
produced in the private sector such as bread and tortillas, (c) controlling
most other private sector prices, (d) severely cutting programmable pub-
lic expenditure and implementing a restrictive fiscal and monetary policy,
and (f) reducing trade barriers suddenly and across the board. This ap-
pendix discusses the role of these measures, each of which was an impor-
tant ingredient in the overall operation of the pact.

The decision to fix the exchange rate may have been the most impor-
tant single step in the anti-inflationary package. The measure not only
eliminated the strong pressures that the rapid rate of depreciation had
imposed upon costs since mid-1986, but also signaled the government's
firm commitment to price stabilization. 1

2

The political timing of the decision was crucial to enhancing the cred-
ibility of the fixed exchange rate; failure to sustain the rate in the midst of
a complex electoral process would have entailed prohibitive political
costs. The most fundamental bases of credibility, however, were the high
level of reserves and the sizable trade surplus in December 1987. The
high level of reserves was partly the result of the inflow of external credit
that accrued because of arrangements negotiated with foreign creditors
in the summer of 1986. Also important in explaining the central bank's
accumulation of reserves-as well as the large surplus in the trade bal-
ance that caused it-was the policy of rapid depreciation of the peso
pursued by the government from mid-1986 up to the last months of
1987. '
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The decision to fix key public and private sector prices was a second
major ingredient of the pact. Particularly significant in this regard were
the prices of energy, transport, and important popular consumption
items such as sugar, flour, corn, and wheat. The existence of prior sub-
sidy schemes proved helpful for fixing many of these prices.

Fixing these prices led in the medium run to higher public deficits and
higher inflation, but in the short run it had a very positive influence on
costs as well as the general level of prices. Furthermore, the increase in
these prices during the initial months of the pact reduced the fiscal costs
of maintaining prices fixed during the following months.

Also critical was the establishment of an extensive system for control-
ling the prices of goods and services produced by the private sector. Even
though controlled prices for key products in the canasta basica had
existed in the past, the control over virtually all private sector prices con-
stituted the most novel and heterodox component of the pact.

Controls over other private sector prices tended to be, understandably,
less effective and more flexible than controls over public sector prices and
consumer items traditionally subject to price controls. For a number of
reasons, however, the system introduced under the pact proved to be
more effective than might have been expected: (1) business associations
provided firm support in promoting and ensuring compliance from their
affiliates, (2) the government managed price controls realistically and
flexibly, and (3) imports were used as a threat against firms that failed to
comply with concerted price levels.

No published studies fully assess the importance of this ingredient of
the anti-inflationary package. Nevertheless, the contrast with the Argen-
tine and Brazilian experiences suggests that both the absence of shortages
as well as the absence of massive imports of consumer goods during
implementation of the pact had a lot to do with the system of extensive
and concerted price controls.

A third element in the government's all-out attack on inflation was
wage policy. Evaluating the contribution of the evolution of wage levels
to price stabilization is difficult, however, because the evidence is ambig-
uous. In the course of 1988, real minimum wages fell 13 percent (table
9-2). The fall in average real wages in manufacturing, on the other hand,
was almost nil. How does one explain these two markedly different
trends, and what was the effect of wage policy on price stabilization?

The differences in large part reflect priorities implicit in the stabiliza-
tion policy. On the one hand, the government was firmly committed to
fixing the minimum wage because doing so is important for shaping the
expectations that economic agents have about price levels. The govern-
ment paid less attention to controlling manufacturing wages, however, in
part because most workers in manufacturing were unionized and re-
ceived salaries that exceeded the minimum wage, while minimum-wage
workers were typically unorganized and had less political influence. Also
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important in accounting for trends in manufacturing wages, however,
were market conditions themselves. The resumption of industrial growth
toward the end of 1988 increased the demand for labor and pushed
manufacturing wages upward. Market pressures, along with union pres-
sures, thus appear to have contributed significantly to the 5 percent
increase in manufacturing wages from December 1987 to December
1988 (table 9-2).

The evidence suggests, then, that the contribution of wage policy to
stabilization concerned the government's ability to obtain the support of
unions for reducing real minimum wages and, thus, to avoid incurring
the costs of more strikes. In return for such support, unions received the
space they needed to protect the salaries of their rank and file through
private contractual negotiations with individual firms and sectors.

Even where the salaries of unionized workers did drop sharply-as in
the case of public sector employees-unions were inclined to remain
inactive, and thus loyal to government, until after the contractual nego-
tiations were complete.

Another critical ingredient of the pact was fiscal policy. As indicated by
the central bank's annual report, the primary budget balance showed a
surplus of 7.6 percent of GDP in 1988, which exceeded by 0.7 percent of
GDP the primary budget surplus of 1987. This was the result of a 1.6
percent of GDP fall in programmable public expenditure, an increase of
0.9 percent in tax income, an increase of 0.8 percent in nontax income,
as well as a drop in oil income that amounted to 2.3 percent of GDP.14

In the course of 1988 and in spite of a sharp reduction in external oil
revenues, the public sector reduced its demand for nonfinancial goods
and services and increased both its tax and its nontax revenues. Fiscal
policy led to the contraction of demand in many markets and to an
overall reduction of inflationary pressures throughout the economy. Such
results show, then, that the government did, in fact, adopt a markedly
restrictive stance in fiscal policy while implementing the pact.

The sharp rise in real interest rates, however, generated an equally
significant increase in domestic financial public expenditures, which rose
from -0.7 percent of GDP in 1987 to 7.0 percent in 1988. The cause
of this increase was the need to compensate holders of domestic public
debt for the risks that a sudden devaluation or the freezing of public debt
would entail.

The increase in public debt that resulted from the rise in real interest
rates obviously affected the balance of both the total as well as the
operational budget. The balance of the operational budget moved from a
surplus of 1.8 percent of GDP in 1987 to a deficit of 3.6 percent in 1988,
which entailed an overall increase of more than 5 percent of GDP (table
9-1).

A superficial glance at the evidence suggests that the increase in the
operational deficit entailed an expansionary fiscal policy during 1988;
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such an increase was the result of the need to pay domestic savers so as to
ensure their willingness to continue holding public debt. However, the
effects of such expenditure were, in fact, restrictive rather than expan-
sive. That is to say that, if the interest expenditure had not risen, total
expenditure would probably have risen even more.

Failure to adjust interest rates upward would have led to the liquida-
tion of domestic debt and, thus, to a simultaneous rise in the demand for
foreign exchange, heightened expectations of devaluation, and a steep
rise of demand in nonfinancial markets, all of which would have had
strong inflationary effects. Although not sustainable in the long run,
then, the increase in domestic financial public expenditure had an impor-
tant short-run anti-inflationary effect.

Stabilization during the operation of the pact, in sum, was possible due
to a firmly restrictive fiscal policy, especially with regard to the reduction
of government expenditure in nonfinancial goods and services, and not
only to price controls and a fixed exchange rate. ' 5

Nevertheless, the magnitude of the 1988 increase in domestic financial
public expenditure as well as of the associated levels of real interest rates
was not sustainable over the long run. Due to various wealth effects, the
expenditures of the groups receiving interest payments were bound to
increase sooner or later. Very likely, in fact, government domestic finan-
cial expenditures in 1988 led in subsequent years to lower levels of
disinflation, greater inertial tendencies, and higher levels of imports.

The acceleration of trade liberalization constituted another piece of the
pact. In December 1987 most import licenses and official prices were
eliminated and tariff levels were significantly reduced, reaching an aver-
age value of almost 6 percent. 16

Since most of the 54 percent increase in merchandise imports, which
amounted to almost $19 million in 1988, occurred among liberalized
sectors, opening trade did spur the growth of imports. Although final
consumer imports rose 150 percent, their total value amounted to only
$1.921 million and thus constituted a very small fraction of total domes-
tic consumption.

These figures indicate that trade liberalization contributed to disinfla-
tion by allowing part of the excess demand to flow abroad. Equally true,
however, is the fact that such a measure did not directly affect either
prices or competitiveness in the markets for most consumer goods.
Rather than acting directly on consumer prices, trade liberalization
helped to reduce them indirectly through its effects on intermediate im-
ports and thus on production costs. However, such contractionary effects
were probably mitigated by the strongly oligopolistic nature of the Mexi-
can economy. In fact, what appears to have been most decisive about the
relative importance of the trade component of the pact was the implicit-
and often explicit-threat of higher imports of final consumer goods as a
means to keep those prices in line.
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In order to assess the significance of trade liberalization for price
levels, more detailed studies of the various effects associated with open-
ing trade are required. It is clear, however, that opening commerce did
contain a potential resurgence of inflationary pressures.

A lot more could be said about the various measures that made up the
pact as well as about the conditions that facilitated its implementation.1 7

This analysis clearly shows that the success of the anti-inflationary strat-
egy pursued by the Mexican government from December 1987 to De-
cember 1988 was the result of the-complex, and often unexpected, com-
bination of orthodox and heterodox components of the Economic
Solidarity Pact.

Fiscal policy partially canceled itself out, because interest payments
had to be increased and the public debt defended. It thus would have
been insufficient in and of itself. Without a restrictive fiscal stance and
rapid removal of trade barriers, though, the effectiveness of price and
wage controls would have been severely reduced. Moreover, without the
initial effectiveness of all those measures, the decision to fix the exchange
rate would have proved unsustainable.

Finally, the agreement among government, business, labor, and foreign
creditors in support of the pact was decisive. Without this agreement,
few of the other measures discussed would have been sustainable. Unfor-
tunately, as the evolution of the Mexican economy from 1983 to 1987
shows, no good recipe tells how to conclude agreements of this kind at
the appropriate time.

Notes
1. Contrary to popular impression, the group most concerned about a moratorium was

the Mexican financial establishment. From historic experience, this group feared that
confrontation with creditors would be linked to populist policies directed against them and
allied sectors of big business.

2. All dollar amounts are in U.S. dollars. A billion is 1,000 million.
3. Labor Minister Arsenio Farell, in particular, played a pivotal role in winning the

cooperation of business leaders as well as of unions. Farell's influence in the negotiations
with business leaders rested in part on his importance in dealing with potential labor
conflicts and in part on his position as a respected senior member of the cabiner.

4. The timing of developments in the election campaign also played a role. The opposi-
tion candidacy of Cuauhtemoc Cardenas was not perceived as a serious threat until May.
By that time, inflation had declined significantly, and the stabilization program was viewed
as a political asset.

5. PRI congressional losses in the 1988 elections provided the opposition National Action
Parry with some leverage in the legislature after 1989. But the bargaining power was
restricted to constitutional issues-most notably electoral reform amendments-which re-
quired a two-thirds' majority.

6. This section is based primarily on interviews conducted with business leaders.
7. Negotiations with weak chambers tended to proceed more or less as follows. The

heads of the chamber were called into the meetings chaired by the minister of trade, but
where the ministers of finance, budget and planning, and labor were also present. One
interviewee used the term "traumatic" to describe these meetings, and all of them said they
were directly cajoled into signing the Acuerdos de Concertaci6n. At first, each of the
chambers chought it was being treated especially hard. Members soon realized, however,
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that all were being subject to the same intimidation. The most frequently used tactics were
the threat of labor unrest, the opening of trade, and the imposition of strict price controls.
In subsequent meetings, where specific agreements were drawn up, pressure decreased
somewhat.

8. According to two of the most outspoken advocates of rapid opening within the central
bank (Gil Diaz and Zepeda Payeras 1991), the most intense opposition to trade liberaliza-
tion came from the owners of large firms in the intermediate manufacturing sector (for
example, cement, glass, paper, secondary petrochemicals, aluminum, and steel) as well as
from firms covered by sectoral programs (for example, pharmaceuticals, automobile parts,
electronics).

9. The original schedule for tariff reductions was formalized in the Program to Reduce
Tariffs, 1983-88, launched in April 1986. The program established a two-and-a-half-year
period for reducing the level of tariffs, at the end of which maximum tariffs would reach 30
percent ad valorem. Protection for inputs and intermediary goods would be reduced to 10
percent, and locally manufactured consumer products would retain high levels of tariff
protection (Secretaria de Comercio y Fomenro Industrial 1988b, pp. 133-34).

10. The fact that such contingencies had been debated in a relatively insulated bureaucra-
tic setting was also important, because it diminished the possibility that leaks about a
prospective freeze might rrigger speculative behavior.

11. In May, Augustin Legoretta was reported to have boasted that the economy could be
controlled by 300 businessmen: "a closed group that can talk directly with the president in a
presidentialist system" (El Proceso, May 30, 1988). Although Legoretta later denied mak-
ing these statements, reports of his talk created substantial controversy.

12. For some time, in general terms, prices in the Mexican economy have been virtually
indexed to dollar prices (McLeod and Welch 1992).

13. One might ask whether it made sense in 1987 to establish an exchange rate that built
reserves but induced inflation, only to have to stabilize and lose those reserves in 1988.
Why create a problem that had to be solved later? Would it not have been better to
implement the pact earlier? The delay may be attributable, in part, ro the timing of the
Mexican electoral cycle, but a simpler explanation would rest on the learning experience of
Mexican decisionmakers. Only at the end of 1987 did they have the experience to create
and implement an anti-inflationary program that included massive price and wage controls,
as well as a fixed exchange rate (C6rdoba 1991).

14. These figures differ from those in table 9-1, which refer to total primary expendi-
tures, including budgetary and other expenditures. In any case, the adjustment to this last
figure was greater. Figures in che text refer to information quoted in the yearly report of the
Bank of Mexico about economic developments during 1988, and they are more or less
consistent with figures reported in table 9-1. Subsequent revisions have not altered the sense
of the assessments made in the rext.

15. In 1981, in the face of obvious inflationary pressures, some authors proposed a fixed
exchange rate as the effective anti-inflationary instrument while questioning the utility of
controlling demand (Eatwell and Singh 1981). Ros (1992) questions the effectiveness of
demand management policies in the late 1980s.

16. Some of these exceptions were licenses in the agricultural sector and in industrial
sectors covered by so-called engineering programs (cars and many automotive inputs,
computers, office equipment, chemicals, weapons, and so forth).

17. Among other questions, the following should be explored: (a) What were the efficacy
and later consequences of the initial price realignment that occurred between January and
March 1988? (b) Which entrepreneurial groups failed to maintain price discipline and
moved capital abroad, and why? (c) How precisely did the labor market function? Was this
exclusively the result of market mechanisms, or did it also involve negotiated agreements?
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Thailand: Economic and Political Gradualism

RICHARD F. DONER AND ANEK LAOTHAMATAS

THAILAND MOVED FROM ECONOMIC DISTRESS TO STABILIZATION, growth,
and structural change during the 1980s. Levels of inflation and external
debt fell, gross domestic product and exports grew, and economic activ-
ity became increasingly diversified. ' Systematic economic reforms under-
taken in conjunction with borrowing from the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) were key to this impressive perfor-
mance. This chapter explores the political bases of economic reform in
Thailand during the 1980s. After a brief examination of the 1973-79
period, the principal focus is the major stabilization and trade reforms
undertaken during 1981-85. This period overlaps with the fifth five-year
plan (1982-86) and with the tenure of General Prem Tinsulanond
(1980-88), the leader whose government is most closely associated with
the reform effort.

Two central puzzles are addressed. First, how did this country manage
to initiate and sustain macroeconomic reform in a period of ostensible
political instability? During 1980-88 Thailand experienced two coup
attempts, three unplanned elections, and a government (in 1986) that
seemed doomed by opposition to its austerity program. Second, why
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were Thailand's successes in macroeconomic stabilization not matched
by achievements in trade liberalization during the reform period?2

The first argument has to do with the nature of the democratic transi-
tion and institutions in Thailand. Prem was successful at macroeconomic
stabilization because of the restrained democracy of his regime and the
insulation, cohesion, and expertise of his officials. Thailand's political
regime under Prem was democratic in the sense that it resulted from free
elections, allowed a free press, provided extensive opportunities for party
competition, and was viewed as preferable to military authoritarianism
by a broad range of political forces. These forces strengthened the gov-
ernment's ability to resist military opposition to devaluation and to re-
strictive fiscal and financial policies. But Thai democracy was clearly
circumscribed by the threat of a military takeover. That threat was the
principal reason why democratic elements supported Prem and his re-
form measures. Democratic or authoritarian forces alone would have
derailed reform. Their interaction within a restrained democracy facili-
tated it.

The regime was insulated in its approach to macroeconomic policy by
virtue of two factors: legal constraints on the fiscal policy process and the
lack of clear positions on economic issues taken by political parties.
What seems to have been a highly competitive and fragmented party
system was, in fact, closer to a single dominant coalition that did not
exert pressure during electoral cycles. Finally, the regime acted coher-
ently in that macroeconomic policy was largely the domain of experi-
enced technocrats operating in close proximity to the prime minister.

The second argument is that the principal interest groups either sup-
ported stabilization or were not strong enough to impede it. Although
import substitution dominated Thailand after the postwar period, an
entrenched import substitution coalition did not exist in large part be-
cause agricultural exports were so important and because export firms
coexisted with import-competing firms often within the same group or
bank. Business opposition to stabilization policies was thus blunted by
cross pressures and by an increasingly strong export component within
the manufacturing sector. Labor, for its part, did not constitute an effec-
tive opposition to the reforms because it had no links with either the
parties or the military and few opportunities existed for labor absorption
in the countryside and the Middle East. The strongest opponent of stabi-
lization efforts-the military-did not constitute an effective obstacle
because it was weakened by internal differences and lacked legitimacy as
a defender of national interests and because military authoritarianism
was widely feared.

The final argument concerns the composition and design of the reform
program. Some of the factors that promoted stabilization also under-
mined trade and sectoral reform efforts. Political parties, whose support
was necessary for Prem's stabilization policies, ran the economic minis-
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tries and generally obstructed trade and sectoral reforms. Technocrats
were insulated from party representatives, and although this isolation
allowed them to design flexible macroeconomic policies, it also meant
that they showed little political acumen when adopting strategies to im-
plement sectoral reform. A conflict arose between the political require-
ments of stabilization and those of structural reform in early stages of the
democratic transition. The insulation and political support that were
effective for stabilization may not have been useful for trade and sectoral
reform.

The first section of this study outlines the conditions forming the
background to the reform. The second reviews and evaluates Thailand's
reform policies, examining whether such policies were implemented and
the degree to which they were solidified by legal and institutional mea-
sures. The next four sections analyze explanations of Thailand's policy
performance: the impact of Thailand's political transition on the reform
efforts, the organization and interests of business and labor and the ways
in which these groups influenced reforms, the ways in which the organi-
zation of the state influenced the reforms, and the impact of the pro-
gram's design.

Background of the Reform

Thailand faced an impending crisis rather than an actual economic
breakdown. Its economic institutions were intact and allowed for healthy
and timely supply responses to stabilization measures. Nevertheless,
Thai officials, encouraged by international financial institutions, viewed
economic conditions with considerable alarm. By the early 1980s, Thai-
land faced some of the most difficult economic conditions in its history.
The country's real gross domestic product (GDP) grew slower and infla-
tion was higher than in past years (see table 10-1). The current account
(trade balance) had moved into a persistent and substantial deficit, lead-
ing in turn to a growing external debt.

External shocks played an important role in these problems. Until
1983, rising world interest rates increased Thailand's financial burden
and reduced the country's disposable income. Thailand's terms of trade,
reflecting increased oil prices and, following the second oil shock, global
recession and the commodity slump, deteriorated sharply between 1975
and 1984 (GATT 1991). But the impact of external shocks was mediated
by expansionary economic policies undertaken by two types of regime:
those of the 1973-76 democratic period and those of the 1976-80 au-
thoritarian period leading up to Prem's tenure. Two somewhat counterin-
tuitive lessons concerning the impact of regime type on economic policies
emerge from an examination of these periods. First, the 1973-76 demo-
cratic opening clearly led to fiscal expansion but not to the profligate
populism one might expect given the Latin American experience. Any
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Table 10-1. Economic Indicators in Thailand, 1975-90
(percent)

Growth in Rate of Debt service Growth in
Year GDP inflation ratio' exports

1975 5.6 5.3 15.1 25.6
1980 7.9 19.7 17.3 19.1
1981 6.3 12.7 17.4 23.1
1982 4.1 5.2 18.0 20.0
1983 7.3 3.8 22.9 -8.4
1984 7.1 0.9 24.8 19.7
1985 3.5 2.4 27.5 10.3
1986 4.9 1.9 24.8 24.8
1987 9.5 2.5 19.8 31.6
1988 13.2 3.8 14.9 36.2
1989 12.0 5.4 13.0 25.7
1990 10.0 - 10.9 14.9

- Not available.

a. Percentage of exports of goods and services.
Source: Data from the Bank of Thailand and the National Economic and Social Devel-

opment Board; Robinson, Byeon, and Teja 1991, p. 47; Warr and Nijathaworn 1988, pp.
97-98; World Bank 1990, p. 2.

move toward populism (rural populism in the Thai case) was impeded by
parties with little mass base or capacity to form stable, policy-based
coalitions, by the political weight of urban interests, and by the influence
of new business interests that balanced their own populist tendencies
with a belief in the positive role of the private sector and foreign
investment.

Second, however, the post-1976 authoritarian regimes did not faciii-
tate stabilization. Thailand's rent-seeking did not result in the levels of
inflation and declining growth rates normally associated with the idea of
economic crisis. In the context of the second oil shock and traditional
Thai concerns with healthy external balances, however, they did encour-
age levels of debt that economic policymakers viewed as quite alarming.

Economic Policies of the 1 970s

The most important economic trend in the 1970s was the expansion of
public investment, which resulted in public sector deficits averaging 6
percent of GDP from 1980/81 through 1985/86 (see table 10-2). Under
the third plan (1972-76), the focus of this spending was rural develop-
ment. Under the fourth (1977-81), overseen by the military, the share of
public spending in agriculture, health, and education fell while that in
defense, administration, energy, transport, and industry rose. Some six-
teen state enterprises were established during the 1970s, most involving
infrastructural activities (Ingavata 1989, table 1). Overall growth in pub-
lic sector spending reflected three components of government policy in
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Table 10-2. Balance of Payments and Fiscal Deficits in Thailand,
1975-90

Current account of Consolidated public
balance of payments sector surplus (deficit)

Year as percentage of GDP as percentage of GDPa

1975 -4.1 -
1980 -6.4 -6.9
1981 -7.4 -8.0
1982 -2.8 -6.0
1983 -7.3 -4.6
1984 -5.1 -6.0
1985 -4.1 -4.8
1986 0.7 -1.6
1987 -0.7 -1.2
1988 -2.8 4.3
1989 -3.6 4.8
1990 -8.6 -

-Not available.

a. Consolidated accounts of central government, local governments, and nonfinancial
public enterprises; figures refer to fiscal years; for example, 1980 is 1980-81.

Source: Bank of Thailand; National Economic and Social Development Board; Robin-
son, Byeon, and Teja 1991, pp. 3, 15.

the mid- to late 1970s: (a) the decision to subsidize prices and public
utility charges, (b) the desire to develop an alternative local source of
energy through public investment (Warr and Nidhiprabha 1988, p. 66;
Warr and Nijathaworn 1988, p. 34), and (c) the effort to maintain
growth through public investment despite a deterioration in domestic
savings.

The growth of public sector spending reflected an expansion of exter-
nal borrowing, initially for the military and subsequently for state enter-
prises. Military borrowing, which was facilitated by a 1977 decree loos-
ening Thailand's traditionally strict controls on overseas loans,
accelerated in 1978 and 1979 but then slowed and was displaced by
public enterprise loans.3 Interest payments on public debt for military
purposes rose from 14 percent in 1978 to 56 percent in 1981 (Warr and
Nidhiprabha 1988, pp. 78, 80). External debt as a percentage of exports
rose sharply in the late 1970s. Combined with the baht's4 linkage to an
artificially strong dollar, growth in domestic spending and external bor-
rowing resulted in growing trade deficits and weak balance of payments.

There was no coherent macroeconomic policy response to this deterio-
ration prior to 1979. The government instead stressed slight shifts in the
exchange rate and protectionism. In early 1978, the Bank of Thailand
announced that the baht would no longer be tied to the dollar, but rather
to a basket of currencies in which the dollar would be a major compo-
nent.5 By the end of the year this was replaced by a system of daily fixing,
which encouraged speculation against the baht and was abandoned as
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well. In response to the worsening trade deficits, the government an-
nounced an import ban and an extensive tariff increase in 1978 (Fish
1978, p. 78 ; Phongpaichit 1991, p. 12).

These policies, especially when exacerbated by the emergence of nega-
tive real interest rates in the late 1970s, contributed to a skewing of
relative prices (Robinson, Byeon, and Teja 1991, p. 9). Domestic imbal-
ances were compounded by subsidized energy prices that both affected
Thailand's fiscal position and, by discouraging conservation, intensified
the impact of higher foreign oil prices on the external account. Only in
July 1979, in the face of a new round of price increases by the Organiza-
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries and a growing shortage of refined
products throughout the country, did the government of General
Kriangsak Chomanan announce significant increases in retail prices.
These, in turn, generated a corrective inflation, broad political opposi-
tion, and Kriangsak's overthrow by the military in February 1980.

The Politics of Economic Policy under Democratic Regimes,
1973-76

These relatively expansionary policies constitute something of an
anomaly in Thai economic history. The decade's growth in spending and
external borrowing stands in marked contrast to Thailand's traditionally
conservative monetary and fiscal policies (Brown 1988; Ingram 1955).
This puzzle can only be explained by referring to political factors: the
nature of Thailand's democratic transition, the preferences and organiza-
tion of interest groups, and the characteristics of state agencies responsi-
ble for macroeconomic policy.

Thailand began a democratic transition in 1973 when a broad range of
forces, led by students and intellectuals but also including the country's
growing middle class, overthrew the long-standing military regime (An-
derson 1977, pp. 15-16; Prizzia 1985). The expulsion of the military
leaders was followed by three years of civilian governments. Although
preceded by a 1968 constitution and a parliamentary interlude in 1969-
71, the overthrow of the military in 1973 nevertheless marked an impor-
tant break in Thai political history.6 Most important, it allowed for
mobilization of new social forces in the countryside, the emergence of
new parties, and the empowering of the House of Representative's previ-
ously proscribed right to call a no-confidence vote. Under the 1974
constitution, some forty-odd newly legalized parties campaigned for po-
sitions in the lower house of a bicameral legislature. Democratic elections
in 1975 and 1976 resulted in three governments, the last of which was
overthrown by the military in October 1976.

These developments led to the growth in expenditures for rural areas
and external borrowing noted earlier. Although none of the parties was
rooted in the countryside, one of the leading parties, the Social Action
Party, emphasized the need to develop a rural base by pledging to distrib-
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ute resources to the countryside. This would be done through budgetary
and investment mechanisms stipulated in the fourth plan and through
price supports for agricultural commodities.

The 1973-76 period thus marked an important step in Thailand's
democratic transition: Thai politics had clearly shifted away from the
"bureaucratic polity" status in which the role of extrabureaucratic forces
was minimal and decisions were limited to the patronage needs of bu-
reaucrats and soldiers (Laothamatas 1992a). Thailand's political open-
ing was fueled by an increasingly active middle class, intensified party
competition, and Bangkok-based protests and press coverage. In an un-
precedented development, protests spread to rural areas. Although this
was not a classic case of inflationary spending generated by electoral
cycles, it was a significant instance in which extrabureaucratic pressures
led to growing state expenditures. 7

The Social Action Party's approach to rural poverty never generated a
lasting base of support for the party. First, the effort was weakened by
opposition from other parties and by the fact that the politicians support-
ing it had no leverage over its implementation. The policy was taken over
by the bureaucracy. Rather than strengthening political accountability,
this enriched local administrators (Anderson 1977; Christensen 1991).
Critical to this development were the parties' organizational weakness
and relatively shallow social base: none of the parties commanded wide-
spread allegiance or drew on mobilized popular sectors. Instead, it was
the military and, especially, industrialists who emerged with significant
influence in the newly active parties. The presence of an appointed Sen-
ate further moderated any strong redistributive tendencies.

Redistribution through price supports also ran up against an urban-
rural conflict. As an integral part of its efforts to address rural poverty
and develop electoral support in the countryside, the government of
Kukrit Pramoj in 1976 deliberately raised the price of rice. Even more
authoritarian regimes had failed to reconcile this dilemma: a similar
increase in 1973 had resulted in riots and collapse of the military regime.
The 1976 effort was met by a combination of labor and student strikes in
Bangkok and an opposition move to bring down the government. The
policy was withdrawn, although efforts to address rural poverty by mod-
ifying agricultural prices remained an integral part of Thai public policy
in subsequent years (Bowring and Nations 1976; Christensen 1991, p.
43).

Third, a strain of economic policy new to Thailand emerged toward
the end of the 1973-76 period. As enunciated by Boonchu Rojanastien, a
founder of the Social Action Party, head of the Bangkok Bank and Thai
Bankers Association, and finance minister in the 1975 Kukrit govern-
ment, this approach used welfare-oriented capitalism to pacify the in-
creasingly radicalized masses. The policy also involved active promotion
of foreign investment and exports and strong support for cooperation
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between the public and private sectors, an approach later termed
"Thailand Inc." Underlying it was a consensus on the need for private
sector-led export promotion, even among persons who differed on mac-
roeconomic questions. This was, in sum, a much milder and, in fiscal
and financial terms, more responsible approach to reform than that seen
in the populist regimes of Latin America.

Finally, the institutional cohesion of the government's economic and
planning machinery suffered during the democratic period. This was in
part simply the result of the national focus on alleviating rural and urban
poverty, issues that technocrats simply had not addressed in the past. It
was also a function of a tremendous growth in businessmen entering the
parties, the House of Representatives, and the cabinets.8 The fourth five-
year plan's formulation was fragmented and delayed by changes in gov-
ernment, indecision on the very utility of a plan, resentment against
Boonchu's perceived efforts to centralize planning within the Ministry of
Finance, and the requirements of an increasingly democratic regime.

Politics of Economic Policy under Authoritarian Resurgence,
1976-80

The political factors that weakened macroeconomic discipline seem to
have disappeared in 1976 following a bloody military coup that pitted
university students against security forces and right-wing groups in Bang-
kok. The coup installed a new prime minister, General Thanin Kravix-
ien, and initiated a period of authoritarian rule by military leaders. How-
ever, economic discipline was undermined by the military itself, as well as
by other domestic and external pressures.

An immediate problem involved conflicts between Thanin's intense
authoritarianism and anticommunism and the more moderate policy
preferences of the Bangkok middle class and the local business commu-
nity. Thanin's alienation of these forces led to his replacement in 1977 by
a more flexible representative of the military: General Kriangsak (Chris-
tensen 1991, p. 59). Yet the country remained under martial law until
1978 when a new constitution was promulgated. The constitution was
strongly promilitary and allocated little power to elected representatives.
Having appointed the senators one month previously, Kriangsak was
elected prime minister in 1979 despite the support of less than one-third
of the members of the House of Representatives. His cabinet included
numerous military officials.

With military support and a restrictive constitution, Kriangsak seemed
well positioned to address the country's economic woes. In fact, his
ability to do so was severely constrained, in part by the revenue needs of
his major political support: the military. The withdrawal of U.S. troops
from Southeast Asia in 1975 prompted a loss of U.S. financial support
for, and panic within, the military (Christensen 1991, p. 60). Despite the
negative consequences for Thailand's debt position, an alternative source
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of funding was found in foreign loans, which grew substantially in the
1976-79 period. The military's reliance on state-owned enterprises for
extra revenues also constrained the government's capacity to limit state
expenditures.

Parliamentary pressure for rural development also weakened con-
straints on spending and borrowing. Despite the authoritarian character
of the constitution, the 1979 elections resulted in the emergence of oppo-
sition in the lower house to Kriangsak's hand-picked Senate. The opposi-
tion was led by the Social Action Party, whose strong electoral showing
was based largely on rural support and reflected the continuing broad
popularity of a plan for rural development initiated by the 1975 Social
Action Party government under Kukrit.9 This pressure, along with World
Bank concern over increasing relative poverty (Fish 1979a, p. 40), re-
sulted in Kriangsak's declaring 1979 to be the "Year of the Farmer." The
plan involved agricultural and infrastructural initiatives and required
that overseas borrowing originally stipulated for the fourth five-year plan
be revised upward by 29 percent (Fish 1979a). As in the 1973-76 period,
extrabureaucratic forces contributed to expansionary fiscal policies, al-
though those forces now had a distinctly more electoral tone.

Kriangsak, then, relied largely on the military but could not ignore the
parties. Even as he appointed ntmerous military officials to the cabinet,
he resorted to a new institutional mechanism for co-opting party opposi-
tion: the expansion of cabinet positions. The 1978 constitution enlarged
the cabinet from thirty to forty-four posts. These seats were typically
located in the ministries of agriculture, commerce, and industry, which
implemented sectoral economic policies and thus provided parties with
rent-seeking opportunities. 10

The entrance of politicians into the ministries constrained nonpoliti-
cal, technocratic participation in macroeconomic policy. The Ministry of
Finance lost control over borrowing by the military and by state enter-
prises in 1977, and Kriangsak acted as his own finance minister for about
nine months in 1979 and 1980. To these domestic constraints on Thai
technocrats must be added an important and somewhat ironic external
one: in the late 1970s, the World Bank encouraged borrowing by state
enterprises to address Thailand's urban-rural imbalances. Because the
proposed borrowing exceeded recommendations of the National Eco-
nomic and Social Development Board (NESDB), the Bank began to view
the board as a bureaucratic obstacle to be circumvented (author inter-
views; Fish 1979b).

Kriangsak's efforts to impose some economic restraints revealed the
weakness of his coalitional support. His decision to pass on to Thai
consumers the full impact of shifts in the price of oil led to broader
inflation and political opposition. Labor demonstrations forced the gov-
ernment to reduce its initial price increases 10 to 18 percent (Fish 1979a,
p. 40). Tight money policy, adopted to correct inflationary and trade
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imbalances, prompted protests from businesses forced to rely on the
high-interest, unorganized money market (Rowley 1979, pp. 100-103).
Finally, Kriangsak suffered from a series of finance company failures and
from commercial bank resentment at government pressures for manda-
tory lending to the rural sector. All of these pressures helped solidify
opposition by the elected members of Parliament who, despite access to
cabinet positions, perceived themselves as having too little influence over
policy (thus, for example, Kriangsak's industry minister threatened to
resign over oil pricing and procurement; Rowley 1979, p. 100).

Kriangsak also lacked solid military backing. Opposition was develop-
ing between his main allies-the older, active generals-and a group of
"Young Turks"-middle-level officers whose experience in rural areas
during communist suppression operations imbued them with an avowed
distaste for corruption among their elders and a belief in the need for
greater democracy (McBeth 1979, p. 33). The thinness of this support
became evident when, after a near no-confidence vote in the House of
Representatives and Kriangsak's resignation, General Prem Tinsulanond
formed a new government with military backing.

In sum, the military-dominated regimes of the late 1970s were ill-
equipped to address the deficiencies of their democratic predecessors.
The military itself, weakened by its own needs and contradictions as well
as by the expanding role of parties and business, was unable to provide
the political base necessary to address the second oil shock. This meant
that Kriangsak was unable to buffer the conservative technocrats who
had historically guided Thailand's macroeconomic fortunes.

Sense of Crisis

These political factors did not cripple the country's economy, but they
did produce a perception that "major structural and financial adjust-
ments were required . . . to prevent the problems from escalating into an
external crisis" (Leeahtam 1991, p. 18). One source of concern involved
relatively short-term problems with the capital account. Foreign invest-
ment was dropping drastically in response to the worsening situation on
the Cambodian border, and higher offshore interest rates were attracting
an outflow of short-term capital (Ho 1979, p. 94). The balance of pay-
ments was relatively healthy until 1977, when the bill for imported oil
rose $120 million (Ho 1979, p. 96). External indebtedness, which was
smaller than that of most developing countries during the 1971-75 pe-
riod, jumped sharply in the latter part of the 1970s, more rapidly than all
developing countries in the same period. The fact that the growth of debt
in Thailand exceeded that in the Philippines was much in the mind of
Thai technocrats. The debt profile was also of concern since many of the
loans for defense and state enterprises had commercial terms (Leeahtam
1991,pp. 15-16).

The World Bank and the IMF viewed the economy with alarm and
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played an important role in sensitizing Thai officials to the dangers of an
impending crisis. Indeed, the country's traditionally strong reputation
among foreign financial institutions was weakening. The first and second
structural adjustment loans received in 1982 and 1983, respectively,
were roughly 90 percent of the rest of the foreign debts incurred by the
government in those years (Tinnakorn and Patamasiriwat 1985). Re-
flecting the kingdom's low creditworthiness at the time, Governor Nukul
found it unprecedentedly difficult for the Bank of Thailand to obtain
foreign commercial loans in 1979-80 (author interviews).

These problems were viewed as especially serious given certain longer-
term weaknesses in the Thai economy. The country's capital-intensive
import substitution strategy had helped it become the developing world's
fifth largest net importer of petroleum (Ho 1979, p. 96). Problems in the
agricultural sector created doubts about Thailand's ability to pay for
rising imports through the traditional means of agricultural exports.' I

Policy Performance in the 1980s

This sense of crisis led to a wide range of policy initiatives. This section
focuses on the degree to which such policies were actually implemented
and institutionalized. The government was markedly more successful in
macroeconomic stabilization than in trade and sectoral reforms. It cut
public sector deficits, devalued the exchange rate, and maintained oil
prices at reasonable levels. The tariff structure remained largely un-
changed, however, and, with the exception of certain agricultural goods,
industry-specific measures to promote exports and improve efficiency
were not implemented. Those reforms that were implemented were only
moderately solidified through legal and institutional changes. But this
weak institutionalization did not undermine subsequent reforms because
the country's existing macroeconomic policy structure was strong and
initial reform policies produced beneficial results.

Early Efforts

Thailand's reform efforts began prior to the first structural adjustment
loan and the submission of the first letter of development policy on
February 4, 1982. The early context for stabilization was set by the fifth
five-year plan, which covered the 1982-86 period but was drafted well
before 1982. Indeed, some of the measures proposed by Thailand for the
first structural adjustment loan drew on the fifth plan. Although the plan
stipulated poverty alleviation as its primary objective, it actually empha-
sized sectoral adjustment, rationalization of the incentive structure to
give the government greater flexibility in dealing with external shocks,
and reduction of fiscal and financial imbalances through the mobilization
of domestic resources. The one area in which the plan required revision
involved delaying or rephasing certain large-scale development projects.
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This general effort was preceded and accompanied by a number of more
discrete but timely moves. The first occurred in 1979 when the newly
installed governor of the Bank of Thailand, Nukul Prachuabmoh, con-
vinced Parliament to raise the country's sixty-year-old limit of 15 percent
on lending rates. The limit, imposed by the civil and commercial code to
prevent usury, was leading to rapid outflows of capital that reportedly
left Thailand with reserves to cover only two weeks of imports (Nations
1979b; author interviews). Other early actions included reduction of
export taxes, an approximate 10 percent devaluation of the baht against
the dollar in 1981, initial moves to raise petroleum prices and remove
subsidies, reassertion of Ministry of Finance control over military loans,
the imposition of a no-growth budget, and the establishment of several
committees on industrial and fiscal policy (Sahasakul, Thongpakde, and
Kraisoraphong 1989, pp. 20-21).

Fiscal Policy

Government policy during the first half of the 1980s attempted to
correct public sector deficits by reducing expenditures (this summary
draws on Robinson, Byeon, and Teja 1991. Budgetary limits of 19 to 20
percent of GDP were stipulated by ceilings on government wages, cuts in
capital expenditure (eventually totaling around 1 percent of GDP), and a
series of ceilings on public sector foreign borrowing. Additional revenue
measures included several increases in prices charged by state enterprises
such as telephones, railways, and waterworks in 1983 and 1984
(Leeahtam 1991, p. 31). Financial criteria for state enterprises were also
set to reduce subsidies financed from the budget. State enterprise financ-
ing went from a deficit of 3 percent of GDP in 1980-81 to a surplus of 0.3
percent of GDP in 1985-86. Although these measures were important in
setting "the tone for expenditure policy for the remainder of the decade"
(Robinson, Byeon, and Teja 1991, pp. 14-15), they did not reduce fiscal
deficits during the first half of the decade. Revenue shortfalls were a
major problem, in part because of low elasticity of tax revenues, tax
reductions on the export sector, and the general slowdown of economic
activities. The 1985-86 period was, however, quite important for pro-
moting "substantial structural adjustments in both expenditure and reve-
nue" (Leeahtam 1991, p. 51). During these years, the government (a)
adopted a series of discretionary fiscal packages (including higher oil
taxes, customs tariffs, transfers of state enterprise profits, and zero-
growth budgets) and (b) imposed new constraints on the external bor-
rowing of state enterprises.

Fiscal problems were much less serious by the second half of the
decade: public sector deficits disappeared by 1987 and moved into a
surplus of almost 5 percent by 1989 (table 10-2). The government's
tendency to inflate revenue in its budgetary assumptions was reversed in
1986-87; conservative revenue estimates have since constrained expen-
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ditures and have "imparted an institutional bias toward the generation of
fiscal surpluses" (Robinson, Byeon, and Teja 1991, p. 14). Efforts to
improve tax efficiency through a value added tax were not, however,
successful.

Monetary Policy

In the early 1980s the government's principal goals were to mobilize
savings, restrain credit, and align domestic interest rates with high over-
seas rates to reduce the outflow of capital. These concerns were ad-
dressed through a tight monetary regime: the 1979 measures to raise
interest rate ceilings, the freeing of domestic rates, and the control of
commercial bank access to Bank of Thailand funds. Direct credit con-
trols were used only in 1984 in response to a sharp growth in credit and
the trade deficit. Following a period of negative rates in 1978-80, real
interest rates were positive for the rest of the decade (Robinson, Byeon,
and Teja 1991, p. 9). After a decline in the growth of credit between
1984-86, interest rates were lowered to encourage the expansion of
credit, and savings continued to be mobilized because interest rates were
positive. Monetization of the economy increased rapidly throughout the
rest of the decade, although this growth was probably due more to a shift
of funds out of the informal sector than to the increase in private savings
(Robinson, Byeon, and Teja 19 9 1, p. 22).

This account of monetary policy management leaves out an important
problem. With the exchange rate fixed, interest rates had to serve not
domestic credit objectives but balance of payments concerns (Leeahtam
1991, p. 36): reserves would flow out unless domestic rates followed
overseas rates. Although high interest rates had some effect, a shift in the
exchange rate was clearly necessary.

Exchange Rate Policy

Until 1984, the baht was linked to the U.S. dollar. Pressure for deval-
uation grew in 1981. First, the dollar rose after the second oil crisis and
drove the baht up as well. The baht then continued to appreciate against
the deutschmark, yen, and sterling, severely hurting Thailand's export
income from the sale of certain agricultural commodities usually quoted
in deutschmarks and sterling. This led to two devaluations in 1981,
together amounting to roughly 10 percent. The first, in April, was only
1.07 percent and triggered panic buying of dollars by importers and
bankers (Phongpaichit 1991, pp. 16-17).12 This was followed by a sec-
ond devaluation of 8.7 percent in July. However, the baht remained tied
to the dollar, which continued to rise, bringing the baht up with it. The
government initially refused to address the problem of overvaluation and
opted to impose credits limits on commercial banks. Following the fail-
ure of numerous small firms, the government finally devalued the baht
14.7 percent in 1984. The Bank of Thailand also formally abandoned
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the link to the U.S. dollar, basing the value of the baht on a basket of
currencies. However, as the dollar was presumably the major component
of this basket, the baht depreciated more than 20 percent between 1985
and the end of 1987 as the dollar moved down.

Energy Pricing Policy

Raising energy prices was politicallv riskv, having led to the downfall
of the Kriangsak government in 1979. The country was significantly
more successful in pricing energy during the 1980s, although luck played
no small part. Oil prices were raised significantly in 1981, and the Oil
Fund was in surplus by 1982. When global oil prices dropped, the gov-
ernment reduced domestic prices but at a rate less than that of the price
of imports. The difference was kept for the Oil Fund and used to cushion
domestic prices through 1985, a form of what Waterbury (1989, p. 54)
has termed "desubsidization by stealth" (Leeahtam 1991, p. 31). How-
ever, almost half of the Oil Fund, amounting to nearly 0.2 percent of
GDP, Was used up in this manner. If global prices had stayed at their 1985
level, the entire fund would have disappeared and the government would
have had to increase retail prices. With the economy in a shaky state,
such increases would have seriously threatened the government's survival
(Leeahtam 1991, p. 60). In the event, global prices declined sharply in
1986, allowing further accumulation of Oil Fund reserves.

Privatization

As of 1989, some sixty-seven state-owned enterprises remained of the
one hundred originally operating. Many had been liquidated or pri-
vatized in the 1960s after the perceived threat of Chinese economic domi-
nation disappeared (Ingavata 1989, p. 329). More recent privatization
efforts were initiated in 1983, but real efforts did not begin until 1986.
Progress was not impressive during the period under review, with only
some thirteen cases of actual privatization (Vanno 1991, p. 245) and the
more successful cases being those under direct control of the Ministry of
Finance. The Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand was the most
important firm moving toward privatization at the end of the decade. In
several cases, more partial steps were taken to promote efficiency. Thus,
the private sector was allowed to bid for particular jobs such as installing
telephones for the Telephone Organization of Thailand. The state-owned
Thai Airways International was merged in 1988 with the domestic car-
rier, Thai Airways, in hopes of reducing capital requirements and stream-
lining operations (Vanno 1991, p. 330).

Trade and Sectoral Reforn

As suggested at the beginning of this study, Thailand's success in ex-
port growth is not reflected in trade liberalization. The average level of
effective protection rose, and export-oriented producers were disadvan-
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taged relative to import-competing sectors (the following discussion
draws on Akrasanee, Dapice, and Flatters 1991; GATT 1991; Robinson,
Byeon, and Teja 1991, pp. 27-29). The two principal obstacles to liber-
alization were (a) the importance of import taxes for government tax
revenue-while export taxes declined from roughly 5 percent of total tax
revenue to almost zero between 1980 and 1990, import taxes remained
between 20 and 25 percent (GATT 1991, p. 48)-and (b) the complexity
of the trade regime.

Some progress was made in reducing nontariff barriers such as the
proportion of goods subject to import restrictions and the use of specific
surcharges by the Board of Investments. And in 1982, as part of the fifth
five-year plan, the maximum tariff rate on most products was cut to 60
percent. However, this was offset by the immediate imposition of sur-
charges and tariffs on raw materials and intermediate goods for revenue
purposes. Between 1985 and 1989 the tariff structure remained broadly
unchanged (exceptions included reductions in tariffs on electrical and
electronic goods to reduce smuggling). According to one participant in
the process, Thailand engaged in a number of superficial tariff reform
measures to assuage the World Bank even as it imposed other measures,
such as surcharges, that were not on the official tariff books. The Bank's
(belated) recognition of this fact and its belief that Thailand was back-
sliding on liberalization contributed to Thailand's not drawing on a third
structural adjustment loan (author interviews; the other factor was that
the Thais themselves opted not to draw on it).

The tariff structure also became increasingly complex during this pe-
riod. The government imposed more than twenty duty rates between
1981 and 1987, applied tariffs flexibly, changed rates on individual
products, and implemented alternate tariffs for some 25 percent of items,
especially in agriculture. These differential duties resulted in an increase
in the average applied tariff during the 1980s from almost 10 percent in
1982 to 11 percent in 1990 (GATT 1991, p. 52). In addition, the scope of
import licensing grew, affecting around 8 percent of all product catego-
ries in 1991,up from 6 percent in 1982 (GATT 1991, table IV.1 1, p. 73).

The government did initiate industry-specific measures to improve effi-
ciency and promote exports. Proposals for industrial restructuring in-
cluded reductions in local content, improved linkages among up-, mid-,
and downstream parts of an industry, as well as improved policymaking
processes and expanded technological capacity (Industrial Management
Company 1983, 1985). With the exception of the electrical goods sector,
these efforts largely failed, although there is evidence of overall low rates
of protection for Thailand's major source of manufactured exports: tex-
tiles and apparel (Sahasakul, Thongpakde, and Kraisoraphong 1989,
pp. 62-65). The government was fairly successful in its efforts to liberal-
ize agricultural exports, especially rice. The premium on rice exports was
reduced to zero in 1986 after being as high as B5,200 per ton in 1974;
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export duties on rice were reduced from 5.0 to 1.5 percent in 1985 and
then to zero in late 1985; and export quotas, abandoned but also reim-
posed in 1984, were discontinued in 1986.

Financial Reform

Despite not being a formal component of the structural reform pro-
gram, changes in the financial system merit note. Thailand was hit by
financial crises in 1979 and 1983. In both cases, manipulation, insider
trading, and improper loans by finance and securities companies trig-
gered large-scale losses, including, in 1978, the collapse of the Securities
Exchange of Thailand. Also problematic was a proliferation of high-
yield pyramid fund pools in the informal market. These crises prompted
legislation that empowered the Bank of Thailand to expand its super-
visory functions and to intervene directly in bank affairs when necessary
(Doner and Unger 1992). The Bank of Thailand also mobilized support
of the private financial sector for ailing financial institutions (Chaisut,
Samkoset, and Ponpatarakul 1987).

Institutionalization

Thailand's reforms were solidified through legal and institutional
changes in the areas of exchange rate and fiscal policy management. The
1984 shift to a more flexible system of exchange rates helped reduce
economic disruptions, accustomed the public to daily movements in the
rates, and encouraged businesses to adapt to changes. Perhaps most
important, it "did not give ground for opportunists to score political
advantage and thus made it more flexible as an instrument for economic
management" (Leeahtam 1991, p. 72). The government also introduced
a series of expenditure and tax reforms that were critical to enhancing the
long-run flexibility of the fiscal system. 13

These changes were accompanied by rationalization of the economic
policy machinery. Macroeconomic policymaking was centralized in the
hands of a small group of economic advisers. Authority for imposing
petroleum taxes was shifted from the Parliament to the cabinet alone.
The Ministry of Finance was empowered to centralize all borrowing
needs of government agencies and state-owned enterprises and to estab-
lish a high-level State Enterprise Committee (Leeahtam 1991, pp. 53, 63,
76).

On the other hand, many changes were less than permanent. Agri-
cultural export liberalization took the form of reducing to zero rather
than abolishing premiums and export duties. Efforts to adopt a value
added tax were unsuccessful. Limits were imposed on external debt, but
these ceilings could be and were raised. Even legislation to raise the
ceiling on interest rates avoided a frontal assault on the civil and commer-
cial code (author interviews). And as developments in the Chartchai
administration were to show, the more cohesive and centralized macro-
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economic policy machinery did not result in the establishment of perma-
nent structures.

In retrospect, this modest degree of institutionalization was not all that
damaging to subsequent reforms. The positive outcomes of initial efforts
bolstered support for sustaining and even expanding reform. In addition,
Thailand's preexisting rules and institutions governing macroeconomic
policy were relatively well suited to stabilization. Thailand had a rela-
tively cohesive set of technocrats in the Ministry of Finance and Bank of
Thailand, a relatively insulated budgetary process, parties without clear
policy positions, and rules limiting government guarantees of private
sector loans. These arrangements were weakened during the 1970s, but
they were clearly not destroyed. As economic conditions (such as declin-
ing export revenues) threatened the stability of both state finances and
significant private interests, the political space for these stabilization-
supporting rules and institutions expanded.

Political Transition and Reform

The plethora of stabilization measures undertaken and implemented
during the Prem administration indicates a government with relatively
long time horizons and significant capacity. This seems puzzling in light
of the considerable opposition generated by the reform and the resulting
political instability. Parties opposed sectoral liberalization efforts, sectors
of business and the military criticized the 1984 devaluation, the military
was frustrated by general fiscal constraints, and sections of business
suffered under the crackdown on informal financial markets (Hewison
1987, pp. 72-75). Coups were attempted in 1981 and 1985, and un-
planned elections occurred in 1983, 1986, and 1988. How was reform
possible under these circumstances?

Balance of Power and Regime Type

The achievements (as well as limitations) of the Thai reforms under
Prem reflected Thailand's political transition to a restrained, semi-
democratic system. This was essentially a Bonapartist balance of two
major contending forces-the military and the parties-within a semi- or
restrained democratic system. Central to this balance was Prem's position
as an outsider acceptable to both forces. By playing these forces against
each other, by using their fear of each other, and by capitalizing on the
desire of each force to have him lead the regime, Prem was able to protect
his proadjustment cabinet ministers and senior technocrats from the
groups hurt by adjustment.

Prem's position as an independent balancer did not spring full blown
upon his becoming prime minister in February 1980. More reliant on the
military until 1983-84, Prem's ability to forge a more independent stance
was in part a result of policies encouraged by the economic crisis and the
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response of a section of the military to those policies. Understanding this
dynamic requires an examination of the constitutional arrangements, the
principal political actors, and the impact (or lack) of electoral cycles.

Constitutional Arrangements

During the Prem period Thailand continued under a parliamentary
system with a bicameral legislature. The provinces were divided into
constituencies with parties or independent candidates standing as indi-
viduals. The evolution of parliamentary rules, however, reflects an im-
portant shift in the political balance away from the military. Prior to
1983, the power of the government-appointed Senate was equal to that
of the elected House of Representatives. Active military officers and
civilian bureaucrats could hold cabinet positions. These arrangements
were provisional. According to the constitution, in 1983 the Senate
would become an advisory body, active military and civilian officials
could no longer serve in the cabinet, and candidates for the House of
Representatives would stand as members of parties, not as individuals.

The military, however, initiated a constitutional amendment to pre-
serve the old system. This effort was opposed by a broad coalition of
parties, students, academics, and even dissidents within the armed
forces. Following the Parliament's defeat of this amendment, Prem called
a snap election to legitimate the expanded role of the parties and widen
his political base beyond the military. He also established closer ties with
functionally organized business and exhibited greater allegiance to the
king, a point whose importance emerged during the devaluation crisis.

The parties' expanded role under Prem was reflected in their leverage
over the trade liberalization process. Prem's strategy for co-opting the
parties was to allow them access to those agencies yielding the greatest
patronage opportunities: the ministries of commerce, agriculture, and
industry. This required continuing the expansion of ministerial posts
initiated under Kukrit in the 1970s (Christensen 1991, p. 58). This also
allowed the parties to weaken industrial reform efforts. 14

But party influence did not translate into power over macroeconomic
stabilization. In essence, Prem's provision of patronage opportunities was
part of a broad bargain in which parties were compensated or mollified for
their lack of voice over major fiscal and monetary decisions. This pow-
erlessness over macroeconomic policy was more the result of an institu-
tionalized hard budget constraint than a short-term political compromise:
constitutionally, neither the Senate nor the House of Representatives was
permitted to initiate a money bill. Politicians during this period obtained
rents at the point of deciding who got to do a particular project, not which
project was actually approved (author interviews). The budget process was
and continues to be centralized. The Parliament set

ceilings on levels of taxation, but adjustments underneath that ceiling
are the preserve of permanent officials. With little law-making author-
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ity, MPS [members of Parliament] spend much of their three months in
session shuffling around the annual budget to extract money for their
districts, in addition to debating no-confidence motions against cabi-
net ministers (Christensen 1991, p. 62).

Prem further limited party impact on policy by retaining veto power to
promote or transfer senior civil servants (a power ceded largely to elected
cabinet ministers under the succeeding Chatichai government; Chris-
tensen 1991, p. 61).

The Parties

These constitutional constraints worked in part because the party sys-
tem was relatively uncompetitive and parties feared the military. The first
point goes against what seems to be a fragmented and competitive system
of multiple parties. In fact, the system can be understood as a single
dominant coalition composed of three major parties-the Social Action,
Chart Thai, and the Democrat parties-none of which was able to estab-
lish clear hegemony. With minor exceptions, these have been largely
clientelist organizations with little interest in or capacity for developing
general policy positions (Christensen 1991, p. 3). This state of affairs is
in part a function of the lack of systematic party linkages to broad sectors
of business (as opposed to particular firms), labor, or the peasantry. The
parties were generally fragmented on policy issues and deficient in policy-
related information. With the partial exception of Social Action Party's
rural emphasis, the parties were not sophisticated enough to formulate
any economic vision or strategy. With a few exceptions, they were ill-
equipped even to debate broad policy issues with the technocrats under
Prem.

Party initiatives generally involved distributive issues rather than ideol-
ogy or broad development policy.' 5 The Chart Thai Party's decision to
quit the government coalition in 1983 illustrated the numerous divisions
among and within Thai parties. After Chart Thai emerged from the 1983
elections as the largest party, its leader attempted to lead an opposition
coalition; it failed when the Social Action Party invited Prem to continue
as prime minister. Meanwhile, the party that had been the most effective
opposition force, Prachakorn Thai, was lured into the government coali-
tion as Chart Thai was left out in the cold and cast as the irresponsible
oppositionist.

Despite its weakness, the Chart Thai-led opposition did reflect a wide-
spread deterioration of economic conditions and broad skepticism as to
both the utility of austerity measures and Prem's competence. By 1986
the opposition was bolstered by an alliance between the head of the
military and a dissident group of Social Action Party members. Finance
Minister Sommai Hoonakul was a specific target of the opposition be-
cause of both his support for austerity measures and his unwillingness to
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allocate money for the Social Action Party's program to intervene in the
price of rice. As further austerity measures became politically impossible,
Prem decided that he could no longer govern and called a snap election
(Leeahtam 1991, pp. 40-41).

This was the only election during this period that involved substantial
debates on economic policy. The majority view seemed destined to doom
the adjustment effort: "All political campaigners advocated a more ex-
pansionary financial stance" (Leeahtam 1991, p. 41). Former minister
Boonchu even advocated a three-year moratorium on all government
debt-servicing obligations-domestic as well as foreign-so that more of
the budget could be used to move the economy. The election, however,
returned Prem as prime minister. Sommai resigned as finance minister
but was replaced by a close associate who maintained stringent financial
measures.

There was, in sum, continuity in stabilization policy. What accounts
for this result? One factor involves the cohesion and beliefs of macro-
economic policymakers. More important, however, was Prem's pivotal
political position. Stated simply, the major parties needed Prem as head
of government to sustain the shaky process of political reform. He had,
first of all, allocated more cabinet positions to political parties than his
predecessor, Kriangsak. Second, Prem had demonstrated a commitment
to democratization through his opposition to the 1983 military proposals
for a constitutional revision. And finally, he had demonstrated an ability
to withstand coup attempts.

In sum, the ruling parties saw in Prem a military man who was willing
to share power with them and who could advance the democratization
process. Lacking an alternative champion for their most basic interests,
they were, to a significant extent, beholden to Prem (Laothamatas
1992b). Underlying this reliance was the parties' fear of the alternative: a
return to military control. 16

The Military

Several general features characterize the military at the inception of the
adjustment period. The end of regional hostilities and the defeat of Thai-
land's own rural insurgents placed the overall security function of the
military into question. The military also lost much of its financial auton-
omy. Viet Nam's 1979 invasion of Cambodia and the initiation of the
arms trade with China did permit the maintenance of sizable military
budgets. But with the end of U.S. military aid and the ban on loans by
the military, the armed services went from a position of rarely having "to
explain anything to anybody with regard to their defense budget" to one
of involvement in the domestic budgetary process (Phongpaichit 1991,
pp. 5, 23).

At the same time, a section of the military exhibited strains of anti-
capitalism and antipathy to political parties. These tendencies reflected
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the military's own view of its function as the guardian of the national
interest, its experience with poverty in rural areas, and its status as
perhaps the only channel of political mobility for ethnic Thais who are
not part of the nobility. But the military itself benefits from economic
activities involving real estate, commerce, and finance. Profits from arms
procurement are reportedly quite important. The range and increasingly
personalized form of economic activities, combined with questions about
its overall mission, increasingly fragmented the military.

This portrait is of a group threatened by and suspicious of but still
attempting to benefit from Thailand's booming capitalist system. The
sense of threat, as well as its efforts to maintain a corporate identity, help
explain the military's initial support for Prem. After the problems of
Thanin and Kriangsak, Prem was appreciated by many in the military
not only as one of their own, but as someone principled, clean, and
capable (see, for example, McBeth 1979). In 1981, Prem further consoli-
dated his ties to the military by appointing as army chief General Arthit
Kamglangek, who played a prominent role in suppressing the coup at-
tempt earlier that year.

The relationship began to cool in 1983-84, however, as financial and
political reforms threatened both corporate and particularistic interests
of the military. On the financial front, military leaders were displeased
with Finance Minister Sommai's opposition to their planned purchase of
F-16s. They may also have been concerned with Prem's inability to pro-
tect them from unusually active questioning of their budgetary requests
by members of Parliament in the House Budget Scrutiny Committee. 1

7 A
further issue of contention was Sommai's decision to ban the booming
chit fund pyramid schemes in which various sectors of the armed forces
were reportedly involved. Politically, tensions increased with the mili-
tary's unsuccessful efforts to maintain its role in Parliament through
constitutional revision and to extend Arthit's term as military chief.

The event that most seriously weakened the military's role in the eco-
nomic policy debate and reflected its inability to organize systematic
opposition to stabilization was the November 1984 devaluation. Arthit
and other senior generals were furious about the 15 percent adjustment
because Prem made the decision swiftly and secretly, because the deval-
uation would significantly reduce their capacity for purchasing weapons
overseas, and because Arthit was reportedly connected to business inter-
ests with large overseas loans and thus vulnerable to losses from the
devaluation (this account draws on Laothamatas 1992b; Phongpaichit
1991, p. 20; author interviews).

Soon after the devaluation, Arthit launched a fiery televised attack on
the government: he demanded a reversal of the devaluation, criticized the
government's 1984 tight money policy, attacked the ban on chit funds,
and called for a change in the cabinet, meaning the dismissal of Finance
Minister Sommai. He seemed to be on solid political ground. In response
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to the devaluation, the Chart Thai Party called for a no-confidence vote.
Members of the cabinet not involved in the decision attacked Sommai.
The Association of Thai Industries complained that local industrialists
with overseas loans would suffer huge losses. Labor threatened a general
strike in support of Sommai's dismissal and demanded an increase in the
minimum wage and price controls. Some labor leaders praised Arthit for
sympathizing with the workers. Despite rumors of an impending coup,
however, the devaluation was sustained without a change in cabinet.
Members of the cabinet announced their support of the devaluation.
Even senior members of the military criticized Arthit's intervention as
inappropriate.

The ability to make the devaluation stick was largely a function of
political factors. 18 First, Arthit's previous efforts to modify the constitu-
tion and extend his own term delegitimized his stance on the devaluation,
which was seen as simply one more instance of self-aggrandizement.
Second, links between the military and affected groups such as labor
were weak at best. And finally, the king intervened with a show of
support for Prem. Within the system of a single dominant coalition party
described earlier, the military provided the only effective opposition to
the reforms for dissenting politicians and businesses as well as labor,
farmer, and student groups. Its links with these groups were, however,
too weak to constitute an effective opposition.

Electoral Cycles

A final factor facilitating Thai stabilization was the weak electoral
cycle. Three national elections took place in 1983, 1986, and 1988, each
a snap election called by Prem to prevent the formation of alliances
between extraparliamentary forces (military, labor), on the one hand,
and opposition parties or dissenting elements within government parties,
on the other. None was preceded by any significant fiscal expansion. 19

The weakness of electoral pressures on economic policy seems odd in
light of the fact that Thai parties are heavily pork-based. A partial expla-
nation for the absence of an electoral cycle is found in Thailand's eco-
nomic fortunes. Had the economy continued to deteriorate in 1987-88,
an electoral dynamic might have emerged. Also important is the constitu-
tional limit on parliamentary influence over government spending. The
party system also contributed to a weak electoral cycle. Because none of
the three major parties had clear economic positions, no clear alternative
governing coalition emerged. Party pressure for policy-based elections
was neither useful nor necessary. Also, because the parties were not well
institutionalized, elections could not be expected to maximize the chance
of incumbents being reelected, even with expansionary policies. The
potential for a political-business cycle was also weakened by the fact that
the prime minister had no party of his own; Prem's premiership was
contingent not on a clear parliamentary majority of a particular party or
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parties but rather on complex, ad hoc negotiations between the parties
and the military and among parties. Elections, in sum, posed little threat
to stabilization, and even served to strengthen the hand of the
technocrats.

Organization of Interests

Comparing the Thai reform experience with that of other countries
highlights the absence of broad-based, participatory politics in Thailand.
Demonstrations and protests occurred, and political parties decried the
recessionary consequences of stabilization. But reform politics in Thai-
land were largely an elite affair handled by technocrats interacting spo-
radically with the military and parties. This raises two questions: (1)
What explains this relative political passivity, especially on the part of
business and labor? (2) How did this passivity influence outcomes of the
reform efforts?

Business

Why, despite widespread bankruptcies and foreign exchange losses,
did Thai business respond to tight money policies and a hefty devalua-
tion so timidly? With regard to the devaluation, part of the answer has to
do with the export-oriented structure of assets and activities of powerful
private actors (unless otherwise noted, the following discussion of busi-
ness preferences draws on Doner and Unger 1992). Agricultural exports
have been a long-standing and large, albeit declining, portion of commer-
cial bank portfolios. Commercial banks are tightly linked to the coun-
try's expanding, domestic-oriented industrial sector, but some of Thai-
land's most powerful firms had already begun to move toward exports.
The peak association of manufacturers, the Association of Thai Indus-
tries, lodged only half-hearted protests against the devaluation because
its members were not highly dependent on imports; their stance offset the
complaints of firms more reliant on imported inputs (Siam Cement, the
country's largest industrial group, complained, while Saha Union, a ma-
jor textile group, and Charoen Pokphan, the largest agroindustrial
group, generally welcomed the move; author interviews). The Thai
Bankers Association was similarly passive in the face of the devaluation,
although small banks disagreed publicly about the benefits of the deval-
uation (Bangkok Post, November 3, 1985, pp. 1, 2). The Bangkok
Bank, the country's largest financial institution, simply reduced its for-
eign exchange exposure in anticipation of the devaluation. 2 0 In sum,
cohesive opposition to the devaluation was precluded by economic cross
pressures and the fact that major business interests had market-based
options for adjusting to the new exchange rate.

Nor did business have strong links to the state. As noted, the military
was generally suspicious of business, especially large firms. Relations
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between business and political parties were considerably closer, but par-
ties did not represent collective business interests. Trade associations,
whose numbers and access to policymakers increased during the Prem
administration, had few links as associations to electoral politics. Pat-
terns of support were further blurred by competing businesses supporting
the same party even as different parties obtained support from the same
firm (Christensen 1991).

In addition to crosscutting interests and lack of collective business
representation, the potential for an alliance between disgruntled business
interests and political forces was weakened by the access of business to
the Prem government and by Prem's position as a symbol of the demo-
cratic transition. Technocrats under Prem expanded consultation with
the peak associations through the establishment of joint public-private
sector consultative committees (Laothamatas 1992a). These provided
direct channels through which associations could articulate their con-
cerns on issues such as credit limits, bureaucratic inefficiency, high taxa-
tion, and export incentives and helped defuse potential opposition to
painful stabilization. They also drew the attention of policymakers to
obstacles preventing greater economic efficiency. The government thus
engineered a useful tradeoff by providing political access to business and
satisfying demands in some areas in return for cooperation on inflation
and the current account deficit.

Labor

Labor occasionally demonstrated against aspects of the reforms, such
as increased bus fares and the devaluation, but, by and large, labor
resistance did not impede the reforms. This was in part due to compensa-
tory measures such as modest increases in the minimum wage and effec-
tive monitoring of price increases after the devaluation. It had more to
do, however, with factor mobility, levels of organization, and links with
organized political forces.

The impact of stabilization measures on labor was cushioned by the
opportunity to find work and sustenance in the countryside or overseas.
A more permanent urban labor force had developed in Thailand by the
1980s, but migrant workers were still present in manufacturing and
services. Many moved back and forth between seasonal farm work in the
country and urban wage work (Phongpaichit 1991). Migrant labor, espe-
cially in the Middle East, offered another cushion for labor.2 ' Workers'
remittances constituted the third largest foreign exchange earner in 1983
and 1984 (Leeahtam 1991, p. 21).

Thai workers were also not that significant in numbers or in organiza-
tion. There were four peak associations, but only around 10 percent of
Thai labor was in manufacturing and less than 2 percent of the country's
work force was unionized; the majority of unions were found in the state
enterprise sector (unless otherwise noted, the discussion of labor is
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drawn from Vanno 1991; author interviews). Labor has had no con-
sistent links with political parties. It has shown no strong preference for
any one party, not even for the Democratic Labor Party, which was
established by labor. The parties, for their part, have shown no interest
in labor except to recruit them to be campaign workers. Under these
conditions, labor's resistance to the reforms depended on its willingness
and ability to link up with the military. A brief examination of three
issues-the minimum wage, devaluation, and privatization-suggests
that such a strategy was only moderately feasible.

Organized labor presented a demand for a modest increase in the
minimum wage (from B66 to B72) during the summer of 1984. The
government Wage Committee initially refused any increase, but labor
intensified its demand after the 1984 devaluation and obtained an in-
crease of B4. Critical to this partial victory was a labor strategy designed
to take advantage of the government's fear of military intervention. La-
bor leaders knew of the government's concern to prevent labor agitation
and strikes that would justify a military coup.

The limits of this strategy were evident in the devaluation crisis, how-
ever. Following the November announcement, labor demanded an
across-the-board wage increase equal to the devaluation, as well as price
controls. These demands were followed by contacts between the peak
labor associations, some of the parties, and the military. Demonstrations
were planned but eventually abandoned. Labor was itself split, with a
majority unwilling to engage in direct political action that would
threaten the Prem government. As was the case with business, the specter
of military rule lay in the background. Most labor leaders were "eco-
nomic oriented" and careful to ensure that "their action would not be
interpreted by the military as support for a coup" (Vanno 1991, p. 100).

The government's privatization efforts, beginning in 1983, could have
been expected to generate unified, military-labor opposition. State enter-
prises were important sources of military wealth and influence as well as
the major locus of organized labor. Labor opposition, in the form of
protests and the emergence of ad hoc groups, did develop, but labor
never established common cause with the military, and the public did not
support state workers whose job security and benefits exceeded those of
their private sector counterparts. As economic growth highlighted the
need for greater efficiency in areas such as communications, public trans-
port, and port facilities, various forms of privatization gained public
backing.

Impact on Outcomes

High factor mobility, weak organization, and fragile links to political
actors representing business and labor enhanced the state's ability to
pursue reform, especially in the area of stabilization. However, some of
these factors undermined other aspects of the effort.
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The disadvantages of weakly organized private interests were most
evident in trade reform and industry restructuring. The major obstacle to
tariff liberalization, in addition to state fiscal requirements, was the diffi-
culty of reconciling the needs of different groups of firms, especially
upstream and downstream producers. The problem was especially acute
in the automotive and textile industries. In automobiles, differences in
local content, tariffs, and export requirements emerged between Japa-
nese and western assemblers and local assemblers and parts firms (Doner
1991; Sahasakul, Thongpakde, and Kraisoraphong 1989, pp. 63-64;
Thanamai 1985). In textiles and apparel, conflicts developed among
spinners, weavers, and garment producers. Only in the electrical goods
industry were tariff liberalization efforts implemented. This occurred
because, due to the large number of electrical goods smuggled into Thai-
land, the industry was never that protected in the first place. Thus, "tariff
reductions would lower an incentive to smuggle electrical goods from
abroad, which then increased the sale of domestic firms" (Sahasakul,
Thongpakde, and Kraisoraphong 1989, pp. 63-64). The lack of
corporatist-like private sector organizations, as well as close ties between
technocrats and those organizations, undermined the government's abil-
ity to reconcile the problems of collective action inherent in any trade
reform.

Organization of the State

The Prem government's long time horizon on stabilization policy was
strengthened by the continuity and cohesion of its macroeconomic policy
officials. Most, but not all, of these individuals were nonpartisan (or
nonparty) officials. The party system and Prem's position as a political
balancer helped buffer them. It would, however, be wrong to assume that
technocrats were highly insulated. They were, in fact, careful to avoid
alienating career officials in the ministries as well as party members in the
cabinet itself (the following discussion draws on author interviews;
Leeahtam 1991; Samudavanija 1989).

No specific commission or agency was solely responsible for formulat-
ing and implementing structural adjustment. A commission charged with
monitoring the reforms and headed by the NESDB secretary general, Snoh
Unakul, did participate in the secretariats of relevant ministries, but
Snoh did not consider the commission all that important. The critical
locus of adjustment plans and decisions was the economic cabinet, some-
times called the Council of Economic Ministers. The council was headed
by Prem, with Snoh as secretary.

This was, in effect, a supercabinet authorized to make economic deci-
sions that were binding on the entire cabinet. The council was composed
of the following: (a) economic ministers with party backgrounds such as
Industry Minister Ob Vasuratana; (b) officials whose allegiance was
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largely to Prem, such as Finance Minister Sommai, ministers involved in
the Bureau of the Budget and Board of Investment, officials of the Energy
Policy Committee; (c) Prem's personal advisers, most of whom had aca-
demic backgrounds; and (d) career officials heading important techno-
cratic agencies such as the governor of the Bank of Thailand and head of
the NESDB; the latter was a former governor of the Bank of Thailand.

Advisers, bureaucrats, and nonparty politicians far outnumbered
party-based cabinet members (Samudavanija 1989, p. 26). Fragmented
among themselves and lacking the resources and political base to develop
clear policy positions, the parties were at an intellectual disadvantage as
well. Decisions were made by consensus, not vote, and the technocrats
usually prevailed because they held better information and shared a com-
mon intellectual perspective. All were trained and believed in neoclassical
economics, all were deeply suspicious of government micromanagement,
and all were part of a Thai intellectual tradition emphasizing fiscal con-
servatism and realistic exchange rates as a source of national indepen-
dence. Further, "Prem's men" consulted among themselves, drew on the
knowledge of outside experts, and prepared common positions before
council meetings.

But the council was not sealed off from career bureaucrats and party
politicians. Nonparty members reportedly went to great lengths to per-
suade and, if necessary, compromise with party-based cabinet members
heading the ministries of commerce, industry, and agriculture. Prem's
political instincts avoided harsh policy measures, and compromise was
further facilitated by the lack of an entrenched import-substitution indus-
try in the private sector and the cabinet. Even Industry Minister Ob, one
of the major opponents of the devaluation and of tight fiscal and mone-
tary policies, was a strong advocate of export promotion.

Monetary Policy and Exchange Rates

This combination of political savvy and intellectual cohesion and con-
tinuity was probably best reflected in the areas of monetary policy and
exchange rates. These, along with issues such as oil prices, were the
responsibility of the Bank of Thailand, which is itself under the finance
minister's jurisdiction. Fiscal policy is largely the responsibility of the
Ministry of Finance, but from the Bank of Thailand's perspective, the
high government deficit weakened the utility of fiscal policy and made its
own role especially important during the early Prem period (author
interviews).

Thai monetary authorities are distinguished by their relative cohesion
and autonomy from political forces, especially the parties. These features
were critical to the Bank of Thailand's ability to raise the ceiling on
interest rates in 1979, to impose a credit ceiling on the banks in 1984,
and to implement a devaluation in the same year. This independence was
not absolute, however; neither does it imply isolation. The Bank of
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Thailand's strength reflected not only its capacity to formulate policy
independently but also the congruence of its preferences with those of the
Thai private sector, especially the banks (Doner and Unger, 1992). The
banks did not call for deflationary measures or devaluation; neither did
they oppose them.

Budgetary Process

Although government deficits themselves constrained fiscal policy,
spending limits were a central component of the stabilization process.
Several institutional aspects of the budgetary process encouraged healthy
fiscal performance: legislative weakness, absence of cyclical-related ex-
penditure, and a gradual centralization of executive agencies during this
period.

Thailand is distinguished by the general lack of legislative involvement
in the budgetary process (the following description draws on Pillai and
Sopchockchai 1986; author interviews). The central institutional fact is
that the Parliament is legally prohibited from initiating spending bills.
The budgetary process was essentially a trichotomous one limited to the
executive:

* The planning agency, the NESDB, was responsible for establishing
the overall size of the budget and broad sectoral allocations; the
Ministry of Finance, especially the Fiscal Policy Office, was respon-
sible for revenue projections and control; and the Bureau of the
Budget, housed within the Office of the Prime Minister, was respon-
sible for incorporating priorities and revenue projections into a draft
after consulting with the other two bodies and considering requests
from within the ministries. The draft was sent to the prime minister
who approved and sent it to the cabinet for further amendments and
approval. The cabinet rarely changed the draft. When political
problems emerged, the finance minister's role became more promi-
nent. Thus, the only nontechnocrat with input into the original
draft was the finance minister, and under Prem this was the highly
technocratic Sommai (and after 1986 his deputy).

• The Budget Bureau then sent the amended draft, with budget lists
classified by ministries, to the ministries for approval or suggested
changes. The ministers themselves had minimal input because bud-
get requests from the bureaucracy came not from the ministerial
level but from the departments headed by career directors general.
The opportunity for party-based ministers to influence the budget
was largely limited to the allocation of contracts for projects already
approved.

* The Budget Bureau incorporated the suggested amendments from
the ministries and submitted the new draft to the cabinet and prime
minister. On approval, the draft became the fiscal budget bill and
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only then, in early to mid-June, some five months after the process
began, was the bill submitted to the Parliament with supporting
documents. The documents contained only explanations of spend-
ing categories; they did not identify the problems to be addressed
through spending or expected time frames. The House of Represen-
tatives was empowered only to cut the budget. Its deliberations were
to be completed rapidly so that the budget could be in place by
October 1. Debate within the full body of the House over whether
to accept the bill was reportedly limited to one or two days.

If the legislature was not a source of inflationary pressure, its actual
role remains unclear. One view is that legislative activity was largely
limited to monitoring implementation, such as reviewing whether funds
were in fact spent as planned (author interview). Even this function was
constrained because most monitoring was the responsibility of an Audit
Council within the prime minister's office. Others emphasize that the
legislature exercised two budgetary functions through the House Budget
Scrutiny Committee: it was the major locus of project-based lobbying
and, representing business, the primary source of public restraint on
military budgets (Phongpaichit 1991). Yet the Scrutiny Committee's
scope of activity was limited by time and information, as well as by the
tendency of government parties to defend the budget.

A second institutional feature of the budgetary process that enhanced
fiscal restraints was "the virtual absence of cyclical-related expenditure in
the budget" (Leeahtam 1991, p. 75). Unlike many other countries, the
Thai budget contained no social security payments or unemployment
entitlements; nor, due to the prohibition on government guarantees of
private debt, was it encumbered with significant financial supports for
private enterprises. Finally, the budget was "freed of subsidy on food and
other consumer items . . . common in developing countries" (Leeahtam
1991, p. 76).22

Although the executive dominated the budgetary process, it did not do
so all that efficiently at the beginning of the reform period. During the
1981-84 period, policy was poorly coordinated among the Ministry of
Finance, NESDB, and the Budget Bureau; this fragmentation "was partly
responsible for the unsuccessful fiscal adjustment during this period"
(Leeahtam 1991, p. 35). Undermining efforts to reduce existing budgets
was a sharp demarcation between the administration of revenue and
expenditure. Spending cuts required approval from relevant ministers.
Finally, there was no centralized supervision of state enterprise finance.
The board of each state-owned enterprise controlled all operations ex-
cept for certain sensitive tariffs that required cabinet approval. Each
enterprise belonged to a ministry and became a vested interest for parties
and military representatives. The representatives of core agencies on the
boards tended to "become informally representatives of these enterprises
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in the core agencies instead" (Leeahtam 1991, p. 79). NESDB scrutinized
individual enterprise investment plans outside the overall macroeco-
nomic framework.

But the executive underwent a centralization under pressure of the
"crisis imperative" of the 1980s (Phongpaichit 1991). Working groups
were established to coordinate and monitor the implementation of fiscal
policy. The Fiscal Policy Office was strengthened by new personnel and
by technical assistance from the iMF. The Ministry of Finance was em-
powered to centralize all external borrowing, and Prem strengthened the
previously porous Foreign Debt Policy Committee, both of which con-
strained the expansion of state enterprises. Harder budget constraints
were imposed on state firms in the form of requirements to contribute 30
percent of profits as government revenue (to equal the corporate income
tax rate on private, listed companies). The government also eliminated
cross arrears among state enterprises to lessen liquidity shortages.2 3

Trade Policy

In practice, the most important institutional influence on trade policy
was the Ministry of Finance, with other executive agencies playing sub-
sidiary roles. Legally, any change of statutory tariffs required legislative
changes. But the finance minister, on the recommendation of an execu-
tive tariff committee and with cabinet approval, was empowered to mod-
ify applied tariffs without legislative approval. The applied tariffs for
numerous products thus differed from statutory levels (GATT 1991, p.

49). Import surcharges were levied by the Ministry of Commerce, with
cabinet approval, and by the Board of Investments with a view to pro-
tecting promoted industries. Conversely, the board also had the power to
grant tariff and tax concessions (on, for example, necessary machinery or
raw materials) for industrial promotion.

That the Ministry of Finance played such an important role in tariffs is
consistent with the fact that tariffs in Thailand function primarily to
generate government revenue rather than to nurture particular industries
(Corden 1967). Protected industries did emerge and were represented in
the ministries of industry, agriculture, and commerce and, to some de-
gree in the Board of Investments. These industries, as noted, were not
that strong politically, and tariff decisions were generally a function of
fiscal health rather than political influence. Thus, the mid-1980s' rever-
sal of the early-1980s' trade liberalization resulted from government defi-
cits rather than the political strength of the import-competing sector.
Conversely, trade liberalization occurred in 1990-91 as a result of fiscal
surpluses under the Chatichai government, a government certainly more
penetrated by business and party influence than was the case under Prem.
(The Board of Investments, commonly assumed to favor large, import-
competing firms, showed surprising flexibility. This was attributed by
some as proof that rents could be obtained by granting incentives for
exporters as well as industries emphasizing the domestic market.)
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There was, however, an important disadvantage in tariffs functioning
as an instrument of fiscal policy more than of trade or industrial policy. It
meant that the persons controlling the trade regime had few institutional
links to and little real knowledge of particular industries. When the
NESDB initiated efforts to liberalize and restructure particular industries
in the 1980s, the agency found itself without the means necessary to
reconcile the diverse interests in each industry. The high-level Restructur-
ing Committee established to oversee industrial reform rarely met and
had little impact. According to one observer close to the process, it was
"something set up for the [World] Bank" in the first place and enjoyed
little integration with public or private officials with experience in par-
ticular industries (author interviews).

Agricultural Liberalization

It is in this context that Thailand's success in agricultural liberalization
merits explanation (this discussion is drawn from Pantasen and Chen-
vidyakarn 1988; Pintong 1986; Siamwalla and Na Ranong 1990; author
interview). Liberalization in this context refers to ending the premiums,
duties, and taxes on exports that had contributed so much to government
revenues and constituted important opportunities for rent seeking by
parties controlling the ministries of commerce and agriculture. Agri-
cultural liberalization was largely focused on rice exports, although
maize was freed up as well.2 4 Nevertheless, rice was a significant case. It
constituted the country's number one export item for decades, the major
agricultural export item, the occupation of some 60 percent of the popu-
lation, and an important source of rents for the parties.25

The changing structure of government revenues encouraged liberaliza-
tion of the rice trade. The contribution of export taxes to total tax
revenue had declined from a high of 13-14 percent in 1974 to less than 5
percent by 1982, thus making liberalization less fiscally burdensome
(GATT 1991, p. 48). The government's increased sensitivity to rural con-
stituencies was equally important. The premium levied on exporters re-
sulted in their reducing the price paid to rice farmers; the premium was,
in essence, a form of tax levied on farmers. Boosting agricultural prices,
especially the price of rice, was widely seen as a way to address problems
of rural poverty. Parties jumped on this bandwagon, although political
intervention was largely confined to providing development funds to
rural areas and making government purchases to raise the price of paddy.
No systematic action on rice liberalization emerged during the 1970s.

In the early 1980s, declining prices generated broad public recognition
that higher prices should be paid to rural cultivators. Not until the fifth
plan, however, did liberalization emerge as a full-fledged program. The
effort was backed up by the leverage of technocrats under Prem. One of
Prem's advisers headed the Ministry of Agriculture in 1981-82 and
helped liberalize the maize trade. The Ministry of Commerce, long a
stronghold of the Social Action Party, was more intractable. Yet Finance
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Minister Sommai was able to block a price support scheme of the Social
Action Party in 1986. The liberals' strategy reflected Prem's political base
and insistence on compromise. Although Prem's advisers pushed for re-
form every time world prices declined, they also abstained from demand-
ing an absolute end to the rice premium. Believing that the legal abolition
of the premium would be too costly in a political sense, they simply
reduced the rate to zero.

Program Design

Thailand's economic resurgence occurred, first of all, because the gov-
ernment did not do the wrong thing in reaction to the impending eco-
nomic crisis. The government often abstained from further actions as
evidenced by its halting large infrastructural projects that could well have
become white elephants. The relative absence of political opposition to
the reforms that were implemented was due in no small part to the
gradual and orthodox nature of the reforms, as well as to numerous
compensatory measures.

These measures seem to have been not part of some well thought-out,
overarching strategy, but rather a response to short-term pressures. The
conditions facilitating Thailand's program design should be considered
as well. The country was facing an impending crisis, not an actual eco-
nomic breakdown. Its basic economic institutions were sufficiently
strong to permit a healthy supply response. And finally, Thailand's state
institutions were sufficiently cohesive and well informed to generate
timely macroeconomic policy responses. Where such conditions do not
obtain, especially where the magnitude of the crisis is significantly larger,
the gradualism and compensatory measures characterizing Thai reforms
will be less feasible economically and politically.

Pace

The Thai reforms were generally orthodox and gradual. Inflation was
largely controlled through traditional monetary and fiscal instruments,
including the avoidance of large capital projects. More discrete, interven-
tionist measures were adopted but much more slowly. Zero-growth bud-
gets and ceilings on external borrowing were only implemented in the
mid-1980s. Energy prices were raised but, as noted earlier, more through
failure to pass on savings to consumers than through direct increases.
Tariff reforms were initiated as early as 1982 but then reversed in the
mid-1980s. Privatization efforts began in earnest only in 1986 and even
then were not implemented quickly. One partial exception to the ortho-
dox picture involves wages. Although not indexed or formally con-
trolled, wages were clearly limited. The average annual increase in the
minimum wage during the Prem administration was 4 percent compared
with a 23 percent annual average for the 1973-80 period (Vanno 1991,
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table 9, p. 263). Between 1982 and 1989 government employees received
no substantive raises (Robinson, Byeon, and Teja 1991, p. 25).

The more significant departure from gradualism was the devaluation.
On the one hand, Thailand's exchange rate policy was quite gradual,
moving from a small devaluation in 1981 to an almost 15 percent change
in 1984. From the Thai perspective, on the other hand, the latter move
qualified as a type of "shock treatment" (Leeahtam 1991, pp. 33, 38):
the size of the 1984 devaluation surprised the market, and unpegging the
baht from the dollar led to a daily variation in the exchange rate unprece-
dented in Thailand, provoking opposition from the military, labor, and
several sectors of business.

The absence of clear counterfactuals makes assessing the pace of Thai
reform fairly post hoc. Some tentative conclusions are nonetheless possi-
ble. The gradual approach to macroeconomic stabilization was probably
the only one feasible given the Thai political context. The approach
clearly had its economic costs in that correcting fiscal deficits required a
good five years. However, any attempt to impose rapid and comprehen-
sive reforms (to couple trade liberalization with stabilization measures)
would have been likely to generate greater fragmentation and hostility
than credibility. The political uncertainty of 1984-86 merits special at-
tention here. Although the 1984 devaluation generated export growth,
this was still a period of economic slump, of military restiveness reflected
in an unsuccessful 1985 coup attempt, of border hostilities, and of de-
clining business confidence (this portrait is drawn from Leeahtam 1991,
pp. 40-41). The cabinet rejected a deficit reduction package in early
1985 and the finance minister was a primary target for a no-confidence
motion in the Parliament. An election was called in which all cam-
paigners pushed for a more expansionary financial stance. Despite these
pressures, economic adjustment continued for reasons that will be dis-
cussed, but anything more aggressive would have surely undermined the
basis even for gradual measures.

The success of the 1984 devaluation suggests the utility of rapid, bold
moves in areas where a number of conditions obtain'. There were signifi-
cant and immediate gains for a broad sector of business. Also, the deval-
uation was facilitated by the simplicity of its implementation. Unlike
fiscal policy, shifts in the exchange rate did not require the cooperation of
spending agencies (Leeahtam 1991, p. 38).

Compensation

The Thai reforms were supplemented by a range of compensatory
measures. These measures did not involve large sums, nor, as noted,
were they part of a coherent, anticipatory strategy. The need for large
sums was obviated by the relatively small scale of the crisis itself. Any
tendency toward broad compensation was dampened by the political
strength of fiscally conservative technocrats. But many measures, such as
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temporary price controls, were at least symbolically effective in compen-
sating losers. Others, such as export incentives, provided positive,
nonzero-sum incentives and signals for firms to move in new directions.

One type of compensation involved transfers to sectors adversely af-
fected by reform measures, especially devaluation. These measures in-
cluded the abolition of import surcharges, imposition of temporary price
controls on items such as cement, reduction of bank lending rates, a
promise not to raise oil prices, a pledge of B3 billion to the military,
modest increases in the minimum wage, and mandatory transfers of
exchange profits from commercial banks to compensate those hurt by the
devaluation.2 6 Unlike the period following Kriangsak's raising of oil
prices, government control of profiteering during this period was report-
edly effective (Nation, November 7, 1984, pp. 1, 2).

A second type of compensation, most apparent after the mid-1986
election, involved modest, general spending to weaken political pressures
for stimulation that would have generated even more serious inflation
(Leeahtam 1991, p. 76). Third, despite spending changes in the fifth
plan, the technocrats directing the adjustment effort did not neglect the
plan's original concern with rural development. Rural funds were main-
tained, albeit not increased, and one participant in the process argued
that Thai adjustment in fact exhibited a "human face.Y27

Fourth, designing and timing measures to even out or obviate short-
term impacts were important. In the early 1980s the government imple-
mented expenditure savings measures on an across-the-board basis so as
to reduce resentment among officials in the various ministries (Leeahtam
1991, p. 28). Timing was especially important in the 1984 devaluation.
Unlike the 1981 devaluations, the 1984 adjustment was undertaken
when Parliament was in recess. Prem also did not consult the military.
The government thus had more time to make its case clear to the public.
Further, the move was timed to benefit farmers rather than middlemen.2 8

Fifth, the general combination of sequencing and positive incentives
for trade reform operated as an indirect but highly effective form of
compensation. The priority throughout the Prem government was stabi-
lization rather than trade liberalization and sectoral restructuring. As
noted, tariff reductions were reversed in the mid-1980s, and elaborate
restructuring plans drawn up for the NESDB were not implemented. Ex-
ports were encouraged. In addition to the critical 1984 devaluation, the
Prem government adopted a broad range of incentives, including an
increase of central bank rediscounting facilities for exporters, the initia-
tion of a long-term financing program, expanded Board of Investment
incentives, and exemptions or reductions on export taxes for most items
(GATT 1991).

These incentives were quite circumscribed and did not constitute any
coherent package. Yet export promotion measures did have the virtue of
not attacking import-competing interests. As such, they helped to attract
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foreign, export-oriented firms and to generate rapid export growth by
local as well as foreign firms and by small and medium as well as larger
firms. 29

To some degree, this hands-off approach toward the trade regime was
necessitated by the importance of import taxes and the country's pressing
fiscal requirements. The strategy appears to have been deliberate. 3 0

Whatever the source, the approach was astute in the context of consid-
erations about economic, political, and institutional capacity. Economi-
cally, it established a macroeconomic basis for industry-specific growth.
It encouraged domestically oriented firms to move gradually into exports
and thus reduce the pain of eventual tariff reductions. Politically, this
expanded the coalition of forces supporting further reforms. Of greater
short-term political importance, the approach was predicated on the
correct assumption that a frontal assault on protection was not feasible
for several reasons. Control of the trade regime tended to be industry- or
sector-specific, and party and other particular interests had the greatest
direct involvement on these levels. More specifically, two parties well
known for rent-seeking behavior, the Chart Thai and Social Action par-
ties, dominated the ministries of industry and commerce, respectively
(Christensen 19 9 1, pp. 78-82).

In terms of institutional capacity, macroeconomic policymakers had
little knowledge about or contact with actors in particular industries. As
their initial efforts to restructure autos and textiles show, more aggres-
sive efforts would have alienated rather than mobilized business (Doner
1991; Thanamai 1985). Indeed, political constraints were illustrated
even in the provision of positive incentives for exports: in 1988, "poten-
tial losers" blocked a Bank of Thailand attempt to raise its short-term
rates for export financing to traditional, large exporters and lower them
for smaller, new exporters (Leeahtam 1991, pp. 119-20).

Mounting a direct attack on protection would thus have undermined
political support for macroeconomic stabilization efforts. As one aca-
demic involved in the reform noted, leaving the micro (sector-specific
incentives) alone provided the political base to attack the macro prob-
lems (author interview). Put somewhat differently, the approach reflected
the implicit bargain central to Thai politics: macroeconomic policy-
makers enjoyed relative independence in exchange for yielding influence
over industries and sectors to parties and particular interests.

Conclusions

Thailand's reform achievements during the 1980s illustrate the bene-
fits of a particular type of restrained or semidemocratic regime. The
country's democratic transition, begun in 1973, resulted in a balance of
forces between the military and a multitude of parties rather than a solid
political coalition in a majority-dominated legislature. Prem's pivotal
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role as an honest broker within this balance provided space for economic
technocrats to formulate and implement stabilization policies. The Thai
party system also bolstered technocratic initiatives. Not only were the
parties fragmented, but they also lacked clear policy positions and strong
links with societal interests adversely affected by stabilization. Under
these conditions, the opportunities for struggles among parties and for
broad mobilization that could paralyze reform were thus limited. Thai
economic reformers were, in sum, able to capitalize on the partial nature
of the transition itself.

Stabilization efforts were also strengthened by institutional features of
the state itself. Prem's technocrats constituted a cohesive group following
a long Thai tradition of fiscal and monetary caution. These officials
enjoyed significant autonomy in macroeconomic policy due to tight legal
constraints on political influence in budgetary and monetary decisions.
They were not isolated, however. Stabilization policies found at least
partial favor with Thai business already beginning to expand exports,
and business resistance to reform was weakened by expanded consulta-
tion with government officials through joint public-private sector consul-
tative committees. These groups encouraged business leaders to take
broad views on economic policies while allowing them to articulate par-
ticular concerns about the reforms. This in turn provided technocrats
with information useful in designing appropriate reform policies. Thai
reforms were gradual, with the important exception of the 1984 devalua-
tion. The government also provided losers with modest but symbolically
important compensation while adopting positive incentives for business
to expand exports.

Thailand's particular transition and the state's institutional features
also impeded efforts to extend reforms beyond stabilization. The parties,
whose support was critical to stabilization, used their ministerial influ-
ence to weaken trade reform and industry restructuring. The technocrats
lacked the willingness and capacity to offset party opposition. Their
concern with fiscal surpluses was much stronger than their desire for
trade reform. Their traditionally weak ties to particular industries also
deprived them of the expertise and contacts necessary to engineer sec-
toral changes. Only in agriculture did politics facilitate reform: boosting
agricultural prices (by ending the export premium) was a way of reducing
rural poverty, an issue to which Thai governments had become increas-
ingly sensitive during the transition process.

The Thai case thus suggests at least a short-term conflict between the
political needs of stabilization and sectoral reform in the early stages of
the democratic transition. Over the longer term, the high rates of growth
ushered in by Prem's stabilization policies paved the way for subsequent
trade reforms initiated under the democratically elected Chatichai gov-
ernment that followed Prem in 1988.

The longer-term consequences of the Prem government for Thailand's
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transition to democracy and sustained economic growth are more prob-
lematic. Reliance on technocratic austerity in the 1980s did little to
strengthen the parties institutionally. Under Chatichai, politicians found
new sources of patronage both inside the ministries and in control of the
infrastructural projects necessitated by rapid economic growth (Chris-
tensen 1991, p. 62). This corruption helped legitimize the military over-
throw of the Chatichai government in 1991. The military was forced to
govern the country indirectly through technocrats and respected business
figures, and the regime was replaced by a democratically elected civilian
government in 1992. The problem of poorly institutionalized parties
remains, however, as does fragmentation of the state officials charged
with sectoral policies. These weaknesses continue to plague Thai efforts
to address the human and physical infrastructure needs resulting from
the country's rapid economic growth (Santikarn Kaosa-ard 1992).

Notes

1. Between 1980 and 1990, agriculture's contribution to the gross national product
(GNP) declined from 23 to 13 percent, while that of manufacturing rose from 21 to 26
percent (Thailand Development Research Institute 1993, p. 5). Manufactured exports
expanded nearly 40 percent annually from 1986 to 1989, accounting for more than two-
thirds of total exports in 1989 compared with less than half before 1985 (Akrasanee,
Dapice, and Flatters 1991, p. 5).

2. An analysis of the 1982-87 period notes that despite public announcements indicating
a shift toward a more export-based strategy, "the actual incentives created by taxes and
import tariffs and export duties have been increasingly import-substitution-oriented"

4. (Akrasanee, Dapice, and Flatters 1991, p. 23). Important trade liberalization measures
were subsequently implemented under both the more democratic and subsequently authori-
tarian regimes following Prem: in 1988 Chatichai Choonavan became the country's first
elected prime minister since 1976; Chatichai was overthrown in February 1991 by a mili-
tary coup that installed a technocrat-led government. Tariffs on capital goods were reduced
from 20 to 5 percent in October 1990. The government of Anand Panyarachun initiated
reductions of import taxes on raw materials, intermediate goods, and finished products and
drastic cuts in tariffs on computers and automobiles. See Guyot 1991, p. 72.

3. The military obtained fifteen loans amounting to S366 million in the twenty-four
months prior toJune 1979 (Nations 1979b, p. 53). All dollar amounts are U.S. dollars.

4. Thailand's currency is the baht.
5. Less than 20 percent of Thailand's trade is with the United States, but much of its

trade is denominated in U.S. dollars.
6. This event itself was preceded bv elections in 1969 in which the parliamentary major-

ity was a party organized by the military. The Parliament was overthrown in 1971.
7. For one thing, elections did not occur until 1975. Further, the very proliferation of

parties in these governments led to highly fragmented coalitions wracked by numerous
policy differences. One of the more important ones, the speed of the U.S. withdrawal after
the defeat in Viet Nam, contributed to the demise of both coalition governments in 1975
and 1976. The weaknesses of the parties and the fragility of the coalition undermined anv
significant budgetary role for the Parliament. As one observer notes, until the late 1970s the
Parliament generally "acted as a rubber stamp for the budget" (Phongpaichit 1991, p. 6).

8. Twenty-seven of the fifty-one members of the executive committees of the three leading
parties in 1974 were businesspeople. After the 1975 election, businesspeople constituted
the largest group in the House. The proportion of cabinet members with business back-
grounds grew tremendously during the 1973-76 period: over half of the Kukrit-Boonchu-
led cabinet, formed in March 1975, were businessmen (Laothamatas 1992b).

9. T his Tambon Fund allowed farmers to borrow money from banks without collateral.
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The plan was never completely implemented. A further indicator of the popularity of rural
development programs is that the other major party, Chart Thai, drew all forty-seven of its
parliamentary seats from the provinces rather than Bangkok (Prizzia 1985, table 4, p. 97).

10. For example, in Kriangsak's 1979 government the number of seats reserved for the
deputy agriculture minister was raised from one to four; see Christensen 1991, p. 57;
Prizzia 1985, p. 99.

11. By the early I 980s, agricultural exports had stagnated, the crop area was no longer
growing, and the agricultural sector seemed to be encountering a "land frontier" (Pho-
ngpaichit 1991, pp. 13-14).

12. The Japanese were reportedly speculating against the baht at this time; see anony-
mous 1983, p. xi.

13. These changes included the introduction of a program-based budgeting system,
decentralization and computerization of tax administration, revision of excise tax codes,
and review of customs duties (Leeahtam 1991, p. 30).

14. For example. Ob Vasuratana, parry leader and industry minister, was in part respon-
sible for halting the implementation of technical studies on trade liberalization and industry
restructuring (Doner 1991; Sahasakul, Thongpakde, and Kraisoraphong 1989, p. 62).

15. Thus the Social Action Party's March 1981 departure from the government resulted
not from political principle but from a conflict with the Chart Thai Party concerning a
Saudi oil deal. The Social Action Party rejoined the government later that year.

16. This discussion has not addressed party attitudes toward privatizarion. Parties are
often assumed to oppose privatization because of the rent-seeking opportunities provided
by state enterprises. Leeahtam (1991, p. 90) notes the existence of some common interests
between the privatization drive and parties. Presumably this refers to the opportunities
available to party backers for controlling former state enterprises.

17. Phongpaichit (1991) argues that the parties, acting through the House Budget Scru-
tiny Committee, represented business opposition to the military's budgetary requests. Al-
though a few members of Parliament opposed the military budget, business in the Prem
government was at best an allv of the Ministry of Finance in checking excess purchases of
military arms. The major battle was fought between the Ministry of Finance and the
military. No parties took an official stance on reducing the defense budget.

18. Also important were the compensatory measures noted earlier and a fall in oil prices
that reduced the inflationary impact of the adjustment and the relative weakness of import-
substitution industries.

19. The 1983 election was a response to the military's proposals for a constitutional
change. The 1986 election was the only one that involved significant debate over stabiliza-
tion policy. That election was preceded not by expansionary fiscal policy but by the first
zero-growth budget in fiscal 1986/87. Following the election, the finance minister ap-
proved some growth in capital expenditure to defuse political pressures, but the overall
fiscal balance was maintained by cutting other expenditures and by delaying implementa-
tion of the program (Leeahram 1991, pp. 56, 76). The 1988 election, held amidst phenom-
enal economic growth, resulted from rifts within the ruling Democrat Party over the
allocation of ministerial positions. A prior (1987) relaxation was probably not gauged to
boost the government's electoral chances since the next full-term election was scheduled for
1990. Only a brief relaxation in 1982 might be seen as anticipating the 1983 election.

20. An official of the bank discounted the need for any opposition to the devaluation:
some of his clients were hurt, but others benefited (author interview).

21. The outflow of contract migrants from Thailand jumped from slightly more than
9,000 in 1979 to almost 21,000 in 1980, 25,000 in 1981, and then 108,000 in 1982
(Abella 1984, p. 492; Quibria 1986, p. 85).

22. A related point is that the temptation to bolster revenues by drawing on windfalls
from the global decline in the price of oil was blocked bv exclusion of the Oil Fund from the
fiscal deficit. The Oil Fund was purposely kept in a separate, commercial bank account
under the Comptroller General, not the Ministry of Finance, and stare enterprises had no
access to it (Leeahtam 1991, p. 7 8 ).

23. Government agencies reportedly attempted to circumvent spending limits by post-
poning utility payments to state firms that had no sanctions to enforce payment by the
agencies (Leeahtam 1991, p. 90, fn. 133).

24. Liberalization did not extend to all agricultural products. The ministries of com-
merce and agriculture imposed bans on the export of kenaf and castor oil to ensure that
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infant agribusiness industries (gunnysack factories and castor oil refineries) would have
sufficient raw materials.

25. The rice premium allowed the Ministrv of Commerce to engage in government-to-
government rice trading without fear of suffering a loss. The Ministry of Agriculture
benefited because. since 1974, the money collected by the Ministry of Commerce was
turned directly to the Farmers Aid Fund. The fund was supervised by the Ministry of
Agriculture, which had significant discretion in spending it. For example, they could use it
to purchase paddy and raise prices in geographical areas they considered important. Per-
haps the most egregiously political use of rice policy for political means occurred under the
Social Action Party's agriculture minister, Kosol Krairerk (1983-86). Kosol reintroduced a
policy suspended in 1974 under which only traders allocated quotas were empowered to
export. After this policy proved unworkable in world markets, Kosol proposed a govern-
ment purchase scheme to guarantee minimum paddy prices. The proposal was defeated by
Finance Minister Sommai.

26. Leeahtam 1991, p. 35; Vanno 1991, p. 276; author interviews. A billion is 1,000
million.

27. Author interview. The sharp drop in farmers' incomes in 1985 and 1986 was some-
what offset by a decline in inflation. As a result of consistent state finances for improving
cultivated land, occupational skills, and health services, the number of absolute poverty
districts declined from 286 in 1982 to 197 within three years (Leeahtam 1991, pp. 131-
32).

28. The 1981 adjustments occurred when exporters held large stocks of unsold agri-
cultural products. Sommai explicitly announced that the 1984 shift "would help the
farmers since their products were still in their possession" (Warr and Nidhiprabha 1988,
pp. 48, 55).

29. The share of export-oriented firms in the total number of foreign investments pro-
moted by the Board of Investments rose from roughly 10 percent in 1984 to three-quarters
in 1988 (GATT 1991, p. 44, fn. 26). Since incentives included allowing full foreign owner-
ship for export-oriented foreign projects, foreign shares of foreign investment projects have
grown. This expansion has probably been most pronounced in areas such as consumer and
industrial electronics, textiles, and automobiles. Yet between 1985 and 1988, local invest-
ment has dominated the expanding lower-technology industries such as jewelry, shoes,
leather goods, furniture, artificial flowers, toys, steel tubes, and auto parts (Phongpaichit
1989, p. 345).

30. Author interviews; also note NESDB Chief Snoh's 1985 statement that the govern-
ment's approach was to tackle easier problems first (Unakul 1985).
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11.

Nigeria: Economic and Political Reforms

at Cross Purposes

JEFFREY HERBST AND ADEBAYO OLUKOSHI

IN FEW COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD HAS THE GAP BETWEEN ACTUAL AND

POTENTIAL economic and political performance been wider than in
Nigeria. Africa's most populous country, Nigeria has about 90 million
people, an excellent agricultural base, and significant oil reserves, mak-
ing it one of the largest producers of petroleum in the world. Despite
these attributes, Nigeria's economy declined at a rate of 0.4 percent
annually during the 1980s, and in 1990 its per capita income was
roughly lower than that of India or Kenya, making it the seventeenth
poorest country in the world (World Bank 1992b, p. 218). Indeed, in
1984, after ten years of an oil boom, the per capita income of the average
Nigerian was no higher than it had been a decade before (Husain 1987,
p. 1). Similarly, against the background of a vibrant civil society, a vocif-
erous press, and multiple centers of power, Nigerians have shown a
strong national commitment to democracy, and the country has been
more innovative than most in Africa in its attempts to ameliorate the
effects of cultural pluralism through constitutional engineering. Nev-
ertheless, the democratic experiments of the first (1960-66) and second
(1979-83) republics ended ignominiously in coups d'&tat. As a result,

The authors are grateful to Stephan Haggard, lshrat Husain, Steven Webb, and their
colleagues on this project for helpful comments.
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Nigeria has been ruled by generals for all but ten of its thirty-one years of
independence.

During the 1980s, new strategies were developed to meet the increas-
ingly severe economic and political challenges facing Nigeria. After a
long period of delay, the government of Ibrahim Babangida (1985 to the
present) adopted a broad range of measures sanctioned by the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank in order to stabilize and,
eventually, adjust the economy in the hope that growth would again be
possible. At almost the same time, a new program to foster a political
transition to a democratic third republic was announced, making Nigeria
the first African country to promote programs of political and economic
reform simultaneously.

The central concern addressed in this chapter is why the regimes of
Shehu Shagari (1979-83) and Muhammadu Buhari (1983-85) felt un-
able to adopt the promarket measures recommended by the multilateral
agencies and why the Babangida administration was subsequently able to
do what had been widely viewed as politically impossible in Nigeria.
This chapter examines the dilemmas faced by a government compelled to
introduce economic reforms that would inevitably be widely disliked
while seeking to retain enough popular support so that its transition
program to civilian rule can proceed. Also assessed is the extent to which
the Babangida government has implemented its market reform program
in the face of strong and persistent resistance from interest groups. Fi-
nally, it analyzes how successful the Babangida regime has been in chang-
ing the logic of Nigerian politics, especially the reliance on state controls,
expenditure, and patronage to gain political support.

Since oil accounts for more than 90 percent of Nigeria's exports and
provides most of the government's revenue, this chapter begins with the
Shagari government's response to the collapse of the oil market in the
early 1980s. This collapse triggered the Nigerian crisis, exposing in sharp
relief the structural deficiencies of the economy and the hollow base on
which the development process rested. It then evaluates the economic
program of crisis management adopted by General Buhari's government
and analyzes the economic and political reforms introduced by General
Babangida's administration. It concludes by reviewing the Nigerian re-
sponse to the small oil boom that occurred in 1990-91 and analyzing
whether the reforms implemented in the latter half of the 1980s funda-
mentally altered the political basis for making economic policy.

Brief Review of Nigeria's Political Economy

Chief Awolowo noted in 1947 that one of the fundamental problems
facing Nigeria was that it was, in many ways, little more than "a geo-
graphic expression" (Joseph 1987, p. 184). The postcolonial period wit-
nessed far-reaching political, economic, and social programs aimed at
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accelerating the processes of nation-building within a federal system.
Today, the country is much more than a geographic expression and has
taken on many of the characteristics of a modern nation-state. Neverthe-
less, a constellation of ethnic, regional, religious, and class conflicts
continues to pose tremendous problems and still has the potential (as
demonstrated in the civil war of 1967-70) to threaten national unity.
These conflicts have had a significant impact on the economic poli-
cymaking and reform process. Indeed, many of the economically ineffi-
cient public investment projects of the 1970s can be attributed directly to
the myriad ethnic, regional, and religious competitions that are always a
component of Nigerian politics.

Of the many cleavages in Nigerian society, one of the most important
is the rivalry among ethnic groups and their conflicting claims on state
resources, which sometimes lead to violence. The complex ethnic divi-
sions of the country, coupled with religious polarization between Mus-
lims (concentrated in the north and parts of the southwest) and Chris-
tians (in the middle belt, southeast, and parts of the southwest) mean
that, from independence, Nigerian governments have had to engage in
balancing acts aimed at allaying fears of ethnic domination and religious
expansionism. The consequence is that resource allocation has always
had a strong political bias. Nigerian governments have always had to
mollify fears in southern Nigeria of Hausa/Fulani political domination
while at the same time attempting to win the confidence of the peoples of
the relatively less developed north through the deliberate allocation of
industrial, infrastructural, and commercial assets. Indeed, the peoples of
the south, especially in oil-producing areas, sometimes openly protest
what they see as enrichment of the north via the state at the expense of
the south. It is little wonder that the conflict over revenue allocation is
unending. Indeed, the Babangida regime alone has introduced four reve-
nue allocation schemes in its constant attempts to balance competing
claims.

Since independence, the state has played a critical role in attempts by
nationalist politicians to promote unity. Also, given the urgent need to
develop economic and social infrastructure, the state has assumed a cen-
tral and constantly increasing role in the economy. In line with the con-
ventional wisdom of the 1960s and 1970s, the state has championed
investment projects and attempted to mediate the competing claims on
federal and local resources. As a result, the state is a principal focal point
for developing and nurturing patron-client relations. Correspondingly,
patron-client relations have had a particularly significant role from the
outset in holding this multiethnic, multireligious country together.

Indeed, clientelism has characterized all postcolonial regimes, at least
through 1992, whether military or civilian. At one level, establishing
patron-client ties has been one way for successive governments to pro-
mote national unity. As Richard Sandbrook (1986, p. 330) has noted,
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clientelism is the classic response of government leaders to the problems
posed by an unintegrated peasantry thrust together inside boundaries
drawn by colonialists. Therefore, clientelism as it is practiced in Nigeria
should not be seen merely as rent seeking by individuals raiding the
coffers of the state. Rather, as Richard Joseph (1987, p. 67) has noted,
the distribution of state offices "is legitimated by a set of political norms
according to which the appropriation of such offices is not just an act of
individual greed or ambition but concurrently the satisfaction of the
short-term objectives of a subset of the population."

The tendency toward clientelism and patrimonialism was greatly ag-
gravated by the oil windfall that Nigeria received in the early 1970s due
to domestic increases in production and to increases in prices by the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). In 1970, oil
exports equaled N510 million; a decade later they had increased to
N14.2 billion.' Since almost all of the oil revenue was funneled through
the state, government expenditures increased more than 3,000 percent
during the same period (Federal Office of Statistics 1991, pp. 7-8). As a
result, control of the state became exceptionally valuable, and the explo-
sion of oil revenue fueled the creation of larger and more elaborate
patron-client networks. Indeed, the oil boom greatly expanded the ranks
of the indigenous trading, contracting, and manufacturing classes, many
of whose members were utterly dependent on the state for their contin-
ued existence. With the constant flow of oil revenue, it seemed in the
1970s and early 1980s that government revenue could indefinitely fi-
nance the parasitic classes that had developed.

The great inflow of revenue caused by the oil boom also created other
strong constituencies that would later have an interest in opposing struc-
tural adjustment. The public expenditures program of the state was
greatly expanded so that utilities and social services were delivered rela-
tively cheaply. For instance, primary education was made free and man-
datory, creating an enormous market for school buildings and textbooks,
all of which had to be allocated through the state. The strong exchange
rate also enabled the importation of cheap food and consumer goods.
Moreover, speculators, contractors, commission agents, importers of all
commodities, local and foreign manufacturers, and the urban working
class all benefited to varying degrees from the massive increase in state
expenditures. Finally, the military was well rewarded, especially with
imported equipment and other expensive perquisites.

The inability of Nigeria to develop a stable political system in the
1980s or earlier also encouraged informal systems of resource allocation.
Nigeria only infrequently had a democracy, and when the military was in
power even the generals usually stated that their rule was transitory. The
expectation that at any given time the current government was transitory
made the continual pledges to reduce corruption meaningless. Indeed,
the rapid turnover of regime reinforced the tendency of civilian and
military holders of public office to raid the state's coffers to buy support.
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Figure 11-1. Real Effective Exchange Rate of the Naira, 1977-90
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Evolution of the Economy

Naturally, the oil boom also had a profound impact on the Nigerian
economy. The analysis of Nigeria's structural economic problems is by
now well developed using the basic Dutch disease model (Cassing, Wells,
and Zamalloa 1987; Collier 1988; Struthers 1990). The extra foreign
exchange provided by the oil boom increased the supply only of those
goods that were internationally traded (tradables). Demand for all goods
increased, however, so that the price of goods not traded internationally
(nontradables) increased significantly. As a result, the exchange rate
(which can be thought of as the price of nontradables relative to the price
of tradables) appreciated. Between 1977 and 1984, the real exchange
rate increased more than 100 percent (see figure 11-1).

Successive Nigerian governments treated the sudden increase in oil
revenue as a permanent flow of income that could always be counted on
even though it was clearly a temporary windfall. Indeed, as many African
governments had done in the past, the Nigerian government overspent
the massive windfall it received from the oil boom. Further, even after the
global market for oil collapsed, Nigeria was reluctant to take steps that
would allow the economy to adjust. The real exchange rate continued to
appreciate long after the oil boom had ended in the early 1980s. Since the
market could not regulate imports given the distorted exchange rate, the
government had to resort to increasingly elaborate administrative mecha-
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nisms for allocating imports. Thus, two of the three issues in the
Nigerian debate over stabilization-the value of the naira and trade
liberalization-can be traced to how successive governments handled the
oil boom and bust. Some other countries, notably Indonesia, understood
much sooner the temporary nature of the oil windfall and adjusted their
economies with success (Pinto 1987, p. 432).

Indeed, the petroleum subsidy (the other major issue in the Nigerian
debate over adjustment) was also partly a result of the failure to antici-
pate the temporary nature of the oil windfall and plan accordingly. Many
Nigerians argued that the country should subsidize domestic petroleum
products because it was well on its way to becoming a relatively rich, oil-
producing African country. Also, as part of its quest for legitimacy, the
state took on a variety of social and economic roles that entailed the use
of subsidies. The petroleum subsidy was a critical part of the social pact
that the state hoped would enhance its legitimacy and produce a unified
nation. As a result, the subsidy became so ingrained in the polity that
once the oil windfall came to an end and Nigeria was revealed to be a
poor country, many still argued for its continuation.

The Dutch disease that Nigeria experienced should have resulted in a
large increase in the production of nontradable foodstuffs. In fact, be-
cause the government allocated resources and labor to the nontradable
service sector (construction, retail), a significant amount of labor shifted
out of agriculture and per capita production decreased markedly (Collier
1988). Although huge sums were invested in agricultural development
programs, often with World Bank support, the artificially cheap price of
imports made it impossible for some farmers to compete. Of course,
agricultural tradables were hit hard by the real appreciation of the naira
and the diversion of resources to other sectors. Agricultural exports as a
percentage of total exports decreased from 73 percent in 1962 to 1
percent in 1981 (Okonkwo 1989, p. 377). Indeed, oil accounted for
more than 93 percent of exports between 1973 and 1981 (Federal Office
of Statistics 1991, p. 8).

Finally, due to the high exchange rate, the overwhelming majority of
factories were concentrated in light processing activities; the intermediate
and capital goods sectors were especially underdeveloped. Local value
added was very low for practically all manufacturing subsectors. Thus,
after the oil windfall was over, Nigeria was left with a much less diver-
sified economy than it had in the 1960s.

Shagari and the Initial Crisis, 1979-83

The Shagari government, which faced Nigeria's first great economic
crisis of the oil era, was the country's second experiment with democracy.
The generals who led Nigeria between the end of the first republic in
1966 and initiation of the second republic in 1979 rejected another at-
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tempt at Westminster-type democracy and designed a political system
based on the U.S. political system. The National Assembly was divided
into two houses. The Senate was composed of five senators from each of
the (then) nineteen states. The House of Representatives was made up of
450 members elected from the nineteen states on the basis of population.
In addition, significant attempts at constitutional engineering were made
to prevent the parties from duplicating the ethnically based organs that
had driven the first republic into disarray and led, eventually, to the
Nigerian civil war. The constitution demanded that each party be na-
tional in origin by requiring that it have a presence in a certain number of
states and that it be open to all Nigerians. In addition, the 1979 constitu-
tion required that the winner of the election gain at least one-quarter of
the vote in two-thirds of the states. Finally, the composition of ministers,
civil servants, and the military had to reflect the diversity of the nation.

The federal system and the demand that parties represent more than
one region originated in the determination of Nigerians to change the
political dynamics so that ethnic and religious ties would become less
salient. Many of these provisions, well intentioned though they were,
aggravated the tendency toward clientelism that had always been inher-
ent in Nigerian politics. Indeed, in many ways, the reforms, especially
the creation of nineteen states from the original four regions, attempted
to reduce the importance of ethnic ties by explicitly providing incentives
for cross-ethnic patron-client relations.2 Each state required a capital,
the usual complement of elected officials, a full civil service, a university,
and all of the improvements in infrastructure that have always been
associated with graft in Nigeria. Indeed, state creation became a major
avenue by which groups sought not only to broaden their patronage nets
but, equally important, also to win greater access to the resources of the
rentier federal state. At the very least, the federal system means that
powerful constituencies demanding an increase in overall government
spending are always present because most of the states' funds come from
oil wealth.

Shehu Shagari, the candidate of the northern-dominated National
Party of Nigeria, won only 34 percent of the vote in the 1979 elections.
Although his electoral strength was overwhelmingly from the north, he
managed to capture at least 25 percent of the vote in twelve states and
convinced the legal authorities that he met the constitutional tests (Kirk-
Greene and Rimmer 1981, p. 39). In the 1979 election, the Nigerian
plurality system of voting produced the usual bias in favor of the winning
party when votes were translated into seats: with 34 percent of the vote,
the National Party of Nigeria won 37 percent of the seats in the House
(see table 11-1).

The margin of victory was thin enough, however, to suggest that
Shagari did not have an absolutely secure electoral base. In addition, the
government would be vulnerable if the opposition parties managed to



Table 11-1. Results qf Elections in Nigeria, 1979 and 1983
Number of Percent of Number of seats

presidential votes total vote in House Percent of all seats

Partyand candidate 1979 1983 1979 1983 1979 1983 1979 1983

National Party of Nigeria (Shagari) 5,689,757 12,047,648 33.7 47.3 168 264 37.4 68.4
Unity Party of Nigeria (Awolowo) 4,916,641 7,885,434 29.2 30.1 111 33 24.7 8.5
Nigerian People's Party (Azikwe) 2,822,522 3,534,633 16.7 28.4 78 48 17.4 12.4
Great Nigerian People's Party (Waziri) 1,686,489 640,128 10.0 2.5 43 0 9.6 0.0
I'eople's Reform Party Aminu 1,742,154 n.a. 10.3 n.a. 71 n.a. 15.8 n.a.

Yussuf n.a. 1,037,481 n.a. 4.1 n.a. 41 n.a. 10.6

National Advance Party (Braithwaite) n.a. 308,842 n.a. 1.2 n.a. 0 n.a. 0.0
Total 16,862,208 16,862,208 100.0 100.0 449 450" 100.0 I00.oi

n.a. Not applicable.
a. Elections were not held in two states.
b. Percentages were calculated from the total number of seats contested.
Source: Nwolise 1988, pp. 53-63.
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Figure 11-2. Oil Revenue in Nigeria, 1978-90
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form a coalition. Thus, the Shagari government had every incentive to
develop an expenditure and resource allocation regime that would open
new inroads for it in marginal areas where the opposition parties were
most vulnerable. The carrot of state expenditure was also used to divide
the ranks of the opposition to the advantage of the ruling National Party
of Nigeria. The new regime also had resources available since, as figure
11-2 shows, the country was deluged with revenue as a result of the
second oil boom that followed the fall of the shah of Iran. Indeed, the
corruption trials that occurred after Shagari was overthrown suggest that
government officials threw themselves into the task of etaborating
Nigeria's patronage system with unprecedented enthusiasm.

The Shagari government should have faced a significant stabilization
crisis almost immediately upon coming to power in October 1979, but
the second oil boom allowed the government simply to increase spending
without taking serious steps to bridge the widening gap between rich and
poo r diversify the country's economic base. Indeed, the second oil
boom seemed to confirm in the minds of many political of ficials that they
could always count on oil to bail the country out of practically any
difficult economic situation.

Therefore, when the oil market collapsed in the early 1980s, Nigerian
officials were especially unprepared. Obviously, the decrease in oil prices
from $38.97 per barrel in 1982 to $31.50 per barrel in 1983 hurt
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Nigerian exports (Central Bank of Nigeria 1984, p. 26). Further, the
Shagari government was slow to respond decisively to the decrease in the
price of oil because, in part, it hoped that the collapse would be tempo-
rary and expected that Nigeria's low-sulfur crude would, against all
odds, continue to command a premium on the world market. Nigeria
suffered a massive decline in oil revenue.

After an initial reluctance motivated partly by political considerations
and partly by the expectation that the global decline in the price of oil
would only be temporary, the Shagari government, in the face of rapidly
diminishing revenues, finally acknowledged the existence of an economic
crisis in April 1982. With the support of the National Assembly, the
Shagari government enacted the Economic Stabilization (Temporary Pro-
visions) Act, which aimed to reduce public expenditures and curtail im-
ports using import restrictions, monetary controls, and financial instru-
ments. Import duties were imposed on items that had previously escaped
tariffs, all new capital projects were suspended, interest rates were in-
creased across the board by two percentage points, all unused import
licenses were recalled, the public investment expenditure was cut 40
percent, and tariffs and gasoline prices were raised.

Records of the National Assembly's brief debate on the economic sta-
bilization act prior to its adoption do not reveal any sharp divisions.
Many of the legislators apparently shared the hope of the executive that
the world market for oil would recover quickly to permit a resumption of
business as usual. A few legislators were concerned that the sacrifices be
equally borne across class, ethnic, and regional divisions. No
doubt, the lack of debate was due in good part to the mildness of the
proposed measures. This consensus was also shared by the executive. In
particular, an influential group within the presidential policy advisory
circles, led by Professor Edozien, economic adviser to the president,
stressed that the government did not need to take any actions other than
those listed in the act. This minimalist approach attracted skepticism
from some government economists in the presidency and the central
bank.

Although these measures had some effect, the government did not
appear to take actions that accorded with its rhetoric. The gap between
actual and projected expenditures, a recurring problem in Nigeria, actu-
ally increased significantly in 1982, although it declined substantially in
1983 (see figure 11-3). Reviewing the continued economic deterioration
during 1982-83, the Central Bank of Nigeria wrote, "although laudable
policies had been adopted to address these [economic] problems, imple-
mentation has been faulty and particularly disappointing" (Central Bank
of Nigeria 1984, p. 12). The central bank noted, for instance, that,
although the balance of payments improved in 1983, this advance was
only a "technical expression" because Nigeria was not paying its short-
term trade debt. The economy went further into depression in 1983.
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Table 11-2. Economic Growth in Nigeria, 1979-89
Inflation

Real change (consumer price

Year in GDP itndex)

1979 5.3 9
1980 -8.4 10
1981 -0.3 21
1982 - 5.4 8
1983 -5.1 23
1984 9.4 40
1985 3.1 5
1986 -0.5 5
1987 9.9 10
1988 5.3 38
1989 5.2 41

Note: These statistics can only be partially reconciled with data provided by the Central
Bank of Nigeria.

Source: World Bank data base for Nigeria; Central Bank of Nigeria, various years,
1991; IMF, various years.

Industrial production declined 12 percent, manufacturing output
dropped 20 percent, and agriculture slumped 9 percent (Central Bank of
Nigeria 1984, p. 12). As table 11-2 notes, the economy declined sharply
during this period.

There were strong expectations in the government and the National
Assembly that the provisions of the 1982 act would help stabilize the
Nigerian economy, particularly if the decline in the world price of oil
proved to be short-lived. Therefore, the government was initially ex-
tremely reluctant to invite the IMF and World Bank to participate in its
crisis management program at a time when extensive news reports fo-
cused on bread riots in Egypt and Sudan. Even as the world market for
oil continued to deteriorate and the government's fiscal crisis deepened,
the Shagari government approached private international financiers for a
loan of $2 billion to help clear the country's trade arrears rather than
negotiate with the IMF and the World Bank.3 The government also drew
on its reserves, which decreased from $2.1 billion in 1982 to $441 mil-
lion in 1983 (IMF 1990, p. 4 9 1).

In late 1982, when it was clear that Nigeria no longer had credibility
on the international financial markets, the Shagari government exercised
its right to withdraw its gold tranche from the IMF (Olukoshi 1990).
These funds only offered short-term relief. Indeed, by October 1982, the
economy was burdened by three months of arrears in its short-term debt.
The arrears prompted foreign banks to begin to curtail the confirmation
of letters of credit from Lagos, a development that put further pressure
on the economy and the government. The massive increase in Nigeria's
debt during the early 1980s was driven mainly by a significant jump in
trade arrears (see figure 11-4).
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Figure 11-3. Nigerian Fiscal Management: Budgeted and Actual
Recurrent Expenditures, 1981-90
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In early 1983, faced with growing pressure from western financiers
and in the context of rapidly diminishing economic fortunes, the govern-
ment invited the IMF to send a team to Nigeria to examine the nature and
dimensions of the country's economic problems and to suggest solutions.
At the same time, in April 1983, the government submitted an applica-
tion to the IMF for an Extended Fund Facility loan of approximately $2.5
billion. Another application was sent to the World Bank for a structural
adjustment loan of between $300 million and $500 million. Also, several
teams of financial advisers were appointed by the government to negoti-
ate with thirty western banks on the financing of nearly $2 billion in
trade arrears (Olukoshi 1990). At the same time, a National Economic
Council Expert Committee was established to review critically the state
of the nation in light of the worsening economic crisis.

In responding to the Nigerian government's application for an Ex-
tended Fund Facility loan, the IMF insisted that the Shagarl administra-
tion should carry its economic recovery program well beyond what was
contained in the 1982 act by adopting a more comprehensive structural
adjustment program. According to the IMF, devaluation of the naira had
to be the centerpiece of any acceptable adjustment program. Further, the
government had to reduce its capital expenditures drastically between
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Figure 11-4. Evolution of Nigerian Debt, 1980-90
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1983 and 1986. The IMF suggested that all projects requiring N300
million or more for their completion should be shelved, while viable
parastatals should be privatized. It also suggested deregulating prices and
interest rates, promoting nonoil exports, and liberalizing trade.

While accepting the IMF's recommendations for reducing capital ex-
penditure and rationalizing some public enterprises, the Shagari regime
was extremely reluctant to accept the other policy recommendations.
The demand that the naira be devalued caused particular resentmr 1t.
According to Shagari, "Devaluation is irrelevant in the Nigerian situa-
tion" (Olukoshi 1990, p. 90). Shagari's refusal to devalue was based on
the contention that, since Nigeria's only export was priced in dollars on
the world market, a devaluation would have no effect. This argument
was, of course, misleading. Overvaluation of the naira had, after all, led
to the dominance of oil in the export sector.

The argument forwarded by Shagari does, however, begin to make
more sense given the tenets of Nigerian politics sketched earlier. The
ruling National Party of Nigeria depended for its cohesion on an elabo-
rate network of patron-client relations, much of it centering on import
licensing. The adoption of market-based reforms would disrupt many of
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these relationships, and the dramatic shifts in income generated by deval-
uation would hurt many of the regime's supporters. Critically, Shagari's
northern base seemed, on the face of it, to be particularly vulnerable to
any economic measures that limited the state's ability to redistribute
resources (for example, through import licensing), and southern business
interests would be rewarded. Any threat to the ruling party's constituen-
cies was extremely dangerous in view of the impending general elections
in 1983. What Shagari was saying implicitly was that a devaluation
would impose short-term damage that would hurt him and the ruling
party without producing quick benefits that would translate into political
advantage for the government.

Shagari's reluctance to adopt market-based reforms with devaluation
as the centerpiece was further strengthened by the genuine domestic
groundswell of opposition to the conditionality clauses imposed by the
IMF and the World Bank. This opposition was championed primarily by
students, academics, labor unions, civil servants, and some profes-
sionals. Its depth was manifested by the hostility with which these groups
greeted the austerity measures introduced by Shagari. These social
groups understood full well that the stabilization and adjustment mea-
sures promoted by the multilaterals threatened their interests. This popu-
lar opposition was particularly important because national elections
were a little more than a year away when the government first officially
acknowledged the existence of the crisis.

The opposition to the devaluation could use several extremely power-
ful arguments so that their protests appeared to be driven by the national
interest rather than by special interests. The imposition of World Bank
and IMF conditionality struck a nationalist nerve in Nigeria, which made
the debate over economic reform extremely emotional. Changes in the
exchange rate were not seen merely as normal economic policymaking
but also as a highly important political issue that, among other things,
implied how important the country was to the rest of the world. 4 There
was also genuine hope that the world oil market crisis would, like the
1977-78 downturn, be short-lived and followed by a dramatic increase
in prices to the benefit of Nigeria. Thus, Shagari found that opposition to
the multilaterals was extremely powerful despite his own colossal mis-
management of the economy.

In the face of this powerful opposition, the only constituency that was
explicitly advocating structural adjustment was the central bank. In No-
vember 1983, the central bank submitted a memorandum to the govern-
ment calling for a wide range of reforms. The bank's diagnosis of
Nigeria's problems included "excessive budget deficits, considerable
waste in government fiscal operations, . . . the crowding out of the
private sector by the Government, and industrialisation strategy based
on the importation of inputs, [and] a faulty agriculture policy." It called
for a "radical departure" from current practices including moving away
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from import substitution, privatizing certain parastatals, and decreasing
government intervention in the economy (Central Bank of Nigeria 1984,
p. 12). Although its recommendations effectively demanded a change in
foreign currency policy, even the central bank could not bring itself to
call explicitly for a devaluation.

The unwillingness to accept a devaluation led to a stalemate in nego-
tiations with the multilaterals. As a result, commercial lenders refused to
roll over Nigeria's short-term debt. Official creditors, led by the U.S.
Export-Import Bank and the British Import Credit Guarantee Depart-
ment, also refused to lend more to the country, making any new support
for Nigeria contingent upon an agreement with the IMF. Nigeria received
practically no new capital inflows from official creditors during 1982-83.

Shagari's party won the August 1983 election and massively increased
its presence in the National Assembly (table 11-1). However, the 1983
elections were widely perceived to be fraudulent since the Shagari regime
could not serve credibly as both referee and player in the balloting. The
ruling party, insistent on staying in power, used blatant physical force,
and the opposition replied in kind. Despite his victory, Shagari had no
mandate to do anything other than simply continue to try to hold his
constituencies together. The country continued its downward economic
spiral for the rest of 1983, and, finally, on December 31, 1983, the
military intervened to end the second republic.

The Buhari Regime, 1983-85

In the context of the rapidly deteriorating economic situation and the
political turmoil that followed the 1983 elections, a military government
led by General Muhammadu Buhari was sworn in on January 1, 1984. In
its bid to grapple with the deepening economic crisis, the new regime
adopted a blueprint that combined the provisions of the 1982 stabiliza-
tion act with the key recommendations submitted to the Shagari regime
by the Council of Economic Advisers and with elements that the new
regime considered to be the "positive" elements of the IMF recommenda-
tions to its predecessors. Cost recovery measures in health and education
were introduced, a wage freeze (that included public sector employees)
was imposed, and 250,000 public sector employees were laid off (Cal-
laghy 1990, p. 305).

The Buhari regime represented a major change from the Shagari re-
gime because it made some real attempts to achieve stabilization. The
new military leaders seemed to have recognized that they faced unsus-
tainable fiscal and balance of payments deficits that would undermine
the country if not addressed. Indeed, the Buhari regime significantly
curtailed at least some government expenditures. As table 11-3 indicates,
government spending and the deficit declined in 1984 and 1985. Espe-
cially after the prolific and irresponsible spending under Shagari, the
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Table 11-3. Government Expenditures and Deficits in Nigeria, 1980-90
(as a percentage of GDP)

Year Expenditures Revenue Deficit

1980 21.6 18.5 3.1
1981 25.4 13.7 11.7
1982 20.4 13.0 7.4
1983 21.2 11.7 9.6
1984 14.6 10.5 4.2
1985 13.6 11.2 2.5
1986 17.4 14.7 2.7
1987 27.4 17.5 10.0
1988 23.6 12.7 10.9
1989 22.9 17.1 5.8
1990 23.2 20.3 2.9

Note: Statistics from the Central Bank of Nigeria and the World Bank for 1988-90
cannot be reconciled. This table presents data from World Bank I 992b for the contested
years.

Souirce: World Bank 1990a, 1990b, 1990c. 1992a, p. 405; Central Bank of Nigeria,
various years, 1991, p. 2.

Buhari measures were a significant development. Moreover, Buhari also
limited overspending. Indeed, the Buhari regime was the first Nigerian
government since the late 1960s (that is, an entire generation before) to
implement real cuts in government spending and change the trajectory of
overall expenditures.

This economic compression was implemented, as might be expected
given how dependent so many had become on state expenditure, in a
framework that brooked no political opposition at home. The regime
required 5,000 prominent political figures from the previous government
to appear before tribunals for interrogation and jailed many of the dis-
graced politicians on corruption charges (Mwalimu 1991, p. 547). In
addition, a rash of decrees was passed to forestall any manifestation of
political opposition. For instance, the regime placed unprecedented re-
strictions on Nigeria's vibrant press and passed laws that allowed it to jail
reporters who printed material "calculated to bring the Federal Military
Government . . . to ridicule or disrepute" (West Africa, April 7, 1984, p.
968). It also used preventive detention of opponents on grounds of secu-
rity (decree no. 2) and banned all demonstrations, processions, and un-
authorized meetings. In the face of growing popular pressure to set a
timetable for the return to civilian rule, the regime forbade public discus-
sions of Nigeria's political future. These restrictions prompted almost
immediate clashes with the politically active elements of Nigeria's civil
society. Students contested the regime's cost recovery measures in the
education and social sectors, which resulted in proscription of the Na-
tional Association of Nigerian Students. Doctors called a strike protest-
ing the funding of the public health system, which led to a ban of the
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Nigerian Medical Association and the National Association of Resident
Doctors, the arrest and detention of the strike leaders, and the temporary
imposition of emergency martial rule on teaching hospitals. These mea-
sures were extraordinary given the vibrancy of Nigeria's polity (under
both military and civilian regimes) and its history of a free press.

While implementing some politically difficult fiscal measures, the re-
gime also rejected fundamental structural and institutional changes that
would allow Nigeria to adjust to the changing oil market. Indeed, the
Buhari regime's stringent measures can be read as the reaction of a gov-
ernment that knew it must tighten its belt for a short period of time but
genuinely believed that administrative controls worked and that, per-
haps, the oil market would eventually save the country. Thus, the regime
refused to devalue the naira, in part because it believed that it could
administratively allocate foreign goods until the import constraint was
loosened. Accordingly, all imports were placed under licensing in 1984,
and Nigeria's borders were closed. A cascading system of advance de-
posits for imports was introduced, and the currency was changed to deter
smugglers (Struthers 1990, p. 316).

Further, the Buhari regime held many of the Shagari regime's precon-
ceptions concerning devaluation. Once again, devaluation was rejected
as inappropriate for Nigeria. Also, the highly nationalistic military offi-
cials thought of devaluation as demeaning, especially in the context of
IMF conditionality. As one government publication noted, "The IMF

aroused the indignation of all self-respecting and patriotic Nigerians
when it started insisting . . . that the government must carry out its
dictates" (Ministry of Information and Culture 1988, p. 19).

Like its predecessors, the Buhari regime was unwilling to adopt many
of the other proposals put forth by the IMF and the World Bank. For
instance, although it was prepared to reduce grants to parastatals and
public enterprises, the government rejected the idea of fundamentally
changing the pattern of ownership. 5 Similarly, although it agreed to abol-
ish the approved user scheme and to promulgate a new customs tariff
decree in 1984 incorporating some of the IMF demands, it refused to
liberalize and, instead, adopted strong trade restrictions. Finally, the
Buhari government argued that removing the petroleum subsidy would
complicate its economic problems and opted instead to campaign against
smuggling.

Inevitably, some of the economic and political measures adopted by
Buhari threatened the patrimonial system of politics that had developed,
particularly during the second republic. Buhari and some of his close
associates seemed to have a strong moral aversion to the way politics had
evolved in Nigeria. The Buhari regime did, in fact, attempt to challenge
existing patronage networks. A campaign against indiscipline was
launched, rent-seeking activities such as the hoarding and smuggling of
essential commodities were attacked, and some offenders were jailed.
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Also, some contractors, importers, and oil brokers were arrested as part
of the effort to undermine the patron-client networks of the disgraced
civilian politicians. The failure to reform basic economic structures and
practices meant that these measures, however stringent they appeared,
would only be somewhat effective. Indeed, the regime's decision to en-
hance the regulation of imports created vast new rent-seeking oppor-
tunities for determined smugglers and individuals or groups with privi-
leged access to foreign exchange who were not seriously deterred by a
slight increase in enforcement. Similarly, petroleum products continued
to be smuggled out of Nigeria because gas and other refined products
were so much more expensive in the surrounding countries.

During 1984, unable to sort out their differences, a stalemate emerged
in the negotiations between the Buhari regime and the IMF. Of course,
this stalemate also affected Nigeria's negotiations with insured trade
creditors that were organized under the auspices of the Paris Club. Mem-
bers of the Paris Club refused to accept the regime's terms for refinancing
the country's trade arrears, insisting that an agreement be reached first
with the IMF before any serious discussions could occur. When the Buhari
regime rejected this cross-conditionality, Nigeria's lines of credit were
cut. The World Bank also withheld consideration of the regime's applica-
tion for an adjustment loan as well as applications for water supply and
health projects.

In a bid to avoid cross-conditionality and to restart financial flows, the
Buhari regime approached the Saudi government for a $1 billion loan as
an alternative to IMF financing. When this loan was not forthcoming, the
regime tried to win western financial confidence on its own by massively
increasing debt repayments and further draining its reserves.6 The regime
began to pay off loans at such a high rate that the debt service ratio
increased significantly, and net transfers turned negative (see table 11-4).
While welcoming this commitment, the Paris and London clubs nev-
ertheless insisted on a "comprehensive economic adjustment program" as
a precondition for fresh flows of capital to Nigeria (Olukoshi 1990).

The worsening problems of the economy and the authoritarian prac-
tices of the government reinforced popular opposition to the regime and
provided a basis for Buhari's overthrow in a palace coup led by General
Ibrahim Babangida on August 27, 1985. The coup should not have been
surprising because, in many ways, the Buhari regime had tried to stabi-
lize by the most difficult means possible. Its economic policies, especially
the cut in expenditures, layoffs, increased fees, and wage freezes, pro-
voked considerable anger and opposition. Its authoritarian political out-
look and practices, including its refusal to discuss a timetable for the
return to civilian rule, only aggravated its political problems. Its refusal
to adopt promarket reforms such as devaluation meant that it was unable
to receive substantial inflows of new funds from the multilaterals or
diversify the economy away from oil. Also, its attempt to buy goodwill
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Table 11-4. Debt Repayment in Nigeria, 1980-90
Total debt service
over exports oJ Net transfers

goods and (millions of
Year services U.S. dollars)

1980 4.2 -1,357
1982 16.2 1,738
1983 23.8 805
1984 33.8 -1,535
1985 33.3 -2,348
1986 32.7 -497
1987 13.4 252
1988 29.4 -973
1989 23.2 1,504
1990 20.3 -1,653

Source: World Bank 1990c,1991b.

from western banks simply increased the economic drought when the
Paris Club held to the IMF conditions. As a result, the regime was thrown
into a spiral of having to adopt ever-harsher measures without being
able to demonstrate any real economic gains or greater acceptance of
Nigeria by the international financial system. Buhari's strategy was not
sustainable.

The Babangida Regime, 1985-91

By 1985, opinion within governmental policy circles was becoming
increasingly polarized as to the appropriateness of the policies adopted
for crisis management. As the Babangida regime took power, there was
no clear support for an alternative adjustment strategy, particularly one
as controversial as those put forward by the multilaterals. However, the
new government was aware, from the outset, that if the economy was not
to suffer from continued lack of access to international credit, it would
have to seek accommodation with the IMF and the World Bank by adopt-
ing an adjustment program that the multilaterals were prepared to sup-
port. To differentiate himself from his immediate predecessor, General
Babangida assumed office in August 1985 on a platform that promised,
among other things, to relax the political restrictions and repressive mea-
sures imposed by the Buhari regime and to respect human rights and
freedom of the press.

Indeed, Babangida had to move with great urgency because the col-
lapse of the global oil market forced the price of crude to as low as $10
per barrel in 1985 and threatened to deal the Nigerian economy a mortal
blow. Table 11-5 indicates the extent to which the economy was starved
for foreign exchange, since reserves had not been replenished (IMF 1990,
p. 491), by portraying exports as a percentage of gross domestic product
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Table 11-5. Exports as a Percentage of GDP in Nigeria, 1979-89
Exports as a

Year percentage of GDP

1979 25.5
1980 28.1
1981 22.6
1982 18.5
1983 13.9
1984 15.0
1985 16.7
1986 12.9
1987 27.6
1988 22.0
1989 30.9

Source: World Bank data base.

(GDP). Certainly, the marked declines in the price of oil probably dis-
pelled any illusions that the country could simply buy time until the oil
market improved. The collapse in hard currency earnings also meant that
the entire postcolonial basis of politics, including important aspects of
the patron-client networks, were put under great stress and could not be
sustained in their existing forms much longer.

Setting the Stage for the Reform Program, 1985-86

In a bid to gauge the mood of Nigerians, the new government invited
the citizenry to debate publicly the question of whether the country
should agree to an IMF loan and the attendant conditionalities. This
debate formed part of the regime's strategy to build confidence, which
also entailed releasing many political prisoners, abrogating decree no. 2,
publicly disgracing the National Security Organisation, and embracing
the principle of dialogue and consultation with Nigerians. These mea-
sures captured the popular imagination, especially after the authoritarian
Buhari administration, and greatly enhanced the legitimacy and approval
rating of the Babangida administration in the early days after the coup.
Even the noted Nigerian author Wole Soyinka, hardly an enthusiast for
military rule, said that "the government is not deaf' (West Africa, Janu-
ary 12, 1987, p. 48). The new regime hoped that it would be able to use
its honeymoon with Nigerians and, in particular, the press to win accep-
tance of structural adjustment.

To coordinate the national debate, the government established a com-
mittee of officials from the central bank, the civil service, and the univer-
sities. The committee was mandated to receive written and oral testi-
monies and report its findings back to the government. While the debate
proceeded, the government began discreet discussions with the World
Bank on an adjustment package. Given the deep suspicion with which
some Nigerians inside and outside the government viewed the IMF, it was
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much easier for the regime to seek reentrv to international financial
markets through a deal with the World Bank than with the IMF. Also,
Ishrat Husain, the World Bank's representative in Lagos at the time,
proved to be widely popular in business circles and among senior eco-
nomic bureaucrats and was particularly adept at negotiating with the
regime.

The regime also declared a fifteen-month national economic emer-
gency beginning October 1, 1985, that included wage and salary cuts of
between 2 and 20 percent for public and private sector employees. In
addition to enabling the government to cope with its worsening fiscal
crisis as oil prices declined, the declaration of the emergency sent a signal
to Nigerians that the economic situation was bad and that, finally, struc-
tural measures would have to be taken. The wage freeze also told multi-
laterals that the new regime was serious about structural adjustment,
irrespective of the outcome of the national debate.

The labor movement bitterly resented the salary cut, which was effec-
tively a 22 to 42 percent decline in real wages. The Nigerian Labour
Congress publicly condemned the wage and salary cuts and called for
protest strikes. It felt that the government had acted unilaterally and was
subjecting workers to further hardship when corporate profits could
have been taxed further. These protests symbolized the deep suspicion
beginning to emerge across the country concerning Babangida's inten-
tions and marked the beginning of the end of the honeymoon. It was only
after the government promised to refund monies deducted from the
wages of workers that the Nigerian Labour Congress relented.

As the national debate on the IMF continued, it became clear that the
overwhelming majority of Nigerians were opposed to the IMF and its
conditionalities. This opposition cut across class, ethnic, regional, and
religious lines. Mechanics, industrial workers, petty traders, manufac-
turers, the leading chambers of commerce, academics, traditional rulers,
doctors, lawyers, accountants, and even members of the elite Eighty-
second Airborne Battalion publicly expressed opposition to any role for
the IMF. This groundswell of unanimity was unprecedented in Nigerian
politics. When the Babangida regime's first finance minister angrily dis-
missed the voices of opposition as ignorant and irrelevant, popular hos-
tility forced the president to move him to the far less sensitive Ministry of
National Planning.

The groups who stood to benefit from structural adjustment failed to
press their views as forcefully as the opposition for several reasons. First,
many Nigerians opposed the loan because they believed that the money
would simply be siphoned directly into the patronage nets, as had hap-
pened with so much of the country's oil money over the years. Second,
many manufacturers, in particular, benefited from the tariff structure
and were ill-prepared to compete with goods produced on the interna-
tional market. Indeed, the bottlenecks in the Nigerian economy, espe-
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cially concerning the flow of information, were so great that many poten-
tial beneficiaries of structural adjustment could not explicitly identify
themselves as winners before the program was adopted. For instance,
given the overvaluation of the currency and all the problems in the sys-
tems of credit and infrastructure, only the most visionary manufacturers
could believe that they might be able to reorient their production to
become a successful net earner of foreign exchange.

Finally, the nationalistic urge to reject reforms imposed from the
outside-usually ignored in most economic models as a touching
irrelevancy-did affect the preferences of a significant number of people
used to thinking of their country as Africa's leader and an emerging
superpower. As the debate continued, it became impolitic to voice any
support for economic reform, and the few voices supporting the IMF loan
were drowned out in the press.

In late 1985, flooded with submissions critical of the IMF and its poli-
cies, the committee established by the government to coordinate the
national debate recommended that Nigeria should reject the IMF loan.
The failure of the president to state whether his government had accepted
or rejected the recommendations several weeks after the report was sub-
mitted led to fresh apprehensions about the regime's real intentions.
Clearly, the regime had not decided how to handle the popular verdict
against the IMF since it was itself generally in favor of the loan and
adjustment. Amid growing public suspicions of its motives, the regime
announced that it had uncovered a plot to overthrow Babangida with
violence and accused the plotters of scheming to collect the IMF loan.
This unproven and dubious accusation sparked sympathy demonstra-
tions in support of the government.

A few days after announcing discovery of the plot, the president went
on national television to say that his government had decided to accept
the popular wishes of Nigerians and would reject the IMF loan. He also
noted, however, that he interpreted the consensus to mean that reforms
should proceed as long as the loan was not taken:

It is clear that the IMF issue is basically one of whether this country
should face the challenge of our economic recovery through a struc-
tural adjustment based entirely on the efforts of our citizens or through
a combination of efforts and help by way of a loan from the IMF

(quoted in Foreign Broadcast Information Service 1985, p. T3).

Rejection of the IMF gave Babangida particular credibility when he
claimed that the structural adjustment program had been designed by
Nigerians rather than imposed from the outside (see the interview in West
Africa, September 28, 1987, p. 897). Indeed, the decisiveness with which
Babangida acted and his ability to cloak his actions in nationalist senti-
ment temporarily disarmed his opponents, who had thought, and had
been led to believe, that opposition to the IMF and opposition to eco-
nomic reform were synonymous.
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The call for a national debate and the subsequent announcement of a
reform program, despite the consensus to the contrary, are sometimes
seen as a case of "clever politics;' which enabled the regime to implement
reforms that had previously been considered untouchable (Callaghy
1990, p. 303). Babangida did seem to revel in being called the Maradona
of Nigerian politics. Indeed, there may have been no other way to initiate
the reform program. Conducting a national debate that reached a con-
clusion and then using clever tactics to slip the initial program through
had real costs, however, which became apparent as the reform program
progressed. In particular, the regime probably forfeited the opportunity
to develop an explicitly proreform constituency centered on a critique of
fundamental Nigerian economic institutions and practices. Instead,
Babangida's actions symbolized that reform would progress primarily by
disarming the opposition through further subterfuge and through sepa-
rate deals with individual constituencies so that no group would feel too
badly hurt. In many ways, Babangida's style was not that different from
the style of previous regimes, although the logic of the government's
adjustment program implied that it was trying to change the fundamental
rules of resource allocation in Nigeria. Indeed, therein lies both the
strength of the Babangida approach and its potentially devastating
weakness.

Implementing the Reforms, 1986-88

In January 1986, armed with its interpretation of the outcome of the
national debate, the Babangida government, in the budget address, an-
nounced what it hoped would be the basis for introducing an IMF/World
Bank-sanctioned adjustment program and insisted it would be home-
grown. Babangida addressed the three critical issues that the World Bank
and IMF demanded be included in any reform program, although not in
the manner that the multilaterals had hoped. First, he declared that the
government would "continue its policy of realistic adjustment of the
external value of the naira" (Federal Republic of Nigeria 1986, p. 7). The
value of the currency did not change, however; instead, a 30 percent levy
was placed on all imports.

Trade liberalization, the second issue that had been isolated as critical,
was not addressed in a way that the multilaterals found persuasive. Al-
though Babangida admitted that the import-licensing system led to cor-
ruption and inefficiency, he only promised to make the system work
better. The Nigerian National Supply Company, which the Buhari gov-
ernment had refused to abolish, was disbanded, and a package of incen-
tives for exporters was announced.

The budget did reduce the petroleum subsidy-the third critical
issue-80 percent. It also committed the government to a number of
other fiscal measures to limit Nigeria's chronic overspending and budget
deficits. In particular, the government promised to pay unparalleled
attention to implementing its expenditure control program. Babangida
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declared that "we cannot afford to allow the machinery of policy imple-
mentation to jog along at its leisurely pace during the next twelve
months. Government is therefore determined to pursue at all levels of
administration, a strategy of close monitoring of all policies and pro-
grammes enunciated in this budget" (Federal Republic of Nigeria 1986,
p. 4).

Finally, the Babangida regime committed itself to privatization and
commercialization of public enterprises. As a first step, nonstatutory
transfers to all economic and quasi-economic parastatals were reduced
50 percent. It also promised to divest holdings in agriculture, electronics,
and all nonstrategic industries. Overall, Babangida was pleased to note
that he had, for the first time in recent memory, balanced the budget.

The 1986 budget did not, however, satisfy the multilaterals or
Nigeria's creditors. The Paris Club and, soon after, the London Club
declared that no debt would be rescheduled until Nigeria signed a
standby agreement with the IMF, which presumably would include deval-
uation. In response, Nigeria floated the idea of a two-tier exchange rate
system that would, in effect, partially devalue the currency. The World
Bank was apparently willing to support such a program, although it
could not, by itself, endorse the two-tier scheme, in part because of
pressure from the IMF and the U.S. treasury.

Finally, on August 27, 1986, the regime formally announced the adop-
tion of a comprehensive structural adjustment program in cooperation
with the World Bank and with IMF clearance. The Nigerian structural
adjustment program had as its centerpiece devaluation of the naira
through a two-tier system. The First-Tier Foreign Exchange Market was
used temporarily to handle debt servicing and official transfers to inter-
national organizations at the prevailing nominal exchange rate of the
naira. All other transactions were to be handled through the Second-Tier
Foreign Exchange Market, where the naira was determined on the basis
of bids submitted by banks for the foreign exchange that the central bank
supplied to the market. The strategy was to ensure that through the
gradual convergence of the administratively determined first-tier ex-
change rate and the market-determined second-tier rate, the naira would
be drastically devalued. At the same time, the government would phase
out import licenses over the next eighteen to twenty-four months.

Although the IMF has traditionally opposed multiple exchange rates
because they are so cumbersome, it signed a letter of intent with Nigeria
in September 1986. lshrat Husain and some of the key Nigerian players
apparently convinced the IMF that the two-tier system was the best way
forward and that the government would move rapidly to unify the rates.
The standby agreement allowed Nigeria to draw approximately SDR650
million. However, the government announced that it would not actually
take any money from the IMF, thus deferring to the majority view ex-
pressed during the national debate and assuaging some of the popular
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fears about the diversion of new loans. Even though Nigeria did not take
the IMF'S money, the IMF had the same monitoring and reporting responsi-
bilities that it would in any standby agreement. In October 1986, the
World Bank agreed to extend a $450 million loan for Nigeria and, crit-
ically, the London Club agreed that rescheduling would be contingent on
progress being made on the conditionalities included in the World Bank's
loan. In November 1986, the London Club agreed to reschedule $3.8
billion and extend new loans. In December 1986, the Paris Club also
agreed to reschedule $6.5 billion in official debts.

Rationale for the Structural Adjustment Program

Why did the Babangida regime introduce structural adjustment re-
forms, especially devaluation, that successive Nigerian governments had
resisted for so long? First, the declining price for oil on the world market,
which reduced Nigeria's oil revenue from $11.9 billion in 1985 to $5.5
billion in 1986 (UNCTAD 1989, p. 357), and the concomitant exacerba-
tion of the fiscal crisis put a great deal of pressure on the government to
act before it faced a totally unmanageable situation. Indeed, the collapse
of government revenue threatened the entire governmental structure and
had the potential for further complicating an already dismal economic
situation, with all the adverse political repercussions that would follow.
Devaluation would at least boost the government's revenue in nairas even
if the country's dollar earnings from oil exports continued to decline.

Indeed, since the Nigerian state is overwhelmingly a net seller of hard
currency, devaluation caused a "naira boom" that was, in many ways,
similar to the earlier petroleum bonanzas. The devaluations that have
occurred since 1986 have generated an enormous increase in oil revenue.
Clearly, the great challenge posed by the reform program was for the
government to see its way through the "naira illusion" and finally get
control of government spending. In particular, there was the danger that
the naira boom would simply reinvigorate the clientelist networks that
had been put under so much strain by the fiscal crisis of the state.

Second, the regime adopted the reform program because it knew that it
could only reenter the international credit market if it reached some kind
of settlement with the IMF and the World Bank. Once again, cooperation
with the multilaterals posed enormous challenges. To be seen as cooper-
ating too closely with the multilaterals would be politically difficult,
especially since the regime based much of its own legitimacy on designing
and implementing an indigenous plan. Although the government re-
ceived significant inflows of capital immediately after announcing the
reform package and avoided publicly humiliating itself before the IMF,

relations with the multilaterals were particularly difficult because of the
regime's approach to reform.

Third, there was a growing realization within official policy circles,
particularly among the key advisers whom Babangida brought into gov-
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ernment, that the interventionist framework used by both the Shagari
and Buhari regimes had been exhausted and that the time had come, with
a new government in place, to promote an alternative development strat-
egy. Some of the officials who pushed for market-based reforms also
hoped that they would help not only to change the basis for economic
activities in the country but also to undermine ethnic and regional politi-
cal advantages. This was especially true in the north, which had accumu-
lated much power through years of privileged access to the state's vast
resources.

Institutional Arrangements to Promote Reform

To implement the economic recovery program, the president relied on
a core group of officials from the key economic ministries and the presi-
dency. Particularly prominent were the ministers and director-generals of
the ministries of finance and of budget and planning, the governor of the
central bank, the secretary to the federal military government, and their
advisers. Besides this core group, the president also established the Presi-
dential Advisory Committee, independent of all ministerial control and
located in the presidency. Headed by a prominent economist, the advi-
sory committee became a key part of the process of formulating eco-
nomic policy, producing a budget, and providing a platform for internal
debates on policies and ways to manage their repercussions.

Political Transition Program

In addition to winning the confidence of Nigerians by declaring its
commitment to human rights, the government sought to win acceptance
of the structural adjustment program by declaring its intent to return
Nigeria to civilian rule. Almost side by side with the introduction of the
structural adjustment package, the regime spelled out an elaborate politi-
cal transition program based partly on the report of the Political Bureau
established in 1986 to coordinate a national debate on the country's
political future.

The initial purpose of the commitment to a civilian transition was both
to stabilize support for the government by giving Nigerians something to
look forward to and to distinguish Babangida from his predecessors. As
the government attempted to implement its adjustment program, how-
ever, it amended the political transition program in order to sustain the
economic reforms. Indeed, the military had always been committed to
guiding any future transition to civilian rule. Retired General Danjuma-
a critical official in the Murtala-Obansanjo regime-argued,

Soldiers have no business going into government unless we are going to
play politics, and playing politics means you must ensure that there is
going to be an orderly step-by-step transition from the military to the
civilian regime. No government which is worth its name can be indif-
ferent to its successor (West Africa, January 30, 1984, p. 197).
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Thus, the military government wanted to turn power over not only to
civilians but also to politicians who would follow the economic policies
developed by the Babangida regime. For instance, the Political Bureau
recommended that Nigeria adopt a socialist socioeconomic system in
which the state held the "commanding heights of the economy" (Political
Bureau 1987, p. 50). The government rejected this approach but agreed
to create a two-party presidential system. Thus, from the very beginning
of its transition program, the government was faced with the contradic-
tory goals of democratizing the country and of implementing a program
of radical economic reform. As a result, the transition was guided less by
ideas and institutions than by political expediency.

Implementation of the Reform Program

A significant difference has always existed between the formulation of
policy initiatives and their implementation and sustainability in Nigeria.
As an authoritarian regime, the Babangida government rarely allowed
debate before adopting a specific policy procedure and often did not even
announce that a particular measure was about to be implemented. Thus,
interest groups in society can only bring their political influence to bear
once a policy is adopted, and the regime is then faced with the problem of
implementing an unpopular policy. As a result, a consistent pattern of
relatively easy adoption of even controversial reform policies followed by
considerable difficulty and backsliding in implementation characterized
the Babangida regime since 1985. Indeed, it is no coincidence that those
reforms that the government found easiest to sustain-especially deval-
uation and the abolition of agricultural marketing boards-required little
implementation beyond a government decree.

The Babangida government also faced a particularly severe implemen-
tation problem because it depended on the military for its continued
existence. Unfortunately, next to nothing is known about the dynamics
of Babangida's relations with the rest of the military. It is obvious, how-
ever, that to continue to rule, Babangida needed the support of officers
who had the capability, and certainly the precedent, to overthrow him. A
military government differs from an elected civilian regime in that it
cannot replace its fundamental constituency. For instance, a reforming
civilian regime could conceivably move from a political base that consists
of import-substituting businesses and the urban population to a constitu-
ency that revolves around exporters and the peasantry. Indeed, economic
reforms in Africa are predicated on such a political transformation. The
Babangida regime could not afford to lose the support of the military,
irrespective of whatever other groups supported it.

This is a particularly important point because the military was an
obvious loser from structural adjustment. The Nigerian military is over-
whelmingly a net importer and was therefore hurt by devaluation. It also
had privileged access to some goods (notably food and housing) at subsi-
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dized prices. Finally, it benefited from bribes associated with many of the
illegal activities that grew up around Nigeria's economic distortions. For
instance, soldiers at the border were undoubtedly paid off by smugglers
shipping Nigeria's artificially inexpensive petroleum to neighboring
countries.

Thus, Babangida was in the extremely difficult position of having to
retain at least the nominal support of an organization whose interests
would be hurt by the very reforms he proposed. Accordingly, his strategy
was to announce the reforms and then respond by extending patronage
(which aggravated fiscal problems) or by backtracking on reforms when
he sensed increasing anxiety among officers and their soldiers. It is hardly
surprising that implementation has been such a significant problem in
Nigeria.

The Second-Tier Foreign Exchange Market opened in September 1986
with the naira equivalent to $0.217, a depreciation of approximately 66
percent. On October 10, 1986, the method of auction was changed, and
the amount of foreign currency available was increased from $75 million
to $80 million. As a result, the naira underwent a 44.5 percent apprecia-
tion from Ni = $0.198 to NI = US$0.294. The second-tier exchange
rate remained stable for the rest of 1986 and for the first half of 1987 (see
figure 11-5).

On July 2, 1987, the first and second tiers of the exchange rate were
merged to form the Foreign Exchange Market, but a dual rate remained.
An auction rate was determined fortnightly by the central bank using
funds from oil revenue and the World Bank. This rate was available to
the government, banks, official foreign exchange dealers, and some im-
porters. An interbank rate determined by market forces and drawing
upon all other sources of foreign exchange fixed the value of the naira for
all other purchasers of foreign exchange (International Currency Analy-
sis 1991, p. 146). The exchange rate of the naira did not change notice-
ably on the Foreign Exchange Market in the second half of 1987, and the
gap between the auction rate and the parallel market rate actually
widened.

Initially, there was little obvious opposition to the government's ex-
change rate policy, and the regime appeared to have successfully exor-
cised the antidevaluation sentiment. Many were surprised that the
Babangida government had finally taken action and were disarmed by
the nationalist cloak with which the regime initially draped its policies.
Also, so many goods were already being allocated through the parallel
market that, in many ways, the depreciation simply legalized the prices
consumers were already paying. Finally, abolishing the 30 percent import
levy, which occurred when the Second-Tier Foreign Exchange Market
was adopted, further ameliorated the effects of the change in the value of
the naira.

The relative ease with which the naira was initially devalued through
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Figure 11-5. Value of the Naira, 1986-89
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the second-tier market was matched by the effortless manner in which
the notorious import-licensing system, around which so much of the
preadjustment rent seeking revolved, was abolished. The government's
task in this matter was made easier by the fact that import licensing as a
means of allocating foreign exchange had become almost completely
discredited as a result of the blatant abuses perpetrated by politicians in
the second republic and the notorious loopholes associated with the
rationing system for foreign exchange adopted by the Buhari regime.
Many members of the Manufacturers Association of Nigeria, who were
at the receiving end of the corrupt import-licensing deals of the second
republic and whose situation was not improved by the rationing formula
adopted by the Buhari regime, welcomed the abolition of import
licensing.

The rent seekers who had benefited from the import-licensing program
also did not significantly oppose the reforms. First, due to the drop in oil
revenue in 1986, many of the licenses they held were essential]y worth-
less. As a result, many of the old arguments against devaluation became
moot. Second, it would have been illegitimate for them to object to a
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reform that was eliminating a system so many saw as dysfunctional.
Third, as some of the best capitalized and most flexible entrepreneurs in
Nigeria, the holders of licenses were able to shift to other activities with
far less problem than, say, the manufacturer who assembled imported
goods for the domestic market. Indeed, the Babangida regime, for what-
ever reason, always allowed other distortions to emerge while imple-
menting the reform program. This, in effect, provided alternative busi-
ness opportunities for rent seekers who, due to the economic reforms,
faced a sudden windfall loss. For instance, the quantitative restrictions
on imports and the significant gap that emerged between the exchange
rate of the central bank and that of commercial banks provided new,
potentially lucrative opportunities for groups that would nominally be
hurt by reform. The distortions subsequently introduced were undoubt-
edly less harmful to the economy than the tremendous overvaluation of
the naira. The government's tolerance of other rent-seeking oppor-
tunities certainly mitigated the opposition to reforming the exchange
rate.

The Babangida regime also had some success in its efforts to imple-
ment fiscal reform. As table 11-3 indicates, Nigeria made considerable
progress in closing its deficit in 1985 and 1986, primarily because of the
devaluation and the subsequent increase in oil revenue as measured in
nairas. In addition, the marked decline in net debt service in 1987 (docu-
mented in table 11-4), which came about because of the inflow of capital
from multilaterals and debt rescheduling agreements, also had a positive
impact on government financing. Nevertheless, recurrent expenditures
continued to outpace budgeted recurrent expenditures by a substantial
margin in 1986 and, especially, in 1987.7 Indeed, the central bank
warned that the government deficit for 1987 was more than twice what
the government had projected at the beginning of the year (Central Bank
of Nigeria 1988, p. 10). Of course, the continued inability to control
recurrent expenditures was particularly worrisome because the improve-
ments due to the naira boom and debt servicing were only temporary.

Development of the Opposition

Although the regime was able to implement parts of the reform pack-
age, especially the price changes announced as part of the initial program
in 1986, opposition quickly mobilized around several central issues. The
first reform to attract significant opposition was the trade liberalization
component of the structural adjustment program. The introduction of an
interim tariff structure in September 1986, at about the time the Second-
Tier Foreign Exchange Market was inaugurated, triggered a rash of
protests from members of the Manufacturers Association of Nigeria who
described it as a traders' tariff designed to stifle local production.

Manufacturers soon developed a rather long list of grievances against
the government. For the Manufacturers Association of Nigeria, opposi-
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tion centered on the cost implications of the drastic devaluation of the
naira for their import-dependent factories. Manufacturers also faced a
difficult internal market due to a collapse of consumer purchasing power,
which left them with significant unsold stocks. Relations with the gov-
ernment were further aggravated when, one year after the structural
adjustment program was announced, the central bank issued circular no.
21 abolishing all forms of controls on interest rates. The bank also raised
its minimum rediscount rate from 11 to 15 percent. As a result, interest
rates shot up to about 18 percent in the second half of 1987 and hovered
around 20 percent for much of 1988.

The Nigerian Labour Congress's principal concern in opposing the
adjustment policies was to restore workers' purchasing power and defend
existing subsidies on social services and the pricing of petroleum. Its
campaign against devaluation dovetailed with that of the Manufacturers
Association of Nigeria, and the two organizations had occasions to ex-
press themselves jointly in support of restoring consumer purchasing
power and ending what they saw as undervaluation of the naira. On
several occasions, particularly over the privatization program and the
petroleum subsidy questions, the Nigerian Labour Congress spearheaded
the opposition against the government's policies. Correspondingly, stu-
dent and professional groups such as the National Association of
Nigerian Students resisted significant aspects of the reform program,
notably reduction of the petroleum subsidy, cuts in the financing of social
services and education, and privatization of public enterprises. Indeed,
practically no year has passed since 1986 without incidents in which
students clash violently with the government and universities are closed.

The opposition to the structural adjustment program soon began to
have a real impact on implementation. The rapid slide of the naira after
the foreign exchange auction was introduced caused the petroleum sub-
sidy to reappear because the world price of oil in naira terms skyrocketed
while the government continued to sell petroleum products at pre-
auction prices. In December 1987, the government, acting through the
Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation, launched an active campaign
in newspapers and through posters to prepare Nigerians for further price
increases. The proposed actions were vigorously opposed by the
Nigerian Labour Congress, which countered the government's argu-
ments with its own newspaper advertisements and posters. Faced with
the popularity of the opposition's campaign and the support it enjoyed
among the majority of Nigerians, the government was forced to back
down and suspend the planned increase in prices.

Also, because of opposition among students, professionals, and
workers and because of the need to maintain Nigeria's delicate ethnic,
regional, and religious balances, the government moved very carefully on
the question of privatization. Northern elites, in particular, feared that
southern entrepreneurs would benefit disproportionately from privatiza-
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tion, given their management expertise and access to capital. Therefore,
only two years after formal introduction of the structural adjustment
program and under explicit pressure from the IMF and the World
Bank, the government established a technical committee to prepare for
privatization.

The composition of the technical committee reflected Nigeria's ethnic
and regional diversity. The members were also given a mandate to ensure
that shares of the firms to be privatized were available to all groups. For
instance, shares in companies to be privatized were advertised in all
states through banks, local government councils, and state ministries.
Priority was given to local governments, trade unions, educational estab-
lishments, cooperatives, and professional associations. Workers in enter-
prises whose shares were to be sold were allocated a percentage of the
offering. In exceptional cases, the committee was empowered to make an
allocation directly to investment houses owned by state governments
until the citizens of the state(s) concerned could afford to participate. As
much as possible, the privatization exercise was undertaken on the stock
exchange in order to ensure transparency. The committee was also man-
dated to target small investors as opposed to institutional or big inves-
tors. Thus, the committee made an extremely credible effort to address
northern concerns that their region would lose out disproportionately if a
significant privatization program was implemented.

As a result, the government was more successful in implementing the
privatization program than many other aspects of the economic reform
program and generally exceeded expectations in this area. Privatization
emphasized disposing parts of the federal government's share of commer-
cial banks, insurance companies, and multinational oil subsidiaries. Sev-
enteen enterprises, mostly agroindustrial, were privatized in 1986. As of
December 1990, fifty-five state companies had been sold and 400,000
new shareholders created (World Bank 1991a, p. 403). A considerable
effort was also made to commercialize enterprises that continued to be
operated by the state (World Bank 1990b, p. 396). The government also
abolished all commodity marketing boards and sold their assets to pri-
vate groups.

Responding to the Opposition, 1988-90

In December 1987, a significant turning point in the adjustment pro-
gram occurred. When mass protests against adjustment culminated in a
call by former head of state General Obansanjo for "adjustment with a
human face;' the Babangida government felt compelled to introduce a
reflationary budget. The new program incorporated several adjustment
relief measures and programs such as meal subsidies for civil servants, a
mass transit scheme, the National Directorate of Employment Scheme,
and the Open Apprenticeship Program. Overall spending was projected
to increase 37 percent. The regime adopted a strategy of selectively ac-
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commodating the opposition's demands, including the erection of its
own patron-client network. In other words, the Babangida regime re-
sponded to opposition in the traditional official Nigerian manner despite
the obvious contradictions this implied for the logic of its economic
program.

Indeed, the regime, starting in 1987, began to change key personnel in
its economic decisionmaking team in order to develop a more accom-
modating response to the burgeoning protests against reform. For in-
stance, the regime added persons who were not economists (including
specialists in sociology, political science, history, and international rela-
tions) to the Presidential Advisory Council in response to increasing
pressure to introduce structural adjustment relief measures. These spe-
cialists played a prominent role in designing the reflationary budget.

The reflation had an immediate impact on government expenditures.
Actual expenditures during 1988 were even higher than the government
had projected. At the same time, the leveling off of the currency devalua-
tion in 1987 meant that the government was no longer receiving an
increasing number of naira for each barrel of oil produced. Not sur-
prisingly, the government's deficit increased to a very high 11 percent of
GDP in 1988.

The 1989 budget was more conservative than the reflationary budget
of 1988, and the rate at which spending rose slowed dramatically. Nev-
ertheless, that budget was again increased at mid-year in response to riots
protesting the structural adjustment program. Among the concessions
made was the creation of the soft loan, nonprofit Peoples Bank targeted
at the urban poor; the unfreezing of wages; the lifting of the ban on
recruitment into the civil service; and the introduction of a new minimum
wage. The increase in the budget was possible because the currency had
once again begun to depreciate, and the government was again receiving
what it must have viewed as a windfall of naira. The 1988 and 1989
budgets seemed to set a precedent whereby fiscal expenditures would be
increased significantly if the government was confronted with serious
protests against the reform program. Apparently, the government could
not ignore the protests while it was relying on a nascent proreform
constituency.

Also, starting in 1989, the regime had to fund a large number of new,
costly programs. The regime's electoral transition program, the construc-
tion of the new capital city of Abuja, the intervention in the Liberian war,
and the national census all exerted unceasing pressure on the budget. As
might be expected toward the end of any government in Nigeria, the
regime's clients were increasingly driven to feed at the trough of public
expenditures while they were still well placed. Indeed, the creation of
nine new states, and their corresponding capitals, civil services, and
related infrastructure, can be interpreted in part as an effort to buy off
the regime's supporters. At the same time, the Babangida regime alien-
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Table 11-6. Rate of Growth of the Money Supply in Nigeria, 1984-90
(percent)

Year Rate of growth

1984 11.6
1985 9.0
1986 2.0
1987 22.4
1988 32.9
1989 10.7
1990 35.4

Source: World Bank data base.

ated the powerful politicians who had dominated the politics of the first
and second republics by banning them for varying lengths of time from
participating actively in the third republic. In order to keep some of these
politicians quiet and possibly even obtain their support for the adjust-
ment program, the regime extended generous lines of patronage to them.
Ironically, the bribes provided politicians with the resources they then
used to intervene in the political transition process and ultimately com-
pelled the regime in December 1991 to lift the ban it had imposed.

Monetary policy was also very loose in 1988. As table 11-6 indicates,
the money supply increased 33 percent, well above the target. In August,
however, the central bank tried to dampen the overheated economy by
restricting the growth of loans issued by commercial and merchant banks
to no more than 7 percent per quarter. This was the first of a series of
increasingly severe monetary actions that the Nigerian government used
to try to reign in a system that tended toward fiscal disequilibrium.

Indeed, in April 1989, in response to the problems of controlling fiscal
expenditures and the emerging gap between the official exchange rate
and the parallel market rate, the central bank announced several anti-
inflation measures, including a sharp monetary squeeze and credit re-
strictions. All levels of government and parastatals were forced to trans-
fer their deposits from commercial banks to the central bank, resulting in
a tremendous contraction in bank liquidity (World Bank 1990a, p. 10).
As a result, growth in the money supply was dramatically reduced. In
fact, the central bank actually overperformed on its monetary targets
(World Bank 1990b, p. 397). Again, the regime had at least partially
compensated for its profligate fiscal ways with sudden, sharp decreases
in the economy's money supply.

It was politically difficult for the regime to use monetary policy to
compensate for an expansionary fiscal policy because nominal interest
rates were a lightning rod for opposition to the regime. Indeed, by 1990,
partially in response to restrictive monetary measures, nominal interest
rates had increased to 28 percent. Once again, the spirited protests of the
Manufacturers Association of Nigeria and other business groups forced
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the government to intervene and, in 1991, through the budget an-
nounced in January, to peg the rate at 21 percent. Thus, monetary
policy-which the regime used to compensate for its inability to hold
expenditures in check-alienated a group that should have been one of
the reform program's principal supporters. The difficulties of implement-
ing the reform program through too great a reliance on old-style political
practices had become clear.

The high deficits were partially due to the high debt service ratio (debt
service has averaged approximately 24 percent of exports since 1987).
Government finance before debt repayment has been in surplus most
years since 1985. Had this debt been used primarily to enhance the
country's capital stock, the government's need to resort to further deficit
spending could be viewed in a more positive light. As noted, however, the
social pressures for increased public expenditure and the imperatives of
patron-client networks substantially determined the path of government
spending. Under the Babangida regime, perhaps more than with any of
its predecessors, unbudgeted expenditure, extrabudgetary accounts (es-
pecially for the armed forces and the myriad security agencies established
since 1986), and secret accounts became as significant, and perhaps more
significant, than regular budgetary expenditure. Of course, these high
levels of expenditures were themselves reflected in greater debt service in
future years.

Some observers (Ishrat Husain, personal communication, 1992) place
greater weight on debt service as a reason for high government expendi-
tures. Although debt service is an important factor in Nigeria's continu-
ing fiscal problems, the Nigerian government, in the face of intense
domestic suspicion of the IMF, felt it politically expedient not to draw
down on the standby facilities made available to it by the IMF. Thus, in
order for its adjustment program to get off the ground, the government
declined several billion dollars that might have eased some of its immedi-
ate fiscal exigencies. In addition, a considerable portion of the over-
spending can be tied to interest group pressure. If the causal factor for
Nigeria's debt problems had been primarily due to debt service (a predict-
able expense), Nigeria would presumably not have constantly breached
its fiscal expenditure guidelines.

EVOLUTION OF THE EXCHANGE RATE. These fiscal and monetary poli-
cies had a direct impact on the exchange rate. Throughout 1988, the gap
between the Foreign Exchange Market auction rate and the parallel mar-
ket rate widened. In January, the auction rate was 25 percent greater than
the parallel market rate; by May, the differential had increased to 50
percent, and by December the auction rate was nearly twice the rate of
the parallel market. Between the fourth quarter of 1987 and the fourth
quarter of 1988, the World Bank estimates that the currency appreciated
almost 26 percent in real terms.8 The monetary measures introduced in
1989 went a considerable way to reducing this gap.
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In early 1989, the government replaced the auction with the Interbank
Foreign Exchange Market whereby the central bank determines the ex-
change rate daily. The Interbank Foreign Exchange Market stemmed the
naira's appreciation and led to a further depreciation of the currency.
Since funding still fell short of demand, however, a gap remained be-
tween official rates and the parallel market. Therefore, in September
1989, the authorities allowed bureaux de change to trade foreign cur-
rency freely. The bureaus opened with rates 40 percent lower than the
official rate, approximately NI = $0.09 (Smith 1990, p. 8). Overall,
Nigeria managed to sustain the devaluation begun in 1986.

TRADE LIBERALIZATION. Progress was also made on trade liberaliza-
tion. In 1988, the government introduced a new tariff structure that set
specific rates for a seven-year period and eliminated a wide range of
exemptions (World Bank 1990b, p. 396). The World Bank estimates that
the level of protection under the new scheme is lower than the pre-1984
level but higher than the interim tariff adopted in 1986 (World Bank
1990a, p. 22).

The Babangida regime also tried to satisfy the manufacturers who
were deeply concerned about the impact of trade liberalization on their
import-substitution industries. The government attempted to meet their
demands by incorporating tariff increases for several imports and greater
protection for the productive sector in the revised tariff structures. These
efforts did not satisfy many of the manufacturers, who continued their
protests and sent delegations to the president. As a result, the govern-
ment established a tariff review board to hear their cases and offered
redress that went some way to assuaging their concerns. Not surprisingly,
the tariff review board served as a "lightning rod" for the complaints that
various members of the organized private sector (including the Manufac-
turers Association of Nigeria and the Nigerian Association of Chambers
of Commerce, Industry, Mines, and Agriculture) leveled toward aspects
of the structural adjustment program (Robertson 1992, pp. 191-92). As
a result of the pressure directed toward it, the review mechanism has
changed tariffs every year since 1988. Simple average tariffs in agricul-
ture increased from 39 percent in 1989 to 40 percent in 1991, while
those in industry increased from 35 to 36 percent during the same period.
The tariff rates for some product categories (primary cells and batteries,
fluorescents, jewelry, starches) increased from between 10 and 100 per-
cent to between 25 and 300 percent. Nigeria has bound only one tariff
rate (stockfish) under rules of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade. It has therefore failed to eliminate uncertainty in the tariff struc-
ture (GATT 1991, pp. 3, 9, 64-65).

Also, in the 1989 budget, imports of fifteen items, including livestock,
vegetables, and some fabrics, were banned outright. Wheat imports were
also banned. These bans created new opportunities for smuggling. In-
deed, some of the rent-seeking opportunities lost due to the devaluations
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were made up for in the illegal importation of wheat and other contra-
band widely available in Nigeria. The export of unprocessed cocoa was
initially banned until pressure from cocoa farmers and exporters forced
the government to rescind this decision. Although the structural adjust-
ment program technically reduced the number of goods banned from
seventy-three to fifteen, the actual coverage remained substantially the
same because of the significance of the still outlawed imports in the
economy (Robertson 1992, p. 187).

PETROLEUM SUBSIDY. In April 1988, the government was also forced
to revisit the question of the petroleum subsidy because the IMF threat-
ened that, if no progress was made on the matter, a new standby loan
would not be approved to replace the one that had expired at the end of
1987. The World Bank withheld disbursement of the $500 million struc-
tural adjustment loan for the same reasons. With this pressure, the gov-
ernment decided, after suspending the Nigerian Labour Congress in Feb-
ruary 1988, to increase the price of petroleum products 3 percent. The
response from the public, led by university students and workers, was
immediate, violent, and, in many respects, unexpected by the govern-
ment. All over the country, protest meetings and demonstrations were
held, forcing the government to back down.

It was not until January 1989, through that year's budget, that the
government was able to effect an increase in petroleum prices using a
two-tier pricing structure that froze the amount paid by commercial
vehicle operations at their prebudget level and increased the price paid by
private motorists 43 percent. The two-tier structure was later abolished:
prices were unified at NO.6 per liter, which private motorists paid, and a
voucher system was introduced to provide a discount to commercial
drivers. Prices were not increased between 1989 and 1992.

ABSENCE OF A COALITION OF SUPPORTERS. By the middle of 1988,
when the formal structural adjustment program ended, the reform effort
was clearly running into significant problems. Indeed, despite the limited
success on the petroleum question, the IMF did not immediately renew the
standby agreement in 1988. Of course, since Nigeria had not drawn
down its loan, the IMF'S unfavorable review may have had less impact on
the regime than would have been the case in other countries. Eventually,
in February 1989 and October 1990, after the government had made
progress on critical issues, standby agreements with the IMF were signed.
The Babangida regime continued its practice of not drawing on the
loans. The regime also negotiated further debt reschedulings with the
Paris Club (March 1989) and the London Club (April 1989). Under the
latter agreement, the entire stock of medium- and long-term debt was
rescheduled over a twenty-year period with three years' grace (World
Bank 1990b, p. 399).

Other than the multilaterals and the creditors, relatively few groups
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emerged to support the economic reforms and serve as the political base
for further reforms. Part of the reason for the lack of support was the
government's tactics. In phasing the structural adjustment program, it is
not at all clear that the regime was guided by calculations of who would
win or lose from specific policy measures. Rather, the approach was
simply to introduce the policy measures. Also, in contrast to the students
and workers, supporters of the reform program were not well organized
and could not cloak their arguments in popular terms that would appeal
to the general population.

Finally, the economic growth that Nigeria experienced in recent years
has not been great enough to win over a significant portion of the popu-
lation. In 1987, as table 11-2 indicates, GDP increased almost 10 percent.
In 1988 and 1989, the economy began to respond to the new incentives
plus the infusion of capital, and real GDP grew 5 percent annually (Cen-
tral Bank of Nigeria 1991, p. 3). These growth statistics must be kept in
perspective. Measuring growth since the advent of the reform package is
somewhat misleading because, as noted, the reform package was intro-
duced when the oil market was near the bottom of a trough. Much of the
growth simply represents the recovery of oil revenue due to higher prices.
More important for most Nigerians, who recognize the cyclical nature of
the oil market, was the fact that at the end of 1989 the overall economy
was 5 percent smaller (in real terms) than in 1980 but, in the meantime,
the population had increased 30 percent (World Bank 1990a, p. 401).9

Several groups were, in fact, winners at the beginning of the program:
manufacturers and farmers who produce for the export market (Husain
1987, p. 20). Manufacturers, who were potential beneficiaries if they
could reorient their production, were active participants in the coalition
opposing aspects of the reform program, particularly devaluation, inter-
est rate deregulation, and trade liberalization. Indeed, the generalized
opposition of manufacturers, as represented by the Manufacturers Asso-
ciation of Nigeria, continued despite the increase in capacity use among
some of them (especially in the sectors allied with agriculture) and despite
the regime's efforts to promote nontraditional exports.10 In addition to
devaluation of the naira and the removal of export controls, the regime
implemented tax holidays, export credit guarantees, and insurance; en-
abled exporters to retain all the foreign currency they earn from their
transactions; and designated duty-free ports and zones.

The response to these incentives was sluggish. Given how oil domi-
nates the economy, even if nontraditional exports started to grow impres-
sively, a considerable amount of time would pass before they had an
impact on the economy. Indeed, at the end of 1989, oil still accounted for
91 percent of all exports, although this was down from 94 percent in
1986 (World Bank 1990b, p. 402). Thus, manufacturers only slowly
supported the reform program because it took them a long time to reor-
ient their production strategies and even longer to become a significant
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political presence, given oil's dominance of the economy. Perhaps not
surprisingly, in 1987, the World Bank projected that nonoil exports
would reach $1 billion by the early 1990s. In 1991, they only reached
$425 million, well below the 1987-88 average of $575 million (Hawkins
1992, p. iii).

Similarly, Nigeria's peasant farming community, expected to emerge as
winners from the adjustment process, had a mixed experience as infla-
tion, the increased cost of farm imports caused by the withdrawal of
subsidies and devaluation, and the activities of intermediaries ate deeply
into rural incomes.'I Cocoa farmers in Ondo State, for instance, ap-
peared to enjoy a boom between 1987 and 1989, with producer prices at
one point exceeding prices prevailing on the world market. By the end of
1989, however, they suffered a severe reversal when prices decreased from
N25,000 to N3,500 per ton. The speculative buying of cocoa was the
result of attempts by entrepreneurs to repatriate earnings that had been
lodged with the central bank for transfer abroad before adjustment was
introduced but that were released after the Second-Tier Foreign Ex-
change Market was inaugurated. Once speculators had repatriated their
earnings, cocoa prices collapsed, much to the anger of farmers. In addi-
tion, cocoa farmers were badly hurt by the collapse of the world market
for their produce. Between 1986 and 1989, the volume of cocoa pro-
duced in Nigeria increased 35 percent, although dollar earnings from
cocoa were actually 5 percent lower in 1989 than they had been three
years earlier (World Bank 1990b, p. 402). Of course, it is not the fault of
the adjustment program that international cocoa prices went against
Nigeria precisely when the country was trying to increase production.
The collapse of the international market did, however, mitigate at least
some of the positive effects of the adjustment program for farmers.

Most of the cocoa farmers of Ondo State who, at the height of the
speculative buying that characterized the 1987-90 period, praised the
government for its agricultural policies vehemently criticized it after the
price collapse in the fourth quarter of 1989. The price collapse threw
some cocoa farmers into debt since they had borrowed money, mostly
from the informal sector, to purchase inputs and buy consumer goods.
Their expectations were that high prices would be sustained over a long
period of time. The adverse market developments at the end of 1989
forced many into financial crisis, compelling them to stage angry demon-
strations against the government's hands-off policy. The Ondo State gov-
ernment finally agreed to meet their representatives and negotiate terms
on which the authorities might intervene to protect farmers' interests and
provide them with financial relief. The state government also agreed to
provide subsidies for inputs. A leading member of the Ondo State
Farmers Congress, when interviewed, stated that for him and for other
farmers "the middlemen were cheating us, and the government did not
come to the rescue. Even when we sent out an sos, they [the government]
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did not answer until we marched to them." It is hardly surprising that
cocoa farmers were not enthusiastic supporters of the adjustment pro-
gram, even though many welcomed the abolition of the Cocoa Market-
ing Board, which siphons off their profits.

The experience of the cotton farmers of northern Nigeria-another
potential set of winners-was slightly different but no less disheartening.
The abolition of the Cotton Marketing Board was perhaps welcomed by
farmers who had many grievances against the board, including low
prices, delays in the supply of inputs, and the difficulty of doing business
with it. The crucial role played by the board's ginnery in assisting farmers
to process their crop was, however, ignored when the decision to abolish
it was taken. As a result, for at least one buying season after the board's
abolition, farmers were stuck with unginned cotton. It took the interven-
tion of the government in cotton-producing states like Kano for a new
management system to be worked out.

Cotton farmers also complained about the increased cost of farm in-
puts, particularly fertilizer and seeds. Their complaints were substanti-
ated by a Central Bank of Nigeria survey noting "phenomenal increases
in the prices of essential farm inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides, trac-
tors, tools, and implements" (Central Bank of Nigeria 1991, p. 68).
Farmers were also unhappy with the Kano State Agricultural Supply
Company, a parastatal run by the Kano State government and charged
with bulk-purchasing and supplying inputs to farmers in the area. They
blamed the parastatal for the periodic shortage of inputs. The arrange-
ments for marketing their output were also an issue of great concern. As
one farmer noted,

Before, the Cotton Board bought all of our cotton. Now, we wait for
the buyers, and they don't come quickly. So we send to them to beg
them to buy. And they tell us the price they can pay. We can either take
it or leave it.

As with cocoa farmers, cotton farmers also incurred some debt, mostly
from small moneylenders. Unlike cocoa, cotton production increased 42
percent between 1988 and 1990.12

Even with a growing agricultural sector, farmers did not provide the
Babangida regime with an important political constituency. As an au-
thoritarian regime, the Babangida government did not benefit from the
sheer demographic weight of the peasants it sought to aid. Farmers had
been marginalized for so long that they would have been difficult to
engage as an immediate constituency even if the Babangida government
had shown an interest in cultivating political support from rural areas.
As General Babangida himself noted in his 1992 New Year's speech,
"The absence of truly grass-roots commodity-based farmers' associations
has also for long hindered small-scale farmers from participating in the
policy process. Existing associations were not real apex organizations,
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making it difficult for government to verify competing claims of clien-
tele" (quoted in Foreign Broadcast Information Service 1992, p. 35).
Finally, the highly structured political transition program may actually
have prevented the emergence of even an informal political movement
based on farmers because the regime only sanctioned the creation of two
parties.

Beyond the increased cost of inputs that accompanied the devaluation,
the deteriorating conditions in the Nigerian countryside increased the
level of apathy and hostility to the government. Many rural schools and
health centers were in a state of advanced decay, lacking all basic facili-
ties and suffering from gross underfunding. In many states, schools and
health centers-the only symbols of government presence and concern-
were allowed to close. In others, particularly in eastern Nigeria, only
community efforts kept schools and rural clinics open. Rural water and
electricity supply schemes begun in the 1970s at the height of the oil
boom were discontinued in many states, and the failure to maintain or
service existing facilities led to their collapse. Life in rural Nigeria, as
A. R. Mustapha (1992) has noted, is still characterized by worsening
cases of disease, acute poverty, malnutrition, and declining household
purchasing power.

Creation of the Directorate of Food, Roads, and Rural Infrastructure
(DFRRI) in 1988 did little to alter the dismal fate of rural Nigeria. The
program suffered from the inefficiencies and corrupt practices that char-
acterize many government policies in Nigeria. In Anambra State, for
instance, a presidential monitoring team reported that it was "told by
DFRRI officials in Enugu that 360 communities had been supplied with
potable water at a cost of N5,322 million [N5.322 billion]. However,
after a ten-day tour of the area, the team found that 64 of the commu-
nities listed as beneficiaries did not exist and 153 had no functioning
water scheme" (West Africa, July 17, 1989, p. 1187). Retired Commo-
dore Larry Kainyan, chair of DFRRI, was forced by overwhelming evi-
dence of fraud in his organization to state that "there are those who
believe that the measure of their success is the amount of public funds
they spend irrespective of what it was spent on, why, and the results
achieved" (quoted in Mustapha 1992, pp. 122-23). Not surprisingly,
many rural smallholders became increasingly dependent on remittances
from relatives living in the urban areas (Zakari 1990).

One group that profited from adjustment includes bankers, especially
merchant bankers, easily Nigeria's nouveau riche class, boasting very
high naira earnings, enjoying access to foreign exchange, and living a
high-flying lifestyle. In 1986, Nigeria had 41 licensed banks; by 1991,
the number had tripled to 120 (Callaghy 1992, p. 17). Bankers were
(until March 1992) permitted to make easy money because of the signifi-
cant gap between the naira price of dollars that they bought from the
central bank and the price at which they were allowed to sell dollars on
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the open market. Some of these banks were apparently established by
interests previously associated with the import-licensing system, which,
after the system was abolished, shifted their resources to the interbank
and bureaus of change markets.

While profiting from deregulation, merchant bankers were not an ac-
tive constituency in support of adjustment, partly because of the appar-
ent love-hate relationship between them and the government. This rela-
tionship arose from the government's attempt to deflect political blame
for the wild, downward fluctuation of the naira onto "irresponsible"
bankers. As public criticism of the increasing "undervaluation" of the
naira mounted, the government was often compelled to take actions
against bankers. In the third quarter of 1991, within the space of one
month, bank executives were summoned to three separate meetings with
the finance minister, the vice president, and finally the president. At these
meetings, they were requested to cut down on their lifestyle and salaries
and to take steps to ensure the appreciation of the naira. This hardly
made bankers enthusiastic supporters of the adjustment process.

IMPLEMENTING THE REFORM PROGRAM WITHOUT SUPPORT. The
Babangida regime's response to the lack of domestic political support was
multifaceted. Caught between sustained domestic opposition to adjust-
ment and pressure from international financial institutions, the state
sought to accommodate local demands and establish its own clients.
Groups opposed to or critical of the government (for example, the Bar
Association, the Nigerian Labour Congress, and the Nigerian Union of
Journalists) received millions of nairas in personal gifts from the presi-
dent or his wife. So, too, did numerous individuals and members of the
armed forces.

While providing these carrots, the regime also resorted to repression.
Some of the most vociferous critics of the government's policies were
arrested. Journalists, university lecturers, students, and trade unionists
were targeted for intimidation by the state security services. The Na-
tional Association of Nigerian Students was banned shortly after the
regime came to power. In 1988, the Academic Staff Union of Universities
was proscribed, and the Nigerian Labour Congress was dissolved as part
of the regime's attempt to encourage the emergence of a more manage-
able labor leadership. Not surprisingly, an attempt in August 1990 to
convene a national conference initially under the sponsorship of two
nominally disparate groups-the so-called progressives, consisting of
radical lawyers, academics, students, and doctors, and the so-called tech-
nocrats, made up predominantly of retired senior civil servants from the
Gowon days-was called off after a show of force by the government.
Increasingly, the human rights cloak worn by the regime at its inception
in 1985 became ill-fitting. Indeed, the Lawyers Committee for Human
Rights wrote, "the Nigerian Police Force are responsible for numerous
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and widespread violations of human rights. Increasingly under the mili-
tary government of Ibrahim Babangida, police officers have been impli-
cated in arbitrary arrests, beatings, torture, extra-judicial killings. The
Nigerian military government continues to tolerate these widespread
abuses of human rights" (Lawyers Committee for Human Rights 1992,
p. 33).

The regime also experimented with a number of government reforms
as part of its bid to institutionalize structural adjustment. Perhaps the
most important institutional change introduced was the removal in 1989
of the central bank from the jurisdiction of the Federal Ministry of Fi-
nance and its placement in the Office of the President. Under the new
arrangement, the governor of the central bank reported directly to the
president. Interviews with central bank personnel in August 1991 sug-
gest, however, that the institution gained only limited real autonomy.
Officials of the Central Bank of Nigeria were skeptical of the reforms and
doubted that they would mean much under civilian rule. Certainly, the
central bank acted, sometimes dramatically, to control the money supply
as part of its fight against inflation. Yet, it was powerless to forestall
government overspending other than to write periodic confidential re-
ports warning of the adverse effects of fiscal expansion.

Finally, the Babangida regime attempted to institutionalize the eco-
nomic reforms through the political transition itself. Indeed, as opposi-
tion to structural adjustment gathered strength, the Babangida adminis-
tration increasingly manipulated its transition program to civilian rule as
one means to sustain its reforms after returning to the barracks. Al-
though the regime moved swiftly to release most of the disgraced second
republic politicians whom Buhari had detained or jailed, the government
proceeded to ban most of them, and other "old breed" politicians who
participated in the first and second republics, from holding office either
for life or until after 1996. A transition to civilian rule decree was pro-
mulgated, making "attempts by an individual or groups to distract us or
put obstacles in the path of a planned and effectively supervised return to
civic order" an offense that would be viewed as sabotage and treated as
such (West Africa, September 7, 1987, p. 1731). The decree was partly
directed at banned politicians but was also applied to other opponents.

The Political Bureau had recommended that the country adopt a two-
party system within the framework of a socialist ideology. This recom-
mendation brought out in sharp relief the potential conflicts that could
arise between the adjustment program and the attempt to promote politi-
cal reform. Not surprisingly, the government rejected most of the recom-
mendations of the bureau, retaining only those planks that would permit
the political transition program to be monitored with a view to guiding
the process to a desired outcome. A rash of decrees was therefore pro-
mulgated granting extensive, unprecedented powers to the National
Electoral Commission to accept or reject candidates for elective offices.
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In April 1989, the government announced that it had accepted a two-
party system as a basis for the return to civilian rule and the creation of
the third republic in 1992.13

The government lifted the ban on politics in May 1989 by inviting
Nigerians to form parties that would compete for recognition from the
Armed Forces Ruling Council. In response, more than fifty political
associations were launched, including one sponsored by the Nigerian
Labour Congress. Parties were required to fulfill very stiff conditions,
including supplying the addresses of their members on a ward-by-ward
basis and stating clearly their attitude toward the structural adjustment
program. By July 1989, thirteen associations had approached the Na-
tional Electoral Commission for recognition as one of the two parties
that would compete for political power.

The government refused to recognize any of them because-it
claimed-they had discernible religious or ethnic allegiances and because
many were under the influence of banned politicians. In October 1989,
in an extraordinary move, the government created two parties: the Na-
tional Republican Convention and the Social Democratic Party. Accord-
ing to the president, the National Republican Convention was supposed
to be "a little to the right" and the Social Democratic Party "a little to the
left." The government also wrote the constitutions and manifestos of the
two parties. The platforms committed both parties to promoting the
goals and objectives of the structural adjustment program even before
they had members or officers. The government then provided them with
officers and appointed senior civil servants to recruit workers and ar-
range their inaugural congress. All Nigerians were invited to join the
party of their choice except political and religious radicals and extre-
mists. A decree was passed legalizing the operations of the two parties;
all other political associations were banned and forbidden to meet,
canvas, or attempt to field candidates. The power of elected officials of
the National Republican Convention and Social Democratic Party to
amend the manifestos bequeathed them was also severely constrained.

An Evaluation of Progress, 1986-90

By the end of 1989, the government had made considerable progress in
key areas. Perhaps most important, the naira had been devalued 84
percent in real terms between 1985 and 1990 (IMF, various years, 1991,
p. 398). There had been some reform in trade liberalization and consid-
erable progress made on privatization and the promotion of agriculture.
Overall, significant changes had occurred in the incentives producers
faced and considerable encouragement given to the nonoil export sector.

The inability of the government to control fiscal expenditures re-
mained, however, and reflected the political reality: opposition to key
aspects of the adjustment program continued, and only a very weak
coalition offered outright support for the economic reforms. As a result,
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the government undertook several bouts of overspending only to be fol-
lowed by severe monetary policies that attempted to mop up some of the
economy's liquidity and relieve some of the pressure on the naira. The
tough monetary policies exacted a high political cost because they alien-
ated the manufacturers who had the potential to support reform.

The continuing dominance of oil and the concomitant centrality of the
state suggest that for all the changes brought about by liberalizing the
market (and they are substantial), the basic framework of politics in
Nigeria, especially the complex dynamic of ethnic, class, and religious
cleavages mediated by patron-client networks, remain essentially un-
changed. Although some social groups adopted the rhetoric of the mar-
ket, they did so primarily for the purpose of gaining or justifying access
to the rentier state. The Nigerian political system was perhaps more
resilient than the Babangida regime itself realized. Certainly, to push
through its own policies, it had to develop its own patron-client network.
Therefore, the fundamental question for the Babangida regime was
whether the old dynamics of the political system would, over time,
threaten the very important reforms that had been adopted.

Coping with the Oil Windfall, 1990-91

The small oil boom of 1990-91 provided an excellent test of the
sustainability of key aspects of the economic reform program. Indeed,
given that the weak link in Nigeria's structural adjustment program was
fiscal policy, the oil windfall associated with the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait
in August 1990 presented an ideal opportunity to test the degree to which
the Babangida government was able to institutionalize controls on spend-
ing and answer the other questions posed at the beginning of this chapter.
Certainly, the sudden, rapid rise in oil prices after August 1990 had a
profound effect on Nigerian finances. The World Bank estimates that
total oil export revenue in 1990 was $14 billion, a 49 percent increase
over the level for 1989 (World Bank 1991a, p. 404).

The government said, from the start of the Persian Gulf crisis, that it
was going to treat the increase in revenue as a temporary exogenous
shock that would not have a long-term effect on the level of government
spending. Indeed, General Babangida, in his 1991 budget address, went
out of his way to stress that his administration had learned the lessons of
the 1973 and 1979 oil windfalls and was committed to handling the huge
increase in revenue in a responsible manner. Babangida (1991, pp. 5-6)
said that "most of the extra earnings [from the oil windfall] were in fact
sterilised in building up the nation's foreign exchange reserves." If the
money had been treated in such a manner, it would have been nothing
short of a revolution in Nigerian finances, given the fiscal irresponsibility
of previous regimes over the past twenty years.

Despite these intentions, the Babangida regime experienced powerful
pressure to increase spending after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. First,
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opposition to the structural adjustment program was still strong, and a
visible proreform coalition had not developed. Indeed, the manufac-
turers' association announced in April 1990 that first-quarter capacity
use had actually decreased below its 1989 level. The regime therefore felt
the need to increase expenditures in order to buy popular acquiescence.
Second, also in April 1990, an amateurish coup attempt by junior offi-
cers came surprisingly close to succeeding. Although their grievances
centered around ethnic and religious issues (they sought to expel the
states in northern Nigeria from the federation), Babangida attempted to
buy more support from the military. As a result, a large expenditure
program for rehabilitating police and military barracks was initiated;
spending on security, including a proposed but controversial national
guard, was increased; new weapons were procured; and special grants to
improve the welfare of officers were approved. In February 1992, $50
million was allocated to purchase 3,000 Peugeots for the private use of
captains and majors in the Nigerian army. Similar presidential gifts were
promised to the officers of the navy and the air force. Third, the states
made a strong appeal for their share of the oil revenue. Finally, more
money may have been needed to grease the wheels of the political transi-
tion program.

In fact, the government ratcheted up spending almost as soon as the
spot oil market responded to the Iraqi invasion by dramatically increas-
ing the price of crude. Especially worrisome was that the deficit spending
appeared to be financed in good part by the domestic banking system,
leading to the possibility that local investment would be crowded out.
Net banking system claims on the government in 1990 increased 15
percent, compared with a decrease of 34 percent in 1989. Not sur-
prisingly, monetary policy could not act as a counterweight to fiscal
expenditures given the enormous sums that Nigeria was suddenly taking
in. The narrow measure of the money supply increased 45 percent in
1990, compared with 22 percent in 1989. The target for 1990 had been
13 percent (Central Bank of Nigeria 1991, p. 1).

The overall evidence suggests that, at least for the second half of 1990,
the government did not sterilize the money received from the windfall.
Rather, it increased expenditure massively by funding the intervention in
Liberia and the purchase of new military equipment (estimated at a cost
of $250 million to $500 million), failing to curb spending on the
Ajaokuta steel plant (at an initial price of $1.4 billion and a final price
estimated at $4 billion), continuing the commitment to a dubious $2.4
billion aluminum smelter, and sponsoring the 1990 Organization of Afri-
can Unity summit ($150 million; Keeling 1991, p. 4). Indeed, the central
bank complained that the high level of deficit spending in the second half
of the year caused "considerable pressure" on the naira (Central Bank of
Nigeria 1991, p. 1). William Keeling, the Financial Times correspondent
in Lagos, also reported that, by June 1991, Nigeria had spent at least half
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of the oil windfall (Keeling 1991, p. 4). A World Bank report completed
in early 1991 also noted that there was

a breakdown in fiscal and monetary discipline in 1990 . . . not only
characterised by additional spending and monetary expansion but also
by a major surge in expenditures bypassing budgetary mechanisms for
expenditure authorisation and control (quoted in Holman 1992, p.
14).

The report noted that "significant domestic currency spending appears to
have occurred without any apparent budgetary authorisations." In par-
ticular, inconsistencies in the Federal Stabilisation Account, if they are
equivalent to actual expenditures, "imply spending outside normal ac-
counting and budgetary mechanisms which exceed total budgetary non-
debt service spending of the Federal government in 1990" (quoted in
Holman 1992, p. 14).

The Babangida government's handling of the Persian Gulf windfall
may very well have been better than the Nigerian response to the 1973 or
1979 OPEC shocks. That comparison sets, however, a very low standard
for judgment. Although not all the figures are in, the government appar-
ently did not successfully match its rhetoric by managing the exogenous
shock in what could be considered a fiscally responsible manner. Cer-
tainly, the experience in 1990-91 did not offer much reassurance that the
recovery program would stop being exceptionally vulnerable to loose
fiscal policies that threaten the entire macroeconomic framework of the
reforms instituted to date.

Conclusions

The Babangida government implemented significant reforms between
1986 and 1992. The reforms of the exchange rate, privatization, and
elimination of marketing boards in particular promised to eliminate
some of the most glaring inefficiencies in the Nigerian economy and
provided significant incentives to expand the nonoil sector. Nevertheless,
there is very little evidence, despite strenuous attempts by the govern-
ment, that politics in Nigeria was transformed in any significant manner.
Buhari, not Babangida, represented the most significant attack on clien-
telism, and his reforms failed due to internal contradictions in his pro-
gram and due to lack of support by creditors. Indeed, Babangida's diktat
that the artificially created political parties could not even discuss the
economic reform program during the election campaign suggests that the
government itself did not believe that it had successfully challenged the
postcolonial syndrome in Nigeria.

The inability to change the nature of Nigerian politics was repeatedly
demonstrated by the government's failure to keep spending under con-
trol. Critically, when pressure to limit expenditures temporarily abated
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during the Persian Gulf conflict, government spending increased danger-
ously. The government did not institutionalize controls on spending or
credit. Nor did it create a strongly independent central bank. As a result,
the pattern of Nigerian politics-with its seemingly insatiable desire for
side payments, bribes, and patronage-continued to threaten the reform
program's goals, irrespective of the government in power. Although rent-
seeking activities probably became less important economically (primar-
ily because of reforms in management of the exchange rate), they remain
vital to the political system. Babangida was not able to develop an alter-
native means to mobilize popular political support.

Notes

1. Nigeria's currency is the naira. A billion is 1,000 million.
2. The Nigerian federation now has thirty states following the latest state creation

exercise carried out in August 1991.
3. All dollar amounts are in U.S. dollars.
4. Even in 1991, after five years of structural adjustment, many Nigerians, even in the

commercial banking sector, refused to believe that the value of the naira was the outcome of
monetary and fiscal policy and continued to insist that there was a "just price" for their
currency.

5. Anecdotal evidence suggests that subventions to public enterprises did decrease. The
data are too poor, however, to make a conclusive judgment.

6. Reserves were valued at $425 million in 1983 but decreased to -$498 million in 1984
(IMF 1990, p. 491).

7. The improvement in net debt service appeared as part of the government's capital
account rather than its recurrent expenditures.

8. World Bank 1990b, p. 8; the IMF estimates exchange rate appreciation at only 10
percent (IMF, various years, 1991, p. 398).

9. This assumes a 3 percent annual growth in population. The actual rate of Nigerian
population growth is unknown.

10. The actual growth in manufacturing is unclear because World Bank and Central
Bank of Nigeria statistics cannot be easily reconciled. Manufacturing appears to have
grown approximately 6 percent a year.

11. This section is based on fieldwork done by Olukoshi in 1991 to test actual support
for structural adjustment in the countryside.

12. Central Bank of Nigeria 1991, p. 69. The magnitude of increase in production
should be viewed as only a rough estimate given Paul Mosley's work on errors in Nigerian
agricultural statistics; see Mosley 1992, p. 227.

13. When he took office, Babangida promised a return to civilian rule by October 1990.
The slippage reflects the severe problems that the government had in guaranteeing that its
successor would sustain the economic reform program as well as the logistical difficulties
associated with any significant political program in Nigeria.
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Baker Plan, 369
Balcerowicz, Leszek, 193, 195, 199, 231

Babangida, Ibrahim, regime of (Nigeria): Balcerowicz Plan (Poland): absence of co-
bureaucratic reform in, 15; concurrent herent alternative to, 233; compared
political and economic reform in, 7; with Beksiak plan, 193-94; compensa-
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Balcerowicz Plan (continued) Buhari, Muhammadu, and regime of
tion of losers under reform in, 25; con- (Nigeria), 454, 467-71,499
tinuation under succeeding government Bureaucracies, reform of, 13-15, 31, 54,
of, 230; debate in Seim over, 197, 210; 84. See also names of countries and
design of, 196-98; failure to build po- administrations
litical coalition for, 234; fiscal policy Bureaucratic conflict, delays in economic
under, 196, 199, 204-05, 210; honey- reform and, 54
moon period of, 218, 234; incomes Bureau of the Budget (Thailand), 438
policy under, 198; initial results of, Business groups, role in economic reform
200-02, 207; interest groups' attitudes of, 18-20. See also names of countries
toward, 214-16; legacies of, 232; and administrations
monetary policy under, 199; opening to Bustos, Manuel, 256, 276
the West under, 233; origins of, 193-
96; pace and sequence of reform under,
7, 22, 189; policy toward public enter- Caceres, Carlos, 255, 268
prises of, 216-17, 238 nlO; public Calvo Sotelo, Leopoldo, 99, 100, 105,
opinion of, 211-14; reasons for politi- 124 n4
cal success of, 186; reduction of sub- Canevi. Yavuz, 150
sidies and price controls under, 196- Cardenas, Cuauhtemoc, 398, 405 n4
97, 199, 202; relaxation in June 1990 Catholic Election Movement (Poland),
of, 210; slow emergence of effective 231, 239 n32
support for, 231; social impact of, 203, Catholic University of Chile, 259
210-18; technical errors of, 234; trade Cauas, Jorge, 283 n5
and exchange rate policy under, 197- Celebi, Isin, 174
99 Center-Center Union (Chile), 280

Bank of Mexico, 363, 397 Center Democratic Union (ucD, Spain):
Bank of Thailand, 415, 421, 422, 426, coalition structure of, 100; minority

427,437, 445 rule by, 90; relations between labor
Barahona, Pablo, 245 and business groups and, 90, 93, 96,
Barker, Jonathan, 303 101-07
"Barons" (Senegalese political power Center Democratic Union (UCD), govern-

brokers), 306, 311, 347 ment of: absence of honeymoon of, 96;
Beksiak,Janusz, 193 achievements of, 122; compensation of
Berg, Elliot, 328 losers from reform under, 102; consti-
Bianchi, Andres, 268 rutional reform under, 97-99; financial
Bielecki, Jan Krzysztof, administration of market reform under, 92, 94; fiscal pol-

(Poland), 224, 226-27, 231, 233 icy of, 93, 94, 99; incomes policy of,
Bienen, Henry, 181 n4 93; labor market reform of, 93, 94;
Black markets in foreign exchange, 74-75 problems with bureaucracy of, 100;
Board of Investments (Thailand), 440 timing of economic reforms of, 95-97,
Boeninger, Edgardo, 258 122; trade reform under, 93; weak leg-
Bolivia, 12, 83 islative position of, 99
Bonnefond, Philippe, 327, 353 n6 Center for Development Studies (Chile),
Boonchu Rojanastien, 417, 430 258
Bortoni, Vicente, 380 Center for Public Studies (Chile), 259
Bourguignon, Francois, 66 Central Alliance (Poland), 208, 218, 220,
Boyer, Miguel, 15, 117,120, 124 n7 230,239 n32
Brady Plan and associated agreements, Central banks, 54-55. See also names oJ

400-01 countries and governments
Brazil, 12, 13, 82 CEOE (Spanish Confederation of Business
Brussels Group, 195 Organizations), 93, 104-05, 110, 116,
Biuchi, Hernan, 246, 259, 264, 266, 267 118,121
Budget Commission (Turkey), 180 Chatichai Choonavan and government of
Bugai, Ryszard, 198, 207, 222 (Thailand), 440, 446, 447,447 n2
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Chart Thai Party (Thailand) 429, 445, Clouthier, Manuel, 382
448 n9, 448 nIS CNTS (National Confederation of

Chile: agricultural sector in, 284-85 n19; Senegalese Workers), 301, 335, 336,
authoritarian enclaves in, 10, 244,251, 338-39,346
252, 267, 283 n4; central bank of, 15, Coalition building, role in reform of, 5,
268-69; civilian-military relations in, 16-25,53
253-55; constitutional reform in, 253, Cocoa Marketing Board (Nigeria), 492
254, 267-68; constitution of 1980 of, Collier, Paul, 328
250; elections of 1989 in, 263; electoral Collin, jean, 305, 334, 336, 349, 350,
system in, 10, 251; external debt of, 353 n13
246, 272, 284 n8; financial crisis of Comando por el No (Chile), 261
1982 in, 246; foreign exchange reserves Commercial policy, distributional analysis
in, 273; foreign investment in, 273; of, 72-73
human rights issues in, 267, 270-71; Committee for Implementation of the
impact of Gulf War on, 272; implicit Structural Adjustment Program (CSPA,

social pact in, 243; importance of eco- Senegal), 313-14, 349
nomic policymaking team in, 282; in- Communist party (Chile), 250, 257, 262,
come distribution in, 243, 247, 249, 267, 280
276, 278, 283 n3; indexation in, 265; Communist party (Poland), 209, 220
inflation in, 245, 266, 272; interna- Communistparty(Spain), 101, 115,119
tional influences on, 263, 282-83; mu- Communist party (Turkey), 141
nicipal elections of 1992 in, 280; orga- Compensation of losers from reform, 23-
nized labor in, 254, 255-56, 274-76; 25, 31. See also names of countries and
plebiscite of 1988 in, 254, 260-63; po- governments
litical parties in, 250, 260, 274; politi- Competence of governments: delays of
cal stalemate of 1985-87 in, 259; pop- economic reform and, 53; political-
ular capitalism in, 284 n12; presidency economic models of, 40, 42
in, 252, 257, 267, 285 n22; public en- CONCAMIN (National Confederation of In-
terprises in, 242, 280; public opinion dustrial Chambers, Mexico), 380, 391
on reform in, 249, 261, 265, 280-82, Concertaci6n de los Partidos por la
283 nl; research institutions in, 28, Democracia, government of (Chile):
257-59; sustainability of reforms in, base of support of, 252, 260; business
82-83; tradeoffs between democratiza- confidence in, 263; compensation of
tion and economic reform in, 7; transi- losers from reform in, 24; consolida-
tion to democracy in, 242-44, 253; un- tion in 1980s of, 260; constitutional re-
employment in, 247, 256, 275. See also form under, 253, 264; continuity of
Concertaci6n de los Partidos por la economic policy under, 266, 272-73;
Democracia; names of organizatzons formation of, 261; labor reform under,
and political parties; Pinochet, Augusto 274-76; macroeconomic management

Christian Democracy (Poland), 230 by, 264, 265, 270-72; municipal re-
Christian Democratic Party (Chile), 6, form under, 253, 279-80; political

250, 257, 269 strategy of, 252, 263, 282; position on
Chuquicamata mine (Chile), strikes at, distributional issues of, 264; privatiza-

276 tion and public enterprise reform under,
CIEPLAN (Corporation for Economic Re- 273, 280; role of military under, 243,

search on Latin America), 258 267; social welfare policy under, 276-
Citizens Movement for Democratic Ac- 79; system of electoral control by, 262;

tion (Poland), 208 tax reform under, 277; trade reform un-
Citizens' Parliamentary Club (Poland), der. 272

193, 198, 207, 219, 221-22, 238 n14 Conditionality, impact on success of re-
Civil service reform. See Bureaucracies, form of, 26-27

reform of Confederation of Independent Poland, 231
Class conflict, delays of economic reform Confederation of Labor Unions in Turkey

and, 51-52 (TJrk-is), 145, 146
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Confederation of Revolutionary Labor of, 310; role in Senghor regime of, 305,
Unions (Turkey), 145 306; views on role of state of, 309

"Concract Sejm,' 197, 218, 220, 226 Diouf, Abdou, government of (Senegal):
Coordinating Council of Entrepreneurs administrative reforms of, 312; agri-

(Mexico), 364, 391, 392 cultural policy of, 346; bureaucracy
Cotton Marketing Board (Nigeria), 492 and bureaucraric reform in, 15, 292,
Council of Economic Ministers (Thai- 295, 297, 300; compensation of losers

land), 14, 436-37 from reform under, 25; constitutional
Credibility of governments, 21,44 reform under, 311; coordinating com-
Cukierman, Alex, 56 mittees under, 313; democratization

under, 310-11; exchange rate policy of,
Dabrowski, Marek, 195 294; response to 1988-89 riots of,
Debt crisis of 1980s, 78-79. See also 346-48; technocrats in, 293, 294, 306,

Brady Plan; names of countries and 311-12, 349-50. See also Economic
governments Adjustment Plan in the Medium and

de Castro, Sergio, 283 n5 Long Term
Decision theory, 39 Diwan, Ishac, 181 n6
de la Madrid, Miguel, administration of Dixit, Avinash, 85

(Mexico): bureaucratic professionalism Drazen, Allan, 48-51
under, 397; exchange rate policy of, DYP (True Path Party, Turkey), 135, 141,
370-71; improvement of relations be- 142-43,147, 170
tween private sector and, 398; initial
response to 1982 crisis of, 365-67; Ecevit, Bulent, 132, 141, 161
macroeconomic stabilization under, Echeverria, Luiz, 364
365; monetary policy of, 371; struc- Economic Adjustment Plan in the Me-
tural adjustment under, 367; trade re- dium and Long Term (PAML, Senegal):
form under, 370 agricultural policy under, 317-19, 331;

Delays of economic reforms: bureaucratic bureaucratic reform under, 320; ex-
conflict and, 54; class conflict and, 51- change rate policy under, 315-16, 325-
52; in federal systems, 54; government 26; export subsidies under, 321; fiscal
competence and, 53; income distribu- impact of, 323; industrial reform un-
tion and, 50; institutional reform and, der, 319-22; macroeconomic stabiliza-
53-55; option value in, 48 tion measures under, 315-17; ortho-

Demirel, Suleyman, and government of doxy of, 314; public enterprise reform
(Turkey), 132, 142, 154-59, 161 under, 317, 322; role of external aid

Democracies in transition, 6-8, 30, 46, and lending agencies in, 327-29; struc-
55. See also names of countries and tural adjustment under, 317-22; supply
governments response to, 326-27; sustainability of

Democratic Alliance (Chile), 260 reforms under, 330; trade reform un-
Democratic Labor Party (Thailand), 435 der, 18, 319-20, 340-41
Democratic Party (Poland), 216, 239 n27 Economic and Financial Recovery Plan
Democratic Union (Poland), 222, 227, (Senegal), 309, 310

230, 231, 238 n20, 239 n33-34 Economic and Social Agreement (Spain),
Democratic Union of Senegalese Workers, 110

335 Economic and Social Council (Senegal),
Democrat Parry (Thailand), 448 301
Devaluation. See Exchange rate policy Economic Solidarity Pact. See Pact for
D'Hondt method, 123 n3 Economic Solidarity (Mexico)
Diaz, Gil, 406 n8 Economic Stabilization (Temporary Pro-
Diop, Madia, 336 visions) Act (Nigeria), 462
Diouf, Abdou: ascension to presidency of, Edwards, Sebastian, 56

291, 309; consolidation of power by, Eichengreen, Barr, 51
352; failure to create proreform coali- Electoral cycle: empirical studies in devel-
tion of, 294, 341-42, 352; power base oping countries of, 12; external support
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and, 30; opportunistic models of, 12, General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
40; partisan models of, 11, 40; polar- (GATT), 69, 83, 168, 179
ization and, 12; theory of, 40-44; and General-equilibrium analysis of trade re-
timing of reform, 11-13. See also form, 70-72
names of countries and governments General Union of Workers (Spain), 101,

Enterprise for the Americas Initiative, 273 115-16
Errazuriz, Francisco, 265, 267, 280 Geremek, Bronislaw, 227
European Community, 27, 92, 121-23, Ghana, 86

168, 179, 230, 353 n4 Gil, Arturo, 106
Exchange rate policy, 3, 20, 72, 73-77. Gonzalez, Felipe, 102, 108, 117

See also names of countries and Gonzalez, Felipe, government of. See
governments Socialist Workers' Party of Spain, gov-

Export-Import Bank, U.S., 467 ernment of
External debt, political wars of attrition Gradualism as reform strategy, 22, 69

and, 56. See also names of countries Graham, Carol, 32 n4
andgovernments Grilli, Vittorio, 51,56

Group for the Protection of Workers' In-
terests (Poland), 198

Farell, Arsenio, 405 n3 Group of Study and Research (Senegal),
Farmers Aid Fund (Thailand), 449 n25 349
Farmers Solidarity, 215, 226, 239 n24 GuzmAn, Jaime, 284 nl5
Federal systems, delays in economic re-

form under, 54 Haggard, Stephan, 12, 46, 55
Fernandez, Raquel, 52 Harrigan, Jane, 26
FernAndez Ord6fiez, Francisco, 100 Hibbs, D., 41,43,44,45
Ferrer, Carlos, 104,105,107,116-17 High Planning Council (Turkey), 180
Ffrench-Davis, Ricardo, 259, 272 Honeymoon effect, 21. See also names of
FICORCA (Mexico), 367, 398 countries and governments
Financial sector reform, optimum pace of, House Budget Scrutiny Committee (Thai-

20. See also names of countries and land), 439, 448 n17
governments Husain, Ishrat, 473, 476

Fiscal policy, role in stabilization of, 3.
See also names of countries and Ideology in political-economic models,
governments 39-40

Fiszbach, Tadeusz, 209 Import Credit Guarantee Department
FLACSO (L-atin American Faculty of the So- (U.K.), 467

cial Sciences, Chile), 259 Income distribution, delavs of economic
Flisflish, Angel, 265 reform and, 50
Foreign Debt Policy Committee (Thai- Independent Democratic Union (Chile),

land), 440 269, 277
Foreign Exchange Market (Nigeria), 480 Inflation: independence of central bank

RS (Social Investment and Solidarity and, 54-55; in partisan theory, 43, 44;
Fund, Chile), 278 in political-business cycle, 41-42. See

Foxiey, Alejandro, 259, 262, 268, 272 also names of countries and
Fragmentation of political parties, 9. See governments

also names of countries and Information, imperfect, in political-
governments economic models. 39

France, 326 Institutional reform: role in economic re-
Franc Zone, 294, 315-16, 325 form of, 5, 53-55; role of IFIS in, 29.
Frei, Eduardo, 254, 272, 284 n17 See also names of countries and
Fuentes Quintana, Enrique, 92, 101 governments

Insulation of policvmakers, success of re-
Game theory, 39,41 form and, 13
Garcia-Diez, Juan Antonio, 105, 106 Intellectual influences on reform, 27-29
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Interbank Foreign Exchange Market Liberal Democratic Congress (Poland),
(Nigeria), 488 230, 231, 239 n33-34

Interconfederal Framework Agreement Lindbeck, A., 41
(Spain), 110 Lipton, David, 194-95

Interest groups, role in economic reform London Club, 470, 476, 477, 489
of, 5, 8, 48-51. See also names of Londregan,J., 56
countries and governments L6pez Portillo, Jose, 364

International financial institutions (IFIS): Luders, Rolf, 24S
conditional lending by, 26-27; implica-
tions of political economy research for, Macroeconomic stabilization, 3, 16-17,
29-32; increased influence during 20. See also names of countries and
1980s debt crisis of, 79; need to take governments
account of political considerations Manufacturers Association of Nigeria,
within, 29; role in institutional reform 481,482,486,490
of, 29. See also International Monetary Marabouts (Senegalese Muslim brother-
Fund; names of countries; World Bank hoods), 291, 301-03, 318, 333

International Monetary Fund (IMF): con- Masciandaro, D., 56
ditional lending by, 26-27; intellectual Mazowiecki, Tadeusz, 192, 193, 19S,
influence on reform of, 28; relations 221, 237 n4
with Mexico, 367, 369-70; relations Mercuriales, 319, 354 nl8
with Nigeria, 28, 463, 464-66, 470, Mexico: agricultural and rural groups in,
472-75, 476, 489; relations with Po- 397; budgetary process in, 386; bu-
land, 195, 222; relations with Spain, reaucracy in, 14, 363; business groups
92; relations with Turkey, 132, 153-54 in, 19, 364-65, 380, 388, 398; consul-

tative mechanisms in, 19-20; debt

Jaruzelski, Woiciech, 189, 191-92, 219 crisis of 1982 in, 82, 365; earthquake
Joseph, Richard, 456 of 1985 in, 367; elections of 1988 in,
Juan Carlos 1,91, 97, 123 40S nS; electoral cycle in, 13; financial
Justice Party (Turkey), 142 sector in, 405 nI; fiscal deficit in, 367,

382; foreign exchange reserves of, 401;
free trade agreement between United

Kaczynski, Jaroslaw, 208 States and, 27, 83; government capac-
Kafaoglu, Adnan Baser, 133 ity to implement reforms in, 397-98;
Kainyan, Larry, 493 impact of 1987 stock market crash on,
Kamglangek, Arthit, 431-32 374; inflation in, 367, 377-71, 389;
Kane, Cheikh Hamidou, 350, 352 institutionalization of reforms in, 83;
Kast, Miguel, 284 n7 insulation of policvmakers in, 362; in-
Kaufman, Robert R., 46 terest rates in, 387, 403-04; minimum
Kiszczak, Czeslaw, 192 wage in, 402; organized labor in, 364,
Krairerk, Kosol, 449 n25 380-81, 397, 403; political parties in,
Kravixien, Thanin, 418 9; presidency of, 363, 386; relations
Kriangsak Chomanan, government of between IFIs and, 365, 367, 369-70,

(Thailand), 416, 418-20 383, 400-01; single-party domination
Krueger, Anne 0., 181 n5 in, 9, 383-84, 398-400; "stabilizing
Kuczynski, Waldemar, 237 n8 development" period in, 398; tariffs in,
Kuron,Jacek, 193, 217, 237 n8 361, 381-82, 406 n9; technocrats in,
Kurowski, Stefan, 193 365, 397; transition to democracy in,
Kwasniewski, Aleksander, 209 362, 399-400. See also De la Madrid,

Miguel; names of organizations and
Labor Plan (Chile), 256 political parties; Pact for Economic
Lagos, Ricardo, 259, 262, 269, 284 nIS Solidarity
Leeahtam, Pisit, 448 n16 Michnik, Adam, 192
Legoretta, Augustin, 380, 406 nl I Milesi-Ferretti, Gian Maria, 52-53
Lerner symmetry theorem, 86 n1O Ministry of Budget and Planning (Mex-
Letowski, Maciej, 237 n3 ico), 363
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Ministry of Commerce (Thailand), 440 NAFTA. See North American Free Trade
Ministry of Finance (Mexico), 363 Agreement
Ministry of Finance (Thailand), 419, 426, National Accord for the Full Transition

427, 437, 438, 440,448 n17 (Chile), 254, 260
Ministry of Finance (Turkey), 148, 180, National Action Party (Mexico), 382,

181 n14 400,405 n5
Ministry of Trade and Industrial Develop- National Association of Nigerian Stu-

ment (SECOFI, Mexico), 19, 363, 390, dents, 483, 494
391 National Bank of Credit (Senegal), 331

Moncloa Pacts (Spain), 92, 93-94, 102 National Bank of Poland, 225
Monetary policy, role in stabilization of, National Chamber of Transforming In-

3. See also names of countries and dustries (Mexico), 391
governments National Commission for Truth and Rec-

Money and Credit Committee (Turkey), onciliation (Chile), 270
159 National Confederation of Industrial

Morrisson, Christian, 66 Chambers (CONCAMIN, Mexico), 380,
Mosley, Paul, 26 391
Motherland Party (ANAP, Turkey): base of National Confederation of Senegalese

support of, 139, 174, 177; formation Workers (CNTS), 301, 335, 336, 338-
of, 133; patronage politics of, 149, 39, 346
176; reasons for electoral success of, National Council of Senegalese Man-
133, 139; relations between military agers, 339
and, 134; role in coalition in support of National Democracy Parry (Turkey), 137,
exports of, 178 140

Motherland Party, government of: agri- National Economic and Social Develop-
cultural policy under, 170; budget pro- ment Board (NESDB, Thailand), 419,
cess under, 180; bureaucratic reform 438,440,441
under, 15, 147-51, 165, 177; consol- National Employment Agreement
idation of reforms by, 175-76; eco- (Spain), 106
nomic team of, 148; exchange rate pol- National League of Autonomous Unions
icy of, 162, 163-64, 170-71, 174; (Senegal), 336
export subsidies under, 178; financial National Office of Cooperation and As-
market reform under, 164; fiscal policy sistance for Development (ONCAD,

of, 129, 152, 172; foreign investment Senegal), 298, 307
liberalization under, 134; honeymoon National Party (Chile), 250
period of, 133, 179; monetary policy National Party (Nigeria), 459, 465
of, 172-74; packaging of reforms by, National Renovation (Chile), 254, 269,
166, 178; political liberalization under, 275
176-77; privatization under, 165; rela- National Republican Convention
tions between labor and business (Nigeria), 496
groups and, 143-46, 149, 163, 165, National Union of Chambers of Com-
171; role of Turgut Ozal in success of, merce and Commodity Exchanges
140; rule by decree of, 137; stabiliza- (TOBB, Turkey) 143, 144
tion program of, 164, 172-73; supply- National Union of Merchants and Manu-
side tax cuts of, 164; technocrats in, facturers of Senegal, 340
149, 177; timing of reform by, 179; National Union of Senegalese Economic
top-down management style of, 137, Groups,304
175-77; trade policy of, 18. 129, 162, Near rationality in political-economic
163, 166-69, 175; use of patronage by, models, 39
140; use of extrabudgetary funds by, Nelson, Joan, 12
140,168, 176, 180 NESDB (National Economic and Social

Multilateral development banks. See In- Development Board, Thailand), 419,
ternational financial institutions (iFis); 438,440,441
World Bank New Agricultural Policy (NPA, Senegal),

Mustapha, A. R.,493 317-19,331,333-34
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New Industrial Policy (NPI, Senegal), Opposition parties. See Political parties
319-22,323-24,339-41 Option value in delay of reform, 48

Nigeria: agricultural groups and agri- Organization for Economic Cooperation
cultural policy in, 458, 491-93; banks and Development (OECD), 92
in, 493; business groups in, 18, 482- Organized labor, role in economic reorm
83, 486-87, 490; central bank of, 462, of, 16-17. See also names of countries
466, 483, 486, 495; clientelism in, and governments
455-56, 459, 465, 469-70, 497, 486, Osiatynski, Jerzy, 237 n5
499; commitment to democracy in, Otero, Miguel, 284 nl5
453; debate over IMF conditionality in, Ozal, Turgut: ascendance to presidency
28, 472-75; Dutch disease in, 457, of, 134, 174, 176; control of extra-
458; economic crisis of 1982 in, 462; budgetary funds by, 153; election as
elections of 1979 in, 459-61; elecrion prime minister of, 133; leadership of
of 1983 in, 467; ethnic rivalries in, Turkish economic team by, 132, 148;
455; exchange rate policy in, 464, 469; popular identification with economic
external debt of, 463, 467, 470, 482, reform of, 6; role in success of Mother-
487; extrabudgetary accounts in, 487; land Party of, 140; shift from economic
fiscal policy in, 467; foreign exchange toward political issues by, 134; style of
reserves of, 463, 500 n6; impact of oil leadership of, 176; ties to nationalist
price volatility on, 456-58, 471, 497- and religious parties of 139; tenure at
99; interest rates in, 483, 486; orga- World Bank of, 28, 153, 160
nized labor in, 473, 483, 494; packag- Ozal, Yusuf, 149
ing of reforms in, 18; petroleum sub- Ozler, S., 47,56
sidies in, 458, 469, 475, 483, 489;
political parties in, 11, 459, 496; rela- Pace of reform, 20-22. See also names of
tions between IFIs and, 28, 463, 464- countries and governments
66, 470, 476, 477, 489; relations be- Packaging of stabilization with trade re-
tween Paris Club and, 470, 476, 477, form, 31, 79-82. See also names of
489; role of state in economy in, 455; countries and governments
student groups in, 468, 483, 494; tran- Pact for Economic Solidarity (Mexico):
sition to democracy in, 495; weakness business group participation in, 380,
of proreform coalition in, 473-75, 388, 390-92, 398; exchange rate pol-
489-90. See also Babangida, Ibrahim; icy under, 381, 392-93, 382, 401, 406
Buhari, Muhammadu; Shagari, Shehu; n13, 406 n15; export promotion under,
names of organizations and political 393; fiscal policy under, 361, 382-87,
parties 401, 403-05; interest rates under, 387;

Nigerian Labour Congress, 473, 483, low expectations of success of, 382;
489,494,496 monetary policy under, 401; negotia-

Nominal anchor in exchange rate policy, tion of, 377-81; organized labor par-
76 ticipation in, 380, 381, 403; pace and

Nordhaus, William D., 39, 41-42,45 timing of reforms under, 13, 22; pack-
Norman, Victor, 85 aging of reforms under, 362, 391; rea-
North American Free Trade Agreement sons for success of, 401; shortages and

(NAFTA), 400 price misalignments under, 389; stabi-
lization measures under, 383-90; as

Ob Vasuratana, 436, 437, 448 n14 two-stage process, 381; trade policy
Oil Fund (Thailand), 448 n22 under, 19, 77, 360-61, 381-82, 390-
Olszewski,Jan, 230 96, 399, 404-05; wage and price con-
Ominami,Carlos, 259 trols under, 360, 381, 387-90, 401,
Onis, Ziya, 87 402-03
Onofrejarpa, Sergio, 263, 267 Pakdemirli, Ekrem, 149, 181 n14
Opinion polls, limited usefulness of, 283 PAML. See Economic Adjustment Plan in

nl the Medium and Long Term
Opportunistic models of electoral cycles, Parliamentary Club of the Democraric

12,40 Left (Poland), 207
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Parrial-equilibrium analysis of trade re- 232, 238 n12; interest groups in, 186;
form, 64-69 interest rates in, 199, 202; labor rela-

Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI, tions in, 188, 217; output decline in,
Mexico), 9,363 201, 209; parliamentary elections of

Partisan models, 11-12, 40-45 1991 in, 187, 227; political parties
Party for Democracy (Chile), 269 and, 10, 207-09, 220, 227, 235- 37;
Party of Christian Democrats (Poland), presidency of, 189, 219; presidential

230 election of 1990 in, 221-22; price con-
Party of Independence and Labor (Sene- trols in, 188, 190; public enterprises in,

gal), 337, 348 203-04, 216-17; referendum of 1987
Party of the Democratic Left (Turkey), in, 237 nl; relations between IFls and,

141 196-67, 200, 222, 233; relations be-
Payeras, Zepeda, 406 n8 tween Paris Club and, 200,222; round-
Peasant Alliance (Poland), 239 n32 table agreements of 1989 in, 187-90,
Peoples Bank (Nigeria), 485 220, 234; shortages in, 201; small busi-
P6rez-Diaz, Victor, 101, 116, 118 ness in, 216; stabilization fund in, 197,
Peru, 82 200; subsidies in, 190, 199, 202; tech-
Phongpaichit, Pasuk, 448 n17 nocratic elite in, 232; unemployment
Pinochet, Augusto, regime of (Chile): as- in, 201, 209; "war on the top" in, 208-

sassination attempt during, 285 n23; 09, 221. See also Balcerowicz Plan;
base of support of, 259-60; bureaucra- Bielecki, Jan Krzysztof; names of or-
tic reform under, 14; capital market lib- ganizations and political parties; Seim
eralization under, 246; economic poli- Polish Economic Program, 239 n33-34
cymaking team in, 28, 245; exchange Polish Peasant Party, 207, 209, 230
rate policy of, 246, 247; failure to sell Polish Social Democratic Union, 207
reforms during, 283 n2; formation of Polish United Workers Party, 189, 207,
economic policy under, 245; human 209
rights violations of, 250; insulation of Political Bureau (Nigeria), 478, 495
policymakers in, 14; labor repression Political-business cycle, theory of, 11,
under, 256, 274; municipal reform un- 41-47
der, 279; political parties under, 254; Political cost-benefit ratio, 67-69, 79,
privatization under, 246; trade reform 84-85
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